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Dueon Works,
Victoria Road,
North Acton,
London, W.3,

UBILIE

The condenser shown above is one unit of a
bank of ten made by us to carry

820 amps. at 32,000 volts.
These condensers are tested by us for 8 hours
on full load and, in addition, at 68,000 volts
for ten minutes.
Similar high power condensers are constantly
being manufactured at our works and supplied
to the leading wireless stations of the world.
There is only one standard of Dubilier
workmanship, and the small fixed condensers
intended for your wireless set receive the
same careful attention as their high power
counterparts.
Both have to uphold the Dubilier reputation.

Always Specify
DUB1LIER CONDENSERS.

I
Telephone :

Chiswick 2241.

Telegrams :
Hivoltcon, Phone,

London.

E.P.S. 122.
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Maximum Results,
CHESHIRE, 21-11-24.

" You will perhaps be interested to know that -last -

night, -November 20th, at 9.47 p.m. on to about 9.56 p.m.,
I was listening on a crystal set to BRUSSELS. The Crystal

]BRUSSELS .(°-maadhe°setel
in use was your good ' Permanite,' and the set used was of

. my own construction, using very thick S.W.G: wire. I
shall now recommend your Crystal as being the BEST
out of 15 other makes I have tried." T. WILLIAMS.

No other Crystal is "Just as good

Minimum Re -adjustment
The Universal objection to the Crystal is the
need for continual Re -adjustment. With
Gamage's Genuine PERMANITE this
operation is reduced to the irreducible mini-
mum. It is this extreme sensitiveness, coupled
with its stability,. that has kept it right to
the front since 1908.

LOOK FOR THE
CIRCULAR BOX,

If your dealer is out of stock of Gamage's Permanite firmly refuse to
be put off with any other make. If he does not stock "Permanite,"
let Gamages know. If you have any difficulty at any time in
getting PERMANITE locally-send P.O. for size required to

Normal Size tuith
Silver Catswhisher

Large Size
with Silver

A. W. GAMAGE, LTD., HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1
Catscuhisher

Or at BENETFINK'S, Cheapside, E.C.2.

BONTONE PHONES
POPULAR

AS

BONZO

SENSITIVE, DURABLE, COMFORT-
ABLE & BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED.

BONTONE are made through.
out in our own works. Made of
the best materials procurable
and covered by a guarantee.
Compare these BONTONE
advantages with the conditions
when purchasing Continental
Telephones. BON TONE are
sensitive-we make our own
magnets, wind the bobbins,
make them from beginning to
end-BONTONE are British
Made.

Manufactured up to
High -Efficiency down
to a Popular Price.

14/6
BONTONE ORIGINAL

15/6
BONTONE LIGHTWEIGHT

All plumes arc stamped 6.6 C

Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers and Stores.

B. D. & Co. (Edward A. Boynton).
Works : GOSWELL ROAD and CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1

Offices : 167-173, COSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I.
Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.

116

Why Condensers should
be chosen--

kanduititrousitIvA\v\s

jaPOLAND ST-OXFORD Sr
LONDON - W.I.
(First Floor)

Instances of inefficient condensers actually -
absorbing radio energy so that it does not
reach the 1 rtor valve at all is not an
uncommon e X pOrience. It would not seem
possible; but if your present receiver is
blind to the signals of distant stations in-
corporate J.B. Condensers into your new
receiver, or fit them to your existing
receiver. Discard those instruments you
did not choose, and observe what a vast
difference the choice of good condensers
makes to the range and to the power of
your apparatus.
The remarkable improvement you will gain
it the reward of precision manufacture and
of constructional distinctions combined wh.it
a scientific choice of raw material. Such a
combination of manufacturing and scientific
knowledge is confined to J.B. instruments,

001
00075
0005

0003

SQUARE LAW
... 9/6.00025

.0002
0001

... 6 / 9 Vernier ...

STANDARD
001 6;6
.00075
0005
0003 ... 5 / 9

.00025
0002
0001
Vernier

619
5;6
5/3
4/6

5/9
5 /7
419
4/.

Go to your dealer first. If he can-
not supply, send direct-your set
deserves it. Post: One, 6d.; two, 9d.;
three, 1/7.

gefephone:-
GERRARD 7414
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The Little "Sparta"

it brings real
music to your home
One of the finest things we can say about the
Little Sparta is that its reproduction qual-
ities are distinctly comparable to its big

brother. Anyone who has heard the full
,

size " Sparta knows that that's saying a
lot. It gives plenty of volume, too. Rich-
pure-melodious ! Its exquisite fidelity of
reproduction brings to your home the radio
programme exactly as it is performed before
the microphone. The diaphragm adjust-
ment allows of the most flexible control. In

fact, nothing has been omitted which can
possibly add to its efficiency it's all there.

Then-for after all appearances do count

-it is attractively finished in dull black and
oxidised silver. .In every way, a delightful

instrument.

Supplied in Three types :-
Type J. - - 120 ohms
Type H. J. - -2,000 ohms
Type H. H. J. -4,000 ohms

55/-
411 Sparta " Loud Speakers are
fully guaranteed, and despatched,
securely packed in cartons, with
full instructions for use.

May we send you List No. 325
It tells you all about it,

Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd.,
Woodland Works, Chadwell Heath, Essex.

'Phone 'Grams :
Ilford 1200 (6 lines). Fuller, Chadwell Heath."

LONDON DEPOT: 58, High Street, W.C.1
Telephone : Gerrard 5070.

NOT KMIEC; Sear ON IT.

"16:2clivit,rtfrati4ii Cc ondeva"

BLUE LABEL

Yeitedt Ouieral idt eciote.nce!"

"If there is a better
crystal, I have not
seen it." ("DAILY EXPRESS,")

November 22nd, 1024.

This is the disinterested opinion of
the Wireless Editor of the "Daily
Express"-and of everybody who
has used a

TUNGSTALITE
BLUE LABEL

Reg. No. 447,149.
SUPER CRYSTAL

Obtainable from all wireless dealers,
price 1j6 per tube including cat's -
whisker, or direct from :

TUNGSTALITE, LTD.,
LONDON : 47, FARRINGDON ST., E.C.1
YORKSHIRE: 41, CALL LANE, LEEDS.
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Belfast's New Land -line.

THE troubles of Belfast caused by a .

noisy land -line are now to be
abolished, and 2 B E's new land -line

should place the Ulster station on an
equality with - the other distant main
stations as regards communication with
London. The special line will probably
be in use by the time this issue of " P.VV."
appears on the bookstalls.

Some Set !
WHAT is supposed to be the world's

finest radio receiver has just been
presented to President Coolidge by

a local telephone company in Washington.
It is a five -valve neutrodyne circuit, en-
closed in a mahogany cabinet which can
be used as a writing -desk. All the exposed
metal parts are heavily gold-plated, and the
panel is inlaid and engraved with gold.

Those Licences I
IHAPPENED to be in the House re-

cently when the Postmaster -General,
replying to Commander Kenworthy,

announced that the
Government intends to
introduce a Bill in
February which will
define more clearly
the position with re-
gard to the application
of the Wireless Tele-
graph Act to broad-
casting.

Whatever may be
said about Mr. Ford's
agitation against the
control of Wireless by
the Post Office, I
dOubt if we should
have had a ' definite
promise of a Bill if he
had not thrown down
the gauntlet to the
P.M.G.

" Het " for " Hat."
THE British Empire

Shakespeare
Society has play-

ed. a very subtle card
against the British
Broadcasting Com-
pany, by the state-
ment that the voices of certain " uncles "
are " affected " and " irritating." A few of
them say " het" for hat " and " Indyah "
for " India," according to the B.E.S.S.,
but the B.B.C. are quite right in supposing
that if Shakespeare himself Were able
to talk to the public it is probable that
nobody would understand much of what he
said.

The Multidyne
F_--

-a-

FT11111610000009110ifialawiwatuaismulauniauflimiTi

Very shortly l` Popular Wireless " will
commence a new series of articles on
the "Multidyne "-a new receiver of the
greatest interest to every amateur and
experimenter.

The " Multidyne " is the easiest and
best experimental set ever devised.

G. B. S.

"
ONE of the very best announcers that

we ever had was Mr. G. B. Shaw,"
says the B.B.C. But remembering

my own efforts to " draw " G. B. S. for the
benefit of " P.W." readers, I am inclined
to think that his silence is even more re-
markable than his speech.

* * *

New Swiss Station.

ANI'V
Swiss broadcasting station is

now on the air at' Dubendorf, near
Zurich. It has been allotted the

call -sign HBK, and is testing out on a
wave -length of 1980 metres.

in crowding -in to hear the more famous
professors will no longer limit the lectures
to a small audience.

Fast Fashions.
THE wireless transmission of pictures

has already been taken advantage of
to let New York see the latest Paris

fashions. Pictures were received in America
from Radio House, London, which a few
hours before had been in Paris, and which
crossed the Channel by aeroplane, and the
Atlantic by wireless.

Swansea's Record.
THE new relay station at Swansea has

already one record to its credit-
its programme is the most varied

one in the country. Listeners at 5 S X
will have to learn to recognise not only the
voices of their own station's Uncles, but
also those of Cardiff and of London, for
each of these two stations provides the
Swansea programme on three days a week.

The sitting -room on the s.s. " blulbera," used by the Duke and Duchess of York.

S.S. " Leviathan."
READERS" who have

listened -in to the
concerts trans-

mitted by the U.S.
line r, Leviathan,"
whilst the vessel is at
sea, will be interested
to know that the whole
of the ships wireless
equipment is of t h e
most up-to-date type
afloat. A 6 kw; West-
ern Electric transmitter
is used, and in addition
there is a 2 kw. .spark
set, an emergency set,
and a great variety of
receivers and amplifiers.

*  *
Radio Rum -Running.

RCA1.-El'NNERS of
Amer of have re-
cently organised

a broadcasting station
giving regular pro-
Sramnies with all the
usual 'features, includ
ing bed -time stories.
It is, thought that

Broadcasting Sorbonne Lectures. whilst reciting fairy tales certain words
THE School of Posts station, Paris, has are introduced in a pre -arranged order so

created a bold precedent in broad- as to form a code which informs the
casting the famous Sorbonne lee- boot-leggers where shipments are to be

tures. -At certain pre -arranged times on made, and the quantity of spirit which is
Mondays, Wendesdays, and Thursdays to be sent. So if Chelmsford's call -sign
the actual lectures given to students in the gets mixed up in it, somebody will be
class rooms will be broadcast, and the fact wondering who ordered 5 barrels of X. X.
that there was always a certain difficulty (Continued on page 1072.)
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NOTES AND NEWS,
(Continued from page 1071.)

Bolshevist Broadcasting.
IHEAR that the Soviet stations are

gettina° quite active, and I shall be
glad to hear particulars from any

Northern readers who can tune in short-
wave Russian broadcasting. Moscow is now
sending a special Esperanto programme on
the last day of every month, on a wave-
length of 3,200 metres.

* * *

South African Record.

JOHANNESBURG
has been picked up

in France, but, so far as I know, no
British listener has succeeded in

tuning in to J B. The short-wave South

MR. PERCY PITT,
Musical Director of the B.B.C.

African tests which Poldhu has
t arrying out with Milnertown are continuing
at intervals, but on a lower wave -length,
that used now being in the neighbourhood
of 60 or 65 metres.

been

Talks on Engineering.
MR. A. S. E. ACKERMANN, B.Sc.

(Engineering), who has been announced
to give a series of seven talks on

" Fallacies in Engineering and Science "
from 2 L 0 in the New Year (beginning on
January 13th), is the author of " Popular
Fallacies." The B.B.C.'s Director of Educa-
tion tells me that he feels that engineering
topics have been rather neglected over the
microphone up to the present, and that
a great many listeners have asked for
technical -but -not -wireless talks of late.

*

Breslau's Brain Wave.
THE Breslau station has lately been

testing out an ingenious idea, by
trying the effect of broadcast music

upon factory workers. Not only are
special lunch-hour programmes given, but
by means of loud speakers experiments are
being conducted with a view to seeing if the
output of workers doing mechanical duties
can be accelerated by suitable tunes ! The
B.B.C. are not contemplating following this
example.

*

Dublin Calling.
YSTERIOUS broadcasting has recently

been carried out in the neighbourhood
of Dublin, generally after 11 p.m.,

when the B.B.C. stations have closed down.
" Hello, everybody, Dublin calling ! " is
usually the first announcement, and then
news, etc., is given out on a wave -length
of 480 metres. On one occasion the speaker
apologised for not sending out a programme
in the daytime, but pointed out that his
aerial had to be taken down in daylight, as
the authorities are trying to locate him.

* *

A Year's Work.
AFRENCH amateur has recently been

going through his log for the past
twelve months, and he finds that he has

heard meteors from dozens of different
countries all over the world. He has listened
to U.S.A. amateurs over 2,000 times, but he
only reports 76 English transmissions.
Amongst the countries received were
Mexico, Japan, Cuba, Hawaii, and New
Zealand.

*

The Gramophone Pirate.
THE super -radio pirate has now appeared

in the person of the man who not only
listens in without paying a licence fee,

but who makes records of the voices of
famous singers when they appear before the
microphone. He can sell such pirated
music much cheaper than the gramophone
company, who have to pay a big fee to the
artiste for his services; but so far the activities
of this form of pirate have not caused
anybody annoyance, and probably he only
exists in the imagination of some of the
B.B.C.'s more, virulent critics.

* *

Broadcasting Brain -waves.
SHALL we ever be able to broadcast a

Thought ? Recent experiments be-
tween Lord Balfour and Professor

Gilbert Murray have thrown into prominence
the idea that thought is in many ways akin
to wireless, and it may be accounted for
by the disturbance of the ether around us,
and by the formation of a kind of ether wave
motion. If the B.B.C. ever attempted
to broadcast " thought " programmes to
" listeners," the latter will automatically
become " thinkers," and it is to be hoped
that the B.B.C. will know exactly what it is
they are thinking.

Wild Fowl and Wireless.
I HEAR that the B.B.C. is shortly sending

engineers with a portable transmitter
and an expert naturalist up the River

Aide, in Suffolk, late at night.
According to the " Daily,Mail " the cries

of several wild fowl will be broadcast,
a description being given of their habits.
At the end of half an hour a blank cartridge
will be fired, when the air will be filled with
the cries of thousands of birds, presenting a
very good winter contrast to the broad-

- casting of the nightingale.

A New_Year's Alteration.
FROM to -day the restriction on foreign

components used in wireless sets has
been withdrawn, and there is now no

legal obligation to employ parts of ,British
manufacture when making a set. But
broadcasting was set on its feet by member -

firms of the British Broadcasting Company,
and these firms will still continue to turnout
their sets marked with the B.B.C. stamp.
This will be a guarantee to listeners that
all the parts were manufactured in this
country, and will serve to distinguish them
from the impartel sets which will soon be
on the market.

Savoy Music.
AN American company, Harms In.

corporated, recently applied to Mr.
Justice Eve, in the Chancery Divi-

sion, for an injunction to restrain the
broadcasting of " Tea for Two " and
" I Want o Be Happy " from the Savoy
Hotel. It was stated that the play " No-
No, Nanette " was due for production in
London, and its eyes, so to speak, were

SHORT WAVES.
It isn't right that the Post Office-or any E..

E Government Department-should impose a=
H. tax of doubtful legality, collecting it from those =
E. fool enough to pay, and leaving the others free. =

In such circumstances meanness is its own =
E. reward.. . Thej'ost Office must treat all =
E alike. And. the sooner it puts itself in such a =
H position that it can not only insist on the
H. licence, but can exact penalties for evasion, the =
H better.-" Sheffield Daily Telegraph."

We hear reports of a crime -wave, and a E
daily paper remarks that " modern criminals

E are making constant use of wireless telephony." =
E It would be interesting to know what crime-
= wave length they are using.-" Punch."

. . . The divine arts of music and musical =
speech are never, more divine than *hen they =
soothe and cheer and heal the broken, the weary, =
the frightened and the sleepless, and wireless =
can bring them to the neediest ears.-Dr. C.
W. Saleeby, writing in the"` Daily News." E

. . . . Something had been done (by broadcast- E
ing), for instance, in endeavouring to establish
a relation with children and give to the world the
sort of thing that the children liked.

That idea might be extended considerably. =
We might have an hour devoted to politicians, =
in which the simple rules of their trade might E.
be expounded, and the possibility of conduct- E.
ing it in an honourable manner explained in =
simple Words.-Mr. G. K. Chesterton.

THIS WEEK'S QUERY.
" I have a basket, but what is the best way H

to make a large pancake ? "

7111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117-:

being picked out by the playing of the
two pieces by the Savoy bands.

Manchester's Move.
MANCHESTER'S new broadcasting

quarters in the Parsonage are much
larger than the accommodation for-

merly provided in Dickinson Street. The
convenience of having two studios should
obviate those irritating little delays and
" Two minutes, please ! " which are neces-
sary with limited space. One interesting
difference is that the Dickinson Street
studio was at the top of a four -storeyed
building, but the new ones are below ground -
level.

Sea -Gulls Next.
AN interesting suggestion which has

followed on the B.B.C.'s proposal
' to broadcast the cries of wild fowl

from Suffolk is that a microphone should
be taken to Ailsa Craig, in Scotland. This
is a famous resort and homing -ground for
gulls, and I believe the B.B.C. Would find
no technical difficulties in the scheme,
whilst it should certainly prove an uncom-
mon " turn " at the microphone.

ARIEL.
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By J. F. CORR/GAN, M.Sc., A.T.C.

experimenter can, with its aid, try out many different types and patterns of crystal detectors.

HOW TO MAKE
A CRYSTAL SET OF PRACTICAL DESIGN
The receiver described in the following article has several advantages over the usual stereotyped crystal set, as the

..... A-0 -4- -0-1.-e -4.--<-4.--4-4e-4-4e-4-4-0-11.--4-v ®va...>.-..+ems¢
THE crystal set which is to be described

in this article possesses several advan-
tage's over the general run of receivers

of this nature. These advantages lie chiefly
in its extreme adaptability, a property
which it is very desirable for a radio set to
exhibit at the present day.

Fig. 1. The completed set.

The receiver described below makes an
interesting piece of apparatus for the
experimenter's use. By its aid almost any
number of different types and patterns of
crystal detectors may be tried out with the
same standard receiver, and also different
types of tuning may be employed with the
same detector..

This"is a very obvious advantage to those
experimenters who wish to try the effects
of different -varieties of tuning on the recep-

tion produced by the same crystal contact
or combination.

The crystal receiver as a whole also pro-
vides for the easy addition of H.F. and L.F.
amplification, and, at the same time at
which these are employed, the tuning and
the detecting portions of the set can be
altered in nature.

A glance at the illus-
tration, Fig. 1, which
indicates the compact.
appearance of the
finished crystal re-
ceiver when contained
in a suitable dust -
proof cabinet, will in-
dicate to the reader. the
lay -out of the panel.
This lay -out is some-
what arbitrary, and
therefore no dimen-
sions are given, for
the amateur who un-
dertakes the construc-
tion of such a set will
have special purposes
of his own to fulfil and
therefore he will be
inclined to design the
lay -out of the compon-
ents on the panel ac-
cording to his own particular fancies and
needs. -

Nevertheless, it will be seen from Fig. 1,
and also from Fig. 2, which is a photograph
of the back of the panel, that the crystal
set may conveniently be divided up into,
two units, a tuning unit and a detecting
unit.
A Detector Selecting Switch.

The tuning unit employs on ordinary one -
hole fixing variometer of a standard pattern
such as may readily be purchased from any
firm of radio dealers, or which may be made
at home without much difficulty. A loading

coil is provided in the
circuit for the purpose

EXTRA DETECTOR TERM/NAL5
SPOHYT CONTACT ARM

t .1

LOADING COIL

T,
CONNECT/NG STRAPS
THEORETICAL CIRCU/T DIAGRAM F/63.

of increasing the wave-
length of the receiver.
This loading coil, of
course, may be omitted
from the receiver if
desired.

Reference to the
illustrations will shoW
that two pairs of ter-
minals are provided on
opposite sides of the
panel near to the vario-
meter dial, and that
these are provided with
suitable brass straps
in order to complete
the circuit of the in-
strument.

In the set depicted there are included
three separate crystal detectors and also a
pair of smaller terminals, to which may be
attached a further detector if required. The
detectors provided on the standard instru-
ment, consist of an ordinary micro -adjust-
ment perikon detector, an enclosed detector,
and also one of the ordinary rough and

Fig. 2. Showing the back of panel wiring.

ready cat's -whisker type. To the small
detector terminals may be attached any
sort of improvised or experimental recti-
fying device, this being a very convenient
method of providing for the inclusion in the
circuit of such articles which are not in-
tended to be used regularly or to be per-
manently attached to the receiver.

The selection of the detector to be used
in the circuit is made by a contact arm
which rotates over a number of copper or
brass contact studs. This detector selection
arm must be of the very best design and
construction. It must rotate faultlessly
and evenly over the contact studs, and
the wire connection to the underside of the
arm should, whenever possible, be firmly
soldered, and not merely placed between
two washers.
Careful Workmanship Necessary.

The construction of this detector selec-
tiori arm is worth paying serious attention
to, for if any loose or uneven contacts occur
at that part of the circuit the reception from
the set as a whole will be generally unsatis-
factory.

It will be noticed in the illustration that
one of the contact studs has no wire con-
nection to it. This serves as a blank, and,
although it is not necessary, its inclusion
in the receiver is often very convenient.

The 'phone terminals of the set are
arranged in series, a brass strap shorting

(Continued on page 1074.)
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A CRYSTAL SET OF
PRACTICAL DESIGN

(Continued from page 1073.)

one pair when it is not required. A tele-
phone condenser (about .002 mfd. capacity)
is placed across the first and fourth ter-
minal. This, again, is not essential, but,
generally speaking, more satisfactory re-
sults are obtained with it than without it.
Valve Amplification.

It will be observed that the pairs of 'phone
terminals are placed at right angles to each

current will enter the set via the ordinary
aerial terminal. It will be tuned by the
variometer, amplified at radio -frequency,
and then passed along to the rectifying
portion of the circuit.

The H.F. amplifier, like the L.F. one, can
be placed in a cabinet which is uniform in
appearance with the one which contains
the crystal set proper, and therefore if the
three cabinets are arranged alongside one
another an extremely compact and neat
appearance will be presented by the receiv-
ing apparatus.

The above crystal set, therefore, is well
worthy of construction by the seriously
minded amateur. No startling claims are

made for the reception
which it produces, but,
if carefully construct-
ed, it will produce sig-
nals which are really
strong and clear up to
ranges of twelve to
fifteen miles from a
main broadcasting
station. Using the
H.F. amplification the
distance of reception
is, of course, propor-
tionately increased ;
and with one stage
of L.F. amplification
loud -speaker work is
possible within ranges
of four or five miles
from a B.B.C. station.

The set is chiefly de-
signed for service and

adaptability. It gives consistently good
results, and by its us a large variety of
" straight " circuits may easily be tried out.
Four Variations.

To sum up, it may be stated that the set
provides for:

1. Variation of tuning device.
2. Variation of rectifying contacts and

combinations.
3. Addition of L.F. amplification.
4. Addition of H.F. amplification.
And, of course, in addition to the above

provisions, they may all be combined so
that the number of different circuits con-
taining varying tuning and rectifying
devices which can be obtained by means
of the set is considerably large.

6 Crysia/ Cup  C7ysti/Conlact  Terminals.
EXTRA DETECTOR TERM/AWLS BRASS STRAP

C

(ow 0

BLANK
sruo

F/6.4. WIR1N6 OF PANEL

LOADING
COIL

VARIOMETIP
TO -41/E

BRiLS5 STRAP

other. This arrangement is of very great
convenience when L.F. amplification is
added to the circuit, for in this event the
cabinet containing the L.F. amplifier may
be placed alongside the set and its input
terminals connected to the pair of terminals
at the side of the crystal set, the brass strap,
of course, under these conditions, being
placed across the terminals on the front
edge of the panel. Thus the amplifying
unit may be placed in a cabinet which is
uniform in appearance with that of the cry-
stal set, and the two cabinets may be placed
alongside each other. This arrangement
provides for neatness and economy of space.

If the tuning of the set is required to be
altered, the two brass straps which connect
the opposite pairs of terminals near to the
variometer knob are removed, and the tuner
which it is desired to use is connected to the
two opposite terminals which are nearest to
the detector unit.

That is to say, 'suppose the standard
variometer tuning which is included in the
cabinet was to be omitted and a loose -
coupled tuner used in its place. In this
event, the leads from the secondary coil of
the loose coupler would be connected to the
two opposite terminals which are nearest
to the detector unit of the set, the aerial and
earth, of course, being attached to the
primary coil of the loose coupler.

H.F. amplification is added to the set by
removing the two opposite brass straps and
by connecting the output terminals of the
H.F. amplifier to the two opposite terminals
which are nearest to the detecting unit of
the receiver, the input terminals of the
amplifier being attached to the opposite
pair of terminals on the crystal set nearest
to the loading coil. And, of course, the
aerial and the earth are connected to their
usual terminals on the crystal receiver.

Thus, under these conditions, the aerial

ie AN INTERESTING "SUPER''I
By R. V. BERRY.

THE circuit herein descri bed was
developed by the writer whilst
experimenting with an indoor aeriaL

The main advantage is its extraordinary

selectivity, whilst its range of reception is
far greatef than that of an ordinary single -
valve reaction receiver. On it the following
stations have been received at fair strength :
London, Cardiff, Birmingham, Manchester,
Aberdeen, Newcastle and Bournemouth
(B.B.C. stations). Several continental
stations have also been received, three of
these were Hamburg, Berlin and Breslau.
The receiver is situated some 25 miles
inland from 6 B M, and the writer thinks
that this wills be admitted to be a fair
" bag " for one valve.

WINDOW CURTAIN ROD

AERIAL.

TO RECEIVER

WINDOW CURTAIN ROD

F/6..2.

With reference to the selectivity men-
tioned above. This is so great that a vernier
must be fitted and this vernier should not
be an attachment but a separate condenser
having a capacity not exceeding .0001. A
separate condenser should be used, as this
is less liable to hand -capacity effects.
Novel Aerial.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 1. It will be
seen that the aerial has both ends connected
to the receiver in the same way as a frame
aerial is connected. The A.T.C. (.0005 max.)
is in series with the aerial and A.T.I., whilst
the earth is connected to the aerial side of the
A.T.C. and not to what is called the " earth
terminal." The variable grid leak should be
a good one, such as Watmel or Lissen. The
writer uses the former. The grid condenser
should have a capacity between .00025 and
.0007, or more, according to the valve in use.

Although not shown in Fig. 1, a five -plate
condenser across the reaction coil will help
to control reaction if properly handled, but
if not it will merely cause oscillation.

The writer strongly advises the use of
basket coils for inductances, as these are
not only cheap but very efficient.

For maximum signal
strength the reaction
coil should be tuned to
the same wave -length
as the aerial coil, but
this makes the re-
ceiver very prone to
oscillation.

Fig. 2 shows the aerial
used by the writer. The
wire used is 4ari.m. igni-
tion flex, the rubber
covering of the wire
being the only insulator
used, the total length
being 43 feet.
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I THE ECONOMICAL CONSTRUCTION i
i OF WIRELESS RECEIVING SETS.

o

*-  
By E. CHATTERTON, B.Sc. (Eng.)

How to get best results from your new set at the lowest possible cost.

THE question of economy in construction
is an important one to the vast
majority of wireless amateurs, and

the writer is aware, from his own sad
experience, of the limitations imposed on
the enthusiast by kelt of financial re-
sources. It is hoped that the practical
hints which are about to be given will
assist the amateur who is considering the

RECOMMENDED
SYSTE410FAER/AL

TI/N/N6.

FOG./.

f.onstruction of a new receiver to build
-a really good set with a minimum of ex-
penditure.

It must be understood that these remarks
are intended for those who have no inclina-
tion to experithent, and who wish to build
a " permanent " form of set, which will give
consistently good results. It is difficult to
give advice to the experimenter, for the cost
in his case is limited solely by the range of
experimental work which is to be covered.

Quality of Components.
One obvious method of reducing the cost

is to use the cheapest possible components
throughout, but this is a practice which
cannot be generally recommended, for the
results obtained from a receiver built on
these lines will usually give rise to dis-
satisfaction with consequent replacement of
the parts by those of better quality. It does
not necessarily follow that the most expen-

4- 4- 4- ...... -0-1-4- 4- -0-4-1,4-4- -0- -0- -4- .4-4- -4- -4- -4 -4-

sive components are the best, but it can be
definitely stated at the outset that to pur-
chase really good components from reliable
manufacturers is usually a very real economy
if best results are looked for.

Another method of reducing the cost of
apparatus is for the constructor to build as
much as possible in his own workshop.
Within limits, this is a method of- procedure
which can be recommended, so long as the
constructor does not attempt work which
is beyond his ability. For example, the
most progressive of radio manufacturers -are
unable to produce low -frequency trans-
formers which are absolutely satisfactory
from the point of view of distortionless
amplification, and it is not to be expected
that the non -technical amateur will find
this within his capacity. It is, therefore,
recommended that these and similar items
should be purchased, but such items as
high -frequency transformers, coils, and
fixed condensers can be made cheaply and
efficiently.

Repeated warnings have appeared in this
journal with regard to faulty fixed con-
densers, but these items are of such im-
portance and cause so much trouble that
stress is again laid on the fact that all fixed
condensers should be of good quality.

Question of Design.
It will be apparent that the problem of pro-

duction of the best possible article at the
lowest possible price is one which confronts
the radio manufacturer as well as the
amateur constructor, for in order to succeed
he is forced to place receivers onthe market
which will compare favourably, in quality
and in price, with those of his competitors.

The amateur fish -tally attacks the problem
in a more or less haphazard manner, but the
manufacturer is wise enough to realise that
the only way to arrive at a satisfactory 
solution of the problem is by giving very
careful thought and consideration to the
design of receivers which lie builds.

In most cases, therefore, a special staff
is employed which deals solely with design
and research work, this involving the ex-
penditure of large sums of money, which is
found to be justified by the improvement

' in results and reduction in price which are
produced. From this the thoughtful ama-
teur will -learn a useful lesson, and will
realise that it is well worth while to devote
considerable forethought to problems of
design before construction is embarked
upon.

The first step in the process of design is
to decide on a circuit diagram which will
give the results desired, using a minimum
amount of apparatus, and this should be
done with extreme care.

Valve Detectors Preferable.
It is obviously impossible to give a definite

circuit which will be satisfactory in all cases,
for the requirements of individual con-
structors vary widely. The most that can
be done is to enumerate a few general con-
clusions to which the writer's experience
has led him, and to point out the pitfalls
which await the unwary.

Firstly, the great thing to strive for is
simplicity, for a complicated circuit diagram
invariably leads to a set which is difficult
-to build and difficult to handle.

The number of adjustments which must
be 'carried out to tune the receiver to any
given wave -length should be reduced to a
minimum, and no adjustable component
should be incorporated unless essential.
For example, the writer is opposed to the
use of variable grid leaks and grid conden-
sers except in special cases. If the operator
is a " strong silent man," who, having
determined on the best adjustment for these
items, will leave them alone for good and
all, they no doubt serve a useful purpose,
but in the majority of cases they will
merely provide additional exercise in the
process of " knob twisting."

(Continued on page 1076.)

CIRCUITD/AGRAM OF 4 VALVE RECE/VER
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THE ECONOMICAL
CONSTRUCTION OF WIRE-
LESS RECEIVING SETS.

(Continued from page 1075.)
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The same argument may be urged against
the use of crystal detectors in valve circuits,
and unless a dual amplification circuit is used
the valve detector is to be preferred on the
grounds of simplicity and consistency in
results.

For straight circuits a grid condenser of

series condenser will, of course, be used for
reception of wayes below about 500 metres.

It is a surprising fact that many amateurs
who introduce every available gadget into
their receivers, often neglect to incorporate
those simple refinements which cost next
to nothing, and which make a vast difference
to the results obtainable. The vast majority
of receivers employ only one high-tension
lead which supplies the anode voltage to
each of the valves. It is a very simple
matter to provide a separate H.T. tapping
for each valve, and the results obtained
will be considerably improved, for high -
frequency and detecting valves _require a
much lower anode voltage than is necessary
for the efficient working of low -frequency
amplifiers.

r
7111111

SHEW/N6 ARRANGEMENT OF THE APPARATUS. /76.3.

WOOD
BRACKETS

TRANS/Miff/7

0

0003 mid., in conjunction with a leak of 2
megohms, will always give good -results, if
the filament and plate voltages are suitably
adjusted.

Unnecessary Complication.
It may be advisable to say a few words

with regard to the many " super " circuits
which are so well known at the present
day. Many of these are capable of giving
almost incredible results in skilled hands,
but they are for the most part dependent on
very fine adjustments for their efficient
working, and while, the results obtainable
may tempt the inexperienced, they cannot
be recommended for the non -experimenter.
These remarks do not apply to many dual
amplification circuits which are in use at
the present time, which are capable of
excellent results even in inexperienced
hands. Nevertheless, in no case should
more than one valve be used as a dual
amplifier, and if more than three valves
are to be used, nothing is gained by em-
ploying dual amplification at all.

Many receivers are unnecessarily com-
plicated by the employment of coupled
'aerial circuits. The arrangement shown in
Fig. 1 is capable of giving just as good
amplification and selectivity as a double
circuit tuner, and will be much easier to
adjust, in addition to saving half the appara-
tus. It will be seen that a fixed coil is used,
across which is connected a variable con-
denser of -0005 mfd. capacity. Two
aerial terminals are provided, one of which
introduces a fixed condenser of -0002 mfd.
in series with the aerial circuit. The

Again, in many
cases no provision
is made for a grid
biasing battery in
the ease of low -fre-
quency valves, while
this item makes an
enormous difference
to the strength and
quality of received
signals. It is also
advisable to connect
a large fixed con-
denser of about one
microfarad capacity
across the high-
tension battery con..
nections to the low -
frequency valves.

Fig. 2 shows a
four - valve circuit
which is arranged on
the principles stated
in this article, which
shows how the items

mentioned are applied.
It will be noticed that two extra terminals

and a crystal detector are provided, which
make it possible to use the set as a plain
crystal set for reception of the local station.
It will also be seen that no filament rheo-
stats are provided on the low -frequency
valves. These are not necessary from, the
point of view of operation, and when four
valves are in circuit the  current saving
effected by their use is negligible.

A single pole switch
is provided to break
the low-tension cir-
cuit.

Cabinet Design.
The problem in

cabinet design is to
produce a compact
arrangement, which at
the same time provides
ample spacing of com-
ponents, using a mini-
mum of ebonite, and
keeping the woodwork
simple. This again
will vary according to
individual requir e-
ments, depending on
the external appear-
ance which is desired.

Figs 3 and 4 show a
cabinet design for the
four -valve circuit pre-
viously described.
These figures are self -
explanatory, and the

same method of construction can be applied
with suitable variations to other receivers.

The front panel is of wood, well coated
-with shellac varnish, only two narrow strips
of ebonite being employed.

*-.--4-..,--.-4,-._._....-4-..*

I BROADCASTING FROM
BELGRADE.
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AMODERN radio broadcasting station
'has been in operation since May 1,
1924, at Rakovitza, near Belgrade,

Yugo-Slavia.
The station was built by the " Radio-Corn-

pagnie Generale sans-Fil," with expenses
equally shared between the government
and the company. Gross returns to the
proportion of 30 per cent., and net profits
to the proportion of 20 per cent., will be paid
to the government.

The concession was given for a period of
30 years, at the end of which the station will
become State property. The State like-
wise has the right to buy up the property
At the end of ten years if it so desires.

Quick Work.

The technical personnel and the em-
ployees are hired by the company. The
technical installation, the tall aerials, the
motor sheds and the broadcasting appara-
tus are all in Rakovitza.

Two motors are used and develop 25 kilo-
watts, and besides these there is a small
station with motors developing 2 kilowatts.
Radiograms are sent out from Rakovitza,
while the Belgrade Radio -telephone Broad-
casting Station, as the central office is
known, receives the messages for London,
Vienna, Prague, Bern, and Beirut. The
wave -length is 1,650 metres. Answers are
received from London by radio within two
hours of sending, and the cost is no more
expensive than that of ordinary telegrams.
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00 By G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
I (Technical Editor, "l'opular Wireless.")
+
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N.IAIONTED for the first time -by a
glittering assembly of black knobs,
brass terminals and mycterious-

looking "controls," the new owner of
wireless receiving equipment may be
forgiven if he asks himself " What do I
do Y " In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred
he will ask nobody else, even if knowledge:
able ones are aval.lable, for the average
Englishman prides himself that he can
conquer unknown worlds without recruiting
outside assistance.

Now this is all very well, and it may be
granted that wireless sets can be made to
work, arid work very well, even by those
who go no farther into the depths of the
science than to gain an experience of- mere
" knob twisting," but this experience often
proves costly, and no end of dama-ge can be
done both to the actual equipment and to
other listeners' reception, as I shall later on
show, if this knob or that knob be twisted
carelessly, or if the various wires arc not
connected up correctly.

First Considerations.

Operating a wireless set, be it simply a
crystal receiver or an elaborate valve set,
is an art, and, like singing, an art in which
few excel but all can indulge. Therefore
in this article I intend to discuss the

notes " on the wireless " scale," so that
all may at least learn the first principles
of practical radio and get in " tune "
without unduly harrowing others' ears.
The more advanced reader of " P.W." will
not-, I fear, find much in it to interest him,
but I am sure he will know someone to whom
it should appeal.

A crystal set is more or -less "fool -proof,"
and the above remarks hardly apply to it,
because under average conditions little
damage can result, however carelessly it be
handled. A number of makes of this type
of receiver are accompanied with explicit

t "- ' S. I. I . .9.  - 9.    4.1.1..  .9.-.9.--4. I.  1.- 1  0 1.  . I .  99.-  P 1.-1.-0   -       At   -1. i- - +

i HOW TO OPERATE YOUR NEW SET. 1
+

CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE NON -TECHNICAL READER. fo

+

+

,1

o

capable of tuning to what is known as the
wave -length of ' the broadcasting station
(this bears no relation to ordinary lineal
measurements), and, secondly, it must be
brought into operation within receptive
range of the broadcasting station. A crystal
set is reckoned to he good for four miles
from a relay station such as Leeds, Liver-
pool, Plymouth, etc. ; 20 miles from a main
station such as 2 L 0, 5 I T, 2 Z Y, etc.,
and 100 miles from the high power station
5 X X, but only if an efficient outdoor aerial
be used.

The " P.W." Set as constructed by Mr. M. Hirst, 283, Primrose. Road, Bootle, Liverpool.

instructions, and I could quote several
examples, but this commendable practice is
more the except -ion than the rule.

Primarily, there are two essential con-
ditions that- must obtain before good
reception results, firstly, the set must be

A rear view of the same receiver, which, as will be seen. is on the American system.

By efficient is meant that it must be
fairly high, say at least 30 ft. or so at one
or both ends, well insulated and not
" screened " by high buildings or trees.

Taking it for granted that the owner of
the new set has erected his aerial and taken
an earth lead to the water pipe or to a piece
of metal buried in the ground, and that he 
is aware of the instrument's capabilities and
limitations, let him connect it up carefully,
ma -king sure that the aerial lead-in is

attached to the terminal marked "Aerial
(or it may be just an "A "), and the earth
lead to thek terminal marked " E," or
" Earth."

Handling a Crystal Set.
He should, of course, make certain that the

ends of these two wires are nice and bright,
and that there is no lacquer on those points
of the terminals which will come into
contact with the wires-if there is, it must
be scraped off with k penknife. If it is a
crystal set he then attaches the telephone
receivers to their terminals and proceeds
to " tune in."

- As he is no wireless expert his set will not
be of an experimental nature, and he will
be faced with but one, or at most two, tuning
controls. These might take the shape of
black knobs fixed to revolving graduate.
scales, or switches with a number of contact
points, or a small handle which can 1-A

pulled up or down or in or out.
Whatever it is, it -should be moved gently

(Continued on page 1078.)
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accomplished, it is as well to adjust the
crystal detector simultaneously. Once the
wave -length tuning has been " set " the
control or controls concerned need hardly
ever be touched. They can be left in their
best position, and whenever the set is used,
only the detector need receive attention.

Modern crystal detectors do not require
very expert handling. In most eases what
is known as a " cat's -whisker " is used. This
consists of a small spiral of wire which is
arranged to come into contact 'with the
piece of crystal material. In some cases
this contact must be made very lightly
indeed to give best results, and in all cases
the surface of the crystal must be carefully
explored to discover the most " sensitive
spots."

It should be remembered that the noise -
producing capabilities of the best of crystal
sets is distinctly limited, and the listener is
warned against developing " scratchitis."
The symptoms of this fell disease evince
themselves in the form of restlessness in
respect of the crystal adjustment, and can
only be cured by the employment of will
power and mental admonitions.

Dangerous Battery Connections.
If music and speech are clear and careful

crystal adjustment or tuning variations
fail to increase the volume of sound, settle
down and enjoy the concert. Avoid that
raised left hand, parted lips, strained
expression attitude if you would enjoy
broadcasting and not make it a strenuous
search after just -a -little -louder signals.

The new owner of a valve set has much
more to do-he is the motorist of listeners;
while crystal -set people are merely cyclists.
lie has more controls to handle, and it is
within his power to destroy the peace of
other listeners. His responsibilities are even
greater in this latter respect than is generally
realised, and much of the background of
peculiar little squeaks and whistles which
can always be heard when listening to a
wireless concert is due to the mishandling
of valve receivers. Furthermore, unless he
is careful he can damage his own apparatus
very seriously.

For instance, when connecting up a
set, if the big dry battery which is known
as the " high tension " be connected to the
terminals marked L.T., expensive valves
will be immediately burnt out and
irreparably ruined. The accumulator or, if
the new " super dull emitter " valves are
used, the 3 -volt dry battery, must be
connected to the terminals marked L.T.
Note also should be taken that the con-
nections of the batteries themselves must
be made correctly, and the terminal of the
L.T. battery which is marked + or dis-
tinctly coloured red, must go to the L.T.
terminal on the set, not to the L.T.
Such points might not be important when
dealing with the front door bell, but they
are supremely important in the case of a
wireless set.

..........._..._._.......-40-40-4.-- 1-4.-4- .1.- -4-4.---

HOW TO OPERATE
YOUR NEW SET

(Continued from page 1077.)

Never experiment with battery leads-
unless you know how to connect them up-
leave them alone until you have found out.

Now most valve sets have their controls
very clearly labelled, in fact all valve sets
manufactured by reputable firms for broad-
cast reception are " laid out," as we
technicians say, in such a manner that very
little is left to speculation or chance. For

throughout its whole range of movement instance, that little knob or knobs marked
until loudest signals are obtained with the " fil, resis.," or " on-off," or " max.-min."
crystal detector roughly adjusted. As a are for regulating the " light " of the valves.
matter of fact, until the tuning has been This adjustment corresponds to that of the

crystal detector on a crystal set, except
that it is more stable and plays little part
in the actual tuning of the set.

The Use of Reaction.
It should be remembered that the valves

should always be run at their minimum
brightness, which in the case of dull- emitter
valves is sometimes a very dull red indeed.
It may not be out of place to say that the
valves should be turned on, and if signals
are heard, even though the tuning con-
trols have not been accurately set, should
not be increased in brightness past that
point where the increase in signal strength

directions to trouble other listeners in quite
a considerable area and prevent them
hearing the concerts clearly.

The correct procedure in tuning a set in
after having connected everything up, is as
follows. The valves are first of all turned
on and then, with the reaction set at its
" minimum " adjustment, the main tuning
control is adjusted until the desired station
is heard at its loudest. The reaction is then
brought gradually in until signals increase
to the maximum point without distortion ;
as soon as distortion occurs the reaction
should be taken out, for this is the danger
point where the set begins to " oscillate "
and cause interference.

After the tuning and reaction have been
" set " at a not too critical point-that is, so
that the music or speech is not just on the
verge of distorting-the valves can be turned
down as far as is possible without loss of
volume.

Later on the listener will learn how to
simultaneously adjust the tuning and
reaction and work nearer that " danger
point," but for the sake of others this should
not be attempted at the commencement of
his experience.

Testing receivers at the headquarters of the Radio Broadcast Laboratory, New York.

ceases; in fact they should be turned
down again as far as they can be without
causing a diminution in that respect.

The tuning controls on a simple one -valve
set, or a set that does not employ what is
known as high -frequency amplification (of
this more anon), will be limited to one knob
which controls the wave -length tuning, and
which will be marked " Aerial Tuning,"
" Cond.," " Aerial," " Aer. Cond.,"
" A.T.I.," " A.T.C.," " Tuning Ind.,"
" Ind.," or just perhaps with a graduated
scale in figures and a marking pointer, for
unfortunately such indications are by no
means standardised. By the way, grad-
uated scales with figures are merely pro-
vided so that the setting can be remem-
bered ; such figures bear no actual relation
to wave -length.

If what is known as reaction is em-
ployed-and most valve receivers employ
this-the knob which controls it will be
marked " Reaction," Reac.," or Intensi-
fier." This is the control that above all
others must be handled carefully, as it is
capable of virtually transforming the
receiver into a transmitter, and can cause
interfering impulses to be radiated in all

If the set employs what is known as high -
frequency amplification another control
will be furnished. This may be labelled
" Anode Tuning," - " Anode," " Anode
Condenser," "111.F. Cond.," or something
similar. This should be adjusted more or
less simultaneously with the main tuning
control, and should present little difficulty.

The H.T. battery will in most cases be
provided with a number of little sockets into
which small pings are inserted. These
should be moved from point to point after
the set is tuned in and the effect on the
signals noted.

Wave -length Tuning.
If the set has reached the new listener

minus valves, he should not purchase same
at random, for valves vary very consider-
ably in character, and any particular valve
may not prove suitable in any particular
position in a set. It would take too long
to detail every type of valve and its char-
acteristics in this article, and the valveless
now listener will be well advised to take a
reputable wireless retailer into his confi-
dence and recruit his assistance in the matter.

(Continued on page. 111:;.)
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All Brander product, carry
our official neouct'-husk
guarantee, enabling you to
return them within To day
if dissatisfied. This really
constitutes a free trial.

. No longer will it be a problem to keep- him theftnderd headtentely
amusewith

-Brandes " Matched Tone" Headphones

ease and comfort, and the clarity of reception they ensure will

enable him to grasp the Bed Time Stories with quick apprecia-

tion-and they are constructed t withomesstandm." his immediate

curiosity to find " where the music
o

c fro

The Table -Talker speaks gently and most naturally to him, He is

able to catch the kindly inflexion of the deep friendly voices and is

enchanted. Get Brandes for the home-any good Dealer has them.
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FINE TUNING
There are three main reasons why
the " Fulstop " variable condenser
gives fine tuning. First, as it is a
square law condenser, the stations
are spaced evenly round the dial with
wide gaps between each station ;
second, because the dial is geared
two to one to the moving plates and
the dial turns completely round to
move the plates 180° ; and third,
because with the " Fulstop " all hand
capacity effects are completely
eliminated.
The " Fulstop " variable condenser
is the only one which actually
guarantees the abolition of hand
capacity.

Protected throughout the World.

PRICES '001 ..13/6 '0003 . .10/3
'0005..11/3 '0002.. 9/6

Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but if
you have any difficulty send direct to;

J. H. NAYLOR, LTD., WIGAN.

VARIABLE
CONDENSER
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21/2d
each

(Nickel, 3d.
each.)

An Go to your dealer
..to -day and ask
him to show you
this unique de-
vice. If he cannot
supply you, send
us his name and
address.

THE

"KLUTCH"
(Patented)

terminates your
terminal troubles
Unscrew, your terminals for the
last time, Here's the latest and
best way of attaching all external
leads to the receiver. Just press
the lead through the slot, and it
is instantly gripped-firmly and
reliably. Yet should the lead be
accidentally pulled, the "Klutch "
immediately releases it, obviating
any possible chance of damaging
the receiver. Every "Klutch "
terminal takes two leads, and
provides larger surface contact
than any other terminal-a feature
of the utmost importance.

HENRY JOSEPH & CO., LTD.,
96 & 100, Victoria Street, London, S.W. 1

Telephone : Telegrams :
SOWEST, LONDON."

THE MOST EFFICIENT

VALVE HOLDER
EVER PRODUCED
The " MURRAY " Valve Holder is a revolution. Scientific-
ally designed and in construction mathematically perfect
it provides absolute safety, besides being neat in appear-
ance. It has a particularly high
finish with low Self -capacity.

is the holder par excellence. Easily
fixed, either above or below panel,
the ebonite cap serves as a drilling
template. 113
Each one is mounted on a card, with the Postage cu I Cy 2, 2d.
very simple instructions necessary for fixing. 3 or snore POST FREE

From all Dealers, or in case of difficulty, write to the Patentees,.

MURRAY, SON AND CO.,
387a, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17.

'Phone - TOTTENHAM I73
iri-orvinstammowiueoesse-
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nob-vac

The DUODYNE III. (Instrument only) Panel Type £10 0 0
The DUODYNE V. (Instrument only) Panel Type £18 18 0
The DUODYNE CABINET.-The Duodyne V. is also supplied in
French Polished Oak Cabinet with folding doors, enclosed valve,
and tuning coils. Self-contained batteries. Instrument only, Er

PETER CURTIS LTD.
75  CAMDEN ROAD  N. W. I. g
Tclegrams:"PARACURTEX" - 'Phone: NORTH 3 113. tit.

IN CONJUNCTION WITH

The PARAGON RUBBER MFG. CO. LTD.HULL.
BIRMINGHAM : 78, Newhall Street. Central 7236.
MANCHESTER : 312, Deansgate. Central 5095.

A GENUINE LONG RANGE

LOUD SPEAKER RECEIVER
Two Stages 1LF. Amplification.

AUTOMATIC TUNING
Guaranteed Range under Average Conditions

Du(n)YNE III. Headphones .. 3/4,000 miles.
DUODYNE V. Headphones 4A000 miles.

Loud Speaker .. 1/1,200 miles.
THE DUODYNE Long Range Receivers will discriminate between
Hadiola, Paris, and 5XX Chelmsford, or used in conjunction with
CURTIS EJECTOR will tune in any Broadcasting Station at will, while
operating lkmiles from local Station or 200 yards from Relay Station.

A CHILD CAN TUNE IT

Guaranteed uniform accuracy under
all conditions and at all temperatures

..",. PAT APPD FOR
_.......,- PARAGON CURTIS,-..._
QUO ONE PIECE AgJIBP'

MICA COND'

 CIO 0

MADE IN ONE PIECE ; No WAX

Extract front a recent Test
Report-"On test, the capacities
Caine out quite close enough to
the nominal for ordinary radio
purposes, the '001 pF nominal
samples being about '00103 and
'00091 respectively, and the
'0003 pF nominal being actually
around '00033 and *00026 re-
spectively. There was observed
but a negligible greater high -
frequency loss in this type than
in a standard air -dielectric con-

denser . . . An exceedingly strenuous test was applied to -one of the samples,
which was actually placed in water nearly at the boiling point for the better part
of an hour. After this heroic treatment, the condenser showed a capacity which
did not differ materially from that shown before, and it was still possible to get a
valve to oscillate readily with this as the main tuning -capacity across the
grid -tuning inductance."
'0008 to '006 2/6 each. Grid Condenser with clips 2'9 each. Grid Leak 1/6 each.

1.11111111111110,

r:S
IESSI

(

' IT'S QUALITY THAT DOES IT."

Cur..

2 V. 0'2 A.

PRICE

121 -

NEW ZEALAND on
a Single Valve --

A (' & S DULL EMITTER OF COURSE -I
THE ONLY VALVE THAT GETS
THE UTMOST OUT OF THE ETHER.
A SAMPLE WILL CONVINCE YOU OF
THE IMMENSE SUPERIORITY OF
THIS VALVE OVER ALL OTHER
TYPES.

CRAIK & SMITH
Hew, : a rr. 7340 ALLEN ST., E.C.1.

te§e
r:Sy

791

4:INS0

(rAii

Barclays ,7,39.

CRYSTAL
A 14h -grade crystal of Special
Selectivity contained in dust

tight metal box with
glass top. A well -made
non - corrosive spear -
point cat's -whisker is
included in each box.

It is so sensitive that a blind man c-tn use it,

PRICE
"in Box 116

M cMICHAE r
N CONJUNCTION W TH B .HESKETH LTD

RADIO CORNER, 179 STRAND, LONDON W.C.L.
Ft irdays (Si,

i111111!111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111

The Topical
FE:

Illustrated Sports Weekly -a
ALL SPORTS is the paper Inc all who love
sport for sport's sake, or for those who
specialise in Boxing, Soccer, Rugger Tennis,
Cricket, Racing, Hockey, Billiards, Cycling, or
Athletics, etc. Buy a copy TO -DAY. Ask for-

"ALL SPORTS"
...i,,11111111111111,111111111111111111111111111111111111111....,,,,i,
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Was -yours an
Amplion Christmas ?

HROUGH the unique " person-
ality " of the Amplion Loud
Speaker= -a characteristic pro-

duct of the House of Graham-scores
of thousands of homes enjoyed " an
Amplion Christmas"-in other words-
the full delights of " Better Radio
Reproduction."

\Vas yours an AMPI,ION Christmas,
t ? If not, there are still many happy
hours in store for you in the New
Year, because the AMPLION, when-
eV-er it is associated with a reasonably
good and properly -tuned receiving set,
makes wireless reception and enter-
tainment that all may fully enjoy.

Exclusive patented features have made
the- AMPLION recognised the World
over as Ike Loud Speaker Supreme.

Illustrated folder describing all ilinplion models-priced
from 25/- post free from the Patentees and Manufacturers.

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO.,
(E. A. GRAHAM)

St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park, S.E.4

Sta em3nt
and Proof

Q.E.D.

SELECTIVITY
The immediate result

of

I LOW SELF -CAPACITY I

NOTE THE EXTRAORDINARYCod Self -capacity in
No. :\licro-Microfarads.

25 8
35 9
so 25
75 31

100 22
150 1 6
200 22
250 22

:Isle your dealer MC
'Tangent' Coilr.- Obtain.
SELECTIFITY and cold
30^;,vid to your
present reception,
Otto cut out your
local stollen.
COMPLETE SETS.
4 Concca Coils No, 45
to 75) 16/.. the set.

11. Concert Coils 25 to 500)
67/- the ict

Send for Leaflet 107.

LOW SELF - CAPACITY of
'Tangent' Tuning Coils

(The Unshrouded Coil)
and you will realise their extreme

SELECTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY.

GENT & Co. Ltd., Faraday Works, LEICESTER
London : 25, Victoria St.. S.W.1.
Neweastle,Tyne "Tangent House." Inackett St.

HULLO! e.Q., WILL DAY CALLING
AS THE MOTTO SAYS: "WHERE THERE'S A WILL THERE'S A DAY."

COMPLETE RECEIVING SETS
No. T.-Crystal Receiving Outfit, fitted with best Dayzite crystal detector,
one pair 4,0oo ohms British -made Headphones, coo ft. aerial wire, 4 in-
sulators, 9 -inch insulated lead-in tube, to yds. leading -in wire, one book,
" Wireless at Home," one earth clip, one aerial to earth switch.
Complete 53 15s. - Stamped B.B.C.
Receiving Set alone, as above, apart from outfit, at 16s.
The new DAYZITE Variable Condensers fitted with Aluminium
End Plates, and both Sets of Vanes adjustable. '001, 7.9 ; '0005,
5 8; '0003, 5 1 ; '0002, 4 7; Vernier, 3 11 each. Postage 6(1. each extra.

We have a complete range of

IGRANIC RADIO APPARATUS
always in stock.

No water -pipe handy ? Why worry? Get a "CLIMAX " Earth
Tube. 5:- each.

MAKE NO
y

GET A CRYSTAL

Sold only boxed
extra. Makes

Copy of letter

- Dear Sir,,-trill
Mei in,. .-,m14
My pa: arced
canes; yet it
not do acithocc

MISTAKE IN YOUR
a sting looney on crystals

THAT HAS

DAYZITE
with Silver Cat's
excellent contact

received:-
eou please send

be getting on far
me to lcad him

?et.: Jesse him, so
C. Scud along early,

-whisker,
with

nine
my
I ;stunt

SELECTION. I)' :.

of unknown r. -'pule.
STOOD THE TEST OF Tifv:E.

REGD.
2a. ed. each, postage 3d.

Zincite for a Perikon Detector.

Sheiiherd's Bush.
me another " Day site" crystal? Ms
mouths' wear. and still going strong.

" Day:We,' Which I did, and now I
hare one far my own set. I mufti

and oblige, .1.13153 SIIITH.

7..', -?7,7S at once for :Mir* nekv catalogue, poet free by mentioning
" Popular Wireless."

WO L DAY, LTD.,
19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON,W.C. 2

, : 7:t-,;;c7st: .ti.!..;' 7 -deg :tuns: " T;t! - Westrand, London."
 --_ . _44...4_ _____ ...____calmimmamii,
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HOW TO BUILD

AN INEXPENSIVE LOUD SPEAKER
By H. S. M. SMITH.
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TO those readers who desire the pleasure
of a loud speaker but are unable to
afford the expense of one, the follow-

ing description of a home-made loud speaker
which gives surprisingly good results, and

hole must be drilled, as shown by the dotted
line in Fig. 1 (B).

Next cut two discs of the -1,g- in. sheet
brass, so that they just fit inside the ear -
caps. scribe the centre hole in cap with a

sharp nail or pencil and cut
out hole. This can be done by

The home made loud speaker complete with stand.

at the same time is not expensive to con-
struct, may be of interest.

A knowledge of soldering is necessary and
the only other requirements are : A small
file and hack saw ; a piece of ;1,i in. sheet
braSs about in. x 7 in. ; 18 in. of very
thin brass tubing, IS in. dia. outside ;
6 in. of very thin brass tubing in. dia.
outside ; a strip 10 in, long of brass, in. xi
in. ; a wooden base, two terminals, screws,
and emery paper and finally the trumpet.

The Earpiece Adaptor.
As will be seen from the first photo, the

instrument is really a pair of ordinary head-
phones adapted to a trumpet by means of
a Y-shaped tube, but a special feature is
that the 'phones can readily be detached
and reconverted to the original headset for
use on distance work. Thus - for a few

FLANGE
SLIGHTLY
CURVED
/NWARD5

FIG.2

5AW CUT F/G.3

shillings above the price of the 'phones one
has a really efficient loud speaker for the
local station and also the headset for range.
For purposes of comparison, a 12 in. rule is
included in one photograph.

The first step is with the 'phones ; if the
eareaps have the usual one large centre hole,
as in Fig. 1 (A), all well and good. (The
writer uses Brunet 'phones), but if not a

hammer and nail round the
inside of the line and finished
with the file and emery. Cut
with hacksaw two pieoes of the

in. brass tubing each 1 z in.
long. finish off edges and insert
flush in hole in disc and solder
neatly, file away all surplus
solder. We now have two discs
which will fit into each earcap,
Fig. 2.

Shaping the Trumpet.
The Y tube is our next

objective. Cut 8 in. of -?6- in.
tubing in half (diagonally) as
in Fig. 3, finish with emery and
reverse one piece so that it
forms a V, and solder carefully
all round.

Enter the point of the '..into a piece of
A. in. tubing 11 in. long, scribe round and
cut off point, finish with file and emery until
both pieces fit flush, then solder. Our Y
piece is made.

We now come to the trumpet.
writer obtained his from a marine
and rubbish dealer for is. 6d., and it
aluminium phonograph trum-
pet apparently from an Edison
Gem instrument, and this
needed no adapting. If a
trumpet can be obtained, so
much the better, but one was
made from a 6d. enamelled tin
plate sold by an ironmonger for
use behind gas stoves, sinks, etc.

The metal is easily cut with
an ordinary pair of scissors,
and should be cut to the
shape given in Fig. 4 and
carefully bent with an overlap
of in. and the seam soldered
(it was found to be easier to
solder on the inside), and into
the small end was soldered (as
an adaptor) a piece of brass
tubing the same size as for the Showing the searcap discs.

This gives a trumpet of good dimensions,
but not so convenient to mount, .owing to its
weight. The final stage is to assemble the

The
store
is an

parts and mount the instrument on to its
stand. This latter is a matter of taste, and
no doubt many readers could do better than
the writer, whose mount is the brass strip
10in. long, in., drilled at'each end

with a nail to take the pillar terminals and
bent to the shape of a " flat " horseshoe, as
in Fig. 5, soldered to another piece of IV in.
tubing, 31- in. long, which is in turn soldered
to the centre of a in. circle of in. brass,
and then screwed to a wooden gas bracket
wall base (the latter cost 41d. at any iron-
monger).

The two ends of the horseshoe support are
then twisted so as to be parallel with the
two arms of the Y piece. In assembling the
pieces, first fit the earcap discs, taking care
that they do not touch the diaphragm.

This is avoided by placing washers
(usually found in the 'phones) between the
diaphragm and the discs.

Next slide the two 'phones into the arms
of the Y piece, and then fit on the trumpet.

Mounting Arrangements.
Now comes a difficult part, that is to

suspend the loud speaker at its approximate
point of balance to enable it to be slightly
raised or lowered when in use. If it is not
to be variable it can be mounted in any
convenient manner without much regard to
balance.

hape of the horn when material is cut as per Fig. 4.

The writer's, however, can be raised or
lowered in front by loosening the terminals

(Continued on page 1084.)
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wiiiLis screw into a nut soldered on each
arm of the Y piece. A small rubber washer
placed next to the nut prevents any rattle.

For the benefit of those who contemplate
making up this instrument, it should be
pointed out that no improvement can he

obtained by making the three amiss of the
Y piece longer. This was tried at first, and
the writer gradually reduced the length of
hem.

Frogf of Efficiency.
Two coats of Brunswick black all over

will greatly improve the appearance, and
the result should be a really smart -looking
and efficient instrument, which will well
repay the_ few shillings and time spent on it.

ft.ving to the success of the instrument
above described, the writer was prevailed
upon to make another one for use by four

+000000.0 0O 0-4-0

+ STATION 8 F J
0 -.0- -0- -0- -4. -0 AO- -40 -0- -0- -0- -4-

QTATION 8 F J, M. J. L. Menus, of Le
Blaneat, Gan, B.P., announces that
on December 20, 1924, his station will

he removed to LOngchamp, Bordespreis-Nay,
B. P., France.

NI. Molars' receiving activities will not
be interrupted by this transfer. His new
transmitting station will have an input
power of 1 kilowatt, fed by alternating
current with 50 periods, and will be ready
for service in the course of January, 1925
at the earliest.

people (one of whom is very deaf) in another
part of the house.. It is interesting to note

that only one
larger trumpet

The complete set of parts used in the home constructed loud speaker.

'phone is used for a
while another remains

unaltered for the use
of the deaf one, yet all
four hear exceedingly
well.

In conclusion, it
should be added that
both the instruments
mentioned are ()prated
at the same time, but
in different parts of
the house, from a 2-
valve (straight) set on
ass H.T. supply from
one dozen flash lamp
batteries - 54 volts
maximum, and the
total expenditure on
both instruments was
under 5s. 6d., above
the price of the
'phones.

echnict4:1_,
"Nat-es- 11Pait

Conducted by J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.:rnst.P
Square Law.
THE condensers generally used in present--
1 day receiving sets arc of the semi -circular

type, that is, the vanes are almost exact
semi -circles. In such condensers, the cap-
acity varies snore or less in the same way
as the dial turning, that is to say, if the dial
has turned half -way between the minimum
and maximum positions, the capacity is
about half -way between the minimum and
maximum values for the condenser in
questiOn. But this does not mean that the

iJ

law " condensers which have made their
appearance lately, and which certainly
aid considerably in_ selective tuning. in
passing, it may be worth while to remark
that it is important to use a condenser
of about the proper maximum range; if the
maximum. range is too large, the variation
of wave -length with dial setting must
necessarily be rapid-too rapid, perhaps,
for easy tuning. With a. condenser of
lower maximum capacity the change in dial
setting for a given difference in wave -length

L. to R., a 12 -valve " Super Sonic''; at the back, a 2 -valve Unidyne, built by Mr. W. Straggett, Hiltmoilin
near Keighley, Yorkshire.

tuning, in wave -lengths, will be equally
spaced round the dial. For it is the.
square of the capacity with which we are
concerned there.

Crowded Stations.
Consequently, with an ordinary conden-

ser of the type, just considered;_ the low -wave
stations will be found to be grouped close. -
together on the condenser dial. By mak-
ingthe condenser vanes of a special shape,
however, we can make the capacity vary in
such a- way that the tuning is practically
proportional to the dial setting_ This is -

the principle of the so-called square,

will, of course, he greater, with conselnently
greater facility in tuning.

Short Wave.
In view of the great interest which is now

centering on the short-wave region, it is
interesting to consider , the advantages
which short-wave transmission has to offer.
There are certain directional properties
possessed by the waves in this part of the
scale, but that is not what I referred to.
Interference, or rather freedom from inter-
ference, is an important feature of these,
waves, and the reason is quite easy to see

(Continued on page
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HOW TO MAKE

THE MONO CONTROL RECEIVER.
A Set for Your Local Station.

By LAURENCE J. PRITCHARD.
This receiver will give good loud -speaker strength up to a distance of &teen miles from a B.B.C. station. The tuning

operations are reduced to the minimum and the set is absolutely " fool -proof."

THE
two -valve set illustrated in. Fig. 1 is

intended for broadcast reception of
the station nsarest to home. It will

give loud -speaker strength up to a distance
of ten or fifteen miles and good head -

41- ce O-riceNew Need ece 4-0- -0- -00- -0-

one stage of low -frequency amplification.
As the set is primarily_ designed for recep-
tion from one station only the reaction
coupling is arranged inside the case. In
the majority of cases tuning to a different

wave -length requires a
different value of re -

AFig. 1. The Mono Mistral Set complete,..

phone strength, sufficient in fact for the
use of a number of pairs of telephones, up
to 80 miles or more. The receiver is par-
ticularly useful for a family instrument, as
the operations of tuning are reduced to an
absolute minimum, and at the same time
the set is made as fool -proof as possible.
As illustrated, the instrument is of an
original and attractive design, and it has
the advantage of taking up very little
space.

The circuit is straightforward and eon-
s,ists of a valve detector with reaction, and

action coupling. This
is easily obtained in
the set under construc-
tion by placing the
aerial tuning coil and
the anode coil, to which
the latter reacts, to-
wards one of the edges
of- the panel, the side
of the ease fitting to
the edge of the panel

being instantly re-
movable in order that
any adjustment of the
coupling may be
quickly made. This is
illustrated in a later
photograph which
'shows at a glance the..
accessibility of the
coils.

As regards the lay-
out of the panel, which;
as will be seen is chan-

Fig. 2. The completed case, showing removable side and brass clips for fixitsit it.

=
(say?

Panel, diamond shape =
= 2 6 ;-=..

1
knob.0005

vac. condenser, dial and77.. 7 6 7771=
1 Federal No. 226 w. or other small

:=:
L.F. transformer .. .. .. 1 0 0 ==.

2 basket coils or wire for same (say, 1 0 =
al Resistance wire, 8 -valve sockets.

8 terminals, ebonite rod, wire
H screws, etc. ,say) .. .. .. 2 6 --:='

_ Grid leak and condenser combinel 3 6 -='--

Wood for ease 2 6 =
Telephones high resistance (say:, .. 18 6 =
Accumulator .. .. .. .. 1 5 0 ;1--

= 2 M.O. or other bright emitter valves
a" (, 126 .. .. .. .. 1 5 0 H

High tension battery and wander =
E. plugs isayi .. 15 0 -._ 1_

= fa 3 0 .E

:1 11111111111111111111MIIIIIMIII11111111111111011111111111111111111111111.it

Imunummusuunnumanummunnummanannnumz:

MATERIALS REQUIRED.

Total ..

nel shaped, the variable condenser occupies
the centre of the panel at the point where
the lines joining the diagonally opposite
corners of the panel cross each other. In
each of the acute angled corners four -valve
sockets are placed to form a valve -holder,
and a box type terminal to take aerial and
earth respectively. Spaced round each of
the other corners are three terminals, those
on one side being telephone terminals "and
the other three for connection of the high
and low tension batteries,

Constructing the Case.
The case is made from in. wood for the

sides, and wood of fl in. finished thickness
for the base. Some care is necessary to
make the angles of the case correctly.
Starting with the base, which has four
equal sides 8 in. long, a plan on a -sheet of
paper is prepared to the dimensions. The
distance between the opposite corners of
the case, which is the maximum width of
the set, is 7:3. in. A line of this length is
drawn across the paper when preparing the

(Continued on Twge 10S6.)
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THE MONO CONTROL
RECEIVER.

(Continacd kola page 10S5.)
0104/04411*

Fig. 4. A " close up " of the battery switch.

plan. A pair of compasses is then set to
a distance equalling the length of each side,
and with ea -1 end of the line as centre for
the compasses an arc is struck on each side
of the linc.

Fig. 5. One of the fixed filament resistances.

The arcs thus made will cross each other
at a point equidistant from -the ends of the
line. Four lines are then draWn from the
ends of the centre lines to the points where
the arcs cross. The diamond shape is thus

outlined and the base
cut to it. To test the
accuracy of these
measurements -t h e
length of the diamond
should be measured.
It will be found to be
approximately 151 in.
The top edges of the
base are now marked
to show the positions
at winch the sides are
Attached. The outer
edge of each side comes
flush with a line parallel
to each edge of the
base, the line being 3 in:
from it. The external
width of each side, as
measured by this line,
will be 4- in. Four pieces of wood are,
therefore, cut to this dimension, having a
depth of 41 in.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM riG.

reaction coil. Fillets of wood are tacked and
glued flush with the top edges of the case to
which the: panel is screwed when complet61.

Fig. 8. The underside of the panel, showing completed coils.

By means of a bevel gauge the correct
angles of the corners may be found from
the plan and the corners carefully cut to
these angles by means of a plane. If the
angles are correctly cut, there should be
little difficulty in glueing and tacking the
sides in position on the base. Three sides
only are permanently fixed, the fourth
side being removable for access to the

Fig. 6. The set in operation, showing adjustment being made to the, reaction coil.

A light ornamental moulding is tacked to
the centre of each side to give a more
pleasing appearance. These details are
seen in Fig. 2, which shows a finished view
of the case. Brass angle plates of an
ornamental shape are screwed to the fixed
sides of the case as shown. Two catches of
similar shape, but slotted to slide into two
screws fixed at the centre of the edges of
the removable side, keep this side in
position. These features are shown in
Fig. 2, with the brass plates in the fore-
ground.

The Valve Sockets.
The ebonite panel is of 163- in. thickness

and cut to overlap the inside edges of the
case by A in. on each side.' The object of
the slight overlap is to conceal the joint of
the fillets. The top edges of the panel
are levelled or rounded over equally on
each side. The positions of the terminals,
valve -holders and the variable condenser
are shown dimensioned in a panel lay -out jn
Fig. 3.

In fixina'' the valve sockets, great care
should be taken to see that the holes for
the sockets are correctly marked out and
(Trilled, as any appreciable inaccuracy will
result in the valve fitting very badly. It

(Continued on page 1087.)
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+ THE MONO CONTROL
RECEIVER.

(Continued front page 1086.)

ance of the variable type is employed in
this set it is necessary to use fixed resist-
ances in order that the filaments shall not
burn too brightly. These resistances can
be easily made by wrapping a number of
turns of resistance wire round an ebonite
rod of in. diameter. The number of

Fig. 9. The set completely wired up. Note position of fixed resistances.

-this trouble should be experienced it may
be overcome as followS It should be noted
which of -the valve sockets is out of position
and the hole into which this socket fits must
be drilled out with a drill two or three sizes
larger. To locate its correct position, a.

vafve should be fixed in the sockets and the
nuts tightened up securely before the -valve
is removed.

Battery Disconnecting Switch.

A special feature of the instrument is a
simple battery switch for disconnecting
both the high and low tension battery. A
close-up view of this is shown in Fig. 4.
Two No. 4 B. A. round -headed screws are
bolted to the panel half an inch apart, on

- an arc of i in. radius, the arc being formed
from' the centre of the three -battery ter-
minals. A strip of 4 in. springy brass is --
sweated under the base of this terminal,
so that the brass can be swum, round to
make contact With either of the round -
headed screws. To allow the terminal to
rotate, a spring washer is slipped over its
stem, when two lock -nuts are tightened
against each other to give a stiff turning
motion.

Fixed Filament Resistance Used.

The variable condenser has a. capacity of
0005 mfd., and is of the single hole centre -
fixing type. On one side of the condenser
a Federal low -frequency transformer, type
226 W, is bolted by means of countersunk
screws passing through the panel. In a
corresponding position on the other side
of the variable condenser a combined grid
leak and condenser is placed. The con-
denser has a capacity of .0003 mfd.; and
the grid leak a resistance of 2 megohms.

A six -volt accumulator is very commonly
used for lighting the filaments of bright
emitter valves, and as no filament resist -

turns required- will
largely depend upon
the type of valve used.
For general purposes
50 turns of No. 22
gauge Eureka resist-
ancewire will be found
suitable. If the resist.
ance is too much, one
or more turns of the
wire may be shorted
by soldering a short
copper wire across
them. If a four -volt
accumulator is used
no resistance will be
necessary with the
general bright emitter
receiving valve. One of the completed
siStances showing how the ends of the wire
are fixed is illustrated in Fig. 5.

The Reaction Coil.
The aerial coil and the reaction coil may

be bought, but if the constructor wishes to
make his own coils, a former must be made
on which to wind them. An empty cotton -
reel of 1 in. diameter is very useful for this
purpose. The flange at one side is chipped
off flush and 15 holes spaced equally apart
are drilled radially round the circumference
of the reel. Fifteen 1.1 in. nails with their
heads cut off are firmly tapped into these
holes which ,completes the former. For
the aerial coil thirty turns of number 24
S.C.C. wire will be suitable.

The reaction coil is constructed with the
same gauge wire of which 35 turns will be
found correct. Before removing the spokes
from the former, each coil is immersed in
a lake of melted paraffin. wax to give it
Solidity. The aerial tuning coil is- mounted
at the end of -a stick of ebonite, 3 in. long,
which is screwed to the edge of the panel
adjacent to the removable side of the case.

The reaction coil is mounted on two similar
ebonite steps, 22 in. and 1.7 in. in length.

The reaction coil is screwed at the end of
the longer arm, while the other end is
hinged on a 6 B.A. screw and nut to the
second arm. This, in turn, is hinged to a
piece of angle brass screwed direct to the
underside of the panel. The double move-
ment thus providCd to the reaction coil
enables it to be moved about in a horizontal
position to provide a Variable coupling to
the fixed coil. These features are illus-
trated in Fig. 6, where the reaction coil is
being adjusted. the front being removed
for this purpose.

Making the Adjustments.
Wiring is now begun to the diagram given

in Fig. 7. Square tinned wire is used for -
making connexions, with the exception of
the wires to the reaction coil, in winch case
flexible insulated wires are employed.
Fig. 8 shows the interior of the set with the
wiring completed, showing the arrangement
of the coils. Another view taken from the
other side is given in Fig. 9. This illustra-
tion shows the connection to the battery
switch. It will be seen that one of the
contact studs is not connected. Fig. 10
assists the constructor in showing the
actual wiring to the components.

It must be remembered that some ex-
periment may be: necessary to get the
reaction coupling the right way round. If
the arms supporting the reaction coil are
at all slack, they should be tightened.

PLAN OF WIRING AS SEEN FROM BACK OF fi4NEL. ,47/6 /0

re -

TWO INTERESTING
ITEMS.

XPERIMENTN have been made with
-Ed a radio receiving apparatus in a

South African gold mine at a depth
of 5,500 metres under ground.

Mining experts say that very important
discoveries are expected to be made in eon-
nection with the reducing of the prObIems
of the mining industry by this means.

* *

A very spectacular radio performance
'is the claim of an amateur of hegma, Sas-
,kateliewan, in the Canadian North  West,
that he has heard a concert given in
Turin. Italy, with a four -valve receiving
set.

Can any reader of " P.W.- equal this ?
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onstructional
Conducted byby Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Drilling Glass Panels.
MANY experimenters, anxious to try a

glass panel, are put off by the diffi-
culty of drilling the necessary holes. It

is usually recommended to use turpentine as
a lubricant upon the tip of the three -edged

DR/LL/NG GLA5.5

file, or whatever tool is used ; but if the
turpentine runs off, or does not get into
the working part of the drilling, a crack
may be the result, and the A; hole of the
previous work may be lost. The little
dodge illustrated herewith, however, ensures
the presence of lubricant at the workino-
point. A tiny " cup " of putty is. made
round the spot where the hole is to be
drilled, and into this a few drops of turpen-
tine are poured. . Thus the point of the
tool is always working in the turpentine,
and the danger of an accident -is practically
eliminated.

Useful Hand Vice.
A very useful hand vice for holding small

work, and also for alternative use as
tweezers, may be made from a worn-out
hack -saw blade. The- blade should be
broken in two, or two separate blades- may
be used, and it should then be softened by
heating to bright redness in a flame or fire
and allowing to cool gradually. It will then
be found that the teeth of the saw may
easily he removed by grinding upon a stone,
or by means of a file. The two portions of

H4C.4" SAW 73-RMINALAT/7
BLADES

TERMINAL
CUT DOWN

NOTCH
FOR479-

BARE-WG
AWE

StIALL SCREWS
USED AS RIVETS

196ES SHARPENED

HAND V/CE

the saw are bent into the shape shown in the
figure, and holes are drilled in the positions
indicated. Two small brass screws are in-
serted in the first two holes and hammered
over to serve as rivets. A screw terminal,

inserted through the third hole, serves to
tighten the hand vice, and to hold small
work in it as may be required. If the tool is
to be used in the form of tweezers, the screw
terminal may be temporarily removed ; or,,
better, the nut may be unscrewed so as to
leave sufficient play in the prongs.

Removing Insulation from Wires.
If the jaws of the tweezers described

above are formed with a " V " notch and
then sharpened to a fairly sharp edge, they
are useful for baring the ends of insulated
wire. The wire is inserted between the jaws
of the tweezers and pressure applied, the
tweezers being rotated so as to cut round
the insulation. A sharp pull will then
remove the tubular piece of insulation from
the end of the wire.

Dust -Free Detector.
TU;s is the little device I mentioned in

` Tee nical Notes " recently as having been

LEADING /N W/RES

.01157PREEDeTECTOR
CCW7AC7SCORK

C4YSTAL

gym` E 5P/R/7

BO7TLE

sent to me by a reader. It does two things,
it. keeps dust from gaining access. to the
crystal, and it also keeps the crystal free
from grease; since the crystal is permanently
immersed in a grease solvent.
The arrangement will be clear
from the drawing, and hardly
requires any further ex-
planation. A small bottle
forms the container, and
the lower ends of the leading -
in wires are turned up so as
to form little pillars upon
which the crystal rests under
gravity. If the spirit is
omitted, the device still forms
a dust -protector for the
crystal detector.. The only
point which will require a
little patience to get it right
is the adjustment of the
upturned tips of the leading -
in wires. These will need to

be brought to the right distance apart and
in proper relation to the wall of the
bottle, in order that the crystal may fall
properly into position.

Using Different Cat's -whiskers.
When trying out the effect of different

crystals, it is very desirable to be able,
at the same time, to interchange the
different eat's-whiskers you have on hand,
as the behaviour of a given crystal will vary
very considerably according to the type
of cat's -whisker which is employed with it.
The accompanying drawing shows a very

COCK
NUTS

VALVE VALVE CATWN/SKER
Phil SOCKET ," NOLOER

CATWNISKER
MELO aerWEEN

LOCK A1/75.

l/5/N6 04,7EREN7
CAT WII/JICERS

simple way to facilitate the interchanging
of the different whiskersgold, silver; brass,
and so on. A number of valve -pins are used,
and to each of these a cat's -whisker is per-
manently attached, either by soldering or
by clamping between- two small nuts.
locked together. Al valve -socket tube is
permanently secured to the ordinary cat's -
whisker holder, and the different whiskers,
on their vaRe-pins, can then be inserted
as required.

Contact Studs.
Here is a very handy little article put

to a useful purpose. The making of the
contact studs for coil tappings usually
takes quite a good deal of trine if screws
have to be inserted, holes drilled, and so on.
The dome -headed brass tacks which are
used for upholstery work make excellent
contact studs, and if the panel or base-
board is of a temporary, experimental
nature, and of wood, the tacks may be
tapped home with a light hamMer, thus
obviating the need fqr

Another important advantage of these
tacks is that there is no need to be so
particular about the exact adjnstment of
the contact arm. If the arm drops down
upon the baseboard between studs, it will
not jamb against the next stud, but will
rise up and pass over it automatically,
owing to the dome top of the stud. This
useful little idea is contributed' by an
experimenter to Radio Digest,' and al-
though it would hardly look well enough
fora nice permanent job its simplicity will
recommend it to some experimenters.
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=Hello! Hello!! "Uncle Tom" Calling=
"Uncle Tom," Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling
" Uncle Tom," of PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD.

The Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the Nortii and the only Firm in Great Britain with actual Broadcasting Experience
AERIAL WIRE. - 7/22 Strandee Copper,

100 rt., 1/11; 7122 Stranded Copper, per
50 ft., 1/.; " Electron" Aerial Wire, per 100 ft.,
118.

ACCUMULATORS.-FulIces 2 colt 40 amp., in
Ebonite, 9/6; 2 volt 60, 11/9; 4 volt 40, 18/6;
4 volt 60, 22/6; 6 volt 20, 27/6; 6 volt, 60 33/9.

BRASS RODS. -Screwed 2 B.A., 12 in. lengths,
236.; Screwed 4 B.A., 12 in. lengths, 21d.

BRASS ROD, SQUARE. -Cut any length, per
12 in., 3d.
BASE BOARDS. -6 in. by G in., 96.; 9 in. by6 in.. 1/.
BUZZERS for testing, 2/-.
BUSHES for Condensers and Variometers.-Con-

denser top bush, ltd.; Condenser bottom bush,
ltd.; Variometer, screwed bush, 21d.
BELL WIRE. -Single, 2 yds., lid.; double.

1 yd., ltd.
BOXES. -All sizes stocked or made to order.
CATWHISKERS.-Silver, Id.; Gold, 2d.; Spear -

point (Silver), 2d.; Gold Whiskers in tubes, 5c1.;
Experimenter's Envelopes of 4 & 5 Whiskers, 3d.

CONNECTORS (Brass), useful for many jQbs,
13d.

COIL HOLDERS. -Single, Oct. to 2/6; 2 -way,3/; 3/6, 3/8, 4/-, 4/6, 5/6; 3 -way, 4/-, 4/6.
5/-, 5/8. Cam Vernier, 2 Coil Holders, 5/6; Polar
Cam Vernier, 61.; Coil Plugs for attaching Basket
Coil to Plug into ordinary 2 or 3 Coil Holder, 7d..
1/-, 1/3; Coil Plugs for looking own Coils, Plain
Flat Type, 76.; Wedge Type, 9d., 10d., and 1/-;
Fitted with Ebonite Wings, 1 / 3.

COILS. -Duplex Waxiess Coils, per set of 5, 2/6;
Duplex Coil, wound to 1,600 metres for Chelmsford,2/-; Tapped Coils, d.c.c., 20 Tappings, 1/11;
Enamel Wound Coils, 6 by 2y. 1/4; O'Keefe, Burn -
dept and Igranie Coils always in stock.

Mail orders dispatched same clay.Please send ample postage. Excess willbe returned.

DIAPHRAGMS, 2c1. and 3d. HIGH FREQUENCY PLUG-IN TRANS -DIALS, 1/-, F fromDIALS AND KNOBS, 1/3. FORMERS. -All wave -lengths om 150 to 8,000
metres, prices from 3/9 to 5/6; Leslie McMichael

EAR CAPS for all makes of 'Phones, 6d. to 1/9. 11.F. Transformers, 300 to 600 metres, 10/-; 1,600
EMPIRE TAPE, per yd., lel. to 3,000 metres, 10/,
EARTH CLIPS, 41d. to 6d.
EBONITE. --Cut to any site, Ito '}In., per lb., INSULATORS. -Largo Reel, ld.; Small Reel,td Egg Type, ld.; Shell Type, ld.; Hook (for,

indoor use). ld.EBONITE TUBE. --All sizes stocked.
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS. - Velvet Perfecta, CONDENSERS. -Fixed, All. Capacities, 001 to

1/6; Microstat, 2/9; 'smote, (with Vernier), 7/6; 003 and 0001 to 0005,.d.;0 ' Esnel l'.1-'1x..ki
Igranic (Plain), 4/6; Lissenstat Minor. 3/6; Lissen- Condensers, All 'oapadsirlAs, 3:0 to,006,

Dubilier "1 it'ixedstat Major, 7/6; 30 ohm Special for 06 Valves, Capacities, 001
2/6. C ildeusers, 001 to 00 , 3/-; 001 to .., .",b 13' o o,b,

FORMERS. -Cardboard, very stoat, from 2 M. to 216; " Mansbridge " Condensers, 006. 2/6; -25,
4 in. diameter, ld. to 4d. 2/9; 5, 313; 1 mf., 3/8; 2 mf., 4/,
FORMERS, VARIONETERS. in Blanc Com. CONDENSERS (Variable).-" Ormond," 00Iposition, per pair. 3d. 81.; 00075, 71-; 0005, 6/-3 -0003, 5/6; -0002,FLEX. -For 'Phone (fords, II.T. Leads to many 5/-; 00(11, 4/- " Vermer.'l 4/-; Condensers, with

other jobs, per yd., 2d.; Red and Black Twisted, " Vernier," -00'1,- 9/6; 0005, 7/6; 0003, 7/-per yd., 2d., Silk Covered, per yd., lid, Also all Square Law stocked.GRID LEAKS.-" Dubilier" , cure., 2/6;
wood," 3 /-.
" Lissen " Variable, 2/6; ' Watmel,'' 2/6; 4, Beet- CONTACT STUDS. -5d. per don., complete with

nuts and washers; Nickel, per doz., 1/3.
HYDROMETERS (ACID TESTERS). 516. CONTACT STOPS. -Two for lid., completeHEADPHONE CORDS, 1/6 and 2;3. with nut and washer.
HIGH TENSION BATTERIES.-" Phoenix,"

M.A.L.. STEIL, 15 volts. 2/9; 30 volts, 5/6; 36 CRYSTALS. -Small Box Hertsite, 9d.; Larae
volts, 6;6; 60 volts, 10/6; 90. volts, 16/6. Box Herttite, 1/-; Midite, 1/-; Tungstalite (Mee

Label), 1 t 6 ; Cileeesite, 1 / 3 ; Carborundum, 4d.;
Burnite, 66.; /incite, 9d.; Crystal Cups, patentscrew tops, 24d.; 3 screw tops, ltd.Valves and High Tension Batteries

sent through post at purchaser's
risk only and are not returnable.

Price Lists Free.
Business Hours - - 9 to 8 daily.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRYSTAL SETS. -Excellent results are being
-obtained on these Sets, which aro all guaranteed.
Slope Panel, 12;6; "Hawker's" Mark III Set,Maker's Price, 21/-; Our Price, 17/6; "Service
Set," splendid value, 30/-, with Vartometer, Tuning
Plug, 1,600 Metre Station.

All Mail Orders to be sent to Head Office Iand Stores:
GALLOWGATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE.

"UNCLE TOM" PAYNE & HORNSBY, Ltd., Gallowgate, Newcastle -on -Tyne
Telephone : 3804 CENTRAL Call %erms : 6 I R, 6 K W.10, QUEEN -triCTOFIIII. STREET, LEEDS. Phone; 22267 Leeds.

66, Camden Street, North Shields. Russell Street, & Ocean Road, South Shields. Roker Avenue, Sunderland.
40,114SC:erg 'S EL 1_./..tiGi S., CASTLE .'X'.. BELFAST, N.c 4. STONEY ST.. 24101P 'VI r. 0,14 A M.

STEEL LAKElf MASTS

25 ft.
30 ft.
35 ft.
40 ft.
45 ft.
50 ft.

35j-
45/-
52 6
63'-
75'-
85,'-

All accessories
included

LAKER " STEEL MASTS are a standard
equipment for Wireless Installations.

Many thousands are erected through, It the Cou-*try.
Any dealer will procure for you or we will send direct to you, immediately,
front stock. Send postcard for illustrated catalogue giving fullest details of

" LAKER " Steel Masts and Mast Fittings.
Masts are ot best Steel Tubing, 2 ins. dia., in to ft. sections. Quickly

assembled. Easily erected.

J. & J. I AKER CO., Engineers, 457, Romford Road, F.7.

The GREATEST SENSATION and SUCCESS
OF THE SEASON

" Her Daddy's Voice"

The " World's Champion," the marvel A.B." Head-
Olone which has dealt the Knock Out Blow to all

others and overshadowed them all.
UNQUALIFIED GUARANTEE. MONEY RETURNED

IN FULL IF UNSATISFACTORY.

PRICES :
A.B" adjustable

1716
"A.B -non-adjustable

16:6

Ask your dealer, cr send
, ternittance to us for

samples to cover post- ,

age as well.
Even this thild can recos

AMBATIELO BROS. LTD., nice her celebrated daddy's
" Ambatiei0 House," voice from across the At-

Farringdon Road, lantic with " A.B Head -j E.C.1. phones.
Telephone: Clerhenwelt 7440 & 7445.

CRYSTAL
SUPREME

a

rt*
\

250 MILES on a VALPO Crystal !.
Ladies and Gentlemen, -

Scientists are clever men, and after the very happy reports
we receive from them as to the qualities of our splendid "VALPO"
Crystal, we have reason to be more than gratified. But it is
the buyer of "VALPO" who is the final arbiter. We have just
received the following letter from Gramponnd, Cornwall -a start-
ling testimonial to the truth of our claims for "VALPO " being
the best Crystal extant-" I received the Crystal safely and
think it only fair to let you know that I have been able to hear
Chelmsford with it, 250 miles away. I also heard Plymouth
Relay Station 35 miles away. I've never heard either of these
on any other Crystal before." -The letter is at our offices for all
to see. Comment is needless. We are about to publiF1 wonder-
ful report from 'a foremost scientific Laboratory. Tr . ;a aston-
ished at the strength and purity of "VALPO." L. . v'ALPO"
Crystal is tested and guaranteed. Price 1 /6 in s( hex, com-
plete with cat'swhisker, from your retailer or post ._cc from

MERTON-DAVIS, PARNELL & CO., 359, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
Belfast .4 gent -S. Suffern and Co., Ltd., Shanhhill Rd.
Bournenzouth-Haydon and Co., The Lansdowne.

Trade enquiries invited for this excellent selling line. Tele. Regent 4232
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Artisles dthAether
Some of those who have given you pleasure when listening -in,

lr there a elioiee to be made between
I the spoken word and music, most

people will vote for the latter, eo that
the best compromise is often found_ in
opera, where practically both are combined.
Opera and wireless have been very good
friends from the beginning, and when
the first -season of the British National
Opera. Company ended at Covent Garden,
another equally fatuous company took up
,the runniug. namely, " The Old Vic." in
the Waterloo Road; and from this historic
laicise were broadcast operas, gaining fresh
interest for them and success in matters
wirtless.

" The Old Vic.",
The name of the " Old Vie." and Miss

Liliarn Ba\iis arc indissolubly linked, and
additional` wireless interest was lent when
she herself broadcast recently from 2 L O.
:pix=y Baylis wAs the daughter of a musical
family. and niece of Miss Emma Cons, a
philanthropist and social wOrker, who first
started the good Work at the theatre!, then
joined in with Morley College.

Miss Baylis was brought up with a
musical]: career in view, and early in her

teens accompanied
ner parents to
South. Africa with a
concert party. Re-
turning, she went to
stay with Miss Cons,
and from that time
o nwa r d became
associated with the
forhines of the
ciaterprise.

Opera recitals
were given . occa-

Misa Lilian Braithwaite. siona11y, when
-

twenty-six "Ylle a r s
aeo Liliao Baylis first came to the theatre,.
Now they have their own place in the
musical life of London, and seldoM is
there a Saturday night when not less than a
hundred people are turned away because
the " house i is fall. From opera to
ShakeSpeare was not such a far step as it
seems, and since 1914 the " Old Vic." has
Presented all the plays contained in the
national poet's First Folio, as well as
" Pericles and many old comedies and
aortrlitc plays.

Broadcast Opera.
It is a fitting tribute to Miss Baylis that

she has been made an honorary M.A. of
Oxford, and she is the only woman outside
the University circle, except Queen Mary,
to receive the degree.

Miss Baylis believes in the broadcasting
of opera, and has given every assistance
possible. Early in the month, " Faust "
is to be broadcast with a well-known east.

An aitiest S.B. orpgrammes that
inientibli mast Ite

made of one staged and arranged by
Mr. IL E. Jeffrey, under the title, " Rose-
mary." Ilemembranee is not a deeply
cultivated comity in the- human breast of
to -day, and therefore a quiet hour that

leads to retrospec-
tion is to be com-
mended. The play
"Retrospective," by
Florence Bates,
which formed part
of the scheme, was
distinctive for in-
cluding the names
of two well-known
members of the
theatrical profes-
sion, Miss Lilian
Braithwaite a n d
Mr C. Aubrey

Mr. Harold Williams. Smith.
Miss Braithwaite's first engagement was

to tour South Africa with William Havi-
land's Shakespearean Company, and on her
return she joined Julia Neilson and Fred
Terry, playing Celia- to the former's Rosa.
lind on tour. London she came promi-
nently to notice in " Sweet Nell of Old
Drury," and frorn that time onward London
has claimed her for its very own actress.

As leading lady to Georg.e Alexander; she
claimed equal honours with him in " The
Importance of Being Earnest," " Saturday
to Monday," and, best of all, " 01(1 Heidel-
berg," No one who -saw her. in that play
was ever satisfied with any other Kathie.
There is hardly an important play in Lon-
don since that time that Miss; Braithwaite
has not played and literally realised the
fullest ideal of what that part should be.
Her diction and her sheer grasp of every
type of character makes her one of the best
of all our English aetresses.

Actor and Cricketer.
Mr. W. Aubrey Smith,_ her companion

in matters wireless '
on this occasion, is
a )moat as well
known. He comes,
too, of an acting
family, being
brother to the late
Beryl Faber (Mrs.
Cosmo Hamilton).
As sportsman. too,
he is widely known
since his Cambridge
days, and in cricket,
M.C.C. and captain
of the English
teams which
visited South Africa and Australia. On
the stage he has played in more plays
than we dare mention, butt best remembered
of all his parts is Aubrey Tanqueray, when
la, played with " Mrs. Pat,' and in " The
1.ight That Failed."

Mr. E. Godfrey grown.

It has long been held that the best work
of any artiste is his first-born. The offspring
of youth and enthusiasm, untempered by
the chill doubts of age, or the caution of
maturity. In music-, as in all others, this
has often been proved.

Very early in broadcast music, two nine
artistes came to light : one was Maurice Cole,
whose ability to play the piano from a wire-
less standpoint was soon made evident;
the other was Michael Head, one of whose
compositions he played.

Since then both -have gained further
successes. Mr. Head has developed a
baritone voice of excellent range and
quality, and his group of songs at the piano
at 2 L 0 recently testified to his powers
both as composer and executant.

A Popular Singer.
In Mr. HarOld Williams, the B.B.C.

found one of its best vocalists, and he leis
been broadcasting !-iire last May.

Hailing from Svdnev, in
May.

South
Wales, Mr. Williams served with the
Australian Imperial :Forces in France for
nearly three years, and on his discharge in
London entered the musical profession.

He has been heard
at all the leading
concerts in London
and the provinces,
in the Royal Choral
concerts, .1-111116
ciety, Leeds Phil-
harmonic, Bradford
Festival, Belfast.
Philharmonic and
Glasgow( Choral
concerts. All these
will give some idea
of Ins success, while
the fact that he
was the only non -foreign singer to appear
with the grand opera season at Covent
Carden, as well as in. the British National
Opera Company's season at His Majesty's
Theatre, is still a further tribute to his
powers.- Over the aether his success is just
as great, for Ins diction is so good, and this
lends value to the songs chosen.

2 B E.
Since its inception,  the Belfast Station

has set a very high standard of music, and
any idea that " any old tune would do "
must have been quickly dissipated, especi-
ally when Mr. E. Codfrey Brown took up
the post as musical director.

One has only to glance at the programme
to see how earnest a study is made so as to
get the very best and most appropriate
choice of entertainment. This is not
surprising when one know's that Mr. Godfrey
Brown was conductor of the leading musical
society in Ireland, the Belfast Philharmonic
Society, -also conductor of the Belfast
Symphony Orchestra.

Miss Lilian Baylis.
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WIRELESS FOR THE BEGINNER
By E. BLAKE, A.M.I.E.E.

1 PART 8. A SUMMARY AND SOME HINTS.
* ON 0 -0-.6- --^0 00- 01-0 -00 -0 0-0- 01-0-01 -0 -01-0-0-0

I my preceding - articles a brief
1 and simple description was given of

wireless waves, how they are made
and how receivers 'work. Before Making a
few concluding remarks for the especial
benefit of those who are intending to adopt
radio as a hobby-and a better hobby would
be hard to discover-a short but compre-
hensive summary of this series of articles
will be attempted.

Wireless waves, whether those utilised in
Wireless telegraphy or in broadcasting, are
waves or rhythmic disturbances in an
intangible and mysterious stuff, called
ether, which scientists believe to fill
completely the whole universe-; so com-
pletely, in fact, as to permeate all material
things through and through, as water does
au immersed sponge. Thus a continuous
expanse of ether links country with
country, planet with planet, and our solar.
system with other solar systems, of which.
there are millions. Theoretically, therefore, -
an etheric diSturbance caused on earth
should be observable in Mars or- elsewhere
in creation after the lapse of a certain time .

Frequency and Wave -length.
So swiftly is this wave -motion propagated.

eutwards from its source that a wireless
signal .made in England can be detected in_
Australia about one -fifteenth of a second
afterwards, the actual velocity at which
the effect travels being 186,200 miles per -
trond. Light, which also is an ether -wave
effect, travels at the same speed. Radiant,
heat is an ether wave too, and travels at
the same speed, as do all other waves in
ether.

All ether waves are caused by the
oscillation of electrons, which are particles
of electricity many times smaller than atoms.
Only electrons have a grip on the ether.
When they move backward and forward
they flick electrical power into space in the
form of waves which, though unseen and
unfelt, can be caused to produce effects-on
wireless receivers, for examplewhich -
manifest their presence to our senses.

There are three measurements connected
with ether waves of special importance to
wireless people. First, their velocity, which
is 186,200 miles (or 300,000,000 metres) per
second ; second, their frequency, which is
the number of waves per second emitted by
the broadcasting station ; third; the wave-
length, which is the distance, measured
horizontally, between the crests of two
consecutive waves. This is the simple
formula connecting the three measurements.

Velocity Frequency = Wave -length,
or. put in another way,

Velocity ± Wave -length ---- Frequency.
For convenience we classify stations by

the length of the waves they send out.
A procession of electrons, which exist. in

a freely moving state in the interior. of
metals, is an electric current. When these
electrons are caused, as they are caused, by
special devices to move backward and
forward in a wire many thousands of times
per second, the electric 'current produced is

,

called a high frequency oscillating current.
This is the kind of current set up in the
aerial of a broadcasting station.

Connected with this aerial is the micro-
phone, the instrument' into which the
artistes or orchestra direct their sounds.
The sound waves set up by a singer cause
the microphone to imprint upon the stream
of ether waves leaving the aerial an
electrical counterpart of their forms. The
-function of the receiver is to change back
these electrical sound models into sound
waves, so- that you may hear them.

Wireless Reception.
The receiver, actuated by the receiving

aerial, which being hung up in the path of
the waves robs -them' of some portion of
their electriCal pOiver, has first of all to be

sound waves of the same form. In this way
the sound made by the singer is reproduced
at the receiving end. As the waves made
at the broadcasting station spread out in all
directions and travel at such an enormous
speed, it is possible for receivers at all points
of the compass to respond almost simultan-
eously, and at distances varying according
to the sensitiveness of the receiving appara-
tus used. A crystal set will respond, say, at
a hundred miles, but a set provided with
sufficient magnifying valves can respond
suitably at any distance from 100 n p.

Recent Achievements.
When you consider this marvellous

instrument, the ether, so subtle, so
eminently capable of bearing messages at
the speed of light, you realise that the world
is your oyster. You may sling up your
aerial and link yourself with the Antipodes.
Only the other day an amateur held a
wireless conversation with another amateur
in New Zealand.

Given skill in manipulation, and the right
kind of apparatus, you may eavesdrop over
the whole of Europe and even Eastern
America, and, descending to telegraphy,
you may receive and send Morse signals from
and to almost all parts of the world-if so
licensed by the Post Office.

The transmitter at the Hilversum Station.

brought into tune with the waves. That is,
the high -frequency oscillating currents set
up in the receiving aerial by the passage of
the waves across it, have to be provided
with a path in which they can oscillate at
the same frequency as the wireless waves.
The tuning devices on your receiver do that,
and they take the form of a variable coil
of wire, or a coil of wire and a variable
condenser. Tuning is done by ear, the
loudest signals being heard when tuning is
most accurate.

After this the oscillating current has to be
turned into a form in which it can operate
the telephones, which cannot respond to
current changes so rapid as those existing
in the aerial. Hence a crystal or valve is
inserted in the circuit- between aerial and
telephones. The crystal or valve has the
property which permits the current to pass
when it flows in one direction but not when
it flows in the opposite direction. This,
therefore, cuts off the oscillations, and the
current due to the half -waves is of such a
form that as it passes through the telephone
those-or rather their diaphragms-vibrate
in exactly the same manner as the micro-
phone at the studio and therefore set up

Radio provides a hobby embracing the
most delicate of mechanical construction,
of manipulation ; it lands you at once into
the most burning problems of the physical
scientist and the electrical and radio
engineer.

Across the surface of the globe there flit
unceasingly those extraordinary ether
waves, in lengths ranging from 100 to
25,000 metres, from thousands of wireless
stations. The art is bristling with fascinat-
ing phenomena and problems and has its
future filled with tempting applications.
Now is the time to " get into the game," as
they say in the States.

First of all, learn to receive-and send-
Morse signals. This is easy. Then study
electricity and magnetism. Learn the
theory of the instruments used in wireless ;
learn the theory of wireless in detail.
Practice the connecting up of components
into receiving circuits, comparing the
results of them all. Make up your own sets
and strive to get the best results, and
presently you, too, may be able to say.

I spoke with New Zealand last night."
Then the world will indeed seem cramped
and you can attend to Mars.
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WIRELESS AT SEA.
Some Recent Developments.

By Lt. -Col. CHETWODE CRAWLEY, BLLE.E.
(Deputy Inspector of Wireless Telepaphy, General Post Quire.)

In this article a well 'known Post Office Authority on Wireless gives a resume of the progress and development of wireless
at sea during the last few months.

f

4

1
4

1

IMPROVEMENTS in the means of
communication between _ ships, and
between the shore and ships, must

always be of special interest to us, whose
very existence depends on our ship -borne
trade ; and the most important application
of wirekss telegraphy is undoubtedly its
application to what might be termed mobile
communications, that is to say, the commu-
nications of ships and aircraft, of which, at
any rate for many years to come, the ships'
communications must take the premier
place.

Every British ship registered in this
country being a passenger steamer or a ship
of 1,600 tons gross tonnage or upwards
must, by Act of Parliament, be provided
with a wireless telegraph installation and
with one or more certified operators and
watchers, non-compliance with this Act
rendering the master or owner of the ship
liable to a fine of £500. There are at present
about 3,000 British ships in this category.
The nature of the installation to be provided,
the services to be maintained and the
number, grade, and qualifications of the
operators and watchers to be carried are
laid doWn by the Board of -Trade in con-
sultation with the Postmaster -General,
who is' the statutory authority for wireless
telegraphy in this country.

Ready for Emergencies.
The installation which is thus compul-

sorily fitted in ships must be capable of
transmitting clearly perceptible signals on
spark or I.C.W. from ship to ship over a
range of .at least 100 nautical miles by
clay under normal conditions. In addition,
each ship must be fitted with an emergency
installation, unless _ the main installation
fulfils the emergency requirements. These
requirements include an independent source
of energy for the operation of the installa-
tion, capable of being worked for at least
six continuous hours, and giving a signalling
range of at least 80 miles for ships which
carry 200 persons or more, or 50, miles for
Smaller ships. These emergency require-
ments ensure that even in the case of a
serious accident which puts the electric
power of the ship out of action, wireless
communication "can still be maintained
with other ships up to a reasonable distance.

An S.O.S. Detector.
The number of operators and watchers

which must be borne depends on the number
of persons carried, and the service on which
the ship is employed. Ships carrying 200
persons or more must, as a rule, carry at
least three operators, and one of these must
always be on watch. Ships carrying between
50 and 200 persons must carry at least
one operator and two watchers, the operator
being on watch at certain specified times,
and a watcher at all other times. Ships
carrying less than 50 persons must carry
at least one operator, who must be on watch
at certain specified times.

The term operator " in these regulations
means a professional wireless telegraphist

4 -0-0 -4-0-

who has passed the prescribed Post Office
examination ; the term " watcher " means
a man who has been certified by the Post
Office as being able to distinguish the
distress and safety signals when heard in
the telephones of a receiving installation.
The need for watchers would, of course,
cease if a satisfactory automatic apparatus
could be devised for registering the recep-
tion of a distress signal when the operator
is not on watch in such a way as to call
his attention at once to the fact that this
signal is being received. Devices of this
nature have been under trial by the Govern-

Direetion-finding at sea. The wireless set on the cable ship "Cyrus Field."

ment for some time, but none has yet been
definitely approved.

All these regulations are made with
regard to the safety of life at sea, eleven
land stations suitably distributed for this
purpose round our coasts, and worked by the
Post Office, being used solely for communi-
cation with ships, principally for the
communications concerning safety of life,
but also for the exchange of ordinary
commercial messages.

Long-distance Working.
It is now the practice of ship -owners

to fit large passenger ships (about 70 are
fitted in this country) with long-range
installations in addition_to the installations
compulsorily fitted, and certain land
stations are suitably equipped for this long-
range working. to ships. In England, a

with the needs of
the smaller ships,
messages is
compulsorily fitted

station at Devizes is used for this purpose'
and communication is carried on with these
large ships up to a range of about 1,500
miles. Up till now the Devizes station has
been equipped, like the ships, for simplex
working only ; that is to say, it cannot
send and receive messages simultaneously.
The number of messages to be dealt with
has, however, increased so much recently
that arrangements have been made to
enlarge its capacity by installing a second
transmitter at Devizes, and operating both
transmitters by distant control from a new
operating and receiving station at Burnham,

near Weston -super -
Mare. These arrange-
ments wilt allow of
two messages being
sent and two messages
being received Sithui-
taneously, whereas
now at any time the
station can only send
a- message or receive.
a message.

In a few of the large
ships, and at Devizes,
apparatus is also fitted
for automatic high-
speed transmission
and reception, and on
occasions large batches
of messages from ships
have been relayed
through Devizes over
the telegraph wires
direct to the (.P.O,,1
London, but. at
present this can only
be done under favour-
able conditions, and
the normal practice is
to write up the re
ceived messages at
Devizes and retrans-
mit them by telegraph
to London.

The apparatus in -

these large passenger
ships is developing
rapidly to keep pace

passengers, whereas in
where the number of
the simple apparatus
for safety purposes is

sufficient to meet all needs.

Lifeboat's Wireless.
Last year, for ,instance, the Majestic,

Olympic and Homeric, of the White Star
Line, dealt between them with messages
aggregating nearly two million words, and
this year the total will be greater.

In the Leviathan, of the United States
Line, five aerials are used, three for trans-
mission and two for reception, at least

- two of the eight operators borne being always
on watch. Two of her motor lifeboats are
also fitted, and it is already laid down that
after July, 1925, all foreign -going passenger

(Continued on page 1091.)
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OUR
WIEN 5

I CONSII-)EIEI that the 2 L 0 programmes
arc Al. I listen every evening for
about two hours, and' consider the

varied programme of music and lectures
well chosen. I Would prefer more operatic
and classical music and more travel talks.
Licence hOldcr for 2l .years.

L. HOWARD FLANDERS.
S. Central Road,

-Wembley.

* *

What do these B.B.C. critics want ? Let
us try a little arithmetic. , The B.B.C.
operates for, roughly,: 2,500 hours per year.
This costs crystal users, say, 15s. (licence
10s., new crystals 5s.); . and average

valver," say, about £5. If only 5 per
cent. of the programmes suit their " fastid-
ious , tastes, I still consider they are
:etting good value for their money, even
if they live north of the Tweed.

J. B. CourriNo.
S. Laburnum Road,

}Atwell, Sunderland.

Why could there not be at least two
broadcasting companies, so that there might
be more competition ? Nothing will get on
without competition. We do not want more
than two or three companies, but at least
two.-Yours truly,

D. C. G.

My complaint centres around Cardiff ;
their programmes are awfully dull, they are
not half as good as they used to be when
.).4. Corbett Smith w -as there. I like jolly
concert parties like the Cvmradios used to
be, free and easy-not these prosy, stodgy,
SloW-musie programnies. I like something
with a bit of " go and fun in it ; besides,
they - close too early ; even back in the
summer when the closing time was supposed
to be eleven. Cardiff used nearly always to
close at 10.30. I think all stations should
keep open until 11 o'clock every night.

Killhampton. V. Tun WELL.

Generally in " Pursuit of Beauty in Music
and Poems," wish they could make haste and
catch her, then we might get some real

The -difficulty of pleasing everybody is:

recognised, but could we not have a larger
proportion of lively music, such as Sousa's
marches, Gilbert and Sullivan's operas,
popular airs, etc. The " funeral dirge "
type of music, of which we get so much, is
no doubt very high-class, but does it appeal
to the majority of listeners ?

J. BROWNING.
Carass, 196, Bedford Hill,

Tooting Bee Common, S.W.12.

*
My complaint is on account of so many

vibrato singers being broadcast. I am one
of the few or many who can't listen to a
wobbles', and we have a plethora of these in
and around Aberdeen. " Five out of six
amateur singers are afflicted with the habit,

. and it is being systematically taught and
patterned by singing teachers.- So wrote

Natives from the Congo broadcasting " music " from 2 L 0.

eidritaoireot. (1c cannot hear our next
station for howls and squeaks (Bourne-
mouth) when the pursuit is in progress at
Cardiff. PRE " B.B.C." WALLER.

Els t ree. Bristol.
- -

* -41P- -.O.4'. ...
4

be used to assist in the navigation of ships
fitted with directional wireless apparatus.

WIRELESS AT SEA. The boom in broadcasting has spread to
our ships, and licences to use apparatus

(Cciitioied from. prige 1093.) for the reception of Broadcast programmes

steamers carrying more :than ten lifeboats
must have at least one of them fitted with
wireless telegraphy.

Beside having wireless sets for purposes
of communication, more than a hundred
British ships are now fitted with directional
receiving apparatus, by which they can
obtain by wireless telegraphy their bearing
from a land wireless station, and a recently
published report states that less than
10 per cent. of the bearings taken are more
than two degrees in error. -

On shore there are two Government
direction -finding -stations on the east coast
and two on the south coast, from which
ships fitted with any wireless apparatus at
all can obtain bearings by wireless tele-
graphy:, and an additional station for this
purpose is to be erected shortly at the
entrance to the Bristol Channel.

At the moment experiments -are being
carried, out with a view to providing special
transmitting stations on shore which would
send out wireless waves in much the same
way as a lighthouse sends out light waves.
Such stations would be placed to meet
the needs of navigation, and would -have
only a Short range,_ so as not to interfere
with other wireless signalling. They could

are now being issued. One licence suffices
for any number of sets fitted in a ship, and
the conditions oBthe licence ensure that no
interference can take place with the working
of the ship's main installation.

There is now in operation a good wireless
service for the distribution of weather
forecasts and other messages affecting the
navigation of ships. This forecasting is
greatly assisted by information supplied
by wireless telegraphy by ships in the
North Atlantic on a prearranged plan in
which some twenty-five large ships are
taking part.

Wireless telephony is not yet used for
maritime signalling, with the exception of
a few installations for communication
between lightships and the shore, but the
problems which it presents are now being
carefully considered and tried out experi-
mentally. Such a service to be of real use
must be two-way (like the ordinary tele-
phone), must be commeted at the shore
end to the land telephone system, and must
be clear of any interference to or from the
ship's wireless telegraph installation.

These are not problems to be solved
off -hand, but there is no reason to suppose
that before long wireless telephony will not
be extensively used for the communications
of our mercantile marine.

an evening paper correspondent. Surely this
is a deplorable state of matters for those like
myself, who consider bleating " a nauseate,
tardy subterfuge for a bare, scanty voice.
If we could only have tremolos by them-
selves and not as they are, mixed with
good singers. it would be a boon to many, or,
if this larible practice was boycotted by
otlerS, as I mean to do, it would soon come
to a finish. ---

.. Aberdeen. gas. CaASSI E.**
My local B. B.C. station is 5 W A, the Car-

diff station ; welt, to get on with it, my
grievance is this. Other B.B.C. stations
manage to have a dance night either once a
Week or a fortnight. _ Why can't Cardiff
do the same ? It is true they used to (dye
half an hour's dance music,every night, but
that dropped off a feW months ago, and
now I think we get a dance night once a
quarter. Of course, some people might say :
" Are you not satisfied with the Savoy
Bands ? " but observe how late they start,
and after you have been at work all day
you don't fancy stopping up till 11.30 or
12 p.m.

FRED HEDLEY.
1, Union Terrace, Atergavenny.

* * *

I have a small " grriuse "-i.e. our new
station, the Notts .'Relay Station, 5 N G,
while reception being very good, and not
in any way being the fault of. the B.B.C.,
there is a continual whistle like the top
note of a tin whistle, which is apt to get on
one's nerves ; to any mind it seems like
interference from another station. If it
could be remedied it would be a great relief
to many, I sun certain.

N. N. LINDLEY.
Belmont, Denison Street, Weston, NiAt::.
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THE R.I. LYRIANETTE.

Complete with standard 6 -guinea
lowlspeaLr, the latest dull -emitter
valves, batteries and all :,ccessories.
No extras. g 2 2 5 0

THE R.I. TRANSFORMER, 25/-

51:111119116111.1k!1!1
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There's a supreme satisfaction in placing your
faith in a really reliable firm. Manufacturers
who know their job are a surer way to radio
success than hours of wasted experimenting.

There are 25 years of real experience behind
R.I. productions. That's why you are assured
of the very best results. All components and
sets that carry the monogram R.I. are worth while.

The R.I. Lyrianette is the only completely
self-contained loudspeaker cabinet set available at
a popular price, and it gives R.I. S tandard Results.

The R.I. Transformer is known all over the
world as the transformer with the finest possible
construction, and the thousands in use are giving

MAXIMUM AMPLIFICATION WITH
NO DISTORTION.

Write for the new R.I. catalogue. You will le amply repaid.

d-,

171d icy irtstrtm778INts
; 12 liycle sit- aE,C7x.Rit-cl tivaE ;C

Telephone:RECENT 6214(3h4W.C.I.TelegrarnInstradio London 4,
,;au!
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Get
it
by

post

BETTER RADIO AT ONE -TENTH
THE CURRENT COST.

The latest and greatest achievement of
radio valve science!
Much greater volume with crystal
clarity from a dull emitter valve
which consumes only one -tenth the
current required by the average bright
emitter.
An accumulator charge will last from
10 to 12 times as long with a "Six
Sixty." It is a sound investment which
quickly pays for itself and continues
to save recharging trouble and expense
whilst giving incomparable results.
Start economising on your radio now.
Get the "Six Sixty " by mail.
FILAMENT VOLTS FILAMENT CURRENT

I'S to 2. '25 amps.

207- -

Post Free, Cash With Order.

aie,eniorni Regent 3,336

VALVE RENEWALS
We repair, by our patent process (for which we
have the National Physical Laboratory's report of effi-
ciency), all standard types of valves at
up to 3 valves cheap-est

method is to send
r6f6 carriage paid

by letter poSt. (excepting Dull Emitters)

Remittance must be
enclosed withl

valves.

AND I at least equal efficiency to
GUARANTEE 1

toneetrnlvesiu n se days,rwva,
or refund your money without quibble.

THE ECLAT ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
SPENCER HILL ROAD, WIMBLEDON.

.mossommimammor

ALL communications re-
specting advertising

must be made to the
SOLE

ADVERTISEMENT
AGENTS-

JOHN H. LI LE
LTD.

4 Ludgate Circus
London, E.C.4

Note NewTelephone No.

1080 Central.

-Xe... -

THE NEW
INDOOR
AERIAL

PORTA B LE

s)

(Patent applied for.)

ONE USER AT
HASTINGS WRITES :

"I find with the
' 0.V.' Aerial result
are, equal to outdoor
aerial, and I have ac-
tually received the
Montreal Station
and signals, which
were quite strong."

NO INSULATORS

Can be used
outside if desired.

INSIST
ON "O.V."

PRICE 2/6 EACH.
No further expense.
SAVE MONEY.
Ask your Dealer
for particulars.

The Original can be seen. TRA'DE ONLY.

CABLE AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
Cable House,

234, Pentonville Road, LONDON, N.1.
Telephone : North 3109

THE FAMOUS FORMO
RADIO COMPONENTS

FORMO L.£.TEENHROTIDEDTHE FORMO-DENSORWITH TRANSFORMER
INTECRAL VERNIER is the acknowledged standard of

has advantages over every excellence. No effort is spared to
other condenser. It is Make it the finest obtainable, and

,f precisie
yn anydi t

essentially an instrument its price places it above all others.
4 is

A. Ratio 1-0.nel
Ideal for the UNIDYNE.

approached
low priced condenser for B Mali° 1'1 '
general excellence of de- C. Ratio 1.4
sign, workmanship and D. Ratio 15.
usefulness. For the '
"001 mfd. 106 FNIDINF
'00075 mfd. 10'- 1-10.
0005 mfd. 9,6 One Price
Dual 10/6 '0003 m ((LS.% 18 (

0000 mid. 7/6
1 -plate Vernier 510 Open model
Dual, with Vernier 12;6 12i6.
THE FORMO HOME -CONSTRUC-

TORS SET. 3 -VALVE.
ems set comprises Standard guar-
anteed Formo Components. The

THE FORMU COY. Panel 14" X.11,- is drilled and tapped,
Arthur Preen & CO. Et.d.1 and everything necessary to assent

.

Head Offices & Works: ble this first-class set is included
Cricklewood Lane', N.W.0. and packed in well -made cabinet. sottish Branch
'Phone Hampstead 1787. 24 12s. (plus Marconi Royally), 22. York Place, Edinburgh,

Contractors to the Admiralty. War Office, Air Ministry; Post Office, and India Officc.

',full 1111111111

11111!

"POPULAR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT RATES

WHOLE PAGE £40 : 0: 0 I QUARTER PAGE £10: 0: 0
HALF PAGE £20: 0: 0 I EIGHTH PAGE £5: 0:0

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 301-
. Minimum Space accepted

SPECIAL POSITIOINS BY
ARRANGEMENT. NO SERIES
DISCOUNTS. ALL ADVER-
TISEMENT COPY SUBJECT
TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL.-

- half inch 15/ -

Cover pages close for press
11 days prior to date of issue.
Inside pages close for press
9 days prior to date of issue.

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN HAND AT
LEAST a DAYS EARLIER TO ENSURE PROOFS.

"POPULAR
WIRELESS"
H AS THE
L ARGEST
SALE OF ANY
WIRELESS
WEEKLY IN
:: GREAT ::

B RITAIN.

441X, 414.4X23(..e 416.  :Se. 7::
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RADIO IN CHINA
By PERE LEJAY

# Here is a brief account of the radio progress made in the land or the dragon." ++
+.440 0 -0- 0.0 4-4,4 44-4 4- 4.4 4 - 4--4 4,4-4, -0- 4 4- 4 -0 4.- 4-4- .4 4-0 4- -44

ALTHOUGH it is possible that the
"almond -eyed Celestial" would not
yet have reacted to the lure of

radio to any great extent, in spite of the
`radio waves floating around him, and that
lie is, indeed, in the darkest of deep ignorance
regarding it in the interior of China, radio
is taking as firm and.fast a hold in a few of
the more advanced districts of the nation
as it is in any European country.-

_ A great deal is due to the influence of
the E-uropean settlers and missionaries, of
course, one of the most outstanding cases
being that of the work being done at the
Observatory of Zi-ka-wei, at Shanghai.
The observatory was originally founded in
1845 by the Jesuit mission of Kiang-nan,

-although the present building dates back
only to 1875. As the work in the scientific
branch of the institution increased, it
began naturally. to include the study of
meteorological 'Conditions, and as soon as
-radio came to the fore so strongly in this
latter work it naturally found its Way into
the observatory.

Investigating Atmospherics.
- At present the station of Zi-ka-wei is
one of the most important aveather observa-
tion posts in the section of China. it has
Veen due to -the careful work of th' past
few .years that a remarkable theory has
been practically proven conelusivelthat

while most
storms o f
thedistaiets
are either
respolis ibl
for, or at
least cou-
pled with,
atmospher-
ic disturb-
ances (a
purely in-
dependent
cheek of the
recent bu-

ream investigations of
France), the famous
typhoons of the China
Sea are not in any
way connected with
whatever static is to
he observed at the
moment.

No Broadcasting.

This has been done
with the big mobile
frame shown in the
photograph, careful
observations having
been taken, and the
frame directed to the
approaching storm,
away from it, and in
every direction. The
typhoon has been
found to be often the
centre of the calmest
atmosphere, so far as
static is concerned.

The receiving sat
used, working on either
an outdoor or frame
aerial, has four stages
of radio -frequency
amplification, followed
by a detector or an
audio -frequency differ-
ential to eliminate
static in general la-
ception. The oscilla-
t ing circuit is operated
by a two -valve hete-
rodyne, with a Baldwin
2,000 -ohm headphone.
The aerial is 125 ft.
long and 10ff ft. above,
the ground.

Other interesting v. oak done by the
Jesuit observatory bras been in the checking
of time signals. As they are just about
half -way between Nauen and Honolulu,

Ten; in the seven vaNe set at tin Obs?Tvatory.

they can pick up both stations regularly.
By a system of checking, they have found
that the Honolulu station is apt to be off
as much as five seconils,one way or the other,
lions the European stations. The Tower,
Bordeaux, and; in fact, most of the big
European stations, are received on CM.
quite easily, and occasionally on telephony.

The giant frame atrial at the Observatory, China.

There is no actual broadcasting station
in China yet, though radio sets are for sale
in Several of the stores in Shanghai.

The incoming ships often far -our the
inhabitants with concerts, however, and
thus have made radio music a not entirely
unknown factor. That radio may ever
become the craze that it is in the Occidental
countries is, of course, very doubtful, due to
the difficulties of manufacture and the
expenses ; though, with Japan so close by,
even this is passible.

* *

+ ROME CALLING +

* 4-4-4-4 4- 4- 4-1- 4-4-4- -4-4 '4. 4 *
THE Italian broadcasting station 1 11 0

in Rome has begUn its radio broad-
casting service on a 422 -metre wave-

l?ngth with 2 kilowatts aerial transmission
power.

The " Radio-araldo " station in ROW
continuing its regular work on 450 -meter

aves, with an antenna power of 10E -50o
watts.
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" FINE TUNING."
HOW TO GET BEST RESULTS.

By J. C. JEVONS...........
SO many articles have been written

dealing with the subject of tuning.
and of tuned anode circuits, that it

may be assumed that our readers are familiar
with the subject in its broadest sense.

It remains, however, to give details of
the relationship that should obtain between
the electrical and mechanical construction
of our tuning arrangements so that the best
results may be secured.

It is not enough to state that a circuit
may be tuned by means of a variable con-
denser connected across an inductance, or
by means of a variometer, as mechanical
considerations enter into the question in
order that our method of tuning may be
brought into use in as effective a manner
as possible.

Use of Extension Handles.
For example, the troubles of hand ca-

pacity effects when moving the hand to-
wards or away from the knob of a variable
condenser are well known. This trouble is
not only most trying to one's sell -control.
but also vitiates our efforts to brim in a
faint signal. This difficulty may occa-
sionally be experienced when using vario-
meter ' tuning.

' The reader will probably suggest imme-
diately the use of- extension handles, and
this undoubtedly gets over the trouble in
the case of a made-up set, and at the same
time allows of the variable condenser being
rotated through a very small arc of motion.
owing to the greater leverage obtained by
the longer handle.

Even with a boxed -up set the mechanical
movement of the condenser must be very
smooth and even, and the extension handle
rigid and free from all whip or spring,
otherwise there is every probability of the
movable vanes of the 00fideriser moving in
small-possibly very smalt-Jerks, and so
upsetting that fineness of tuning sought
for.

But what about that . amateur " hook
up," in contradistinction to the made-up
cabinet set.

Here we have possibly to deal with boxed -
in condensers as separate units, and fre-
quently light in weight and not fixed to any
relatively firm foundation as in the case of
the cabinet set.

The use of extension handles in this cast,
is frequently a practical impossibility, as
the rotational friction of the condenser
spindle, is usually in excess of the friction
existing between the condenser and the table
to on which it is resting.

'Mechanical Friction.
This means that when we move the ex-

tension handle, instead of the condenser
spindle rotating, .the condenser rotates on
the table top, box and all.

How well many of us know this trouble.
especially when working with our apparatus
laid out on a smooth table top.

A certain amount of rotational friction is
inevitable, and is caused by spring washers,
or other spring, contact devices in our varia-

able condensers, quite apart from defective
alignment of the spindle in its bearings.

When using vertically mounted variable
condensers a considerable amount of this
internal mechanical friction may be
alleviated, but when the condensers are
mounted horizontally orr, a panel a certain
amount of friction to rotation of the vanes is
essential. owing to the unbalanced mass of
the rotating portion, and how seldom do we
find the rotor counter -balanced for the over-
hang of the moving vanes on one side of the
spindle.

if this friction did not exist the vanes"
would not remain in the position to which
the were turned by the knob, but would
fall back to the bottom like a loose hand on
a chick.

It is at once seen that this trouble may
be greatly aggravated by an extension
handle, unless the effect
of the extension handle
is designed to counter-
balance the overhang-
ing weight of the vanes.

If the vanes are
properly counter-
balanced.counterthe friction
to rotation may be im-
mediately reduced.

Now these remarks
are equally applicable
to the case of vario-
meters, with the excep-
tion -that since their
construction lends
itself to mechanical
balance we may have
to counterbalance an
extension handle if we
desire to reduce the rotational friction when
horizontally mounted..

On the Point of Oscillation.
In the case of variometers however, there

is one point that wants watching carefully,
and that is, the avoidance of stiff cornice -
fleas between rotor and stator, which may
give a troublesome clock -sprint, effect if we
reduce the friction to facilitate tuning.

It may seem to some that these are rela-
tively unimportant details, but the time has
come for us to consider these refinements,
and quite apart from this the writer is
firmly convinced that much of the oscilla-
tion and " nearly but not quite " tuning
and other heterodyning effects that
nightly pollute the ether is almost wholly
clue to the mechanical impossibility of
tuning some sets with that accuracy that
fine tuning warrants.

The tuner reaches out his hand and. his
signal disappears. he adjusts the knob of
the -condenser and the signal reappears, he
withdraws his hand and the set starts to
!Owl.

He approaches that knob again, and
makes a small adjustment in one direction,
and on Withdrawing his hand the howling
is distinctly worse ; making a final dash he
reverses the previous adjustment, and on
withdrawing once more finds the set still

howling, only faintly this time, and as he
knows that further efforts are useless,
rather than lose his signal altogether he
leaves it howling and basks in a little music
and a lot of carrier wave. No, reader, this
is not a mixed metaphor, the warmth being
supplied by his conscience, and that blush
that mantles his brow is caused by the
thought that he is not beloved of his fellow -
listeners. We. would fain be charitable and
trust that this is so.

Now this howling is a positive curse to all
around, and in the words of the well-
known engineer, " Don't, please; do it."

Cease looking for that oasis of a silent
spot in the midst of a howling wilderness,
get out of the oscillation altogether ; if
you must play with it, get near to it but
never into it.

Incidentally.- an unexpected source of
considerable irritation of the ether Was
recently traced to the efforts of the gentler
sex to reproduce the dulcet tones in the
headphones during the absence of the head
of the house-rerb. sap.

This endeavour to emulate- the perform-
ance of the master mind should be sup-
pressed if not deliberately thwarted.
- To secure this essential fineness of tun-
ing the writer would llrongly reeommei

The back of the receiving set used by Mr. F. Walker for reception of Australian
signals.

the amateur to try the reversal of the custo-
mary routine-i.e. instead of tuning roughly
with a variable inductance and finishing
up with a vernier condenser, try tuning the
variable inductance roughly with the con-
denser and finish off with the variable
inductance.

This can readily be accomplished if
movable basket coils are used connected in
series as a variometer, and mounted in any
convenient manner so that their magnetic
coupling may be varied by infinitely small
amounts in a smooth manner.

NEW SHORT WAVE
STATION OPENED.

T'''KERTON,
N.J., has just completed

its broadcasting station W G H, the
first short wave commercial station

to be built. It has obtained a licence
to operate provisionally on 90, 93, 97, 100
and 103 metres by the Department of Com-
merce. It is intended for trans -atlantic
service, and has a transmitter rated at 20
kilowatts, which-is -expected to .establish
auxiliary long distance commercial circuits
to Paris, Berlin, and Buenos Ayres.
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-wear British
Ericsson Telephones

.---.......-----------------
EARPHONES

AND THE

EARS

DANGER
THAT LURKS IN FOREIGN GOODS

SOME of the cheap earphones
made abroad are

'-' dangerous.
This fact is revealed by an eminent

German medical authority, issuing a warning to

listenerin in EUTOPe to beware of cheap telephones.

The habit of listening-in for long periods by telepones,

he says, has lead to a serious disease of the eats, eatred

chiefly by the contiadous
contact of Intnmakes Hof

ierials

with the skin. Many of the cheapest
tele-

phones have ear -caps and magnet -eases manufacturey
d

from moulded compositions
of remarkably

poor qualit,

and it is feasible that impurities In these compositkinions

have a more or less poisonous
effect on the delicate s

of the ear. Head telephones
of the same make and

quality as those which have caused the outbreak in

Germany may be imported knit Eigland. Psteners-in

should,
therefore, be extremely careful in buying

imported telephones.
- The Safest, plan of course, is

to 611y those of British ittartafatiiii4..

Daily Express,"
13-12-24.

Listeners should, tllrid oi , a extremely careful in huving im-
ported telephones. Take no chances-use Ericsson -(British)
Telephones. . .

" , -But be sure they are Elicsson British not Continentalimitations, Look for Ericsson stamped on each headpiece.

SELLING AGENTS:
MANCHESTER : 3, King Si.,W. Dcansgate.
NOTTINGHAM W. J. Fume

& Co., Ltd., Traffic Street.
COLCHESTER 121, High St.
SCOTLAND : Malcolm Breitigan,

57, Robertson St.. Glasgow.
BIRMINGHAM: 14-15,Snow Hill.
N.E. ENGLAND: Milburn

Newcas tic -on -Tyne_
LEEDS: North British En-gineering Equipment Co.,

Lands Lane.
IRISH FREE STATE Stocks

a,c Co.,arr .ied by A. NV. Doyle. Kelly
Pearce St Dublin.

BELFAST: J. Roberts",
46, -May Street.

.CARDIFF; E. Thompson
Son, Western Mail Canbers't.

Prices :1 20 ohms .. 24162,000 25/64,000 . 26/6
Write to -day or ,ppty to our aeonts
for literature re our recei;.iny sots,
Super Tone Loud Speaker and

tested parts.
The British L.M. Ericsson Mfg. Co.
Ltd., 67,73, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2.

(BRITISH)
Telephones

11111111111111111111111111111

111111111111111111111111

FOOL -PROOF BAT-
TERY TERMINALS
.AND CONNECTIONS
IN COLOUR ace tit
visied as an cfficicn''t

safeguard against the
burning, out of valves.
Each boa contains
6 Terminal Studs 6
Multi Connectors, 4
Coloured Connectors.
8 Discs (Black, Red
and Blue) printed as
follows -

ISION --LPIOI11:-k;V:I.XTn;E:..IS:FT:N+IX:81SNIII°NES -

01
LOW TENSION -

EARTH. AERIAL.
With Instruction icr

use, PRICE

2/ -

The Phosphor tironze
spring in the connection
soeket grips the stud
dome irhich is slurped to
ensure constant down-
ward pressure of the
flat surfaces of stud and
connector, one against
the other.

141.00 drag
this qua WA
awe?

WIRELESS enthusiasts are loud
in their praises of the Newey

Snap Terminal, which, with one
movement makes perfect connec-
tions and certain contact. It can
be used in a dozen and one ways-
on experimental circuits, for adding
headphones to any set as required
and, in fact, wherever instant con-
tact is wanted without trouble or
fuss. It obviates the screwing of
wires, cuts out the soldering iron
and minimises the worrying and
time -wasting method of making
connections with odd ends of wire
Get a box from your local Wireless
Dealer or ask us for descriptive

leaflet.

Pettigrew & Merriman,
124, Tooley Street, London, S.E.I.

R TE T RADE MAP' " AND
W1POL
sRPH"I

IMONEME110:11
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M.E.L
NEW TYPE

'PHONE
The latest M.E.L." Headphone has been produced me.,L tSw
very large and increasing demand for a CHEAP, LIGHT,
COMPORTABLE Headphone of British make and design.
The chief features -of the Head Phone are as follows: -
HEADBAND. A wide single Headband of sprit g T=i''
will not rust or tarnish, and there is no leather or cloth coy
to become insanitary. This Headband gives maxirro:ta
owing to its lightness, minimum pressure ou the e :
plate absence Of pressure on the wearer's head ; c.
entangle the hairs and the slider principle alio,
adinstMent. The slider bar And stirrup ic
and the whole of the Headphone is absolute:.
E A RPI ECE. These Phones arc fitted with spa,
each -Magnet is individually tested so that a urtion.
eiiiciticc` is obtained, Each Earpiece is Mill
standard, thereby, giving a perfect balance

M.E.L." Phones. Stalin), Diaphragms are ,

Earpiece is entirely dust proof and rust proof,
.Miudirolin lightness -0 puRees only -has been obta,.7,7,'
imipaiiige 1,1 a?zy tray the c,r (wary of lira

Price 15.6

1\4 s LI le:%/14-4?
7 45-47 KINGS ROAD 4

CAMDEN TOWN.N.W.I

ALL POST FREE AT
Ebonite Panels

Matt 1" 311/i
x 6' 2.2 1110

12" x 9^ 4,6 319
12"x1.2" 5/9 5/.
15" it 9" 516 4;9
15^x12" 7:6 5'8
4" x 4', Bd. 6d.
7" x 5" 1/6 1,2
6" X 6" x 0' 10d.

Any Size Cut.
Sit. in, P Id. Is la

Terminals
MIII-Pol.Drass 2d.
4 B.A.Standard Id.
Lacquered 2d.

Spade type, doz. 3d.
Telephone typeltd.
MuLtiplio6nos,41y.910.

Betty spring 3d
2 B.A. Small Id.
Contact Studs f d.
SpringWashers id.
Aerial W ire 7122
Enamelled., Bright,
100' ... 3/6.2/6
do. Electron 1 / 8
Leaddn 4d. a yard.

Insulators
Shell, x 21" 4d.
Reel Id. itgg 1d.
Crystor type 9d.

Lead-in 41-
& 6" do. 9d.

9^ 1:-. 12 & 15.1'3
Valve Holders

TypeA7d.PoTar1/3
Screwed 8 nuts 8d.
Ebonito 104.
Do. Open Typo Gd.

Coil Plugs
Ebonite ... 10d.
Superior... .,.. 1 / 3
Narrow 7d.
Basket . 1
Moulded type 611.
Coil Former. 21d.
Basket type 11,1.
Coil Mounts 4c1.
'Athol' Ebonite 113
Do. Porcelain 1/.
Basket Coil Sets.6-1 / 9. 4-1 /..

Condensers
Du hilicroisnalprices
Mansbridge I
1 / 6; 2 mi.. 1 / 6;
1 /36 ni f 9d
IronCoreChokes
1,000 ohms 90

COMPLETE
P
R
I
C
E
L
I
S
T

FREE

Headphones
4.000 ohms
11rowns'F'51.T.H.
Siemens, Brander,
Sterling, all 25 /
GeneralRadio 20 t
Fellows 18'6

Airweight ... 10 / 6
do. Adjustable 12 / 6
H.T. Batteries

With Wander Plugs
60v. 8 /- 36v. 4 /10
30r 41. 15e.2/
4v. F.L.13try 5d.

66v. Ever-Rdy 136lie. 8/- 16v. 3/6
Siemens same price.
British Wires

18 I 11 2'11 3 5
20 2 2 3 4 4 2
22 2 6 39 4724 2'11 3 10 5-
26 3 4 42 5 928 3 9 4 9 6 630 4 10 5'4 76
32 5 6 6- 8 9
36 8:- 8'6 12 -
40 17/- 14'8 20 -
Variable Leaks
Filtron 0-7meg 31-
W atmel 0.5 216
Lissen type ... 216
.. Resistances 2/6
Ebonite Dials

Engraved 3" 8d,
Knobbed typo 1/-
21" Fil. Type 5d.
Mica, .002 Doz.

x 2", 1 I 
2" x 1/,". 4d.

CALLERS' PRICES
TRADE

N
E

if
I
I
S

INVITED

Transformers
L.PSilverTown21;-
Radians; (new)25i-
Igranic 21/ 20 /-
littrndept (new)24/.
Reliability10/- 12/6
Ferranti ... 1716
Xtraordinary 8/ -
Tangent 12;6 14.6
Royal .. ... 20 1.
R °Ask'. Modulation
Telephone. & 10.1r.
" Unidyno " 8 / -
HA". Tangent 5 / 6
McMichael's 10 /-
Clejah 900 in. 5 6
600 & 300 in. 4 /
Formers only I /
Switches, f.limute

, Tumbler If li-
S.C.O. 9d.
Dewar D.C.O. 3!3

D.P.S.T. 2 / 9
taility 2 -way 4 /-
3,v5 .4w6/.6w£1.

rover Type Stocked
Miniat ureTurn 60.
Lissen 2 -way 2/9

, Series part. 3/9
Doable -arm do. 2 / 
N.P. Panel 9d.

New Lines
Eureka Transform-
ers, No. 2 22/6
Concert Grand 30'-
R.I. Chokes 10/
Shaw'sHertzite 1/-
Tunesaalito 116
Mic-Met-Detee'r 61.

Orders 516 value. carriage paid.
Under 5/6, 2d. pe 11- packing, etc.

J. H. TAYLOR & CO.,
4 Radio House, Telephone:
Macaulay St., Huddersfield. 341
Telegrams: Thorough," Ihirlderstleld

Var Condensers
'001 Panel TSpe 6 6
00075 Knob & 5 /9
0005 I Dial 5
0003 I In- '41-
0002 Icludcd.1316
Stuck ' Square
Law," " J.B. " &

usual prices.
Vernier.no dial 2.6
5 vane 3/3; 7 3/6
1'Polar"types3.0.6

Jacks 4 -ContactBank. ... 1/-
Bank of 2 ... 1 / 6
Standard Plugs 1/3
Potentiometer 300
ohms ex -Govt. 4/6
Hydrometers 316
Microphones 2/
Tapping keys 2 /-
II' dphone Cords
Alum.11' bands 2. 6
All ' laranic,"
pen,' ' BurngeM,'
'EctisonBell"AtIns'
di 'Sterling' (longs
Coil Holders

Ashley fixed 216
moving 316

Igraine 3 Set 816
Ebonite 3 coil 3/6

2 coil 2 / 6
Single Moving 117

Fixed Ed.
Recessed do. Bd.
PO. Resistances
Good quality 1 / 6
Igraine ... 4 / 6
Vernier Typo 7 I -
Ormond 2;- Ajax 4 
Burndept ... 5 /-
T.C.B., 4/- & 5 / 
Microstat ... 219
Spirals ... 4d.
Formers ... 70.
Peerless .Tn r. 2 6

Accessories
Gal. pulley 4d.
Alum. 1 /-
Valve Sockets id.
Valve Windows 40.
Crystal Cup. 2d.
I. Wax block 64
Resin Solder.oz.3d.
Insulating tube
All sizes, yd. 3d.

Tape, yd. 10.
Valve Template 4d.
Nu -Graving 710.
N.P. Switch Sets
D.C.O. 1/ S.C.O.

ad

179
Post 9d.

055305)I

SUPERIOR CRYSTAL RECEIVER.
Long range, superb aopeara-- ar. 1 I price
arc the outstanding features of this, efficient
Crystal Set. Fitted with Loadir.g
to take coils for Clichn,ford. etc.

Price 1]'9 Post 9c1.

Adjustable Phones,
1 1 9

straitct
Aerial Wire.

65. 1 5
Complete Outfit,

r`i'' k

1'. t 1 -

scxiorinrim-xc SUPPLY STORES,
80, Newington Causeway, London, 8 EA. Branches: 126, Newington Causeway, S El;
7, St. George's Circus, S E.1 ; to, Nanette 1"tCharing Cross Rd.,W.1: 207, Edgware Rd.,
W.2; 84,Church Rd..Upper Norwood E 73. Hoo,;: Hop. 4177.

YOURS FOR 201-,
Send 20/- to -day, together with your order for the " Tonyphone,'
and this wonderful set, which receives

B.B.C.all stations, will be delivered
complete, including all accessories. You
pay a further each month after-
wards. The total cost is only £15 9s.,

or, if you prefer. £14 5s. cash.
" TONYPHONE " SUPER TWO -VALVES

Complcle with Accumulator, H.T Battery
Aerial, 1 pair 4,000 ohms Headphones,
and two Valves -one High Frequency
and one Detector All Royalties paid.
Send to -day and enjoy broadcasting NOW.

BRITISH ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO.,
(Valve Dept.), WINDSOR HOUSE, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.I.

S S. s.

Dea

LETTER I
ROYAL COLLEGE

r Sirs.0j6) 1419 OF SCIENCE.

It may Interest you to know
that I have recently scentificany tested your
"GIL-RAY " crystal Its performance was truly
extraordinary when tested both electrically and
on a Crystal Set. From its characteristic curves
it would appear to be particularly useful in
Reflex Circuits. L. a- 0.1.0,. A.I.C.. etc,

Talky
EX Tim

Are the
results obtained by AQy.
using the GIL-RAY Super -
Sensitive Crystal ! Of all dealers 4 /6
or from  /
THE GIL-RAY RADIO CO.,
Sicilian House, Sicilian Avenue, W.C.1.

Trade enquiries we'come.
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By OUR YORKSHIRE CORRESPONDENT.
The story of the spectacular broadcast from the bottom of a very
deep coal mine by the Leeds -Bradford Relay Station, told by one of the

broadcasting. party.

0-00 0 0- .... 000 -0 0-00 -000-0 0 0- 0 -0-10-

BROADCASTING FROM THE
DEPTHS OF THE EARTH.

0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0- 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0 -0 -100 00-0 -0 -00 0 000 -0 0 0 -0 0 *

F was a cold, black night. The colliery
head -gear loomed up out of the mist like
a giant Meccatio model. Arc lamps were

dotted here and there ; the winding engine
periodically snorted under its load. At the
brink of the black gulf which precipitated
to the famous Silkstone seam of coal over
a quarter of a mile below stood a group of
inm, silent, waiting. On one side, in a
little hut, was Mr. Bottle, assistant engineer
of the Leeds -Bradford Relay Station, his
headphone -clasped head cast out in bold
relief by the glow of three L S S's in the
three -valve amplifier before him.

Into this hut came a land -line from the
Leeds -Bradford station twelve miles away,
where, at that moment, a professor of Leeds
University was giving a talk on coal mining.
Suddenly the engineer in the control -room
of 2 L S told Mr. Bottle that Professor
Kitson had finished, then plugged the line
through to the transmitter, while Mr. Bottle
plugged his end through to a Western
microphone which stood at the pit -head.

The " Star Turn."
" I am speaking," came the voice of Mr.

G P. Fox, station director of 2 L S, from
time pit -head of the Whitwood Colliery,
N;amanton, Yorkshire."

And 30,000 listeners wondered when they
heard his voice as clearly as if he were in
the studio, with a realistic rattle of trucks
faintly in the background. Every wireless

thusiasFin- the West Riding was listening;
for this Was:the night: of ' the broadcasting

*the, froth thit of the depths of the earth
which proved sifsuccessfill that the only
criticism rrNave heard was that it was not
long enough: -

The `'..-star turn of . the evening, Mr.
G:iorge:Lister;!': a well-known Yorkshire

had w=andered off and was having
an alt, r at ion with -a -Collier as to whether

one was allowed down a mine with spats
on, and he had just come to the conclusion
that one might go down with such on when
he heard Mr. Fox'S voice and came stumb-
ling across to the pit -head.

"Short and Sweet 1"
" O0000h ! . Is that the pit ? What

w -would happen if I f -fell down it ? "
The kindly pit officials fold him that as

it was 1,500 feet deep they might find the
bits at the bottom. He would see how deep
it was in a minute when they took him
down. They sometimes went down at,
sixty miles an hour, but out of consideration
for him they would go slow. Despite his
protests, George was bundled into the cage ;
while the land -line was switched through
to another amplifier which -Air.

Lionel Harvey, the engineer -in -
charge of 2 L S, brought into action
in the pit bottom office, another
microphone being installed in a

working some distance away.
Thep they let us. down. It wi

short and nasty. As for slow-we
did at least thirty-five miles an hour.
the upgoing cage passing us at
seventy ! Hunched up in 'our little
iron cage, which swayed and rocked
and clattered, we gasped for breath
as a hurricane tore upwards past us.
It was pitch dark ; we clenched the
bars along the top of the cage like
drowning men. - Was this the
bottomless pit

What was that ? No, this must
be heaven ! Out of the eerie dis-
tance came faint, sweet strains of music.
No, it was not heaven, for the cage slowed,
we blinked at the glare of arc lamps under
which sweltered the Whitwood Colliery
Brass Band. And George stepped out of
the cage to the strains of -. See The

The Whitwood Colliery Band "broadcasting at the bet cm of the pit.

Conquering Hero Comes." In the pit
bottom office was Mr. Harvey with the
other three -valve resistance coupled ampli-
tier, connected by one of two lines up the
shaft to the land -line and the station,
which now seemed so far away. The other
line was used for speech with the pit -head,
Somebody put a loud speaker at the other
end of it, and so we were able to listen -in
to what was going on not fifty yards from
us ; but we listened by a circuitous route.

The " Human Woodpecker."
The more George saw of the pit the less

he liked it, but the listener heard the pit
deputy-a blunt, broad Yorkshireman--
bundle the spatted George a,way, to the coal
face with a pick. Then came blows at the
coal, blows which decreased to taps, feeble
taps punctuated
with groans and
moans and mut-
terings. George
told the listeners
all about life in
a pit.

I wonder "
--b i ff !-" h o w
rrreli " - phew !
-' a ton''-tap!
--" they get for

Mr. Lister, a wee -known comeliali, broadcasting a
from the coal mine.

this ! he groaned. " Reckon I've got
bitf !'" about three-ha'porth ! "

During an interval George rendered that
dirge Don't Go DoWn to the Mine;
Daddy," with Lister variations ; then lie
got fed -up and elattered off in a desperate
effort to find the pit deputy. On the way
he passed a miner with a face like the top
of a Cossor red -top.. This begrimed fellow
had nearly spoiled the success of the trans-
mission ; his mates had giggled, grinned,
hand over mouth, as they stood in an
admiring but silent circle round the mike,
but lie had to tiptoe away and rush down
a working, there to burst.

An Immense Success.
George eventually found, and paid a

tearful farewell to the pit deputy, who
ShoVed him unceremonious'-- 'nth the cage
and sent him, tired but ;y,' liUrtling
to the surface, while t.. ,,and played
Tostis " Good Bye." The amplifiers were
packed up in their portmanteaux-they
had been used at Wembley,-and a proud ..
party of B.B.C. -officials emerged from the
colliery. The- transmission was immense
Success: -both technically and froth - the
entertainment point of -view, and; in my
opinion, quite worthy of " S. B-ing."
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" dud " so far.... .as. reception is _concerned.

PREVENTING RADIATION

An Automatic "-Cut out " for Oscillating Valves.

1

Before it can be again brought into opera,
Von it is necessary to open the filament
switch S so as to quench the second oscilla-,

. .

TROUBLE.

By SEXTON O'CONNOR.
* *-

place in the Vah-e of the plate current, and
a corresponding increase occurs in the
amplitude 'of the grid circuit oscillations.
which are then rectified and cause the grid
to acquire a more negative potential.- . As
the grid' reaches a certain critical negative
potential, the back coupling betWeen the
coils E and C suddenly comes into play and
sniMpisqotit'the., existing oscillations with
oscillations of an entirely different fre-
quency, determined by the tuning Of 'the
circuit C.

the second set of oscillationS are of a
frequency far different from the tuning of

IN spite of all that has been said and
written on the subject to date, the mis-
use of reaction in valve sets is still a

widespread cause of interference with
broadcast reception. A little reaction is an
excellent tonic for feeble signals. Pushed
to excess it converts the harmless amplifier
into a raging " oscillator," and fills the
ether with streams of cat -calling carrier -
waves.

Only Effective Remedy.
In the early days of broadcasting the

licensing authorities attempted to eliminate
this form of interference by forbidding the
use of reaction direct on to the aerial.
Tuned anode and inter -valve couplings were
the only forms of reaction allowed. It was
soon recognised, however, that there was
little to choose, so far as " radiation " was
concerned, between any of these circuits.
The only effective remedy lies in persuading
the owners of valve sets to " ca' canny " in
the gentle art of coil -swinging and knob -
twisting.

Unfortunately persuasion alone, either
in the form of Captain.Eckersleys emphatic
" Don't do it," or his. sporting appeal to the
spirit of noblesse oblige; has failed to' keep
the ether clear of 'fariegated shrieks and
howls.. Inventors. have therefore turned
their attention to finding some means which,
whilst allowing the use' of reaction within
legitimate limits, Will make its abuse im-
possible. The problem has been attacked
iii several- different ways, of which the
arrangement shoWn in the Fig. (Patent No.
218,336) is an interesting and ingenious
example. -

An Ingenious, Principle.
The principle here involved depends import

utilising the change of plate 'current (which
occurs when self -oscillation sets in) as a
means of antoinatically,- changing the eon-
ditions of the set and; in effect throwing the
offending receiver out of operation for the
time being.

Two separate and independent reaction
'coils are provided. The coil A is theordinary
reaction winding -variably coupled with the
secondary circuit B and aerial D, both of
which are tuned to the incoming signal.
The other coil, E, back -couples the plate
circuit to a special loop circuit, C, which is
inserted In the grid, but is tuned to a fre-
quency different from that of the incoming
signal-i.e. different from the circuits B or C.
Owing to this difference ,in tuning the coils
C, E have no appreciable reaction effect at
signal frequency.

A " Swamping " Frequency.
If, however, the coupling between the

coils A and B is tightened so as to cause the
valve to boil over into self -oscillation (at
the signal frequency) w sudden change takes

tions and bring the whole system back to its
*original stag:-

This in .itself suflieient to deter the
owner from pushing the normal reaction
too_ far over, as he pays the penalty of
losing the original...signals until he has re-
adjusted the set to -its proper condition.
In any case, holves-6r, " his mishandling of
the reaction does not result in any foun of
annoyance to his immediate neighbours.

The Warning Note.
The tuning of the circuit C may be set to.

an inaudible frequency. In this case-
as the coupling between A and B is in-
creased the signals get gradually stronger
in the ordinary way until the critical point
is reached, when a "click"occurs in the
telephones, and silence reigns thereafter
until the -switch ti is opened and the circuit
re -set. Or the circuit C may have an audible
freqnetey, in which case the ' cut out
action will be accompanied by an unmis-
takable warning note in the headphones of
the guilty operator.

PREPENT/N6 RAD/AT/ON TROUBLE

the secondary and aerial circuits, they
cannot energise the aerial or be radiated
from it in an undesired manner-i.e.
so as to cause interference. The normal
grid potential is initially adjusted by
means of a tapping across the H.T. po-
tentiometer shown, so that the change
above described takes place practically in-
st antaneously.

In other words, if the reaction coils or
other tuning adjustments on the receiver
are so carelessly or deliberately moved as
to -throw the set into oscillation at or near
the, signal frequency, this " harmful "
frequency is immediately swamped out by
a second frequency which cannot be trans-
ferred to the aerial to cause external dis-
tinbance.

Sufficient Deterrent.
The automatic cutting -out of the harmful

oscillations by the new oscillations generated
by the back -coupling between the coils
E, C incidentally renders the whole set

I RADIO IN THE
ROCKY MOUNTA INS.

THE Cold wyn Cosmopolitan cinema
troupe has the honour 'of having
introduced radio to the Rocky

Mountains.
In the course of filming Unseeing Eyes,

in which Lionel Barrymore and Seena Owen
are playing, the troupe went out to the
frozen mountains at Lake Louise, where a
radio set n -as installed to provide recreation
during the rest hours.

There were many trappers and Indians
In the district who made their first acquain-
tance with radio in this manner.
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NEW MODEL, TYPE D."
Hygienic Han Head -
b a n d s. Nickel - plated
Stirrup. Black and
White Cord. Each re-
ceiver stamped with

trade mark.
4,000 or 8,000 ohms

resistance.

"BRUNET" HEADPHONES
have been adopted by the majority of European
Governments and Radio Companies as their
standard type, and in Great Britain alone there
are over 350,000 in use out of a total of over
1,000,000 manufactured since 1914.

In the new model (illustrated) considerable im-
provements have been made in the head -band to
ensure greater comfort ; and the cord, of the
same first-class quality, has been changed from
green to black, striped with white.

"BRUNET" L.F. TRANSFORMERS
enjoy as high a reputation as the famous
- BRUNET - Headphones, and many leading
manufacturers of wireless sets in Great Britain
and Europe have always used this L.F. Trans-
former owing to its magnificent amplification
without distortion, freedom from breakdown, and
high insulation resistance.

Over 1,000,000 in use.

WHOLESALE ONLY

PETTIGREW AND MERRIMAN, Ltd.,
122-124, Tooley Street, London, S.E.1

Sole Distributors Tel m;ncels

GENUINE

STOCKED BY
ALL LEADING

WIRELESS

RETAILERS

FULLY GUARANTEED
Retailers will supply a new article free of cost
should any defect occur due to faulty manufacture.

Ratios

Ratios

SHROUDED TYPE

3 f 5,000 Primary turns.
1,15,000 Secondary turns.

5 000 P in turns.
I 125:000 Serco'raIrdyary turns.

Price 13/6 each
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The Technical Editor of "Popular Wireless" will be pleased to receive wireless sets and
component parts for test. Reports will be published under this heading.

WE hardly know whether the new crystal,
a sample of which has been sent us

for test by the Valve Renewal CO., is styled
the V.C., or V.R.C., as the little tube in
which it is contained -bears a label marked._ _
with a V, an 12 in a circle, and then a C.
However, whatever its name, it is an
exceptionally.good crystal, and proves to be
both sensitive when used in crystal circuits
and stable when employed in valve -crystal
circuits. It appears to operate equally well
with almost any type of metal contact.
and at Is. per  Piece there is but little
doubt that it will find favour among
listeners and experimenters, although it is
entering into competition with a rather
crowded Market:

* *

Messrs. Spencer Sharp, of Hull, have sent
us one of the new Colytt variable grid leaks
for' test. It is unusual in design and is
provided with. .a patent sliding carbon
system of resistance variation, and on test
we discovered that the claim that it is
noiseless in operation and smooth in action

w.E1=7=--mmacen-

is a. just one. A new feature is embodied
in that ingenious clips are provided on its
sides into which a special fixed condenser
can be slipped in a moment, thus making
it a combined grid leak and condenser.

It is a one -hole fixing component, and
even from this aspect it is novel as the
mounting screw passes through the panel
into the body of the instrument and acts
as the bush for the adjusting screw as well.

In view of its unique design and un-
doubted merits we predict that the Colytt
grid leak will prove popular if retailed at a
reasonable price.

Two very interesting items have reached
us from the Carpax Company, Ltd., a fixed
Crystal detector and a valve protecting
device. The fixed crystal detector, known
as the Rusonite is, we think, one of the best
components of this nature we have tested.
Used with a "P.W." Ultra crystal seat signals
proved to be as good as when the more
fiddling cat's -whisker type of detector is
used. In a reflex circuit it also functioned

Popular Wireless and Wireless Review, January. 3rd, 1925.

as welt as the orthodox type. If every
Rusonite sold is as good as the one sent to us
-and there is no reason why they shouldn't
be-we can hardly be too loud in our praises,
as unfortunately a number of the fixed
crystal detectors offered to the public are
anything but satisfactory. We recently
had one sent us by a reader which wouldn't
haVe detected a thunderclap (of this, more
anon)."

The valve protector sent us by the (*pax
Co. is not of the fuse type, and when.
connected in series with the H.T. provides
a-we discovered on test-sure safeguard
against " burn -outs " by the H.T.

* * -

From S. Guiterman  & Co., Ltd., we
have received samples of several items of
interest. These include Sets of terminals
with engraVed heads denoting "
" E," " L.T. ±," etc., which retail at 2s. per
complete set of ten, single coil -holders for
panel -mounting and single coil -holders for
under panel -mounting. All are well made
and designed with an intelligent knowledge
of wireless amateur constructor's require-
ments.

*

, The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., have
sent us an Ediswan Square Law Variable
Condenser. It is a solid well -made compon-
ent, built evidently to stand hard work and
rough handling. It is designed on unique
lines and can be mounted either on a base-
board or behind a panel. Furthermore
-and this will appeal to the experimenter-
it can be stood on the table and without any
support be brought into service 'imme-
diately. The action is positive and smooth,

(Coatis tiO es pag,7 1106.)
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The latest triumph of
wireless research is the
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Many wireless components, use-
ful in their day, are now forgotten,
superseded by others more scien-
tific and' efficient.

VANELESS SQUARE LAW VARIABLE CONDENSER
The " Radiovox " is a revolution in con-
denser design. It has an even scale of
capacity variation throughout the whole
of its range and, owing to the small size of
the electrodes, the losses' are reduced to a
minimum. -

The " Radiovox " Variable Condenser is
sound, engineer built component-is en-
tirely enclosed in a strong fibre case and an
ornament to any set.
There are no delicate vanes to get damaged
or dusty. The movement is firm and
smooth and the position of the electrodes
eliminates hand capacity effects.

Tuning is exceedingly fine and, although
there is only one knob to turn, Vernier
adjustment is obtainable over the whole
scale. The tuning in of distant stations is
simpli fed.
The " Radiovox " is British made and is
guaranteed by the makers.
It serves further to demonstrate the
superiority of British Radio Components.
The price includes first-class knob and dial.
All orders will be taken -in strict rotation
and will be dispatched immediately -on
receipt of remittance,

RADIOVOX CO. (Dept. B), 57, Chancery Lane, London, W.C. 2.
Zt01
(.30,ED3

=Lai ti,ff1,rtTaradritil lutannidiu 0,-1 ;frlttirtiTu

PRICE

8'6
Postase.
:5d. extra

!Ili III

t1,111
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The Junior
Loud Speaker

A remarkably effiel.ent
small loud speaker for
medium sized rooms
fitted with adjustable
diaphragm. Only

30/-

Tihe light car of
LOUDSPEAKERS

MAOTORLNG expert of my acquaint-
ance once told me that he always
mentally classified motor -cars in

three categories-Cars, Light Cars, and
the smaller fry which, he used to say,
looked more like motorized perambulators
than anything else.

As a Loud Speaker expert it struck me
that in this line a very similar state of
things existed.

You have the full size loud speaker, the
Fellows Junior, and the smaller fry which
you can hardly recognise as Loud
Speakers and usually consign to the
nursery. In fact, the children like them
very much.

When I run round to any friends of mine
who aren't lucky enough to have wireless,
I always take my Portable Three and
the Junior with me. Just to give them
a bit of a concert.

And unless I tell them, they don't dream
for an instant that the Junior isn't a full-
sized instrument. After all, why should
they ?

It's over 18 inches high, it has an adjust-
able diaphragm, its volume fills any
ordinary sized room with ease and its
tone is perfect.

Its appearance, too, is just the same as
any of the big speakers, and it's not so
very much smaller either.

Its price, though, is only 30/-

1,./1640-1

wI Ss
ELK)

ADVT. OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO. LTD.,PA Rh: ROYAL, LONDON, N. W.10
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Sets that are worthy
of a splendid Crystal

Neutron
The producers of Neutron Radio Crystal now introduce to the market
a series of Crystal Sets, each fitted with a Neutron Crystal. These are
designed in accordance with the principles on which hundreds of long-
distance records have been established; and each
set represents, for its price, the highest possille
efficiency in loud and clear reception.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

NO. 1 Enclosed detector with
smooth movement, screw

Crystal cup fitted with Neutron Crystal.
Variometer tuning, covering 300 to 500
metres wave -length. Extra terminal for
use with short aerial. Nickel -plated
fittings, mounted on high grade matt
ebonite, with polished cabinet,
size 5 x 5 x 412 in. - - . 0%
No. 2 As above, but with lid to

cabinet. Covered in brown
crocodile -grained leather cloth. Also has
provision for addition of loading coil,
for Chelmsford, or other long -
wave stations. Size 5 x 5 x 5 12f6
No. 3 A " de Luxe " modification

of the above, exactly to
same specification as No. 2, but in a
larger size -7 x 5 x 5 -

15f-

Guaranteed Range -125
No. 4 The last word in Crystal

Receivers; guaranteed to
receive telephony at 125 miles at least.
with a good aerial. Fitted with special
detector with newest improvements ;
tuned by low -loss coil and variable
condenser, with knob and engraved dial.
Fitted with plug and socket for long -
wave coil. This set is exactly as used
in regular reception over 200 32f6miles range

LMEM MINN Mil tar -a Ian= mail
These sets owe their efficiency mainly to the fact that each of them is fitted
with a Neutron Crystal, exactly similar to the Neutron you buy in the
black -and -yellow tin. Your Radio Dealer can supply either Neutron
Crystal or the Neutron complete Sets; but if you have difficulty send the
price with Dealer's name direct to us, and receive the Set or the Crystal
by return post.

MARK

Concert Tested & Guaranteed Radio Crystal
Stocked by the Best Radio Dealers. Packed in tins with silver
cat's -whisker. Insist on Neutron in the Black and Yellow Tin- 1/6

Produced by NEUTRON, LTD., Sicilian House, London, W.C.x.
'Phone: Museum 2677. Sole Distributors

V. ZEITLIN & SONS
144, Theobald's Road, London, W.C./. 'Phones : Museum 3795 &WI.

n 90
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f (Continued from page 1101.) t
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and its -base is very clearly marked with the
value of the instrument. The 'only criti-
cism we have to offer is that it is not fitted
with " one -hole " panel mounting -----a mod-
ern requirement which, with all clue respect,
we suggest the Ediswan people have not
giVen sufficient attention to in respect of
their wireless components.

Messrs. B.T.H., Ltd., have sent us
samples of their famous B4 dull emitter
valve. It is, however, . so well known
that comment on our part would almost
seem to be superfluous.

'In any case, the  B4 stands in a class
of its own and in a final stage of L.F.
(it takes -25 amps at 6 volts), or in fact
in any stage of L.F.. it is for both amplifi-
cation and purity absolutely unsurpassable.

* * *

When a great firm such as the G.E.C., who
can equip high -power generating stations
with complete plant, turns its attention to
crystal detectors we can look for something
interesting. And when samples of the new
Gecophone Micrometer Crystal Detector,
and the new GecOphone a Unit " Crystal
Detector were received we were not dis-
appointed. Particularly do - we like the
former which is compact, neat, and really
scientifically designed. One of its outstand-
ing features is that the horizontal adjust-
ment is accomplished without a rotational
movement of the cat's -whisker while the

screw that accomplishes this bears a
left hand thread, an almost- obvious refine-
ment we do not remember having seen before.
At 4f6 complete with a piece of Gecosite
crystal, we predict that it will achieve
immediate popularity. The "Unit " type
is rather more conventional being provided
with the " ball and slide " method of
adjustment. It differs from its numerous
predecessors, however, in that the ball and
socket are both sprung and tins introduces
a very ' firm
although perfectly
smooth action not
usually encou n-
tered. An im-
proved crystal
holding system is
another of the
several outstand-
ing improve-
ments worthy of
commendation.

Both types are
horizontal detec-
tors, well finished
in bright nickel,
fitted with easily
removable glass
covers and screw cat's -whisker holders.
Altogether they are components of sound
design with real instrument finish.

A panel mounting coil -holder
manufactured by Messrs. The

Goswell Engineering Co.

* * *

Messrs. N. Heywood,: the crystal mann-
facturers, have sent us a copy of their new
monthly production " Krystollus." It is
an amusing and instructive little brochure
that shouldSprove of interest and :assistance
to the retail trade among whom it is to
circulate.

11,

etAtli
RADIO

DUPLEX

BASKET

COILS.

The most
efficient in-
ductance coil
made for
short waves,
mounted on
standard
piugs.No wax
or varnish

used.

:Number Mounted
Mounted with

Ile -action Reverse
Switch.

Unmounted. Number

25 1 6 3 0 . 0 9 9r.)
35 1 9 3 3 1 0 35
50 2 0 3 6 1 3 50
75 2 3 3 9 1 9

100 2 9 4 3 2 3

.75

100
150 3 0 4 6 2 6 150
175 3 6 5 0 2 9 175
200 3 9 5 3 3 0 200

Postage: 3d. each. Set of eight coils post free.
1.1 your dealer cannot supply are send post free if you mention his name and address.

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

Liberal Trade Terms. LIST FREE. 'i N rth 3oet

We have just tested out one of the low.
ratio (2.7 to 1) L.F. transformers made by
the Marconi Co. under the name of "Ideal "
transformers. The various ratios provided
by the different, models cover all the needs
of the amateur, and though we have only
been able to test the low ratio type up to
now we have no doubt but that all the others
are quite as good. As a second stage L.F.
amplifier in conjunction with a suitable
power valve and grid bias the " Ideal "
transformer thoroughly acts up to its name
and though its price is high -35;- being the
figure asked-we can certainly express the
opinion that it is money well spent.

the Gilray Radio Co. have- sent
u. a sampli 6d. bOx of their Gil -Ray
rrvstal. Time box 'contains two specimens
winch curiously. enough displayed almost
opposite characteristics on test. One
proved to. be sensitive -but not too stable,
and the other stable but not quite as sensi-
tive. If dil boxes sold contain a similar
pair; or tather , if the above is intentional,
such is to beliglrly commended, and should
ensure a very brisk sale among both crystal
anti e-rysta1-valve users.

Messrs. Ericsson also subunit a rotary
potentiometer. - It is provided With a noel
yet perfectly simple circular coil arid contact
which provides an adjustment unique in
its smoothness besides being most positive
in its action. In a suitable circuit its noise-
lessness is most marked and to a consider-
able extent this is clue, we should imagine.
to a soldered copper spring method of
making connection to the revolving contact
arm. At 7s. fid. we consider this component
well worth the attention of our readers.

TRADE ENQUIRIES :-

MORGAN WESTON, LTD.,
154, Houndsditch, London, E.
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£4 BUYS 111152 -VALVE11SUPERATONE"

an
-It is the most

d enables - you to work a

LEADING FEA7-URE.S . . .

2 SUPRA Transformers, 2 MICROSTATS.
83-5-Y Pull -Push Switch, 2 MANSBRMGE
Condensers, Modulating Resistance, Negative

Grid Bias.

wonderful value -for -money ever offered,
loudspeaker with full and clear

volume direct
from your present
set. The hand-
some mahogany
cabinet has
hinged top and
side, and all
terminals are
mounted on
ebonite.

Inside, too, it
is a high-grade
instrument, the
circuit giving
maximum ampli-
fication with no
distortion.

The microstats
give micrometer
adjustment for
each valve (which
can be bright or
dull emitter) with
master pull -push
switch.

Special Wates' C.A.V. de luxe Accumulators.
A special de luxe model is now being manufactured and will
undoubtedly be the wireless battery of the future. Factors and
dealers can now be supplied at usual N.A.R.M. terms.

I :2?

2

TERMINALS AND BRASS PARTS

24
36
48

 60
24
36

4 C.W.4.
4 C.W.5.
6 C.W.2.
6 C.W.3.
6 C.W.4.
6 C.W.5.

E. s. d.
4 48 1 19 9
4 60 2 5 9
6 24 2 0 3
6 36 2 10 0
6 48 2 19 9
6 60 3 8 9

No.
No.
No.

N.
No.
No.

No.

No.

12

C.W.2.
C.W.3.
C.W.4.
C.W.5.
C.W.2.
C.W.3.

2
2
2
2
4
4

maggm:S

£ S. A.

13 3
19
16 9

9
1 2 9
1
1 133

9
3

of the highest finish throughout, at prices
comparing favourably with all others.

1 Val v, Sockets - - - 8d. doz. No. 8. 3 -part Terminals, 4 B.A. 1 Od. doz.
2. Valve Pin with Collar - 8d. doz.. I No. 9. Rod Ball Joint and
2. Valve Pin without Collar 4d. doz. Whisker Holder - - 2!cl. each.

Our original SPADE terminal (No. 14.) 1 /- dozen.

3. Terminals Heavy Pattern
B.A. - - - 2/2 doz.
4. Terminals W.O., 4 .13.A. 1 e,,
5. Telephone Terminals,

6. Telephone Terminals.
mall Barrel (special 4 B.A.) 1
7. Fancy Terminals, 4 B.A. 1 04. 

No. 10. 4 -Screw Crystal Cop -
No. I I. Holder for Ball Joint -
No.12. Screw Nut for above -
No. 13. Wander Plugs, complete

red and black -
No.15. Plug and Socket- -
No.16. Contact Studs, 5 B.A.

Send to -day for our 1021-5 Catalogue.

s r-

2d. each
d1

Id.

1d.
4d. doz.

, 13, 14, Great Queen St., Kingsway, W.C.2.
one : Gerrard 573 and 576. 'Grams : Zywateseng, Westcent.
Works : LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, and WESTCLIFF.

ra...ja

w3Toop:4

oideit co/me-cams,
4)4,4e you egiet CLIX!

CLIX PROVIDES AN

Retail Prices
CLIX with Locknut 3d.

CLIX Insulators
(6 colours) Id. each

CLIX Bushes
(6 colours) 18. pair

Obtainable from all Wire -
lees Dealers or direct from
the Patentees and Manu-
facturers :

IDEAL POINT FOR SOLDERING

Perfect contact-instantaneous-
ly--everywhere.
The tapered design of CLIX
plugsocket ensures full surface
contact in every one of its count-
less applications.
That's why CLIX, the Electro-
Link with 159 uses, supersedes all
forms of Plugs, Terminals and
Switches and has standardised
the wiring of all radio circuits.

AUTOVEYORS, LTD
Radio Engineers and Contractors

84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1

Excelling in 'finish'
and 'design'

The popularity which Woodhall Components have achieved is due to
their careful workmanship and scientific design; it is a popularity that

arises from " satisfaction rather than from "cheapness."

The WOODHALLI No. 1 L.F. Transformer.
Of massive construction produced for high efficiency-
it is one of the highest priced, because its production
cost is heavy. It is wound with 42 gauge wire wound
simultaneously with fine SILK. It shows most marked
superiority'on 2nd or 3rd stage of amplification, even on
200 or 300 volts pressure giving no trace of distortion,
and its amplification factor is decidedly above the
average of other good -class transformers. Insulation
is perfect between P. and S, and between windings
and frame, and the transformer is one specially recom-
mended for S.T.100 and other circuits 2316
of the reflex - type... .. .

The IWOODHALL
Vernier Rheostat

Combined plunger and rotary movement.
The exceedingly floe adjustments it
gives enable you to get the most out of your valves.
Push-pull movement for coarse setting; rotary for
vernier. Wonderfully smooth movement; best ebonite
former: ene-hole fixing.

10 or 15 ohms 30 ohms for
for bright valves dull emitters

2/6 31-

IWOODHALL I
Guaranteed Components

Sole Destribvtors :

rressland Electric Supplies, Ltd., HAMPTON -oil -THAMES.
' Phone : Molesev 22.
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-HULLO EVERYBODY!!
All tinese Goods sent by
11

E LUXE " MODEL

AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,
KNOB AND BUSH.'01 /3- 7

' 00005 - 5/11
' 0003 - 5/4
'0002 - 4/11

POST 6d. SET.
UNSURPASSED FOR FINE TUNING.

John Blair, Esq., Rexall Pharmacy,
Editions, says:-Your Condensers are a REVELA.
TION to me as a Dealer. Sept., 1924.
C. Walton. Esq., Andover:-Tested your Condensers on ?flogger
and got " INFINITY."

NEW MODEL,
With Knob and dial

WITH VERNIER. 0 9/31
. 0005 - 7/3
'0003 - 6/9
With EBONITE DIAL and
Two Knobs. Post GI. Set.

HEADPHONES
W e can recommend
these as being excel-
lent Headphones, with
a great recutation.
B.T.H. 4,000 ohms

25
4,000 ohms

20/-
BRANOES 4,000
ohms (Matched
tone) .. 25/ -
BROWN'S 4,000
(featherweight)25;-
STERLING 4,000
ohms .. 25, -

ALL POST FREE.

DUBILIER
-001, -002, 003, .004,

.005, .006. Fixed .. 3/-
.0001, '0002, .0003,

-0004,0005 .. 2/6
Type 577,01 7/6
Grid Leaks, each .. 2/6
Anode Resistance
50.000, 70.000, 80,000
100,000, on stand

complete .. 5/6

IGRANIC
Coils : 25, 5/- ; 35, 5/-
50, 5/2 ; 75, 5/0 ; 100,
7/- ; 150, 7/10 ; 200,
8/8 ; 250, 9/- : 300, 9'5 ;
400, 10/3 ; 500, 10,6
Fil. Rheostat 4:6
Potentiometer .. 7/-
30 -ohm Rheostat .. 7/-

,.......
ilk MECROSTAT

For D.E. or n /n
R. Valves Li U

Post Free.

Post. 1F"c,r,igry Packing
TWIN CONDENSER

SQUARE
LAW

EBONITE ENDS
00925 - 12/6
0003 - 12/6
0005 - 18/11

TWIN (ordinary)
Equal units of 00025 or '0003 9/ -
Complete with Knob and Dial,

Post 6d.

NEW MODEL
SOUARE LAW

With Vernier.
With Knob and Dial.

Aluminium Ebonite
Ends. Ends.

'0003 10/- - - 11/6
'0005 10/11 - 12/6

ACCuMULATORS
FOR CALLERS ONLY

at present.
See Callers' List.

Formo,
open 12 6

47
Bucks

"Powquip "
12'6

Manchester,(romoip,,, Ormond.
15/6 14/6

Shrouded Standard
Powquip,' Pov;quip,'

18:- 14'6

BRETWOOD
(New Model)

Var. Grid Leak .. 3' -
Anode Resistance.. 3'-

46 Cut
from Solid
Rod 1/3
Legless 1/3

48

5-1
11 9

P.F.
PLUG-IN
ENERGO

TRANSFORMERS
No. 1. 150-550 316
No. 2. 250-700 .. 3/11
No. 3. 450-1200 4;3
No. 4. 900-2000 4/6
No. 5. 1600-3000 4/9
No. 6. 2200-5000 411

14 21
Voltmeter, C and S, one -

5 - hole fixing, 1/3

16 44
Rheostat, Bretwood
with Dial, Valve -holder,
extra value, 1; 9

26
For DE or R Valves

New type
Crown Rheostat.
Wonderful value,
POST FREE 2/6

49

FORMO
SHROUDED

-

WATMEL
Var. Grid Leak .. 2
Anode Resistance 3 6

FRENCH
THOMSON- HOUSTON
4,000 ohms Phones.

Wonderful Tone, vi
Magnificent for I U
Crystal sets.

and Post extra. Crcil.es.,s, in Rotation.
LONDON'S LARGEST Stockist of

JACKSON BROS.
Variable Condensers. Complete

with Knob and Dial."J. B."

SQUARE LAW1 STANDARD I

111 9 6 001 .. 8;6
005 8 - 0005 .. 7'-

0003 . . 9 0003 .. . . 9

O002 .. 5;6 '0002 5' -
Other sizes as advertised by " J.13. Post 4d.

STERLING
SQUARE LA W

with Vernier.
.001 30/-
0005 25/6

.00025 23/6

POLAR
'001 var. Condenser 10/6
'005 ,. 10/6
.0003 ' 10/6
Cam Vernier 2 -way

Coil Holder 111-

41
AMPLION

Dragon Fly
BASKET

2 -way,
4;11.

McMICHAEL'S H.F.
TRANSFORMERS

150-300 Up
300-600 "4-

1,100-3,003 each

and 1 P7 la
No. 3, Latest Model I I /
New 3 -pole Laminated
Magnets, which ensure an
even magnetic pull and
still greater volume. Wind-
ings well insulated. Large
size earpieces and leather
headbands of standard
"N & K comfortable
design. Technically, "N
& K " Headphones repre-
sent the last word in

Wireless Reception,
IMPOSSIBLE TO EQUAL

FOR CRYSTAL SETS.

EDISON BELL
0001 to .0005 Fixed .1/3

.002 to .006 2/-
001 .. 1/3
.0003 with Grid Leak 2/6
Variometer 10/6
Twin Detector .. 5'6

GOSWELL
ENGINEERING

Patent Valve Holder 1/6
Goswell 2 -way oil

516holder
Goswell 2 -way Ver-

nier Coil Holder .. (r-
Goswell 3 -way Coil

Holder .. .. 7,6
Goswell 2 -way Panel

Mounting .. 3 -
Goswell 3 -way Panel

Mounting .. 5: -
Gomel; 3 -way Cam

Vernier .. 6

LISSEN
Variable Grid Leak.. 2'6
Anode Resistance .. 2'6
Essen Minor .. 36
Lissenstat.. 7 6
Do. Universal .. .. 10 6
2 -way Switch' 2'9
Series Parallel .. 3 9
T1 Transformers .. 30 -
Te, 251- ;I T3, 16.6 ;
Coils : 25, 4/10, 30, 35,
40 4/10, 50 5;-, 60 5'4, 75
5/4,'100 6/9.
5 point switch 4'-
Lissen choke.. .. 10' -
Aux. ReS. .. 1 3

"R.I."
NEW

MODEL
IN SEALED

BOX

Don't Btsy Otherwise.
Post 25/- Free

" BABY " COIL STANDS
2 -way on base .. 3 -
3 -way on base.. .. 4 9

(brass fittings)
2 -way ex. handles .. 4 6
3 -way do

(nickel fittings)
2 -way Cam Vernier,

high-class .. 5'9
several high-grade patterns,
2 -way .. at 5'-, 5.6
3 -way .. at 6,11, 7

ALL VALVES ONPOST SENT AT
PURCHASER'S RISK.

11/1111.41/E S
THORPE K4 (5 -pin) 17/6
PHILLIPS 4 ELEC-

TRODE .. 12/6
(Both for UNIDYNE.)

BRIGHT EMITTER
12/6 each

B.T.H. .. R. Type
Ediswan
Marconi-Osram

R. or R 5 V 
Mullard-Ora
Cossor P.1
Cossor P.1 ..
Myers -Universal
Mallard H.F. (Red Ring)
Mullard L.F. (Green Ring)

DULL EMITTEH
21.'- each Tyne

13.1.11. . .. 13.3
Ediswan A.R.D.E.
Marconi-Osr am D. E.R.

26:- each Type
B.T.H. B.5
Ediswan A.R.0.6
Marconi-Osram D.E.3
Mullard D.F.Ora
DULL EMITTER POWER VALVES
For use with A.F.D.E. and

D.EF. Valves.
Marconi-Osram, Type

D.E.6,2-2-5 volt. .25
amps. 25/ -

DULL EMITTER POWER VALVES
For use with '06 Valves:

B.T.H. Type B.6 .. 35!-
Marconi-Osram

Type D.E.4 30/-
M unard,Type D.F.A.2 30/ -
POWER VALVES,

For use with Bright Emitters
B.T.H., .. R.4 35/-
Marconi-

Osram D.E.5.35/-
Mnllard ..D.F.A.1 351-

'06 French Metal16/11
06 .. 13/6
Phillips .04 Type 16/11
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS

Wire Wound Type.
Rotary Action.

IGRANIC ohms each.
Plain Type 4 & 7 4!6
With Vernier Adjust-

ment .. .. 4 7/ -
Plain Type .. 30 7/ -
The Raymond 6 1/6
The Ormond .. 2/ -

BASKET COIL HOLDERS
No. 1 ..2 for 2/.
No. 2 .. ..2 for 2/6

(both with plug)
Coil Stand 2 -way for

Basket Coils.. .. 4/11
Universal 2 -way for

Basket Coils.. .. 5'11

GENUINE
DR. NESPER HEADPHONES
LOOK FOR THE TRADE MARK. 4,000 ohms
Adjustable diaphragm, detachable receivers,
double leather -covered head -springs, long flexible
cords, nickel plated parts. Very comfortable
fitting to the head.

13/6 Post ed. pair.

RIGHT OPPOSITE

=DALY'Sg
GALLERY DOOR 14

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTE-R SQUARE, W.C.2
ho responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the tiros. Moneys sent must be registered

HOURS
OF BUSINESS :
DAILY - 9 to 7.45
SUNDAY- 10 to 1 =7

' Phone: GERRARD 4637.
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--.HULLO EVERYBODY!!-
IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Manufacturers of sets can be supplied
with most proprietary lines at trade

counter.
NO POST ORDERS TRADE ACCEPTED.

Good stocks of Edison Bell, Dubilier, Polar,
Lissen, Igranic, Cossor, Edison, Marconi
Valves, etc. usually kept. No responsibility
for delay in delivery by makers.

PARTS FOR 2 - VALVE UNIDYNE.
2 Thorpe K 4 Valves, terminals, 2 mierostats, 1 var. grid leak,
SPDT Switch, 0005 var. Condenser with vernier. Cam vernier
2 -way stand, 2 5 -pin valve holders, 2 fixed Condensers,G R CTrans-
former. tinned copper wire, nuts, screws, L3 . . 0etc. The lot for

carriage paid. All best quality.

SHIPTON
STRIP RHEOSTATS.

30 ohm. 3 -
60 ohm 3 -
600 ohm 4.6

(Potentiometer)
Postage 3d. each.

LOUD SPEAKER
Postage 1/- each.

Dr. Nesper 21/ -
Sterling " Baby " 55/-
C.A.V. Tomtit 30/-
Amplion " Junior " 27/6
" Ultra " 27/6

All supplies limited.

PHILLIPS' " R " VALVES . . 6'11
FRENCH " R " VALVES .. . . 6111
.06 VALVES . . . 12,6 & 13 11
DUTCH " R "
METAL .06 . . 15 11
MYERS (Universal) 12 6
MYERS (D.E.) .. 21 -

Post extra. FERRANTI 17/6

BRUNET 'PHONES
Latest Model now Ready.

(Not the one with green cords)
Beautifully made. Very Comfy.

Per pair 16/6.
Postage 6d. per pair.

L.F.
TRANSFORMERS

Eureka Concert Grand .. 30' -
2nd Stage 22 6
Igranic New Model .. .. 21 -
General Radio 83 .. 15 -

Also see illustrations.

COLVERN
Independent Vernier 2 6 and 3 6

VARIOMETER
Inside Winding, Edison Bell, 10;6

Post 6d.

" POLAR "
MICROMETER

CONDENSER.
Post 6d.

5,/6

MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS
(Fixed)

Pass all tests.
ACCURATE NOISELESS

.01.. .. 2 3 -05 .. 2 3

.25.. .. 2 11 .05 .. 3 3
1 mfd. .. 3.6 2 mfd. .. 3 9

18, Gosford Road,
Peceles,

Suffolk
17th October, 1924.

I received the " Square
Law " Condensers, and I
think the result may be of
interest to you.

I tried them in my
reflex " (single valve),

and the results were so
remarkable that I have
given up all thoughts of
building a 3 valve which I
had ordered them for.

We received W.G.Y. on
Tuesday night.

Thanking you for your
prompt attention, I shall
be pleased to recommend
you to my friends.

(Signed) P. BULTON.

CRYSTAL SETS
Wonderful little set, extra. Fitted
for Chelmsford. Complete with

crystal.
Post free 10' -

RE-ECHO (genuine) SUPER SET.
Sloping cabinet, extra Chelmsford

fitting.
Post free 1711

SUCCESS.
2 -way Cam Vernier ..
Super Black L.F.

.. 5/6

N. and' K. No. 3 17/6
LATEST MODEL. Post 6d. pair.
New 3 -pole Laminated Magnets, which
ensure an even magnetic pull and still
greater volume. Windings well insu-
lated. Large -size earpieces and leather
headbands of standard " N. and K."
comfortable design. Technically
" N. and K." Headphones represent the
last word in wireless reception.
IMPOSSIBLE TO EQUAL FOR

CRYSTAL SETS.

CALLERS, THESE 3 COLUMNS FOR YOU

NO POST ORDERS FOR SAME.

NOTE
NAME RAYMOND NEAREST TUBE

LEICESTER SO.

SUNDRIES
Lead-in tubes:6d., 74., 84.
Valve Pins and Nuts 2 a ld.
Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a ld.
Nickel Terminals 2d.
Nickel Contact Studs

2 for lid.
Nickel Switch Arm 1/ -

(one -hole fixing)
Volt meter
Gamages Permanite
Condenser Brushes

4/6
1/-
6d.

RAYMOND FIXED
CONDENSERS.

.001, -0001 to .0005 10d.

.002, .003..001 1/-
006, 1 3 ; -011 9 : .02 1/9

ACCUMULATORS
No Post Order at present
2 v. 40 amps. .. 9/6
4 v. 40 amps. .. 16/6
4 v. 60 amps. .. 18,6
4 v. 80 amps. .. 23/6
6 v. 60 amps. .. 27/6
6 v. 80 amps. .. 33/-
6 v. 105 amps. .. 38/6
Hart's Stocked. All High

Quality.

Back of
Daly's Theatre.

Open 9 to 8.
Sundays, 10 to 1.

DAILY DARG AINS,
WATCH WINDOWS.

SPECIAL OFFERS.
2 -WAY COIL STANDS

1/3, 1/9
VARIOMETERS 1/-, 113
DUTCH VALVES .. 4/3
LARGE DETECr0Ro 11d.
5 WAXLESS COILS.. 1/3
Do. EXTRA AIR SPACE

1/8
'PHONES 4,000 OHMS 6/11
N. & K. PATT. 4,000

OHMS 8;11
VARIABLE GRID

LEAKS 1/2
VALVES FOR UNI-

DYNE .. 12/-
5 -PIN Ditto. .. 13111
PORCELAIN D.P.D.T. 1/4
Ditta, S.P.D.T. 11d.
L.F. TRANSFORMERS 8'11

SUNDRIES
Terminals complete -
Brass Pillar .. 13. lid.
W.O. or 'Phone ld. lid.
Fancy Patterns ld. lid.
Extra large .. 2d. 31.
Valve Sockets 2 for lid.
Machine cut Screws
Stocked (Best).
Pulleys 41c1-4 Taps and Wrench 2/11
Screwdrivers .. 63.

D.C.C. Wire, per ilb.-
13 g. 9d. 20 g... 9d.
22 g. 10d. 24 g... 1/-
26 g. 1/1 28 g... 1/3
30 g. 1;6 Etc., eta.

WT. BATTERIES
60 v. . 7/6
30 v. .. 4/6
60 B.B.C. .. 9/6
36 B.B.C. . .. 5/6
9v. B.B.C. .. 2/6
1.5 (D.E.) .. 1/9
Ditto .. 2)- to 3/ -

Legless Valve Holder 1/ -
Solid Rod Ditto. .. 1/ -
Under Panel Ditto. 1/6
Ebonite Dials .. 8d., 1/ -
Valve Templates 2d. 4d.
Electron Aerial .. 1/3i
Adhesive Tape Roll 21d.
Copper Foil per foot lid.
1 in. Fibre Strip 3 ft. 2d.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d.
Ditto Staples 5 a

Microstat 2/6
Switch Arms 8d. to 1/ -
Flex (Red and

Black) per yd. 3d.
Shellac 5d.
Loading Coil and Plug 8d.
Contact. Studs 4 for lid.
Nickel ditto 2 for lid.
hickel Switch arm 1/.
Sorb° ear caps pair 1/4
Tumbler Switches 1/4

D.P.D.T. SWITCHES.
MM Panel .. 1/ -
On China Base .. 1/6
On Ebonite Base 1/11 2/6

S.P.D.T. SWITCHES.
Miniature Panel .. 1014.
On China Base .. 11d.
On Ebonite 1/3 to 1/y
Murray Valve Holder 1/3
Spring Washers 4 a ld.
Coil Plug on Bare 10d.

Twin Flex 4 yds. 64.
Twin Silk Small 6 yds. 6d.
D.C.C. Bell Wire

10 yds. 5d.
Knobs, 2 B.A. 2d. 3d. 4d.
Small Knobs 6 B.A. 3d.
Small Knobs 4 B.A. 3d.
Wander Plugs pair 3d.
Egg Insulators each 13.

Tape Aerial 100 ft. 2' -
Valve Windows 4d. to 9d.
Mica ° .. 2d.

'Phone Cords 6 ft. 1/-. 1/3
Nugraving 614
Empire Tape 2 yds. 1d.
Allen Var. Grid Leak 1/3
Best Sleeving 3 yds. 103.
Rubber Lead-in 10 yds. 1 /-
Thick ditto., 11, 2d., & 3d.
Aerial, 7/22 100 ft. 1/101
Ditto, Extra Heavy

100 ft. 2/3
Anti Cap. Handles 8c1.
Tumbler Switches 1/.

De Luxe Crystal Set 7/11
4 Whiskers, 1 Gold 2d.
Coil Plugs (ebonite) 414.
Ditto .. 6d. 8d.
Shaped . 8id. 1/-
5 ohm Rheostat ,. 1/3
Various 1/3, 1/6, 1/9, 1/11
With Dial .. 1/11
Ormond 1;9
'Phone Connector 13.
Nuts 2, 4, 6 B.A. doz. 2d.
Washers ..12 a ld.

RAYMOND

CRYSTAL SETS
7/11 9/11 12/11

2 B.A. rod per ft. 21_d.

4 B.A. Rod per ft. 2d.
Basket Holders .. 81d.
Also at 104., 1/-., 1/3, 1/6
2 -way Coil Stands 1/11
3 -way ditto .. 4/3
2 -way with ex

handles .. 2/11
3 -way ditto .. .. 4/9
4-5 Batteries 411 5d.
Brass Coil Former 2/11
Twist Drills .. 1/4

NOTEI
Our Wonderful Micro-
meter Adjustment Glass -
enclosed Detector. 1 /9
Why pay more?

5 Waxless Coils
203/2000 1/5

5 equal 25 to 100.. 1/11
5 ditto, Extra Air

Space .. 2/8
6 waxed 200/3600 1/8
7 waxed 150/3600 1/11
Chelmsford D.C.C.

1/-, 1/3, 2/6
Basket Holders 9d. 1/- 1/3
Switch Arm 12

Studs,12 Nuts,
12 Washers.

Lot 1 Oid.

1300310EE
7 x 5 9 x 4 12 x 9
8 6 10 x 8 12 x 12

13 LW
RAYMOND COORS

EBONITE 7x 5 .. 1/4
8 x 6 .. 1/10
9x 6 .. 2/-

10 x 8 .. 3/-
12 x 6 .. 3/-
12 x 9 .. 4/3
12 x 12 5/6
14 x 10 5/6
WE STOCK

Cut to Pre
Id. sq. in. EBONITE.

STOCK

SIZES

3/16 in.

PJ111111111111111Illifill11131111111111111MIE

RIGHT OPPOSITE E----

DALY'S1
GALLERY DOOR

intitininuiminomninintiA

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

HOURS
g...OF BUSINESS
E DAILY . 9 to 7.45E -

SUNDAY . 10 to 1 g.
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders Th11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

are crossed and made payable to the Ural. Moneys sent must be registered 'Phone: GERRARD 4637.
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It works from
a Crystal Set
VOR the man who is

fortunate to live
within a few miles of a
B.B.C. Station there is
no more economical
means of enjoying Broad-
casting than by using a
Crystavox-the onlyLoud
Speaker that will work
direct from a Crystal
Receiver.
And the cost of such
pleasure is absurdly small
when one realises that
there are no valves to buy
-no accumulators to
recharge-no additional
expenses of any kind.
But not every Crystal Set
will work a Crystavox-
try out the test given
below. If you are suc-
ressfitl see your Dealer

about one to -day.

E6:15:0

The TEST
Hold the phones
12 inches from the
ear and if the trans-
mission can still be
distinctly heard the
set is sufficiently
sensitive to operate
a Cry,-stavox satis-

factorily.

S. G. BROWN LIMITED
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3

Showrooms:
19 MORTIMER STREET, W.1
15 MOORFIELDS, LIVERPOOL
07 HIGH ST.. SOUTHAMPTON

Gilbert Ad. 2020.

All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst. R.E., F.R.S.A.,

F.R.G.S.

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

Assistant Technical Editors :
K. p. ROGERS. P. R. BIRD.

Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Staff Consultant:
Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Foreign Correspondents:'
L. S. LEES, raris  Dr. ALFRED GRADEN-
VVITZ, Berlin ; L. W. CORBETT, New York ;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W. PEETERS, Holland.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsi-
bility for manuscripts and photos. Every care will
be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
every article. All contributions to be addressed to
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
REVIEW, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,

London, E.C.4. All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents', Messrs.
John H. Lite, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

Technical queries are answered by post at a charge
of 6d. a query, or Is. for three. All queries must be
addressed to the Technical Query Dept., POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
E.C. 4, and must be accompanied by a stamped and
addressed envelope. Copies of. the queries sent should
be kept, as the original query cannot be produced in the
answer. Cash should be sent in the form of a postal
order.

The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as 'much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio world, some of the arrangements and speciali-
ties described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur and trader would be well advised to obtain
permission of the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.
The Editor will be very pleased to recommend

readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who have any inventions
to patent, or who desire adrice on patent questions, to
our patent agent. Letters dealing with patent questions,
if sent to the Editor, will he forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers.

,C) uest ori)%
andAiti wer
" CCIUNTERPOISE " (Driffield, Yorks).-

What is a " counterpoise " earth, and has it -
any advantages over the ordinary earth
connection ?
a The " counterpoise " takes the place of a direct
earth in cases where the latter cannot easily be made,
or where it is undesirable owing to the presence of
earth currents from neighbouring ..electric power
plant.

It generally takes the form of a second multi -wire
aerial of similar length to the other, placed directly
underneath it but near the ground (say, seven feet
ligb). Insulation should be good, and is quite as
important in the countrirpoise as in the main aerial
and lead-in. It will be found that the counterpoise
often sharpens tuning of the set, as well as minimising
local interference. -

*

S. T. (Ilford).-When drilling ebonite I find
it very difficult to start the drill at the exact
point necessary for the spacing of valve legs,
etc. What is the best method of ensuring that
the drill works exactly from the positions
marked.

When the position has been marked off, a small
bole should be punched for the drill to start in. All
that is necessary is a light tap on the punch, from a
small hammer.

* * *

S. 0. B. (Bromley, Kent).-Should high or
low resistance 'phones be used with a crystal
set if a telephone transformer is not going to
be included in circuit ?

High -resistance 'phones should be employed in, a
crystal circuit, and the higher the resistance the better
will be the signals received. 'Phones of about 4,000
ohms are generally used, as they may continue in
service with safety when a valve is added. If it is
desired to get absolutely maximum results from the
crystal set, 8,000 ohm 'phones will be found to give
better results, but these are more liable to get burnt
out than the 4,000 ohm ones if a valve is added.

* * *

" NEW READER " (Nottingham).-What are
the connections for a crystal set employing
the following apparatus : A variometer with
two terminals for connections, a crystal

detector also with two terminals, and a pair
of 'phones ?

The apparatus should be wired up in the following
manner : Aerial to one terminal of variometer and
earth to the other terminal. The first terminal of
variometer is also connected to one side of the crystal
detector, while the remaining side of the detector
is connected to one of the 'phone tags. The remaining
connection to the 'phones is taken to the second -
mentioned variometer terminal.

* **
D. S. (St. Albans).-With regard to short-

wave telephony reception. I have a one -valve
set that will bring in K D K A on 65 metres
fairly well, but every now and then breaks into
oscillation without any warning with a loud
" plop." Music is very distorted, and speech
nearly always unrecognisable. Is this a fea-
ture of short-wave reception as a rule ?
Fading is also very bad on K D K A.

Using one valve always means difficulty in recep-
tion of short-wave telephony, as you have to keep
the set so near oscillation point to enable any of
the modulation to be heard.

Without actually examining and -testing your set,
it is difficult to mention any very necessary sugges-
tions for alterations, but you will be well advised to
look over the points mentioned below. See that the
coils are well spaced, and of as low a self -capacity as
possible, and do not use a reaction coil of more than
24-30 turns. Less if possible. See that your aerial
does not sway. This causes a great deal of sudden
oscillation bursts on short waves, whereas it may be
unnoticed on broadcast wave -lengths. Add an L.F.
valve to your set, as at present the main cause of
fading is the necessity to keep close to oscillation point,
and any slight variation of capacity or inductance due
to a swaying aerial, etc., will throw' the set off its
balance and signals will be lost. The distortion is
also partly caused by the nearness to oscillation, and
will be decreased by adding an L.F. valve. Another
cause of distortion is known as "high-speed fading,"
a phenomenon whose true cause -is really unknown,
and for which no remedy has as yet been devised.
Your aerial should be as short as possible, consistent
with good results-say 40-50 feet at the outside for a
maximum-and should be as high as possible, and

bar taut " while receiving short waves if wind and
weather will allow you to keep it taut. This latter is
very essential if you are at all screened, or if the aerial
has a great deal of horizontal in it. The down lead
should also be taut and kept as far away from the
building as possible,

A vertical aerial is as good a type as any if it can be
arranged, the aerial coming straight into the room
and to the set-no switches or ally complicated
arrangement of lead-in being used. Another point
that should be watched is the type of valve used, and
the capacities of all the condensers, especially those
in the grid circuit and across the 'phones. ...The type
of valve is fairly important. as should reaction he too
sudden, no lag being obtained, it will be difficult to
resolve distant low -wave carrier waves into the

(Continued on page 1111.)
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 1110.)

music and speech. Variation of the grid leak and grid
condenser, and of the H.T. and filament may bring
about the desired conditions, but more probably a
different type of valve, or make of valve, will have to
be employed. The type will depend upon the
physical constants of the actual set and aerial system
used, and so cannot be discussed here. We have
found dull emitters preferable, Mit the make and
properties of the individual valve will have to decide
upon the detector to be used in the set. Various coils
should be tried, of course, but here again' local
conditions are very important, and will probably
determine the type of tuner that gives best results.

* *

C. D. H. (Muswell Hill, N.).-What are the
correct connections for an L.F. transformer in
a detector and L.F. circuit ?

This is difficult to say, as they depend upon the
exact type of transformer to be used. As a rule,
however, the following can be taken as the connections
of the transformer, though they should be varied
until best results are obtained. O P to plate (via
reaction coil), I P to H.T. plus, I S to grid, 0 S to
filament negative.

A. O. (Staveley).-My set is a 4 -valve
(1 H.F., det. and 2 L.F.), employing tuned
anode II.F. coupling and intervalve reaction.
I use a -001 variable condenser to tune the
aerial, but some of the plates are bent slightly,
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E Our Query Department.
In future a charge of Sixpence per Query will

be made for answering all technical questions

submitted to the Technical Staff of POPULAR

E WIRELESS. A group of three queries will be E.

answered for One Shilling. Postal Orders must =

E be enclosed with all queries and a stamped E'

"=" addressed envelope in addition.

THIS NEW ARRANGEMENT IS
NOW IN FORCE.

-E Since the inception of POPULAR WIRE-
LESS, readers have had ali their problems E.

= settled for them free of charge, but with the

E great increase in the circulation and the corre-

E spending increase in the number of queries sent

in, the task of dealing with the latter has be- F.-

= come gigantic. A large Technical Staff is now 2

E employed answering queries, and it is with the

object of relieving the pressure on them that E

rE-- we have decided to make the small charges
.=

E mentioned.

R.eaders of POPULAR WIRELESS know that =
-E the Editor and Staff of this journal have always E

E had, and always will have, their best interests =

at heart.
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and all the naoving vanes are not parallel with

the fixed vanes. They do not touch, but do
these irregularities affect selectivity, as I find

great difficulty in getting distant stations, and.

in tuning out the near ones ?

such irregularities would have a detrimental
flattening effect, but this would not be particularly
noticeable, and it probably is not the cause of your
difficulty.

H. J. J. (Acton Vale, London, W.).-I have
started to build the " Family " two -valve set,

which was described in "P.W," No. 133, but I
am rather puzzled by the diag,ram of the con-
nections at the back of the panel. On page
931, in Fig. 3, there is an additional terminal

shown underneath that marked L.T. -F.

What is the purpose of this ?

The terminal on the left-hand edge of the panel,
below the L.1.+, represents a screw projecting from
the back of the panel, and acts as a support for the
end of the long stout wire leading from the rheostat
of the detector valve. This wire is soldered to it, or

fixed by nuts, and a more ifiexible wire runs from it
to the tumbler switch. This latter wire should be
covered by sleeving where it passes through the wood.
Of course, the stout wire may run directly to the
switch, but thinner wire is much easier to manipulate
thr ,Figh the wood and into the switch socket.

Concert
Grand

30;-

01111tr,

ktv

UNTIL you use a Eureka Concert Grand you
will never realise how perfectly music can
be broadcast. The Eureka is an ex-

ceptional Transformer-unique in appearance and
without parallel in performance. Its immense
windings-more than 21 miles of wire- are used-its
non -laminated core-its handsome coppered steel
case and hermetically sealed interior-these are
features which combine to make it the aristocrat
of Transformers.
But hear the results from a Eureka and yOu will
know why within 12 months it has so completely
revolutionised the standards of Loud Speaker
reproduction. Gone are the bad old days of Loud
Speaker reproduction when cynics compared it
to the cheap Gramophone.
Thanks to the Eureka we can now re-create the
spirit of the artiste himself.

PORTABLE UTILITIES CO:, LTD.
Fisher Street, London, W.C. 1.

No. 1 of
a Series

EUREKA No. 2
(for 2nd stage)22:6

Gilbert Ad 2011
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HIGH TENSION BATTERIES.

THEE4r4St
LO NG-LIFE
BATTERY'

SHAFT ESBUR
LONDON DEPOT

219/229 AVE N UE ,W.C.2

CUT OUT THE NOISES.

 --
PANELITE.

Will withstand 5,000 volts. Black finish. Will not
fracture. 6 x 6 x 3116, 11-; 7 x 5, 1 /1 ; 8 x 5, 1/2;
9 x 5, 1/4; 9 x 6, 1/6; 10 x 9, 2/2; 12 x 10, 219;
14 x 12, 4 /6 post paid. Other sizes and thickness pro rats.

RADIO PANEL CO. (Dept. " P "9,
143, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

RADIO MICRO D.E. VALVES, '06 amp.
me only one -tenth part of current of ordinary valve.

Perfect for HET H.F and L.F
144- each' 3 for £2. Post free.

YEO BROS., PAULL & CO.. LTD,,
43. Caroline Street, CARDIFF.

OwoRTH-WHIAE
WIRELESS

AMERICA. emrery NIGHT
with a simple one- or two -valve set, on the short
wave. K D K A, Pittsburg, now on 68 metres,
comes in regularly from 11.3o onwards.

The simplest, easiest, and most certain method
of receiving these and other short-wave trans-
missions is to use the
OMNIPHONE LOW -LOSS COIL, 60-120 Metres,
which is unique in design and construction.
Price, with helpful Pamphlet, 7/6 (Post 5d).

OMNIPHONE WIRELESS CO..
24, Warwick Street, Regent Street. London. W.1

'Phone Regent 3335

ENGRAVING
PANELS IN LARUE, OR SMALL
QUANTITIES ENGRAVED BY
SUGDENS, 57. FARRIN(1DON ST.. E.C.4.

BEGINNERS WIRELESSGUIDE TO
If you wish to make wireless sets which are

UNBEATABLE IN PRICE. QUALITY, OR EFFICIENCY
this is the book you must have.

Everything is so clearly explained that any be-
ginner, without previous experience, can snake the
most efficient receiving sets obtainable.
Full instructions are given for MAKING COMPLETE
CRYSTAL SETS, ONE AND TWO VALVE AMPLIFIERS,
DUAL AMPLIFICATION SETS, ALSO THE VERY
LATEST TWO, THREE, AND FOUR VALVE TUNED
ANODE RECEIVERS.
160 pages (28 diagrams) 1 13 post free.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Returned.
SAXON RADIO Co. (Dept 14) South Shore, Blackpool

SaAvs you pauffitis
48 pages of illustrations. Lowest

prices in. London for highest grade
Radio Apparatus. Send 3d. at once.
Large illustrated Folders describing
Unit System, interchangeable Unettes

and Pilot Receivers, sent free.
PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.

Head Office: 77, City Rd., E.C.1.
Branches:

Liverpool -4, Manchester Street.
Cardiff -94, Queen Street.
Plymouth-Near Derry's Clock.
Walthamstow-230, Wood Street.
London -62, High Holborn, W .0.1

eto-Scott's
Catalogue,

YONNEREWOUND
.(01,000 ohms.. Guaranteed. All makes 5J-
except Brown " A " 61, and Sullivan, Wax
filled, 10/- per pair. Ex -army converted to
high resistance, %Wean ear -piece Re.mag-
netising Oct per earpiece. Postage extra

6d. per pair,
W. JOAN MILLER, 68, Farringdon St. E. CA.

2nd and 3rd floor. Phone: Central 1950.

STABILISING TUNED ANODE CIRCUITS.
Tire Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Si am taking a great liberty in forwarding
to you the details of a few experiments I have had
with va-/able resistances, and hope they will be of

some use to your readers, especially those working
two tuned anode circuits-that is, if you find them
worth publishing.

Two anode circuits, although so simple, are very
difficult to band!e. When operating such a receiver
one tries to prevent self -oscillation by using' large

values of the variable condensers across the anode
inductances, and by lowering the filament current or
high-tension supply. It is also necessary to keep all
the coils well apart, and also the leads which go to the
coils. Figure 1 is the diagram of my receiver; the
two tuned anode circuits are kept stable by means of
the two resistances R.6 and It 7, which are variable.
There are several types of variable resistances of
100,000 ohms which are useful for this. Figure 2

shows hose two resistances, R 3 and R 4, each of
about 30 ohms, are connected in such a way as to
enable variable reaction effects to be obtained.
The resistance R 3 stabilises the first valve, and will
prevent it front oscillating. A negative potential may
even be applied to the grid of the first valve without
self -oscillation occurring. A certain amount of
reaction is desirable in the aerial circuit, and the
resistance R 3 will control it to a nicety. The resis-
tance It 4 in the anode circuit is not so much for the
purpose of preventing the second valve from oscillat-
ing, which it is not likely to do if the reaction coil
L 3 is not too close to L 2, but to enable the reaction
effect. to be very carefully adjusted.

Yours truly,
16, John Carrick Street, R. M. BROADLEY.

Springburs',
Glasgow.

THE FAMILY TWO -VALVE SET.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,

Dear Sire-I thought it might be of interest to
your readers 11'110 saw the instructions for making
this set, in " P.W." of October 25th, to know of my
results with it.

I can get all B.B.C. stations, and many Continental
stations. Cardiff and Manchester are the only two
stations I have hot been able to hear while 2 L 0 has
been Working. When I tune in Radio -Paris I get
very little interference from 5 X X.

A few weeks ago I received W G Y of Schenectady,

and W C A E of Pittsburg. The following stations
were logged by me :

1.5 a.m., W B 7. (c e)-The announcer said that a
soprano and a baritone were going to contribute to
the programme.

2.17 K D K A-This on 326 metres. A band
was playing when I picked them up, but later a lady
sang. The band was playing again at 2.33.

2.45 a.m., W G Y-A jazz band was playing here.
2.55 ant., W J Yr-At this station someone was

speaking, and I decided at 3.0 a.m. to go back to
W 0 Y, and a lady was singing this time. The
band was on again at 3.10.

3.15 a.m., W B Z-Here the announcer said that a
lady did not undeistand the name) was going to
sing Serenade."

W G Y (vas just audible on a small C.A.V. loud
speaker, which I think says a lot for the set, and also
the sensitiveness of the L.S.

2 L 0 and 5 N X give ample volume on the L.S.
for any average size room.

I can therefore highly recommend this set to anyone
who desires a good ail -round receiver at a moderate
price.

I use two Marconi D.E.R. valves, a '0005 condenser
with vernier, a Colvern fine tuning condenser across
the reaction coil, and an Igranic transformer,

Hoping that this report may be of some use to your
readers who probably thought of constructing this
set. I remain,

 Yours faithfully,
W. J. H. CR0011.

71, North View Road, Hornsey, N.S. .

P.S.-I wonder how many two valve owners (P.
and L.F.) have been able to have their selection of
four American stations in one morning

A GENEROUS OFFER.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Noticing Mr. Dunseath's letter in your
correspondence column of the 6th inst., I am writing
to let, you know that I have 215 copies of various
wireless periodicals, including 117 back numbers of
POPULAR WIRELESS anti "The Wireless Review.'"
If any of your readers would care to have any of these
papers, I shall be very pleased to hand them ever free
of charge. I have most back numbers of " P.W.,"
and also booklets given away with same.

Wishing your valuable paper every success.
Yours faithfully,

J. L. FUIFORD.
01, Richmond Wood Road, Bournemouth, Hants.

A PLEA FOR " VARIETY."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELEsS.

Dear Sir,-I have read many letters in your columns
of complaint re the B.B.C. programmes, but up to
the present n9 alteration has been made to provide
a programme for us " average " listeners. Is there
net some influential body in Britain who can take this
matter up for us, or must we grin and bear it ? It is
certainly time seine move was made, as every .paper
one reads contains letters from listeners who eld not
like the programmes. A number of my friends
all agree that the person of classical taste is kept in
luxury with his style of music, and we get only a few
scraps as a rare treat.

Lately all the B.B.U. stations snake a point of giving
us programmes composed of either piano solos, violin
solos, songs, etc., for practically a whole night long,
and anyone who does not care for either of these
might as well close down, as he swill be very lucky it
he hears anything else to his taste.

Why cannot we have more variety, so that everyone
has a chance ? Surely this is not asking too much ?
When broadcasting started we had spLndid pro-
grammes, and I would not have missed it for worlds,
but now the entertainments are not nearly so inter-
esting, and are composed mostly of talks and doleful
music.

(Continued on page 1113.)
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 1112.)

I feel confident if only someone in authority would
be kind enough to put in a word for us " average "
listeners, he would have our deepest gratitude.

Yours faithfully,
REGINALD PENNEy.

169, Ombersley Road, Worcester.

THE " CHITTO'S " CIRCUIT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -I have used the above circuit ever since
it was first published, and have been 'very pleased
With

Two of your correspondents suffer from hand
capacity, so I hope my method of avoiding this may
help.

I found that the grid condenser ('0003 in diagram)
scarcely affected tuning, so I tried a fixed one in its
place. A *001 condenser did not cause loss of volume,

- and only altered the main condenser ('0005 in diagram). about four degrees, so I now used a fixed condenser
- made from pieces of gramophone record, mica, and
tinfoil, about '0003 mid. An ordinary fixed grid leak
is suitable.

The fixed condenser should not be mounted flat on
the panel, but edgewise. Mine is mounted edgewise on
the ebonite end plate of the variable condenser. Do
not put it parallel with the plates of the v. condenser.

- I have used a Penton low consumption (H.E. 6)
valve, also a " Wecovalve " with this circuit, with
equal and entirely satisfactory results.

To get best results on weak signals a vernier
rheostat, and a very small vernier condenser on the
A.T.C. are almost indispensable. I get Stoke about
three degrees on the A.T.C., and Aberdeen about 90
degrees, all on the same coil. (A No. 5 " Oojah "
basket, about 90 turns, a size smaller -.:or reactance).
apparently the B.B.C. range can be covered with a
stilarter A.T.I. My aerial is low and badly screened,
yet I get stations 100 miles away almost as loud as
I received the local one at 22 miles with the parts
(which are the same) wired as an ordinary single valve
with reaction.

Yours faithfully,
P. PITCHFORD.

5, Regent Street, Nuneaton, Warwickshire.

IN PRAISE OF THE TJNIDYNE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I was strongly advised not to touch
the " Unidyne " on the ground that it was very
experimental, that it might be all right close to a
station, but that a three -valve "Unidyne " was
only about equal to an ordinary two -valve set.

Fortunately this influenced me only so far as to
induce me to -build a " unit " set, so that, in the
event of my advisers proving correct, I could- easily
convert to an orthodox circuit.

Having made and tried the tuner and detector
valve units, need I say that I have no intention of
making such a conversion. For the benefit of any
who have received similar advice, and I think they
are probably not a few, I am glad to add my testimony
to those which haVe lately been published In your
correspondence columns.

I have had the set in use now for three evenings,
and find Bournemouth (26 miles) louder than desir-
able, London and Cardiff at comfortable strength,
Glasgow and Belfast quite clear. Other B.B.C.
stations not yet identified. On the Continent,
Rome, Madrid, Hamburg, Bremer), and one or two
others not identified, vary from clear to really good.

Your various hints and advice for Unidyne con-
structors rather gave me the impression that
there might be difficulties in getting the set going,
but I have had none, despite the fact that I am
new to the game and that I departed considerably
from your lay -out, adhering strictly to the circuit
and values given only. All components were home
made, with the exception of condenser plates and
spacers, Lissen variable grid leak, and filament
resistance, and of course the telephones and Thorpe
valve.

I consider its simplicity and efficiency make the
one -valve Unidyne an ideal home constructors'
set.

Yours faithfully,
Weymouth. A. W. X.

HOW TO WRITE FOR " P.W."
Readers of " Popular Wireless " are cordially

invited to submit constructional articles for
publication at our usual rates.

Articles should deal in detail with the con-
struction of receivers and at least six clear
photographs should accompany the MSS. A

fee of 10s. 6d. is paid for each photo used.
MSS. should not exceed 2,000 words in length
and if not typed should be written on one side of
the paper only. Diagrams may be submitted
in pencil. Accuracy and lucidity are essential
in any constructional article submitted.

1

WouttenVALVES

fliree caskets

It was not the Golden Casket that contained
Portia's portrait, but the lead ; and so it often
happens that the most expensive article is
not necessarily the one most to be desired.

There are many valves more expensive than
the Louden ; yet there is not one of them that
combines all its many advantages.

It uses considerably less current from the
accumulators than is usual amongst valves of
the bright filament type-a point which needs
no labouring to those anxious to keep down
costs. It gives a reproduction full in volume
and silver clear in quality, and it has a stout
filament which is not readily broken.

Further, it only costs 10/ -

Four months ago people had not heard of
Louden Valves ; to -day they are demanding
them at the rate of many thousands per
week-which is, perhaps, the most striking
testimony of all.

See that your next valve is a Louden.

The plain Louden for

fag.

detecting and Low throughout in
Frequency Amplify -

The Blue Louden for

G r Britain.ea t
All Loudens are
Silver Clear and fres

Manufactured

Filament Volts 4.8.5.
Filament Amps. 0'4, wiRELEss

The current con-
sumption is very low

Anode Volts 40-S0 and the life long.

from "mush."H. F. Amplification.

rouben tiobefi ,SiEber blear
ADVT. OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD., PARIS ROYAL, WILLESDEN, N.W. I O.
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THE BIG THREE
Make Wireless Worth While !
RADIO -PLAN No. 1. Two Shillings.

EVENINC TRIPS TO AMERICA
BY THE "P.P.V.2" ROUTE.

This Radio -Plan tells you how to build the most
simple, powerful and successful long range set in
the world A 'Ewe Valve Wonder. Works loud-
speaker or carries 20 pairs of headphones within
30 miles. Receives all B B.C., European and

Continental Stations and
AMERICA EVERY NIGHT.

RADIO -PLAN No. 2. Two Shillings.
YOUR OWN WIRELESS ORCHESTRA !

A Band in Your Home
This Radio -Plan explains the building of the

Big Super Set THE -P.P.V.4"
Gigantic Volume of Perfect Melody. No Distortion.

No Blare. No Rattle.
The '' P.P.V.4 '' is the " last word - in wireless.
Receives all European Stations on loud speaker and
at least one American programme at fair loud speaker
strength. One, two, three or four valves can be used
at will. Just a few very simple parts. No com-
plicated wiring. Quite easy for any amateur to build.

No Crystal. No H.F. Nothing to Puzzle.
The - P.P.V.4 - is the Queen of all Circuits.

RADIO -PLAN No. 5. Two Shillings.
AMERICA ON ONE VALVE!

This Radio -Plan details the easy construction of

" P.P.V.1" the simple super circuit, and the
"T.C.1" the most simple and powerful regenera-

tive circuit ever to have been designed.
With either you can tune in all European and one
American programme nearly every night. Both are
as powerful as most two valve circuits Both require
only a few parts costing a few shillings. One
variable and a few fixed condensers, wired in a

certain way. Result-miracles.
Either or all of the above sent direct by return post

on receipt of remittance.
The Big Three-Make Wireless Worth While

PRESS EXCLUSIVES (1,2i.ar9
2, Wine Office Court, Fleet St., London, E.C.4

--INVENTIONS
PATENTED. Trade Marks and Designs Registered.

Particulars and consultations free.
BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,

9, Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.C.1.
ENI.iby.shed 1840. . Telephone: Chancery 7547...--,..

SAVE RECHARGE COSTS
by clipping the HOMECHARGER on to your
Battery terminals whenever it shows signs of
running down.

Connects to any lamp socket or wall
plug-A.C. and D.C. types available.

At All Dealers' If any difficulty write direct to
CARPAX CO., Ltd., 312, Deansgate, Manchester

LIGHT STEEL WIRELESS MASTS,
complete with all accessories, at 1 / 6 per toot, ear.
riage paid. 30 ft., 42/-; 40 ft., 60/-; 50 ft., 95
Any stock size sent on approval against, cash. Bata

logne "B " sent on request.
HAMILTON MAY, WEYBRIDGE, SURREY.

INVALUABLE TO ALL WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTORS

ONE GROSS OF ASSORTED

BA aSnCidlEllitSk,s NUTS

J. H. BENNETT STATION ROAD
Everything for Wireless! WILLESDEN JUNCT.

a g

.1

MS

- PHONE REPAIR SERVICE-
ALL MAKES of Ex -Army 'Phones rewound.
4,000 ohms, 5 / - per pair; 8,000 ohms, 1 / 6
extra. Remagnetising and adjusting, 2/-; postage.
6d. Transformers rewound any ratio, from 51-.
The H.R.P., 46, St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10.

EBONITE
Sheet rod and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and
cut to any required size while you wait or sent by
post on receipt of cash.
We can turn anything in Ebonite.

BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, Ltd.,
91/92, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1.

'Phone Holborn 50,

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued front page 1084.)

we think in terms not of wave -length,
but of the reciprocal quantity-frequency.
Since the velocity of wireless waves is
practically constant and independent of the
wave -length, it follows that the frequency
and the wave -length are inversely propor-
tional to one another. The velocity being
about 3 times 108 metres per second, the
frequency for a wave -length of 300 metres is,
106 (that is, one million) vibrations per
second.

Kilocycles.
As the frequencies dealt with are very

high, it is usual to speak of them in kilo-
cycles, a kilocycle being simply 1,000 cycles
per second. Thus a wave -length of 300
metres corresponds to 1,000 kilocycles.

Now it has been found that two stations
can be separated out in reception if they
differ by about 20 to 30 kilocycles in
frequency. Suppose we were using a wave
of 4 metres ; this would correspond to
75,000 kilocycles. A wave of '5 metres
would correspond to 60,000kilocycles. Thus
the difference in frequency between a wave
of 4 metres and one of 5 metres is some
15,000 kilocycles. If 15,000 is divided by
30 it gives us 500 as the number of stations
which could be- operated, without inter-
ference, between 4 and 5 metres wave -length.

Technical Difficulties..
In fact, it is claimed by some wireless

engineers that there is room for all the
stations in the world between compara-
tively narrow limits in the  lower band of
-wave-lengths. There are, of course, many
technical difficulties in the way of receiving
such very small wave -lengths as those con-
sidered above, but there is no reason to
doubt that this particular problem will
eventually be solved, as so many others
have been.

Making Crystals.
My request for readers' experiences in the

making of artificial wireless crystals has
brought, me a large number of letters, which
make very interesting reading. I was sur-
prised to find what a large number of experi-
menters have tried the making of their own
crystals, and quite a large proportion report

rvey good success, althoughb a number say
they have had certain difficulties. The
principal difficulty, as I think I predicted,
seems to lie in the reaching of a sufficiently
high temperature. Unless this is attained,
the Mass does not fuse properly, and there-
fore cannot crystallise out in the desired way.

A Chemical Method.
One met -hod which-although in a sense

it is a chemical method-is quite easy to
carry out, is sent by a Mr. Westfield for the
benefit of any readers who may care to try
it. - He says : " To a saturated solution of
lead nitrate a little silver nitrate .is added,
and sulphuretted hydrogen (H28) is passed
through the mixed solution until precipita-
tion of the lead sulphide is complete. The
precipitate, which is in the form of minute
particles, is then drained and dried ;- it is
next heated, at first gently and afterwards
incite strongly. Finally, it is heated as
strongly as possible in a crucible (preferably
by placing with clay lid in a fire) for about

three hours. The whole is allowed to cool,
and the mass is then broken apart; and the
crystals are ready for use."

Specimen Crystals.
My correspondent also encloses for my

inspection two samples of crystals which
he has made by this method., These appear
to be very good, but have not yet had
time to try them. A further mention Of
them will be made later on. In the mean-
time, I am sure readers will be much obliged
to Mr. Westfield for his letter.

Another Method.
Another writer, signing himself " Experi-

menter," says he has obtained crystals
which were extremely sensitive in certain
parts, although not uniformly so all over.
He says : " Take an old iron pan or lead
ladle of little value (as it may have a hole
burnt in it by the operations) and partly
fill with a mixture, say equal parts, of
powdered sulphur and finely -divided lead
(lead raspings or lead tea-chest lining).
Heat this in a good fire until all the sulphur -
is combined or burnt off ; a blackish powder
will be the result. Now take some of this
powder and mix a little extra sulphur with
it, pla-ce it in a common crucible, seal with
a clay lid and, when the clay is dried, put the
crucible in a hot fire and keep at a white
heat for 3 hours. Then remove from the
fire and allow to cool slowly, the mass being
afterwards broken up as required."

Precautions Necessary.
Before leaving this subject, there is one

very important precaution which I should
urge upon all those who may care to try
-these methods of making galena crystals,
and that is to take great care to carry out
the heating of the sulphur mixture in such
a way that the sulphur dioxide fumes do not
get into the air of the room. These fumes
are extremely irritating to the lungs. The
locating should, therefore, be conducted in
a fire where there is a good up -draught, and
the vessel or crucible should not be removed
from the fire, under any circumstances,
whilst there is any sulphur still burning.
have often noticed references to " locating
sulphur and lead together, etc.," but have
never seen this important precaution put
forward. I may remark, for the comfort of
anyone who may possibly (in spite of the
above advice) get any undue inhalation of
the fumes, that the effect (if inhalation has
not been too prolonged) soon passes off,
although at the time it gives one the sensa-
tion of having been very badly " gassed."

Amplifier Distortion.
. When discussing stages of L.F. amplifica;
tion it is perhaps not sufficiently recognised
generally that after two stages the ordi- 
nary yalye is hardly suitable, as its capacity
is insufficient for the third stage. For
stages beyond two, it becomes practically
necessary to employ some form Of power
valve. Such a valve can be used with a
low -ratio transformer, and is capable of
handling, a large amount of energy when
used with a comparatively high voltage on
the plate.

Grid Bias.
An important point to bear in mind when

using these valves with extra H.T. is
that a grid battery is necessary in order to
prevent the grid from becoming charged and

(Continued on page 1115.)
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HOW TO OPERATE YOUR
NEW SET.

(Continued from page 1077.)

Reflex receivers which employ a crystal
detector as well as valves should be handled
in exactly the same way as an ordinary
valve set, except that, of course, the addi-
tional adjustment of the crystal detector
calls for attention.

Wave -length Adjustments
Now some sets employ what is known as

fixed coil tuning, while others are provided
with sockets into which removable coils
are plugged. The coils more than anything
else determine the wave -length range of a
wireless set. A receiver employing plug-
in coils can be adapted to receive almost
any wave -length, from that of a relay station
to that of 5 X X, the high power station ;
but it should be remembered that this wave-
length tuning bears no relation to the size
or geographical position of the transmitting
station.

Wave -length tuning is merely a method
whereby listeners are enabled to pick out the
particular station they require. Of course
with a set of limited sensitivity the choice of
stations is distinctly limited, sometimes to
only . one, but, on the other hand, some
receivers utilising several valves are suffi-
ciently sensitive to allow their owners a
choice of a number of stations.

Another point well worth noting is that
loud speakers are not more sensitive than
telephone receivers. Even if loud signals
are being received with that new set it does
not follow that they are sufficiently loud to
operate a loud speaker successfully. This
instrument requires considerable energy,
and unless the music or speech can be heard
all over the room with the telephone
receivers lying on the table it is little use
attempting to bring one into action.

An Important Point.
There is a great deal more that the

new listener should know, but I am afraid he
will have to learn most of it by experience,
because it is impossible to give complete in-
struction in respect of all types of receivers
without actually demonstrating them. But
there are general rules to be observed, such
as have been detailed in this article, and
for the most part they apply equally to all
types and makes of sets.

Finally, it must be understood that all the
adjustments require slow, deliberate, deli-
cate handling, and that there is nothing in
broadcast radio that flourishes under a
heavy hand. Above all others this is almost
the golden rule; though of course one must
be careful in connecting up those battery
leads --,-valves are expensive items to replace.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1114.)

the valve from becoming " paralysed."
Usually, indeed, it is very advantageous to
provide grid bias for the second stage. The
use of a negative grid potential in amplifier
circuits is an important factor in obtaining
the greatest amplification without distortion,
and at the minimum value of the plate
current. In fact, it is often most surprising
what a reduction in the value of the plate
Voltage can be Obtained by the careful

(Continued on page 1116.)

Oldham Accumulator
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Acid cannot

collect on

its dome top.

Prices :
2- volt 20 amp -hours actual 14 3

I 30 amp -hours actual 17 10

4- Volt f 20 -amp hours actual 28 6
1.30 -amp hours actual 35 8

30-arop hours actual 53 66- Volt f 20 -amp hours artual 42 9

Oldham & Son, Ltd.,
Denton, Manchester.
LONDON - - Gt. Chapel Street,

Oxford Street, W.1
NEWCASTLE : 1, St. Mary's Place

A new de -luxe
Accumulator

EVERYONE knows that an accumulator
sheds acid vapour which oozes through the

vents and remains on the top of the case to
collect dirt. As a result most accumulators are
neglected and in a short while become very
unsightly. When we set about the job of
building a really superlative accumulator, we
decided to re -design the whole of the container.
This new Oldham de -luxe has a dome shaped top, large
terminals and adequate filler caps. As a result it can
be kept clean with ease. A rinse under the tap after
charging will remove all traces of acid and prevent the
accumulation of dust.
And each 4 or 6 -volt Oldham is made up of a -volt
units connected by removable straps so that the cells
can be connected in parallel for use with Wecos,
Wuncells, and other Dull Emitters.
Decidedly a wise investment 1

Special Activation Process
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RICKETTS' CABINET WORKS
BEXLEYHEATHSE

loO1.2_015X TOP CONDINSrk impfp
,SewEl for Finstruaor's List (P.(1/ .) FREE.

MAKE YOUR SET
50% BETTER!

LSend a Postcard for our Brochure which tells you how
you can definitely increase the range and selectivity al
any .v urns ,e, be biting Bowyer .Lowe Square Law
Condenser5 wh.ch have the highest capacity ram and
lowem ed, effect loss. ol any yet made Write now.
BOWYER-LOWE CO. LTD.. LETCHWORTH

INCREASE YOUR
SIGNAL STRENGTH

ON YOUR CRYSTAL SET
It doesn't matter how many 'phones you are
using, they will ALL be as strong as if they were
in use alone if they are fitted

WITH "EXTRAPHONES."
Extraphones " are wonder -attachments which

fit any 'phone without alteration. 'Phones of
any resistance may be used with the same effect.
OBTAINABLE EVERYWHERE 29
Or direct from lhe patentee and manufacturer -
W. JOHN MILLER, 68, Farringdon St., E.C.4.

Telephone Central 1451

ENGRAVING
PROMPT DELIVERIES. COMPETITIVE PRICES

Any Quantity executed accurately, ouickly & cheaply by
J. R. STEBBINGS,

46. Warwick Street, Regent Street, Lon:on, W.1
' 1312.

" MORRIS " Solid Oak Standard
Cabinet with Lock

for any kind of receiver. Bottom
cupboard with lock. Height, 3 ft.
6 in.; width, 2 ft.; depth, 15.. in.Back panel removable.
Further particulars on application.

PRICE £4 10 0.
Part Carriage and Packing 7/6 ex.
Similar Cabinet, 24" inside width,

51- extra,S CI -L I D OAK WIRELESS
TABLE, with large drawer and
bottom shelf for accumulator, length
25 in., width 16 in., height 26 in.

27/6, Carriage Paid.
M. VERSTRAETEN (Dept.

Melvin Chambers, 50a, Lord St., Liverpool.

-HEADPHONE REPAIRS
Rewound, re -magnetised and readjusted. Lowest
prices quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivery three
days.-THE VARLET MAGNET CO., London,
S.E.18. 'Phone 888-9 Woolwich. Est. 26 years.

1-------- Charge "Velum.
I ACCUMULATOReLt Herne with the

TUNGAR BATTERY CHARGER.
Simple, Safe, and Economical.
No moving parts. Requires
no attention. No Garage,
Owner -Driver or Wireless En-
thusiast should be without
one. Will charge from 1 to
10, 6-12 volt batteries at a
time. Deliveries from stock.
Descriptive Booklet free on ap-
plication. The Tungar Battery
Charger is suitable for use on
AlternatingCurrentsupplyonly.

Obtainable from your enrage or Electrician.
THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO., LTD.
Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames St., E.C.4

,...----___-.., -_..-., -----------

ECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1115.)

manipulation of the grid bias, without any
loss of volume, and often with improvement
in the quality of the reproduction.
Amount of Bias.

The amount of bias depends upon the
type of valve and the other conditions, and
varies from zero up to 5 or even in some
cases up to 9 volts negative. For this
purpose flashlamp cells are mostly used,
and where the adjustment is critical, or
where very low bias voltages are required, a
potentiometer may with advantage be used.
Earth Resistance.

I noticed some discussions in one of the
wireless journals the other day on the
question of the efficiency of the earth lead,
in which a method of using a multiple earth
was considered. The efficiency of the re-
ceiving set can no doubt be materially
increased by a good earth, but the sug-
gestion to use several earths, and to tune
them separately, seems to me somewhat
unnecessary. The following recommenda-
tions are quoted from the article referred
to. " If two earths are used, the set
should be tuned to a definite wave -length,
using the earth which gives the highest
dial reading on the aerial tuning inductance.
Tuning the Earth.

An ordinary single slide coil should then
be connected in series with the other earth
wire, and the earth terminal of the set and,
without changing the dial settings of the
receiver, the slider coil should be adjusted
for maximum loudness ; that is to say, the
receiver settings should then be the same
when using either earth. When once tuned
in this manner, the earths may be per-
manently connected with the set., and no
further adjustment in this respect is neces-
sary. Similarly, if two aerials are employed,
the same principle of separate tuning
should be followed."

As regards the separate earths, however,
I must say that it seems simpler to use a
short and low resistance earth lead.
Low -Loss Components.

-

The regenerative receiver has much to
gain from the use of the so-called " low -loss"
components which are now gaining favour.
By means of low -loss condensers and coils,
efficiency is usually increased, not only as
regards Sensitiveness and output, but also
as regards selectivity. It is to be remem-
bered in this connection that, high resistance
in a wireless circuit results in broader tuning.
of the set.
Dead Spots.

Screening and the occurrence of " dead
spots " on land are well-known phenomena
but, although it is not so_ well known, such
spots also occur at sea. In an interesting
paper on this subject recently, by Mr. A.
Dinsdale, it was pointed out that no satis-
factory explanation for these spots was as
yet forthcoming. One theory seeks to
account for them as being due to large
mineral deposits in the ocean floor, and it
is known that the dead regions can often be
overcome by using greater wave -lengths.
There are several such spots in the different
oceans, and at times they are of consider-
able inconvenience to ships.
Secret Broadcast.

The description " secret broadcast "
seems rather a contradiction in terms, but
what is meant is a system of broadcast
which can only be received by listeners

equipped with a certain kind of apparatus.
An ingenious experimenter in Ealing,
London, has evolved a Method by which to
foil the " pirate " (if that ogre still exists
to any serious extent), and he claims that by
the use of his system only those who have
well and truly paid the licence will be able
to receive the programmes.
Defective Condensers.

Variable air -condensers frequently get
out of adjustment and give rise to a good
deal of trouble ; in particular, the plates
are apt to touch one another, so producing
some sort of electrical leakage, if not an
actual shortLcircuit. If there is real- con-
tact between plates, this will usually be so
obvious, either by the scraping when the
condenser is turned, or by variations or
disappearance of the reproductiOn in the
'phones, that there will be no difficulty
in diagnosing the trouble. But one test
which may be applied easily is this. Dis-
connect the condenser entirely from the
set, then connect an ordinary flashlamp in
series with a 2 -Volt cell and with the con-
denser. Turn the condenser knob completely
round and watch if there is any lighting
of the lamp. A short-circuit will soon be
discovered in this way.
A Simple Test.

But more usually the trouble is not so
serious, and in most cases it amounts to a
leak rather than to a short-circuit. Perhaps
hairs or dust have accumulated on the
plates and formed a high -resistance con-
nection between them. To test for this,
charge up the condenser by momentarily
connecting its terminals to the full voltage
of the H.T. battery (taking care not to
touch of the condenser with
the fingers) ; then leave it for, say, five
seconds, and then touch the two 'phone tips
against the condenser terminals. If the
condenser has not lost its charges, a click
will be heard in the 'phones. Try this
experiment several times, leaving the
condenser, say, 1 second, then 2 seconds,
then 10 seconds, and so On. If there is a
considerable difference between the effects
obtained at 1 second and 10 seconds, it
shows that the condenser is leaking. It
should then be carefully cleaned out
between the plates.

-'07 VALVES FOR 12/6
TESTIMONY Nom ale plume, Dewsbury.
The .0'7 valve received for ono returned is giving
excellent results on a 1 -valve set. Signals arovery loud and clear, and it brings in almost
all B.B.C. stations at good 'phone strength with
inside frame aerial. Unsolicited testimonial:-

" I have recommended your valve to all enquiring
friends and enthusiasts, and shall continue to do so;it is a treat to work with."
Fil. volts 2,3, max. con. 07, anode 40-80. Concert
tested and sent with instructions for use, post free
on 24 HOURS' APPROVAL.

P.W. UNIDYNE D. E's.
Since its innovation we have advertised and stocked
Phillips 4 Electrode Dull Emitter, so creditably
mentioned in the Nov. 22nd issue of " Popular
Wireless," page 714.
Phillips 4 Electrode D.E. 1.8 volt, .16 amp. 25/ -
Phillips 4 Electrode Bright Emitter ... 12/6
(See Correspondence Colunms Pb'.,. Dec. 13th, p. 9531
Thorpe K4 Bright Emitter (5 pin) ... 17/6Concert tested; post free, 24 hours' approval.
N.B.-We now insure valves against all postal
damage at customers' request on extra remit.
tance of 9d. per 12 / 6 valve, 1 I- per 17 / 6,. or
25 / - valve, the only condition being notification of
damage within 24 hours.

ANELOY PRODUCTS (Dept. P.25),
Eton Works. Upland Road, London, S.E.22.

ACCUMULATORS.
C.A.V., Fullers, etc. Guaranteed brand new and per-
fect, but slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriageboth ways if returned within 7 days.
2v -40a ... 816 4v -100a .. 3216
2v -60a ... ... 11/6 6v -40a ... 25 / -
4v --40a 17/. 6v -60a 32/6
4v -60a ... 2118 6v -80a ... ... 40 / -
4v -80a 2716 6v -100a ... 46 / Special Lune: -

2v -100a (Actual) C.A.V. 2716
MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2

RJR
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MnderfulMulled Mikes
THE rain and biting wind seem to lose their power when

you think of the happy evening before your cosy fire
with a perfect wireless concert.

Those Mullard H.F. and L.F. valves make such a wonderful
difference. You could almost thank them for the splendid en-
joyment they give.

You are going back to all that makes life worth living ; a wel-
come mect;, your armchair, your pipe and then the pure joy of
broadcasting concerts.

If you have not yet experienced the wonderful difference these
Master valves make in your radio reception, purchase them on
your way home to -day and complete the pleasure of your
winter nights.

Mullard H.F. Red Ring Valves for H.F. AMPLI-
FICATION AND DETECTION - - 12;6 each

Mullard L.F. Green Ring Valves for L.F. AM-
PLIFICATION 12/6 each

These valves only require a 4 -volt battery.

You can also get Mullard Dull Filament Double Ring Valves for H.F.
and L.F. operation.

Ask your dealer for leaflet M8 and avoid accidents to your valves by using the
Mallard Safety Disc, free on request.

r- `-] r r \-1

2V2_,-Zs-LJ c-1``77<

Obtainable front all Radio Stores, Electricians, etc.
Advt. The Mallard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. (P.TV.), Nightingale Works, Balham,
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r -A I G N A L S from farther away,
\...,1/4 stronger, sharper, more certain

than ever before-its unique
characteristics, its noiseless, step-

less movement, gives the user an absolute
control over every shade of electronic
flow. With LISSENSTAT control your
valve will detect with a power which
will be a revelation to you -- F 0 R
LISSENSTAT CONTROL GIVES THE
VALVE A CAPACITY TO DETECT
AS NO OTHER CONTROL CAN.

Sold in three models-
LISSENSTAT MAJOR (patents pending)
-gives the most accurate

7/6tuning possible

LISSENSTAT MINOR (patents pending)
-provides LISSENSTAT control at a
popular price. Is replacing
thousands of inefficient
rheostats 3/6
LISSENSTAT UNIVERSAL (patents
pending)-with its feature of
protection for dull emitters 1 0/6

I

a'

a

Az

RECEIVERS FITTED WITH LISSEN-
STAT CONTROL ARE EQUIPPED FOR 5,1
THE FINEST DETECTION POSSIBLE.

PARTS WHICH PULL TOGETHER- E
when you know that every vital part in
your receiver is pulling strongly with each
other, you know you have a receiver g
which is the best you can evci pet. I

BUILD-WITH ALL LISSEN PARTS- .1
there is one for every vital place.

Adz.crliseinent of LISSEN LIMITED, 8-16, iroodger Road, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12

Printed and published every Thursday by the proprietors, The Amalgamated Press (t92), Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, L.C.4.
Advertisement Offices : -Messrs. J. H. Lite, ltd., 4, Llidttate Circus, 'London, E.C.4. Registeeed as anewspaper and for transmission by Canadian Magazine Past
Sabseription rate,: inland and Abroad. 17/4 p -r annum, 8/8 for sic months. Sole agents for South Africa: Central News Agency, Lt,d. Sole agents for Australia

and New Zealand : Messrs. Gordon d Gotch, Ltd. and for Canada: The Imperial News Co. (Canada) Ltd. Saturday, January 3rd, _
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A GIFT BOOK" THE AMATEURS' RADIO DIRECTORY."

No. 137. Vol. VI.

PRICE 3d.

o ular'wimless
andWireless Review EVERY THURSDAY.

SCIENTIFIC ADVISER : SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S., D.Sc.

A giant frame aerialat the Chinese
observatory at Zi-

Ka-Wei.

FREE
With This Issue.
A Twenty -Four Page Book.

"The Amateurs' Radio Direc-
tory." An up-to-date list of
British Amateur Transmitters'
Call Signs ; all the British
and Continental Broadcasting
Stations, and general data about
the Morse Code, etc., etc.

Another Gilt
NEXT WEEK !
A Coloured Map which shows
all the British and Continental
Broadcasting Stations will
be given free with every
copy of Next Week's "P.W."

Order YOUR Copy Now.

FEATURES IN THIS ISSUE.
"How to Make " Articles:

A COMPACT CRYSTAL SET FOR LOCAL STATIONS AND 5 X X.
A VARIOMETER TUNED VALVE SET.

CONSTRUCTING A WAVE -METER.
Interesting Single -Valve Circuits. Mr. Marconi and the "Beam."

IA Super -Selective Circuit. Experimental Terminal Blocks.
And Many Other Special Articles.

January 10th, 1925.
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,as judgment
says is proper"

THE " rule of the road " at sea calls upon
the officer in charge of the ship in the fore-
ground to " act as judgment says is proper "
in avoiding collision with the approaching

vessel.
To be able to form sound judgment and act on
it promptly is one of the essential qualities of
the sailor ; and whether one is driving a car,
playing billiards, or catching the morning train
good judgment is equally necessary.

* * * *

Consider the components you fit to your wireless
set.
Upon them depends not only the success of the
whole set but also your reputation as a wireless
expert.
Your judgment tells you that if you choose the
products of a firm which has a long specialised
experience and a reputation for " making a
sound engineering job of things " you will have
chosen wisely and well.
It is a mistake to suppose that one make of
condenser is much the same as another, and it is
a mistake to believe that your set can give the
best results if your condensers and resistances
are of the just -as -good variety.
Act as judgment says is proper-

Specify Dubilier.

DUB I LIE°
CONDENSER. CO LTDIN.

Ducon Works, Victoria Rd., North Acton, London, W.3.
E.P.S.80.
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Quality and
Distinctiorv,

HE remarkable clarity and delightfully natural Tone of the World-
famous AMPLION Loud Speaker when associated with a suitable
Receiving Set renden wireless reproduction comparable with the

original performance.
With an. AMPLION the unseen speaker, vocalist or orchestra, as the case
may be, is brought right into the Home and the advantages of Radio Broad-
cast may be enjoyed to the very full.
In artistry of design and fine finish the AMPLION excels, just as its
efficiency is unapproached, so that the AMPLION may well be regarded
as the one and only Wireless Loud Speaker for the Home of Beauty and
Refinement.

Write for illustrated folder describing AMPLION Models-from 25/- upwards-
obtainable from all Wireless Dealers of repute.

The
World's
Standard

ti

AMPLI
A PRODUCT OF THE HOUSE OF GRAHAM.

Patentees and Manufacturers

034' ALFRED GRAHAM & CO. (E. A. GRAHAMI.
St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park, London, S.E.4.

Wireless
Loud

Speaker
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A New and Important
Series of Books of Interest
to every Wireless Enthusiast

TWO NUMBERS
On Sale Jan. 15
The aim of the BEST WAY Wireless Series is to
put before the amateur Constructor details for the
building of wireless sets in such an explicit and
minute way that there can be no possible chance
for even a beginner to go wrong. Photographs and
diagrams have been used lavishly throughout.
Every set described has been made up and tested
to assure perfect reception with any of the receivers
if the constructional details are carefully followed.
All articles, diagrams and photographs are of the
highest possible standard, and the books represent the
biggest value ever offered in Wireless publications.

BEST WAY No. 161

CRYSTAL SETS
This book contains lucid and explicit instructions

for the building of a number of efficient receivers,
including a simple set costing under soh a Two -
Circuit Crystal Receiver such as was recommended
by Capt. P. P. Eckerslcy in a recent broadcast talk.
Details are given for making One and Two -
Valve Low -Frequency Amplifiers, which can be
connected to any crystal set. There is also a very
practical and informative article, ""All About
Crystals," which will prove invaluable to every-
one possessing or about to make a crystal receiver.

BEST WAY No. 162

VALVE SETS
The contents of this book include details of how

to make various receivers employing one or two
valves, including a One -Valve Set on the famous
" Unidyne " principle, which eliminates the need of
H.T. Batteries. A reliable Two - Valve Loud-
speaker Set, a One -Valve Reflex Receiver, and a
Two -Valve Reflex Set. This latter set is a most
efficient receiver, which will present no difficulty
to the careful constructor. Stage by stage instruc-
tions and diagrams together with a

PICTORIAL BLUE PRINT
are given showing very clearly the wiring and
the placing of components.

ORDER COPIES AT ONCE
from any Newsagent or Bookstall
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WHEN you choose a Cossor not only
are you endorsing the judgment of

the majority of wireless enthusiasts in this
country but you obtain a Valve guaranteed
to be untouched from factory to user.

The ingenious and expensive method of
swathing every Cossor Valve with cotton
wool in a sealed carton permits the filament
being tested by the Dealer without breaking
the seal

It is fully patented and affords concrete
evidence of our keen endeavours to prevent
Cossor users from being sold Valves which
may have been used 'for demonstration or
other purposes.

It is in your own interests to
see that this seal is intact.

Adveritimnent of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highln ry Grove, Gilbert Ad. 2033
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G 4471

LONDON :
47, FARRINGDON RD.,

E.C.

GET THIS CRYSTAL FROM YOUR DEALER TO -DAY
OR DIRECT FROM YORKSHIRE :TUNGSTALITE LTD. 41, CALL LANE,

'PHONE : HOLBORN 2557. LEEDS.

It's the specification
that matters

Watch an expert deliberate upon tie choice of an
instrument : he is guided by the specification. To his
experiencedmind the efficiency of details assures the high
efficiency of the whole. Glance through the Facts Wile]
comprise a J.B.-no small wonder they simplify tuning.

End plates guaranteed hardpolished ebonite free of surface
leakage and of low dielectric loss.

2. (If metal end) Top and bottom in-
sulating bushes of Post Office
GRADE A Ebonite and ..)"diameter.

3. The maximum capacity is guaran
teed.

4. A very low minimum capacity.
5. Negligible losses 0.05 ohms_
6. Specially designed spacers.
7. Precision spindle and bearings

giving a delightfully smoothmovement to the centre vanes.
Follow the practice of expert Set
Designers-fit J.B. Condensers.

SQUARE LAW.
.001 9/6 00025 - 8)9
.00075 9/ 0002 5/6
0005 3/ 0001 5/3
.0003 9 Vernier - 416

STANDARD.
-001 8r6-00025 519
.00075 8i- 4)002 - 5
.0005 7/- 43001 - 4/9
0003 5/0 V.rnior 4/-

J.B. Condensers are obtainable iltraughoul the
world. II any elif f (cult y, send direct. Post:
One, 6d.; Two, 9d.; Three, 1! -.

CKS
8. POLAND ST -OXFORD ST

LONDON - W.I.
(First Floor)

getepfione:-
GERRARD 7414

Barclay's 467

RADIO
BASKET

DUPLEXualitij

COILS.

The most
efficient in-
ductance coil
made for
short waves,
mounted on
standard
plugs.No wax
or varnish

used.

Number Mounted
Mounted

Ile -action
Switch.

with
Reverse Unmounted. Number

25- 1 6 3 0 0 9 25
35 1 9 3 3 1 0 35
50 2 0 3 .6 1 3 50
75 2 3 3 9 1 9 75

100 2 9 4 3 2 3 100
150 3 0 4 6 2 6 150
175 3 6 5 0 2 9 175
200 3 9 5 3 3 0 200

Postage: 3d. each. Set of eight coils post free.
if you, acute,' canna; supply we send post free if you mention his name and address.

-GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

Liberal Trade Terms. LIST FREE 'Phone: North 1051
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Sir Oliver Lodge's Lectures.

IN feature of the attractive New Year
V/ programme which the B.B.C. has

arranged, will be of special interest
to readers of " P.W." Sir Oliver Lodge's
lectures on the Ether of Space would be
interesting to any audience, but to a wire-
less audience they are fascinating ; and to
a limited degree they place "P.W." readers
in direct touch with our Scientific Adviser,
who is not merely the greatest 'British
pioneer of wireless, but one of the foremost
scientific figures of the age.

New Books Received.
THE following books have been received
1 for review, and will be dealt with

in the Editorial columns in an early
issue : " Wireless," by P. J. Risdon,
F.R.S.A. (with an introduction by Dr.
J. A. Fleming), Ward, Lock & Co., 6s. net. ;
the volumes of the new " Broadcast
Library," edited by Mr. J. C. W. Reith,
and -published by Hodder and Stoughton at
3s. 6d. net per volume ; " From -My Win-
dow," by Philemon ; " At Home With
Nature," by Kay Robinson ; and " All
About Motoring," by Captain Twelvetrees.
The_ McGraw-Hill Pnblishing Co. Ltd.,

. have sent a copy of " Practical -Radio," by
Mayer and Wostnel, price 8s. 94. net, for
review ; and Sir Isaae Pitman & Sons, Ltd.,
have sent a copy of their 1925 Radio Year
Book, price Is. 6d. net.

* *

The R.S.G.B.'s New President.
T AM glad to see that amongSt his mani-

fold . duties and activities,. Sir . Oliver
Lodge finds the claims of the wireless

amateur irresistible. He has consented to
accept the Presidency of the Radio Sobiety
of Great Britain this year, and in lending
his prestige and _practical support to the
R.S.G.B-Which represents you and me-
lie hag made himself the servant and
creditor of us all.

Crystal, " D X ." Work.
LONG-DISTANCE crystal reception is
1.-/ corning in for a good deal of interest

these days, and the 110 miles " record "
recently claimed by a "Daily Mail" reader
produced a big batch of competitors. One
of the most interesting claims is that made
by a " P.W." reader at Bramhall, Cheshire,
who has received Berlin-on crystal only-
at a distance of 630 miles.

* *

Not With a Crystal.
A BOTHER remarkable  " stunt " re-

ception,, claimed by an Addiscombe
amateur, is the feat of tuning in five

distant relay stations so as to hear five
consecutive strokes of Big -Ben ! This
was on an indoor aerial, with no earth con-

, nection, and at distances varying from 130

to 360 miles. Needless to say this was not
on a crystal. As -a matter of fact, a, super-
sonic heterodyne with three stages of H.F.
was employed.

2itiiiimmitimmmitimillimmummummuniminummE

THE ". M ULTIDYN E."
Details concerning the publication of

= a series of articles on the " Multidyne "
 Experimental Set will be given in next
 week's issue. The ," Multidyne " is =

the Most convenient experimental set E.

 ever devised.- Look out for the first
 article of the " Multidyne " series.

F1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

A " Beam " Offer.
IHEAR that the Indian company which

proposed to erect the high-powered
wireless station in India has withdrawn

its tender, but is offering instead to erect

calm their fears, 5 N G is sending out one -

second. dots whilst
- the microphone is

otherwise silent, and even the most fidgety
cannot fail to be comforted by the " pips.

" Camel."
THE old custom of the Services in giving

nicknames to -wireless stations seems
to be reviving. At one time such a

well-known station as P C H was in-
variably referred to as " Punch "-for
obvious reasons. But I must confess the
reference to 5 X X as " Camel" puzzled
me until I remembered that the tuning ad-
justment for that station is always char-
acterised by a " double hump."

* *

A New One.

HAVE you heard C N R A ? This new
station, belonging to the Canadian
Railways, is situated at Moncton

New Brunswick, and an Irish amateur ha

Mr. Leslie Henson, the well-known comedian, listens in with his Gecophone set.

a " beam " station for communicating with
this country. The offer is being considered
by the Government, and is likely to be
accepted.

5 N G's Pips.
NOTTINGHAM has hit upon a capital

idea to reassure its anxious audience
between items and during intervals.

This is the time when every crystal -mer-
chant suspects his cat's -whisker of ha .a ing
shifted, and when only the strongest -
minded valve -owners can resist twiddling
knobs to see if the set is all right. So to

succeeded in -tuning it in on a home-made
set. By means of this station the Canadian
National Railways hope to relay the B.B.C.
programmes to the chain of ten broadcast-
ing stations which will supply their expresses
with entertainment.

A Correction.
MIt. RIDLEY has asked me to point out

that in the diagram of the transmitter
at G 5N N (on page 884 of "P.W.,"

No. 133) there is an error in the position of the

(Continued on next page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS,
(Continued from page 1121.)

plate -stopping condenser. Instead of being
immediately to the right of the plate lead
the .002 fixed condenser should have been
shown immediately to its left-i.e. in series
between the plate and the .005 variable
condenser.

* * *

Direct from Irak.

TALKING
of G 5 N N, the latest feat of

Mr. Ridley is a Morse conversation
with an amateur in Mosul, Irak, which

is over three thousand miles away. On
this occasion one valve was used for re -

Edinburgh's Fine Feat.

BUT
although Liverpool and Aberdeen

both have good long-distance records,
they were equalled on this occasion by

Edinburgh. Despite its bad reputation
with local listeners, the small Scottish
station succeeded where Glasgow failed,
and thus two of the three stations were only
relays. *

Frame Aerial Success.
AN Inverness correspondent has suc-

ceeded in tuning in two trans-
atlantic stations on a 2 -valve set,

using a frame aerial only. He says that
whilst W B Z was dead weak, W G Y was
really good. W 0 R, W S A I, and W F I
were all logged with an extra L.F. valve,

but he thinks his
performance on two

A photograph of a foar-valve receiver, the construction of which was
described in a recent issue of " P. W."

ceiving, and the fact that the signals
made practice an all -overland journey,
the transmissio which were on a wave-
length of 89 metres-were quite clear and
steady.

* *
CE G.

ACHILIAN amateur who is anxious to
get in touch with British trans-
mitters for Morse tests, asks me to

give the following particulars to those
interested. His station is C E G working on
380 metres, and although using only 50
watts at present, he is shortly altering his
circuit to the same power as used by M.
Braggio (Buenos Aires), who succeeded in
getting in touch with New Zealand. Letters
arranging tests should be addressed to M.
Edniundo Guevara, Fundo Grecia, Casilla
69, Vilcun, Chile.

Range of Relay Stations.
1NE remarkable feature of International

V Radio Week, which seems to have
escaped general notice, is the perform-

ance of the British relay stations. Working
on about one -seventh of the power used at
the main stations, two of them succeeded in
crossing the Atlantic and were heard in
America. Liverpool, was logged in the
U.S.A. on Thursday, November 27th, on
a morning when only one of the main stations
-Aberdeen-was received there.

That Echo.
WITH furniture out of doors, carpets up,

and floors being cleaned, 2 L 0
appeared in the throes of spring-

cleaning recently. Enquiries elicited the
fact that this was in connection with the
studio echo, the effect of which was to be
tried when the heavy felt carpet was taken
out, leaving the cork carpet only on the floor
there. ,
An Important New Publication.

THOSE readers who subscribed to the
Wireless Encyclopedia-and many
who did not-will be interested in

the forthcoming issue of Harmsworth's
Business Encyclopedia. Just as the earlier
work covered wireless in- a comprehensive
and interesting manner, so will the Business
Encyclopedia deal with every aspect of
Business and Trade, both wholesale and
retail. Published in fortnightly parts, the
work will contain a complete Commercial
Gazetteer of the World, a Complete Guide
to Commercial Knowledge, and many other
valuable features, making it an indispensable
work of reference. The first part will be on
sale on Thursday next, price 1/3.
Tunis Tests. *

SHORT-WAVE telephony is being tested
by the French military authorities,
and the Tunis station (North Africa) is

conducting experiments in plain French and

valves must be nearly
a record.

New B.B.C. Premises.
THE past year was

one of steady
growth, and in ad-

dition to building
nearly a dozen new
relay stations, the
B.B.C. had to expand
their accommodation
in several places where
they were already
established. Glasgow,
Cardiff, and Manches-
ter moved into new
premises, whilst Lon-
don acquired addi-
tional rooms, and will
shortly be overcrowded
again with the inevit-
able expansion that is
taking place. I hear
that 5 I T and 6 B M
are both expecting
that extensions will be
necessary.

also in music. Reports of reception and
particulars will be very gladly received by
M. le lieut. Caillat, chef du service Radiotele-
graphique, Tunis. The wave -length varies
greatly, but transmissions are made on
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, at
8.45 p.m. G.M.T.

*
A Correction.

BY a very unfortunate oversight the
cartoon which appeared on page 1072
of last week's " P.W." was entitled

" Mr. Percy Pitt, Musical Director of the
B.B.C.," instead of "Mr. Percy Scholes,
Musical Critic of the B.B.C."

Fortunately, Mr. Scholes and Mr. Pitt
are both well known to " P.W." readers,
but, nevertheless, we regret that the mistake
should have occurred.

SHORT WAVES.
Mr. Clement Jeffery holds that it is as great -=

E. a crime to empty rubbish into the air as it is =
E into the street. Do the B.B.C. know this ? "

Punch."

. . It is feared that the atmosphere =
E- of the drawing -room and the mercilessness =
E of the loud speaker will not be so charitable =

to certain singers as the warmth of the audi- =
= torium and the glow of the footlight;. If =
E that is so the Broadcasting Company are -doing =
= a real work of education for which they should U
E be thanked, not criticised.-" The Electrician." a

There is undoubtedly a difficulty in separat-
ing Glasgow and Belfast-, and application has

= already been made for permission to increase =
= the wave -length of Belfast. Pending an answer =
= to this, however. 15 metres is a sufficient E--

= difference to enable a really selective set to cut
out one station in favour of another.-The
B.B.C.

E=

E I personally had the misfortune to be brought E
= up as a perfectly poisonous high-brow-I E
= mean I like Bach and things like that. I =
= can't help it. When I mix (as I do-from
E choice) in low -brow circles 1 frequently sneer E
E at Bach out of politeness, but there are very =
U few people I would rather hear ; except Leslie E
U Henson.-D. B. Wyndham -Lewis, writing in =
E the " Radio Times."

Wireless is a great invention. When you've
U heard a dog barking in Nova Zembla, a mayor =
= sneezing in Wisconsin, a seal barking in Ata- =
= huaka, a cow snoring in Bubamilaku, and a =
= shepherd stropping his jack-knife in Bata, =
-E you will realise what I mean. In no other =
= age would this have been possible. No, in no =
= other age.-" Daily Express."

For increasing the sum of human happiness =
= through the enlargement of human interests =
E there has been no agency  in our time that
= remotely approaches that of the wireless =
= broadcasting station.-Bev. R. J. Campbell, -E
= D.D. E--

THIS WEEK'S QUERY.
Why can't I cut out 2 L 0 and get other =

= stations even during his silent period ?
...11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ffill

The Latest Craze.
THE idea of tuning in to different stations

as the hour strikes, so as to hear suc-
cessive notes of Big Ben wirelessed

from all over the country, has caught on in
all parts of the British Isles. But dwellers
in South London who live close enough to
Westminster to actually hear the clock
itself have discovered another stunt which
is even more " striking." By means of a
switch and an open window it is possible
to hear the same note twice-once by wire-
less waves, and a moment later by the more
leisurely sound waves coming through the -
open window. The fast ether impulses are
able to travel through space and along wires
and to set up sounds in the loud speaker or
'phones well in advance of the air waves

ARIELwhich travel direct.
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31( -4- -4. 4.-4.4. ......
HOW TO CONSTRUCT

I A VARIOMETER TUNED VALVE SET. I

By G. N. PETERS.
Maximum efficiency at minimum cost is the keynote of this short constructional article, which explains how to

+
make a useful one -valve receiver. 1

* 4--e-

THE single valve set described in this
article was constructed with an
idea of keeping the cost at a mini-

mum, one of the main features of which

Constructional Details.
First of all mount the two pieces of 2 B.A.

rod, each about 3 in. long, on to the ebonite
panel at the top and bottom right-hand

end of the set, each in
the following manner.
Drill a fin. hole to
take the rod so that

Theoretics/ Circe /el Ord/77.

The variometer and coil actually used are shown in the photograph below.

was to dispense with that somewhat
expensive instrument-the variable con-
denser.

The general appearance of this set will
be obtained from the photographs, the
diagram of panel lay -out, and the theoretical
circuit.

in exactly the same way on the opposite
side of the panel.

Next take the two ebonite strips, each
31 in. by z in. by in., which are to support
the two moving coils. At one end of each
strip drill a fin. hole so that when required
they may be slipped on to the 2 B.A. rod.
Then mount on each strip the two coils -

Detads of Cod

Ebonite

2 B.A . Nuts.
2 e A . Mits .

Strip oi° Blass.
5,oring Washer-

, 2 3.A. Nuts.
-4----- 2 B.A. Rod,

"

Ebonite Strip for St.i,000rezizq Coil.

Two moving and one fixed coil are employed with holders as illustrated above.

it revolves freely, then place in the following
order at one end of the rod, a strip of brass
an inch long and half an inch wide, having
a hole large enough to admit the rod, a
spring washer, a flat washer and, finally, two
2 B.A. nuts clamped tight together. These
should be at the extreme end of the rod.
Now push the rod through the hole from
underneath, and from the top of the rod
thread on a flat washer and two 2 B.A.
nuts, the latter being screwed down suffi-
cient to contract the spring washer before
being locked tight together, the rod should
then turn evenly. The second rod is fixed

i.e. Nos. 5 and 6, as follows. Take one of
the strips and, with the aid of a saw and
file, taper it off to a point so that it can be
inserted into an air space of the No. 5 coil,
passing through the centre so as to support
it firmly. The No. 6 coil is then bolted
between a cardboard disc and the other eb-
onite strip by means of a small nut and bolt.

Now fix the largest of the three coils--
i.e. No. 7, on to the panel by means of a

1111111iiiiiiiiiiiiIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiiiiIIIiIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiiiiiiii ==
= COMPONENTS REQUIRED.

=_
= =
= Ebonite panel, 10 in. by 6 in. by 1 in.
= 2 Ebonite strips, 3 in. by l, in. by i in. =

== 2 Pieces of 2 B.A. rod, 3 in. long.
= 2 Strips of Brass, 1 in. by 1 in.
= 14 2 B.A. nuts. =
= 4 2 B.A. washers. -= 2 Spring washers.

=-
= 2 Ebonite knobs.
= 6 Telephone terminals. =

="2 P.O. terminals. =4 Valve sockets.
= E= 1 Rheostat. =
E 1 Grid leak (2 meg.) =-1 Grid condenser, -0003.== 1 Box, 10 in. by 6 in. by 4 in. -=== 2 Small countersunk bolts and nuts. === The coils used in the construction of this
E set were a set of seven TANDCO DUPLEX
...- COILS, the three largest of the set being E
E employed, and are referred to as Nos. 5, 6, ;.-...,

' = and 7, No. 7 being the largest.

5111111111111111111111111511111111111111101111111111111011111511111111N5

A view of the panel showing arrangement of coils. (C,ntrnacd cn page 1124.)
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A VARIOMETER TUNED ++
VALVE SET. 1

(Continued from page 1123.)
+------vw------------41
cardboard disc and a countersunk bolt
and nut, and in such a position that when
the two coils, No. 5 and 6, are mounted on
their respective rods-that is the Coil No. 5
on the rod at the back of the panel and

effect, these two leads from this coil will
need to be reversed.) The remainder of
the wiring may be followed from the dia-
gram, and is as follows : From aerial to
grid condenser, grid condenser to grid
valve socket, positive L.T. terminal to one
of the filament sockets, the other filament
socket to rheostat, and lastly positive H.T.
to the remaining 'phone terminal.

Results Obtained.
On test with 100 ft. aerial, Chelmsford

and Radiola came in at full strength over

CIA If/

Coil No. 6 on the rod in front-they may all
three be adjusted so that they lie exactly
over each other with the Coil No. 6 on the
top and Coil No. 7 at the bottom, adjust-
ment of the two moving coils being taken
up by means of two 2 B.A. nuts threaded on
to the rods above and below the support-
ing strips. )

Wiring Connections.
Now assemble on the panel the valve

sockets, rheostat, H.T., L.T., telephone,
aerial and earth terminals ; then under-
neath secure the grid condenser with the
grid leak bridged across it, after which
the wiring may be commenced.

Take one lead of the fixed Coil No. 7,
and one lead of the moving Coil No. 5 and,
having twisted each into a spiral, solder
their ends together so that these two coils
now act as a variometer ; pass the remain-
ing lead of the fixed coil down through a
small' hole in the panel and across to the
aerial terminal, then take the remaining
load of the moving coil (No. 5) and clamp
it tight between the nuts which secures
the ebonite strip supporting this coil, so
that the 2 B.A. rod acts as a conductor to
the brass strip underneath to which is
attached a lead to the negative L.T.
terminal, rheostat, and earth.

The third coil, No. 6, is the reaction,
one lead of which is passed down through
a small hole in the panel and along to the
anode valve socket ; the other lead is
clamped between the nuts securing the
ebonite strip supporting the coil so as to
make contact with the brass strip under-
neath. to which is soldered a wire connect-
ing up one of the telephone terminals.
(If, when testing, there is no reaction

a distance of about 50 miles and 175
miles respectively.

A more elaborate and wider range set
may be made if the ebonite strips are

substituted for two ebonite coil holders
having a hole drilled through their centres
between the plug and socket so as to allow
plug-in coils of various sizes to be used,
the fixed coil being secured in a coil holder
which should be set at one side flat on the
panel. However, this, of course, would
make the set more expensive to construct.

*

WHERE a dull emitter valve is run off
a single dry cell it will be found
most convenient to have another

cell as a " stand-by," and connect up the
two, via a simple change -over switch, as
shown in
the sketch.
Thus the
valve may
be quickly
changed
over from
one cell to
the other
should one
fail during ro 54r V
the recep-
tion of an interesting broadcast pro-
gramme. If the arms of the switch are left
in the " up," or midway position, the valve
is entirely cut off from either of the cells.

When purchasing a set of celluloid
or fibre card inductance formers, one
usually finds that the very small sizes
are of little use for general purposes,
and the result is that they are put

aside and forgot.
ten ; but with the
aid of a little
seccotine and a
few wooden strips
they can be made
to serve as cen-
tral hubs for
"spider" formers
of any desired
size. The idea is
clearly outlined

m the accompanying sketch.

ODD HINTS.

A great mistake is to colour formers, etc.,
with black paint or enamel, since the
ingredients contained in these act as a
conductor rather than an insulator. The
best /thing to use is a shoemaker's black
" heel -ball," which should be broken up,
melted in a small tin, and applied with a
brush in the usual way.
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H ook-ups
"

for the Experimenter.
By G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
(Technical Editor, "Popular Wireless.")

Here are further one -valve circuits, briefly described by Mr. Dowding, which the amateur will find worth tryingout.

INTERESTING SINGLE -VALVE CIRCUITS.

DROBABLY one of the most popu-
lar one - valve " hook - ups " ever
evolved is that one which is due to

Mr. E. T. Flewelling. In its simplified
form, as Fig. 1 shows, it is but a slight

more seriously -used circuit is the Reinartz,
which is very popular among experimenters
for medium short-wave reception, although
it is quite useful for the higher bands. As
will be seen from Fig. 2, a rather curious

1:4
.04111MMUI

deviation from an ordinary detector circuit
with reaction. Actually, if the -006 con-
denser be shorted and the lead from earth
to reaction be removed, it does become a
" straight " circuit, and for this reason is
popular among amateurs, as this slight
alteration allows them to get the circuit
working well in its simple form before intro-
ducing the Flewelling clement.

Flewelling and Reinartz Circuits.
This circuit when carefully assembled

and controlled is capable of excellent ranges
of reception. Generally a very high-pitched
whistle is present, and this is very hard to
eliminate. Some have found it impossible
to do so, while, curiously enough, others
have not experienced it at all. However,
in most cases this whistle is of such a
high frequency that it becomes almost
inaudible, and fails to seriously interrupt
reception.

Opinions are sharply divided in respect
of the Flewelling circuit, and it has never
been accorded a really universal reception,
partly because it is a circuit that is not
only difficult to control, but is rather erratic
in its performances, except in the hands
of the really advanced amateur.

Another very well-known and perhaps

u main

4(teatio.o.zurits,,,.
,K-Tttp.L-41,r,

system of tuning is employed. The two
coils marked A and B are wound on the
same former, which should be about 3 in.
in diameter and 21- in. long ; 26 gauge wire

should be used, and taps taken in the
manner indicated in the diagram.

The Reinartz circuit is not difficult to
handle, and although it was originally
designed as a C.W. receiver it has proved
very useful for the reception of broadcast
transmissions, but its capabilities in this
direction are not abnormal. One peculiarity
is that capacity effects do not generally
appear to be very troublesome.

When loading, it should be arranged
that about twice the inductance should
exist between points 2 and 3 as that be-
tween 1 and 2. Any type of coil can be
used for this purpose, or even two coils
connected together at point marked 2.

Cause of Controversy.
Fig. 3 is almost as well known ana

popular among readers of this journal as
either Fig. 1 or 2. It was evolved by a Mr.
H. G. Chitos, a reader of " P.W.," and has
been the cause of considerable controversy.
It has been asserted that the circuit is
merely a modification of the well-known
Colpitt's oscillator ; but as readers have
pointed out in the Correspondence columns,
this fact does not reflect upon Mr. Chitos,
who in his original letter published in
" P.W." asked for any criticism there was
to offer, although little eventuated, at least
in respect of the capabilities of his interest-
ing " hook-up."

It has proved to be an excellent circuit,
both in point of selectivity and sensitivity,
while it is said to be easy to handle and a
real " D.X." hook-up.

It will be noticed that a rather large
A.T.I. is employed. Both this and the
anode can be. basket or honeycomb coils.

(Continued on. page 1126.)

I H.T.

At:. 2.
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INTERESTING SINGLE-
VALVE CIRCUITS.

(Continued from page 1125.)

Rather extraordinary performances in
respect of this circuit have been recorded
by readers. Some have obtained better

MANNER /N WHICH CO/15 ARE WOUND.

FIG.2a.

results with no earth, others have obtained
good results with no aerial, while a few
claim to have received really distant stations
without either aerial or earth. However,
whatever peculiar " stunts " have been
accomplished with the Chitos circuit, there
appears to be but little doubt that it is well
worth trying, and presents very little
difficulty in construction or operation.

The Armstrong Circuit.
'Probably the only one -valve circuit with

which it is possible to operate a loud
speaker, using a frame aerial at a respect-
able distance from a broadcasting station,
is the Armstrong super regenerative. As
a matter of fact, this circuit is so sensitive
that it cannot be used with an ordinary

oscillator coils of the number of turns
indicated should also be provided with a
two-way coil holder.

It is sometimes necessary to vary the
values of the two fixed condensers up to as
much as -006, and as
a matter of fact it is a
real advantage to use
variable condensers
although it makes
the circuit even
more difficult to con-
trol. A " vernier "
filament rheostat
is advisab!e, while
it should be re-
membered that a
" hard " valve and
about 120-150 volts
H.T. is necessary,

It is in many ways
a very excellent cir-
cuit, but one that can

of undesired " mush." Nevertheless, it is
a circuit that all experimenters should try
out, as it provides a most interesting ex-
perience and tends to develop " tuning
touch," and to train the hands to give that

only give of its best
in the hands of the absolute expert.
One great drawback it possesses is that it
invariably proves impossible to eliminate a
very high-pitched whistle, and, in fact, this
whistle at times becomes a real nuisance
and seriously interferes with the reception
of signals. The Armstrong super, too, whilst
being an excellent volume producer is not
of much use for D.X. work, even on a large
frame aerial, as it is so sensitive by nature
that it tends to collect enormous quantities

-'0
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type of aerial. On the other hand, it is so
critical to handle that it sometimes takes an
expert a feW minutes to tune it in. A
skilful juggling with every control is
necessary.

A Chance for Experimenters.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 4. A frame

aerial with two foot sides and wound with
13 turns of 24 S.W.G. can be used. The
two coils, A and. B, should be of the plug-in
type, a two-way coil holder being used ;
75 and 50 turns respectively is somewhere
around the required value. The two large

little extra on the condenser necessary to com-
pensate for hand capacity and body effects.

It is a fact that with experience an
Armstrong super can be tuned in so closely
that the entrance of another person into
the room will suffice, with the upsetting of
the carefully balanced circuit, to cause it to
emit nothing but " howls," and when an
Armstrong super regenerative howls it
provides an education in itself of the " noise
possibilities " of one valve when so used.

No s
Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Novel Crystal Detector.
TWO interesting novelties

in the way of crystal
detectors have come

to my notice during the past
few days. One is a crystal
enclosed in a tiny glass
capsule containing liquid-
presumably spirit-and the
other is an experimental
device, very similar, sent to
me by " Regular Reader."

Preventing Contamination.
The first device is, I be-

lieve; to be put on the
market very soon, if, in-
deed, it is not already offered
for sale, The little glass
capsule is about half -an -inch
high and about a quarter -

of -an -inch in diameter ; it is dome -
shaped and is secured at its lower end into
a little ebonite base, about the size of
a halfpenny, making it easily attachable
to a panel or baseboard. Terminals are
provided, and these connect with two
blunt -end electrodes, which just project
within the glass capsule, vertically upwards.
A third wire is provided, and the crystal
fragment, which is quite free in the
liquid in the capsule, normally falls to
rest upon these three vertical points.
One of these, as I have said, is a blank,
electrically, although it is necessary for

mechanical reasons, as the crystal obviously
could not rest merely on two points.

Miniature Valve.
The whole arrangement looks for all the

world like a tiny valve, and is very neat and
attractive in appearance.

It will be clear that when the crystal rests
upon the two electrodes, we have the
ordinary conditions, for crystal detection.
Moreover, since the crystal and contacts are
totally enclosed in the liquid, there is
practically no possibility of contamination
bydirt or grease.

An Interesting Point.
But what interested me most about this

little device was not its neat appearance,
nor yet its freedom from interference by
dirt, etc. The point that struck me was
rather a theoretical one, and one that has
apparently an important bearing on the
general theory of crystal detection.

Action of the Rectifier.
The action of the crystal rectifier is still

very imperfectly understood, although many
ingenious theories have been brought
forward from time to time to account for it.
At any rate, it is evident that one of the
contacts, say the cats -whisker, assumes a
positive potential, and the other a negative
potential. Now, if there is only one point

(Continual on page 1171.)
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BEAM WIRELESS.
A Radical Change in Radio Communication.

MR. MARCONI'S LECTURE.
The following is an abridged report of a lecture of interest to all amateurs given recently by Mr. Marconi before the Royal

Society of Arts.

ON Thursday, December 11th, Senatore
Guglielmo Marconi, G.C.V.O., LLD.,
D.Sc., Chairman of the Council of the

Royal Society of Arts, delivered the in-
augural address for the present session, and
chose for his subject a topic that is of great
interest to readers of POPULAR Wiam,rss,
as well as the general public, following the
recent developments in wireless research.

Senatore Marconi prefaced his remarks
by explaining the difficulty he had in know-
ing just where to begin and where to finish
an address dealing with so wide a subject,
and decided to omit any specialised com-
ments on the past achievements in Radio-
telegraphy and Radiotelephony, and to deal
'with some of the difficulties with which the
new art has to contend. " In my belief,"
said Senatore Marconi, " the whole theory
and practice of long distance wireless com-
munications is just now undergoing a most
important and somewhat radical change, and
this, to my mind, only goes to prove that it
is dependent upon phenonema in regard to
which our understanding, to say the least,
has been to a very large degree incomplete."

Mr. 'Marconi's First Experiments.
The subject is certainly very fascinating

for many reasons, but also perhaps because
electric waves are so far the only force which
can be controlled by man capable of being
transmitted and detected over very great
distances without the aid of any artificial
conductor.

Neither the strongest conceivable light,
nor the strongest fog -horn, hooter, syren or
loud speaker imaginable, or the explosion
of all the explosives in Woolwich Arsenal,
could possibly be seen or heard in America
or Australia, and the lecturer explained
that the reason why wireless waves will
travel so far was to be found in various
theories.

A few years after Senatore Marconi's first
experiments of Radio transmission across
the Atlantic Ocean, the late Lord Rayleigh
stated in a paper read before the Royal
Society that the results obtained showed
that the refraction or bending of the waves
along the curvature of the earth was very
much greater than what could have been
expected by calculation.

The Heaviside Layer.
The hypothesis which is now most gener-

ally accepted is that the waves are reflected
by what is called the Heaviside Layer,
which is supposed to be a conducting layer
of rarefied and ionised gases, constituting a
kind of shell concentric to the surface of the
earth and capable of reflecting electric
waves. This would go to constitute elec-
trically a kind of curved ceiling, resulting in
the electric waves becoming enclosed be-
tween two concentric surfaces from which
they cannot escape.

Had there been an opportunity for dis-
cussion one would have wished to have
asked how in view of this theory there
would be any possible hopes of, communica-
ting with Mars, as so many experimenters
endeavoured to do when the planet ap-
proached the earth this year.

Dust From The Sun.
Another theory mentioned' was that

propounded by Professor J. A. Fleming,
who stated that the waves are reflected by
a more or less sharply defined conducting

LANDING °VTR THE NEW LANDING LIGHTS

upper layer of the atmosphere containing
highly ionised. dust flung off by light
pressure from -the sun.

A further explanation was suggested by
Dr. W. H. Eccles- in 1912. He referred to
mathematical calculations which showed
that an ionised rarefied atmosphere is
capable of increasing the speed of electric
waves, so that if ionisation increases from
the ground upwards, the top of the waves
should travel faster than the foot, and in

(Continued on page 1128.)

WIRELESS
DIRECTION
FINDING
APPARATUS

Showing how wireless direction -finding apparatus is used to check the positions of aeroplanes dining
Hight. Information respecting lauding lights, etc., can also be conveyed by radio to the machines.
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BEAM WIRELESS.
(Continued from page 1127.)

due course should actually lean forward,
thereby following the curvature of the earth.

" Nevertheless," explained Senatore
Marconi, " these theories and hypotheses,
together with others not referred to, have
never satisfactorily explained why waves of
a certain length will cover great distances
by daylight, whilst others will only cover.
similar ranges at night."

A Considerable Difference.
It was during the year 1902 that Senatore

Marconi, when conducting tests between
the wireless station at Poldhu in Cornwall
and a ship in the North Atlantic, that the
effects of daylight were noticed on the pro-
pagation of waves of about 2,000 metres in
length over long distances. At that time
during the night it was possible to receive
signals up to a distance of 2,000 miles, but
during the day reception was uncertain at
a distance of 70(1 miles.

It was subsequently discovered that.
longer electric waves, of the order of 10,000
metres or more, would on the average work
as well by day as by night between England,
America and other places, and it was now
universally accepted that short waves,
whilst often giving extraordinarily long
ranges by night, are incapable of being
made to cover long distances during day-
light.

As an example of this argument Senatore
Marconi stated that for a period of about
eight years from 1901, the Marconi Com-
pany had installed on a considerable number
of ships a system of spark transmitters
utilising waves of only 120 metres in length,
which was referred to as the " Tune A "
transmitter. This system, though only
utilising a very small amount of energy,
was capable of regularly communicating
over a distance of 100 miles during daytime,
but at night, often exceeded 1,000 miles,
although a comparatively insensitive type
of receiver wa(s employed.

A Regrettable Fact.
After mentioning the advantages of

beam transmission, Senatore Marconi re-
called the first experiments with this system,
which were carried out as far back as twenty-
eight years ago, when it was demonstrated
to the late Sir William Preece, then Engineer -
in -Chief to the Post Office, that transmission
and reception of intelligible signals was
possible over a distance of 1 miles, by
means of an elementary beam system em-
ploying very short waves and reflectors,
whilst curiously enough, it was only possible
to get good results over a distance of half a
mile 'by means of the elevated wire or
antenna system, utilising much longer
waves.

Progress was subsequently made with
the non -directional long -wave system, and
the results were so rapid that it soon became,
as it still remains, what might be called the
standard system.

" I- feel it is regrettable," continued the
lecturer, " that the study of short waves
was neglected for a period of years, for
these waves, which so far are the only
ones that can be confined to narrow beams,
are also capable of being employed by the
lower frequency system, which up to now

has held the field for long distance communi-
cation."

Most people may now agree that wireless
waves are far too valuable to be always
broadcast in all - directions, especially
when it is desired to communicate only
with one particular place, and Senatore
Marconi went on to say that he did not
understand why messages intended for
Canada or South Africa should be scattered
all over the world, not to speak of practically
all seas and oceans. He agreed as to the

< utility of non -directional stations for naval
and marine purposes and for broadcasting,
but for ordinary efficient communication
between fixed places, or between one
country and another, he thought the right
and logical thing to do, if possible, both
from the point of view of secrecy and
economy, is to concentrate all the radiated
energy into a beam directed towards the
place or country with which it is desired to
communicate.

A " P.M." Combination Set built by Mr. E. Cooper,
Wimbledon, S.W. 19.

Describing the tests carried out on his
yacht " Elettra " in the spring and summer
of 1923, Senatore Marconi was able to dis-
cover that the short wave then being used
could not only cover great distances by day,
and much greater distances by night, but
that it was also quite reliable, and that,
moreover, large parts- of continents and
ranges of mountains did not materially re-
duce their working distances.

A series of tests was for the first time
carried out with short waves over what
might be termed world-wide distances
during the winter, spring, arid summer of
this year, between Poldhu and receiving
stations situated on ships at sea and also
at such places as Montreal, New York,
Rio de. Janiero, Buenos Ayres, and Sydney,
New South Wales.

All these tests proved to be successful, including the
first telephonic communication with Australia ever
realised, although the amount of power utilised at the
sending station never exceeded 20 kilowatts. Very
strong signals were obtained at all these places during
the hours when darkness extended over the whole
distance separating each of them from Poldhu, and
weaker signals for a few hours when the sun was
above the horizon at either end, the intensity of the
signals varying inversely in proportion to the mean
altitude of the sun when above the horizon.

While this limitation of the period of working to
practically hours of darkness constituted an un-
doubted disadvantage, still, economical advantages,
together with the reliability of working this system
at far greater speeds than would have been feasible

of 19, Florence Road,

with the well-known high-powered long -wave in-
stallations, were conclusive in proving that the short-
wave beam system would be capable of transmitting
a far greater number of words per 24 hours between
England and far -distant countries, such as Australia,
than would be possible by the comparatively powerful,
cumbersome, and expensive stations actually in use,
or which were planned to be used, for Imperial com-
mercial communications.

It was a matter of satisfaction to Senatore Marconi
to be able to state that the stations intended for this
purpose in England which are now being erected
under contract with the Post Office, and others to be
installed in the principal Dominions and far -distant
countries, will all be on the beam system.

By means of a further series of tests it was dis-
covered that the daylight range of practical com-
munication over long distances increased very rapidly
as the wave -length was reduced, the 32 -metre wavo
being found particularly effective. Comparative
tests on different wave -lengths were carried out for a
period of over two months in a variety of places, and
all observations went to confirm that for waves
between 100 metres and 32 metres the daylight
absorption decreased very rapidly with the shortening
wave -length.- During a complete day transmission
at fixed intervals carried out last October with
Sydney, New South Wales, that station received the
Poldhu signals for 23-1 hours out of the 24, and a
48 -hour test concluded the day before this lecture
fully confirmed the result.
The results obtained with the beam transmission have

fully confirmed all expecta-
tions in regard to the be-
haviour of various wave-
lengths over great distances,
and the low cost of the sys-
tem in both capital and
running expenses, compared
with that of the existing
type, should bring about the

 possibility of a reduction in
telegraph rates for all long-
distfince communication, be-
sides making direct com-
munication with some of the
smaller outposts of the Em-
pire commercially remuner-
ative.
How Amateurs Help.

Already the size and
power of some of the most
modern long -wave stations
is becoming a serious ques-
tion from a financial point
of view. The newly equipped
station at Ayres.
for example, which was
primarily designed- for com-
munication with Europe
over a distance of about
6,000 miles, employs 800
kilowatts, and has an aerial
supported by 10 towers
each 680 ft. high. This
station usually works on
wave -lengths of about 12,00e
metres.

Another example is the
British Post Office station

being erected near Rugby,' which, when completed,
will employ 1,000 kilowatts and an aerial supported
by 16 towers each 820 ft. high, and a station to be
erected in the Union of South Africa is designed on
w similarly gigantic scale.

Whilst, explained Senatore Marconi, we have, or
believe we have, all the necessary data for the
generation, radiation, and reception of electrical
waves, as at present utilised for long-distance
communication, we are still far from possessing any-
thing approaching an exact knowledge of the con-
ditions governing the propagation of these Waves
through space. If we had, we might possibly have
known before this that a wave about 30 metres long,
utilising only 9 kilowatts in an aerial, could travel
successfully to South America and Australia. during

 daylight, and there reproduce easily decipherable
signals.

According to the latest experiences in operating
the beam system, the use of reflectors diminishes
fading, and also tends to overcome its effects by
enormously increasing the strength and therefore the
margin of readability of the received signals. In-
creasingly large and expensive reflectors could, of
course, be used with longer wave -lengths, but the
results of all recent tests seem to indicate that the
shorter waves present the greatest advantages, one
of the most important being that their reception is
very much less liable to interference by the effects of
atmospheric electrical disturbances.

During the lecture some very encouraging remarks
were offered concerning the work Of anititeurs. The
results obtained by amateurs have often been of
great value in helping experts to come to a somewhat
better understanding of the phenomena involved,
and the audience was reminded that amateurs have
recently been able to carry out two-way communica-
tion with New Zealand for brief periods.

At the conchision of the lecture a hearty vote of
thanks was proposed by Mr. A. Campbell Swinton,
F.R.S., who happened to be the gentleman who years
ago introduced Senatore Marconi to the late Sir
William Preece. The motion was seconded by Sir
Archibald Denny.
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Grandpas Choice

Grandpa now neglects his evening paper-a surprising fact,

because with him it was almost a fetish. Someone brought

home Brandes and the clarity with which he gets the broadcast

programme, the melodious tones ensured by their Matched Tone

feature, claim his fervid interest. There he sits, with a finger

in the bowl of a half-filled and forgotten pipe, oblivious to our.

entreaties.

As soon as we are able to penetrate his intense interest, perhaps

he will adjust the Table -Talker and the full, rich tones will fill

the room. Matched Tone serves us all. Ask your Dealer for
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Matched me
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AERIAL WIRE. - 7122 Stranded Copper,
100 ft., 1/11; 7/22 Stranded Copper, per
50 ft., 1/-; " Electron" Aerial Wire, per 100 ft.,
1 / 8.ACCUMULATORS.-Fuller's 2 volt 40 amp., in
Ebonite, 9/6; 2 volt 60,.11/9; 4 volt 40, 18/6;
4 volt 60, 22/6; 6 volt 20, 2716; 6 volt 60 33/9.

BRASS RODS.-Screwed 2 B.A., 12 tie lengths,
21d.; Screwed 4 B.A., 12 in. lengths, 2In.

BRASS ROD, SQUARE.-Cut any length, per
12 in., 3d.
BASE BOARDS. -6 in. by 6 in., 9d.; 9 in. by

6 in. 1/-.
BUZZERS for testing, 2/-.
BUSHES for Condensers and Variometers.-Con.

denser top bush, ltd.; Condenser bottom bush,
ltd.; Variorneter, screwed. bush, 2.1d.
BELL WIRE.-Single. 2 yds., ltd.; double.

1 yd., ltd.
BOXES.-All sizes stocked or made to order.
CATWHISKERS.-Silver, ld., Gold, 2d.; Spear -

point (Silver), 2d.; Gold Whiskers in tubes 5d.;
Experimenter's Envelopes of 4 & 5 Whiskers, 3d.

CONNECTORS (Brass), useful for many jobs,ltd.
COIL HOLDERS.-Single, 9d. to 2/6; 2 -way,3/-; 3/6, 3/8, 4/-, 4/6, 5/6; 3 -way, 4/-, 4/6,

5/-, 5/8. Cam Vernier, 2 Coil Holders, 5/6; Polar
Cam Vernier, 6/-; Coil Plugs for attaching Basket
Coil to Plug into ordinary 2 or '3 Coil Holder, 7d.
1/, 1/3; Coil Plugs for making own Coils, Plain
Flat Type, 7d.; Wedge Type, 9d., 10d., and 1/-;
Fitted with Ebonite Wings, 1/3.

COILS.-Duplex Waxless Coils, per set of 5, 2/6;
Duplex Coil, wound to 1,600 metres for Chelmsford,
2 j ; Tapped Coils, d.c.c., 20 Tappings, 1/11;
Enamel Wound Coils, 6 by 2f, 1/4; O'Keefe, Burn.
dept and Igranic Coils always in stock.

Mail orders dispatched same day.Please send ample postage. Excess willbe returned.

=Hello! Hello!! "Uncle Tom" Calling=
"Uncle Tom," Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling
" Uncle Tom," of PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD.

The Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the North and the only Firm in Great Britain with actual Broadcasting Experience
DIAPHRAGMS, 2d. and 3d. HIGH FREQUENCY PLUG-IN TRANS -
DIALS, 1/,
DIALS AND KNOBS, 1/3.

FORMERS.-All wave -lengths Irons 150 to 8,000
metres, prices from 3/9 to 5/6; Leslie McMichael

EAR CAPS for all makes of 'Phones, 6d. to 1/9. H.F. Transformaststd,00 to 600 metres, 10/-; 1,000
EMPIRE TAPE, per yd., Id. to 3,000 metres, ...ui-.
EARTH CLIPS, 41d. to 6d. INSULATORS.-Large Reel, Id.; Small Reel,EBONITE.-Cut to any size, t to I in., per lb..

3/6. Id.; Egg Type, ld.; Shell Type, id.; Hook (tor
indoor use), ld.EBONITE TUBE.-All sizes stocked.

FILAMENT- RHEOSTATS.- Velvet Perfecta, CONDENSERS.-Fixed, All Capacities, 001 to
1/6; Microstat, 2/9; Taranto (Min Vernier), /

003 and 0001 to -0005, 8d.; " Edison Bell " Fixed
Igraine (Plain), 4/6; Lixienstat Minor. 3/6; LiLeGn!. Condensers, All Capacities, 002 to 006, S,/-; M1

2/6.
06 Valves. Capacities, 001 to 0005, 1/3; ''Dubilier' Fixed

Condensers, 001 to 006, 3 /-; 0001 to 0005,stat Major, 7/6; 30 ohm Special for
" mmisbridge " Condensers, 006, 2/6; -25,FORMERS.-Cardboard, very stout, from 2 in. to 2/6

4 in. diameter, ld. to 4d. 2; 5, 3/3; 1 mf 3/6; 2 mt, 4.
FORMERS, VARIOMETERS, in Place Com- CONDENSERS (Variable).-" Ormond," 001

position, per pair. 3d. 8/-; .00075, 7/-; -0005, 6/-; 0003, 5/6; 0002,
FLEX.-For 'Phone Cords, '11.T. Leads to Mane 5/-, 0001, 4/- "Vernier," 4/-; Condensers, with

other jobs, per yd.. 2d.; Red and Black Twisted, ' Vernier," 001,9/6; 0005, 7/6; 0003, 71,
per yd., 2d.; Silk Covered, per yd., ltd, Also all Square Law stocked.

GRID LEAKS.-" Dubilier " 2 meg., 2/6;
;ids,aen;./..yariahle 216; '. Watmel," 216; "Bret- CONTACT STUDS. -5d. per doz. complete with

nuts and washers; Nickel, per doz., 1)3.,
HYDROMETERS (ACID TESTERS), 5/6. CONTACT STOPS.-TwO for ltd., complete
HEADPHONE CORDS, 1/6 and 2/3. with nut and washer.
HIGH TENSION BATTERIES.-" Phoenix,'

1V.A.L., S.D.H 15 volts 2/9 30 volts, 5/6; 36 CRYSTALS.-Small Box Hertzite, 9d.; Large
volts, 6/6; 60 volts, 10/6; 90 volts, 16/6. Box Hertzite, 1/-; Midite, 1/-; Tungstalite (Blue

Label), 1 /6; Gecosite, 1 / 3; Carborundtan, 4d.;
Milian, 6d.; gineite, 9d.-; Crystal Cups, patent
screw tops. 21d.; 3 screw tops, ltd.Valves and High Tension Batteries

sent through post at purchaser's
risk only and are not returnable.

Price Lists Free.
Business Hours - - - 9 to 8 daily.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRYSTAL SETS.-Excellent results are being
obtained on these Sets, which are all guaranteed.
Slope Panel, 12/6; "Hawker's" Mark III Sot,
Maker's Price, 21/-; Our Price, 17/6; "Service
Set," splendid value, 30/-, with Variorneter, Tuning
Plug, 1.600 Metre Station.

All Mail Orders to be sent to Head Officeand Stores:
GALLOWGATE, NEWCASTLEON-TYNE.

" UNCLE TOM " PAYNE & HORNSBY, Ltd., Gallowgate, Newcastle -on -Tyne
Telephone: 3804 CENTRAL Call %i-ns : 6 I R, 6 K W.

10, QUEEN- 'VICTORIA. STREET, LEEDS. Phone : 22267 Leeds.
66, Camden Street, North Shields. Russell Street, & Ocean Road, South Shields. Roker Avenue, Sunderland.
G I>BSOitv'S ESL. X.I.ia S., CASTLE S'X'.., 33 lE I.AF irt 1 . .S. 4, Sa`Coliiii E'lt" ...R9C , 24 Cyr I" X Pil ia X -X kri 1V1.
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 UNITEX AERIAL
Patent

ENQUIRIES.Price 8/6 WHOLESALE
Applied For.

A REVELATION IN EFFICIENCY
EXPERTS SAY " NONE BETTER."

 HAVE YOU TRIED ONE ?
E- This invention is woven and interwoven of a plurality of fine

wires to give maximum efficiency.

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST PRODUCED
If your dealer has none in stock send 91., including post, to the makets :

MAFIELD MANUFACTURING CO.,
=7: Springfield Mills, Sandiacre, Nr. NOTTINGHAM.

sisonNosnleonlogrannessomonewAsanosewsratisokowN

GRID LEAK
5 to 5 megohms 2/6

ANODE
RESISTANCE

5o,000 to zoo,000
ohms 3/0.

Suitable for ANY '

Circuit.

Clektilk4
VARIABLE GRID LEAK

(Patent No. 206098)

Continuously Variable.
Silent in operation.
Constant in any tem-
perature.

Dust and Damp Proof.
Each tested and guar-
anteed.
Neat and Well made.

SEND P.C. FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER.

THE WATMEL WIRELESS Co.,
332a, Goswell Road,

LONDON, E.C. 1
Tel. 7990 Clerkenwell.

-iimarvoinosatweepenomnbeemooevasoetiensarolowom

ALL communications re-
specting advertising

must be made to the
SOLE

ADVERTISEMENT
AGENTS-

JOHN H. LILE
LTD.

4 Ludgate Circus
London, E.C.4.

Note New Telephone No.
1080 Central.

"POPULAR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT RATES
WHOLE PACE £40 : 0 : 0 I

HALF PAGE £20: 0 : 0 I
Narrow Column Advts. (3
Minimum Space accepted

SPECIAL POSITIONS BY
ARRANGEMENT. NO SERIES
DISCOUNTS, ALL ADVER-
TISEMENT COPY SUBJECT
TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL.

QUARTER PACE £10:0: 0
EIGHTH PAGE E5 : 0: 0
cols. to page) per inch 30/-

- - half inch 15/ -
Cover pages close for press
11 days prior to day of issue.
Inside pages close for press
9 days prior to day of issue.

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN 'HAND AT
LEAST 3 DAYS EARLIER TO ENSURE PROOFS.

"POPULAR
WIRELESS"
H AS THE
L ARGEST
SALE OF ANY
WIRELESS
WEEKLY IN

GREAT ::
B RITAIN.
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THE LONG -LIFE BATTERY

MADE IN THE
LARGEST BATTERY WORKS

IN THE BRITISH EMPIRE.

H.T. Battery, Type BK
24 Volts.

Showrooms and Depots :

LONDON:
219-229, Shatesburu

Avenue, U'.C.2

BIRMINGHAM :
58, Dale End.

Cracklings, atmospherics, and other
interruptions can be eliminated
by using Exide Accumulators
instead of Dry Batteries for High
Tension supply.

EVIDENCE
Mr. H. Bacon, Sutton Scarsda'e,

Chesterfield, who in 1923 received a compete
programme from W G Y, writes :-
" I have tested with Dry Batteries but there is
not the clearness or sharp tuning I can get with
your batteries."

Mr. E. C. Davies, who listened -in to
the Firpo-Wills fight, says :-
" H.T. must be absolutely silent, and lengthy
experiments have led me to the conclusion that
up to now you make the only battery that is of
the least use for this work."

Type BK in Units of 24 Volts cost 1'- a volt
Types AYG and RG1 cost: -

32 Volts 48 Volts 60 Volt-

RG1 £4 10 0 £6 10 0 £8 0 0

AYG £5 10 0 £8 0 0 £9 15 0

H.T. Battery, Type 30 AYG I
60 Volts.

Manufactured by

,QTijintib ELECTRICAL STORAGE

COMPANY LIMITED.

at CLIFTON JUNCTION, near MANCHESTER

H.T. Battery
Type RG I

60 Volts.

Showrooms and Depots :
BRISTOL

22. Vicky ia Street

MANCHESTER :
1, Bridge Street.
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The Microstat &mums freedom
from moises !

MANY of the " noises " you get are not
atmospherics but faults in your filament
resistance.

The Microstat is a carbon resistance absolutely
silent in operation, eliminating the" jumping
noise so prevalent with ordinary wire
resistances. It is undoubtedly the finest

FILAMENT

WATES BROS., LTD
'Phone : Gerrard 575-6. Grams : Zywateseng, Westccnt.

form of filament control procurable. Perfect
micrometer adjustment is obtained from zero to
100 ohms, so that any type of valve can be used
without any alteration to wiring. A special
spring prevents any possibility of packing.

One hole fixing, with four pips to
grip under panel.

PRICE 2/9 Complete

STAT
aJlial111,» ))

IP* i

I

RESISTANCE

HEAD OFFICE :
12, 13, 14, Gt. Queen Street, Kingsway, W.C.2
WORKS :
London, Birmingham and Westeliff

cia.ter,
TWO, THREE and FOUR VALVE

WIRELESS RECEIVERS
PANELS ONLY COMPLETE SETS

Two Valve .. £12 0 0 Two Valve .. £17 10 0
Three Valve.. £15 17 6 Three Valve.. £22 5 0
Four Valve .. £20 5 0 Four Valve - £27 5 0

FOR purity of tone coupled with volume
they are a revelation and must be

seen and heard to be fully appreciated.
A PAYMENT DOWN OF ONLY £2 10 0 will secure
the finest 2 -Valve Receiver, completely equipped,
regardless of cost, balance payable in convenient
monthly instalments. 4 -Valve Cabinets from 30 Una..
De luxe model, as illustrated, 50 Gas.

Demonstrations daily and particulars from the
London Distributors:

H. TAYLOR &Co., Ltd., 49'53, Sussex Place.
South Kensington, S.W.7.

Phones : Kensington 9558/9 and 5513.

YOUR HEADPHONES AS LOUD SPEAKERS!
The terrific volume of the P.P.V.2.-the simple -super circuit a child
can build-enables you to dispense with your loud speaker. Just hang
the headphones on the wall. They can be HEARD IN THE STREET.

THE LOUDEST SET IT IS POSSIBLE TO BUILD.
4,000 MILES RANGE.

PARIS, MADRID, BERLIN, and ROME ANYWHEN.
AMERICA EVERY NIGHT.

No H.F. :: No Crystal. :: No Complications.
80,000 sets now working. Thousands of testimonials
have been received from delighted amateurs.

SEND 2/ for RADIO -PLAN. No. 1 which tells and shows you just what
to do to build this wireless wonder.

OUR HELP IS FREE TILL YOU ARE SATISFIED.
PRESS EXCLUSIVES, Wireless Publishers,

2, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London. E.C.4.

o remind you
that for 7/6 you can buy this

splendid " Brownie " Wireless Re-
ceiver and enjoy a concert in your
own home every evening during 1925.
Excellent results are obtained at a
distance of 25-30 miles from a broad-
casting station or, with loading coil
attached, up to 120 miles from Chelms-
ford. Complete with solid moulded
Ebonite cap, high grade nickel fittings,
glass protected Detector, D.L.5
Crystal and " Fallmadium "
Catwhisker . 7/6

Chelmsford Coil, 1/6.

An attractively finished Ebonite Base
can also be obtained, 1/6.

Two large piece;
of crystal and the
essential " Pallma-
dium " Catwhisker
carefully packed
in dust -proof ej -case .. .1
From ntost Dealers

or direct.

y.

Now for a word about the D.L.5 Crystal-the
exc Bent " Brownie " Rectifier. Possessing a
rare sensitivity and stability, it is constantly
creating reception records. Get sonic to -day
and 'enjoy crystal reception at its best,

THE J. W. B. WIRELESS CO.,
310A/ 312A, EUSTON ROAD. N.W.1.

(Facing Warren Street Tube Station).
Telephones Museum 3747.

XDS.
CirTSbririALI

and
Pallmadium" Cat whisker
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A SUPER -SELECTIVE CIRCUIT.
By L. W. CORBETT.

Details of a new and very popular American -super -selective circuit have been sent to " P.W." by a former member
staff. This circuit will be dealt with in two articles, the first of which appears below.

HE circuit which I am about to describe
1- is of American origin, and was de-

signed by Paul McGinnis, Radio
Editor of the " New York Evening Journal,"
in which paper full particulars appeared,
and by J. F. J. Maher, assistant Editor of
the same paper, and gold medals have been

of the
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loud -speaker signals were. received from
California with this circuit and a two -stage
amplifier added-a distance of 3,500 miles-
with perfect clarity, and also from_ station
P W X in Cuba, and so I suggest this as an
ideal receiver for transatlantic work beyond
the advantage of its super selectivity. It
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awarded to them for the originality and
excellence of design of the circuit.

Sometimes in New York there are seven 
or eight high -power stations broadcasting
simultaneously, and selectivity is the main
requirement of a good receiver. The ordi-
nary wave -trap, composed of an inductance
with a condenser across it placed between
the aerial and aerial terminal of one's set,
is practically useless under the prevailing
conditions in New York, and when such
stations as W J Z, W J Y, W E A F,
W N Y C, W 0 R, and WAHG are all
on at once, all situated in an area of two
or three square miles and all within a band
of 250 or so metres, the average American
amateur has become accustomed to putting
up with such items as " How to Plant
Potatoes" by Mr. X. (W E A F), liccom-
panied by the Greenwich Village Inn Dance
Orchestra (W J Z) playing a fox trot " It
Had to be You," and suchlike. So, prompt-
ed by the desire to overcome this state of
affairs, these two young inventors set out
to design a circuit of super -selectivity and
yet one that would be as easy to handle
and give equal, or better, results than the
conventional single valve receiver. And
this they have accomplished after a great
dell of experiment.

Useful for " DX " Work.
With this circuit it should be possible to

cut out a station within a couple of hundred
yards or so, and receive other stations on
a wave -length only differing by ten or so
metres from the unwanted station. And
as regards volume and clarity of signal
strength, it is even better than the ordinary
regenerative single valve receiver. In fact,

has been designed essentially for broadcast
reception, and only two variable condensers
are included in the circuit, so it should not
present undue difficulties in the tuning.

Important Points.
As it will be seen, the signal from the

aerial passes through an untuned primary
coil and is filtered from other signals by
two intermediate
or linking coils
before it reaches
the secondary.
Two features of the
" Filter Tuner,"
giving it a unique
place in wireless,
are the arrange-
ments for reducing
the resistance of
the linking circuit
and for controlling
the current used
for the purpose.

The increased
selectivity without
loss of volume is
accomplished by
the inclusion of one of the linking coils in
the plate circuit.

The first thing to do is to wind the coils
and bear in mind that only the best material
must be used throughout, and the instruc-
tions must be followed closely, for the
slightest deviation may be the cause of that
everlasting complaint-" won't work."

The coils are wound on two cardboard,
or preferably ebonite, formers, both three
inches in diameter. The tube for the
primary and first filter coil is four inches

in length, while that for the second filter
coil and secondary coil is six inches long.
Double cotton covered (don't deviate from
this, for it is important) .No. 20 (twenty)
gauge wire is used throughout for the coils.
Both filter coils have forty turns each, while
the primary coil has twenty-five turns and
the secondary sixty turns. The two formers
should be mounted at right angles to each
other.

This is to prevent inductive transfer
direct from the primary to the secondary, as
this would of course greatly impair the
selectivity. I am not going into the matter
of the lay -out, and as long as the usual
care is taken with the spacing of the wiring,
etc., there should be no snags in this direc-
tion. The pictorial diagram will give a
general idea of how the two cardboard or
ebonite formers should be placed.

What the Resistance Does.
The space between the two windings on

each coil should be about a quarter of an
inch, and the windings should be in the
same direction.

Connected in series with the terminals
of the filter coils are a variable condenser
with veinier attachment, and a fixed con-
denser. The variable has a capacity of
-0005 mid., and the fixed condenser .0001
mfd. capacity.

When wiring up be sure to wire the inner
end of the second filter coil to the 'phone
terminal and see that the outer end connects
to the plate leg of the valve. A variable
resistance of ten thousand to one hundred
thousand ohms is also connected across
this second filter coil, as the diagram shows.
The maximum figure for this resistance is
not very critical, and one of a few thousand

25
twos

Theoretical Diagram of F//ter Tuner

ohms less than one hundred thousand ohm,
will be O.K. ; but as this instrument plays
such an important part in the working of
the receiver it should be thoroughly reliable,
and no expense should be spared in its
purchase. This resistance is utilised to
control the strength of the magnetic field
produced by the. second filter coil, which,
in turn, affects the entire filter circuit and
controlS, to a certain extent, regeneration
and voldme.

v',,ntinued on page 1134.)
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MOUNTING BASKET COILS.
By OSWALD J. RANKIN.
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THE accompanying sketches illustrate
yet another method of mounting
basket coils, and particularly those

of the commercial variety having well -
spaced windings. A block of good dry hard-
wood, about 2 in. by 11 in. by 1 in. is shaped
as shown in Fig. 1, the upper portion being

oval in section and tapered off towards
the top so that it fits tightly into one of the
coil spacings as shown on the right. A
small hole is drilled in the top of the tapered
portion, the block then being secured to a
small baseboard and provided with two
wood -screw terminals. The coil is pushed -

tightly over the tapered plug, and:finaly
secured to same with a small ebonite washer..,
and wood screw which, by means of a screw-
driver having a long thin shank, is screwed
down into the small hole in the top of
the plug. The ends of the coil winding
are secured under the shoulders of the -

terminals.

Making a Coil -Holder.
Fig. 2 shows the method of constructing ,

a two or three -coil holder on the above prin-
ciple. In this case the small baseboard: is

dispensed with, and two round -headed
brass screws are fitted in the place of the
terminals, the ends of the coil winding
being secured under the heads of same:
The socket " consists of two spring brass

clips, these being bunched to receive the
screw -heads" and attached as shoWn to an
upright wooden
support of two
wood -screw ter-
minals.

Fig. 3 shows
how the idea
may be adopted
to the standard
ebonite coil plug
and socket, the
wooden block
being secured
to the ebonite
plug by means
of two brass
strips, and the
ends of the coil
winding , being
soldered to
same, or secured
under the heads
of two -upper
screws.

/, 4

A SELF-CONTAINED
- - TAPPED COIL.

FoLLowING
is a description of a little

idea which should appeal to all ama-
teur constructors and experimenters.

Instead of. mounting a tapped coil in the
usual cabinet and joining the tappings to the
studs of a multiple switch, the tappings are

,

connected to a series of ordinary valve sockets
which are clamped to the side of the former in
the manner shown in the sectional portion of
the accompanying sketch. This operation is
very easily carried out ; the wire is bared at
the desired tapping point, and at this point a
hole is pierced or drilled through the side of
the former. The shank of the valve socket is
then pushed through the hole and at the same
time the bared portion of the wire is looped
once round the shank, the socket then being
firmly clamped to the former and the wind-
ing continued. The beginning and end of the
winding are also connected to sockets, and
as in the case of the ordinary tapped coil, the
tappings should be slightly staggered.

A Useful Size.
An ebonite or fibre disc which is drilled through

the centre to take a long wood screw, and fitted with
two terminals, forms the top coil support or" panel,"
this being screwed down to the top of a wooden pillar
which is very firmly attached to the small wooden
baseboard. The two wander -plugs are connected, via
flexible leads, to the terminals as shown, the leads
being passed through holes provided in the sides of
the former. The number of turns between each socket
and the number of sockets employed will, of course,
depend on individual requirements. A useful size of
coil for experimental purposes may consist of 100
turns of No. 24 D.C.C. wire wound on a 34 -inch
diameter former and tapped off at the 25th, 50th,
75th, and 100th turns.

.+-...-...-.,-.-.--.L.--.-.-.-,+
- A SUPER- - 4

SELECTIVE CIRCUIT. 1-
(Continued front page 1133.)
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The -size of the panel of the original set
'was seven inches by twelve ; but as it is,
in America, generally the custom to mount
some of the apparatus on the base of the
cabinet, a larger panel will be required if
the apparatus is all to be mounted on the
ebonite.

The two variable condensers should be
mounted on opposite sides of the panel, but
the two coil formers may be almost touching
if, as I mentioned before, they are mounted
at right angles to each other. Small brass
angles may be utilised to fasten these latter
to the panel.

By the diagram you will see that there
is no variable condenser either in series
or shunt with the primary coil. It is aperio-

- dic-a favourite and advantageous system
widely used in the States.

Regardless of the theoretical complexity
of the circuit, it can be made and operated
by a. novice. The operator will develop his
own system of tuning the set, but in general

he will find that the two variable condensers
tune with about the same settings (with a
hundred foot aerial, including lead-in), but
stations may be picked up best by advancing
the filter condenser (the -0005 mfd.) slightly
more than the secondary condenser. A
point of adjustment is found on the filter
resistance where signals over a given wave-
band may be received without further
adjustment of that unit.
Really Worth Assembling.

The second variable condenser has a
capacity of -00025 mfd., and should also
have a vernier attachment or have a small
vernier condenser placed across it.

Fairly heavy wire should be used for the
under panel wiring, such as No. 20 s.w.g.
or square wire, which is so much in fashion
now and which always makes a neat job.
The grid leak and condenser are, of course,
of the usual values.

I think that the diagrams are self -
explanatory, and no amateur should have
any difficulty now in building this " Filter
Tuner." It is a good circuit and really
worth while building. The fact that many
" fans " across the water are discarding
their " -dynes " and " -flexes " in favour
of it should read as a good testimonial.
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THE MAN WHO KNEW NOTHING;
OR, THE BIRTH OF A LISTENER -IN.

By G. V. DOWDING.

Here is a new departure in wireless articles which will amuse as wall as instruct the genera? reader. Mr. Dowding
has written about an actual experience he recently had with " a man who knew nothing."

e -4.-0- -4- eoe.01 00
THAT is to say, he knew nothing at all

about wireless. In other pleasant,
and perhaps even unpleasant, spheres,

he has probably amassed considerable know-
ledge. For instance, you have only to
murmur " stymied," and he will seize both
lapels of your coat with both hands and hiss
" My hole ! " into your ear.

Unkind ? . Uncharitable ? Not at all.
You see, he is an ardent disciple, and I have
reason to believe, no mean exponent of that
Royal and ancient game, golf, but he knew
nothing at all about wireless.

The Awakening.
Radio gear, curious, mysterious pieces of

apparatus, the joy and delight of the know-
ledgeable " fan ' were to him but meaning-
less assemblies of metals and wood ; that is,
until broadcasting started. When one of the
first London broadcasting station pro-
grammes, carefully inserted by a great daily
paper between a small advertisement con-
cerning P sale of Tolley -Braid golf clubs and
a marvellous hair restoring announcement,

" Pipers," he became
interested, for he is a Scot, and is many mile -
away from his beloved Highlands.

Thereat he came to me with Lochs and
Lomonds blazing from his eyes. " D'ye
ken that wireless ? " he asked. " Just a
little," I replied, endeavouring to remove a
spot of accumulator acid from my waistcoat.

Can ye lend me a wee wireless box for the
nicht ? '

" Here, just a moment," L said. " A
wireless set isn't quite the same thing as a
gramophone " ; and I endeavoured to
explain the limitations of the former as
against the adaptability of the latter, in
point of bringing music into the home of a
wireless " philistine."

Now, this is the surprising part about
the whole business : in the space of one
day, or thereabouts, wireless had turned a
complete somersault in that man's mind,
had ceased to be an abstract science, and
had become a roaring and concrete necessity
of life. He did not, however, want a wire-
less set in his home so that he could keep
the strange contraption under his observa-
tion, and in due course become acquainted
with its habits and mode of living ; not at
all, he wanted it merely for what it could do.

After all, there is no reason why he should
not approach the subject in this manner.
We buy a watch to tell us the time, but few
of us consider it necessary to delve into the
depths of horology and discover exactly
how watches are made or the exact function
of a main spring. And so with wireless.

My friend is no exception, and there
must be hundreds of thousands of people
deeply interested in their wireless sets in
respect of the noises and sounds they collect
from space, who, nevertheless, don't particu-
larly worry whether there is or is not an ether.

Of course, one great necessity exists, and
that is that people who own sets must know
how to handle them, just as, to revert to
the above analogy, if I can do so without
being accused of going to extremes, one
must know how to wind up, alter the hands,
and regulate a watch if it is to carry out its
useful work in the proper manner. There-
fore, to get back to the adventures of the
" man who knew nothing," I carefully
explained how utterly impossible it was:
for him to borrow a " wee wireless box " and
expect to squeeze music out of it unless he
was given a few instructions on how to
operate it, not forgetting that those little
items now familiar to most as an aerial and
earth, required to be put into commission. -

He left me, an embittered man, with
every appearance of having been suddenly
whisked a further few hundred miles away

 The Man who Knew Nothing" now dreams of a " wee wireless box"
something like this!

from hame," facing that gigantic problem
which recurs with such frequency these days
-the problem of equipping an unprepared
recruit for the nightly battle with the ether.
Lighting His First " Lamps."

Anyway, in the course of a few day he
was fitted up with a two -valve set which
had on it but two knobs, the one to switch
on the valves, the other, a Variable con-
denser control, to tune in the dulcet waves
of 2 L 0-his only hope, or rather, his only
desire.

The matter of instruction was simple.
" You turn this knob on,"- I said, illustrating
my words with actions, " until those ' lamps'
give a -bright light-not too bright, mind,
just bright enough to miss being accused of

being red hot. Then you just twist thi3
other knob until you hear music. If you
don't hear music, or speech," I added
guardedly, " then either there isn't any
music or the set's broken down."
Rapid Progress.

With these comforting alternatives I left
him, and, believe me, except for the matter
of one or two burnt -out valves, a little
accumulator trouble, and the replacement
of an H.T. battery, all went well for quite
four months.

Then the " man who knew nothing "
came to the conclusion that more noise was
indicated and that even a loud speaker might
prove an advantage. I fitted a limited
reaction control, and explained how this
third knob, by doing something with coils of
wire inside the set, would increase the
voluine of sound obtainable.

He was delighted at this
exhibition of the wonderful
posslloilities of wireless science.
became an ardent listener
"fan" ! Passed a few more
months, a few more valves, a
battery or two, and then again
he came to me. Noise, more
noise was his demand.

 Whereat I did a certain
amount of- heavy thinking
and designed for him what
has become by now a well-
known receiver to readers of
this journal, i.e. " The Ideal
Loud -speaker Set."

Here he had but three con-
trols-a variometer for tuning,
a crystal detector adjustment,
and the valves-two in num-
ber. The circuit in theory is
equal to two H.F. valves,
one crystal detector, and two
L.F. valves ; in practice, one
can collect quite a nice noise
from the local station. With
this set the man who once
knew absolutely nothing about
wireless learnt how to manipu-

late a cat's -whisker, and how unsuitable such
a lot of crystals are when used in conjunc-
tion with valves.

He also learnt that to connect up the
accumulator leads to those terminals
marked L.T. plus and L.T. minus in, their
reverse order could cause loss of signal
strength. Ho further learnt that to connect
up the big dry battery to the above ter-
minals cost 25s. for valve renewals ; he
learnt this lesson with real Scots thorough-
ness, proving an able supporter of the valve
indttstry for some considerable time.

For a few months his wireless life was,
except for such little lapses as the above,
quite eventless. Of course, he had a little

(Continued on page 11.36.)
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NO CAPACITY " COILS.
By 0. J. RANKIN.

THIS short article deals briefly with the
practical side of the anti -capacity
coil problem, and although this type

of coil is at present merely an experimental
" gadget," it may be well to point out that
the idea affords much scope for the serious
experimenter, and that, properly developed,
it may ultimately supersede many of the

0
i o

_ .

present day tuning devices. - Consisting of
a formerless and open -spaced coil of square -
section bare wire it is. unilonbtedly the ideal
anti -capacity coil, especially for long dis-
tanee reception ;.but, possessing a somewhat
clunisy and -,none too *vino. appearance.
it is; -for . the present,- confined to the ex-
perimenter's workshop, where it will _prob-
ably remain until its design is modified to
suit the requirements of the greater majority.

Readers who would like to compare the
efficiency of such a device with that of their
usual tuning coils, may carry out the ex-
periment with the minimum of time and
trouble. Obtain a liberal supply of the
ordinary square -section tinned copper " bus
bar," as used for panel wiring, and wind the
required number of turns on a cardboard
former, which is a size smaller than usual,
keeping the turns very close together in the
same way as the ordinary cylindrical coil is
wound. Having wound on a sufficient
number of turns to cover the wave -length of

the desired station, allow the winding
to uncoil, and remove the former. Stretch
the coil until the turns are about in. apart,
and then suspend it from the ceiling or
other suitable support, and see that it is
well insulated from same.

Make the connections from each end of
the coil and connect the tuning condenser
in parallel. Such an experiment will, of
course, only apply to single -circuit tuners ;
but it will be found sufficient to enable the
desired comparison to be made.

A simple and effective method of mount-
ing these coils is suggested in the accom-
panying sketch, where the wire helix is
stretched out and supported in a frame
which consists of a wooden base (A), two
strips of matted sheet ebonite (B), a wooden
strip (C), the ends of the coil being connected
to terminals fitted to the ebonite sides.

' he transmitting station opened at the first German Wireless Exhibition. This station is to remain in
permanent use.

THE MAN WHO KNEW
4 NOTHING +

f (Continued from page 1135.) t

battery trouble, and I remember one
black week when he purchased three
H.T. _batteries, a new accumulator, and a
dozen or two pieces of crystal. However,
in the course of time he again came to me.
More noise, more noise, and " awa' wi' the
wee crystal ! " *as his cry. I did some more
hard thinking, which eventually resolved
itself into a three -valve set employing
reaction and two stages of L.F., with each
of which was to be used a B.T.H. power
valve. Three filament resistances, a tuning
condenser, and the reaction control were the
adjustable items. I provided combined
battery leads with H.T. plugs having within

fuses to protect the valves, which were
now to be dull emitters, and very expensiye
items.

I told him how to handle the set, and sent
him on his way, rejoicing, convinced that
an actual demonstration would hardly be
necessary considering his past experience.

When I saw him again, I asked him how
this, kis4latest. set; was working:

" Mon, it's terrible! " he said, Isis usual
cheerful countenance clouding with evi-
dently black memories. I elucidated the
fact that so far his only results were howls
and shrieks of a particularly acute nature.

Practical Instruction.
At his invitation I went home with him

to deal with the miscreant personally.
Sure enough, when I turned on the filaments
the loud speaker caused a fearful din of
heartrending howls and whistles. Changing
the valves for a D.E.R. and two B 6's, with
which I had intended the set to be used,
immediately righted matters, and the fact
that any old valve that one might purchase
is not necessarily suitable for any particular
position in any particular valve set im-
pressed my friend considerably.

The careful adjustment of the valve fila-
ment controls also interested him who, with
all his experience, had thought that it was
only necessary to make the " things light "
to produce the maximum results obtainable.

And what might the reaction do ? "
he asked, pointing to the variable con-
denser control knob. I carefully explained
that the condenser tuned -in the station,

while the reaction control merely made
the signals louder, although, when it was
adjusted, it was liable to upset the tuning
slightly. I also explained how he could
cause considerable interference with other
listeners by adjusting the reaction care-
lessly. Then I told him how he could leave
the condenser and reaction more or less
set, and alter his signal strength by means
of the filament controls, but keeping the
dull emitters at the most " dull," for he
had at last almost noise unlimited, being
only 12 or 20 miles from 2 L 0.

This is his last, and, I hope, permanent
set. In two years he has had two valves
with and without reaction, a double dual
(inverse reflex), and a detector and 2 L.F.,
using power valves, and yet he is still, in
a sense, " The man who knows nothing."

It is not indicative of lack of intelligent
interest in broadcasting ; of that I am cer-
tain, for he could probably deliver an
excellent lecture on the psychological aspects
of wireless and its effect on the community ;
it is simply that to him electrons, ether,
inductances, etc., are abstract means (with
which he has no time to make himself ac-
quainted) to a concrete end, which provides
him with agreeable music and interesting
speeches in the comfort of his home.
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. HOW ELECTRO-MAGNETIC WAVES
I BEND ROUND THE EARTH.

By G. W. De TUNZELMAN, D.Sc.

--.--
TN the very early days of wireless
-1-

tele-
graphy, when Marconi operators an-
nounced the astounding fact that

wireless signals emanating from the Marconi
station at Poldhu in Cornwall-the first
electric wave power station in the world-
had been received at St. John's, Newfound-
land, the late Lord Rayleigh, one of the
greatest physicists who ever lived, promptly
asked how could the waves manage -to bend-

roundround the curved earth to the extent
necessary to cross the Atlantic.

The fact that trains of waves impinging
upon an obstacle bend round it to some
extent was, however, perfectly well known.
The effect of 'this bending may be seen in
the apparently clean-cut shadow. thrown by
in opaque obstacle placed in the path of
the rays from a motor headlight, while a
much larger Obstacle would be required to
prodnee a sound shadow and Cut off the
sound from the horn.

Effect of Solar Radiation. .

The reason' for this difference is to be
found in the extremely minute wave -lengths
of the light rays compared with the im-
mensely longer sound waves. Now, as the
reader will be aware, the electric waves
employed in wireless telegraphy and tele-
phony are very much longer than those
which affect our eyes with the sensation of
light.
:It was therefore hoped that a sofution

was to be found in this direction, and
difficult and extensive mathematical in-
vestigations were made -by Macdonald,
Nicholson, Poincare, the great French
mathematician, Lord Rayleigh,' and others,
to elucidate quantitatively the problem of
the bending of the waves by a boundary,
conducting or dielectric, of continuous 
curvature. For instance, to determine the "
maximum bending which could be produced
by the grazing of the earth's surface by the -
electric waves, the eartirbeing,assenteci.a
perfectly. smooth sphere of perfectly -con-
ducting material.

At that time little was known of the
actual facts, but this knowledge was rapidly
growing by the welding together by mathe-
matical investigations of the result of in-
numerable observations, and to begin with,
it was made quite clear that the bending by
grazing, or diffractive bending as it is called
in optics, was totally incapable of account-
ing for the observed results.

At this time it had become known, mainly
by the observation and interpretation of
auroral phenomena, which were seen at
altitudes extending up to fifty miles, where
the atmosphere must necessarily be ex-
tremely rarified, that at these high altitudes
the atmosphere must be very highly ionised,
that is to say, the atmospheric gases-
mainly nitrogen, oxygen, and water vapour
-would be broken up into their positively
and negatively charged constituents or ions,
by the incident ultra -violet solar radiation.

This would convert the atmosphere at

these altitudes into a good conductor like
the interior of a highly exhausted vacuum
tube, and it was suggested that the electric
waves generated within the atmospheric
belt bounded below by -the earth's surface
and above by the conducting atmospheric
stratum would be retained always between
these boundaries, and could not escape from
them, since both are good conductors, and
-therefore-good reflectors: -

A most interesting paper by Sir Joseph
Larmor, F.R.S., which gives the title to
the present article, was read on October 27th
at the Cambridge Philosophical Society.
In it he points out that a train of radiation
travelling along a layer sufficiently con-
ducting to Vend 'the rays -would not travel-,
far before becoming extinct by the loss of

alternating velocity excited in it, and this
for a given field intensity is proportional to
the period of the waves, so that for long
electric waves the effect may be millions of
times as great as for short waves-in fact, it
involves the squares of the wave -lengths.
Shorter waves could travel in a lower layer
without excessive absorption, as there a
greater nuinber of ions could make up for
their weaker oseillatory motion. -

It is seen then that almost beyond the sensible at-
mosphere, but within the auroral domain, there 'mist
be a layer in which a sheaf of horizontal electric rays,
to use optical imagery, provided they be long enough,
will tr avel
without logs
by 'absorption
or scattering,

o ncentration
in' this stra-
tum being dueall its energy., There seems, however, he tc4he iccrease

observes, to be a sufficient cause available in the velocity
for transmission of long waves horizontally '
round the earth at great altitudes, though
the waves travelling at lower heights would
soon be quenched. This quenching arises
from collision between the particles of the
atmosphere Which at 0°-C. and the pressure

accompan i e d
by a bending
downwards of
the rays and a
decrease in the
static dielec-
tric moduli':
of the highly
rarefied a i r,

A compact 6 -valve receiver which uses

of one -atmosphere have a mean free path
between two successive encounters of nearly
one ten -thousandth of a millimetre.

Differences Caused by Wave -length.
At an altitude of 50 miles it would

amount to - several 'centimetres; so that ill
continuous wave transmission the syn-
chronous oscillations of free ions of small
mass remain practically undisturbed by
collisions, and have time, owing to the long
period of the exciting waves, to get up high
speed, and in the main swing free under the
influence of the exciting waves and thus
interact without dissipation of energy ;
there will thus be an influence on the velocity
of the waves without absorption.

To suit the present explanation, the
change ought to be a substantial increase,
notwithstanding the small number of the
ions contributing to it in the ultra -rarefied
upper atmosphere. The reason is simple.
The influence of an ion is measured (jointly
with the time) by the mean value of the

3 H.F. stages, detector, and 2 L.F. amplifiers.

all consequent on the influence -of the long swill; of
the ions of small inertia.
 The curvature of the horizontal rays in any

stratum is shown to be equal to the rate of relative
increase of the velocity upwards. The stratum of
transmission' to, great distances is the one for which
this is. exactly the same as the, curvature et the earth.

'SIttintd'any clause;sueb-as the effeetotsunttglit on -the -
ionisationraftertertsutliefheight4-ameffective,
strattuttin Witich, th0 strata' of enuarioniSatiou are .

not -exactly horizontal the- rays Will be -bent. 'away,
upward or downward, and scattered, at the place of
dislocation, and may not be able to get adjusted into
the new transmission stratum.

-If, however, the stratum be thick, the dislocation
will be incomplete, extending over a part only. The
stratum may be expected to be of varying height.
some function of the local solar time ; but it is ton
high for any merely meteorological derangement.

All rays not horizontally ,emitted are lost ; a good
local earth' Wad& assist the antenna here. We can
think of the constituent beam of rays connecting the
transmitter with a receiver anywhere along the. path ;
it travels most of the way without loss except by
spreading sideways in the effective stratum in which
all such beams unite -to form a nearly. horizontal band
of rays in the almost, vacuous region above. Each
receiver collects from an area around if of the order of
the square of the wave -length ; it thus appears from
numerical estimate that the amount of energy avail-
able need not be at all inadequate to account for the
now -familiar 'features of -free electric- transmission
round the earth; even to the Antipodes and beyond.
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Carbon Rheostat.
CARBON rheostats are now so cheap to

buy that, in general, it is hardly worth
while making them yourself. But

most of those on the market have a some-
what small current -carrying capacity and
are apt to get very hot if used with two or
more ordinary valves. If you wish to make
your own, the design shown herewith should
prove useful. A metal " tin" (after the'
style of an ointment tin) forms the con-
tainer. Two brass discs are then obtained,
about lir in. thick, and a li.tle smaller in
diameter than the container. In one of
these a hole is drille 1, through the centre,
and a nut soldered overt he hole to accom
modate a screw -shaft with knob, as shown.
A brass ring (or large washer) is now ob-
tained, and is made the right size, in out-
side diameter, to fit tightly inside the upper
rim of the container, To assemble the
rheostat, the lower wall of the container is
lined with paper (secured by adhesive), the
carbon particles are poured in (ground -up
arc rods will do), a paper washer is placed on
top, then the two brass discs, the one with
the nut being uppermost ; another paper
washer is placed upon this ring, and finally
the brass washer is forced into position and
soldered round the edge to the wall of the
con ainer. The action of the plunger in
compressing the carbon particles and the
method of taking off the connections will be
clear from the figure.

LEADS -3.-

BRASS
WASHER

KNOB
MIT SOLDERED
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PAPER CARBON .0/SCS
LINING OR PARTICLES CAPSULE

CARBON RHEOSTAT

Testing Aerial Insulation.
1.f reception is not up to standard, and

you suspect the aerial insulation, you can
very easily test by the following method.
Disconnect aerial and earth from the set,
and connect them together through an H.T.
battery, a voltmeter, and a simple switch.
On closing the switch there will probably
be a " kick " on the voltmeter (due to the
capacity of the aerial system being charged
up), but there should not be any permanent
reading on the voltmeter. The ordinary
voltmeter is really a very high resistance
ammeter which operates on a very small
current. if you observe a permanent
deflection on the voltmeter, it means that
current is going to earth ; in other words,
that the aerial system is not properly
insulated.

Variable Grid Leak.
Here is an ingenious arrangement for a

variable grid leak which, although not the
simplest or easiest to make, employs a some-
what novel principle, and will no doubt
appeal to the experimenter who is fond of
constructing his own components. The
essential feature is a strip of rubber which
is coated with graphite. A screwed rod,
with knob, passes through the panel in the
usual way and carries a locked nut at the
other end. By rotating this rod, the ex-
tension of the rubber strip may be varied,
and consequently the resistance of the

WOOD FORMER EURENAiv/Re

OFF STOP MOWN, CURRENT STOP

POINTER

RESISTANCE

i=i
1 Eli I

1111=1111/7 7if
44125-.
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PANEL
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F./LAMENT RHEOSTAT

BRASS
STRIP
FRAME

1i

1

wir
FASTENING

VARIABLE GRID LEAK

r/BRE CROSSBAR

RUBBER
STRIP WIRE STIRRUP

Filament Rheostat.
A useful and easily -made rheostat is

shown in the figure herewith. The knob
and shaft, with pointer, spring washer and
contact -arm under the panel are as in

other rheostats, and there-
fore need no further deserip-

PANEL

J

SCREW

TERMINALS

graphite coating is varied. The rubber
strip is supported at one end by being tied
to a bent brass strip frame, and the other
end is secured to a wire stirrup which is
attached to a cross -bar of fibre, ebonitc;, or
glass. This cross -bar, which must be of
insulating material, prevents the rubber
strip from being twisted when the screw
is turned. One terminal connects to the
brass strip frame and the other to the wire
stirrup.

Cutting Large Holes.
In the absence of an expanding " bit,"

the cutting of large holes in ebonite or wood
sheet is sometimes a matter of difficulty.
A hack -saw blade may, however, be used
for the purpose, by winding it around a
circular wood block, of the proper size for
the hole to be cut, in the manner indicated
in the drawing. The blade should be cut
and trimmed to the right length, so that it
just meets when wound around the wood
block. The temper is taken from the blade
at three or four places and holes drilled for
the screws which secure it in place. The
wood core should be mounted on a short,
fairly stout brass rod, and this rod should
be turned down at the tip to a smaller
diameter, the smaller point being inserted
into a hole drilled into the work first and
acting as a centre -guide. The brass rod may
be held in the chuck or in a hand -brace. In
the latter case, if the tool turns too stiffly,
a number of the teeth of the saw may be
ground away here and there; this will make
the tool easier to turn.

tion. The interesting feature
is the resistance coil and the
former for the same. The
" former " consists of a rect-
angular strip of wood, upon
which the resistance wire
is wound, fairly close.
Notches may be cut in the
edges of are wood for the
wire, but certain kinds of
resistance wire which become
oxide -coated may be wound
with adjacent turns in con-
tact. Any covering, whether
of regular insulation or of
oxide, must be scraped away

over the track of the end of the contact -arm.
If different maximum values of the resist-
ance of the rheostat are required foi
different purposes, different resisters may be
inserted. The rheostat is thus readily
adaptable for use with dull-or bright --
emitter valves.

The size of the wooden former will, of
course, depend upon the particular set in
use. Where the rheostat is to be a fixture
the block may be secured to the panel by
means of two fixing screws, hut, where it is
interchangeable for bright -emitter or dull -
emitter valves, strong clips may be used for
the purpose. These may be made on the
lines of the spring clips in use for grid leaks,
or a small bracket may be arranged to slip
under a screw terminal.

END TURNED DOWN

LOCI{ P/N
THROUGH
WOOD & ROD

SAW
(BLADE

BENT ROUND)

CUTTING LARGE HOLES
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CH IPPENHA,

Springfield, Mass.

On a NeutronCrystal
with 2 stages of Low Frequency

Chip pl3nelcieanittiGerWilts.,
14th,1924.

Mcoors. Neutron, Ltd.,
DEAR SIRS,

NEUTRON CRYSTALS.
As an enthusiastic owner of a 5 -Valve set, I write

to tell you of my surprising results. with a small
Crystal set. Owning the above -mentioned set and
having been connected with Wireless Theory for the
last 10 years and actual practice with a set for the
past 5 years, I was, as I always have been, very
sceptical about results when I bought one of your
crystals a week 'ago. The results, however, have
simply astounded me.

The first night, not having the ebonite ready, I
just twisted some bare wire round the end of the
detector and across the end of a plug-in (Standard
size) Coil block, the other end I connected with a
pair of 'phone tags and condenser, a -0003 ofd.variable

condenser- for tuning completed my very
crude " outfit."

Coupling up Aerial and Earth I was astounded by
easily tuning 5 WA (40 miles), 6 BM (62 or 4
miles). I listened to the latter till close -down, and
then picked up Madrid quite easily.

Of course, my mind was immediately filled with
theories of re -radiation and such things as that. 1
will, however, admit that I made frantic haste to
have everything properly mounted and soldered the
next evening when I again repeated the same
performance. Subsequent tests have proved that 5 XX
(100 miles, approx.) is absolutely comfortable
strength, and 2 ZY (Manchester) is also audible.

Coupling a 2 -valve LOW FREQUENCY
amplifier to the above -mentioned set at 1.50 a.m. this
morning, I picked up Music and Solos (Soprano and
Baritone) from WBZ (Springfield, Mass.), and was
in good touch for about 10-12 minutes, when the
signals faded away..

A continued watch was kept for 17i hours, during
which time I was in touch for about 60 per rent. of
the time. Not so had for the much -despised Crystal.
Needless to say, I am slow very much converted.
It is my hope now to be able to receive America

direct with Crystal only, and with the strength that
different stations have been coming in at this address
I am feeling quite confident that it can be done.
Needless to say, the Crystal will be Neutron.

My aerial is 100 ft. long, 34 ft. high leading -in end.
28 ft. high far end. Please particularly nate that all
current was switched off from the valve set during
these tests, and every precaution taken to give the
Crystal a '' fair chance."

Very sincerely yours,
(Signed) R. A. H.

P.S.-During reception of Springfield, Mass., I dis.
tinetly heard the announcer give the call letters or
the station t wire. so N, hat there is no doubt as to the
accuracy of the reception.-R. A. H.

uQ
Stocked by the best Radio Dealers. Packed in
tin with silver cat's -whisker. Insist on Neutron,
in the Black and Yellow Tin -or send 1 6
and Dealer's name, and this wonderful 1;'6Crystal will be mailed by retura.

THIS is, we believe, the record for long-
distance broadcasting reception on land.
Note that the only amplifier used was a

low -frequency one ; interpreted to the non
technical, this means that the signals were actually

received and rectified by the NEUTRON CRYSTAL,
the two valves serving merely as note -magnifiers, and

not as " range -increasers."

The original letter, a copy of which is given here,
may be inspected at the NEUTRON Offices.
Here is sufficient proof of the super -sensitiveness of

NEUTRON CRYSTAL to justify you in selecting

this as your Crystal. Sooner or later you will come to
it, in any case, and in deciding NOW for NEUTRON,
you will easily save the price of another pair of
phones, by saving the expense of
further tests.

Concert Tested and Guaranteed.
Sole Distributors:-V. Zeldin and Sons, 144, Tlieobald's Rd., London,
W.C.I. Phones: Museum 3795 and 6841. Produced by:-Neutron Ltd.,
Sicilian House, Southampton Row, London. W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 2677.

O
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SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN
LIGHT CONDITIONS BETWEEN
LONDON AND NEW YORK.

USEFUL INFORMATION FOR AMATEURS.
By LIEUT.-COMMANDER H. W. SHOVE, D.S.O., R.N.

*-0.-4.1-N-0,-.0.--- *
WE all know that it is far easier to re-

ceive signals across the Atlantic in
the winter than in the summer,

and most of us are aware that the chief
reason for this is the variation in the pro-
portions of the lighted to the unlighted
areas the waves, have to traverse.

There are other causes, notably the
increased prevalence during the summer of

statics," or " atmospherics."
But it is the light conditions that are the

really deciding factor. And the writer here
proposes to give a few facts as to what the
seasonal variations in these conditions
really are.

Path of Wireless Waves.
Waves travelling between two stations

follow what is known to navigators as a
Great Circle " track and that, although

New York lies some 10 degrees to the south-
ward of London so far as its latitude is
concerned, the actual direction whence
wireless waves from New York reach the
Londoner's aerial in not to the southward
but to the northward of due west.

Thus, if we were to set out upon the track,
we should at first be approaching the
Pole and so, in the summer
of the Midnight Sun " (and, of course, in
the winter, that' of perpetual night). In
the case of stations both in fairly high
latitudes, e.g. Christiania (lat. 60 N.) and
St. John's, Newfoundland (lat. 48 N.), this

northing " may be very considerable and
actually take us within the Arctic 'Circle.
But, between London and New York, the
stations we are here considering, it is not so.

The " vertex " of the great circle only
reaches latitude 53° 48' N., that is to say, a
distance of 138 geographical, or about 157
statute, miles nearer the Pole than London.
This is about the latitude of Leeds, and there
is only a maximum difference of 26 minutes in
the length at those places of their respective
days, the Yorkshiremen, of course, enjoying
longer days in summer and having to light up
earlier in the winter than the "Cockneys."

The Light " Track."
This maximum is only reached on mid-

summer's and midwinter's days, the
difference gradually decreasing from those
dates, till at the Equinoxes (March 21st and
September 24th) the days are of exactly the
same length (as indeed they are throughout
the world).

As this 26 minutes is divided equally
between an earlier sunrise and a later sunset
(at midsummer) at the northern place, and
as we have only to deal with one of these at
a time in considering our light conditions,
it will be seen that the " northing " is not a
very serious matter so far as sunrise and
sunset are concerned. It is when we have
to deal with twilight conditions that it
becomes of importance as we shall see later.

The track reaches the vertex in longitude
23° 4' W., the local time at which point is
1 hour, 32 minutes earlier than London.

So that at sunset in London on midsummer's
day there is still (allowing the 13 minutes
already indicated as due to difference of
latitude) 1 hour 45 minutes to go before
sunset at the vertex.

From the vertex to New York the track
is tending in a southerly direction and the
change of latitude is operating to make the
local time of sunset earlier. On the longest
day the sun sets in London at about 8.13 p.m.,
and the local time of sunset at New York on
the same date is 7.28 p.m., corresponding to
12.24 a.m. in London, and 10.52 p.m. at the
vertex. This is the earliest moment at which
the sun is below the horizon all along the
track. But it is by no means dark.

air. F. Sturdy's (of Pretoria, S.A.) set, which receives Johannesburg on a loud
speaker at 40 miles.

New York has still 2 hours and 5 minutes
of twilight, before the sun is far enough
below its horizon to allow of complete
darkness. In London, as in all places north
of latitude 48° 30', this never happens at
all throughout the night. The proportion
of the track north of latitude 48° 30', and
tjierefore in the zone of " Night -long Twi-
light," is 2,212 miles of the total distance of
3,010 sea miles. So that along only 798
miles can it ever be wholly dark and this
maximum is reached_ at the end of twilight
at New York-i.e. at 2.59 a.m. in London.
But, as sunrise at the latter place is at 3.47
a.m., the dawn is by that time far advanced.

Midsunimer Conditions.
The best conditions, when the sun is at

its maximum depression from the mean
track, are at midnight at the vertex. This
is at 1.32 a.m. -in London (8.36 p.m. at New
York). There is then still nearly an hour
of twilight at New York. In London it is
2 hours before sunrise. There is no com-
plete darkness anywhere on the track, but
the conditions are slightly better than at the
onset of darkness at New York, owing to the
greater depth of the twilight over'the major
portion of the distance. From this :time

On till sunrise in London they are getting
worse owing to the growing dawn here.

From the above midsummer conditions
things gradually improve until on August 1st
and May .13th there is an instant of complete
darkness (midnight at the vertex) throughout
the whole length of the track at 1.32 a.m.,
London time. This period grows longer and
longer, extending both earlier and later, till
at the Equinoxes the sun sets at 6.0 p.m. all
over the world. On these days -twilight ends
at New York at 7.36 p.m., local time,
equivalent. to 0.32 a.m. in London, and from
then on till. the time of dawn in London
(4.1 a.m.) there is no light along the track.

The " Wireless Paradise."
At midwinter we arrive at the wireless

paradise, there being a totally dark period
of ever 7 hours, from 10.40 p.m. to 6.0 a.m.,
London time. Enough to allow of tuning in
with the most super -complicated set !

All the times given above are " apparent "
or " sundial " time. As the motion of the
earth in its orbit is not quite uniform, there
is a correction called the " Equation of
Time," varying with the time of year, which
must be applied to bring them to " clock,"

or " mean " time. This
correction is never very
large, but may amount
to as much as a quarter
of an hour. Also, in
summer, we must, of
course, add an hour to
get " British Summer
Time."

The table below
shows the results Of the
calculations as to the
times of complete dark-
ness between London
and New York at
the four seasons, viz.
MidsununOr, Autumn
Equinox, Midwinter,
and Spring Equinox,
reduced to Greenwich
Mean Time.

The reader may
think that the effect of
twilight has been too

much insisted upon. Perhaps he reasons
that, since it is sunlight that is supposed
to affect the waves, surely twilight is not
important. But the fact is far otherwise.
Twilight is caused by the sunlight in the
upper regions of the atmosphere, those very
regions wherein exists the " Heaviside
Layer," which is supposed to be such an
important factor in radio transmission. It
is there, and not in the earth's surface, that
we must seek the'adverse effects of the sun-
light, and it is there that the sunlight plays
during the twilight period on the surface.

TABLE OF TIMES OF TOTAL DARKNESS.

Season. Date.

Total
darkness

(G.M.T.)

Total
darkness

ends-
(G.M.T.)

Mid-
Summer

June
22nd Never -

Autumn
Equinox

Sept.

24 th

0.24 a. m 3.53 a.m.

5.58 a.m.Winter
Dec.

22nd 10.38 p.m.

Spring
Equinox

March
21st 0.48 a.m. 4.9 a.m.
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The DUODYNE HI. (Instrument only) Panel Type £10 0 0
The DUODYNE V. (Instrument only) Panel Type £18 18 0
The DUODYNE CABINET.-The Duodyne V. is also supplied in
French Polished Oak Cabinet with folding doors, enclosed valves
and tuning coils. Self-contained batteries. Instrument only, 827

PETER CURTIS LTD.
75  CAMDEN ROAD  N.W. I. 0
Telegrams:"PARACURTEX" - 'Phone: NORTH 3112. g

4 IN CONJUNCTION WITH

The PARAGON RUBBER MFG. CO.

BIRMINGHAM : 78, Newhall Street. Central 7236.
MANCHESTER : 312, Deansgate. Central 5095.

anINISERS.

Extract front a recent Test
Report-"On test, the capacities
came out quite close enough to
the nominal for ordinary radio
purposes, the '001 pF nominal
samples being about '00103 and
'00091 respectively, and the
'0003 pF nominal being actually
around '00033 and '00026 re-
spectively. There was observed
but a negligible greater high -
frequency loss in this type than
in a standard air -dielectric con-

denser . . . An exceedingly strenuous test was applied to one of the samples,
which was actually placed in water nearly at the boiling point for the better part
of an hour. After this heroic treatment, the condenser showed a capacity which
did not differ materially from that shown before, and it was still possible to get a
valve to oscillate readily with this as the main tuning -capacity across the
grid -tuning inductance."
'0008 to '000 2.'6 each. C rid Condenser with clips 2'9 each. Grid Leak 1/6 each.

VALVE RENEWALS
We repair, by our patent process (for which we
have the National Physical Laboratory's repart of effi-
ciency), all standard types of valves at
Up to 3 valves cheap- 6% carriage paid Remittance must beUp
cal method is to send enclosed with

by letter post. (excepting Dull Emitters) valve4.

AND 1 at least equal efficiency to

1

GUARANTEE-Il
tonewreturnvalves,in seven days,

or refund your money without quibble.

THE ECLAT ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
SPENCER HILL ROAD, WIMBLEDON.

The GREATEST SENSATION and SUCCESS -
OF THE SEASON "Her Daddy's Voice."

The " World's Champion." the marvel "A.B." Head-
phone which has dealt the Knock Out Blow to all

others and overshadowed them all.
UNQUALIFIED GUARANTEE. MONEY RETURNED

IN FULL IF UNSATISFACTORY.

PRICES :
A.B." adjustable

17/6
"A.B."

15/6
non-adjustable

Ask your dealer, or send
remittance to us for
samples to cover post- --- --

age as well.
Even this child can recog-

AMBATIELO BROS. LTD., nice her celebrated daddy's
" Ambatielo House," voice from across the At-

Farringdon Road, !antic with " A.B Head -
London, E.C.1. phones.
Telephone: Clerkenwell 7440 & 714 I 

A GENUINE LONG RANGE

LOUD SPEAKER RECEIVER
Two Stages ILF. Amplification.

AUTOMATIC TUNING
Guaranteed Range under Average Conditions

DUODYNE III. Headphones .. .. 3/4,000 miles.
DUODYNE V. Headphones .. .. 4/5,000 miles.

Loud Speaker .. .. 1/1,200 miles.
" Vat, will be interested to know that I received TVGV, Schenectady, on a
load speaker almost as kind as 2 L 0 on my Duodyne at Croydon "

J. A. Fowler, 211.I.21lech.E,,
Trenton Swill, Owen Engineering Corporation. Ltd.,

Kingsway, li'.C.2.
A CHILD CAN TUNE IT

Guaranteed uniform accuracy under
all conditions and at all temperatures

MADE IN ONE PIECE ; NU WAX

Barclays 579.

YOU CAN DO THIS!
Mien you pause for
a moment before a
wireless dealer's win-
dow to admire the
array of wonders
don't you 'often wish
your own little home-
made set at . home
had such neat and
efficient wiring as
those super -s -to iu
the window:
If von examine the
wiring of these super-
sets, you will see
each joist neatly
soldered. You can
do this!
Just with some solder

and a tin of Fluxite. And, apart from the resultant neatness, the receptive
qualities of your set are considerably improved.
Soldering is delightfully easy when Fluxite is at hand to help you.

Ask your Ironmonger or Hardware Dealer to show you the neat littla

!!-
FLUXITE

OR,STRENGTH
AND SIMPLIFYING

SOLDERING

,G111
tiOo

i/4

11111111
III

DO

III 11111,

FLUXITE SOLDERING

It is perfectly simple to use, and price 7/6
will last for years in constant use.
It contains a special "small space"
Soldering Iron with non -heating
metal handle, a Pocket Blow -lamp,
FLUXITE, solder, etc.; and full in-
structions. Price 7/6. Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell
FLUXITE in tins, price 8d., 1/4. & 2/8

Buy a Tin To -day.
FLUXITE, LTD., 324, Sevington St.,

London, S.E.10.
ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE.
NardeningTools & Case Hardening
ASK FOR 11.11'1E1 L. improved wet hods
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It The Test
of Time

FINSTON FIXED CONDENSERS
are symbolic of Stonehenge because of the everlasting qualities
which serve to make them immune from trouble in the most
exacting and protracted use. They stand the test of time.
Guaranteed wi'hin 5% of stared capacity, this accuracy has
never before been obtainable by the public. Buy one. Test
one. It will prove our statements and thoroughly satisfy you.

FEATURES:
RELIABILITY
OF CAPACITY.
FINEST GRADE
MICA DI -ELEC-
TRIC. HIGHEST
POSSIBLE QUAL-
ITY COPPER FOIL.
ADAPTED FORTERMINAL
OR SOLDERED
CONNECTIONS.

Price

.001 to .0005 1 /3 each 1 .002 to .006 2/". each
If your dealer cannot supply Finston Components, send your order to us

together with his name and address, please!

CAPACITIES :
Price

LIGHTING SUPPLIES CO.
2, FINSBURY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C. 2

Barclays 581

Excelling in 'finish'
and 'design'

The popularity which Woodhall Components have achieved is due to
their careful workmanship and scientific design; it is a popularity that

arises from " satisfaction " rather than from " cheapness."

The IWOODHALLI No. 1 L.F. Transformer.
Of massive construction produced for high efficiency-
it is one of the highest priced, because its production
cost is heavy. It is wound with 42 gauge wire wound
simultaneously with fine SILK. It shows most marked
superiority on 2nd or 3rd stage of amplification, even on
200 or 300 volts pressure giving no trace of distortion,
and its amplification factor is decidedly shove the
average of other good -class transformers. Insulation
is perfect between P. and 5, and between windings
and frame, and the transformer is one specially recom-
mended for S.T.I00 and other circuits 23,6of the reflex - type... ..

The IWOODHALLI
Vernier Rheostat

Combined plunger and rotary movement.
The exceedingly fine adjustments it
gives enable you to get the most out of your valves.
Push-pull movement for coarse setting; rotary for
vernier. Wonder ully smooth movement; best ebonite
former; one -hole fixing.

10 or 15 ohms
for bright valves

2/6
30 ohms for
dull emitters

31-

IWOODHALL
Guaranteed Components

Sole Distributors:

Fressiand Electric Supplies, Ltd., HAMPTON -ON -THAMES.
'Phone: llolesey 22,

iiiiiiffillimilm10111111111011,rniiiiimiiimilinffiliiiimmiliffilligniiimiliftiffilinlig 111111

The Very Latest
in

Crystal Detectors

GECoPHONE
(Regd. Trade Alark)

PATENT

" UNIT " CRYSTAL DETECTOR

Important and Unique Features
(1). The universal ball jdint is mgt dependent upon the nohal erade

support between the tube and pedestal, but is SELF-CONTAINED
in a special spring cage. The detector arm is SELF -CENTERING
having a perfect movement, enabling CONSTANT CONTACT to
be maintained. THE CAT'S WHISKER WILL REMAIN IN
PERMANENT POSITION AT POINT OF ADJUSTMENT.

(:) The tube housing and pedestal are built in one unit.

(3) The Crystal is BREECH FED, and can be adjusted or replaced from
the OUTSIDE of tube by simply removing the screwed ping.

(4) INSTANT ACCESSIBILITY. By merely lifting the small- lever
the pedestal can be swung clear of the tube-giving instant accessi-
bility to ANY PART, without dismounting or disarranging ANY

- OTHER part.

PRICES.

Cat. No. B.C.32. For Panel Mounting 2/"' each.

Cat. No. B.C.34. Mounted on Base 2/6 each.

NOTE.-Prices do 051 include Crystal.
GECOSITE CRYSTALS for use with above, price 1/3 per piece.

SOLD BY ALL GECoPHONE SERVICE DEPOTS, ELECTRICAL
AND WIRELESS DEALERS, STORES, ETC.

Wholesale only:
The General Electric Co., Ltd., Held Office :
Magnet House, Kingswa'e, London, W,C,2.
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HOW TO MAKE

A COMPACT CRYSTAL SET.
For Local and Chelmsford Transmissions.

1

By S. M. KNIGHT.

Some patience is required to get the best out of the crystal set described in tills article, but the little extra trouble involved
will repay the amateur who sets store by sharp tuning and excellent results generally.

THE circuit US'eft in -the _set described
here is of quite an old tWe; but for
some reason very few amateurs take

the trouble to use it. It will be seen from
the diagram that this set has two 'separate
coils, one the primary or aerial coil ; the

The set about to be described is about
24 miles, froth 5 I T, and aerial is at right
angles to this station, but with slider coil,
tapped coil, or variometer with loading
coil 5 I T still comes, in quite strong on
Chelmsford's wave -length. After prolonged

experiment the
double circuit set was
tried and found most
satisfactory; in fact,
signals . from ' Bir-
mingham are almost
eliminated by turn-
ing the condenser
knob a few. degrees.

The set is quite
cempact, the coils
being of the honey-
comb type. The
panel should be 5
inches by 7 inches
and. Tic .inches
thick ; matt ebonite
preferred.' A . glass
covered detector and
good crystal should
be used, and the
.0005 infd. 'variable
condenser should be
of reliable make. On
the writer's set small
headed contact studs
and small home-
made switch arms

look neater than most

34

 .

PANEL.
4 BA HOLEU/VTERSU/VK I:CREW

BEND
HERE

28 A.
HOLE

CO/L
SUPPORT

2 COILS
F/G.I

BRASS
SUPPORT

NUT2B A. ROD

START

I TAPS

END

lcCARD8OARD

other is the secondary or crystal coil. The
aerial is only roughly tuned, while the
crystal circuit is tuned very finely by means
of a variable condenser as well as tappings.

Very accurate adjustment and the eli-
mination of interference is seldom necessary
when listening to a station a few miles
away, but when the amateur desires to get
5 X X or other distant statiobs, the limits
of his set are very soon discovered.

For instance, in Birmingham very few
crystal users can get Chelmsford without
strong ..1-erfcrence from 5 i T. -

2BA.NOL.

I
.4

BEN6
HC.R.E

SECT/ON
OF

SWITCH
ARM

F/6.2.

2 B.A.NOBBUSHED
"r"-- K
SWITCH BLADE

-NUT
CONDENSER BUSH
FOR FIXING TO PANE

811.5N NUT
SPRING WASHER

t-2 NUTS

2 8.A.ROP /3/4LONG

are used, as they
commercial products.

Winding the Coils.
First obtain a cylindrical wooden former

11 inches in diameter.
The circumference of this must be divided

into 15 equal parts. The best means of
doing this is to wrap a piece of paper
1 inch wide round the former and cutting
to make the two ends meet but not overlap.
Remove the paper and mark off by means
of a ruler the 15 equal parts. The paper

may now be fixed to the
former with a little gum.

Thirty nails about 21 inches
long will now be required,
15 of these are driven into
the former-one at each
division on the paper, the
other 15 being driven in
exactly opposite to the first
row but 1 inch away. Take
care not to drive them too
far as they will have to be
removed on the completion
of the coil, and see that they
are all arranged radially from
the centre. Five ounces of
28 -gauge D.C.C. wire- will be
needed for the two coils.

The aerial coil has 160

turns, and is made as follows (Fig. 4) :
Commence by securing the wire to one of
the nails, and call this nail No. 1. Now
pass the wire round No. 5 on the other side,
round No. 9 on the first side and back to
No. 13 on other side, and then across to
No. 2. This forms one complete turn.

The Coil Supports.
Keep on winding in the same way,

always passing over the nail in front of the
one round which the last turn was made.
When every nail has one turn on you have
made 7 complete turns round the former.

. Continue winding and make tappings
at the 30th, 49th7-you will then have 7
turns on each naill3Oth, 150th turns,
and then wind on another 10 to make the
160 turns.

The secondary coil consists of 200 turns in -
all, and is tapped at the *Rh, 90th, 170th
and 190th turns. Intermediate taps may be
made but .they -are not really necessary:

Large coils such as these must not be re-
moved.from the.former until they have been
strengthened by. brushing Ahem over with
shellac varnish and baking in the oven for
a few minutes to make them hard and rigid.

The Complete Receiver.

Remove the nails carefully and slide the
coil off the former; if the shellac has caused
it to stick, do not force it but carefully ease
it with a penknife.

Cut two pieceS of fairly stout cardboard
the size of the largest coil, and make a hole
in the centre of each to take a 2 B.A. rod.
Make six small holes, starting about 4 in.
from the centre hole and going towards the
edge, and through these draw the ends of
the coil and taps, the beginning through the
first hole and the end through the last.

When both coils have been treated in
the same way, place them on top of one
another with the cardboards outwards,
and pass a length of 2 B.A. screwed - rod

(Continued on page 1144.1
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it HOW TO MAKE A

COMPACT CRYSTAL SET. +4
(Continual from page 1143.) t
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through the centre, tightening up with a

* nut each side.
The two coil supports are made from

fairly stout strip brass about 1. in. wide, and

Before making the holes for the contact
studs, the bush should be fixed to panel
and the switch inserted so that the arm
when turned rubs the panel, making a semi-
circle. There are five contact studs to each
coil, and the centre stud should be exactly
opposite the switch bush. When the posi-
tion for this stud has been marked on the
line made by the switch arm, the positions
for the two studs each side should be also
marked. Make sure that studs are equally
spaced. From the centre of one stud to
eentif of the next should be about H in.

The Connections.
Be careful in arrang

ing the second row
of studs, or they may
foul the first set. All
the parts may now
be mounted on the
panels, making sure
that the terminals,
contact studs, bushes.
etc., are all tightened
up so that they will
not work loose with
constant use.

The coils should not
be fitted in the sup-
ports until all the
soldering is finished.

Fixed plates of
condenser to switch
arm of 200 coil and
crystal side of de-
tector, moving plates

DETECTOR'

SUPPORTS

234 ),

/
SWITCHES

14- -

PANEL F/6.3

are easily made as shown by sketches on
Fig. 1. If you prefer to make the switches,
the type illustrated in Fig. 2 is very simple
and neat, and needs no further description.
To make the contact arm perfectly tight,

to one 'phone terminal
and end of coil. Contact arm of detector to
other 'phone terminal. The other coil is con-
nected one end to aerial, and the contact
arm to earth. (See Fig. 5.) Great care must
be taken in connecting the taps to the studs.

It is best to so
arrange the taps of
each coil that both

0 0 o o switches work in the
same direction.

\
o o o \o\

® 0PO0CIEN
FOeMER

0 0 0 0 q 0 0 0

00000
00 (5)

METHOD OF WIND/NG COILS FIG 1.

mold the knob firmly between the thumb
and finger, and screw the nut which is under
the arm upwards until you can hardly
)move the arm. The panel should be drilled

shown by Fig. 3.

Operation.

The coils may now
be carefully fitted
between the Supports
and adjusted so that
none of the taps is.

touching another. A case of suitable
dimensions should be constructed-pre-
ferably with a lb to exclude dust, etc.

Turn both switches to their first studs,
adjust crystal, am revolve condenser slowly

if no result turn

START -
Of

3
ENO

jOtea.
te.,1/4

412

SECONDARY
SWITCHPRIMARY PHONES

SWITCH

WIRING DIAGRAM (CO/Z.5 REDUCED FOR CLEARNESS)
F/G .S.

switches to second
studs, and again turn
condenser. If signals
are faint try third
studs or aerial switch
to second stud, and
crystal switch to third.

Under certain con-
ditions the writer has
found that best re-
sults are obtained
when one of the
switches touches two
studs at the same
time. Chelmsford
should come in on
fourth or fifth studs,
and should lime louder
than you have been_
able to get it on an
ordinary set.

Sometimes reception is improved by
varying the'distanc,e between the two coils,
and if this is so in your case, a piece of in-
sulating material may be placed between the
coils to keep them in the required position.

The position of the coils is shown by
the above.

The working of the set is a little more
complicated than most sets, and some
patience is required to get the very best out
of it.

It may be mentioned that when only a.
few miles from a station the set will work
without an aerial, though not giving very
loud signals.

+-4-1.11-41. -10- 4-4. 4- 4- 4- 4. 4-0 A> +

CRYSTAL TONGS.

THE sketch shows a pair of spring tongs
made from a length of cycle spoke. It
should be bent three iiinerfomind a

circular bar (a round ruler will do excel-
lently). The ends cut off to same length,
and super -imposed and flattened. a little.
The springiness of the tongs wifl hold the
crystal, and finger pressure is only necessary
to pick up or release.
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mcainly-AboulBrocadic astin

MY request, in a recent article, that
readers of " P.W." should let me
know whether they could beat the

record set up by Mr. Thomas with his crystal
set has resulted in a perfect shower of letters
which T find it impossible to deal with

- Let it suffice that dozens of
my correspondents claim to have beaten
Mr. Thomas's record.

Several of the letters received will appear
in due course in the Correspondence columns
of " P.W.7 ; but I would like to take this
opportunity of thanking all thoSe corre-
spondents who have written to me on the
subject and to inform them that, even
if some letters do not appear in " P.W.,"
it is only because of absolute lack of
space. I have been very much amazed at
the results achieved by crystal users, and
some of the letters have proved extraor-
dinarily illuminating as to the possibilities
of a good crystal set in the hands of a really
keen amateur.

Once again, I would like to thank my many
correspondents for the trouble they have
taken in writing to me.

Lunch Hour Concerts.
The B.B.C. announce that they will

shortly arrange for another broadcasting
" stunt " which should prove even more
interesting than their recent experiments in
connection with broadcasting the song of
the nightingale.

I hear they intend sending engineers with
a portable transmitter  and an expert
naturalist up the River Alde, in Suffolk,
which is one of the most popular resorts of
wild fowl in the country. There they hope
to be able to broadcast the cries of wild
fowl, at the same time giving a description of
their habits and environment. The con-
clusion of this " stunt " should prove rather
interesting, as a blank cartridge will be
fired into the air in order to startle the birds,
and it is anticipated that the report of the
gun will induce thousands of wild fowl to
rise up with a startled flapping of wings and
a medley of cries, which should try the
microphone to its utmost.

Some of the German broadcasting stations
have been trying an experiment lately which
has proved exceedingly popular'_ _

FIF-esirret instance, recently arranged
a special lunch programme every day for
the benefit of workers taking their lunch
in factories and workshops, and many
German manufacturers have installed loud
speakers in their works, The idea has
proved so very popular, I hear, that
several other German cities are following
up the example of Breslau. Loud speakers
are to be installed and maintained in
town halls by the municipal authorities,
and admittance to these wireless concerts
will be free to the public. This idea might
well be carried more into effect in this
country. One can imagine tlutt a good
lunch hour -concert in some of our popular
restaurants would be .a welcome innovation,
though whether people would hurry back
to work according- to schedule remains

doubtful. Anyway,. it is an idea which is
well worth trying out.

As these words are being written-some
few days prior to the New Year-it is under-
stood that the official ban on the use of
foreign -made wireless apparatus- is to be
removed by the end of the year and possibly
by the time these words are real" this ban
will have been lifted. and the British wireless
industry will have begun its fight to protect
the home market. I have very carefully
collected information on the possibilities of
an invasion of foreign -made wireless appara-
tus, and I have come to the conclusion,
based on very sound evidence, that, for at
least twelve months, manufacturers have
absolutely nothing to fear from imported
German apparatus.

Foreign Competition.
The Germans have once types of goods

which might prove competitive, and they
are, dull emitters-which, I hear, might be
on sale in this country at the extraordinary
low price of five
shillings - telephones,
and dry batteries ;
but I feel sure that
in the matter of con-
densers, coils, complete
sets, etc., the Germans
have a very long way
to go before they can
possibly place on the
market such efficient
apparatus as is now
supplied by British
firms.

There is no doubt,
however, that America
is in an excellent
position to flood this
country with American
apparatus. But never-
theless I feel confident
that the two years'
grace given to British
manufacturers h a s
proved enough to
enable them to build
a solid foundation for
the new industry, and
any foreign competitor
will find it exceedingly
difficult to get a good
foothold in the British
market. Anyway, it
is up to the British
amateur to stick to
British goods. I would
not recommend this
course if British goods
were not up to stand-
ard, but there can be
no doubt that they
are, and that when
you buy a good British -
Wireless component or
a good British wireless
.set, there is no other
market in the world
'where you can get

such value `or /11011(,, and shell e

guarantee for efficiency and thoroughness,

The N.A.R.M.
The :National Association of Radio

Manufacturers, which has a membership of
about 690 manufacturing firms --64 whole-
salers and about 100 raaiters-has been
agitating for a continuance of the ban on
foreign apparatus. One of their officials
was reported in the " Evening News " the
other day as saying : " It is obvious what
will happen now. The country will be
flooded with cheap foreign stuff and our
manufacturers will suffer."

I think this official is unduly pessimistic,
and that the Postmaster General's decision
that. he considers he is no longer justified in
maintaining the ban will not prove so dele-
terious to the progress of wireless in this
country. The attitude of the B.B.C. is
that British made sets and parts should to
preferred to foreign articles, and with this
attitude I thoroughly arrree.

A new type of ship's lifeboat transmitter, now on view at Baltic House.
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MY HOLIDAY
AND WHAT CAME OF IT.

By " ARIEL."

JUST
after Christmas five learned

physicians gathered round my bed-
side and, with one accord, said,

" Young man, if you do not take a holiday,
the world will be the poorer for the loss of a
great man.',
- And it came to pass that the next morning
I rose from my bed, packed the usual things
one packs when going on a holiday, and
departed with the fervent good wishes of the
'editor and staff, in the hope that I should
never return, to the balmy delights of Wey-
mouth, and there, having installed myself
in an hotel, I began to wonder how I should
kill time. Not being a married man I had
no wife and children to .look after, and so
I decided that I would make a few im-
promptu 'visits on people in the town over
whose houses I should spot aerials.

My first visit was to a gentleman about
whom I knew nothing at all. But by care-
ful deduction, my dear Watson, I had satis-
fied myself that he was the possessor of a
" P.W." Unidyne set. In other words, his
dealer had told me so.

His Unidyne Set.
This wireless pioneer lived at No. - in a

long road, in which all the houses were
exactly the same. Having verified the
number on the gate by the laborious method
of counting the houses as I went along, I
knocked at his front door, and just as the
sound of -his knocker resounded up and
down the street, I remembered with dismay
-that I had really no excuse for calling upon
him.

But there was no time for retreat. Before
I had even time to frame an opening sen-
teneX a ,voice behind me remarked, " Yes,
Whatdo_you want ? Is it abOut the ,Local
Election ?

" But, excuse me," I gasped hurriedly,
" I am not

" I'll tell you what," he interrupted,
-patting me on the shoulder. " You go to
No. - over there. They are all labour
there --as red as lobsters. You tell them
what it will mean to them if the Tory gets
in, and then you needn't feel you have
'wasted your afternoon." By this time we
were at the gate of his garden, and he
indicated No. - across the road.

" But excuse me a moment," I said, as
he turned to leave me, " I am a wireless
amateur, not a canvasser, and I wanted to
talk to you about wireless." I shouted
these laSt few words just in time to
prevent him shutting his front door.
.The expression on his face altered
suddenly.

" Oh, so that's what you are ! " he ex-
claimed with relief. " Come in, my friend.
Who sent you to me ? Tell_me, do you know
much about wireless ? "

" Not very much, I'm afraid," said I with
some modesty. (To -day's great truth.-
ED.) "But I came to see you because

-,heard -that you had got a set without
batteries. Is that true ? "

"Oh, not quite so bad as that," he replied,
laughing. My set works without an. H.T.
battery. Would you like to see it ? It
is the Unidyne set, deicribed recently in
POPULAR WIRELESS. Do you never see
that paper ? "

Yes, I have read it," I replied, feeling -a
little nervous at my ambiguous position.

" Well, I take it every week," said he,
" and my missus likes it, too."

" What ? " I exclaimed with astonish-
ment. " Is your wife a wireless amateur,
too ? "

and Wireless Repiew, January 10th, 1925..

still felt. rather uneasy in my mind about
the deception I had practised on my new
friend, and it was not until I got right out of
his street that I began_to feerhappy again,
and could screw up my courage to tackle
a few more amateurs. :-At last I discovered a promising -looking
street, in a very differet part of the town.
I walked boldly up to the house numbered-
and knocked at the door. It was opened by
a magnificent lady, who seemed to have been
built rather for comfort than speed.

Caught Out.
" Well, my good man, what do you

-want ? " was her disconcerting opening.
Again I found myself wishing that such a
scheme had never entered my head.

" I-I am a wireless amateur," I stam-
mered feebly. " Could I speak to your er-
er "

" Don't you come here talking to my
Tom about wireless," she snapped irritably.
" I get it morning, noon, and night as it is.

In fact, I can't get a
word in edgeways when
his infernal loud speak-
er is going. You hop it !
Good -morning," and
she slammed the door
with a resounding
hang, leaving me flat-
tened out on the front -
door step.

I staggered across
the street to No. -,
which had an aerial
fixed on the roof, and
again knOcked at the
door.

" Good -morning," I
began courageously,
lust as the door opened.

I am---" But a red
and angry face shot
round the door.

" Not to -day, thank
A meeting of the rfounsiow and District Wireless Society showing some

of their transmitting and receiving gear.

" Hardly that," he grinned, " but she
reads the articles by that bloke called

Ariel.' I have read some of them myself,
and they don't seem to be half bad. But,
of course, that kind of thing doesn't interest
me much, because I'm technical. This is
my missus," he added, as his wife entered
the room, drying her hands. " This gentle-
man is a wireless man," he explained to his
wife, " and he has called to see my new
Set."

His wife muttered .a 'few words about
kitchens being untidy on washing day, but
it didn't seem to worry her better half. He
escorted me into the kitchen, and dis-
played to me the familiar exterior of the
Unidyne.

The Next Stop.
" I reckon this is the best set I. have had

yet," he announced with pride, as he opened
the cabinet. "A lot of my pals are making it
up, since they saw mine. I tell you I can
cut out any ship station, and I can get 6 B M
loud-so loud that it would knock your head
off."

Unfortunately I could not try the set,
as it was too early in the day, for any broad-
casting to be going on. Bnt I promised
that I would, if pos.sible .call again that
evening to moVe the truth of his words. I

you," and. the door
banged.

In despair decided
to go back to the hotel, and take a well-
earned rest. And I was strolling along the
promenade, when I felt a tap on my shoulder.
I turned round quickly, and there was my
friend from No.-. How I longed for the
apparatus of the- man who controls life and
death, so that I might instantaneously
deatll-ray myself ! But unfortunately, Mr.
Grindle Matthews was far away.

" Aren't you Ariel ' of POPULAR WIRE-.
LESS ? " he inquired. I had to admit that
his surmise was correct.

" Well fneveY ! " he exclaiect.,
ly I set eyes on you I thought ' I have seen
that chap somewhere before.' But it was
the missus who hit the matter on the head
as usual. She saw you pick up `P.W.,'
turn over a page, and lay it flat down on the
table. So when you had gone, she had a
look what it was that you wanted to hide
from us. And it was your own' photo-
graph. The missus guessed all the time
who it was, but she said to me He must
be up to some stunt, and that's why I
didn't ask him at once who he was.'
Supposing you tell me the truth about
it ! '

Having no alternative, I could not but tell
the whole story, and seldom have I seen a
man laugh so much. As it was at my own
expense. I didn't much enjoy the joke.
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WIRELESS ACCESSORIES.
Quality guaranteed by over 50 years' electrical manufacturing experience.

INTERYALVE TRANSFORMERS.
Adopted by leading manufacturers of Wire-
less Receiving Sets and discrithinating
amateurs in all parts of the World.
Guaranteed for is mouths. Price 21;- each.

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS.
With finished and lacquered brass bush for
panel mounting. Resistance wire wound
on insulating rod, thereby giving perfectly
smooth adjustment Each supplied with
diagram giving drilling dimensions,

3/6 each.

EBONITE CONDENSER DIALS AND KNOBS.
In one piece, graduated in white o-z8o',
highly finished, complete with fixing screw,
dial approximately 3 in, diameter.
Complete 113 each. Dials only, 10d. each.

SILVERVOX LOUD SPEAKER
This instrument will reproduce both
speech and music without the loss
of its original tone and quality.
Coils wound to either 120 or 2,000
ohms.

The tone arm is a heavy aluminium
casting.
Excellent strengths
on an efficient
within io miles
station.

can be obtained
2 -valve receiver
of broadcasting

Total height, 20 inches. Size of
trumpet, 12 V2 inches diameter.

PRICE £3 10s. EACH

Makers :-THE
106,

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
(For panel mounting.)

Strongly co,struct:.-d. 111,7,ylng vanes are
shaped to give low minimum capacity.
Fitted with a stop to allow of a movement
of 18o° only.

From 5'6 each.

TELEPROMi-KADPIECES.
The " Stalloy" diaphragms are matched
to as to secure a balance of tone and
quality. Resistance from 120 to 12,000
ohms. Price (4,000 ohms) 25/-

115TENTIONIETERS.
(For panel mounting.)

On rectangular ebonite ermer, complete
with knob and pointer. Former mounte,1
on cast brass frame. Resistance approxi.
tnately quo ohms. 716 each.

SILVERTOWN COMPANY,
Cannon Street, London, E.C.4,

Works : Silvertown, London, E.16.
BELFAST: 75, Ann Street.
BIRMINGHAM : r5, Martineau Street.
BRISTOL: 4, Victoria Street.
CARDIFF: Pier Head Chambers, Bute Docks.
DUBLIN: 7o, Middle Abbey Street.
GLASGOW: 55, Royal Exchange Square.
LEEDS: r, New York Road.

LIVERPOOL: 54, Castle Street.
LONDON: too and 102, Cannon Street.
MANCHESTER: 16, John Dalton Street.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE: 59, Westgte Road.
PORTSMOUTH: 49, High Street.
SHEFFIELD: 88-9o, Queen, Street.
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Maximum Results!
CHESHIRE, 21-11-24.

" You will perhaps be interested to know that last
night, November loth, at 9.47 p.m. on to about 9.56 p.m.,
I was listening on a crystal set to BRUSSELS. The Crystal
BRUSSELS ion a home-

% made set
in use was your good Permanite,' and the set used was of
my own construction, using very thick S.W.G. wire. I
shall now recommend your Crystal as being the BEST
out of 55 other makes I have tried." T. WILLIAMS.

Minimum Re -adjustment
The Universal objection to the Crystal is the
need for continual Re -adjustment. With
Gamage's Genuine PERMANITE this
operation is reduced to the irreducible mini-
mum. It is this extreme sensitiveness, coupled
with its stability, that has kept it right to
the front since 1908.

RMANITE
CRYSTAL

LOOK FOR THE

No other Crystal is " Just as goo -1" Normal Size with
), CIRCULAR BOX.

If your dealer is out of stock of Gamage's Permanite firmly refuse to
be put off with any other make. If he does not stock "Permanite,-
let Gamages know. If you have any difficulty at any time in
getting PERMANITE locally-send P.O. for size required to

A. W.
GAMAGE9

LTD., HOLBORN,LONDON, E.C.1
Or at BENETFINK'S, Cheapside, E.C.2.

Stands
12 in. high.
filth r4 in.

rind
9 in. deep.

et is

guaranteed
in perfect
condition.

The Greatest Wireless Bargain Offered.

3 Valve Set 18-15-0
With all accessories. (Marconi Tax 37 8 extra'.

Here is your biggest opportunity to possess a really efficient 3-v617 set
guaranteed in perfect condition, British made with brand new pats which
embrace all the latest circuits at actually less than half malufcthrers'
prices. This is not a " catch -penny " but a 3 -valve set sold with A,_v_J absolute
assurance of quality and a definite guarantee of satisfaction or filistav4- Lack.

Soeci'ication-Mounted on Ebonite, in handsome peLh,1Malt.gany
Cabinet, 14 in. by 12 in. b19 in. British made, coiLli_r2,,E..iN.h.11ow-
ing accessories: 3 Valves, 4 volt, 4o amp. acextr u:. ef ,r h.t. ban ry pair
of 4000 ohms headphones, coo ft. aerial 25 ft. ientl,7.-wire
(insulated), plugs, insulators, etc.

Letters like these from purchasers reach us ma'? day:-
" Fay good results, every word of "Mist satisfactory. It has o
the sermon broadcasted from London beautYa to and a great volum: of
was heard here as distinctly as if I sound."-.4. Ii. C. (Pcnge).
were in church."-F..4. G. (Fowey,
Cornwall).

Money willingly refunded if not satisfied.
Hundreds of satisfied customers. Seen and demonstrated any brae.

BURROUGHS & GODFREY
(Phones Department),

McDermott Road, Peckham, London, S.E.

Siluer Catswhisker

!!!!1M1111111111

Large Size
with Silver
Catstuhisher

16
mS-0

144
rz...

l'Es5 iv&

rgsS1

fast

r: S711

es
E.N.S4

fgio

IT'S QUALITY THAT DOES IT."

C k.

2 V. 0'2 A.

Tat
Z4AK, NEW ZEALAND
on a Single Valve Set !

PRICE

1 21 -

THE UNEQUALLED RECORD OF
THE C. & S. DULL EMITTER VALVE.
A SAMPLE WILL CONVINCE YOU.
SUPPLIED EX. STOCK. ATTRACTIVE

TRADE TERMS.

CRAIK & SMITH,
Phone: Clerk. 7346. ALLEN ST., E.C.1.

tege r: s:51 1,6;1

lE.S4

*Sy

CRS

if.:.+ -511
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strument is of greatest use in measuring
the wave -length of incoming signals, and
for this purpose the keen experimenter
will find a wave -meter a necessity.

The instrument consists of a variable con-
denser connected in parallel with a plug-in
coil, constituting the "tuned circuit across

HOW TO CONSTRUCT
A USEFUL WAVE -METER

FROM A CORRESPONDENT.
No real experimenter should be without a wave -meter. In these days of long distance reception of so many different
stations, the possession of the handy component described in this article will prove of the utmost value.

THE wave -meter described in this article
was made by the writer for a friend
with a transmitting licence, who

wished to measure accurately the wave-
length of both received signals and his own
transmission, and who also required some
system of " side tone " so that he could

listen in to
the quali-
ty and
strength of
his speech.
Of course,
such an in -

which a double -pole
double - throw key
switch connects either ;
(a) a high note shunted
buzzer in series with a
4k -volt dry battery, or
(b) a 'phone jack in
series with a perikon
crystal detector.

The two photo-
graphs, Figs. 1 and 2,
show clearly the con-
struction of the instru-
ment, and Fig. 3 shows

the cir-cuit.
The

writer
does not
intend
to give
minute
con -
stru e-
tional
details,
as these
can be
varied
to suit

n y
parts the experimenter may
have by him. It is important,
however, that good quality
components be used, es-
pecially a good variable con-
denser, which should be very
rigid,
a n d

-4- .........

have
thick
plates.

Fig. 1. Showing the neat appearance of the completed instrument. T h e
conden -

ser used in the instru-
ment described is a
Sterling " square law "
type which has the
advantage of greatly
facilitating the plotting
of wave -length charts.

When
t h e
wave-
length
obtain-
ed with
a given
coil and

Fig. 2.

/80

/60

/40

/20

100

sC 80

t4J 60

'G 40

20
CZ)

A view of the under -panel wiring.
rigid wiring.

wave -length at two positions Of the variable
condenser (three or four for safety) with each
coil, and connect, these points on our chart
by a straight line. it is advisable not to let
these condenser readings lie within the first
ten or fifteen degrees of the dial. Fig. 4

Note the well -separated,

250 300 350 4-00 4-50 500.50 800 550 700 750 800 850 900

WAVELENGTH IN METRES F/64.
a square
law condenser is plotted
against thecondenser reading,
a straight line is obtained,
whereas with the ordinary -
type of variable condenser a
curve results.

When calibrating the in-
strument, therefore, all we
need to do is to find the

shows a specimen wave -length chart, and it
should be noted that if these are drawn on
large sheets of graph paper more open read-
ings and greater accuracy will be obtained.

Of course, the best method of calibrating
a wave -meter is by direct comparison with a
standard instrument, but as there are now

 se many stations transmitting on fixed and
(Continued on page 11504
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CHATS WITH A PHYSICIST
By Sir J. KENNETH D. MACKENZIE, Bt., F.R.G.S.

" THAT ,` Death Ray' controversy,
1 Professor," I said, " about which

we heard so much a few months
ago, seems to have petered out. Do you
think there was really anything in it, or
was it merely a journalistic ' stunt' ? "

" No, it was not that," my friend re-
plied, " but rather a case of ' counting
your chickens before they're hatched,'
so far as being able to substantiate the
claims made was concerned. Research work
is going on in that direction in other
countries besides ours, and I think develop-
ments are coming which will have far-
reaching effects. You haven't forgotten,
I suppose, the recent excitement about
that ' Ray' which was to be used for bring-
ing down aeroplanes, stopping motor -cars,
and so on ? Nothing is being said about it
now, and wisely, too, I think, for there is
nothing to be gained: scientifically by pub-
licity in matters of that kind."

How Energy is Wasted.
" Yes," I -assented, " there was too much

needless alarm only a couple of months ago
over Dr. Walls' experiments in Sheffield
with the atom. Many nervous folk thought
that if he succeeded in ' bursting the atomi
as the papers called it, he might probably
blow up the whole world in one blinding
flash."

The professor laughed.
" Yes, I haven't forgotten," he went on ;

" but that was an atomic matter, not a
radio one, though whether they are not
ultimately the same thing, perhaps, we
shall learn one day. I'm not able to say, for
we're really only beginning to learn, and
the wisest of us is as yet only a Freshman
at the University of Nature. You see,
radio, or wireless, is but a newly opened
book, and we're only in the first chapter
which, however, covers an advance in know-
ledge more rapid than had been gained in
any other branch of applied science in the
same time. It is really wonderful when
you come to think of it the strides that have
been made within the past three years.

" The trouble is that many people have
an exaggerated idea of the power or energy
involved in ' broadcasting,' the only
practical application of wireless with which
they have any acquaintance at present,
and think that because sounds can be sent
and received anywhere within the limits of
this world of ours, other effects are being
caused by the ' wireless waves.' Even
blame- for the wretched weather we've had
is laid upon wireless ; not a few  people
imagine that the numberless aerials scat-
tered over the country are the cause of so
much rain. I wonder what idea they have
of the electrical energy picked up by their
aerials to work their receiving sets ? Has
it ever occurred to you that the present sys-
tem of wireless transmission is the most
wasteful distribution of energy that science
has yet evolved ? "

" Yes," I replied, " I admit it has. The
only parallel I can think of is the stupendous
energy apparently wasted by the sun, which
radiates it in every direction seemingly for

the benefit only of a dozen or so planets
and their satellites which revolve round it
in practically one horizontal plane. Every
transmitting station is doing the same thing,
radiating electric energy in every direction
as from a common centre to be utilised only
in the one plane in which receiving aerials
are situated. One hears of a ' Heaviside
layer' to account for radio energy being
forced to follow the earth's curvature, but
that always strikes me as being something
like Cannoning off the top cushion into a
bottom pocket' ! I've often wondered
how many receiving sets could be
worked from one transmitting station
of a given output. Surely there must
be some limit, for one can't receive
more than one gives out, even suppos-
ing there were no loss in transmission."

" Naturally, but though hundreds of
horse -power may be used to transmit
sounds from one powerful station, only

A new tiv,-7alva Neutrodyne receiver that employs two neutroformers instead
of the usual three. Only two tuning controls are provided,

*

billionths of a horsepower are picked up by
any one receiving aerial, and thus in one
way receivers might be numbered in
billions also. But remember that since these
receivers are all in one plane of, say, a mere
hundred feet in thickness, the proportion
of energy radiated and utilised by them is
infinitesimal compared with the total output
of that station, and so might place some
calculable limit to their number.

Power Transmission Possibilities.
"And don't forget, also, that it is only

the simple crystal sets which depend
solely on the energy received to obtain
results which are effective. Directly valves
are used or even an amplifier, local power
is employed which does the work when they
are set in action by what comes from the
distant station. It is the local battery and
accumulators you rely on to give you what

you want, the impulses
received from the dis-
tant station being
merely the controlling
influence, though, of
course, all-important.

" Undoubtedly ' di-
rectional ' wireless for
long-distance signal-
ling is the coming thing,
for in that way ebncen-
trated energy can be
applied where and
how it is wanted, and
not flung broadcast to
waste an all but infini-
tesimal portion of it.
Perhaps through some
means of that kind we
may eventually dis-
cover how energy of

can be transmitted by
radio to do work at
a distance directly
and without having to
employ local power."

A USEFUL
WAVE -METER

(Continued from page 1149.)
* 4. -4. -4. -4* -1--4.--4.- ---44-O-------*

published wave -lengths, it is quite a simple
matter to calibrate from our receiver. The
B.B.C. stations Eind the harmonics of your
local station will prove useful in this con-
nection.

The other components used on the instru-
ment are a W. & M. perikon crystal detector,
an Ericsson key switch with contacts
arranged as a double -pole change -over
switch, and an Ericsson high -note wave -
meter buzzer. The owner of the instrument
is using a set of Gambrell coils, although the
one shown in the photograph is an Igranic.
It must be understood that any reliable well -
made components may be used in place of
those mentioned.

The Non -inductive Shunt.
In order to sharpen tuning, a 15 ohm non -

inductive sh'unt is connected across the
magnet coils of the buzzer. The resistance
of the buzzer itself is 25 ohms, and it would
perhaps be better if the shunt had a lower
resistance than 15 ohms, but then a heavier
current would be drawn from the small

pocket lamp type dry battery, which would
consequently have a shorter life. The
shunt consists of about 10 in. of No. 42
S.W.G. platinoid wire, doubled back on itself
and wound on a small piece of mahogany.

The 4i -volt dry battery is held in place
by a stiff metal spring clip, which in turn is
secured to the panel by one of the detector
screws. This battery is consequently easily
replaced, a touch with a hot soldering iron
being sufficient to release the stiff wires
which are soldered to the battery contacts.
It will be noticed that the instrument is
wired with square tinned wire, which as
well as being efficient is neat and easy to
work. A 'phone jack was fitted to the
panel as all the owner's 'phones are on plugs,
but it would perhaps be better practice to
provide terminals. The oblong hole for
mounting the key switch is made by drilling
all round the sides with a small drill, and
then filing to shape.

Those who never anticipate carrying out
any transmitting experiments may leave
out the crystal detector and 'phone ter-
minals, and this will, of course, simplify
the construction of the instrument.

In conclusion, the writer is sure that
anyone making a wave -meter on the lines
indicated above will find the instrument
of great use in experimental work, and will
feel amply repaid for his trouble.
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"Ali, THERE S THE RUB ! "
-REAL GOOD AMPLIFICATION WITHOUT DISTORTION.

The R.I. Transformer, with its minimum self -capacity of only 18 micro-microfarads
and its extremely high ratio of insulation to wire, has proved itself the master of
all general-purpose transformers.

No matter what kind of receiving circuit you are using, the process must guarantee

an accurate magnification of every detail; and the R.I. will surpass your expectation

and produce a depth of tone unknown in any other instrument.

Note the points of the R.I. Transformer.
1. Correct inductance values of primary and secondary windings.

2. Minimum hystersis, capacity and leakage losses.
3. Low self -capacity between and across windings.
4. Efficient Iron circuit.
5. High insulation between individual windings and core.

6. Maximum standard strength and freedom from breakdown.
Write for our new 50 -page catalogue, free on request.

11111111111111illii111111111111.111111l11111111111111 Radio IINSITL11770INIS lid
12 Hyde Sire aE,Oxford Stra8t.
Telephone:RECENT 6214(5iineAki.C.I.Telegrami`Instradio London./
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THE NEW
-.INDOOR-

AERIAL
PORTABLE

Cy (Paten` applied for.)

ONE USER AT
HASTINGS WRITES :

" I find with the
'0.V.' Aerial results
are equal to outdoor
aerial, and I haveac-
tually received the
Montreal Station
and signals, which
were quite strong.'

The Original can be seen.

NO INSULATORS

Can be
outside if

used
desired.

INSIST
ON "O.V."

PRICE 2/6 EACH.
No further expense.
SAVE MONEY.
Ask your Dealer
for particulars.
TRADE ONLY.

CABLE AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
Cable House,

234, Pentonville Road, LONDON, N.1.
Telephone : North 3109

EFESCA HIGH - FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER. Specially re-
commended where more than one
stage of High -Frequency amplifi-
cation is required. Wave -length
range, 150-2,500 metres, com-
plete as illustration, wound on
ebonite former, 21/-. Ditto,
employing Grid Leak and (003)
Condenser, for use as Transformer
connected to Detector Valve, 25/ -.

7) F ESC A VERNISTAT (Pat.
applied for). Of unique construe -
t ion,the Vernistat gives extremely
delicate control and is smooth
and silent in operation, and is
specially suited to High Frequency
and Detector Valve filament con-
trol. Resistance 5 ohms, 6 / -
each, complete as illustrated.

Ask your

Wireless Dealer
to show you

One -Hole Fixing Components

Your wireless dealer or electrician will
be pleased to show you EFESCA com-
ponents. Ask his opinion of them, and
he will tell you that EFESCA com-
ponents are made with instrument -
maker's precision and so give the
maximum efficiency-the purest lone
and greatest volume of sound-in the
hands of the amateur constructor.

EFESCA components are mounted by
our Standard One -Hole Fixing, which
greatly simplifies panel drilling ; write
for Catalogue 522/1t-it is free and
full of interest.

Wholesale only :

FALK, STADELMANN & Co. Ltd.
Efesca Electrical Wcrks,

83-85-87, Farringdon Road, London,
E.C.1.

And at Glasgow, Manchester & Birmingham

-deSQUARE LAW CONDENSERS.
001 - 7/9 '0003 - 4'-
'0005 - '0002 - 3, -

Dial and Knob It- extra. Postage §.1. extra:

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,
Sc, Newington Causeway, London, 5.1.1. 126, Newington Causeway, S.E.I.
7. St. George's Circus, S.E.1. 16, ktanette Street, Charing Cross Road W.I.
207, Edgware Road, W.2. Phone Hop 677.

gigal A MOST EFFICIENT DEVICE
to which the ordinary head-
phones are clipped by a simple
pressure on the spring clips.

Wirtless
List "F"
Post Free.

PRICE

1016
(Postage

6d. extra.)

age'

THE
,

Gramaphix
Loud Speaker 1016
Horns to mount on Gramaphix:

tgThe Gramaphls requires
(accdrding to distance
from the Broadcasting
Station) at least one
stage of low -frequency
amplification to give
satisfactory - v o I zt in c.

Straight Horn
(Bell an .. 6/ -
Swan necked Horn
(Bell .. 15/ -
Small curved Horn
(Bell Sr) .. 7/6
(Postage 9d. extra.)

RICHD. MELHUISH, -LTD. Est. 1828.
Electrical Engineers and Wireless Experts,

50. 51 & 84, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.

S LETTER"" ROYAL COLLEGE
1%00 Dear Sirs, OF SCIENCE.

It may interest you to know
that I have recently scientifically tested your
-GIL-RAY " crystal. Its performance was truly
extraordinary when tested both electrically and
on a Crystal Set. From its characteristic curves
it would appear to be particularly useful in
Reflex Circuits. L. C.- D.I.C A.I.C.. etc.

PRICE xis
of all dealers, or direct from

THE GILRAY RADIO CO.,
Sicilian House, Sicilian Avenue, W.C.1.

Sole Distributors for U.K. and Ireland :
V. ZEITLIN & SONS, 141. Theobald's Road.

London, W.l.
Agents for Ireland : PETTIGREW &

MERRIMAN, 8, Corporation Street, Belfast.
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WIRELESS FOR THE BEGINNER.
By E. BLAKE, A.M.I.E.E.

PART 9. CONDENSERS AND INDUCTANCE.

BEFORE leaving our study of electrons
and turning to theathermionic valve,
a few facts about condensers and

tuning coils should be given, as these instru-
ments will be shown and described when
valve circuits are explained.

In its simplest form an electrical con-
denser consists of two conductors of elec-
tricity separated by a non-conductor ; for
example, two sheets of copper separated
by a layer of air, or two sheets of tin foil
with a sheet of
mica, ebonite, or
glass between
them.

Fig. 1 depicts
a battery to each
terminal _of
which is con-
nected a metal
plate. Before
the plates are so
joined to the
battery there is
a difference of
potential be-
tween the posi-
tive and negative
terminals o the
battery ; this P.D. is equal to the E.M.F. of
the battery, and. in the ease of the common
type of flashlamp " battery is about 4.5
volts. Before the plates are connected up
there is no difference of potential whatever
between them.

" Charging " a Condenser.
When the plates are connected up as

shown in Fig. 1; the effect is simply to
make the battery terminals longer ; in fact,
the plates become the battery terminals and
therefore acquire the same potential differ-
ence, namely 4.5 volts. The plate which is
connected to the negative ( -) terminal of
the battery becomes negative with respect
to the other plate. Now, from what we have
learned about potentials, we can see that if
both plates started alike and finish by hav-
ing a potential difference, then the negative
plate must have gained some electrons and
the positive plate must have loSt some,
because a negatively -charged body has an
excess of electrons and a positively -charged
body has a lack of electrons. It is evident,
therefore, that when the- plates are joined
to each other through the battery, a flow of
electrons must have taken place- from the
plate 'which was connected to the positive
terminal to the plate connected to the nega-
tive terminal. This current is called the
" charging current."

The Unit of Capacity.
The process of withdrawing electrons from

one plate and adding them to the other
goes on until there are so many electrons
on the negative, plate that the force they
exert in order to try to flow back to make
up the deficit of electrons in" the -positive
plate is equal, to the force (EAVI:F.) 'Of -the

battery tending to keep them where they
are, and equilibrium is attained. The
condenser is then " charged."

The amount of current (or electron flow)
required to bring a condenser to a given
potential difference is the measure of its

capacity," although " capacity " is mea-
sured in units called farads." The
capacities of the condensers usually found
on receivers are small fractions of a millionth
of one farad, .such as, for example, a con-
denser of 0.001 microfarad capacity.

Explaining Oscillatory Currents.
The non -conducting material between the

plates of condensers is called the " di-
electric.-" . The ordinary variable condenser
used for receiving sets has aluminium or
brass plates and a dielectric of air ; fixed
condensers, such as those connected across
telephones or used with grid leaks, are often
made of tin -foil with a mica dielectric.

-'1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

GUIDES FOR WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTORS.

The "Best Way " Wireless Series.
= TWO of the finest books for the Home Con-
_ structor will be published on January
E 15th, price 8d. each.

= THESE two 28 -page books, first of a " Best
Way" series for amstours, deal reaper -

E tively with " How to Make -Crystal Sets," and
E " How to idake Valve Sots."

DRINTED on art Paper and with dozens of= excellent photos and diagrams, these two
E books represent high-water mark in wireless
E publications.

A PICTORIAL blue print is given away with
the book on Valve Sets.

ORDER your Copies Now. Price ed. each.

F.1111114111111111111111111111111111t11111111111111t11111111111M1111111111111rT

Reverting to the condenser joined to the
battery, it may be now understood that if
the condenser is  disconnected from the
battery it remains charged to a P.D. equal
to the E.M.F. of the battery. If the two
plates are then connected to each other by a
high resistance wire, as in Fig. 2 (a) there
will be a flow of electrons from the nega-
tively - charged plate to the positively -
charged plate until. the deficit of electrons
in the latter is made up. There will then be
110 difference of potential between the
plates, and the condenser is " discharged."
But if the plates are joined by a coil of
wire (Fig. 2 b) and provided the resistance
of the whole circuit does not exceed a certain
value, there will not be a onedireetion' dis-
char& current- al* in the first case, but an
oscillating -discharge. . - -

The 'coiling of the wire greatly increases
that property of all conductors -which is
called " seWinductance " or 1`. inductance."
This'Property.-has 'the effect *Of MakMg the

' electron§ act as- though possessing inertia;
that is to Say; -it tends -to 'oppose their- be=

ginning to move as a current, and their
stoppage, as well as opposing any increase
or decrease in their movement. Therefore,
when the electrons are flowing from the
negative plate to the positive plate through
an inductance coil, the process is not
brought to an end when equilibrium is
reached, because owing to the inductance of
the circuit there is opposition to a cessation
of the movement of the electrons, which
accordingly begin to pile up on the once
positive plate, which thus becomes negative,
whilst the formerly negative plate becomes
-positive. Then the discharge starts again in
the opposite direction, but again the rush of
electrons overshoots the mark and the
plates again reverse their polarity. This
oscillating discharge goes on until all the
electrical energy originally stored in the
condenser has been frittered away, some as
heat, and some radiated in ether waves.

Different Types of Coils.
An oscillating circuit, then, must contain

capacity and inductance. The number of
oscillations per second set up in it when
the condenser discharges, or, in other words,
the, frequency of the circuit, depends Open
the values of the capacity and inductance ;
the greater their product the
frequency. It will readily be seen that by
including a variable condenser, or a variable
inductance, or both, in an oscillatory circuit
we can adjust the frequency of the circuit
to any value. we pleasewithin the limits of
the. instruments. The use of this arrange-

ment will be ap-
preciated later
on.

Inductance
coils as used for
wireless reception
a r e sometimes
wound in solen-
oidal form on
cardboard, ebo-
nite, or wooden
" formers," the
method of vary-
ing the number
of turns of wire
brought into use
being either that
of the " sliding "
contact or that
in which- a con-

nection is taken from, say, every tenth
turn and soldered to a flat metal stud over
which a slider passes. This form of coil is
perhaps most frequently seen nowadays on
the cheaper crystal sets. Coils wound into
compact packets, called variously " basket,"
" honeycomb," " pancake," or "spider -web"
coils are largely favoured because of the
easy means they provide of avoiding a
certain adverse effect (" dead end " effect)
met in the use of solenoids. and for other
reasons. These coils are not variable, and
the adjustment of the circuit is wholly -

effected- by varying the condenser:

116.2.
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Some of thos? who have given you pleasure when listening -in.

THE New Year in broadcasting circles
promises well, though from. a glance
at some of the programmes, probably

the " high -brows"
will want to sing a
paean of triumph,
for these show a
decided increase on
the side of classical

 Chamber music
has certainly re-
ceived signal hon-
our by the fact that
the most famous
body of players, the
London String
Quartet, consented
to broadcast from
the 2 L 0 studio on

Wednesday week. Consisting of the font
well-known artistes, James Levey (leader),
Thomas Petrie (2nd violin), H.
Waldo Warner (viola), and the chief
Queen's Hall Orchestra 'cellist, War-
wick Evans, it was formed some
sixteen years ago, but under the
leadership of Albert Sammons, the
famous violinist.

After two years' rehearsal, their
first appearance was made at Wig -
more (then Bechstein) Hall, in 1910,
and a very uphill struggle it was, for
chainber music was then at its lowest
ebb. Season after season passed,
t.id the L.S.Q. became more and
more"firmly established by reason
of their series of classical " Pop
-concerts at olian Hall. Continental
tours were made, and Mr. Sammons,
unable to put aside his many other
engagements, relinquished -the lead-
ership first to Mr. Arthur Beckwith,
another Queen's Hall leader, who in
turn, curing the American tour,
yielded it to Mr. Levey.

The Spirit of Christmas.
This was finely maintained at all stations,

which for the most part provided
their own carol programmes, but 2 L 0

went to the foun-
tain head by re-
laying the Royal
Choral Society's
concert from the
Albert Hall on Sat-.
urcl a y, 20th ult.
With the choir con-
ducted by Mr. H.
A. Balfour, and the
soloists Mesdames
Megan Foster,
Olga Haley, Mr.
Parry Jones and
Mr. Peter Dawson,
excellent r es ti I t s
were obtained.

- M. Ernest Ansermet.

Mr: William Anderson.

Miss Megan Foster is one of our best-
known English concert artistes, and there
are few classical or ballad concerts at which
she is not a star artiste. Her own song
recitals at !Bohan and Wigmore Halls
have placed her on a very high plane of
success, for she possesses a voice of great
mobility of tone, and perfect diction.

Wireless Pantomime.
A unique innovation was made, up in

the North, by the relaying of the entire
pantomime: " Humpty-Dumpty " from the
Palace Theatre, Aberdeen. Frankly, how-
ever, I think even the most decorous of
youngsters will refuse to regard it as
anything but a " make -shift," for after all,
three-quarters of the pleasure of pantomime
is the spectacle and the excitement of the
actual visit. No, I am afraid I join issue
with all the kiddies who " go on strike " for
a real visible pantomime.

The London String Quartet.

It has been a great disappointment to
most opera lovers that the British National
Opera Company were unable to have a
Christmas season in London. Luckily
there has been the " Old Vic," and 2 L 0
threw itself nobly into the breach with its
recent S.B. programme, " -An Evening with
Grand Opera," supported by the B.N.O.C.
stars, amona6 whom were Beatrice Miranda,
Constance Willis, Browning Mummery,
William Anderson, and the Male Voice Choir
of the B.N.O.C.

Well-known Bass.
Mr. William Anderson possesses one of

the finest bass voices in the company, and
his performances in past seasons, particu-
larly in " La Boheme "-at which royalty
were present-added to the entire success.
In the studio his voice radios quite well,
and noteworthy scenes were those front
" Faust " and " The Mastersingers."

Symphony Concerts.
Frankly speaking, from a wireless stand-

point only, these concerts are not entirely
a success. To get
the best results, the
studio built for radio
purposes must
surely be better than
any hall, and though
Covent Garden
Opera House suits a
big orchestra quite
well when heard in
the hall itself, " over
the aether " most of
the beauty of. tone
is lost.

Probably fog
caused many people
to remain faithful to
their home sets last month when the first
of the new series of International Sym-

phony Concerts was given. The pro -
gramme was perhaps on the classical
side, but some very good work was
done by M. Pierre Monteux, the
eminent French conductor who has
made himself famous for his work
with the Russian Ballet all over the
world.

For the next at the same Opera
House, on Jan. 15th, the orchestra
will be conducted by an equally
famous Continental conductor, a
Swiss, M. Ernest Ansermet._ He is
well knoWn on both sides of the
Channel and has conducted some of
the biggest national concerts. The
soloist,on this occasion will be Mr.
Albert Sammons.

Another Popular Band.
The concerts relayed from the

Piccadilly Hotel with De Groot have
proved so popular that it is not sur-
prising that another big restaurant

band has been called into action. This is
the Tea Band of the Trocadero Restaurant,
and their interpolation between the two
talks in the Women's Hour should provide

welcome change.
While on the subject of " talks," many

of them- probably un-
listened-to, did the
B.B.C. but realise it,
there is one series
that rivets attention. -

These are the
" music talks " by
Mr. Percy B.
Scholes, which are
invariably of high
literary value like
all his works, and ex-
tremely to the point.
Would that some
other talkers would
follow his example.

Miss Megan Foster.

Mr. Percy Scholes.
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Double Ring
Dull Filament Type Valve

Loud Speaker Power Type Valve

Here are Master Valves for perfect long distance and
pure tone reception.

You will find in these three groups a range of Master
Valves that will produce the finest wireless reception
from your set.

Each type of valve is the best that modern research
can produce. Make your own choice.

BRIGHT FILAMENT VALVES
(For four -volt batteries.)

Mullard H.F. Red Ring. Valves for
H.F.- AMPLIFICATION ANDDETECTION - - 12/6 each.

Mullard L.F. Green Ring Valves for
L.F. AMPLIFICATION - 12:6 each.

(Recommended for reflex and dual circuits.) Leaflet
M.8 gives full information.

DULL FILAMENT VALVES
Mullard H.F. Double Red Ring Valves for H,F. AMPLIFICATION.

Type D.3 for accumulators - - 21/- each.
Type D.06 for dry cells - - 25:- each.

Mullard H.F. Double Green Ring Valves for L.F. AMPLIFICATION.
Type D.3 for accumulators - 21 /- each.
Type D.06 for dry cells - 25:- each.

Leaflet V.R.20 gives full information.

LOUD SPEAKER VALVES
Mullard D.F.A.O. for 4 -Volt batteries - 30/- each.
Mullard D.F.A.1 for 6 -volt batteries - 35/- each.

Leaflet V.A.4 gives full information.

All these Valves bear the hall mark of

THE 11.17T.TARD RADIO VALVE CO., LTD. (P.W.), NIGHTINGALE WORKS, BALHA3I. S.TY .12.
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TERMINAL BLOCKS.
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By OSWALD J. RANKIN.
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THE insignificant -looking terminal block
is probably the most important ad-
junct to an experimental outfit. Its

function is to provide a convenient means of
making efficient contact-to form an " elcc-

Fig 1-Two groups of three ordinary terminals connected together are
employed in this type of terminal block.

trical junction," so to speak-for connecting
wires which might _otherwise be twisted
together' in a most unsatisfactory manner.
It means, in fact, the difference between
chance and certainty, and so it becomes an
essential piece of apparatus in the hands
of the experimenter who arranges his
components on the baseboard principle in
order to carry out unlimited experiments.

Two Different Types.
The terminal block illustrated in Fig. 1 is

easily and cheaply made and consists of
six large terminals, two strips of thin sheet
brass each 21 in. long by 1 in. wide, a
piece of ilith matted --sheet ebonite 3 in.
by 21 in., a wooden block about in.in. in
thickness, and two small wood screws.
The constructional details are shown in
Fig. 2. The brass strips (shown on the left)
are first cut out and drilled to take the
terminal shanks, these then being used as

Fig. 2

templates for marking off the holes in the
ebonite. The ebonite is then used as a
template for marking -off the clearance holes
for the terminal nuts in the wooden block
which are made by means of a 1 in. or -a in.

auger. These holes may
either be bored as
shown in the sketch
or as shown in the
photograph. The latter
method is preferable
since it is then possible
to snake any necessa-ry
adjsigtiiients to the
terminal nuts at any
time without removing
the ebonite panel.
Having drilled and
countersunk, the two
holes in the 'ebonite
for the wood screws,

the brass strips may then be placed under
the shoulders of the terminals and firmly
clamped to the ebonite in the manner indi-
cated in Fig. 2. To complete the device the
ebonite is screwed down to the wooden block
as shown in the left hand illustration in Fig.1 .

Fig. 3 illustrates another type of terminal
block which can be constructed very easily
and cheaply. Here a pair of square -section
brass rods, each about 2 in. long, are drilled,
and tapped to form double, triple, or
quadruple terminals and then mounted on a

O

O

O

A
O

O

O

cum% N.ANIN

B
9?'T eti°c4z r, 0

Fig. 3

small piece of sheet ebonite, in either of the
methods shown. In diagram A (Fig. 3) a
round shank is turned on one end of each
rod, this being threaded to receive the nut
which clamps the rod to the ebonite. The
ebonite is then screwed down to a wooden
block which is previously recessed to accom-
modate the nuts. Alternately, a small hole
may be drilled and tapped in the lower end of
each rod, the attachment then being effected
by means of an ordinary machine screw.
In diagram B(Fig. 3) the wooden block is
dispensed with, the rods being arranged in a
horizontal position and bolted to a piece of
thick sheet ebonite in the manner shown.

Although such an arrangement possesses a
very neat appearance, the addition of a
wooden block is advised since this often
prevents connecting wires from making
undesirable contact with the table or base-
board. Fig. 4 represents a photograph of two
terminal blocks made up on this principle.

Fig. 4-Two il:ustrations of another design.

..+
NEW LIFE FOR

OLD CELLS

THOSE who use dry cells for running
dull emitter valves may often get a
new lease of life for their old dry cells

by the simple expedient of immersing them
in a saturated solution of sal -ammoniac.

If a run-down cell is examined, it will
usually be found that the zinc casing his been
eaten through in one or more places. The
result of this is that although -there is still -
plenty of zinc, the excitingyaste has dried up.

In such cases it pays to drill a small hole
in the zinc near the top and to stand the
cell in a jar containing about two inches of
sal -ammoniac solution. The solution will
then work in where the zinc has been eaten
away and be taken up by the absorbent
material in- the cell. The hole in the top
of the zinc is to allow any air to escape in
case the vent is choked.

The mouth of the jar should be waxed
for about an inch on either side to prevent
any creeping of the salts.

A dry cell treated in this way -will -often
run for months ; and when the zinc finally
gives out, it can be replaced with a sheet of
zinc - bent into a cylinder to suit the jar.

The dotted line in the figure shows how the new
zinc is fitted. Four ounces of zinc will give approxi-
mately ninety ampere hours. -

A cell treated in this way is very convenient, for the
mall quantity of solution in the jar is not easily spilled.
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See what you save by building one
of these splendid Pilot Sets yourself.

THE Pilot System has solved the problem
of the home built Set for thousands of
Home Constructors. It has provided the

only satisfactory method of getting an excellent
Receiver which possesses the appearance of a ready -
built Set costing five times the price at the cost of
only the components. And anyone can build one
of these Pilot Sets without previous experience.
All parts are so carefully made that they fit together
like a charm. The only tools required are screw-
driver and a pair of pliers. Even soldering can be
dispensed with if necessary.

Failure quite impossible.
No one has ever been known to fail.. Even boys
of fourteen have built up some of these well-known

multi -valve Sets and have, got perfect results.
With each complete set of parts is supplied a blue
print containing all wiring instructions. Every
step is carefully shown and failure is quite
impossible. Even if you should go wrong the Set
can be returned to our Service Dept., to be put
into working order for a nominal charge.
Remember any set of parts includes every possible
item (except coils and valves) and is complete
down to the last screw.
Send at once for our large Pilot Folder, showing
illustrations of all the available Sets and their
descriptions. A postcard brings it by reiurn free.
Comparison of prices will prove that you can save
pounds by getting all your parts from one source
of supply.

PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd.,
Registered Offices, Ka%1

and Showroom,

Name of
Receiver

N. of
Valves

Price of Panel
drilled and
engraved

Kit of Com
ponents

Oak
Cabinet Baseboard Write to -day !

Send at once for the following
advertising literature:

Sent Free : Unit Folder describing
the Peto-Scott Unit System.

Popular Wireless
1 -Valve Reflex

Popular Wirele5s
Ultra Crystal Set

1
s. (1.

10 6

5 0

3 17 6

1 1 6

s. 1.

0 7 6

0 7 6

'

-
77, City Road, London, E.C.1. All Concert -de -Luxe 3 13 6 4 17 6 0 15 6 1 6 Unette Folder describing Peto-

S.T. 100 .. 2 7 0 .1 16 0 1 10 0 - Scott's Unettes for Experimenters.
Branches LONDON -62. High Holborn,
W.C.1. PLYMOUTH -4, Bank of England

Purifiex
All -Britain
4 -Valve Family ..

3
3
4

12 6
13 0
19 6

4 5 0
4 9 0
5 15 6

0 15 6
0 15 6
0 15 6

1 6
1 6
1 6

Price 3d.: Peto-Scott's Catalogue
containing 4 pages fully illustrated

and showing all Components.
Place. LIVERPOOL -4, Manchester St. Transatlantic V... 5 13 6 5 4 6 015 6 1 6 Price 1/- Peto-Scott's Wireless
CARDIFF - 94, Qreen Street. WAL ail When all components and panel are pur 'hived. together Book giving over 80 Circuit dia-

INAMSTOW-- 2:0, Wood Street. 't1 a Marconi Royalty of 12/6 per valve holder must be paid. grams and much useful information.

me

Bra
1121

tililr Kilinanial
1111111111110t 111111MINIMM1111

Pilot Receivers Illustrated :
Left. Right.

Above : The All- Above: Transat ia te-
Britain. -

tic V.
Below : The Puri- Below : All Concert -

flex. de-Dixr.
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APPARATUS
TESTED

The Technical Editor of "Popular Wireless " will be pleased to receive wireless sets and
component parts for test. Reports will be published under this heading.

WE have received from Messrs. Belling
& Lee, Ltd.,of Queensway Works,
Ponders End, Middlesex, a sample

of their new, patented indicating terminal.
It is well made and possesses several dis-
tinct advantages over its several predeces-
sors. We understand a complete range of
these terminals is available in quantities.

One of the most interesting instruments
we have tested during the past few months
is the new Ediswan " Televox " loud speaker,
a sample of which was recently sent us for
this purpose. An extract from a letter
Messrs. The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.,
sent us folloNts, and gives a description of
the outstanding features embodied in their
new product.

" This loud speaker has been carefully
designed to give a large volume of sound
free from distortion, and with this object in
view we have departed from the standard
practice in loud speaker design, and have
approached the many technical problems
connected with the evolution of a perfect
loud speaker from a different standpoint.
You will notice that the base of this loud
speaker is divided into two parts ; the upper

half carries the diaphragm, which is rigidly
fixed, and the lower half carries the magnets,
which are also permanently fixed. By
altering the distance of the diaphragm from
the magnets a very good adjustment can be
made, and to avoid too frequent adjustment
a locking ring is provided. After the coarse
adjustment has been made by the method
provided, modulation of speech reproduc-
tion is carried out by means of a patented
device, which allows for a small piece of
soft iron to be inserted in the existing mag-
netic field formed by the permanent magnets.
This soft iron ' keeper,' or modulator, as
it is termed, operates on a sliding movement,
and the ' tinniness," rattle,' or ' blast-
ing ' usually found in the average type of
loud speaker can be totally eliminated.
_The resistance of the loud speaker is 2,000
ohms and the connections are made to two
terminals mounted on ebonite strip. The
price of this product is £5 12s. 6d. each."

We tested the " TeleTrox " on a five -valve
set which employs two dull -emitter power
valves, and it handled theresultant volume
more efficiently than any other instrument
of this nature we have yet had the oppor-
tunity to examine. Notwithstanding the

fact that it can reproduce deafening signals
with little or no distortion, it is yet quite
sensitive, and easily fills a medium-sized
room when used on only a two -valve set
(det. and L.F.). Listeners should hear the
" Televox " in operation before purchasing
a loud speaker.

*

Owing to a printer's error the new two
valve amplifier advertised by Messrs.
Wates Bros., Ltd., in the last issue of
" P.W." was styled the " Superatone " in-
stead of " Supratone." It will be remem-
bered that a favourable report concerning
this well -made little instrument recently
appeared in these columns.

* *

Messrs. Radi-Arc Electrical Co., Ltd.,
have sent us one of their new protective
Wander Plugs for test. It is a neat little
fitment and one that should figure in the
equipment of all radio listeners. In shape
it is similar to any other wander plug, but it
is coloured a very distinctive red. IWerms
a complete protection against accidental
burn -outs by the H.T. Being, however, of
the resistance type of protecting device, its
ohmic value being such that the possible
current from the H.T. battery is reduced to
a very low figure, it is liable to cause L.F.
" howling" in certain circumstances. For
instance, when used with a multi -valve pr
reflex set this trouble is likely, to be expe-
rienced, but not, of course, with a "straight"
single or two -valve receiver.

* *

We are informed by Messrs. Wireless
Apparatus, Ltd., that their well-known
Vertex aerials are to be marketed under the
name of Perfex in future owing to a previous
registration of the former word.

(Continued on page 1160.)

STANDARD
120 ohms. £4 15 0

2,000 £5 0 0
4,000 £ 5 10 0
JUNIOR
2,000 ohms. £2 15 0
TOM TIT
2,000 ohms. 30/-

IAUD
/

SP R'
is made in THREE SIZES
STANDARD - JUNIOR - TOM TIT

Directly you hear the C.A.V. LOUD SPEAKER,
your search for an instrument capable of doing
justice to the broadcasted programmes is at an end.
Skilful design, sound workmanship and perfect
finish are the secrets of its success, and our increased
manufacturing facilities now enable us to guarantee
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

A C.A.V. Loud Speaker makes just
that difference-the difference between
pleasure and disappointment, and we
suggest you arrange for your dealer
to give a demonstration without delay.
Meantime, write for illustrated folder.

WAiondervellCTONVALE LONDON W 3.
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ECOVALVES are now
being manufactured
under a new and im-

proved process at our 1\1w
Southgate works, and more
than ever maintain their envi-
able position as the world's
premier dry battery valve.
A special feature has been
introduced whereby all valves
are carefully tested for perform-
ance and distinctively marked
as follows :

High Frequency Red Spot
Detector Green Spot
Low Frequency Orange Spot
The operating characteristics
remain as before and the cur-
rent consumed is 0'25 amps at
1.1 volts.

Recommend Wecovalves for :
Long Life Sturdy Construction
Stability Sensitiveness
Silence in operation and Low
Self capacity.

Buy British Goods

Western Electric Componq Limited.
CONNAUGHT HOUSE, ALDWYCH, LONDON,

CENTRAL 7345 (9 lines). W.C.2.

Branches : Birmingham, Leeds, Manchester,
Newcastle, Glasgow, Cardiff, Southampton,
Liverpool, Dublin.

COVALVE S

N
Patent No. 5807124

Tops engraved
in White on

Black.

" BELLING -LEE "

INDICATING TERMINALS

Heads cannot
screw off.

Grips a spade
tag or Ilex.

Standard
4 B.A. Stem.

Hole to grip a
phone tag or

solid wire.

Serrated bottom
prevents work-

ing loose.

Complete with
nut and washer.

x.+ +
4

R

Brass 3.1A, Nickel 41 d. each.

NT

1H

el CS

" BELLING -LEE "

CRYSTAL RECEIVERS

Price

25/..
each.

Phones and
loading coil

extra.

These Receivers embody : (I) Our own Variometers, with SOLID
hardwood Rotors. (2) Our own ROTATING DETECTOR,
which enables the cats -whisker to engage practically every point
of the crystal (3) Our own patented SELF -SHORTING
PLUGS AND SOCKETS, which take the various standard
loading coils for reception horn 5 X X The switch closed gives
reception from local stations without the inconvenience of removing
loading coil. (4) Our own Multiphone Terminals, accommodating
6 pairs of phones. (5) Our own INDICATING TER.
MINALS. (6) Our own INDICATING KNOBS. (7) Our
own highly polished and artistically finished Mahogany Cabinets

Ask your usual dealer to let you listen -in on one of
our Receivers, or if you wish to build your own set,
ask for our components. In case of difficulty write to

BELLING & LEE, LTD.,
Queensway Works, Ponders End.

gam.
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APPARATUS TESTED:
# (Continued front page 1)58.)

From Messrs. Lissen, Ltd., we have re-
ceived samples of push-pull switches of new
design. They are of the double -pole double -
throw type, and can
be used in plooe
of the conventional
D.P.D.T. for -all pur-
poses. The outstand-
ing advantage the
push-pull type
possesses apart from
simplicity of Opera-
tion is " one hole
mounting," a great
reduction from the
"six hole mounting "
usually necessary for
D.P. D.T' s.

These new switches ore. well made  and
designed in accordanee witlEMessrs..Lisfien's
usual practice, and are of low capacity and
make smooth and positive Contocts. As'
this type of switch is so greatly in advance
of the usual knife type in operation, appear-
ance, etc., we predict considerable popu-
larity for Messrs. Lissen's latest products.

* * *

A "Revophone" Crystal
set, one el the numerous
products of the Cable Ac-
cesscries Co., Ltd., Tipton,

Staffs.

Mr. Stacey Hooker, who for over 23 years
has been associated with the Sterling Co,,
has joined the board of Messrs. C. A. Van=
dervell & Co., Ltd. He will take a large
and responsible part in the management of
this well-known Acton firm..

Respecting the new Mullard dull -emitter
valves, samples of which Were recently sent
us, we have now completed our practical
tests, and can confirm our preliminary re-
marks regarding them. They function well
ini their particular positions, are less mfero-
phonic than most dull emitters, and appear
to be mechanically robust. The D.06 H.F.
requires rather careful handling, and_ is apt
to lose its dull -emitter properties if an excess
of L.T. is employed. It is, however, a better
H.F. valve than the Milliard single red ring
(bright emitter) in our opinion, although
there is little to choose between the two
types of L.P. Mullard valves.

* * *

Well known as manufacturers of wireless
.sets, apart from their other electrical
branches; the Fellows Magneto Co. have
recently taken up the production of radio
valves. Two of these, under the name of
the Louden valve, have recently been

Two of the very neat little B.T.-H. amplifying units
plugged together.

tested, by us, with "the lollOwing results':
Both the " plain " and " blue " valves
were found to give quite good H.F. am-
plificatinn, and the
latter was quite good
as an L.F. amplifier ;
betteir than the
" plain " one, which
could only be classed
as a moderate L.F.
amplifier. Both
valves oscillated in
the detector stage, but
appeared to be slightly
lacking in " punch,
signals coming through
a little weaker than
was to be expected,
judging from their belts viour in other places
on the set.

*
Yet. again we feel it our duty to warn

readers of the tremendous amount - of
"junk " that is being sold as wireless
" applratus."

In the case of coil holders, apart from
rocky mountings, poor ebonite, and outsize
sockets, the main source of trouble is due
to the cheerful way in which manufac-
turers (names never stamped on the coil
holder) supply terminals and screws which
do not even pretend to make contact with
the brass socket or plug of the holder:
Readers are therefore advised to ke( p to
the well known or guaranteed makes of all
wireless apparatus, or, if ffey must buy the
cheaper articles, to insist on a test before
taking the goods. The cheap components.
if found to be " dud " afterwards, will
rarely be exchanged tr'ien taken back to
the dealer who supplied elem.

A "Revo" Loud-
speaker. Messrs.

Cable Ac-
cessories

Co., Ltd.

HUNT'S
NEW MODEL
HEADPHONES
Codeword :-

1 " GOODTONE"
4,000 OHMS.

per 176 pair

" Powerful . . .

and Clear
Reproduction "

SOLID NICKEL SILVER headbands
and supports with slides. Adjustable in
every direction Highly polished finish and
very strong HYGIENIC 8. CLEAN.
No webbed or fabric -band to collect dirt
or germs.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.
(DEPT. 12a), H.A.H. WORKS,
TUNSTALL RD., CROYDON.

" KEYAGE. CROYDON " A DDISCOMBE 158.1-5

Fig. No. 1312

"TANGENT" TUNING COILS
AND SELECTIVITY

If you would choose your
station and SELECT your
programme without inter-
ference from other stations-

You will choose ", Tangent " Coils
because of their SELECTIV-
ITY. Their low self -capacity
ensures fine SELECTIVITY.
Incidentally, there is no more
efficient coil on the market.
Our motto is UNSHROUDED
EFFICIENCY.

COMPLETE SETS--:.
4 Complete Coils (Nos. 25 to 75)

161- the set.
11 Complete Coils (Nos. 25 to 500)

67/- the set.

Your dealer stocks thenr7-
Accept none other.

CENT 8' "LTD ,
Est. 187z.

Faraday Works,
LEICESTER

LONDON:
25, Victoria Street, S.W.I.

NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE -

Tangent House, Blackett St.

UNSHROUDED
EFFICIENCY

RIGID AS A MOTOR WHELL.
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OSEBRO
1i RADIO*

GUARANTEED

MPONEN1

iEBONITEPANELSI
I

RADIO QUALITY I
Size. Price. Size. Price.

 6ix 5ix -il- .. .. 1/9 10Ix 81x1 .. .. 5/3

1

6ix 5ixi .. .. 2/- 12 x 10 x i .. .. 7/3
8 x6 x -14- .. .. 2/3 14 xl2x+ .. .. 10/-
8 x6 x i .. .. 2/10 16 x12x 1 .. .. 11/6

e
II Other sizes to order.

THESE PANELS are of Finest Quality Ebonite.
Matt finish and with square edges. Each panel is I

a sent out in a priced envelope and ready for use. N

a
Delivery from Stock Guaranteed.

I
: ROSEBROS COILS

No.
of

Coil.

I 25
35

u 50
60

I 75
100

a 125
a 1502..0

300.
400

a

Wave -lengths in metres
when shunted by
'001 Var. Cond.

Retail.
Price.

160 to 350 3'9
250 to 500 39
350 to 750 39

. 400 to 850 3,10
500 to. 1,150 4 -
600 to 1,650 5 6
700 to 2,000 59
850 to 2,500 6 -
970 to 3,400 7, -

1,300 to 4,500 7 6
1,900 to 6,000 8,-
2,600 to 8,000 9.6

THE IDEAL CRYSTAL. .
For Distance, Volume or Reflex Circuits

A Spiral Contact of a special ulloy is included

I, A Super

1

m Crystal.

Triple
LI Teste:!..

a
Sealed Boxes

ITrade enquiries invited. _

m ROSE BROS. London : 25, Milton St., E.C.1.

I
Glasgow : 104a, St. Vincent Street.
Manchester: 25-27, Miller Street.Electrical Co., Ltd. Bristol: 83a, Redcliffe Street.

Loud,
Clear.

Everlast-
ing.

2/6 c(ich

  Milli Ill MINIM M 1OSIMMEM  S.A

bagglimallfs
hoilfiday

Eight hours to -day in the worse, and when I do get home
you still find me tinkering about with wireless apparatus.

Well, there are worse ways of spending an evening, quite
apart from the fact that it's both instructive and interesting.

Besides, I might easily run across some wonderful circuit
that even my very clever engineers down at the works haven't
discovered. Who knows?

Anyway, it's a very pleasant pastime, and inexpensive so
long as you don't have to keep ou renewing your components,
and my Fellows components seem to last me for ever.

My Intervalve transformers and condensers must have
been pit into at least a dozen circuits, and my filament
resistances and switch arms serve me time and again.
Fellows coils are, of course quite standard for all sets and,
even though I say it myself, they represent exceptionally
good value for money ; as you know, whatever the product,
Fellows' policy always is

Quality Apparatus at Low Cost.

Low Frequency Intervalve Transformer.
Accurate and distortionless. 20/- each.
Fellows Coils. For all purposes. Standard non-
reversible pin contacts. 4/3 to 10/ -
Filament Resistances. 5 ohms, for panel or
cabinet mounting. 3/ -

Transformer - 20i -

Coils - 4/3 to 10/ -
Filament Resistances

3/-

ADVT. OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO. LTD., PARK ROYAL. LONDON, N.W.I0

E.P.S. rill
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r........,e Goods sentlti.3r Post. Foreigto Po,oltirad ;Amin" Post extra,. 4[2rclors is Ft otatiori.
POST FREE COLUMN RAYMOND VARIABLE CONDENSERS

HIGH QUALITY. NEW PRICES.

HULLO EVERYBODY!!
SORBO RUBBER EARCAPS .. pair
2 -WAY EBONITE COIL STANDS ..
2 -WAY EBONITE EX -HANDLES

2 -WAY CAM VERNIER .. .

2 -WAY GEARED ..
AERIAL, 7,22 100 ft., and 6 INSULATORS
BASKET COIL HOLDERS, EBONITE.. ..
MURRAY VALVE HOLDERS .

EBONITE SOLID ROD HOLDERS .

LEGLESS ANTI -CAP. HOLDERS .

GOSWELL DITTO
TWIN SILK MINIATURE FLEX doz. yds.
RED AND BLACK TWIN FLEX .. 12 yds.
EBONITE VARIOMETERS, BALL ROTOR
PATENT BATTERY LINKS .. .. doz.
" KENITE ''RADIO PANEL 8 x 6

9 X 6 ..
10 x 8 ..
12 x 9 ..

(Above fine value, easily worked.)
D.C.C. COIL, 1,600 metres ..
72 in. 'PHONE CORDS, best quality .. 2/3
DIAMOND WEAVE (5) COILS 3/6

(equal 25, 35, 50, 75, 100 honeycomb.)
GOSWELL INSULATED VALVE LEGS, Set 1/3
BRUNET SHROUDED L.F. TRANSFORMER 13/6
MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS, 1- mfd. .. 3/6
DITTO, 2 mfd. .. 4 3 .25 mfd. 316

D.C.C. 16 gauge .. 1 lb. 3/6
NEUTRON CRYSTAL AND WHISKER .. 1/6
RATIO MICRO 06 VALVE .. 18/11
SIMPLEX LEAD-IN .. 119

REACTONE T.W. INDUC. COILS 5 for 4/6
DITTO. FOR CHELMSFORD .. 2/6
T.C.B. 6, 13, 30 ohms. .. 4/-
T.C.B. POTENTIOMETER, 300 ohms. 5/-
MYERS UNIVERSAL VALVES .. 12/6
MYERS D.E. VALVES .. 21/ -
PHONES, TELEFUNKEN TYPE (4,000) 10/11
N. & K. MODEL (4000) 9/11
RAYMOND FIXED CONDENSERS ..

001 to 0005 1/2
002 to 008 1/3
-01 and 02 each .. 1/9

(Terminal Connections)
EBONITE PANELS, 6 x 6 and 7 x 5, each .. 1/8

8 x 6 and 9 it 6 .. 2'6 -10 x 8 .. 3/6
12 x 9 .. 5,- 12 x 12.. .. 6/ -

(Stock Sizes.)
NEUTRON CRYSTAL SETS .. 10/6 15/ -
COPPER TAPE AERIAL 100 FT... 3/3
BURNDEPT CRYSTAL DETECTOR 5/6
SET OF 7 TWIST DRILLS 2/ -
SOLDERING OUTFIT (for petrol).. 3/6
TELEPHONE TERMINALS .. doz. 1/9
SLEEVING. 6 yds. .. .. 2/3
1/16 SQUARE BUS -BAR HANK FOR .. 1/-
2 VOLT 40 -AMP HART ACCUMULATOR .. 15/ -
ALLEN VARIABLE GRID LEAK .. 1/9
D.P.D.T, PANEL SWITCHES (nickel) . 1/9
S.P.D.T. PANEL SWITCHES (nickel) .. 1/4

1,8
3/6
4/3
5/6
5/11
3/6
1/8
1/6
1/3
1/3
1/9
2/-
2/6
5/11
1/4
1/6
1/9
2/8
2/8

The Only Way to Save Money
Shrouded

CALL AT RAYMONDS. `P°181"'''

" DE LUXE " MODEL

AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,
KNOB AND BUSH.

' 001 - 6/11
' 0005 5/6
' 0003 - 5/-
4)002 - 4 9

POST 6d. SET,
UNSURPASSED FOR FINE TUNING.

NEW moroE. 114
With Knob and dial

WITH VERNIER.
' 001 - 8/9
. 0005 - 6/11
.0003 - 6/9
With EBONITE DIAL and
Two Knobs. Post 6d. Set.

No. 3
CONDENSER

WITH KNOB.
POST 6d. SET.

' 001 .. 6/11
' 0005 .. 4/11
* 0003 .. 4/6

18, Cost ord Road,
Beccles, Suffolk

17th October, 1924.
I received the " Souare

Law " Condensers, and
I tried them, in my

reflex" (single valve),
and the results were so
remarkable that I have
given up all thoughts of
building a 3 valve which I
had ordered them for.

Thanking you for your
prompt attention, I shall
be pleased to recommend
you to my friends.

(Signed) P. &TETON.

NEW MODEL
SQUARE LAW

With Vernier.
With Knob and Dial.

Aluminium Ends. Ebonite Ends.
'0003 8/6 - - 10/-
'0005 8/11 - 10/6

Post 6d. Set.

TWIN CONDENSER
SQUARE LAW

EBONITE ENDS
.00025 - 12/6
.0003 - 12/6
.0005 - 18/11
TWIN (Ordinary)

Equal units of 00025 or .0003 9/ -
Complete with Knob and Dial.

Post 6d.

LONDON'S LARGEST Stockist of

JACKSON BROS
"J B " Variable Condensers, Complete

. . with Knob and Dial.

SQUARE LAW1 I STANDARD I

.01 9/8 001 8/6
1005 .. 8 - 0005 .. . , 7/-
0003 6/9 0003 .. 5/9
0002 .. .. 5 6 .0002 5/ -

Other sizes as advertised by " J.B. " Post 4d.

ACCUMULATORS
FOR CALLERS ONLY

at present.
See Calla,' List.

Formo,
open 12/8

47
Bucks

'`Powquip "
12/6

LIjE

Manchester
"Powquip," Ormond

15/6 14/6

Standard
Powquip,'

14/6

GOSWELL
ENGINEERING

Patent Valve Holder 1/6
Goswell 2 -way Ver-

nier Coil Holder .. 9/-
3 -way Coil Holder .. 7/6
2 -way Panel Mounting 3/-
3 -way Panel 51-
Goswell 3 -way Cam

Vernier .. .. 12/6

LISSEN
Variable Grid Leak.. 2/8
Anode Resistance .. 2/6
Lissen Minor 3/6
Lissenstat.. .. 7/6
Do. Universal 10/6
2 -way Switch .. 2/9
Series Parallel .. 3/9
T1 Transformers .. 30/-
T2, 25/- ;I T3, 16/6 ;
Coils : 25, 4!10, 30, 35,
40 4/10, 50 5/-, 60'6/4, 75
5/4, 100 6/9.
5 point switch .. 41-
Lissen choke.. .. 10/ -
Aux. Res. .. 1/3

DUBILIER
-001, .002, -003, -004,

-005..006, Fixed .. 3/-
-0001, '0002, '0003,

0004,0005 .. 2/6
Type 577, -01 .. 7/6
Grid Leaks, each .. 2/6
Anode Resistance
50,000, 70,000, 80,000
100,000, on stand

complete .. 5/6

ALL VALVES ONPOST SENT AT
PURCHASER'S RISK.

YALYES
THORPE K4 (5 -pin) 17/6
PHILLIPS 4 ELEC-

TRODE 12/6
(Both for UNIDYNE.)

BRIGHT EMITTER
12/6 each

B.T.H. .. R. Type
Ediswan A.R. ,.
Marconi-Osram

R. or R 5 V 
Mullard-Ora
Cossor P.1
Cossor P.2 ,.
Mallard H.F. (Red Ring)
Mullard L.F. (Green Ring)

DULL EMITTER
211- each Type

Ediswan A.R.D.E.
Marconi-Osram D.E.R.

25i- each Type

Ediswan A.R.0.6
Marconi-Osram D.E.3
Mullard D.F.Ora

DULL EMITTER POWER VALVES
For use with A.R.D.E. and

D.E.R. Valves.
Marconi-Osram, Type

D.E.6,2-25 volt, -25
amps. 25/ -

DULL EMITTER POWER VALVES
For use with 46 Valves:

B.T.H. Type B.6 .. 35/-
Marconi-Osram

Type D.E.4 30/-

Mullard,Type D.F.A.2 30/ -

POWER VALVES
For use with Bright Emitters
B.T.H., .. B.4 35/-
Marconi-

Osram D.E.5 35/-
Mullard ..D.F.A.1 35/ -

Phillips' " R " 8/11
French " R " 6/11
-06 Valves 12'6 & 13/11
Dutch "R" 5/11
Metal '06 ..15/11

Post 6d. each.

HEADPHONES
We can recommend
these as being excel-
lent Headphones, with
a great reputation.
B.T.H. 4,000 ohms.. 25/-
G.R.C. 4,000 ohms.. 20/-
BRANDES 4,000 ohms
(Matched Tone) .. 25/ -
BROWN'S 4,000 ohms
(featherweight) .. 25/ -
STERLING 4,000
ohms .. 25/ -

ALL POST FREE.

Genuine
DR. NESPER
HEADPHONES

Adjustable diaphragm,
detachable receivers,
double leather -covered
head -springs, long flexible
cords, nickel plated
parts. Very comfortable
fitting to the head.

LOOK FOR THE TRADE
MARK.

4,000 ohms.. .. 13 3
Post 6d. pair.

Genuine
2.11 and IE.E Py

Na, 3, Latest Model u
New 3 -pole Laminated
Magnets, which ensure an
even magnetic pull and
still greater volume. Wind-
ings well insulated. Large
size earpieces and leather
headbands of standard
" N & K " comfortable
design. Technically, " N
& K " Headphones repre-
sent the last word in

Wireless Reception.
IMPOSSIBLE TO EQUAL

FOR CRYSTAL SETS.

2imminuitunimitinnitinnintin

RIGHT E-

_

GALLERY
DOORiIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

El:

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepteo on post orders unless cheques an, postal oraers
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered

H1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'

HOURS
OF BUSINESS :
DAILY - 9 to 7.45
SUNDAY - 10 to 1 F-

=
511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117 -

'Phone: cOERRARD 4637.
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-IHULLO EVERYBODY!!-
SUNDRIES

Post free.
Neutrodyne Vernier .. .. 3/6
Independent Vernier (Colvern) 2/6
Shipton Rheostat, 30 ohms .. 3/3
Shipton Rheostat, 60 chms .. 3/8
Shipton Potentiometer, 600 ohm 46
Edison Bell Variometer 10/6
Polar Micrometer Condenser .. 5/6
Mansbridge, 2 mfd. 4/3
Mansbridge, 1 mfd. .. 3/9
Mansbridge, 25 3/8
Success 2 -way Cam Vernier .. 5/6
Success L.F. Super Black .. 21/ -
Eureka Concert Grand .. 30/ -
Eureka 2nd Stage .. 2216
Igranic New Model .. .. 21/ -
General Radio .. 15) --

(Also see illustration)
T.C.B, 6, 13, 30 ohms .. 4/-
TCB 300 ohms Potentiometer 5/-

IMeORTANT NOTICE
Manufacturers of sets can be supplied
with most proprietary lines at trade

counter.
NO TRADE ORDERS SENT BY

POST.
Good stocks of Edison Bell, Dubiliee,
Polar, Lissen, Igranic, Cossor,Ediswan,
Marconi Valves, etc. usually kept.
No responsibility for delay i71 delivery
by makers.

CRYSTAL SETS
Wonderful little set extra. Fitted
for Chelmsford. Complete with crystal.

Post free 10 -
RE -ECHO (genuine) SUPER SET.
Sloping cabinet, extra Chelmsford

fitting.
Post free 17/11

L.F. TRANSFORMERS
Eureka Concert Grand .. 30/ -
2nd Stage .. 22'6
Igranic New Model .. 21 --
General Radio 83 .. 15; -

Also see illustrations.

LOUD SPEAKERS
Postage 1/- each.

Dr. Nesper 21/ -
Sterling " Baby "
C.A.V. Tomtit
Amplion " Junior "
" Ultra "

55/-
30/-
27)6

.. 27/8

BRUNET 'PHONES
Latest Model now Ready.

(Not the one with green cords).
Beautifully made. Very Comfy.

Per pair 16/6,
Postage 6d. per pair.

PARTS FOR
2 -VALVE UNIDYNE
2 Thorpe K 4 Valves, terminals, 2
microstats, 1. var. grid leak, S P D T
Switch, 0005 var. Condenser with
vernier. Cam vernier 2 -way stand,
2 5 -pin valve holders, 2 fixed Con-
densers, G R C Transformer, tinned
copper wire nuts, screws, etc. The
lot for .. Z3 : 15:0

Carriage paid. All best quality.

POLAR
.001 var. Condenser .. 10 6005 .. 10/6
0003 10/6

Cam Vernier 2 -way Coil Holder 11/ -

STERLING SO t1 ARE LAW
with Vernier.

001 33/-
-0005 . 25/6
00925 .. 23/6

CALLERS ! TNOHEPSOEST4 OCRODLEURMSNFSROFMORSAYMOEU

Warning! Note name RAYMOND on shops. You will not be able to
buy these goods otherwise. Nearest Tube Leicester Square. This address
is at the back of Daly's Theatre. Open Weekdays 9 to 8, Saturdays

9 to 8.45, Sundays 10 to 1.

SUNDRIES
Lead-in tubes :6d., 7d., 8d.
Valve Pins and Nuts 2 a Id.
Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a Id.
Nickel Terminals 2d.
Nickel Contact Studs

2 for lid.
Nickel Switch Arm 1/ -

(one -hole fixing)
Voltmeter .. .. 4/6
Gamage3 Permanite 1/ -
Condenser Brushes 66.

RAYMOND FIXED
CONDENSERS.

.001, 0001 to .0005 104.
002.003, .004 .. 1/-
-008, 1,3 ; .01 1 '9 ; 021/9

ACCUMULATORS
No Post Order at present
2 v. 40 amps. 9'6
4 v. 40 amps. .. 16/6
4 v. 60 amps. 18 6
4 v. 80 amps. .. 23,6
6 v. 80 amps. .. 27/6
6 v. 80 amps. .. 33;-
6 v. 105 amps. .. 38/6
Hart's Stocked. All High

Quality.

Microstat .. 2/6
Switch Arms 8d. to 1/ -
Flex (Red and

Black) per yd. 3d.
Shellac .. 5d.
Loading Coil and Plug 86.
Contact Studs 4 for lid.
Nickel ditto 2 for lid.
Nickel Switch arm 1/-
Sorbo Ear Caps pair 1/4
Tumbler Switches 1/4

'Phone Cords 6 ft. 1/-. 1/3
Nugraving 61d
Empire Tape 2 yds. Id.
Allen Var. Grid Leak 1/3
Best Sleeving 3 yds.- 10d.
Rubber Lead-in 10 yds. 11 -
Thick ditto., Id., & 3d.
Aerial, 7/22 100 ft. 1/101.
Ditto, Extra Heavy

100 ft. 2/3
Anti Cap. Handles 8d.
Tumbler Switches 1/-

NOTEI
Our Wonderful Micro-
meter Adjustment Glass -
enclosed Detector. 1 /9
Why pay more?

5 Waxless Coils
203/2000 1/5

5 equal 25 to 100 .. 1/11
5 ditto, Extra Air

Space 2/8
6 waxed 200/3600 1/8
7 waxed 150/3600 1/11
Chelmsford D.C.C.

1/-, 1/3. 2/6
Basket Holders 9d. 11- 1/3
Switch Aria 13

Studs,12 Nuts,
12 Washers.

Lot 1016.

VERY SPECIAL OFFERS
Crystal Set fitted for
Chelmsford .. 7/11
RE ECHO set, worth 25/-,
for .. 15/ -

SPECIAL. To callers
only. To custom,rs pur-
chasing 20- worth of
our own goods we supply
a first-class pair of 4,000
ohm 'phones for 51 -
as an advertisement only.
REACTONE COILS

STOCK.
For Chelmsford .. 2 6 set

Broadcasting 4 6 set

HONEYCOMB COILS.
No dead ends.

High-class make.
25 .. 4'- 200 .. 7 -
35 ..4'-
50 .. 42
75 .. 45
100 .. 58
150 .. 6'4

250 .. 73
300 .. 7 4
40/1 .. 8 3
500 .. 8 6

Legless valve holders 1 -
ANTI CAP valve
holder . .. 1 -

2 mfd.-Mansbridge 3.9
1 ned. Mansbridge 3 3
25 Mansbridge .. 2 11
Colvern Vernier .. 2 6
Neutrodyne ditto .. 3 6
Radio panels " KENITE "
(stand 5,000 volts), 6 x 6,
9d. ; 7 x 5, 9d. ; 8 x 6,
10d.; 9 x 6 ; 10 x 8,
lf.- ; 12 x 9 2/- ; 12 x 12,
2"3. Above 3;16 in. thick.
1 -in. also stocked.
Legless Valve Holder 1/ -
Solid Rod Ditto. .. 1/ -
Under Panel Ditto. 1/6
Ebonite Dials .. 1/ -
Valve Templates 2d. 4d.
Electron Aerial .. 1/31
Adhesive Tape Roll 21d.
Copper Foil per foot 2/6.
1 in. Fibre Strip 3 ft. 2d.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d.
Ditto Staples 5 a ld.
Twin Flex 4 yds. Oil.
Twin Silk Small 6 yds. 6d.
D.C.C. Bell Wire

10 yds. 5d.
Knobs, 2 B.A. 26. 3d. 4d.
Small Knobs 6 B.A. 3d.
Small Knobs 4 B.A. 3d.
Wander Plugs pair 3d.
Egg Insulators each 16.
Tape Aerial 190 ft. 2/ -
Valve Windows 4(1. to 9d.
Mica 26.

RAYMOND
CRYSTAL SITS

7/11 9/11 12/11
2 B.A. rod per ft. 24d.
4 B.A. Rod par ft. 2d.
Basket Holders .. Sid.
Also at 10d., 1/-., 1/3, 1/6
2 -way Coil Stands 1/11
3 -way ditto .. 4/3
2 -way with ex

handles .. 2/11

2 -WAY COIL STANDS 1,3, 1/9
VARIOMETERS 1/-. 1/3
DUTCH VALVES .. 4/3
LARGE DETECTORa 11d.
5 WAXLESS COILS.. 1/3
Do. EXTRA AIR SPACE 1/8
'PHONES 4,000 OHMS 6/11
N. & K. PATT. 4,000 -

OHMS .. 8/11
VARIABLE GRID LEAKS 1/2
VALVES FOR UNIDYNE 12/-
5 -PIN Ditto. i. . 13/11
PORCELAIN At r'.D.T. 1/4
Ditto. S.P.D.T. 11d.
L.F. TRANSFORMERS 8/11
SPECIAL BASKET

HOLDERS .. 816.
Ditto. for Chelmsford Coils 9d.
SINGLE COIL formers

with spokes .. 81d.
BRUNET 4,000 ohms,

NEWEST MODEL.. 15/6
SAMSON ACCUMULA-

TOR CARRIER .. 2/9
FLUSH PANEL sockets

complete.. .. 4 for 5d.
EBONITE BUSHES 16.

dozen 106.
C.W. BATTERY LINKS

2 for lid.
" LEDION " sets of 5

COILS .. 1/8 and 26
GEARED 2 -WAY COIL

STAND .. 513
CAM VERNIER ditto.. 4/6
CLIMAX U.P. VALVE

HOLDERS .. 1/3
RHEOSTAT for D.E. or

R. VALVES .. 2/2
2 -WAY COIL STAND,

ex handles 1/11
Ditto nickel fittings .. 2/9
Half opal and ebonite

enclosed DETECTOR,
worth 21-. My price.. 114
TAPPED COILS for

CHELMSFORD .. 1/6
Ditto for Broadcasting 1/ -
GRID LEAK CLIPS.. pr. 16.
Valves : PHILLIPS "R"

type.. .. 6;11
Valves: FRENCH

METAL " R " 6/6
Valves : DUTCH .06

(good) .. .. 11/ -
Valves : DUTCH DE-

TECTORS .. 43 and 4/9
Valves : DUTCH " R "

TYPE .. 4/11
Valves: FRENCH

METAL .06 12/11
Valves : RADIO

MICRO .06 .. 12/11
VARIOMETERS.

Finest Value in London. 1/4,
1/6, 2/3. JUST TRY THEM.
WEDGE -SHAPE COIL PLUGS

Extra value 716. and 8)6.
EDISON BELL ditto 11d.
Fine little RHEOSTAT,

1 H.F. 1)-
H.F. TRANSFORMERS,

B.B.C. 2/6
Red and Black TWIN

FLEX .. .. 6 yds. 106.
This is the shop for BARGAINS
See the name RAYMOND.

SUNDRIES
Terminals complete -
Brass Pillar .. Id. lid.
W.O. or 'Phone 16. 110.
Fancy Patterns Id. 1)6.
Extra large .. 2d. 3d.
Valve Sockets 2 for lid.
Machine cut Screws
Stocked (Best).
Pulleys .. 416.
4 Taps and Wrench 2/11
Screwdrivers .. 6d.

D.C.C. Wire, per )lb. -
13 g. 9d. 20 g... 9d.
22 g. 106. 24 g... 1/-
26 g. 1/1 28 g... 1/3
30 g. 1/6 Etc., etc.

H.T. BATTERIES
60 v. 7/6

60 B.B.C. .. 8/11
.. 5/6

9v. B.B.C. 2/6
1.5 (D.E.) .. 1/9
Ditto 2/. to 31-

D.P.D.T. SWITCHES.
Mm Panel .. 1i -
On China Base .. 1 4
On Ebonite Base 1,11 2,6

S.P.D.T. SWITCHES.
Miniature Panel .. 1016.
On China Base .. 11d.
On Ebonite 1/3 to 119
Murray Valve Holder 1/3
Spring Washers 4 a 16,
Coil Plug on Base 10cl

De Luxe Crystal Set 7/11
4 Whiskers, 1 Gold 26.
Coil Plugs (ebonite) 6d,
Ditto .. 9d.
Shaped .. 8id. 1/-
5 ohm Rheostat .. (/-
Various 113, 1/6, 1/9, 1/11
With Dial 1/11
Ormond .. 1/9
'Phone Connector 16.
Nuts 2, 4, 6 B.A. doz. 2d.
Washers ..12 a

ECM ES
7 x 5 9 X 4 12 X 9

x 6 10 x 8 12 x12

BUY
RAYMOND GOODS

EBONITE
1/4

7x 5 .. 1/4
8 x .. 1/10
9 X6 .. 2/-

10x 8 .. 3/-
12 x 6 .. 3)-
12 X 9 .. 4/3

3/16 in. 12 x 12 516
14 x 10 5'6
WE STOCK

Cut to size
id. sq. in. EBONITE.

STOCK

SIZES

E111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111E-

E.. RIGHT OPPOSITE F -r:

E
7,. =DALY'S--f_
: GALLERY DOOR
r-,1-1111111111111101111111111MIIIIIIIIinilla

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and posta. orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registere

J.iiiiinin11111111111111111111111iiiiiimnic:

HOURS
= OF BUSINESS :

DAILY . 9 to 7.45
:4. SUNDAY 10 to 1 -77

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Phone: GERRARD 4637.
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They weigh but
six ounces

BVIOUSLY tele-
phonesforBroadcast

use should be light in
weight, sensitive and low
in cost.

Ti, e Brown Featherweight
Headphone is probably
the lightest in the world
( including cords it weighs
but 6 ounces) yet its
sensitiveness compares
favourably with others
considerably heavier.

And Broadcast enthusi-
asts fully appreciate that
at twenty-five shillings
the pair these Feather-
weights have no com-
petitor.
Thoroughly well made,
under typical Brown
supervision, they are in-
deed remarkable value
for money.

From all Dealers:

4000 25
ohms
also 120 ohms 22/6

Handphones (U)

33/-
S. G. BROWN LIMITED
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3

Showrooms:

19 MORTIMER STREET, W.1
15 MOORFIELDS, LIVERPOOL
07 HIGH ST., SOUTHAMPTON

Wireless Apparatus

Gilbert Ad. 2036.

All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst. R.E., F.R.S.A.,

F.R.G.S.

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

Assistant Technical Editors :
K. D. ROGF.RS. P. R. BIRD.

Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Start Consultant:
Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Foreign Correspondents;
L. S. LEES, Paris ; Dr. ALFRED GRADEN-
WITZ, Berlin ; L. W. CORBETT, New York ;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W. PEETERS, Holland.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all ,subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsi-
bility for manuscripts and photos. Every care will
be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
every article. All contributions to be addressed to
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
REVIEW, The Fleetway Hone, Farringdon Street,

London, E.C.4. All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John H. Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

Technical queries are answered by post at a charge
of 6d. a query, or is. for three. All queries must be
addressed to the Technical Query Dept., POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
E.C. 4, and must be accompanied by a stamped and
addressed envelope. Copies of the queries sent should
be kept, as the original query cannot be produced in the
answer. Cash should be sent in the form of a postal
order.

The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio world, some of the arrangements and speciali-
ties described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur and trader would be well advised to obtain
permission of the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.
The Editor will 'be very pleased 15 recommend

readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who have any inventions
to patent, or who desire advice on patent questions, to
our patent agent. Letters dealing with patent questions,
if sent to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers.

/Quest onyx
a ndA wery

" CIIVST " (Bedford).-I have a simple crys-
tal set tuned with a solenoid coil and slider
which has a maximum wave -length of about
900 metres. Is it possible, without altering my
wiring, to add an L.F. amplifier, an H.F.
amplifier, and a valve in dual capacity ? If so,
what are the simplest connections

Providing the coil in the crystal set is large enough
to act as an anode coil when an H.F. is added, either
of the above may be added without any alteration
whatever to your crystal set. It will be seen that it
does not matter what form the inductance in the
crystal set takes, as long as it. is large enough. Flg. 1
of the accompanying diagram shows the connections
of the crystal, while in the second diagram an L.F.
amplifier is added to the telephone, or output,
terminals of the crystal set.
In Fig. 3, where an II.F.
stage is added, it n ill be seen
that an extra inductance is
required, as the slider coil
is now employed as an
anode coil for tuned anode
coupling. This extra in-
ductance, or A.T.I, as it is
termed, is shown in the
diagram as a variometer,
but, of course, 'it may take
any desired form, but should
have a natural maximum
wove -length of approximate-
ly 200 metres less than the
maximum wave -length of
the anode coil. To this
H.F. and crystal circuit an
L.F. amplifier may be added -
as shown in Fig. 2, if desired.
The fourth figure shows how
an I..F. transformer may
be included in Fig. 3, to
snake the valve work in a
dual capacity, both H.P.
and L.F., with the crystal
as detector

* * *

E. S. (Bath, Somerset).
-What are the details
of the wireless invention

which is capable of transferring thoughts
without  the use Of speech or any visible
means of communication ?

As yet no such invention exists, to the best of our
knowledge. Even the famous illusionists or " thoug:it
readers," such as the " Zanzigs," used speech in code
form to convey their " thoughts," though it appeared
to their audiences that real thought reading from
mind to mind was taking place.

G. A. (St. Leonards-on-Sea).-What al-
teration to my crystal set will be necessary
in order to add an H.F. amplifier to increase
its range ?

If the following connections are made, there will
be no necessity to alter any of the connections in
your existing crystal set, as the inductance included
in it can remain to art as a tuned anode coil, as this
method of coupling the H.F. to the crystal is to be used.
Connect aerial to one end of the new aerial tuning
inductance and other end to earth-or slider to earth
if a solenoid coil with slider is to be used. A variable
condenser of '0005 mfd. capacity is connected across
the A.T.I. if a plug-in coil is utilised. The aerial also
goes to grid of valve, while the plate goes to the
aerial terminal of your original crystal set. The E.
terminal of crystal receiver should go to H.T. +And

(Continued on page 1167.)
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BONTONE PHONES
POPULAR

AS

BONZO

Cscite,

SENSITIVE, DURABLE,
COMFORTABLE &
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED.

BONTONE are made through-
out in our own works. Made of
the best materials procurable
and covered by a guarantee.
Compare these BONTONE
advantages with the conditions
when purchasing Continental
Telephones. BONTONE are
sensitive-we make our own
magnets, wind the bobbins,
make them from beginning to
end-BONTONE are British
Made.

Manufactured up to
High -Efficiency down
to a Popular Price.

14/6
BONTONE ORIGINAL

15/6
BONTONE LIGHTWEIGHT

All 136nes ore stamped 0.8 C.

Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers and Stores.

B. D. & Co. (Edward A. Boynton).
Works : GOSWELL ROAD and CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I

Offices : 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.0 I.

Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.

This is the way to
increase your salary

" You will be pleased to hear
that my salary has been doubled
and that this goes with an appoint-
ment on the Architectural Staff
of perhaps the most important
public body in London. I can
only attribute my success to your
admirable tuition."

Many thousands of such messages from grateful students
have been received by the International Correspondence
Schools, the originators of

SPARE -TIME STUDY BY POST
The I.C.S Diploma is known, valued respected in every country. It is

an insurance against unemployment and wins prosperity and happiness for
its owners.

Sir Harold Bowden,'Managing Director of the Raleigh
Cycle Co., Ltd., Nottingham, says :

" The Diploma of the I.C.S. in the hands of an ambitious man
can carry him far, as it has carried thousands. To possess this
qualification is proof of a sound. thorough, and specialised
education in the subject representing that man's vocation."

The I.C.S. originated spare -time technical training by post 33 years ago,
and is by far the largest institution of its kind in the world. It has teaching
centres in eleven countries, and students in idly.

Write to -day for full information as to how the I.C.S. can help you in your
chosen vocation. There are 300 I.C.S. Courses, of which the following are
the more important groups :

Wireless Telegraphy (Elementary and Advanced)
Advertising

EngineeringDraughan(ashli
SalesmanshipArchitectureShowcard Writing

French and Spanish TextilesBuilding

Plumbing WindowEducation
Textiles

Commercial Art Window Dressing
Commercial Training Professional Exams. Woodworking.

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
161, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
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NO OTHER VALVE WILL
DO THIS-
No other valve will lengthen the life of an
accumulator charge over 10 times and give
volume approximately 50°,, greater than a
standard bright emitter.
The patent filament of the "Six Sixty
valve is manufactured from Molybdenum, a
tough metal which carries a complete coat-
ing of Thorium and not an inefficient globule
deposit as is the case with the average dull
emitter. Thus a very much greater electron
emission is obtained.
For great volume with purity of tone and

economy of current no other valve is
comparable with it. Its powers will
astonish you. Get a " Six Sixty " to -day.
FILAMENT VOLTS FILAMENT CURRENT

1.5 to 2. '25 amps.
If your local dealer cannot supply wets direct

to us.

Pool Free. 20/- CabhrdWerith

l°7HOIEZg1ENT.EL

OLN LONDON W I.

47e/e,oilori* /Pagan! 3336

SAFETYZIRST

LIBERTY
basses sufficient
current to supply

not
to

valves, but
sufficient
dam -age or
destroy valves,
even if wrongly
connected.

2/6 each.
SPECIAL PLUG

FOR
DULL EMITTER
VALVES ( 06 AMP.)

3/- each.

1111111MIMMIN111111111=111.1111

SAFETY WANDER PLUG
8o% of valves
burnt is caused
by connecting
H.T. current
across filament.

(Pruv Patent 18396124.)

No fuses or bulbs
to renew.

Only ONE Plug
required f o r
each battery.

A PERMANENT SAFEGUARD AGAINST
UNTIMELY VALVE DESTRUCTION.

yo tr denier is out of stock, semi PIO to outliers anti
plug trill be sent POST FREE.

SOLE PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS!

RADI-ARC ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.,
Bennett Street, Chiswick, London, W.4.

Telephones: Chiswick 1834, Gerrard 1706.
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INCREASE YOUR
SIGNAL STRENGTH

ON YOUR CRYSTAL SET
It doesn't matter how many 'phones you are
using. they will ALL be as strong as if they were
in use alone if they are fitted

WITH "EXTRAPHONES."
Extraphones are wonder -attachments which

fit any phone without alteration. 'Phones of
any resistance may be used with the same effect
OBTAINABLE EVERYWHERE 2'9
Or direct from the patentee and manufacturer-
W. JOHN MILLER, 68, Farringdon St., E.C.4.

Telephone Central 1950

----- WIRELESS INVENTORS ''''''''''"'"
PATENTS ----TRADE MARKS. Advice, Handbook
and Cons. free.-B. T. King, C.1.M.E., Regd. Patent
Agent (0.13., U.S.A. & Canada), 146a, Queen Vie-
kiria S. E.C.4. 'Phone Central (382. 38 yrs. refs.

4..T.MIININmele--

BEGINNERS WIRELESSGUIDE- TO
If you wish to make wireless sets which are

UNBEATABLE IN FRICE, QUALITY, OR EFFICIENCY
this is the book you must have.

Everything is no clearly explained that any be -
miler, without previous experience, can make the
most efficient receiving sets obtainable.
Fail instructtons are given for MARINO COMPLETE
CRYSTAL SETS, ONE AND TWO VALVE AMPLIFIERS,
DUAL AMPLIFICATION SETS, ALSO THE VERY
LATEST TWO. THREE, AND FOUR VALVE TUNED
ANODE RECEIVERS.
160 pages (28 diagrams) 1 /3 post free.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Returned.
SAXON RADIO Co. (Dept 14) South Shore, Blackpool.

[WIRELESS MASTS
50 ft. 50/-
37 ft. ITcues.e3.:,:'',10/',7,T.iritledses.._1,t-i 37/6

MN MEM 111.11111I. ®III I
THE MASTER CRYSTAL.

The Original House Specialising in

TRANSFORMER REPAIRS
We Repair Any Make of L.F. Transformer,

making it equal to ncw.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

5/- CASH WITH ORDER.
When despatching enclose Name, Address,

and Date.
TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
"P.," HAY STREET. PORTSMOUTH.

A REAL ECONOMY. Radio -Micro 06 DullEmitter VALVES. Perfect for H.F., Gel., &
Can he run oti dry cells. Uses only 1 /10111 current or
Blight Valves. OUR PRICE, 12/6 EACH. Packing &
Postage, 6<1. Trade Supplied. Yeo Bros., Paull & Co..Ltd., 43, Caroline St., Cardiff. Also 134, Victoria
Street, Bristol; 200, Dock Street, Newport, Mon.

THIS CONCERNS YOU. NOTE OUR PRICES.
Ir A. la E S.

FRENCH ..
R. Type. . Dull Emitters.
6/9 . 17/6

DUTCH .. 4/8 10 6 & 13/6
PHILIPS 7/3 1 8 '6
Post Free in lots of three and over. Trade enquiries

solicited. Write
THE DUTCH VALVE AGENCY,

(Gerrard 8606i (G. IL THOMAS.)
19. Craven Street, Strand, W.C.2.

'PHONE REPAIR SERVICE
ALL-

The R.R.P., 46, St. Mary's -Road, Leyton, E.10.

ALL- MAKES of Ex -Army 'Phones rewound.
4,000 ohms, 5/- per pair; 8,00 ohms, 1/6extra. Remagnetising and 'adjusting, 2/- postage,
6d. Transformers - rewound any ratio, ?rots 5/-,

_

-TESTED COMPONENTS
Each Bowyer.Lowe 'Component is tested before

despatch and guaranteed to be mechanically and
electrically accurate. As used by for

experimenters in famous sets. Send postcard
for complete list of these trustworthy pans.

BOWYER-LOWE CO.'LTD.
LETCH WORTH.

A REFLEX CIRCUIT WITH SWITCHING
The Editor, roman WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I am enclosing a diagram of a circuit
which may interest you and sonic of your readers.
As you can see, it is a crystal circuit with valve
amplifier, but by a combination of switches one can
make it into reflex. Living about five miles from
2 I. 0, I found that reflex and one -valve amplifier

On the night that Mr. Asquith's speech was broad-
cast during the General Election, I listened to Sir.
Asquith on my crystal set, and then went out,
leaving the set connected. Returning home at 11.10
I picked up the telephones and heard the local station
testing. In a minute or SO they closed down, and I
then turned the condenser knob slowly round file
scale on the chance of picking up some Morse, when
to my surprise I heard telephony. At first I sup-
posed I had struck some local amateur, hut presently
the sound of applause told me that I was listening to
a concert in a public hall. I held on from 11.15 to
midnight, and although the signals were very faint I
recognised items that were in the Bournemouth pro-
gramme for that night. Later I read in the wireless
press that Bournemouth was giving a " birthday "
programme on that date, and that because of the
interruption of Mr. Asouith's speech it was continued

REFLEX OR CRYSTAL 8, L.P.

00/

worked a bud speaker, but there was a certain amount
of distortion,with3t,-.so. I devised this circuit -for loud-
speaker work. I find Mat crystal and two -valve
amplifier is much clearer, but not so loud as reflex
and one -valve amplifier. The switch-
ing arrangement is /cry simple-
all switches up reflex, all switches
down crystal and- one -Valve al plil/er.

Trusting this will interest yol.
I am, yours faithfully,

Fitmox. W; )1; r .

41, Emu Road, Q ueen's I

Battersea, S.W.8.'

THE DET. AND L.F. UNIDYNE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Just a line of congratu-
lation'. I have been using for about
10 weeks now a two -valve
dyne set (detector-low frequency).
Here are a few results obtained. 1
receive all the broadcasting stations
in England-and up to the present
one relay (Leeds and Bradford).
Brussels-I listened to opera for two
hours on Tuesday night, Dec. 9th.
1024-Breslau, School of Poets,
Paris, Leipzic, (Frankfort -on -Main,
especially loud and clear, and also
on any night I like), Berlin; and
about half a dozen more foreign
stations I have not yet managed
to get their call sign. But the Culminating point
was reached when on Sunday morning, at 12.42 a.m.
until 2.40 a.m. I heard Rr B -Z, Westinghcus.i
Company, Springfield, Mass., U.S.A. I have sonic of
the names of the singers-there were very few atmo-
spherics-the only trouble I had was with fading, and
some oscillation from unknown operators. The
strength was very good on the 'phones and very
readable, especially the last item I heard, which was a
lady speaking about golf and sports for women.

My set has 2 Thorpe K4 valves, vernier coil
holder and variable coutlenSer ; my grid leak is a

Bretwood. I am using Reactone coils. My aerial is a
cage 30 ft. high, with 06 ft. of Marl aerial wire on it,
and lead-in of 34 ft.

When I received America I had 90 in the reaction
and 65 hi the aerial. Coingratulations to Mr. Dowd-
ing and Mr. Rogers for their'wonderful invention.

Yours delightedly,

H. ''313EPS°X.4, Westbrook Villas; Darlington. V.

CONCERNING CRYSTAL RANGES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-My sole excuse for troubling you with
this is -your remark that " No one seems to have
beaten the plain crystal set achievement of Mr. V', H.
Thomas, of the Swansea Radio Society, who heard
Bournemouth, 110 miles away."

snail (if memory serves) one o'clock the followin,
looming. At midnight I thought it time to go t,
bed, but as a last, attempt to improve signal strengtl
I tried readjusting the crystal, which so far I had left

AERIAL

FIXED YA/VES OFANODEcome
mayacVANES OF A.COA/Dfl

0----4.-- EARTH

6--ek---571 0-----:.--1.5.0FTRANS6
)0-PLATE

L -C"----)"" GRID
PHONES

410 CONNECT/ON
SPEC/P/CAT/ON OF SWITCHES.

severely alone. No sooner had I touched it than
lost signals altogether, and was unable to recover
them. My distance from Bournemouth as the crow-

' flies is about 200 miles.
I recognise that this was purely a " freak " recep-

tion, and for some One doubted whether it was
really direct reception, but wireless friends of greater
experience have told use that it is unlikely that I
should be able to bold on to a station for so long if I
were getting It ,through the re -radiation of a neigh-
bouring valve user. The only other long-distane
telephony I have had is Manchester, 35 miles away.
When I received Bournemouth I was using a two -
circuit tuner consisting of ,home made basket coik,
the primary. tuned by a Polar .001 condenser, the
secondary untuned. and I fonnd signal -strength best
when the coils were practically touching, although OR
the local station a separation of some incheS gives tle
best results. The crystal detector was a Burinlem
My aerial is the last word in inefficiency-a !ll i f;.
twin " T " with a 25 ft. lead in, about 30,ft.
one end and 20 ft. at the other; directions east un.l
west. On the other hand, I believe my _earth to ls!
very. good ;: it consists: of a galvanised iron Plat -
buried in clay, and the lead to it is only sonde Seven or
eight feet long.

Yours faithfully. V. HARBUTT.
09, Cecil Avenue, Bradford, 'Yorl;-.

(Continued on pay, 11!,',.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 1164.)

H.T.-be taken to the earth terminal of the new A.T.I.
which is also connected to one of the filament leads,
and to L.T. -. The remaining filament is connected
through the rheostat to L.T. +. The 'phones re-
main in their old position on the crystal set. It may
be found necessary to connect a small fixed con-
denser (say, '0002) across A. and E. of crystal set to
load up the coil before it will act as an anode coil.
See also reply to " Cryst " (Bedford).

* * *

D. S. (Dulwich Village, S.E.).-In the case
oLivloose coupler, when loading coils are added
in "both circuits to increase the wave -length,
should coils of similar size be placed in both
circuits, or should the secondary circuit
have larger coils than the aerial circuit ? I
notice that instructions for making secondary
coils generally give them as being much larger
than the coil on the primary of the same set.

The coils should be loaded in the same proportion,
and if the inductance of one circuit is increased by
a No. 50 coil, the other circuit will need a similar
coil to bring it into tune.

The reason that the original primary and secondary
coils are of different dimensions should be apparent
if it is remembered that the aerial itself is connected
to the aerial coil, and therefore a smaller coil in the
aerial circuit will be required in order to give the
same wave -length as the secondary circuit, which has
no aerial.

Once the circuits have been brought into tune in
this way they will need equal loading in order to
remain in tune with each other.

* - *

B. A. E. (Erdington, Birmingham).-I have
a one -valve Reflex set from which I expected
loud -speaker results, but I can only get signals
at a little more than crystal strength. What
is likely to be the fault ? (Diagram enclosed.)

If connections are correctly carried out according
to the diagram (which is O.K.) you are probably -
using a faulty or unsuitable component. Try the
effect of removing the condenser across secondary of
L.F. transformer, and also of increasing its size up
to, say, '002.

Reverse the leads to the primary of the L.F. trans-
former and also those -to the L.T. battery. Also try
the effect of a different crystal -the one you are using
may be a good rectifier, but unsatisfactory when used
in a dual circuit. A larger aerial coil (CO or 70 turns),
with its condenser in series, might be found advan-
tageous.

B. E. M. (Radlett).-5--Having just completed
the construction of a three -valve set (detector
and 2 L.F.), I find that on loud signals it
distorts rather badly. Various means have
been tried to stop this, such as grid bias and
separate H.T. on both L.F. valves, various
transformers, loading transformers with re-

nces across the secondaries, and also
e primary and telephone condensers, but

e distortion, though lessened, is not elim-
inated. Can you suggest anything else that
can be done to help in this matter ?

Probably the cause of distortion is mainly due to
two things: First, a transformer of too high a ratio
in the second L.F. stage (3-1 is ample here) : and,
second, the use of unsuitable valves. This is the
cause of unsatisfactory results, distortion, etc., in a
great nuinber of cases, and too few amateurs pay
attention to the types of valves, apart from the makes,
which they employ in the various stages of their
sets. Because one valve, say the detector, is of such
and such a make and type, and is very good, it does
not say that two more of the same type and make
should be used in the 2 L.F. stages. Such a pro-
cedure is sheer folly, and is bound to lead to disap-
pointment. Valves should be chosen according to
the tasks they have to fulfil, and in your case you
will probably find an improvement if you use a power
valve (of same voltage as your others) in your last
stage, with suitable bias and H.T. voltage.

I have also a great deal of 28 D.C.C. wire
on hand, left over from a crystal set I was
making. Can this be used for tuning coils
successfully ?

Yes, this is O.K. for coils for higher wave -lengths,
though we would not advise its use for wave -lengths
under 600 metres. it might be used successfully
for reaction coils, as in this case the thickness of the
wire is not so important as in tuning coils..

ri C
CHI VA LENTE VA SANO.

" Who goes slowly goes safely,- say the Italians; and even Casanova
saw something in that.

The idea suggests the keynotei of T.M.C. production-that " infinite
capacity for taking pains that is exemplified in the three T.M.C.
products here illustrated.

The non -resonating horn of the TrueMusiC Concert Grand is of
electrolytically -deposited copper. This loud speaker gives the purest
tone combined with large volume, and you cannot get a better for
drawing -room and dancing purposes.

The T.M.C. Clear as Crystal Headphones actually give signal reception
that is " Clear as Crystal." The T.M.C. No. 3 Lightweight Head-
phones weigh only 6 ounces. The earpiece attachments do not catch
in feminine hair, nor the V -connections on the masculine pipe.

T.M.C. No. 2a Headphones are just as good, but slightly heavier-and
3 - cheaper. As headphones for listening -in, both are just as good as
they can be!

TrueMusiC Concert
Grand, Nigger - brown
finish inside, horn pol-
ished and lacquered. 4.000

ohms, 30 inches high.
£6 10 0

T.M.C. No 2A Head-
phones. 4,000 ohms.

1 916

T.M.C. No. 3. Light -
w e i g h t Headphones

4,000 ohms.
2216

The Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Hollingsworth Works, West Dulwich, S.E.21.
E.P.S.208
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ILE
SIt has been said that when a man or firm makes something
better than their fellows, the world wi'l make a path to their

Sdoor, wherever that may be. This has certainly been the
case with Revo Wireless Apparatus, for not only are the
British Isles saying " REVO FOR WIRELESS," but
this slogan has spread overseas, and is being repeated

Sall over the world. Have the best-or, in other words,
see the trade mark is REVO.

L REVD LITTLE OE6CUST4L SET -
61-NotiO3.I04spfec

REVOPHONE CRYSTAL SET -- - - -The incoinparahle. The set that started 631-
IShalf Britain listening in,

REVO LICHTWEICHT HEADPHONES - -Light of weight, but full of tone. Each 211-( earpiece specially tested and selected to gel eve mess
of tone. The phones ladies prefer.

REVO CRYSTAL -VALVE SET - Without
(161-svalves and royalties. It's a marvel. 0

Works Revo loud speaker seven miles from station.
REVO TWO -VALVE SET - - -

Without valves and royalties. 111 7 6
sIs handsome mahogany case. The set that makes
listening -in worth while.

'4)TWO:
REVO ONE- & TWO -VALVE 541- & 961-AMPLIFIERS - each

These amplifiers accomplish what they were
designed for-amplification of mnsir without
distortion or

.41) REVO LOUD SPEAKERS 48/- & 801-Complete with cord

noise.

S
Experts say: " They are the best speakers
made." You should hear a Revo to

j appreciate wireless.

Popular Wireless and Wireless Reriew, January 10th, 1925.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 1166.)

OUR HEADPHONES
CARRY A TWELVE-
MONTHS' CUARANTEE

e

IF UNOBTAINABLE LOCALLY PLEASE APPLY DIRECT TO -

DEPAWIRERTMLESS CABLE ACCESSORIES C? LT.°. TIPTON,STAFFS.
LONDON DEPOT.! 28, S HOE LAME, E. C. 4.

OWITZRELESS EAMERICA every P.,T
with a simple one- or two -valve set, on the short
wave. K D K A, Pittsburg, nosy on 68 metres,
comes in regularly from 11.3o onwards.

The simplest, easiest, and most certain method
of receiving these and other short-wave trans-
missions is to use the
OMNIPHONE LOW -LOSS COIL, 60-120 Metres.
which is unique in design and construction.
Price, with helpful Pamphlet, 7/6 (Post 5d).

OMNIPHONE WIRELESS CO..
24, Warwick Street, Regent Street. London. W.1

'Phone Regent 3133

Be sure to mention POPULAR -WIRELESS. . when replying to Advertisements

VILER/ONES REWOUND
to 4,000 ohms.. Guaranteed. All makes 91 -
except Brown " A " 61., and Sullivan. Wax
tilled. 10/- per pair. Ex -army converted to
high resistance, 2/6.each ear -piece Re.mag.
iietising 20. per earpiece. Postage extra

6d. per pair.
W. JOHN MILLER, 68, Parringdon St. E.C.6.

.:ind and 3rd floor. Phone Central 1950.

______ ------
Chair/Pa 'YawnACCUMULATORat Home with. the

TUNGAR BATTERY CHARGER.
Simple, Safe, and Economical.
No moving parts. Requires
no attention. No Garage,
Owner -Driver or Wireless En-
thusiast should be without
one. Will charge from I to
10, 6-12 volt batteries at a
time. Deliveries from stock.
Descriptive Booklet free on ap-
plication. The Tungar Battery
Charger is suitable for use on
AlternatingCurrentsupplyonly.

Obtainable from your Garage or Electrician.
THE BRITISH THOMSONHOUSTON CO., LTD,
Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames St., E.C.4.

,..----..._.-...._-______ ---.

"07 VALVES FOR 12/6
TESTIMONY N,,ut de plume, Deteshury.
The 07 valve received for one returned is giving
excellent results on a 1 -valve set. Signals arevery loud and clear; and it brings in almost
all B.B.C. stations at good 'phone strength with
inside frame aerial.

"I have recommended your valve to all enquiring
friends and enthusiasts, and shall continue to do so;
itisatreattoworkwith." Unsolicited testimonial.
Pp. volts 2.3, max. con. -07, anode 40-80. Concert
tested and sent with instructions for use, post free
on

W.P.
24 HOUNIDYNEURS'APPROVAL.

-

Since its innovation we have advertised and stocked
Phillips 4 Electrode Dull Emitter, so creditably
mentioned in the Nov. 22nd issue of " Popular
Wireless," page 714.
Phillips 4 Electrode D.E. 1.8 volt, 16 amp. 25/ -
Phillips 4 Electrode Bright Emitter ... 12/8
(See Correspondence Columns P.W., Dec. 13111, p. 9541
Thorpe 54 Bright Emitter (5 pin) ... 1718Concert tested, pout tree, 24.. hours, approval. -
N.B.-We now insure valves against all postal
damage at customers' request on extra ',quit-
tance of 9d. per 12/6 valve, 1/- per 1716 or
25/- valve, the only condition being notification of
damage within 24 hours.

ANELOY PRODUCTS (Dept. P.25),
Eton Works. Upland Road, London, S.F.22.

PANE LITE.
Will withstand 5,000 volts. Black finish. Will notfracture. 6x 6 x 3/16. 1 / - 7x 5. 1 /1; 8 x 5, 112:.9 x.5. 1/4; 9 x 6, 1/6; 10 x 9, 2/2; 12 x 10. 2/9;
14 x 12, 4/6 post paid., Other sizes sod thickness pro rata

" RADIO PANEL CO. (Dept. " F "9,143, - Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
..."511=11111AMPLIFIERS:=

Without valves, transformers, accumulators,
buttons, etc. The "Varex " (Pro. Pat.) Amplifier
amplifies crystal (or valve) reception 3 to 5 times,
with one leclanche cell. Interesting and cheap
to make from our full-size instructional blue
prints of amplifier, circuits, etc., 2/6, including

Carbex " electrodes and steel reed.
Debenham & Co., Lewisham & Blackheath.
Letters only to: -6, Loampit Vale. S.E.13.

TIIL SI-PER CRYS7'.ILFIYEX
GET CHELMSFORD AS WELL AS
YOUR LOCAL STATION. PACKED IN

A SEALED TUBE, 1/3.
FIVEX SUPER CRYSTAL (POST FREE)
85, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; E.C.1

THE "P.W." ULTRA.
The Editor. POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-In a recent issue of " P.W." you ask
for crystal records for long distance work to beat
Mr. Thomas, who heard Bournemouth 110 miles
away. Here you are.

My set is a ' P.W." -Ultra for 1,600 metres, and I
am always enjoying 2 L S on three pairs of head-
phones, and speech is very fair. On one pair of
'phonei it is; of course. line.

On the anniversary night at Bournemouth I heard
the announcement given that Bertram Fryer, station
director, would say a few words, and all present
joined in singing " For He's a Jolly Good Fell w !"
I also heard the end .of au orchestr mfollowed

by the National Anthem, just ',the
B.B.C. extra turn, and can only put that doitn to
Bournemouth. I have also received Scotch dances
from Aberdeen, and heard 2 L 0 direct on the occa-
sion of a speech by Lord Balfour.

These are what I call a fair test, as they are all just
ordinary stations, and not high -power like 5 X X
or Radio, Paris.

I can switch over to 5 X X at will and have speech
as powerful as 2 I. S. Bournemouth is about 270
miles, I believe.

Hoping this will be of interest to you, as the set is
a ' ?.W." circuit-and I don't wish for anything
better.

Yours sincerely,
HAROLD O'CONNOR.

17, Tanfield Road, Birkby, Huddersfield.

SINGLE VALVE RESULTS..
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,Being a " single valve merchant "
myself, perhaps the following report might interest
one or two of your many readers.

The other evening I tuned in the following stations :
fi W A (RA), 2 L 0 (R.4), 2 Z Y (R.5), 6 B M (R.7),
5 N 0 (R.4). 5 I T (R.4), 5 8 C (R.3), 2 B D (R.4),
5 X X (RAI). Radiola (R.4), and five foreign stations.
Early on Friday morning, December 12th, I also
logged: K DK A, WB Z, W0 N, and W G Y. I
have also heard one or two B.B.C. relay stations,
Liverpool being the strongest.

I have been a reader of POPULAR WIRELESS ever
since it first came out, and wish it every success.

Yours truly,
A. T. S.

" The Glen," Ctesars Road, Newport, I.W.

THE " HOPWOOD " CIRCUIT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS. "

Dear wish to express my appreciation for
the " Hopwood " circuit, re POPULAR WIRELESS. I
can get all the B.B.C. stations, also lots of Continental
stations, and the following American stations :
W Y, K D K A, W H A S, W E E I, W B Z, also
W B D. I think it is an excellent performance, for a
one -valve set. Wishing your paper every 'success.

Youts truly,
G. H. 11w.tchafto.. .

17, Albert Terrace, Albert Street, Grantham, Lines.-- 
MUSIC -HALLS AND RADIO.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS;
Dear Sir.-As an old subscriber and reader, I was

naturally interested in Sir -Oswald Stoll's interview
with !` Aerial," and one would come to -the conclusion
that tWO separate audienees existed, one for the
Mtisiezhalls, Theatres and COncerts, and'one for
Radio. This is a fallacy. Take -the case of my h
circle. I have been the means of creating a large
number of wireless - friends,. Who more :or less work
together in things- Radio, and' yet;- in spite of (-he
pleasure we, get froin it, I know' for afact that we all
go to the local music -hall, and just as often to the
West End to see a " show," as before.

Any unbiased person will instantly agree that the
so-called monopoly of the E.E.C. is necessary to
prevent " ether chaos," -and the well-known mono-
poly of the heads of the theatrical; music -hall and
musical -wotlds is slowly -but surely being nullified by
the general -public, which is taking up Radio td such
an extent that the demand for first-class artistes for
radio is certainly creating the supply.

This is automatic, and as Sir Oswald Stoll says he
will not lift a finger to help the B.B.C. (which means
us, the general public), it seems to me that we should
simply ignore the OLD interests and support the NEW
form of interest and amusement, and let the matter
take its natural course, and all the boycotting of the
B.B.C. and the public in this matter will inevitably
settle down to a common-sense solution, which will
be forced by circumstances over which the leading
luminaries of the interests concerned will have no
control.

In the meantime, the attitude of theB.B.C. sets a
good example- to these three great interests in good
form. and public service, and we, . the  public, will
continue to pay for the amusement we prefer, as and
when we wish.

Yours, etc.,'
B. W. KING.

-

34, St. Mary's Grove, ChiSwick, W.
(Continued on page 1169.)
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued front page 1168.)

" CARRIER CATCHING."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Can any reader beat these results of
Mine, using a one -valve (reaction on aerial) set ?
Twenty-two stations in fifty -live seconds, every one
-outside the British Isles, logged at 19.45 Sunday.

Readings
of ('on -
denser.

Results. Approximate
Wave -lengths.

2° Pianoforte Solo
7° Sermon

Only Carrier

36°
43° Violin Solo
50° Orchestra
52° Orchestra
55° Recitation
60° Orchestral
65° Announcing in German
69° Man singing
72' Sermon
77° Baritone
80° Only Carrier
86° Speaking
88° Violin and Piano
90° Woman singing
92°
98° Only Carrier

100°

270 metres.
300
320
350
365
372
380
400
410
418
425
430
440
443
454
460
470
480
485
490
505
510

I am using No. 75 Honeycomb in A.T.I., No. 10
Reaction, .0005 mfd. Polar condenser in series;
80 ft. twin aerial 40 ft. high.

Yours sincerely,
G. W. APPLEVARD.

92, Day Street, Hull.
P.S.-Time checked by witness.

SIGNALS FROM MEXICO.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear note in a recent issue of " P.W." a
claim by Mr. Ridley to be the -first to receive signals
from Mexico. I am afraid this is far from being the
case. I know of several amateurs who have received
these stations for some months. As far as I am
aware, the first occasion was in April, 1923, when I
received station B X, of which report I have his
acknowledgment, and many times since then signals
have been heard from that country.

It may possibly be of interest to you to know that
my signals were heard by Mr. Hughes, the president
of the Transvaal Radio Society, in Johannesburg, in

early October of this year, which I believe to be the
first occasion a European amateur was heard in S.A.
My power input was 80 watts on a wave of 100
metres, in an aerial 50 ft. long and 15 ft. above a roof.

Yours faithfully,
FREDERIC L. 11000,

G 2 S H.
37, Bishop's Road,

Highgate, N.6.

THE THREE -VALVE UNIDYNE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-As an old reader of your paper may I
e allowed to tender you a brief account of the success.

YCve had with the Unidyne ? I have a three -valve,
Bet. and L.F. I wired this last July. At first I
little trouble, but after persevering I got it in

lass order. I have received on the detector
re alone all the British stations, including the

following relays: Hull, Liverpool, Sheffield, Not-
tingham, Leeds. Also the three Paris stations, Madrid,
Hamburg, Berlin, Copenhagen, Brussels, and four
unknown. I have not yet tried America, but judging
by the strength all the stations I have got come in, I
have no doubt that under favousable conditions the
U.S.A. could be got also. I ha'e read every article
off the Unidyne, and every letter in POPULAR \Vim: -
LESS. A few nights ago I had been experimenting
witlta wave trap. After a while I disconnected this,
and began hunting around for a few stations. I
received 2 Z Y, 2 L 0, 5 N 0, 5 S C, and 2B E, also
Hamburg and Berlin. Later on in the evening I found
out had been using no earth wire. This was an
accident. The following night I tried a few stunts.
First of all, I disconnected the aerial, and used the
earth wire in its place. Manchester, our local station,
tivelve miles away, came in excellently. I then
switched on the L.F. valve and got Bournemouth
very well indeed. Next I hung a piece of wire 5- ft.
long on a bird cage suspended from the ceiling. I
used no earth. 2 Z Y came indoud. I have heard of
many who are having difficulties with their Unidyne.
But if those people would see to it that their parts
are of first-class make, and follow carefully the par-
ticulars you have so often given, they should have- no
difficulty. I have had considerable experience in
valve sets, having wired up quite a few different
kinds, but in my opinion the Unidyne is far superior
to any I have heard: I have also wired up the
Neutrodyne Unidyne Reflex. This also is a very

(Continued on page 1170.)
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THE HALL MARK OF RAD/0 PERFECTION

NEW MODELS
A.J.S. LOUD SPEAKER

. Accuratelyproportioned
non -resonant horn, giv-
ing correct acoustic
properties. True repro-
duction and extreme
sensitivity without dis-
tortion.

With metal horn and
plated fittings, £4 15s.

With oak or mahog-
any horn and plated
fittings, £5 10s.

A.J.S. 4 -VALVE
RECEIVER

Polished walnut
cabinet, plated fittings,
filament resistance to
each valve and switch
for L.F. valves. Com-
plete with four valves,
roe V. H.T. battery,
8 amp. hour 6 v. L.T.
battery, lead-in tube,
aerial wire, insulators
and Btandes " Matched
Tone" headphones.
Complete set, £27 5s.
Panel only, £20 5s.

TN CHOOSING A.J.S. you
I choose the product of a
great manufacturing house
with a name and reputation
far too highly -prized to be
staked on any but the most
thoroughlytested instruments.

Thus, when you buy A.J.S. you
secure not only an instrument that
for design, efficiency, simplicity and
handsome appearance is second to
none, but one that can be relied
uponimplicitly to stand up to the
inevitable knocks, and to yield long
and trustworthy service.

Let us send you our free Illustrated List

A.J. STEVENS
C/- C o (1Q 1 4) LTD

WIRELESS BRANCH
WO LYE RHAM PTO
'Phone-: 550. ,r. I Call Sign -5 RI. 'Grams -Reception, Wolverha nip ton.

J' .4sk the nearest A .J .S. dealer to
show you these and other A .J.S.
models, including the " Unitop"
4 -valve Cabinet, the " Pedestal"
4 -valve Cabinet, and the " Unit
System" 4 -valve pedest «I
Receiver.
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VALVES

'lhe three caskets

It was not the Golden Casket that contained
Portia's portrait, but the lead ; and so it Often
happens that the most expensive article is
not necessarily the one most to be desired.

There are many valves more expensive than
the Louden ; yet there is not one of them that
combines all its many advantages.

It uses considerably less current from the
accumulators than is usual amongst valves of
the bright filament type-a point which needs
no labouring to those anxious to keep down
costs: It gives a reproduction full in volume
and silver clear in quality, and it has a stout
filament which is not readily broken.

Further, it only costs 10! -

Four months ago people had not heard- of
Louden -Valves ; to -day they are demanding
them at the rate of many thousands per
week-which is, perhaps, the most striking
testimony of all.

See that your next valve is a Louden.

ing."
The Blue Louden for

ktieduency Amplify-

B.F. Amplification.
ELL Gr eat Britain.

All Loudens are
Silver Clear and fre.e

throughout i El

from "mush.'

The plain Louden for Banufactureit
detecting and Low

Ano le Volts 40-90.

}I,!aammee,n,ct wriRELEse
...pr.,. is very low
ant the hie 10(14.

The current con.

ouben Llatimo Silber Cear
ADVT. OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD., PARK ROYAL, WILLESDEN, N.W. IO.

P.3.7.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 1169.)

good receiver, but requires careful handling to get
good results.- - In conclusion, I, like. many others,
tender my thanks toNtlie inventors, Messrs. Dowding
and Rogers. I should think myself that any reader
of your splendid paper who has not got good results
will persevere all the more after reading so many
letters, like this one, for instance. .

Yours sincerely, EDWARD HEwEfx.
Platt -Lane, Dobcross,

Near Oldham.

" D X" RESULTa IN GERMANY.
The EMU!, POPULAR - WIRELESS.

Deal. Sir,-I think that some results, on both my -
crystal and valvoset, might. be of interest,t as
they giVe a good idea of reeeiying'conditi
parr of the Continent (Frankfort -0/M.). On state
set,' consisting of tapped inductance (baSket coils)t.

and condenser in series, I am able to 'get the local
station (15 miles) on the L.8! audible through two
rooms easily.' Frankfort 0/M. has an energy of 0.8
kw. Chelmsford, Bournemouth, and London I can
pick up any evening without amplification of  any
sort.. Eeole Simerienre, Hamburg, and Radio Paris I
have had on various occasions.

On my valve set, home-made (1 Det. and 2 L.F.), I
can get any, B.B.C. main station on the L.S., 5 X X
without any reaction at all. With one valve and re-
action I have tuned in 5 X -x and Aberdeen quite
clearly on' the L.S., so that signals were readable
5 yards off.

I have tried for America four times, and have each
time been successful.

EDKAon 327 m.,WBEon 338 m.,andWGY
own() m. are very. good. With two pairs of 'phones
every word spoken is clearly to be understood. Be-
sides these, I can hear two more stations ; however,
they are too weak to read.

I can understand speech from W G Y on one valve
and reaction, provided that the weather is not un-
favourable. I must add that my aerial is extremely
good, being 75 ft high and 230 ft. long. It is a single
wire aerial, the lead-in being taken off in the middle. 

Hoping these results may be of interest,
I am, Yours truly,

HENRY HERR-MILLS.
Frankfort °M., (An ardent reader of " P.W.")

Williehnsirasse 20.

CRYSTAL " D X " RESULTS.
The Editor. POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Seeing in your excellent book that
Mr. W. H. Thomas had got Bournemouth at Swansea.
a distance of 110 miles, I thought you might possibly
be interested -to know that I have beaten this record.

On Saturday, December 13th, I picked up Bourne-
mouth at 8.15 p.m., when It was raining very slightly.

- The distance as near as I can judge is 205 miles.
I might Mention that Cromer is about 7 miles

north of me. I am using a plain crystal set, which
I made my self to get 5 X X, which comes through
very plain indeed, at about 88 miles. I might

- mention that -I have also got Continental stations as
well, but where from I do not know. Twice on two
Simday nights I have heard a Continental station at.
10.30 to 11- p.m-once November 23rd, and once
December 7th. I think according to your time -table
in your issue of November 22nd, that it must be
Radio, Paris.

Yours truly, B. H. DAY.
Aldborough, Norwich, Norfolk.

AN ENCYCLOPEDIA
BUSINESS.

ANEW work of the utmost importance
to those already engaged in business,
to those just embarking upon a career,

or to parents faced with the problem of
starting their children in life, is to be pub-
lished on Thursday, January 15th.
HARMSWORTH'S BUSINESS ENCY-
CLOPEDIA will form a complete guide to
all commercial and business careers, and
for every branch it will supply evevrthing
necessary to study and advancement. It
is the most complete work of its kind ever
attempted.

It will be richly illustrated, the contents
will be arranged alphabetically, and its long
list of contributors contains names of Cabi-
net Ministers, Treasury Officials, and
famous business and financial magnates. It
is to be completed in about 36 fortnightly
parts, Is. 3d.-a price equivalent to only
just over ld. per day. Part 1 contains a
remarkable and inspiring introductory
article by Lord Birkenhead. It will be on
sale at all newsagents and bookstalls.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1120.)
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contact, namely, that between the cat's -
Whisker and the crystal, and the other
contact is of large area (as when the crystal
is embodied in a crystal cup of Wood's
metal), it is reasonable to assume that the
fact that the action takes place only at the
point contact is sufficient to account for
the direction of the rectified current, or the
polarity of the rectifier.

oint Contacts.
t where there are two -point contacts.

as in the device under consideration, it is
difficult to see, at first sight, why there
should be any polarity at all. Perhaps this
vAll be made clearer by means of an example.
Suppose you lace a zinc and a carbon platen
in sal -ammoniac solution : the carbon
assumes a positive potential with respect
to the zinc. Suppose now you introduce
into the solution another zinc plate, and
connect to these two zinc plates, instead of
to one zinc and one carbon. The net result
will be that you will not get any potential
difference at all, since what is gained
between one pair is lost between the Other.
Similarly with the crystal contacts. Let
us call the metal wire A and the crystal B.
Then suppose the contact rectifies in such a
way that A is positive with respect to B,
that is, the contact allows current to pass
when A is positive with respect to B, but
not in the opposite direction. It seems fairly
clear that where the current has to pass
through two contacts in series, that is,
through an AB contact and then through a
BA contact, it should be impossible for any
current to get through at all, since the
contacts rectify in opposite directions, and
what can get through one cannot get through
the other.

Different Metals.
Of course, this is all on the assumption

that the two cat's -whiskers are of the same
metal. But if different metals are used
with the same crystal, then there is a
possibility of getting the desired result.
At any rate, the device referred to above
certainly works, so it is evident that the
theory must be adjusted to conform with

- facts. Readers' views (or experiments)
this point would be very interesting.

ystal in Bottle.
The second device, sent me by a reader,

is very similar to the one I have described,
except that a small bottle is used, filled
with spirit, and wires are passed through
ti W cork and turned upwards at the lower
e- s, the crystal being dropped in in the

e way. But I am afraid 1 have already
sjrit so much space on this matter that

11 have to postpone further description
oft until later. Perhaps the best thing
to do will be to give it in " Constructional
Notes," with diagram, which I will do as
soon as possible.

Loud -speaker Hint.
It is not perhaps commonly known that

the tone of a loud speaker can often be con-
siderably improved by connecting a small
fixed condenser across its terminals.

The value of this condenser, that is, its
capacity, can only be determined by trial,
as it depends upon a large number of factors.

(Continued on page 1172.)

e LiVingArai
.THERE'S nothing more distressing than to hear a

piano solo travestied by 'wireless. And nine
times out of ten the fault lies not in the Loud Speaker
at all but in the use of an unsuitable L.F. Trans-
former.
A good Transformer is something
more than a bundle of laminations
and a few thousand turns of fine
wire. If it is to function correctly
it must be designed according to
definite scientific standards and
not according to hit and - miss
methods

Before a single Eureka Transformer
m as placed on the market many
hundreds of pounds had been
spent in research work. It was
not a case of following current
practice and adding one more to

the. many already available. The
designers of the Eureka began where
others left elf. They ploughed
a lonely furrow-but they won
through.

Eighteen months ago unknown, to-
day the Eureka is recognised as
being the country's finest L.F.
Transformer. Its handsome ap-
pearance would certainly add an
air of distinction to your Set.
while its immense volume of

tos

yupeorub tone would be a revelation

of a
Series.

Concert qfif_ Portable Utilities Co., Ltd., Eureka 22f6
Grand -`-' Fisher Street, London, W.C.1. (Fo. Second Stage)

La ©l

Gilbert Ad. 2039
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PICKETTS' CABINET WORKS w4f..e

BEXLEY HEATH -SI, MOM

italL12 /MIT MO fONDElli,, LIDDED

Send lof Constitietor's List (P.IV.) FREE.

INVENTIONS
PATENTED. Trade Marks and Designs Registered.

Particulars and consultations free.
BROWNE & CO., Patent .Agents,

9. Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.C.1.
'1,,folili6hed 1840. Telephone: Chance), 7547.

.0
:INVALUABLE TO ALL WIRELESS - CON-

STRUCTORS

ONE GROSS OF ASSORTED
2

BA andSC
SHEWWAS,NEURTSS, 2

J. H. BENNETT, STATION ROAD,
LP,cerythino (or Wireless. WILLESDEN JUNCT.

...-HEADPHONE REPAIRS.
Rewound, reanagnetlzed and readjusted. Lowcst
prices quoted on receipt of telephones. -Delivery three
days.-TILE VARLEY MAGNET CO., London,
S.E.18. 'Phone 888-9 Woolwich. Est. 26 years.

THE NATURAL CRYSTAL.

I. II I 1 IIN MIN MINI

TRADE MARX
IS SECOND TO NONE & UNBEATABLE AT ANY PRICE.
5 sizes, lent one quality. 6d. to 1 /6. Propti. TheBright Co., London, 5.8. Sole Wholesale Agent forLondon & Home Counties A. S. Conway, 86, Greenand Road. London, E.B.ENI

1

PANELS INLARGE OR SMALL
OUANTITIES ENGRAVED BY
SUGDENS, 57, FARRINGDON ST.. E.C.4.

GUARANTEED 'PHONES.
A FEW OF " OUR " PRICES.

Genuine Telefunken (the World's best) 17 '-
Dr. Nesper's (adjustable) - - - 12.6
Ericsson's (Continental No. ro) - 11/ -

Post Free,
Price List of other brands on application.

We ta:-c you money on all 'Phones.
RUST & CO., Reavill's Yard, Foreman Street.

NOTTINGHAM.

REDGATE Regd. 705178.
FLUSH -MOUNTING

Low Capacity
VALVE LEGS.
Beauty and Efficiency
1/- set of 4, Brass. 112 set,
Nickel Plated. With drilling

template.
From, all the best dealers.
REDGATE MFG. CO.,
32a. Wreder Gat., Nottingham.

Publishers require representatives in certain dis-trlets to call on Radio enthusiasts and owners - of
receiving sets. State precious occupation.. Mann.-havo good linowledize of wireless and suitable con-
nection. Write to It ox 201, Sells Advertising'Offices, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

P.W. UNIDYNE
Astound:lir-ad Results !

Extract from report of "Popular Wireless of
December 611i, 1924:

". . . WE CONSIDER THIS EMITTER
VALVE A VERY INTERESTING ANDDULL EFFICIENT
PRODUCT." During the test 9 B.B.C. stations were
received, nn a Philips 4 -Electrode Dull Emitter Valve.
Philips' Tested 4 -Electrode Dull En: tter

Valves, r6-11 volts, '55 amp. .. 25/- each
Phik Os' Tested 4 -Electrode Bright -

Emitter Valves, 3'5 volts, '5 amp. . 12/6ALL POST FREE.
These volres fit ordinary 4 -pint holder.

E. GEORGE, 70, Hailsnam Avenue,
Streatham Hill, London, S.W.2

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from pale 1171.)

In -some eases it may be found that there is
no adVantage, but there are few cases in
which some improvement will not be noticed
when the correct capacity of the condenser
has been found; and in many cases a very
considerable improvement can be effected.

Fading.
The peculiar variations in the strength of

signals, classed Under the general name
of " fading," are due to a very great
variety of causes. Many of the causes are
of natural origin, and are not understood,
much less capable of being controlled. One
interesting cause of peculiarities in reception,
however, is the -smoke from- large chimneys.
There are many towns, particularly in
industrial centres such as Lancashire (where
a ;goOti deal of my time happens to be
spent)- where , chimneys are much more
plentiful than sparrows. In these districts
quite considerable variations in strength of
reception is noticed, clue to the smoke from
the chimneys. It will be remembered by
the reader that gases which have pasSed
through a fire are heavily " ionised." and
therefore form electrically conducting layers
or regions when they pass out into the
atmosphere. These electrically conducting
regions are very distrirbing to the passage of
electrical waves, and give rise to various
kinds of deflections and absorptions; which
are interpreted in the final receiver as
" fading."

The Hushaphone.
It is difficult to please everybody. T;ie

experts of W B Z, Springfield, Mass., thought
the listeners to a boxing match or other
public affair would prefer to hear the an-
nouncer's voice undisturbed by the roar of
the cheering crowds, and they accordingly
set to work -to devise a special type of micro-
phone, by which this result could be attained.
The microphone was called the " husha-
phone," and by its aid the announcements
were transmitted with an almost entire
elimination of the "-background." To their
surprise, however, the engineers learned that
considerably more than fifty per .cent of
the listeners preferred to have the back-
ground transmitted, as it helped them to
form a mental picture of the scene. Person-

- ally, I am not surprised ; this is, in fact,
exactly what I should have expected, but
it emphasises the difficulty of pleasina
everybody, especially in wirelesS broad.-
casting.

Oscillating.
Now that reaction on to the aerial is per-

mitted, many ingenious circuits and- other
devices have been produced; having for
their object the prevention of radiation and
consequent interference with neighbouring
receiving stations. One arrangement de-
pends upon a special. placing of -the: aerial,
plate and grid coils, so that it is impossible
to energise the aerial, even if the set oscil-
lates. Another clever device causes the
energy which is fed back into the aerial to
be divided into two equal but opposed parts,
so that they balance -each other's effect.  A
third method employs a subsidiary circuit
which becomes-active when the- aerial - is
oscillating, and> which -their throws the
receiver out of action.

No. doubt many other methods will in
course of time be evolved, and these are
.always useful, as there must always be a
percentage of .beginners who, however un-
wittingly, are the cause of much profanity
in their neighbourhood. -

Local Interference.
Whilst on the subject of interference, I

think it may be interesting ,to mention a
peculiar case of local interference; cited by a
correspondent of " Radio Pigest,'? in which
the trouble was found to be due to a
defective battery-charger-nearby.:He Kt

tried for a solid week to determine t
it was that made even local reception im7
possible with a five-vabie -neutrodyne set,
going carefully over-all the usual possibili-
ties, such as, arc, transmission, etc., until
-eventually I found that. in a local garage
they Were using a battery -charger of the
vibrating -reed type, which was not properly
adjusted. This was set properly, and
immediately the interfeience 'disappeared
entirely." -

If any readers are troubled by what seems
to be similar -interference; possibly this
infoimation may put them on the right
track.

Grid Potential.
Sufficient attention is not given by many

I eginners in wireless to the important
question of grid bias, In many sets, no
alloWanCe is made for applYiing: negative
bias to the grids, although in many cases, if
not indeed in most, considerable improve-
ment in reception can be attained by proper
adjustment of grid potential. A potentio-
meter is desirable for the purpose, as by this
means an exact adjustment may be obtained,
but in the absence of a potentiometer,
made-up set where there is not room for
the inclusion of a potentiometer, one or two
small dry cells may be used, generally with
advantage. These remarks apply particu-
larly to the L.F. valves.

1 The Rome Radio. How to make and use it.
By Verrill. For those interested in im-
proving their sets or installing more
efficient ones. Published 3/6. Offered,
now; for 1/9, post free. Quote offer 120.

FOYLES, 121, CHARINC CROSS ROAD, .LOND

ACCUMULATORS.,
C.A.V.' Fullers, etc. Guaranteed brand new and P.
feet. but slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage

Oath ways if returned within 7 days.
2v -40a ... ... b16 4v -100a ... ... 3216
2v -60s .. ... 11,6 6v -40a ., ... ... 231-
4v -40a ... ... 17/. 6v -60a ... ... 32/6
4v -60a ... ... 21/9 6v -80a ... ... 40 r -

..4v -80s ... 27/6 6v -100a ... ... 461
" Special Line:- .

2v -100a (Actual) C.A.V. .. .. 27/6
MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2

Paris and other Stations -4 -
Clearly heard on Loud Speaker near London using
the " MIRACLE " MASTER 2 -.Valve. Set. 43-12-6,
plus Royalties. 1, 2, 3, and 4 Valves. Trade nub -

plied. Send. Stamp for particulars.
World's Wireless Stores, Wallington-

--A Book Bargain _

H&H Tubular Galvan-
ized Steel Telescopic

WIRELESS MAST
(Patent applied for)

Complete with base plate,
ground pegs, stay wires,
straining screws, pulley
and cleat.

Price £4 :17:6 delivered
1-1ILDICK-86 HILIXICK, Pleek R11.; Walsall.
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IneYeL7zfed voLamewid2o[ed
MULLARD D.E.A. VALVES give increased volume and

clarity from your loud speaker.

Just take out your last L.F. stsgs valve, and insert a Mullari
D.F.A. You will be delighted with the immediate increase in

pure volume.
In addition to this marked advantage, Mullard D.E.A.
Master Valves consume LESS current than your present

""aloes, giving longer life to your battery.

Ask for the D.F.A.O if ycu use a 30
4 -volt battery each.

Ash far the D.F.A.1 if you u3e a 35/.
6 -volt battery each.

Leaflet V.A.4 gives full technical information.

Take greater care of your valves by using the :Millard Safety
Disc, free on request from your dealer. Send us his name
and addireSk if you canna' get. -what you Want, and we will

send kiln the necessary supplies.

I i7 FlA/ FA
rt- '7

L.

L,

Adid. - The .11u11,,itd Radio Valve Co., Ltd. (P.W .). Nightingale Works, Balhanz, S.W .12.

111
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LISSENI UM DON'T MIX YOUR PARTS-.
With all LISSEN parts your receiver will give results which go)

would never be possible with mixed parts.

0

wotMAKES A WHISPER LOUD

0

jHIS LISSEN T1 Transformer will amplify a whisper to a great degree of loudness

[

in a background of absolute silence. It is the transformer which should be
c"iii, particularly used immediately behind the detector valve. This is the first place 4

in L.F. amplification to start eliminating distortion. The r.
=LISSEN T 1 Transformer is distortionless for one reason, because .."'

the impedance of the transformer is obtained by means of the ..
exceptional coil of the, transformer, and not by the use of a heavy .9

iron core, which always tends to distort. The LISSEN T1 Trans- ci
E.former has a most expensive coil-IT WOULD AMPLIFY BY 4

ITSELF WITHOUT ANY IRON CORE AT ALL. a
:..4
.4i
z

Price 30/-
g

The SIGNIFICANCE of the LEAK-'
W. se
i..-ENSITIVITY-that is the answer. Every different circuit-every different valve- %

..,.._ distant station or nearby station-reaction or no reaction-under the many different E
:""Y, conditions of reception, by fitting the LISSEN Variable il

acGrid Leak you are sure you have immediately avail-
able the means for getting that shade of difference which

z,oa

t,ei1 1
..t

LISSEN Variable Anode Resistance, same outward appearance as the .4

LISSEN Variable Grid Leak, 20,000 to 250,000 - ohms.... .... ... 2 E.
P4
= I

41

SMOOTH OUT YOUR LOUD SPEAKER DISTORTION BY PUTTING THE LI N LA.
VARIABLE GRID LEAK across the secondary of the last transformer OR A SS
THE LOUD SPEAKER ITSELF-first position is better. '14

..4'

8-16, Woodger Rd., Goldhawk Rd., Zs
Shepherd's Bush,' London, W.12.

BUILD -WITH ) OUR OWN HANDS 2W1111 ALL LISSEN PARTS o
''7"' cs

It is

with perfect tone quality

unequalled for first stage work.

sometimes matters so much.

All the wide range of resistance values required of a grid leak is covered
with minute variation throughout. LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING, of course

LISSENTI,IWTED,

I

_ _ _

0.
Plated and published every Thursday by the proprietors, The Amalgamated Press (192.2), Lt The Fleetway House, Farriogdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Advettisenient Offices: Massa J fE-1,11e, Ltd,, 4, -Ludgate Circus, London-, Regisi,ered- as a iewspliper andyhy tr,gastnisSion by Canadian Magazine' Post =
Sub.icription rates : Nand and Abroad, 17/4 wr aonam, 8/8 for g.S. moutt-4 Sole_ageatsfor South Afr : Central News Agency,-- Ltd. Sole agents for Australia

Mid New ZealanA! Messrs. Gordon S Cot.eii, Ltd.; auri for !-AnAla: The Inixrial-NeW:j Cu; ( nada) X:td. Saturday, Jaimary 10th .1925. --
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A COLOURED BROADCASTING MAP FREE WITH THIS ISSUE.

PopularVireless
nd Wi reless ReviewPRICE 3d.

SCIENTIFIC ADVISER : SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S., D.Sc.

The transmitting microphon?
in the new studio at the Man -
chest 3r broadcasting station.

EVERY THURSDAY.

Another

Free Supplement.
A Coloured Map

Showing

British and Continental
Broadcasting Stations.
An Invaluable reference chart for every

amateur.

NEXT WEEK'S GIFT.

A Special Supplement
ENTITLED

Nineteen Pictorial Circuits.
Proved and tested " Hook-ups for

the amateur.

Orcler YOUR Copy 1sTcolisr.

FEATURES IN THIS ISSUE.
" How to Make " Articles:

A. "FOUR -CIRCUIT" TWO -VALVE SET.
A FOUR -VALVE "ExpikrimisTo,, RECEIVER.

Adding L.F. to the Super -Selective Circuit. Practical Ideas for Experimenters.
A Handy Loud -Speaker Attachment. Twilight and the Heaviside Layer.
More Interesting Valve Circuits. An Efficient Slide Inductance.

."26,138. Vol. VI. January 17th, 1925.
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" If to my Starboard
red appear,

It is my duty to keep
clear.

To ad as judgment
:. says is proper
To Port or Starboard.
Back or Stop her --

A rule of the road
for Preventing

collision et sea.

fli

-

rr

et
as judgment
says is proper"

THE " rule of the road " at sea calls upon
the officer in charge of the ship in the fore-
ground to " act as judgment says is proper "

vessel.
To

avoiding collision with the approaching

To be able to form sound judgment and act on
it promptly is one of the essential qualities of
the sailor ; and whether one is driving a car,
playing billiards, or catching the morning train
good judgment is equally necessary.

* * * *

Consider the components you fit to your wireless
set.
Upon them depends not only the success of the
whole set but also your reputation as a wireless
expert.
Your judgment tells you that if you choose the
products of a firm which has a long specialised
experience and a reputation for " making a
sound engineering job of things " you will have
chosen wisely and well.
It is a mistake to suppose that one make of
condenser is much the same as another, and it is
a mistake to believe that your set can give the
best results if your condensers and resistances
are of the just -as -good variety.
Act as judgment says is proper-

Specify Dubilier.

DUB ILI ER
CONDENSER CO LTD

Ducon Works, Victoria Rd., North Acton, London, W.3.
E. P.S.89.
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HE remarkable clarity and delightfully
natural Tone of the World-famous
AMPLION Loud Speaker when asso-
ciated with a suitable Receiving Set

. , , .

withrender wireless reproduction comparable
the original performance.
With an AMPLION the unseen speaker, vocalist
or orchestra, as the case may be, is brought
right into the Home, and the advantages of Radio
Broadcast may be enjoyed to the very full.
In artistry of design and fine finish the
AMPLION excels, just as its efficiency is
unapproached, so that the AMPLION may well
be rtgarded as the one and only Wireless Loud
Speaker for the Home of Beauty and Refinement.

Write for illustrated folder
des&ibing A MPLION
Models, from 25/- up-
wards, obtainable from all
Wireless Dealers of repute.

Patentees & Manufacturers:

ALFRED GRAHAM
& Co., (E. A. GRAHAM),

St. Andrew's Works,
CROFTON PARK,
LONDON, S.E.4.
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Having once tuned in that distantstation, you will want to get itagain. In point of fact, you willcalibrate your receiver and log upthe condenser readings. With J.R.
Instruments you can log up the readings.
fully confident that at any time you mar
set your condensers to correspond with Sc.,'
record and the signals will come in
accurately tuned.

This feature of 2.5. Condensers is the
outcome of a constant capacity at any
given dial reading. Dielectric leas, caused,
for example, by the bad insulating proper.
ties of end plates may encourage the
precipitation of water. This, being absorbed
by the inefficient end plates, varies capacity
readings in step with the vagaries of the
weather!The only precaution that you cantake against this inefficiency is to
build exclusively J.B. Condensersinto your receivers. Constancy incapacity enables you to log those
distant stations.
Incorporation of J.B. Condensers
gives you the highest tuner
efficiency. Fit them-preferably the
J.B. Square Law.

'001 -
'00075 -
'0005 -
'0003 -

9/6
9/-
8/-
6/9

'00025
'0002
'0001
Vernier

- 5/6
- 5/3
- 4/6

USE ONE
AND BECOME

A
URALI UM
ENTHUSIAST

-rye never
before had
such fine
reception!"

You can share this lucky fellow's enthusiasm when you have
tried a "Uralium" Crystal on your set.
"Uralium" is a natural product, and the finest thing in the way
of Wireless Crystals that has ever ban discovered.
You naturally want the best reception your set is capable of.
Well, there is one way to get it--, Obtainable of all Dealers, or direct from

BOWER ELECTRIC LIMITED,
15. Grape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON.
SCOTLAND. Messrs. THOMPSON & BROWN

BROS., Ltd., 118, George St., Edinburgh.
Aberdeen : 13, Bon Accord Street.
Glasgow : 65, Mitchell Stgeet.
Dundee 2a, Ring Street.

LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE.
HENRY HOLLINGDRAKE & SON. Ltd.,

Wireless Factors, Princes St., Stockport. -
LEEDS. T. B. MORLEY & CO.,

67, Basinghall St., Leeds.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE. Messrs. PAYNE &

HORNSBY, Ltd., 6/7, St. Andrew's Buildings,
Galletvgate, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

NOTTINGHAM. Messrs. PAYNE & HORNSBY,
Ltd.. Stoney Street, Nottingham.

BELFAST. Messrs. PAYNE & HORNSBY, Ltd.,
Castle Street, Belfast.

Use --

WONDER CRYSTAL

e" Urab"m e: put up in
n

little
t Thee

boxes with a silveris 1/6.

YOU CAN LOG
STATIONS

2

As Condenser Manufacturers we have long realised the vital electrical duty of
variable condensers. J.B. Condensers represent both high mechanical and
electrical design.
J.B. Instruments are obtainable from all dealers or direct from the manu-
facturers: Post, one, 6d.; two, 9d.; three, Is.

j8.POLAND ST -OXFORD ST
LONDON - W.I.
(First Floor)

Uefephone:-
GERRARD 7414

Barclay's 58f

I IMa.

C.ss
ENS0

E.

" ELEGANT EFFICIENCY."

CAT. NO,
203 B.C.

RHEOSTAT
which occupies very 'little panel space, owing

to its unique design.

THE BOBBIN is turned from best
ebonite and machine polished.

THE TERMINALS are good and solid.
THE KNOB is hard and well finished,

and will not melt or break away
from the bush.

One Hole Fixing. F.upplied

Complete Illustrated Catalogue FREE

ORAIK & SMITH,
'Phone: Cleehen. 7346. ALLEN ST., LONDON, E.C.1.

11;4S

I

(ESN,
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A New and Important
Series of Books of Interest
to every Wireless Enthusiast
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44.
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ON SALE JAN. 16 .)
.,9.4000>

50
90

The aim of the BEST WAY Wireless Series is to O9put before the amateur Constructor details for the 0+
building of wireless sets in such an explicit and 00.

44
94minute way that there can be no possible chance se>0.for even a beginner to go wrong. Photographs and se4diagrams have been used lavishly throughout.

Every set described has 1) een made up and tested ooto assure perfect reception with any of the receivers .G
if the constructional details are carefully followed. 0*

.m.OAll articles, diagrams and photographs are of the 4.G
highest possible stan4lard, and the books represent the
biggest value ever offered in Wireless publications. G.

0+

BEST WAY No. 161 0..
40.

CRYSTAL SETS 44
40.
4+4*

4+.This book contains lucid and explicit instructions  >for the building of a number of efficient receivers,
including a simple set costing under to,!-, a Two-

4Circuit Crystal Receiver such as was recommended 4
o*

by Capt. P. P. Eckersley in a recent broadcast talk. e
e.Details are given for making One and Two- Oit.Valve Low -Frequency Amplifiers, which can be

connected to any crystal set. There is also a very
practical and informative article, " All About
Crystals," which will prove invaluable to every- 00
one possessing or about to make a crystal receiver.

00
,100

BEST WAY No. 162

VALVE SETS ...
.....

The contents of this book include details of how
to make various receivers employing one or two
valves, including a One -Valve -Set on the famous
" Unidyne " principle, which eliminates the need of *4
H:T. Batteries. A reliable Two - Valve Loud- o
speaker Set, a One -Valve Reflex Receiver, and a
Two -Valve Reflex Set. This latter set is a most
efficient receiver, which will present no difficulty
to the careful constructor. Stage by stage instruc-
tions and diagrams together with a

0

PICTORIAL BLUE PRINT
4

4.0
00
04,*0

arc given showing very clearly the wiring and
the placing of components.

MAKE SURE OF YOUR COPIES
4+
.60.0

from any Newsagent or Bookstall .00
O
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Vital Factors
-guaranteed for 12 months

" Sparta " Ironclad
Transformers.

lntervalve Type A. Ratio 1-5 20-
,, D. 1-4 24/-

, C. 1-4 24/-
Telephone Type'T.A. Ratio r-ro 18/-

T.B. 23/-
T.C.. 241-

" Sparta  Valve
Holders.

Contacts marked on both
sides. Earthing clip to valve
cap. Low self capacity.
Made in two types. For
front of panel, 2/- each. For
underside of panel, 1/9 each

Sparta " Filament
Resistances,

Supplied for r, 2, or 3 valves.
Compact, and fitted with
an " off " position obviating
the need for a special switch.
I -Valve Resistance .. 4/3
2 -Valve Resistance . . 4/6
3 -Valve Resistance . . 4/9
Potentiometer . . . 6/-

THE results obtained with a
home-made receiver de-
pend chiefly upon the

components used. Many ex-
perimenters who achieve dis-
tinction by receiving over
immense distances use simple
circuits. These successes, nine
times out of ten, may be attrib-
uted to the use of good compo-
nents. "Sparta" components
arz good-in the finest sense of
the word. Good in design,
good in workmanship and good
in performance. Moreover,
each one is guaranteed for 12
months. That is because we
know they will perform their
duties under all conditions.

"Ironclad" Transformers
Completely enclosed mechanically and
screened magnetically. The heavy
iron case maintains even coil tempera-
ture and prevents breakage of wire due
to expansion and contraction. Especi-
ally layer -wound, moisture -proof coils
parchment spaced. "B" and "C"
type coils are spaced turn for turn with
silk thread to reduce self -capacity and
snake turns rigid. Magnetic circuit
has two air -gaps in series thus prevent-
ing noise due to eddy currents.

Amplification is high, consistent with
minimum of distortion.

Filament Resistances
The former is constructed from a fire-
proof material. Each turn is rigidly
supported.

Each resistance is sufficiently small to
go into the same space as a valve -
holder, thus allowing each valve to
have its resistance mounted under-
neath it.

" Sparta " Potentiometers are of simi-
lar design to the filament resistances.
Resistance value 400 ohms.

Space only permits us to show
four components here. Just
send a card for list 316B,
it fully describes the complete
" Sparta" range.

FULLER'S UNITED ELECTRIC
WORKS, LTD.,

Woodland Works, Chadwell Heath,
Essex.

Telephone - - - - Ilford 1200 (6 lines)
Telegranzs - " Fuller. Chadwell Heath."

London Depot :
53, High Street, W.C.2.

Telephone Gerrard 5070

NOT Ab1,16 SPOT ON IT.
Felix:-

" gee / Ytotiptali.aa COoncieN44,1" ,

THE POEM REPRODUCED BELOW IS
AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL
FROM A TUNGSTALITE ENTHUSIAST

Felix stops perambulating !
Why stands he thus, hand elevating ?

--Pose emphatic, eyes ecstatic-
Is that master ' mind debating
Schemes for which the world is waiting?

Felix stops perambulating !
And the world, no longer waiting,

Shares the pleasure of a treasure.
See his hand an ear caressing,
And his whiskers crystal pressing !

Felix stops perambulating !
From waves ethereal emanating,

Sounds entrancing, joy enhancing,
A message clear proclaims with might
The wondrous power of Tungstalite.

W.W.
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POPULAR WIRELESS
AND WIRELESS REVIEW.

January 17th, 1925.] THE RADIO WEEKLY WITH THE LARGEST CIRCULATION, [Every Thursday, Price 3d
Technical Editor :

G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Editor :

NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., F.R.G.S.
Scientific Adviser :

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The "Multidyne."

ASERIES of articles under this title
are now in active course of prepara-
tion, and will shortly be published,

week by week, in P.W. The " Multidyne "
is an ideal set for the experimenter, enabling
him to utilise an almost unlimited number
of circuits by a simple plug-in arrangement
which does not necessitate the dis-
mantling of any component parts. The
" Multidyne " does not claim to be a
new invention : it is, however, a very
meritorious improvement in experimental
design, and as such it will be presented at
an early date to P.W. readers.

* *

" Best Way " Wireless Books.
DO not fail to secure your

the two " Best Way "
books now on sale, price

These magnificently
produced guides for
wireless constructors
represent the best
value ever offered
to amateurs. The

Best Way " Book,
No. 162, entitled
"How to Make

, Valve Sets," contains
five detailed con-
structional articles by
well - known experts
-and you can't go
wrong.

* * *

A Free Blue Print.
;THE " Best Way "

book, No. 162,
also contains a

large Pictorial Blue
Print ; and No. 161,
" How to Make Crystal
Sets," will supply a
long -felt want among
crystal set enthusiasts.
Both books can now
be purchased at ANY
bookstall or newsagents, price 6d. each.

Lifting the Ban.
THE removal of the ban on foreign

apparatus, which became effective on
January 1st, has not had time to

affect the British market yet, but develop-
ments are being eagerly awaited. Whilst
there is a natural disposition to support
home industries, the average listener does
not overlook the great discrepancy in price
between some Continental and similar
British products. There is a feeling that
the coming competition will ginger -up the
tendency to reduce prices which seems to
have halted during the past few months.

copies of
Wireless

6d. each.

The Government's Bill.
ANOTHER feature of the New Year

which is being watched with interest is
the Government's promised radio Bill

to regulate the position of licence holders.
The G.P.O. is commendably prompt in send-
ing out requests for renewals, but threats of
dire penalties are quite out of place in view
of the P.M.G.'s failure to prosecute Mr. Ford,
at his own request. What will the Govern-
ment do with " piyates " ?

Cold Filament Reception.
AN Edinburgh correspondent informs me

of an experience he hadrecently whilst
experimenting with a one -valve set,

which should be of interest to all experi-
menters. The L.T. cells were run down and
were disconnected, and the filament resist-
ance arm was off the wire, but 50 to 60 volts

Another Super Station.
ivr. WILLIAM WRIGLEY - the

" chewing -gum king "-and other
prominent American business men

are planning to erect the largest building in
the world at Chicago. It is to be a " temple*
of agriculture," and amongst the latest
scientific equipment it will house a super
broadcasting station, which it is expected
will be. heard in this country. A broad-
casting tower, modelled on the Eiffel Tower
and rivalling the great European erection,
is included in the plans.

" Corking " the Aerial.
HAVE you " corked " your aerial ?

.Serious damage is being done to
pigeon -breeders through valuable

birds flying into wireless aerials, and as
pigeons as well as wireless rendered great

service during the
war, it is only'fair and

The main studio at W E A F, the well-known station belonging to the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co., New York.

H.T. were plugged in. Despite the cold
filament, 2 E H could still be heard, as if
the oscillations were building up and broke
through, coming loud with a jerk and then
dying into nothing. Have any other readers
had a similar experience ?

* *

2 L 0 at Sea.
I HEAR through one of the wireless opera-

tors of the s.s. Leviathan that 2 L 0 is
regularly received on board at distances

up to 1,000 miles, and 5 X X up to 2,000 miles.
The vessel carries eight wireless operators,
and by means of specially-balancedaerials
they are able to handle spark and continuous -
wave transmissions simultaneously.

humane that the lives
of the birds should be
- safeguarded by the
simple precaution of
fixing corks to the
wires every three or
four feet, so that the
pigeon in flight can see
the obstruction.

*

No Trouble, No Danger.
FOR the benefit of

those who live
near pigeon

- breeding - grounds it
may be as well to
point out that the
placing of corks along
the aerial to make it
more easily visible has
no harmful effect what-
ever upon reception.
Both the cost and
trouble are negligible,
and I am sure that
once the danger to

the pigeons or other birds has been pointed
out, there is no amateur who will not try to
make the air safe for Ahem.

* *

Guiding Pilots.
AS forecast in "P.W." some months ago,

beam wireless has been adapted to
guide aeroplanes during low visibility.

The recent flying fatality near Croydon
would probably not have been avoided by
such a scheme, but there is no doubt that
in the past an invisible ether line along
which to fly in bad weather would have
saved more than one fatality. During tests
at Dayton -Ohio it was found possible for

(Continued on page 1178.)
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a pilot to lccegji perfectly straight course
on a hazy tlers, unaided by landmarks, by
listening in to a kind of radio beam.

* *

W S A I's Claim.
THE Cincinnati station (W S A I), which

has been coming over very well during
the last month or so, claims to have the

finest chime -concerts in the U.S.A., which
It broadcasts from a nine -story bell tower.
The station is owned by a playing -card
manufacturer,  and its programmes consist

f_

SHORT WAVES.
. . . wireless has this advantage over

the schoolmaster : what it says never comes 'L-
E in at one ear and goes out at the other. Not
E when you use headphones." -" Daily Herald." 1-=
E * *

. Solomon said there was nothing new :74

E under the sun, but he didn't say it by radio."- E
E Mr. Thomas Jay, of " Punch," speaking at E
E Bristol. E

* * =
. Broadcasting has come to stay, and,

E even allowing for a certain waning of nightly E
enthusiasm on the part of listeners when the E

E first novelty has worn off, it is likely to become E
E and remain part of the equipMent of the =
= majority of households. . . . We shall get =
= used to broadcasting as we get used to every-
= thing else ; but the chances are that we shall =
= have to listen when there is anything irresistible =-= on the programme."-" The Times." ..==-= * * * -=

If you are a pirate, wend your conscience- =
= stricken way to the nearest post office and =
= deposit 10s. and receive in return a little slip E
E of paper which will go a long way towards E
= making a respectable citizen of you."- E
E- " Manchester Evening News." 11-

* * a
. It is clear that wireless in coming ..-

E days will touch the whole of life and compete, E
= more and fliers powerfully with other interests E
E for the leisure time of the people."-" Sunday E
E School Chronicle." -='-

* * *
=
="Broadcasting the image of a clock -face so =

E as to show the exact time is now perfectly E
E feasible, and the only reason why it is not being E
E done is that most people are still satisfied with E
E the audible time -signals we get every night"- =
E Dr. Fournier d'Albe, in a message to the E
E " Daily News."
.E.- * * * =

. Like several other men, I, myself, E== was once a small boy, and I can only say that E
E an invention which has brought - headphones =
..= into well-nigh every horse, thereby rendering
E it less necessary than ever to wash behind the E
E ears, is deserving of every encouragement."- -1-
E Dudley Clark, in " The Passing Show.' =
riiimmuminumailainuiimmaIrriannannuamiamiiif

mainly of local musical talent, drawn from
the city's glee -clubs, orchestras, and College
of music.

* * *

Help Wanted.
AWILLESDEN GREEN reader asks if

there is anyone in that district who
would be willing to co-operate with

him in practising the Morse code ? Enthu-
siasts who favour the idea should write to
Mr. E, W. Luff, 38, Strode Road, Willesden
Green, London, N.W.10.

* *

To -night's Concert.
TO -NIGHT and on subsequent Thursdays

during 1925 the programme from the
high -power station will not be pro-
vided by the B.B.C. artistes, but will

come from some outside source such as a
well-known hotel orchestra or famous con-
cert. The popularity of the Halle concerts
has already been enhanced by broadcasting,
and it is likely that they will be drawn upon
frequently under the new scheme. Other

provincial music which has been inade-
quately recognised outside its own locality
should find a new lease of life through 5 X X.

* * *

1925 Prospects.
THE most eagerly awaited development

of the New Year is the permanent
establishment of the B.B.C.'s high -

power super station in the Midlands (just
outside Daventry). With this station
sanctioned by the Government the scheme
of dual entertainment can be pushed to its
logical conclusion; and I think that 1925
will see the provision of alternative concerts
to practically every section of the B.B.C.'s
audience.

The Leeds Exhibition.
T HEAR that bookings for the LeedsI Wireless Exhibition are very good, and

that the organisers are anticipating
that a thoroughly fine show will result.
The " Leeds Mercury " is offering prizes to
the value of £75, and some interesting
competitions for constructors have been
arranged. The Exhibition will be open
from Tuesday, January 20th to Saturday,
January 31st, at the Fenton Street Drill
Hall, Leeds.

Radio for Surveyors.
SURVEYORS who are mapping the less -

thickly populated surfaces of the globe
are finding wireless time -signals of the

utmost assistance in fixing longitudes. Mr.
Blanchet, who is sur-
veying the Great Slave
Lake, in the Mackenzie
River district, uses a
portable receiver to
listen to - European
and American time -
signals. On one occa-
sion the wire placed
between two paddles
on a 16 ft. canoe acted
as aerial, and the
midday time signal
from Annapolis was
caught as the canoe
swept along the Great
Slave Lake.

Hilversum Increases
Power.
HILVERSUM, the

Dutch station
which is just

starting broadcasting
on high -power, is an old
friend of the British
listener. Formerly the
tuning -in of the station
on a single -valve circuit was not at all com-
mon, but with the power increased ten -fold,
reception on the simplest circuits should
now be an easy matter. The wave -length is
1,050 metres, and the call -sign H D 0.

* * *

Concerts from Holland.
T HEAR that some first-class artistes have
I been engaged to appear at the Hil-

versum studio, and that in framing the
programmes, the listener in this country
has been borne in mind and well catered for.
Two steel masts, two hundred feet high,
have been erected to support the aerial ;
and the well-known Dutch valve -manufac-
turing firm who will operate the station
inform me that they will relay the famous
Mengleberg orchestra from Amsterdam
every Tuesday evening.

Ultra -short Waves.

FOLLOWING
similar tests in France,

the Germans claim to have succeeded
in producing ultra -short waves having -

a frequency of more than 300,000,000 per
second, which corresponds with a wave-
length of less than one metre. Although at
present a laboratory experiment, it is quite
likely that such results will greatly affect
broadcasting, and -the fact that American
radio fans are already down upon the
ultra -short waves reminds me that if any
British amateurs are similarly engaged they
are keeping very quiet about it !

Radio Travels.
SINCE the daily Press has given promi-

nence to long-distance wireless " tours "
a great deal of interest has been shown

in these radio travels. Amongst the very
interesting lists I have received in this con-
nection is one from a Cleckheaton corres-
pondent, who gives details of thirty-four
different stations received between 7 p.m.
and midnight, including broadcasting from
Holland, France, Belgium,Germany, Sweden.
Austria, Spain, and the UnitedStates.

" Mr. Dooley " may be Broadcast.
THERE is an interesting piece of gossip

going round to the effect that we may
hear " Mr. Dooley " through the

microphone soon. The rich Irish -American
humour of the stories about Mr. Dooley and

A Preston reader's 4 -valve set (1-v.-2) and a super 1 -valve set, both built from
instructions given in " P. W."

his friends of the bar -room should be
extremely effective " on the air," and
although they are not as well-known over
here as in America, they have plenty of
British admirers, amongst them being
Mr. J. R. Clynes. It is just possible that
the B.B.C. will persuade Mr. Clynes to read
them for the benefit of listeners-he is fond
of doing so to a select party of his friends.

* * *

New Station for Norway.
NORWAY is contemplating the erection

of a high -power broadcasting station,
with an energy of 15 kilowatts. Such a

station would be heard in this country easily.
I hear that a company has already been
formed for the project, and is being well -
supported by the public as regards capital
and subscriptions ARIEL
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TWILIGHT AND
THE HEAVISIDE 'LAYER.

Why do wireless waves " carry " best after sunset ? Why cannot " D X " amateurs achieve sensational results in the
daytime? A well-known contributor to " P.W." explains these interesting problems in the following article.

By Lieut.-Commaiuler H. W. SHOVE, D.S.O., R.N.
WIRELESS SUNSET TIME.

------- ---*
THE reflecting effect of a conductor is,

of course, the principle used by
Senatore Marconi in his " Beam '

system of directional transmission. But,

whereas he is forced, by practical considera-
tions of the size of his apparatus, if for no
other reason, to make use of very short
waves, in order to be able to concentrate
them by the use of any system of conductors
of reasonable proportions, the " Heaviside
Layer," as it is called, being of unlimited
extent, reflects all rays of whatever length.

Thus the path of wireless waves is more
or less confined to the space of about 50
miles baween the Heaviside Layer and the
earth's surface, and the effect of the
reflection is to concentrate and throw down
waves which would otherwise be dissipated
into space, so that they can affect receiving
!apparatus in addition to those travelling
directly along the surface -from the trans-
mitting to the receiving station.

When Light Bends.
The air, from the earth's surface to the

Heaviside Layer has, normally, practically
no conductivity. But the influence of light
upon this air is to cause more or less
" ionisation." It is outside the scope of
the present article to discuss what " ionisa-
tion " actually is, but it may be stated at
once that its effect is to make the air more
or less conductive.

The conductivity never, at any point near
ground level, amounts to very much, but
it is sufficient to " blur " the under surface
of the Heaviside Layer, causing the line of
demarcation between the conduptive and
the non-conductive strata to become less
well defined, and in bright sunlight, which
st that height means throughout the day-
for it is far above the highest clouds-to
prevent the reflection at that surface. This
is the probable reason for the very marked
difference in the " carrying " powers of
wireless waves through lighted and un-
lighted areas. And, owing to the height of
the Heaviside Layer the effect persists long
after sunset.

Fig. 1 represents (not to scale) the day-
time conditions over a portion of the earth's
surface and in the superincumbent atmo-
sphere. For simplicity we will only consider

the immediate vicinity of the receiving
- station ; but it must be understood that

the conditions may vary at different parts
of the wave -track, according to the local

time at each spot, and that
therefore the final result will
be a mean of the different
conditions. In Fig. 1, RX
is the true direction of 'the
sun, RX' the path of a ray
of sunlight falling upon the
observer at R, RY, a tangent
to RX', the direction in which
the observer sees the sun, the
" apparent "  direction.

The curve in the path RX'
is due to the effect of the
atmosphere in bending a ray
of light passing through the

strata of different density of which it con-
sists. This phenomenon is known as " re-
fraction." The bending will be greatest
when the sun's rays have to traverse the

lower part of the atmosphere is full of small
particles of matter in suspension, " the
motes that people the sunbeam." T1,.ese
particles all reflect light, and it is the light
from them that causes what we know as
" twilight," which is really exactly analogous
to moonlight ; but in twilight we have an*
infinite number of tiny moons, too small for
our eyes to distinguish individually and all
comparatively close to us, instead of the
one great, distant, silver disc which is the
obvious and visible source of moonlight.
The " Fall " of Darkness.

It will be readily understood that, as the
air becomes more and more rarefied, so it
becomes less. and less able to support the
" motes " that give us our twilight, and that
the higher up we go the lighter and con-
sequently the fewer must be the floating
particles.

As the sun sinks below .the horizon and
the earth's shadow eclipses first, the lower,
heavier, and more numerous "motes " in the

lower atmosphere, and
then the lighter and

The P.W. " Ultra " Combination, " Unidyne," and other sets, made by one
of our readers who forgot to send his name and address !

greatest thickness of air to reach the ob-
server-i.e. when the sun is on the horizon
at sunrise and sunset. When, as at noon on
certain days in the tropics, the' sun passes
through the zenith, the refrac-
tion vanishes and RX' be-
comes a straight vertical line.
Explaining " Twi-Light."

The refraction always bends
the ray towards the earth, so
that its effect is always to
make the sun appear higher
in the heavens than he really
is. Thus, at apparent sunset
(see Fig. 2) the sun is already
really below the true horizon
of the observer at R (the line
RH). So refraction tends to
prolong the day. But after sunset another
phenomenon occurs.

It is a matter of everyday knowledge
that it does not suddenly become dark at
sunset. The reason for this is that all the

rarer ones higher up,
twilight gradually
deepens into night, the
shadows falling faster
at first, since more of
our tiny moons are being
eclipsed each instant,.
and more slowly later
on, as the last glimmers
of twilight fade into the
complete darkness of
true night.

But, even then, as we
gaze upwards to the
dark sky, we are actu-
ally looking through the
sunbeams which 'are
passing far above our
heads between us and
the twinkling stars.

Only we cannot see the sunbeams, for
there are no more tiny " moons " to reflect
them to us.

This condition of things supervenes when

DEFINED

I/.

SHADOW
(AIR BEING

DE -/ONASED)
DEPRESS/ON

N OF TRUE SUN

FIG. 2.
SUNSET

TO
SUN
j

the sun has reached a depression of 18
degrees below our horizon, as shown in
Fig. 3.

Along with the gradual extinction of sun -

(Continued on page, 1180.)
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----- light has gone on a process of " de -ionisa-
tion " of the air, and the absorption of
wireless waves has been gradually getting
less and less, higher and higher up in the
atmosphere. When the line of the earth's
shadow reaches the Heaviside Layer above
us all ionisation due to direct sunlight ceases.

Sunset " will take place when the sun is
about 10 degrees below the horizon. Thus
it is intermediate in time between the
observer's sunset and the end of twilight.
But " Wireless Sunset " does not mean the
end of all sunlight effects.

Marked Seasonal Variations.
The reflected twilight will still continue

to have its ionising effect until, as previously
stated, the sun is 18 degrees below the
horizon. Since, at that time, the earth's
shadow extends at least 150 miles above the
observer's head the under surface of the
Heaviside Layer is now evidently free from

any interference which could
EARTH.

SRA

N

[NIT OFN
FLOAririGN
MOTES

DEPRESS/ON /8*(ExAGGERATED)

END OF TWILIGHT
P/6".

77V/ZIT
AREA

(AIR FARTZr
/ONISED

To SUN

It will be seen at once that this time is
considerably after sunset at the observer's
position on the surface. Of course, the
fading light and consequent de -ionisation
does operate (in the lower layers) immedi-
ately after sunset to begin to improve
reception. But it is not till the shadow
reaches the Heaviside Layer that we are
free from the effects of direct sunlight. We
may call this time " Wireless Sunset" (see
Fig. 4).

The " Wireless Sunset."
The calculation of the exact time of this

occurrence is complicated by the difficulty
of making an accurate allowance for the
refraction in the upper atmosphere and also
by the fact that the height of the Heaviside
Layer is not certainly known. But, assum-
ing the latter to be 50 miles up, " Wireless

cause the " blurring " referred
to early in this article.
From " Wireless Sunset " on-
wards the improvement in
signal strength should be rapid.
but it is not until the end of
twilight that " True Wireless
Night " sets in and we get the
full benefit of the Heaviside
Layer in aiding the carrying
power of the waves.

As twilight lasts all night lon2
in'England at midsummer and
it is only between July 22nd

and May 23rd that there is any period of.
absolute darkness in London, it is not to be
wondered at that seasonal
variations in the case of
distant reception should be
so marked.

A Useful Table.
For the benefit of those

in-
terested in the subject to
make a few experiments in
this fascinating branch of
wireless study the approxi-
mate time of Wireless Sun-
set " in London in the winter
months is given in the table, assuming
the lower boundary of the Heaviside Layer
is 50 miles up and making a rough

allowance for refraction. If
it is found that a marked

ONE -HOLE FIXING "1
TRANSFORMERS. t

By 0. J. R.
     -0- --*

AN ordinary terminal, even if quite
useless for electrical purposes, is
certainly more pleasing to the eye

than four screw -heads countersunk into
the face of a panel ; but when this terminal
can be used both mechanically and electric-
ally, then surely the idea is worth con-
sideration. Here, then, is the idea, and
it is hoped that it may prove to be yet
another definite step towards improve-
ment in receiver design.,

A small brass plate is bent and drilled
as shown in the sketch, and bolted to the
four legs of the L.F. transformer. The
bending will not be necessary if counter-
sunk screws are used, or if the enthusiast
should feel energetic enough to solder
same to the transformer legs. The next
step is obvious, an ordinary terminal being
used as a bolt for securing the transformer
to the under -side of the panel. The terminal,
being in contact with the frame and core,
may conveniently be used to earth the

FARMS
SNADO

L/A1/7 OF
MOTES ZIEVONASE,O

F70.4
WIRELESS -WNW

TN/L/7 AREA
( PARTLY /0/11.5ED)

BLURRED'
/0Y/SED

TO SUN

N DEPRESS/ON YE.X.46GERATE0)

The microphone et the Brussels nroaacasung Diatom.

improvement in signal
strength of the local station
takes place earlier than the
times given, it would seem to
indicate that the Layer is
lower than we have assumed,
and if later, of course, the
opposite. The writer would
be glad to hear from any-
one who cares to experiment
in this direction.

TABLE
showing (in G.M.T.) the ap-
proximate times of " Wireless
Sunset " for each month of the
year between September and
April. Calculated for the lati-
tude of London (51° 30' N.) and
on the assumptions made in
the text.
September 15th .. 6.55 p.m.
October 15th .. 6.13 p.m.
November 15th .. 5.7 p.m.
December 15th .. 4.43 p.m.
January 15th 5.16 p.m.
February 15th 6.19 p.m.
March 15th .. 6.23 p.m.
April 15th .. 7.18 p.m.

core, if desired, and should a metal shield
be used, this can be easily attached to
the four corners of the plate by means of a
little solder.
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HOW TO CONSTRUCT
A "FOUR -CIRCUIT" TWO -VALVE SET.

By M. C. PICKARD.

Here is a set which should interest every wireless experimenter. Reliable and efficient, it offers many
opportunities to the amateur not merely content with " listening -in,"

THE following article describes the con-
struction of a two -valve receiver
which should prove extremely

popular, both on account of, its simplicity
and its extreme efficiency.

Eirst, the method of H.F. coupling
employed is by far the most efficient yet
grought out for a reflex circuit, consisting
of a loose coupled transformer with a semi-
aperiodic primary, and tuned secondary
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The switching arrangements have been
chosen with great care, so that no loss of
efficiency shall occur through them, and so
that they shall perform their duty in the
best possible manner.

They consist of one D.P.D.T. switch and
one S.P.D.T. switch of the knife variety,
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and enable any of the following combinations
to be used at will:

1. Detector with reaction.
2. Ditto with note magnifier.
3. H.F. and detector.
4. H.F. detector and L.F. (dual).
The first three combinations require no

comment, but perhaps a short account of the
chief virtues of Combination 4 would be of
value here.

loose coils in a two -coil holder are used, so
that by plugging in suitable coils any wave-
length can be received.

Extension Handles Advisable.
The primary, for the most stable results,

should be one size smaller than the
secondary, and should be
fairly tightly coupled.

This transformer coupling
eliminates practically all the
troubles usually laid at the
door of reflex sets, and the
set is quite as stable as an
ordinary straight two -valve
set.

To prove this the theoretical
reflex circuit (Fig. 1) was
wired up roughly on an
experimental panel, no care
being taken as to spacing of
Wiring, etc., and the results -
were even then extremely
good.

The components required to make up this
set are as follows : s. d1 Sloping front cabinet to take panel

12 in. by 10 in. (see Fig. 2) .. .. 8 6
1 Ebonite panel 12 in. by 10 in. 5 0
2 Igranic filament resistances . . 9 0
1 Watmel variable grid leak .. .. 2 6
2 Valve holders (loose sockets) .. 0 8
1 Three -coil holder (with extension

handles) .. .. 7 6

1 Coil plug ..
2 -0005 mfd. variable condensers

(Raymond) ..

9

0
2 Dials (Raymond) .. 2 0
2 Extension handles for above (Ray -

2 0
14 Terminals .. .. 2 4
1 Medium-sized D.P.D.T. switch .. 2 6
1 Medium-sized S.P.D.T. switch . . 2 0
4 Edison Bell fixed condensers 0002

mfd., -0004 mfd., .001 mfd., and
0002 mfd. 5 0

1 Ferranti transformer .. .. 17 6
Sundries, screws, etc... .. 5 0

Total-£4 2 3

The above prices are approximate only,
except where the actual make is stated,
and here the reader should purchase only
these makes as they have been found best
in practice; especially does this apply to the
transformer and variable condensers.

The two switches should be as large as
convenient, those on small bases being used
remounted on the panel, as the type usually
sold for panel mounting are too small.

The extension handles are a really useful
investment, as they eliminate hand capacity
troubles when tuning for long distance
stations.

The type employed and the method of
fixing them in place of the knob is shown in
Fig. 3.

HANDLE KNOB rto.3.

a
HOW THEEXTENS/ON HANDLESARE P/XED

The cabinet need not, of course, be made
absolutely in accordance with Fig. 2, and a
bought one can be used provided it has the
right panel size.

Drilling the Panel.
On no account should the set be modified

to build it into an existing cabinet, as any
change in the lay -out may result in a loss of
efficiency.

It is obviously impossible to give all
measurements for drilling here, but a good
idea of the lay -out and spacing of the com-
ponents can be gathered from Fig. 4.

The panel is first squared and trimmed
up with a file, then with a scriber or other
sharp instrument mark the panel out into
compartments, as shown in Fig. 4, allotting
a suitably sized space to each component.

When this has been done, the holes to be
drilled for the components are marked on

(Continued on page 1182.1
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from actual measurements of the com-
ponents themselves, or in the case of the
rheostats, by means of the templates given
with the instruments.

When this has been done, mark the centres
fa.: drills with a centre punch, or a sharp
nail, and carefully drill out all the holes,
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Great care must be taken to see that all
screws are tight, the terminals, etc., are
secured in place by one nut, and another is
then threaded on to secure the wire.

The fixed condensers are held in position
by gauge 18 wire, which also connects them
into the circuit in their respective positions ;
this is ample support for a condenser.

Wiring Up.
The constructor will find very little

difficulty in wiring up by following carefully
Figs. 6 and 7. The latter gives the directions
taken by all wires, as well as the terminal
to terminal connections of the receiver.
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drilling a small hole first if the hole required
is above in. in diameter.

The polish on ebonite is a source of
leakage, therefore, unless the ebonite is of
a guaranteed brand all polish must be
removed with emery paper.

The space allotted to the different com-
ponents can be readily seen from Figs. 4
and 5, the latter being a top -of -panel view
of the finished set.

The connections for the fixed condensers
are as follows :

.0002 mfd. across IS and OS on the trans-
former.

.001 mfd. across IP and OP on the trans-
former.

-002 mfd., across the telephone terminals.
.0004 mfd. grid condenser across the

Watmel grid leak.
All connections
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made with No. 18
S.W.G. bare - tinned
copper wire are best
soldered, but if you
are not really proficient
in the art of soldering,
do not attempt to do
so,. but make use of
the binding screws, as
there is no more com-
mon fault in a wireless
set than a badly sol-
dered joint.

The connections to
the three -coil holder,
which is mounted on
the end of the cabinet
are made by flexible
leads taken from the
terminals on the end
of the panel marked

-P, S and R in Fig. 5.
The order of the coils
in the sockets is the

same as the order of the terminals, namely,
primary at one end, secondary in the
middle, and reaction at the other end.

When wired, the panel must be fitted into
the cabinet and secured by four screws.

Referring to Fig. 5, the switching for the
different combinations is as follows :
Circuit.
1. Detector with reaction.
2. Detector with L.F. amplifier.
3. H.F. amplifier and detector.
4. H.F. detector and L.F. (dual).

D.P.D.T. Switch.
1. " Detector."
2. " Detector."
3. " Amplifier."
4. "Amplifier."

S.P.D.T. Switch.
1. " Detector."
2. " Amplifier."
3. " Detector."
4. " Amplifier."

The operation of the set is by no means
difficult, but if it is your first -valve set
it requires care and patience until you have
got into the way of it.

The Set in Operation.
To receive your local station, place both

switches into the " detector " position and
plug a 35 coil into the secondary socket of
the coil holder, or if the wave -length of the
station is above 380 metres, use a No. .50
coil. In the reaction coil socket plug a 50 or
75 turn coil.

Now, leaving the coils well apart, and
screwing the grid leak about three turns
from the minimum position, turn on the
detector valve alone, and rotate the handle
of the condenser,which tunes the secondary,
until something is picked up. Tune the signal
to its loudest and bring the reaction coil
nearer ; if signals grow fainter instead of
louder, reverse the connections to the re-
action terminals, and repeat the process.'
When you have brought the signals to their
greatest intensity without making the set
howl, retune slightly. Now by lighting uR
the second valve and switching the S.P.D.T.
switch into the amplifier position; on
slightly retuning and readjusting the reac-,
tion coil, signals should be some five to seven'
times louder.

Now try replacing the secondary coil by
a No. 75 and placing a 50 in the primary
socket. The former aerial coil must be
placed in the aerial socket on the panel.

Some Results Obtained.
Place the D.P.D.T. switch into the amplifier

position and retune with both condensers,
loosening the reaction coupling consider-
ably. The signals will not be very much
louder- than before on a near station, but
long distance stations should be compara-
tively easy to receive.

No constructional article is complete
without an account of the actual results
obtained with the receiver described.

This set is very stable on all wave -lengths,
and will tune down to 100 metres with care,
and if a variable condenser is inserted in the
earth lead.

On a good aerial in Sheffield the set brings
in the Sheffield Relay Station (200 watts
only) loud on the loud speaker, using the set
as a " dual " or as detector and L.F. am-
plifier.

Manchester is quite loud on the loud
speaker, as is Birmingham after dark, and

(Continued on page 1183.)
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THREE USEFULUSEFUL HINTS.

A Fixed Condenser.-
ASMALL fixed condenser, the capacity

of which is usually found by trial,
will invariably add to the general

efficiency of a crystal receiver when con-
nected in series with the aerial lead-in, and
where it is not convenient to momkt the
condenser on the panel or baseboard of the
set, a separate fitting may be attached to
the window -frame, or operator's table, in the
' manner shown in the sketch. This consists
of a piece of matted ebonite, about 3 by 2
by 1 in. in thickness, which is fitted with two

pairs of clips to take the interchangeable
type of condenser. Two terminals, A and
'B, are connected to the clips as shown, one
being joined to the aerial lead-in and the
other to the aerial terminal on the receiver.

With su.1 an arrangement a short cir-
cuiting or continuation link is, of course,
desirable. This can be easily made up from
a piece of thin board to which is attached
a strip of sheet brass so arranged to make
good contact with the slips when replacing
a condenser. Alternatively, a simple " on
and off " bell switch may be fitted between
the -clips. *

Multiple Contact Holder.
A simple holder, accommodating four

different kinds of tentacles or " whiskers,"
and which can be easily made and fitted
to any existing crystal detector of the
type shown in the sketch, consists of an
ordinary brass bush, A, as used for variable

condensers, etc., which is drilled and tapped
in the manner shown at B, and provided with
four small clamping screws as shown at C.

The periphery of the bush is first marked
off into four equal parts, four very small
holes then, being drilled down towards the
centre of the bush to a depth of about 1 in.
The four holes on the side of the bush are
then drilled to meet the smaller holes, these
being carefully threaded by means of a plug
tap, which, of course, should correspond in
size with the screws to be used.

Usually, the hole through the centre of the
bush is rather too large to fit tightly over
the end of the detector spindle, and in most
cases it will be necessary to provide a small
brass sleeve, X, which should be soldered to
the end of the spindle and then tapered off
towards the end, so that it fits very tightly
in the bush.

HOW TO
CONSTRUCT
A " FOUR -

CIRCUIT "
TWO -

VALVE SET
(Continued from

page 1182.)

Chelmsford in all atmo-
spherical conditions.

After dark all the
B.B.C. stations can
be received well in
the 'phones and occa-
sionally well on the
loud speaker.

Radio - Paris and
Brussels (265 m.) are
always very good in
the 'phones after dark
and many of the German stations can be
easily picked up, results varying, of course,
with different conditions of the ether.

As a general guide, however, any station
that can be heard on a crystal set will give
good loud speaker reproduction on this set
from the same aerial.

A Clamping Device.
It often becomes necessary to place a

length of B.A. screwed brass rod in the vice
for cutting, filing, or re -threading, and to
prevent the threads from becoming damaged

some sort of clamp
must be provided.

The most usual
method is indi-
cated in diagram
A where two lock
nuts are tightened
up on the rod and
gripped inthe vice.
For the larger size
rods this is usually
quite satisfactory,
but the threads of
small rods are in-
variably strained
when the nuts are
tightened up, and
to avoid this it is
best to split a nut
by means of a
hacksaw and use
this as a clamp as
shown at B and C.

"YACKOP PANEL W/R/N6 D/AGRAM (N0770 -WALE) F/67

In conclusion, a word of warning as to
modifications of design and so-called im-
provements. As Captain Eckersley says
about oscillation, " Don't do it," that's all.

You cannot hope to get the best results
unless the original design, which has received
every attention possible, is strictly adhered to.

, AMPL/P/ER

Os

DETECTOR

COMPLETE C/RCU/Td/46RAR ,5101141/6 SIV/TCH/N6.
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Condue ed by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Polarity Indicator.
THE experimenter continually finds the

need for some simple and ready device
for determining the polarity of current

supply terminals. There are many such de-
vices, some of them depending upon electro-
lysis, but perhaps the simplest, and certainly
one which, when once made is of permanent
use, is the one shown in the drawing. It
will be seen that this consists in effect of a
rudimentary galvanometer, a solenoid be-
ing secured to a small wooden baseboard
and an ordinary compass -needle being
placed in such a position that it is affected
by the magnetic field from the solenoid
when current passes through the latter.
The solenoid can be secured to the base-
board by means of a strip of wood or card-
board, and the compass by means of a little
Seccotine. An accumulator is connected
momentarily to the terminals of this device,
with such polarity that the north pole of
the needle turns towards the solenoid, and
the positive and negative terminals of the
device are then permanently marked ac-
cordingly. For subsequent use, any leads
whose polarity is to be determined may be
momentarily connected to the terminals

111111111111111h*

TER41/NAZ COIL COMPASS

///p. .""),

POLAR/TY INDICATOR

of the device, when the direction taken up
by the needle will at once indicate the
polarity. If desired, the solenoid may be
made of fairly fine resistance wire, say any
gauge between 30 and 40, or a resistance
may be included in series with it, so that the
current passing through the instrument
shall not be large enough to cause damage
to small dry batteries, for example.

Novel Crystal Detector.
Here is a crystal detector which is quite

a departure from those generally in use.
The principal feature of this detector is that

it makes use of mercury for the contact to
the crystal, in place of any form of wire or
strip cat's -whisker. This in itself is equiva-
lent to a large number of cat's -whiskers in
parallel, since the mercury touches the
crystal at a large number of points, in fact
over a considerable area.

For the actual design of the device the
details are not important, but the arrange-
ment shown in figure is convenient. By

KNOB

LEA0.5

WIRE
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MERCURY

WOOD
BASE

SCREW ROD
-"'NuTlsoLDEREO)

BRASS PLATE

BOTTLE

CORK

CRYSTAL
HOLDER

CRYSTAL

MERCURY

NOVEL CRYSTAL DETECTOR

using a small bottle for the container, there
is no danger of the mercury being upset or
lost, and if any shaking occurs, as it is bound
to do, the mercury automatically runs back
into its proper place again. Only a very
small 'quantity of mercury is required-a
globule about the size of a shilling, A wire
lead will be needed to pass alongside the
cork, to make contact with the mercury.
The crystal should be secured in the
crystal holder preferably by
means of a screw, as if
Wood's metal or other such
alloy is used the mercury
will almost certainly attack
and dissolve it in time. A
small metal plate is shown at
the upper part of the cork,
with nut for making contact
with the crystal control shaft,
but actually this is not neces-
sary. For the adjustment of
the crystal, the motion of the
screwed rod through the cork
will be found to be sufficient.
When completed, the device
may be secured to its base-
board by means of a small
piece of wood, in which a hole
is cut, large enough for the
base of the bottle to make a
tight fit. The rest of the work
may be completed by means of
a little Seccotine judiciously
applied.

Anti -Capacity Vernier Handle.
The annoying effect of hand -capacity

with a variable condenser is well-known,
and for this reason an anti -capacity insu-
lating extension handle is often very useful.
Furthermore, if the tuning is critical, the
anti -capacity handle may also be arranged
as a vernier adjuster. It is also useful
if the extension handle can be readily
attached and removed. For this purpose,
the valve pin, which can be applied to a
surprisingly large number of useful pur-

NOCE FOR AW KC YE RN

I 1111,
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ANT/-CAW/TY VERNIER HANDLE

poses, comes in very handy. As will be
seen from the illustration, a valve pin is
screwed into a hole drilled in the end of an
ebonite rod, the latter being, say, 6 in. in
length, and 2 in. in diameter. A hole of
appropriate size is drilled in the side of the
control knob of the condenser. The ex-
tension and vernier handle can then be in-
serted or removed as desired. In case this
extension handle fouls any of the other
controls on the panel, it is _useful to drill
three or four holes, at equal distances around
the condenser knob, the extension handle
being inserted into whichever hole is most
convenient.

A Reflex Circuit.
The theoretical circuit shown in the ac-

companying diagram, which is taken from
patent 18,937/23 (Sharman), illustrates an
interesting system of dual -amplification.
The principal feature of the circuit is the
small blocking condenser in the grid -fila-
ment circuit, which insulates the grid from
the grid -coil, and adjusts it automatically
to the correct, negative potential. This
system can be applied to any number of
valves, even where common high-tension
and low-tension batteries are used, and it
is claimed that there is no tendency to
howl.

A REFLEX ciRcwr
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Brandes
The name to now inPadio.

fi

All Brandes products carry
our official 111071ey - back
guarantee, enabling you to
return them within 10 days
if dissatisfied. This really
tonstitutes a free trial.
B rit. Man uf. (B.B.C. Stamp)

or, Y9ungBiii

The fever of the experimenter has fired young Bill's ambition.

In the picturesque
vernacular of our American friends he's

" cottoned on to the hull bunch "-vacuum tubes, hook-ups, new

wave bands, right down to the last binding post. He tunes in

the distant stations now with his Matched Tone Headphones,

and is content. They bring in the faintest signals, their delicate

supersensitivity making them unexcelled for long rnge trefuseselephontoy.

And the Table-Talker is just fine. To his credit,aBill

al(nowleclge the family's praise. " It's not me tinkering about,"

he says, " the Table -Talker always came through as if you were

actually in the studio, and with no scratchy notes." Ask your

Dealer for Brandes.
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Excelling in 'finish'
and 'design'

The popularity which Woodhall Components have achieved is due to
their careful workmanship and scientific design: it is a popularity that

arises from " satisfaction " rather than from " cheapness."

No. 1 L.F. Transformer.The

Of massive construction produced for high efficiency -
t is one of the highest priced, because its production

cost is heavy It is wound with 4? gauge wire wound
simultaneously with fine SILK. It shows most marked
superiority on 2nd or 3rd stage of amplification, even on
200 or 300 volts pressure giving no trace of distortion,
end its amplification factor is decidedly above the
average of other good -class transformers. Insulation
is perfect between P and S, and between windings
and frame, and the transformer is one specially recom-
mended for S.T 100 and other circuits 23/6of the " reflex " type ..

The IWOODHALL
Vernier Rheostat

Combined plunger and rotary movement.
The exceedingly fine adjustments it
gives enable you to get the most out of your valves.
Push-pull movement for coarse setting; rotary for
vernier. Wonderfully smooth movement; best ebonite
former; one -hole fixing.

0 ohms 10 or 12
ohms

2!6 31-

30 Ohm;

316

1WOODHALL
Guaranteed Components

Sole Distributors:

rress:and Eiectr:c Supplies, Ltd., HAMPTON -ON -THAMES.
.11 oles,:y 22.

111111

ALL POST
Ebonite Panels

Matt 5" 3/ lb
9" x 6" 22 1:10

12" x 9" 46 39
12"x12° 5 9 5 
15' a 90 5 6 4-9
15"x12" 76 58
45 x 4. fid. 6d.
7' x 5" 1:8 1 2
6" x 10d.

Any Size Cut..
Sq. in. P

Terminals
MITI-Pol.Drass 2d.

 4B.A.Standard ld.
Lacquered 2d.
Spade type,doz. 3d.
Telephonetypeltd.
Multiphone 4w. 9d

6.w ay 1
Rutty spring 3d
2 B.A. Small Id
Contact Studs Id.
Spring Washers 1,1.
Aerial W ire 7,22
Enamelled., Bright.
100' ... 3/6, 2/6
do. Eletron 118
Lead-in 4d. a yard.

Insulators
Shell, 25" x 25" 4d.
Reel Pd. Egg 10.
Crystor type 9d.

Lead-in 4I
4^ & 6" do. 9d.
9" It-, 12 1 15 1.3
Valve Holders

TypeA7d.Polar113
Screwed 8 wits 8r1
Ebonite 101.
Do. Open Type 6d.

Coil plugs
Ebonite.., 10(1.
Superior... ... 1 / 3
Narrow ... 7d.
Basket ... 1 -

Moulded type 6d.
Coil Formers 21d.
Basket type 110.
Coil Mounts 4d.
'Athol' Ebonite 1 3
Do. Porcelain 1/.
Basket Coil Sets.
6-1 19. 4-1 /

Condensers
Mullard.Edison Bell
Dubilier.ususipmees
Mansbridge 1 m.f..
1/6; 2 mtf.. 1 /6;
1 / 36 mi. 9d.
IronCoreChokes
1.000 ohms 9e1

FREE A
COMPLETE

P

C
E
LI
S

FREE

Headphones
4,000 ohms
Browtrs'E' B 111
Siemens. Bratades.
Sterling, all 25,
GeneralEadio 20 
Feliows 18'6

Airweight ... 10 / 6
do. Adjustable 12 6.
H.T. Batteries

With Wander Plugs
60v.8/. 36v 4,10
30r 4/- 15v. 2 /
4v. F.L.Btry 50.

66v. Ever-Raly 13 6
36v. 8/ 16v 3:6
Siemens same price.

PRIDES

MARC OF

E

British Wires
swai. see, see. use.
18 11.1 2/11 3,5
20 2 2 314 4'2
22 2'6 3/9 4/7
24 2,11 3/10 5;-
26 3,4 412 5'9
28 3/9 4:9 66
30 4/10.514 7
32 5/6 6/- 8'9
36 8/. 8'6 12'-
40 17/. 14/8 20'
'Variable Leaks
Filtron0-7rueg 31-
Watmel 0.5 . 216
Lisscn type 2 / 6

Resistances 2 , 6
Ebonite Dials

Engraved 3" 70.
Knobbed type I' -
2d" Fil. TYPO 50.
Miea, 002 Doz

3" x 2". 1 /
2" x 15", 40.

TRADE
E
N
O

RI
E
S

INVITED

Transformers
L.ISilyerTov/D21;-
Radiolnst (new 125!
Igranie 21 / 201
Burndept (new)241.
"tenabili10ty / 12'6
Ferranti 17 / 6
Xtraordinary 8/ -
Tangent 1216 14 6
Royal .. 20 /
E.A.E. Modulation
Telephone, & 101r.
" Unitlyne " 8 /
H.F. Tangent 5 / 6
McMichael's 10 /-
00jah 900 m. 5 / 6
600 & 300 In. 4 /
Formers only 1/
Switches, Ebonite

, Tumbler 11 1 :-

6.0.0. - 9d.
Dewar D.C.O. 3 ! 3

D.P.S.T. 2 / 9
Cti'lity 2 -way 4
3w5 /.4w6/ -6w8'.
Lever Type Stocked
MiniatureTurn Gd.
Lissen 2 -way 2 / 9
 Series part. 319

Double -arm do. 2 /-
N.P. Panel 90.

New Lines
Eureka Transform-
ers. No. 2 22 / 6
Concert Grand 30'
R.I. Chokes 101
Shaw'sHertzite 1/-
Tunestalite 1/6
Mic-Met.Detee'r 61-

Orders
5N .62d!T4'.1 /c-ai=eng.p:11:

J. H. TAYLOR & CO..
4, Radio House, Telephone:
Macaulay St., Huddersfield. 341
Telegrams " Thorough," Huddersfield

Var Condensers
.001 Panel Type 6.6
06075 jinob 84 5 / 9
0005 ' Dial 151-
0003 1 In. .416
0002 leluded.l3 / 6
Stock 'Square Lose'
'J Al,' Ormond' &
Utility usual prices.
Vernier, no dial 2,6
5 vane 3/3; 7 3 / 6
"Polar"types10:6

Jacks 4 -Contact
Bank ... 1 / -
Bank of 2 ... 1 / 6
Standard Plugs 1/3
Potentiometer 300
ohms.ex-Govt . 5 / -

Hydrometers 3/6
Microphones 2/
Tapping keys 21

dphono Cords 1,-
Alum.11'bands 2 / 6
All ' larvae," Lis.

Burndept;
'Edison Bell''Atins'
at 'Sterling' (tousle
Coil Holders

Ashley fixed 2 / 6
 moving 316

lgranie 3 Set 8/8
Ebonite 3 coil 316

2 coil 2 / 6
Single Moving 1 / 7,

,, Fixed 80.
Recessed do, Sri.
Fil. Resistances
Good quality 1/It
Igranic ... 4/(i
Vernier Tyne 7 /-
Ormond 21. Ajax 4/.1
Burndept 51.
T.C.B., 4/ & 51-
Mierostat ... 219
Spirals 40.
Formers ... 70.
Peerless Jim 2/6

Accessories
Gal. pulley 4d
Alum. ,, 1 /-
Valve Sockets ld-
Valve Windows 4d.
Crystal Cups 2d.
P. Wax block 6d.
Resin Solder,oz.3d.
Insulating tube
All sizes, yd. 3d.

Tape, yd. Id.
Valve Template 4d.
Nu -Graving 760.
M.P. Switch Sets
D.C.O. 1/- S.C.O.

Manufactured under
Patent No. 28976'22

DON'T LOSE

SIGNAL

STRENGTH!

AMPLIFYTONE AERIAL
is used by experts because they know how much
signal strength is lost by the usual wire aerial.

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.
One User writes: ---"I have replaced a 7/22 wire

aerial by the Amplifytone I got from you, to my
complete satisfaction, both in volume and tone.
The improvement is very marked." -D. IRELAND,
Glasgow.

The Amplifytone Aerial is made from the highest
grade electrolytic Silicon Bronze (too feet) (zi times
stronger than copper) in tape
form -it won't corrode.
Packed in boxes, including
patent lead-in, clips and insu-
lators. Ask your Dealers, or
6/6 post free from

BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS,
which only corrode
and break. Look for
AMPLIFY TONE

on the box.

UNITED MANUFACTURERS & AGENCY, LTD.,
45, Horseferry Road, London, S.W.1.

,The GREATEST SENSATION and SUCCESS-N
OF THE SEASON "Her Daddy's Voice."

The " World's Champion" the marvel "A.B." Head-
phone which has dealt the Knock Out Blow to all

others and overshadowed them all.
UNQUALIFIED GUARANTEE. MONEY RETURNED

IN FULL IF UNSATISFACTORY.

11

L
-/rA aff

` -1 I MA STEEL LAKER MASTS.

PRICES:
" A.B." adjustable

17'6
'A.B."non-adjustable

15/6

Ask your dealer, or send
remittance to us for
samples to cover post-

age as well.
Even this child can recor-

AMBATIELO BROS. LTD., nine her celebrated daddy's
Ambattelo House, voice from across the At-
Farringdon Road, lantic with " A.B"

London, E.C.1. phones.

Telephorret CLrkentvell 7440 & 744t.

25 ft. 35/-
30 ft. 45/-
35 ft. 52/6
40 ft. 63/-
45 ft. 75/-
50 ft. 95/-

10 ft. Chim-
ney Mast 20/ -
All accessories

included

" LAKER " STEEL MASTS are a standard
equipment for Wireless Installations.

Many thousands are erected throughout the Country.
Any dealer will procure for you or we will send direct to you, immediately,
from stock. Send postcard for illustrated catalogue giving fullest details of

" LAKER " Steel Masts and Mast Fittings.
Masts are ol best Steel Tubing, 2 ins. dia., in to ft. sections. Quickly

assembled. Easily erected.

J. & J. LAKER CO., Engineers, 457, Romford Road, E.7.
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RIDERS OF MEN
CASTOR and POLLUX, twin sons of

Zeus, were regarded as aiders of
men, patrons of travellers and

guardians of hospitality.

A more familiar conjunction of names, because
they belong to our everyday life, is that of
111ARcom and OSRAM the names of the two
famous organisations which have combined
to produce wireless valves of unparalleled
excellence-" The Valve in the Purple Box."

Read the 4o.page wireless book, The Book of M 0 V. Free from
your dealer or The M.O. Valve Co., Ltd., Hammersmith, London, W.6.

1%4ARCONI .VALV
( MADE AT THE OSRAM LAMP WORKS

Sold by Wireless & Electrical Dealers, Stores, etc.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF TAKE M.O.VALVE CO, LTD.

Names famous
in combination.
No. 2. Castor
and Polluz.

HOW TO ORDER
YOUR VALVES.
For 2 -volt Accumulators.

Purpose. Type. Price.
t G.P. D.E.R. 21/-
t L.S. D.E.C. 25/----

For 4 -volt Accumulators.
G.P. R. 12/6
G.P. *D.E.3. 25/-
L.S. D.E.4. 30/

For G -volt Accumulators.
G.P. 12.5.V. 12/6
L.S. D.E.S. 35/-
L.S. ..D.E.5b. 35/-
L.S. L.S.5. 55/.

tG.P.=-General Purpose.
tL.S. =Specially suitable for low

frequency amplification
for Loud Speakers.

*Can be used with Dry Batteries.
:.For Resistance - capacity

Amplification.

% -

(.......,..._q .........

s7%**;\
0,;::,,tt,.. 0.,
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YOU CAN ENJOY
all the B.B.C. programmes at will with an easily manipulated
Tameside Two -Valve Set (H.F. and Detector Tuned Anode
circuit a th variable reaction).
Sockets are provided for the addition of Loading Coils when
you wish to receive the Continental Stations of lower
wave -length.
Size of Pafiel, 12 in. >< rot in., fitted into Solid Oak Case;
Jacobean finish. The mark provides a guarantee
of material and construction. IAME IDE

PRICES (including Royalties) :
SET ONLY. £8.

Complete with the following Accessories:-
Aerial Wire, Insulators, Ebonite Lead-in, H.T. and L.T.
Batteries, Reliable Valves by leading British makers, pair of
well-known Headphones.a 1 2 17 6.

SEND FOR COPY

TAME 57E:
Type " B

Variable Condensers

Mechanically correct, uniform
in construction, these Con-
densers are popular owing to
the absence of those irritant
faults for effective tuning,
leakage and loss.

For Security & Value

Insist on TAME 57F:

Type " B " Condenser is fitted
with Aluminium Endplates,
Ebonite Insulating Bushes,
Bush with lock nut for one
hole fixing. Adjustable bush
at bottom. Terminal connec-
tion '072 Spacers used. Com-
plete with knob .and dial.

PRICES
(Assembled)

Capacity.  No.
oor mf. R563 8/-
00075 mf. . R564 7/-
0005 mf. R566 et -
'0003 mf. R567 5/-
.0002 mf.  R568 4/6
000r mf. R569 4/ -

OF ILLUSTRATED PRICE. LIST

HIRST BROS. & Co., Ltd., Roscoe Street, OLDHAM.

THE SEASON'S NOVELTY.
THE FORMO PORTABLE AERIAL.

This wonderful aerial can be used in or out of doors, on a car or punt, in fact
in almost any desired position. It can be erected or taken down in a few momentsF

7/6
Postage Extra

7/6
Postage Extra.

"'We guarantee this aerial to receive up to no miles from a broadcasting
station on a valve set, although many users are getting all the British Stations,
and many Continental stations: It is sold complete with insulators, hooks, and
lead-in terminal.

A customer writes: " Reception perfect on crystal set with your aerial, indoors,
at 8} miles."

THE FORMO COMPANY
(ARTHUR PREEN & CO., LTD.)

Crown Works, Cricklewood Lane, London, N.W.2.

VALVE RENEWALS
We repair, by our patent process (for which we
have the National Physical Laboratory's rep art of effi-
ciency), all standard types of valves at

Up to 3 valves cheap-
est method is to send

by letter post.
6'6 carriage paid
;excepting Dull Emitters)

AND at least equal efficiency to
GUARANTEE new valves,

to return in seven days,
or refund your money without quibble.

THE ECLAT ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
SPENCER HILL ROAD, WIMBLEDON.,

Remittance must be
enclosed with

valves.

4iimmin.11.1111Er

RAD

COIL HOLDERS &
IO COMPONENTS

PANEL COIL HOLDER.
(Without Base).

All connections are made at
the back eliminating flexible
wires with their untidy ap-
pearance, added capacity, and
liability to breakage.
Best matt ebonite, anti -
capacity handle, with polished
knob and polished and
lacquered brass parts:
2 - way, 3/- ; 3 - Way, 5,'-,

N.P. 1/. extra.
Drilling template supplied.

(adi:hi
LEGLESS VALVE HOLDER.

RADIO 6 ANTI-
com PAnEt

voR,NG
or* suenkei

Acts as its own drilling jig.
CAPACITY.

1/6 each, postage 2d. / av; ff

110 RADIO1
Type "H," flush fitting underpanel mounting.
1/- each, postage 2d. Template supplied.
If your dealer has not got them we send post free if yen
mention his namc and address. LIST POST FREE,

watt COIL PLUGS.

GOSWELL ENGINEERING DO., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD LONDON, N.1.
LIBERAL TRADE TERMS. 'Phone: North 3051.
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An " Overload Release " forI H.T. Batteries-Controlliag Reaction-Accumulator Fault Hunting-Engraving ,Metal Parts.

i

PRACTICAL IDEAS FOR EXPERIMENTERS.
By B. F. SHORTT.

NEARLY every experimenter boasts a
fuse in the H.T. circuit of his valve
set in order to prevent mishap to' his

valves.
In a great many cases this takes the form

of a small flash lamp bulb which at the best
of times is inconvenient. Generally the
fuse is the last thing one thinks of in-
specting when the set goes off after messing
about. A novel arrangement that is
" ever -ready " is depicted in Fig. 1. This
is nothing more elaborate than a small

buzzer such as a Townsend, shunted by a
.002 block condenser and inserted in the
positive H.T. lead.

If a valve happens to have the fila-
ment accidentally placed across the H.T.
battery a warning buzz is emitted, re-
minding one to be careful.

As the inductance of the buzzer is
appreciable the current never rises to a
value sufficient to burn out the valve. As a
matter of fact the filament is barely red-
dened.

The purpose of the block condenser is to
act as a by-pass for high -frequency current,
although if desired this may be Omitted as it
is not essential. The normal H.T. current
is not sufficient to operate the buzzer and
thus firm contact is maintained.

Controlling Reaction.
From time to time several methods of

controlling reaction and self oscillation" in
regenerative receivers have been put for-
ward, including damping plates, poten-
tiometers, choking coil resistances, etc., all
of which are successful.

Perhaps the method illustrated in Fig. 2
is not known, the writer having only
recently tried it out.

Looking at Fig. 2, it will be seen that
instead of using the usual grid condenser
as a means of imposing changes of potential
on the grid of V2, a different system is
adopted.

A tuning plate, P, is made to slide over
the tuned anode coil B, so that the plate
coil itself forms the other. In this way
the transference of energy from VI to V2
may be controlled in such a manner that
reaction becomes a real joy. On very
short wave -lengths it will be found that a
reaction coil becomes unnecessary.

An Interesting Experiment.
If the anode coil B is of the basket or

honeycomb type, it is an easy matter to
make a plate of brass or zinc the same size
and to arrange it to either slide over the
coil or swing in and out like a door.

When B takes the form of a cylinder.
however, the plate must be made to fit half
way round it and the same length.

It will be noticed that altering the position
of the plate P necessitates a further adjust-
ment of condenser Cl. It must be remem-
bered, of course, that when the Plate P is all
in it reduces the wave -length range of coil B
and condenser Cl, and for that occasion it
may be necessary to add a little extra in-
ductance to the circuit.

It is an interesting experiment, and
should prove useful in multi -valve sets
employing several stages of high frequency.

Although in Fig. 2 the plate is shown
interposed between the tuned anode coil
and the reaction coil in order to simplify
the diagram, it is much better to place
it on the opposite side to that to which
the reaction coil is coupled.

Accumulator Tests.
For those who do not possess a voltmeter

the following is a very easy way of finding
out the condition of an accumulator. Pro-
vided a battery which is known to be fully
charged is at hand all that is necessary is one
of those small one or two -volt bulbs used
for tie -pins, or the like. For instance.
looking at the diagram Fig. 3, if battery A
(let it be six -volt) is known to be fully
charged, and battery B, also a six -volt, is
doubtful, then by connecting the two bat -

instead of using a bulb, a small pocket com-
pass placed over one of the wires would
show by the deflection of the magnetic
needle the strength of current flowing, or in
other words the state of the battery which is
run down.

Engraved Tabs:
It is sometimes desired to make and en-

grave metal tabs for certain purposes, but
most amateurs are at a loss as to how to

6v -

BULB

B4 !Ill/-
DOUBTFUL 6 VOLTS

F/0.3.

accompli,li the task. The following de-
scription of two successful ways of doing
it may -therefore be of assistance.

By either of these methods it is possible
and even simple, to engrave terminals,
batt,,ry connectors, name plates, and I,

hu ndre,1 and one different things. A I
that is necessary is a glass
or earthenware jar, some
copper sulphate crystals
(which can be obtained at
any chemist's), a battery, am I
some shellac varnish or
paraffin wax.

The principle of the
operation is that copper is
electrically deposited on the
material in such a way that
one can have copper letters
on, say, an aluminium back-
ground, or aluminium letters
on a copper background.
Brass, owing to its similarity
in colour to copper; does not
exhibit quite as good a con-
trast when finished as a
brighter metal like aluminium
or zinc.

teries and bulb as shown, the brilliancy
of the bulb is a good indication of the con-
dition of B.

The explanation is, that since the two
batteries are connected in opposition, the
back E.M.F. of the discharged battery is
not sufficient to counteract the E.M.F.
of the charged battery, and hence a
certain amount of current flows in the
circuit, the amount of which is shown by
the bulb. It will readily be seen that the
lower the E.M.F. of one battery in respect
of the other the brighter the bulb will be.
It is absolutely essential to connect the two
positive poles of the batteries together, and
as a suggestion the two negative poles
might also be connected together. Then

The Process.
Let us take the first method and sup-

pose a small tap is to be made for an
accumulator case with the letters L.T. +
engraved on it.

Procure a piece of zinc sheet, which is an
easy metal to work. Having cut it to the
required shape, thoroughly clean it by sand-
papering, and finish off with the finest grade
of emery cloth, so that it will present a
smooth polished surface.

A copper wire connection must now be
attached to one end, after which the whole
is immersed in molten paraffin wax. Care-
fully drain off any superfluous wax and
allow the zinc to cool, when it will be

(Continued on page 1190.)
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A USEFUL SLIDE INDUCTANCE.
By O. J. RANK/N.

.... 4-4- 4- 4. -4------ 4-4-----  44-4-4-4. 4--1- 4.. 4. -4-4-4.-+

THE experienced enthusiast, having
passed through the radio mill and
having accustomed himself to the

many rapid changes in the design of re-
ceiving apparatus, is very strongly inclined
to regard the humble slide inductance as an
obsolete tuning device ; but there is no
doubt that if this instrument, is properly
constructed, and used in its proper place,
it still remains one of the most useful
gadgets an experimenter can possess. A
few points in its favour are : (1) It is simple
in construction and use ; (2) it is not
expensive ; (3) it is an ideal tuner for the
beginner ; (4) no tuning condenser is

A compact 2 -valve set made by Mr. L. R. Evi ^ard,
Fernlea," 70, Waterhouse Stree , Chelmsford.

equired  (5) it is the equivalent to a tapped
coil which is tapped at every single turn ;
and (6) it is a, very useful gauge " for
ascertaining the correct number of turns
required for loading coils or for coils to be
made up on the unit principle.

Easily Constructed.
The instrument shown in the accom-

panying sketch was designed for use as
a general purpose experimental coil on
the broadcasting wave -lengths, and as such
it has always given entire satisfaction.
The two coil ends are cut out from a in.
sheet fibre, the dimensions being as
given in the figure.

The cardboard former is 7 in. long by
3 in. in diameter, and, after being well
impregnated with melted paraffin wax
is given a coat of thick shellac varnish and
then wound with No. 24 enamelled copper
wire, a space of about / in. being left at
each end. The wire should be wound on
when the shellac is in a semi -dried condi-
tion, and thus only about one-third of the
former should be coated at a time.

4

If this operation is carried out in the
proper manner, it will not be necessary to
shellac the whole winding when the coil is
complete. Having
prepared the two
end supports, fit an
ordinary terminal to
each and connect one
end of the coil wind-
ing to the left-hand
terminal, as shown in
the sketch. The other
end of the winding
is, of course, left
open, this being
tucked away inside
the former, as far away from the right-hand
terminal as possible. The coil may now be
temporarily clamped between the two sup-
ports by means of a 2 B.A. threaded brass
rod and two nuts, a short strip of copper
tape (X) being first clamped under the
shoulder of the right-hand terminal.

Finishing Off.

This forms the connection between the
slider bar and the terminal, and is after-

wards bent out clear of the fibre support.
soldered to the end of the slider bar, and
cut off flush with same. This operation
should be carried out before screwing down
the bar. A stout wire helix may be used
in place of the copper tape, and, although
this will not present such a pleasing ap-
pearance, it may be found a more con-
venient method of making the connection.

The slider bar is let in flush with the tops
of the supports, as shown, and ,the slider
is preferably of the flat spring type, as

described in a past issue of POPULAR
WIRELESS.

Before finally tightening the nuts on the
central rod, the coil should be adjusted so
that the slider makes a perfectly smooth
yet firm rubbing contact along the whole
length of the winding.

The instrument is completed by binding
a length of " Empire tape " round each end
of the coil, the ends being secured by means
of a little seccotine.

PRACTICAL IDEAS
FOR EXPERIMENTERS.

(Continued from page 1189.)

observed that it is covered all over with an
insulating film of wax. With the aid of a
pencil or sharpened' match stick the letters
can be inscribed through the wax, leaving
the bare metal exposed underneath. The
letters must be clear and distinct, and the
brass which is visible must he clean in
order to facilitate the copper plating which
is the next part of the operation to be
performed.

Copper Plating.
Pour enough boiling water into a glass jar

as will accommodate the article to be plated.
Mix the crystals into the water and dis-
solve sufficient to make a strong solution of
copper sulphate. The liquid must now be
allowed to cool until it is tepid. A piece of
copper is next attached to the positive pole
of either a 4 -volt accumulator or a small
flash lamp battery. If a piece of copper can-
not be obtained, a length of heavy copper
wire bent up will serve the purpose quite
well. The tab is likewise connected to the
negative pole and both placed in the solu-
tion about 21 in. apart. If allowed to
approach each other too closely the tab will
become coated with a black scaly substance
which easily peals off. When plated pro-
perly, however, it will assume a bright yellow
colour on the letters. Half an hour is long
enough to leave the tab plating. It must
then be taken out, dried well, and the para-
ffin wax melted off. Copper letters will be
left on the zinc, and the whole tab must be
polished up with fine grade emery cloth
again.

The second method is much more easy
to carry out, and might be said to produce a
better finish than the one described above.

In this case bright zinc letters are shown
against a copper background. The zinc is
cleaned thoroughly as before, but the letters
this time are written in an insulating sub-
stance, like thin shellac varnish. The writer
has found shellac varnish to be the best and
simplest insulating liquid to use.

-LTA-

&crew

ZINC
TAB

COPPER
STRiP

COPPER Sa4/31/ATE SOLOT/CW.
F/6.4.

When the necessary writing has been
carried out the varnish is allowed to dry-
heating will cause it to dry rapidly. The
copper plating is then carried out exactly
as before. When a sufficient amount of
copper has been deposited, the zinc must be
dried and then immersed in methylated spirit
for a little while, so that the shellac becomes
dissolved off the zinc.
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A SUPER-SELECTIVE CIRCUIT.
By L. W. CORBETT.

This is the second and concluding part of an article describing a circuit which has become
exceedingly popular with American amateurs.

. I-4^4.---

THE addition of two stages of L.F.
amplification to this receiver should
present no difficulty, and no departure

should be made from the circuit itself.
Signals of singular clarity and volume may
be obtained from the completed three -valve

One panel 7 x 20 in. is a useful size if
the valves are mounted inside the cabinet,
American fashion.

Wooden cabinet-to take panel.
Three rheostats.
One variable rheostat, with a guaranteed

003

-41-

-It-
Z.7- 6.8

Theoretical Diagram of the 3 -valve Filter Circuit.

receiver, and, providing good components are
used throughout, it will make an ideal set
for loud -speaker work.

In the amplifier the transformers especi-
ally should be of the highest grade. The
first should have a ratio of 1-5 or 1-4, and
the second-if anything-a little lower.
Faulty transformers are the cause of much
distortion, which is often prevalent when
L.F. amplification is employed-especially
when two stages are in use.

If it is desired to eliminate the second
stage of amplification at times, this may be
accomplished quite simply by means of a
single -pole double -throw switch, as shown

. in the accompanying diagram. The centre
stud of the switch, to which the blade is
attached, should be wired to the plate
terminal of the first amplifying 'valve. .0ne
stud should connect to the plate of the final
valve and the remaining stud to the input
primary (I.P.) of the last L.F. transformer.

The Transformer Connections.
The correct connections for the two

ransformers (excluding the switch) are as
ollow (these may possibly vary with
'fferent makes) : I.P. to plates, O.P. to

H.T. ±, LS. to grid bias battery negative,
O.S. to grids.

As will be seen by the diagrams, the .002
fixed condenser, which was placed across
the 'phone terminals of the original single -
valve receiver, is left in this position, thus
taking up a place across the primary of the
first transformer, the priinary of which
is, of course, connected to the 'phone ter-
minals. The voltage of the H.T. battery
will depend on the valve used, but with the
ordinary R. type a voltage of about 90 is
advocated, and provision should be made
to supply different voltages to each valve.
The grid battery will probably be about V,
volts. For this a flashlamp battery will be
O.K., but it should be unsealed, so that
either 11. 3, or 41 volts may be used. Two
of these 41 -volt batteries in series may be
necessary. Here is a list of the required
parts for the complete three -valve receiver :

minimum resistance of 10,000 ohms and
maximum of over 25,000. Remember that
I stated that this latter value was not very

Second Valve Last 1/e/ve
P .0

0 0 O. 0
o

sn,c-ch
ro

111111111i

4t, o0
Phones

0
,./.

Di:sip-cif/7 01 C0/7/7eCe/017.5 fbr ,5intch to cut oot Last Vcilye

'mportant. It should not exceed 100,000
ohms.

One tuner, built exactly to specifications.
One half pound of 20 S.W.G. wire, D.C.C.
One .0005 mfd. variable condenser with

vernier.

One -00025 mfd. variable condenser with
vernier.

One -001 mid. fixed condenser.
One .002 mfd. fixed condenser.
One grid leak of 2 or 3 megohms.
One grid condenser of about .0003 mfd.
Three valve holders.
Two  L.F. transformers (1-5 ratio each

may be used, but those specified preferred).
Terminals, screws, brass angles (for fixing

coils to panel), etc.
This completes the list, so you will see

that it is no more expensive to build than
any three -valve receiver.

Caused a Wire Shortage.
A .005 fixed condenser across the output

terminals of the last valve often improves
the tone of the signals.

Let me again emphasise the selective
properties of this circuit. One delighted
builder wrote to the New York " Evening

Journal," and said that
he was able to cut
out W E A F, and he
was only a few doors
away-and a neutro-
dyne failed to accom-
plish this.

Such a furore has
the circuit created in
America that it was
at one time difficult
to get 20 S.W.G.
wire, so great was
the demand for it.

Another reader wrote saying that he
was able to cut out his local station
with a movement of less than one degree
on his condenser dial. This shows how
important it is to include verniers with
the condensers.

Aerie,

witnaer ',Vteiodobn' w.ith?4,5tver
00,000

..ent

Earth

R&M/7e adyrd/77 of
3 1/a/ve Filter Circuit

003 fixed C.,
2.r 7iirmf

aP

a-vci Bins crAccumadto, HZ -Battery
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MORE INTERESTING
I VALVE CIRCUITS.

By G. V. DOWDING, Grad. I.E.E., A.C.G.I.
- (rec./mica/ Editor "Popular Wireless.")..... 4. -0- 0 -0-

AT one time there was a great deal of
interest displayed by amateurs in
comiection with " aerialless " circuits,

but that was before it was discovered how
really useful an indoor aerial can he if pro-
perly erected, and perhaps before it was

while it will be noticed that no grid leak is
used. Some amateurs, however, have
found that the insertion of this is essential
for best results, and that such should be
connected with the grid and L.T. battery
minus. Others have found that a .002

mfd. fixed condenser

 00/

.0005

STANDARD
VAR/OMETER

-r

ealised that an outdoor aerial of most
modest pretensions would in many cases
give really good working results with con-
ventional apparatus.

However, a circuit that will function
well with only an earth connection can
prove very useful, as it is possible to move
a receiver constructed on.such lines from
room to room, obtaining earths on gaspipes
and fireplaces.

The circuit shown in Fig. 1, which was
initially described by that well-known con-
tributor, 0. J. Rankin, in " P.W.," some
long time ago, has been credited withinter-

- csting performances.
In series with the variometer a coil

is shown. This consists of 60 turns of
26 D.C.C. wire on a 3 -in. former tapped at
every fifth turn.

Two variable 'condensers are required,

across H.T. and
'phones tends to im-
prove reception.

Seekers after selec-
tivity, and readers who
suffer badly from local
jamming should give
the circuit shown in
Fig. 2 a trial. Range
of reception and signal
strength do not exceed
ordinary one valve and
reaction results, but it
has been proved to be
very selective when
handled carefully.
Basket or spider
wound coils should be
used, although some
readers have dis-
covered that the ordi-

nary plug-in type are just as good for the
purpose. The aerial
coil (25 turns) should
be kept well away
from the other two
coils and mounted at
right angles to them.

Another selective
circuit which is cap-
able of greater ranges
of reception. is shown
in Fig. 3.- It will be
seen that it is pro-
vided with capacity
reaction, and that its
tuning controls in-
clude three variable
condensers.

It has been re-
corded capable of receiving all the B.B.C.

stations with clear-
ness in different parts
of the country, but
in no instance has
it proved capable of
even small' loud-
speaker work. The
reaction control is
provided by the con-
denser C 2, while C 1
is the actual wave-
length tuning conden-
ser. The filament
control has been
proved to be rather
critical, so that in the
manipulation of the
circuit no less than
five adjustments have
to he  attended to.
The aerial coil can

consist of either a 50 -turn basket or
honeycomb, while, as is indicated, a hard
valve with a fair amount of H.T. should he
used.

Once more we must stress the fact that
most of the " interesting " one -valve cir-
cuits are only suitable for the use of ama-
teurs who have had previous valve expe-
rience, as they are nearly all users of
" fierce reaction," while the results claimed
for them will only be obtained in fairly
expert hands. Another point well worth
emphasising is that in few cases can stages
of H.F. amplification be added, or even L.F.
unless separate batteries throughout are
used. Therefore they are circuits that
stand alone on their merits, and do not lend
themselves to extension without modifi-
cation and this latter generally tends to
make the circuits assume orthodox powers.

inlanlalminUninumninanannunanumfalueuninuf

NEXT WEEK.
Another supplement will be given away

with every copy of next week's" P.W."
"Nineteen Pictorial Circuits " is the title, E

and amateurs will find these specially drawn
circuits of great value and assistance when E.
"trying out " various " hook-ups."
Order your copy of Next Week's

EE "P. W." now.
7.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111H111111111111111T.:"

Before concluding, readers will probably
appreciate a few words in respect of suitable
components for such circuits as have been
detailed, or which will be dealt with in
future articles. In general, hard " all-
purpose valves should be used ; for example,
the Marconi " R," B. T. -H. " R," Ediswan
A.R. are bright emitters which generally
function well in almost any " super."

Among the dull emitters those takinq
25 or so amps., such as the D.E.R., should
be favoured, although there are several dull
emitters among the B.T.-H. range which,
taking considerably less, behave well in
most such circuits.

Important Points.

Variable grid leaks, even where not speci-
fied, are generally a .useful addition, while
the carbon type of filament resistance, such
as the Lissenstat, would in every instance
prove an advantage.

Extension handles to all tuning controls
are to be advised, while variable condensers
With vernier attachments are distinctly to
be recommended. Attention should be
paid to wiring and component spacing,
the wiring especially being arranged as
non -capacitively and non -inductively as
possible.
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A
HOW TO MAKE

TELEPHONE DISTRIBUTOR BOARD. 's

FROM A CORRESPONDENT.
This easily made component is one which every owner of a wireless set will find constantly useful.

WHEN one wishes to use three or four
pairs of 'phones, the best way is to
use a terminal board: The one

illustrated will be found very simple to
make, but serves the pus dose admirably.

There is provision for four pairs of 'phones
in series, and with a length of twin flex
may be taken to any room in the house.

When less than four pairs of 'phones are
being used, the spare terminals should be
shortened with a U-shaped piece of wire.

Soldering is Advisable.
The ebonite is 6 in. by 3 in. by is in. thick,

and the end pieces are I in. square, mahog-
any, fixed with two screws.

The drilling and wiring can be followed
from the sketch and photos.

Eight telephone terminals will be required,
and two W.O., or similar type, the latter
being for the leads from the set.

The ebonite panel should be good quality,
and unless guaranteed against surface
leakage, should be rubbed down with fine
glasspaper. Do not use emery cloth as the
cutting material in this is a conductor, and
a certain amount of the grit is sure to be
left embedded in the ebonite, thus making a
good leakage path.

The holes are all in., with the excep-

Aitstiommommikr

Sho,-,7ine the terminal connections under the panel.

tion of the -four screw
holes at the corners,
these being M. Four
brass button -headed
screws a in. long are
used for fixing the two
wood end pieces.

In the photograph
the wiring is shown
clamped under the
terminal nuts, but these
connections would be
better soldered. Tin
the ends of the termi-
nals after tightening up
and then again tighten
them before soldering
the connections.

The end pieces may be given a coat of
varnish or polish and a hook may be
screwed into one of them so that the board
may hang up in any convenient place.

A photograph of the tele-
phone board in its com-
pleted form. The two
terminals at the back are
for connecting it to the

receiver.

For a minimum expenditure we have a
substantial article with no complicated
switch, and quite easy for the most element-
ary amateur to construct.

f
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Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
Eliminating Spark Interference.

SO many experimenters, particularly in
coast towns, suffer from spark inter-
ference, that the following brief sum-

mary of the methods by which it can be
overcome, from the " Irish Radio Journal,"
seems well worth quoting :

" The best method of eliminating bad
interference with broadcast reception by
spark transmissions is to employ a two -
circuit tuner, such as a loose -coupler, or by

13

constructing plug-in coils in such a manner
that one of the coils, together with the
aerial and the earth, forms the aerial circuit,
whilst the remaining circuit is formed by
connecting the second coil to the L.T. of the
first valve and to its grid. This will give a
closed inductance circuit.
Loose Coupler.

" If a loose ccupler is employed, a 1 ariable
condenser of about .0005 mfd. should be

(Continued on page 1222.)
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AREMARKABLE - illustration of the
effect of broadcasting on theatres
is reported from the United States,

where, quite recently, a crisis in the amuse-
ment world arose through the action of
certain famous singers in giving a free
broadcast concert. John McCormack, the
,famous tenor, and Luerezia Boni, a soprano
of the New York Metropolitan Opera House,
decided to broadcast a concert to be relayed
from seven different broadcasting stations.
The American Press estimates that some-
thing like six to eight million people heard
the concert.

What Will Happen ?
On the night of the concert theatre

managers were dismayed to find their theatres
practically empty. In fact, the only house
to do any business was the New York
Metropolitan Opera House. The theatrical
managers immediately entered a protest
against the McCorma,ck-Bori concert. They
declare that such concerts seriously threaten
their business, and the fact that the theatres
in New York were half -empty on the night
of this special broadcast concert proves, in
the managers' opinion, the desire of the
public to stay at home and listen to concerts.

It is difficult to say what will happen if
other famous " stars " decide to broadcast
special concerts like this. But at the moment
it seems hardly likely that many other
stars will follow in this direction, because,
in the present stage of radio development,
it is impossible for big singers to obtain
the fees by broadcasting which they obtain
by giving concerts, etc., in the theatres and
concert halls.

The Savoy Orpheans.
Recently, for the first time in history,

the Queen's Hall, London, found itself in
the hands of an American syncopated
orchestra. I attended the concert given by
the Savoy Orpheans, the Savoy Havana, and
the Boston Orchestra. The Queen's Hall
was packed from floor to ceiling. There was
not a single seat vacant, and a more
enthuSiastic audience would be hard to find.
One finds almost excessive enthusiasm at
some of the Promenade concerts, but the
Savoy Orpheans received this at the Queen's
Hall almost to a pitch of frenzy.

* *

I saw several famous music critics sitting
in the hall with a puzzled look on their
faces. No doubt the Savoy Orpheans had
given them a severe jolt, and some of the
high -brows must have been comparing the
classical concerts given in the famous hall
to the items played by the bands which
every listener -in is familiar with. But say
what you will, the Savoy Orpheans gave a
'thoroughly entertaining concert ; there was
not one dull item in their programme, the
audience being kept at a high pitch of
excitement throughout the evening, and
such applause has, I should say, seldom
been heard in the Queen's Hall.

I hope the Savoy Orpheans will give
another concert. I am quite sure if they

took the Albert Hall and allotted the
majority of the seats at very reasonable
prices they would fill it many times over.

* *

The " Manchester Guardian " announces
that preparations for elaborate researches
into the effects of a solar eclipse on wireless
transmissions are being made in the United
States. The " Scientific American
primarily responsible for these researches,
It is expected that, by means of coupons
containing seven questions relating to
various phases of the eclipse on January24th,
when filled in by listeners who participate
in the tests, will result in a collection of

result of this test, much useful data which
will throw light on the mysteries of " fading.".

Sir Oliver's Lectures.
I have been receiving many letters from

listeners -in asking me to 'convey to our
scientific adviser, Sir Oliver Lodge, their
good wishes for the New Year and their
congratulations on his forthcoming series of
broadcast lectures on " The Ether of
Space."

* *

Sir Oliver asks me to mention in this issue
that he very much appreciates the messages
of goodwill sent to him from readers of

The Reception Room at the broadcasting station W E A F, New York.

facts which will materially help to solve
some of the problems of radio transmission
which at this date remain clouded in
mystery.

Listeners to Help.
Preparations are also being made for a

number of very comprehensive studies of
wireless conditions during the eclipse, and
automatic recorders will be erected at
several points in the shadow path for
obtaining accurate records of the signal
strength of certain broadcasting stations
before, during, and after the eclipse.
Listeners -in are being asked to note what is
read out from certain broadcasting stations,
and to report to officials any change in
intensity in signals. They are also asked to
report at what precise word in the speeches
they notice any difference in signal strength
-whether the signals fade or become
stronger.

The National Research Council of
America. and other bodies, anticipate, as a

POPULAR WIRELESS, and in a letter to me he
says : " Please thank my kindly corre-
spondents for their good wishes an(
prospective interest. It is indeed pleasing to
know that so many readers are looking
forward to my lectures."

* * *

Listeners -in for Continental broadcasting
stations will shortly be able to tune -in the
Hilversum station in Holland with greater
ease, for alterations at that station are now
nearly complete, and it will begin trans-
mission on high power very shortly. Until
lately Hilversum has not been very easy to
receive, but with its power to be increased
tenfold it is expected that its broadcast
concerts will be picked up by simple valve
sets. Hilversuni is to have two 100 -ft. aerial
masts, and the wave -length will be 1,050
metres with the call -sign H D 0. And the
programmes are being framed to interest
British listeners, and I hear that some world-
famous orchestras and artistes have been
engaged to broadcast, from the station.
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Michael Faraday.

The birth of a great idea
Q Michael Faraday we, owe the

discoVery of  induced cur-
rents. From his first simple
experiment of winding two

lengths of silk covered wires around
a wooden cylinder, and placing in
circuit .with the one a simple bat-.
ten- ;and between the ends of the
other a galvanometer, has sprung
most of the great electrical achieve-
ments of to -day.
Without Faraday's masterpiece
there could .have been no electric
motors, generators or transformers
--in fact the whole structure of
electricity is closely interlocked with
the corner stone of electro-inagnetic
induction.
,Truly the birth of a great idea from
one simple little discovery..

Advertisement of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Ilighbury Grove, N.5.

No. 1 of a Series.

And in its way the Cossor Valve
provides a striking analogy.

Hefe vou see the inventor carefully
considering the action of the ther-
mionic valve. How its whole suc-
cess is bound up in the efficient use
of the electron Stream given off by
the filament. He, too, gets a great
idea. If electrical measurements so
conclusively prove that losses in
electron emission mean losses in
signal strength, then why riot re-
design the Valve to keep these
losses down to a minimum.

And so you see the inventor's dream
crystallized into practical reality
with the familiar arched filament
almost - totally surrounded by the
hood -shaped anode of the Cossor

Gilbert .4a.
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" By Jove ! These are
Topping 'Phones."
WHEN your friend hands you his Ericsson

(British) Telephones for comparison you'll
be amazed by their signal strength, sensitivity and
comfort. You will then understand why they
were adopted as standard years ago by the Navy
and R.A.F.
A trial will convince you, and will send you
seeking a pair. But be, sure you are getting
British Ericsson Telephones. All super -pro-
ducts have their imitators, and we have not
escaped. Every Ericsson Telephone should have
" Ericsson " stamped on the earpiece. If absent
it's a "continental" imitation. Therefore, beware.

Prices at all Good Dealers:
120 ohms .. 24;6

2,000 .. 25/6
4,000 26/6

SELLING AGENTS:
MANCHESTER: 3 King

St., W. Deansgate.
NOTTINGHAM: W. J.

Purse & Co.. Ltd..
Traffic Street.

COLCHESTER 121,
High Street.

SCOTLAND: Malcolm
Breingan, 57, Robert-
son Street. Glasgow.

BIRMINGHAM : 14-15.
Snow Hill.

N.E.ENGLAND: Milburn
Ho., Newcastle.on-
Tyne.

LEEDS: North British
Engineering Equip-
ment Co., Lands Lane.

IRISH FREE STATE:
Stocks carried by A.
W. Doyle. Kelly &
Co., 174. Pearse St..
Dublin.

BELFAST : J. Robertson,
Ltd.. 46, May Street.

CARDIFF E. Thompson
& Son, Western Mail
Chambers.

Write to -day for lists, also information re our famous valve and
crystal acts, Tone Loud Speaker and tested components.

The British L.M. Ericsson Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
67 73, K1NGSWAY,
LONDON, W.C.2.

(BRITISH)

Telephones

Mechanical Strength
and general efficiency are
essential.

Low Self -Capacity
tells its own story and
our great claim is
SELECTIVITY

The
"Tangent" Tuning Coil

(The Unshrouded Coil)
is second to none abd we challenge
all to send to us for a copy of the
National Physical Laboratory Report

SIZES.
0.il
N.,. Price. CoilN.. Price.

25 4/3 coo 7/-
35 4/3 250 7/6
5o 4 3 300 8/-
75 4.6 400 9'-

100 5'- 500 10
150 6' -

Complete Sets.
4 Concert Coils (V/L 250-1180) 1 6 ''

the set.
n Concert Coils (W/L 250.9500) 67i -

the set.
Ask your dealer-accept none other.

CENT& CO. FARADAY

LTD,, WORKS, LEICESTER
Established 1872.

LONDON : 25, Victoria Street, S.W.r
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE: "Tangent House," Blackctt St.

Unshroaded
Efficiency.

THE "ALTO"
SHROUDED TRANSFORMER
THIS TRANSFORMER represents the last word in effic-
iency for low -frequency amplification. It embodies a
patent winding process and is tested to withstand 500
volts between windings. Being shrouded, it may be
guaranteed absolutely free from distortion when used-

either singly or in cascade.

The core is of finest Swedish transformer iron. Made
in two ratios, for first and second stages of amplifica-
tion, the " Alto " Shrouded Transformer is designed to
meet the requirements of the discriminating buyer.

PRICE 14/.. EACH

No. 949

Obtainable of all dealers. In
case of difficulty in securing,

write direct to :-
The Wholesale Fittings Co. Ltd.
23, 25, 27, Commercial Street, E.1.

'Phone  London Wall 1191.
'Grains: " Calottes, Norton, London."

South London Depot:
65, Newington Butts, S.E, 11 Phone.' Hop 773
Also at 78-80. High Street, Manchester, and

14, North Street, Stokes Croft, Bristol.
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TRi-\NSMISSION OVER LAND AND SEA
FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

Here is a clear and interesting explanation of a well-known phenomenon, full of interest to every reader of ",P.W."

m EARLY everyone interested in wireless
lv is aware that communication is more

readily established over an inter-
vening sheet of water than when the portion.
of the earth's surface between the stations
consists wholly of dry land. Impure water,
and especially sea -water, is a first-class
electrical conductor. Curiously enough,
absolutely pure distilled water-not tap
water, which is anything but pure-is quite
a good. insulator. Such water, however,
almost never occurs in nature, and for all
practical purposes we may assume that the
presence of moisture in or upon any sub-
stance increases its conductivity, usually
to a very considerable extent.

The surface of the sea below, and the
Heaviside Layer above, provide then two
conductive surfaces between which the
ether waves are, so to speak, guided on their
way froM the trarismitthr to the receiver.
But besides being conductive, the sea is
very nearly homogeneous-that is to say, its
electrical properties vary little as between
different parts of the ocean. It is also, of
course, practically smooth.

When Conditions are Varied.
No doubt this latter statement will accord

ill with the unpleasant reminiscences of
some of my readers. But the " seas moun-
tains high " of which one gets the impres-
sion during a heavy gale are really of
negligible height compared with a slight
swell in the ground ashore. Very few would
overtop an ordinary house. Indeed, the
greatest recorded height of a storm wave
from trough to crest is only about 60 feet.
And such waves are exceedingly rare.

When- we come to land, however, the
conditions are not only far less favourable
to effective transmission, but far more
varied. In the first place, no land surface is
nearly so conductive as sea -water. Even a
fresh -water lake or marsh offers a higher
resistance than water of greater salinity.
If there were, anywhere in the world, an
area whose surface consisted wholly of metal
-unmixed with the foreign substances
present in ores-it would, of course, proVide
a conductor of almost infinitesimal resis-
tance. But such surfaces do not, so far at
any rate as we know, exist anywhere. Even
metalliferous ores rarely occur in any
quantity actually upon the surface, and
where they do they are more often a hin-
drance than a help to efficient reception
(probably owing to magnetic properties).

Very Bad Areas.
Ores are also generally interspersed among

rocks, and a hard rock, owing to its imper-
viousness to moisture, is one of the worst
conductors we have to deal with. Probably
the most unpromising regions of the globe
from a wireless, as from many other points
of view, are the great sandy deserts.
Rocky, mountainous districts are not
generally absolutely devoid of some over-
lying soil which, however thin, is yet
sufficient to retain a modicum of moisture,
as is evidenced by their ability to support
some kind of vegetation. But in the deserts

the surface is entirely and permanently
dried up. Apart from the difficulty of get-
ting a good earth " at the actual stations,
a difficulty largely superable by the use of
an effective counterpoise," the range
obtainable with a given power in, or over,
such areas is found to be very much cur-
tailed.

Effect of Rain.
Ordinary soils vary much in their charac-

teristics. At one end of the scale we have,
the ever -moist swamps and fens, affording,
besides good " earths " at the stations, a
highly conductive path for the signals. At

(a) BEST CONDITIONSn414,75,,,Ofi MARSH SEA ma
$4:......:,,.,..__ ;.-"---w.;...---4`:" ---f...2. _;--' -:

(.6) FA/RLY coaoccwariays

ratinf:

,',),
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the other are the sandy, gravelly and rocky
districts, where " earths " are difficult to
arrange, and the reception is often poor,
even when an efficient arrangement has
been arrived at.

The clays-on which, by the way, the
writer's own station is situated-are a rather
interesting intermediate type. Wet weather
turns my part of the country-the Sussex
Weald-into a morass of mud. Continued
drought gives one a surface like a brick.
This " summer " - quotes; please, Mr.
Printer !-there has been considerably more
morass than brick, and reception has been
improved accordingly. But, ordinarily, the
effect of wet or dry spells can be readily
noticed, even if one is very careful to pre-
serve the actual local earth connection. The

whole -district seems to go more or less
" dead " in a dry season, while in a wet
period it is first-class.

Although the local effects of these soil
variations are pretty well known, many
people do not seem to realise that it is not
only the conditions at the ends. of the line
of communication that have to be con-
sidered. Both stations may be in excellent
districts themselves, but if a desert or rocky
region covers any large part of the inter-
vening space the communication will be
hampered thereby. Conversely the stations
themselves may he badly placed; but if
situated, say, on opposite sides of a marshy

region, or of the sea, very
excellent results may often
be obtained. Various possible
combinations of conditions
are shown in the diagram.

Mountain " Shadows."
The effect of mountains

and inequalities in the earth's
surface is to absorb some of
the impinging waves. But the
loss from this cause, though
much more serious than the
negligible one due to the
waves at sea, is still surpris-
ingly local. There seems to
be a kind of " shadow " of
the mountain range, extend-
ing some distance in the
direction of travel of the
waves, but beyond this very
limited area the mountains
(unless they actually over-
hang the transmitting station)
are of comparatively little
account. This is understand-
able when we realise 'that
the waves we receive are
largely " reflected " waves
from the Heaviside Layer,
the height of which above the
earth - about 50 miles - is
vastly greater than that at-
tained by the highest moun-
tains. The writer hopes to
return to the subject of
mountains in a future article.

Enough has been said here
to indicate that, whereas over -

sea transmission is likely to be fairly easy
and constant --apart, of course, from at-
mospheric and light conditions-that over
land, besides being more difficult, will be
much more variable. A heavy rainfall or
long drought in some area between stations
may make a great difference. And, unless
the topography and geological formation,
as well as the climatic conditions, over the
intervening country are accurately known,
it will not be easy to predict the " range "
of a given transmission or reception. Even
with the fullest information much will still
depend on temporary and local conditions.
It is thus not possible accurately to com-
pare the decrease in amplitude-and conse-
quently in signal strength-of waves as they

(Continued on page 1198.)
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A VALVE -OPERATED I

D.C. MOTOR.
By S. J. M.

MANY enthusiasts whose first acquaint-
ance with wireless dates from the
inception of broadcasting, may be

interested in the device described below,
which was originally brought out some time
ago, although very little concerning it has
been published.

It is an electric motor which employs a
three -electrode thermionic valve instead of
the usual commutator, and is due to Messrs.
W. H. Eccles, D.Sc., and F. W. Jordan,

 B.Sc., who described it in a paper read
before the Physical Society of London.
How the Power is Obtained.

The connections of the motor are shown
in Fig. 1, from which it will be seen that it
is really an application of the well-known
three electrode ionic relay. The principle
of working is as follows :

A constant E.M.F. is applied between the
filament F and the plate P and causes a
steady stream of electrons to flow from the
filament to the plate. Now, if a control
voltage is applied between filament and grid
the anode current increases if the grid is
made positive relative to the filament, and
decreases if the grid is made negative.

For example, in an ordinary receiving
valve the anode current may be about 1.5
milliamperes when the grid is at the same
potential as the negative terminal of the
filament, and 2.5 milliamperes_when the grid
is at + 5 volts, and -0.4 milliamperes when at
-5 volts. The current flowing into the
grid in the former case is 150 microamperes
and in the latter zero. It will readily be
understood, therefore, that if an alternating
voltage is applied to the grid circuit, an
alternating current is supplied at the anode
superposed on the normal steady plate
current. This alternating current is capable
of doing work and the power thus made
available is much greater than that which is
expended in the grid or control circuit.
This fact, of course, is implied when calling
the valve a relay.

In the motor in question a number of iron
teeth are carried by the rotating portion
past an electro-magnet which is connected
into the control circuit, and these teeth
generate in the windings of the electro-
magnet an alternating E.M.F. which is
impressed on the grid of the valve. The
corresponding alternating. E.M.F. which
appears in the anode circuit is passed
through another electro-magnet placed near
the rotor, and its position so adjusted that
it tends to accelerate the movement of the
rotor.
Not Difficult to Make.

The passage of an iron tooth, therefore,
in front of the control magnet applies an
E.M.F. to the grid that produces a current
in the second electro-magnet in such a direc-
tion as to pull forward the tooth just
approaching it. As may be expected, the
speed of the rotor gradually increases until
frictional and other losses consume all the
`energy of the battery in the anode circuit.

--------.0-1- -4-0------

The motor may take any form desired by
the builder. That shown in the sketch
consisted of an ebonite disc in. diameter,
mounted horizontally on a vertical spindle.
To this are fixed twelve iron teeth at equal
distances around the periphery. The elec-
tro-magnets were taken from a pair of 4,000
ohm Brown telephone receivers. Naturally,

a motor of this type develops very little
power, but apart from its interest, it can be
used in experimental work, especially in
physical laboratbries where sometimes a
wheel or disc has to be spun round with
absolute freedom from sparking, which
occurs even in the best of ordinary D.C.
motors.

TRANSMISSION OVER t
LAND AND SEA. +

(Continued front page 1197.)

travel over equal distances by sea and by
land.

But the annexed table may provide food
for thought. At the most conservative
estimate oversee transmission is at least
three times as effective as overland. The
table shows, in geographical miles, the
mileage oversee and overland between
London and some well-known stations
abroad. The B.B.C. stations are not in-
cluded, as in all cases the distance is almost
wholly overland. An outstanding feature is'
the very considerable proportion of the
distance of Madrid, which is oversee. This
may most likely account for the phenomenal
strength with which this station can be
received in England as compared with
other much nearer ones. Another interesting
point is that the table brings out the very
strong probability that the  recent signals
from New Zealand came " the long way
round." -

I " BEST WAY "

[CONSTRUCTORS.
4

GUIDES FOR

THE first of a new series of
" Best Way " wireless
books have been received.

for review. One is entitled
How to Make Valve Sets " -

and the other How to Make
Crystal Sets," and at the low
price of 6d. each they easily
represent the best value in
wireless books ever offered to
the amateur. These guides
for wireless constructors
supply a .long -felt want, and
we have little doubt that
they will prove enormously
popular.

Printed on art paper, the
text is beautifully printed and
illustrated with dozens of

photographs and diagrams.
" How to Make Crystal Sets " (" Best

Way" Series, No. 161) contains very detailed
articles on how to make " The Home -Con-
structor's First Crystal Set," a " Reliable
Crystal Receiver," a " Two -Circuit Crystal
Set," two articles on the construction of
one and two valve L.F. amplifiers, and a
most informative and practical article " All
About Crystals."

" How to Make Valve Sets " (" Best
Way " Series, No. 162) contains construc-
tional articles on building a One -Valve Set,
a " Unidyne " Set, a Two -Valve Loud-
speaker Set, a One -Valve Reflek Set, and a
Two -Valve Reflex Set.

A large Pictorial Blue Print is given
away with this book on valve sets.

TABLE OF DISTANCES (IN lIEOGRAPHICAL MILES) BETWEEN LONDON AND VARIOUS STATIONS ABROAD.

Station. Total
Distance

Over
Sea.

Over
Land. Remarks.

Brussels .. .. 170 105 65 Track passes down Thames estuary (considered as sea).
Paris .. .. .. 185 57 128

(See Brussels.)Berlin - .. .. 480 150 330
Madrid .. .. 650 250 360 Crosses Bay of Biscay (see text).
Hamburg .. 375 150 225 Passes N. of -Thames estuary and inland from Frisian

coast.
Vienna .. .. 720 30 600 Crosses Channel near narrowest part (Dover-Ostende).
New York .. 3,010 2,710 300 Practically no land except across British Isles.
Cape Town .. 5,200 400 4,800 Crosses Africa and the Sahara. The worst case con-

sidered.
Dunedin (N. Z.) :

(a) . . .. 10,500 5,060 5,440 Eastern route, across Europe, part of Asia, and Australia.
(b) .. .. .. 12,000 11,850 150 Western route. Only intervening land Panama Isthmus

and short distance from English coast (see text).

NOTE77The above distances are approximate only, being taken iv& foal_ an ordinary large-scale atlas.
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An Excellent Unit Receiver for Experimenters. 4,

Built and Designed by J. LAURENCE PRITCHARD. +

PART I.
Any number of circuits or arrangement of valves is possible with this set, specially constructed and described for " Popular +
Wireless " by one of the best known Radio constructional experts of the day. This article will be concluded in next week's issue, f
but the details given in the following first article will enable the amateur to plan out the set and collect the necessary materials. +

HOW TO CONSTRUCT
A FOUR -VALVE "EXPANDING" SET.

THE four -valve set illustrated in Fig. 1
makes a special appeal to the wire-
less- experimenter. By placing each

valve on a separate panel, any number of
circuits or arrangement of valves is possible

The panels are screwed to an open wooden
framework which allows instant accessi-
bility to the valves and the components
at the 'back of the panel. The complete
framework is illustrated in Fig 2. It is

Fig. 1. Showing the completed and finished appearance of the unit set.

without soldering or materially altering
the wiring of the set. The set may be
started as an efficient single valve receiver
and enlarged without any alteration to the
existing units.

This unit type of receiver is probably
the easiest for the beginner to tackle, as
the wiring, which is his greatest stumbling

simply constructed from 1 in.
deal, the external
sizes being 24 M. long,
9 in. rn depth, and
6 in. from back to
front. The top and
bottom are first con-
structed to form two

Fig. 2. Tim framework to which the panels are secured.

block, is carried out in stages easy to
follow. Again, the terminals are arranged
on each side of the panels so that it is im-
possible to connect them up wrongly.
In the tracing of faults the set has distinct
advantages, as the amplifiers can be quickly
omitted from the circuit, when trouble
with the tuner and detector alone will not
be difficult to locate. If these units should
be in order, the amplifiers may be added
one by one until the fault is traced.

flat oblong frames,
the in. aide forming
the inside and outside
edges of the frames.
The upright pieces
are then glued and
screwed between the
top and bottom frames
at the extreme cor-
ners, so that the A -in.
edges are to the front

hy A in.

and back. The inside edges of the front of
the framework are tapered slightly to give
ample clearance to the terminals at the
edge of the panel. To reduce the front
edges of the framework to width will
be sufficient.

Universal Tuner Switching.
The tuning unit, which occupies the ex-

treme left side of the case, embodies all
open and closed aerial tuning circuit, either
circuit being selected by the switching
arrangements of a double - pole double -
throw switch to the extreme left of the
panel. A similar switch placed in a corre-
sponding position on the right of the panel
enables a variable condenser of .001 mfd.
capacity to be wired in series with or in
parallel to the primary aerial tuning in-
ductance. When an H.F. amplifier is intro-
duced or withdrawn froth a circuit, it is
necessary to reverse the leads of the reactive
coil. This is provided for in the tuner by a
switch placed between the switches in the
aerial tuning circuits.

Fig. 3 shows a front view of the tuner
panel after completion. The panel measures

(Continued on page 1200.)

Fig. 3. Front view of We tuner, showing the lay -out of components uses.
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+ A FOUR -VALVE
" EXPANDING " SET.

+ (Continued from page 1199.)

18 in. long and 9 in. deep. A 3 -coil holder
in which the aerial primary and secondary
coils and the reaction coil are mounted,

' occupies the centre of the top of the panel.
The second tuning condenser, of .0005 mfd.
capacity, is attached to the bottom left
side of the panel, with the largest condenser
to the right of it. Each condenser is 2 in.
f coin the side of the panel to which it is
adjacent, and in., each case is 21 in. from
the bottom edge of the panel. The posi-
tions of the coil holder and the three double -
pole double -throw switches vary, but the
,switches should be of the miniature type,
which are specially made for panel mount-
ing. The aerial and earth terminals occupy
the top and bottom left corners of the panel.
These connect to the valve units, and are
placed s in. from the right edge of the panel,
being respectively 31 in. and 12 in. from
the top edge of the panel. Two terminals
are screwed to the back of the panel at the
top end connecting wires and lead to the
reaction coil. Thus, where reaction is
required, two terminals placed on the front
of the detector panel may he quickly con-
nected to the terminals.

"Anti -Capacity" Wiring.
The wiring diagram of the tither is shown

in Fig. 4. It is drawn as the actual wires

A
7;

tb7ies

Series

°00/

appear, where the tuner panel is viewed from
the back. The switch positions are marked
in' this illustration, and it will be found
convenient to mark the front of the panel
correspondingly, remembering that the
switch -positions will appear reversed when

:,"J1111111011111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111L'

MATERIALS FOR EXPANDING SET i5

£ s, d. 5

9 0
6 6 E

15 0
6 0 =

Ebonite for panels and valve
shelves ..

3 Coil Holder ..
5 3 Duolateral Coils Ch 5 -each

3 Miniature Switches ,/ 2 - each
5 1 '0005 mfd. var. condenser .. 7 6

1 '001 mfd. . 8 6 ;HZ -

4 Filament Resistances . 2 0
4 M.O. Valves Ct 12 6 .. 2 10 0 =

5 1 H.F. Transformer .. 4 6
20 Valve Sockets 1 6
4 doz. Terminals, telephone

type ..
Wire, Screws, etc. ..

6
2

0
3

E Wood for Framework 9
H.T. Battery .. 13 6 t"

E 6v. Accumulator .. 2 0 0
5 1 Pair Telephones .. 1 -0 0

2 L.F. Transformers ri 15 -
= each .. . 1 10 0 5

2 -001 Fixed Condensers 2 -
4 0

En 7 0 t:

the panel is viewed from the front. Wiring
is done by the anti -capacity method, using
f'g-in. square tinned wire. The end of each
contact should be tinned with solder before
any wire is connected. After this it will
be found that many of the contacts have
become loose-. This is due to the partial

React/On :Secondary Primary
Coil. cod cod.

1

I

Bering i I
by.

/47.g.4. 10ring ofTimer Pane/ cis seer Prom the hack.

melting of the ebonite under the heat of
soldering. The loose contacts should be
securely tightened up before proceeding.
In connecting. the wires to ,these studs,
the operation Should .be performed with a
minimum of _heat. The cooling of the
contacts is assisted by blowing on them
immediately the soldered joint is set.

Detector Panel Lay -out.

A back view of the tuner with the wiring
completed is illustrated in Fig. 5. Con-
necting wires to the aerial primary coil
and the reaction coil are made with flexible
insulated wires. Electric lighting flex with
the outer cotton casing removed will be
found suitable, as it is less likely to break
under continued movement.

The detector panel, also cut from
ebonite, measures 4 in. wide and 9 in. deep.
A panel lay -out showing the exact positions
of the terminals is given in Fig. 6. The
exact position of the terminals is important,
as they will be required to register with
the terminals on the high- and low -frequency
amplifier. The position of the valve shelf
will be made more clear in subsequent
photos. The shelf is cut from a piece of
scrap ebonite, and measures 21 in. by 21 in.
In the centre of this shelf, four valve sockets
are screwed to form a valve holder. A
bracket of right angle brass secures the
shelf to the main panel. A front view of
the detector panel, with input and output
correctly lettered, is illustrated in Fig. 7.

The Battery Connections.

The wiring diagram given in Fig. 8
represents, in the same way as the tuner,

detector panel
from, the back. This will be seen by com-
paring it with the back view of the detector
panel shown in Fig. 9, with the wiring com-
pleted. The positions of the grid leak and
condenser should be noted. The former
has a resistance of two megohms and the
latter a capacity of .0003 mfd. The tuner
and detector valve now finished, they may
be mounted on the framework for a test.
[f it is intended to use the set in its present
state.pf construction for'any length of time,
the two panels may be attached to the
centre of the framework. The blank
spaces either side may be filled in with
figured wood panels stained or polished as
required. Short connecting strips of stout
wire are screwed in the aerial and earth
terminals to the top right-hand side of the
tuner, and join the two input terminals of .
the detector panel.

As shown in Fig. 8 high-tension positive
is connecteeto the top of three battery
terminals and low-tension positive at the
bottom. The middle terminal is joined to
high tension and low tension negative. In
the case of each unit, battery terminals
are connected to each side of the panel so
that when other units are added they are
quickly supplied with battery current by
connecting strips of wire to the adjacent
terminals on the panel already fitted.

The panels for the H.F. and L.F. amplifiers
may be cut and matted at the same time, as
with the exception of the positions of the
input and output terminals they are the
same. The sizes given for the detector
panel may be used for the amplifying panels
to a large extent. The positions of the
valve shelf, filament resistance and battery

(Continued on page 1205.)
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No Interaction

a

Vi,oe of an R.I. 5 -Valve Reeeirer
shutting 3 transformers in juxtaposition.
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THREE TOGETHER-WITHOUT INTERACTION
THE R.I. TRANSFORMER has been universally admitted to be the world's
general purpose transformer for perfect, distortionless amplification. Its opera-
tion as a result of the special internal coil construction and heavy insulation
has an efficiency higher than that of any other transformer on the market,
and the world's general standard of transformation has been set as that of the

R.I. STANDARD
The R.I. has not only perfect operation in itself, but can be used in
close construction with other R.I. transformers without the slightest inter-
action, as shown above in the famous 'R.I. five -valve receivers.

NO DISTORTION-NO INTERACTION
That means that the R.I. is the only transformer for YOU.
See that you ask for an R.I.
No other transformer will ever satisfy you like an R.I.
Ask your dealer.

fhite for the R.I. catalogue free on request.

IZadio Inst-rtiI17arits 1..1,-ci
12 Hyde Sire E Dxf-brd Stra
Telephone: RECENT 62 14/5iilleAki. Ci.TelegrarasInstradio London
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-THE R.M.C. VARIOMETER-
SKELETON

CONSTRUCTION ;

SPHERICAL WINDINGS;

EBONITE INSULATION ;

AIR DIELECTRIC ;

THEREFORE

MAXIMUM
EFFICIENCY.

PRICE 6/9
WAVE -LENGTH RANGE, 280.640 METRES

NOW ONE -HOLE FIXING.

If unobtainable from your dealer,
send P.O. for 6/9 direct to

THE RADIO MANUFACTURING CO.,
100, DALE END, BIRMINGHAM.

THE "CROWN" AERIAL

Perfect Recep-
tion for Crystal
or Valve Sets.

Does not dis-
figure your
house as there
are no un-
sightly poles.

Garden Space
N

Can be fixed
by any ama-
teur to chim-
ney or gable
to suit the
room where
you would
most appre-
ciate your set.

No injury to
flying birds.

Current inter-
ference o b -
viated

THIS AERIAL HAS BEEN FULLY TESTED ON ALL
KINDS OF SETS AND HAS NEVER FAILED TO

GIVE THE BEST POSSIBLE RECEPTION .

Price complete with Staples, Clips, Aerial Wire and
full directions for fixing, in Case, free on rail for

THIRTY SHILLINGS
CASH WITH ORDER

BEEBEE & BEEBEE,
TTelegrams: ;70 Wu AN LDSAATLI

CROWN WORKS, WEDNESBURY RD., WALSALL

A. MUNDAY, Ltd  9
Electrical and Wireless Engineers,

59, WATLING STREET, E.C.4.
TEL., CITY 2972

(One door front Queen Victoria St. and Queen St.)
AND AT

45, EASTCHEAP, E.C.3.
ROYAL 4632

___1111111111111111i,_

=1.11111

We are Stockists of

STERLING SQUARE -

LAW CONDENSERS

BOWYER-LOWE

SQUARE -LAW

CONDENSERS

POLAR CONDENSERS

ORMOND, JACKSON &

FORMO CONDENSERS

Accumulators in Stock charged
6 volt 60 amp., 26/6

ALL MAKES OF EVERYTHING
FOR WIRELESS,

LONG
RANGE

MP"'
TWO POINTS

WHICH MAKE

PURE
SOUND

'RN

THE CRYSTAL SlUr PRE NUE
Put your faith in us and in our " Yates " Crystal. We will not " let you
down!" `' Every Crystal has its day Valpo " has 500! ! Broadcasting from
Chelmsford heard at Grampound, Cornwall, on a " Valpo " Crystal! In 3b
laboratory tests " Valpo " gave 97 per cent. points of high sensitivity. We pledge
our word that these statements are absolutely correct. The test report was made
PRICEwthout our knowledge from an ordinary sample of " Valpo."

/6
Each " Valpo " Crystal is broadcast -tested and sold in sealed box
complete with Silver Cat's -whisker. Of all Wireless Stores, or post
free from MERTON DAVIS, PARNELL & CO,

359, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Trade Enquiries Welcoinrd Regent 4232.

SSS
4-66

FOR NATURAL REPRODUCTION

Non resonant, Distortionless, and unique
in their faithful reproduction of voice and
niusic.

Eliminate all the old distortion,
" mushy " noises, and blare by replacing
your horn with a " Scientific " NON-
METALLIC.

Finished a plain black or a rough
cobbled surface in any of the following
superb bronze finishes ; GOLD, SILVER,
RED, GREEN, PURPLE, or NATURAL
BRONZE. Their exquisite appearance
harmonises perfectly with any furnishing
or colour scheme.

LARGE HORN, as illustrated, height 24", flare 15".PRICE: Black, 10/9; Bronze, 11/9. Post, packing
and crate, 2 /
HORN, as above, but height 22', flare 112". PRICE:
Black, 8.19; Bronze, 9/9: Post, packing and crate, 1 9.
SWAN -NECK HORN, height 15", flare 81". PRICE: .

Black, 5 / 9; Bronze, 6/6. Post, packing and crate, 1 / 9.
CURVED HORN, as illustrated, for AMPLION
ON'., Care 12'. PRICE: Black, 10/9; Bronze, 1119.
POST, packing and crate, 21-,SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STCDEtES,

80, Newington Causeway, 'London, S El. Branches 126, Newington Causeway, S.E.1 ;

7, St. George's Circus, S E.1 ; 16, Manette StsCharing Cross Rd., W,1: 207, Edgware Rd.,
W.2; 84,Church Rd.,Upper Norwood.S.E.23. Phone 'Hop. 4171.
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STRAIGHT AHEAD
to well paid responsibility

-OR
THE DREARY ROUND
of inefficiency and poor pay

30

£125

- ******** £275

1600-800

40

£350

The scope of this work can be realised
when it is stated that among much other
matter it will contain a complete: ---

COMMERCIAL GAZETTEER
OF THE WORLD

GUIDE TO COUNTING -HOUSE
PRACTICE

ADVISER ON BUSINESS
CAREERS

MANUAL OF ORGANIZATION
AND MARKETING

12,000 AND OVER

GUIDE T 0 COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTS

HANDBOOK OF COMMERCIAL
LAW

GUIDE TO INDUSTRIAL
ECONOMICS

DICTIONARY OF MODERN
COMMERCIAL TERMS

THE CONTRIBUTORS
include Cabinet Ministers, Treasury
Officials, Directors of Great Banks,
leading Professors, and many of
our most prominent business men.

THOUSANDS OF ILLUSTRATIONS
Photographs and Diagrams of all
Commercial Appliances and Devices.
Hundreds of Maps, many in colours.
Illustrations of all Standard Commercial

Documents, etc.

PART 1 contains
an arresting and inspiring article by

LORD BIRKENHEAD
on Reality and Opportunity
It is a message of encouragement to mn-
hition-a fitting introduction to a work
which aims at conferring efficiency upon

every reader of it.

It is the possession of EXTR.1 knowledge
which marks a man out for promotion or
wins business success. Whatever your
occupatima, this neve work will supply the
knowledge necessary to your advancement.

HARMSWORTH'S

BUSINESS
ENCYCLOPEDIA

A Practical Guide to Success.
To be completed in about 36 Fortnightly Parts; Is. 3d. per part.

FOR THE BUSINESS MAN OR WOMAN, THE

TRADER OR THE STUDENT

This - new work is the most comprehensive of its kind
ever undertaken. * Its aim is to provide complete and
detailed information about every variety of professional
and business life.
To. the student (man or woman) entering upon a career it
will supply EVERYTHING essential to business study.
To those already established, Manufacturers, Merchants,
Traders (wholesale and retail), and factory and office organizers,
it will make available an immense body of valuable information
of which they stand in almost daily need.
The clearly ---written articles, each the work of an expert,
are arranged alphabetically, and a well -devised schenie
of cross references will make it easy to follow up any course
of study or acquire complete information on any matter.

PART 1
Now on Sale

Q.

ogktcd'm:Sm'3bFoRst4sM1i
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bi351§Et-

Vif:NCID1).t)1N

\
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Wit
WI
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Contains three introductory
Articles, two folding
plates (one of which is in
colour) and 130 pages of
matter including articles
on Industrial Accidents.
Accident insurance, the
Accountant.Advertising and
Advertisements, etc., etc.

On sole at Newsag,:nts and
Bookstalls everywhere. If you
have any difficulty in getting a
ropy, send is. 51d. to the Pub-
lishers, The Amalgamated Press,
Farring,don Street, London,E. C.4
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Maximum Results!
CHESHIRE, 21-11-24.

" You will perhaps be interested to know that last
night, November 2oth, at 9.47 p.m. on to about 9.56 p.m.,
I was listening on a crystal set to BRUSSELS. The Crystal

BRUSSELS (on aaaheosmetel

in use was your good Permanite,' and the set used was of
my Own construction, using very thick S.W.G. wire. I

now recommend your Crystal as being the BEST
cut of 15 other makes I have tried." T. WILLIAMS.

Minimum Re -adjustment
The Universal objection to the Crystal is the
need for continual Re -adjustment. With
Gamage's Genuine PERMANITE this
operation is reduced to the irreducible mini-
mum. It is this extreme sensitiveness, coupled
with its stability, that has kept it right to
the front since 1908.

CRYSTAL
No other Crystal is "Just as good "

If your dealer is out of stock of Gamage's Permanite firmly refuse to
be put off with any other make. If he does not stock "Permanite,"
let Gamages know. If you have any difficulty at any time in
getting PERMANITE locally-send P.O. for size required to

A. W. GAMAGE, LTD., HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1
Or at BENETFINK'S, Cheapside, E.C.2.

LOOK FOR THE
CIRCULAR BOX.

Normal Size with
Silver Catswhisher

Large Size
with Silver
Catswhisher

116

1

-)SHIPTON NEW TYPE(
VARIABLE GRID LEAK
Here is another proved SHIP -
TON Product characteristically
efficient and mechanically well
designed and constructed. The
SH IPTON New Type VAR IABLE
GRID LEAK incorporates all the
desirable features which experts
consider essential for the efficient
working of the detector valve.

Silent in operation. Constant
under different settings. Can
be calibrated accurately.
Reliable under all conditions.

One -hole fixing, the special
tension spring on the spindle,
which is so popular on other
SHIPTON Products, is retained
and terminal connections are

provided.

Price 3/-
300,000 ohms to 6 megoh ms.

SHIPTON NEW TY
SHIPTON New Type STRIP

RHEOSTAT 7 ohm (with

SHIPTON New Type STRIP
RHEOSTAT 30 ohm... 3/-

SHIPTON New Type STRIP
RHEOSTAT 60 ohm... 3/.SHIPTON POTENTIO-
METER 600 ohm ... 4/6

Packed in neat tinenette boxes.

PE RHEOSTAT AND
POTENTIOMETER
The most popular filament
control units on the market.
Gives perfect filament con-
trol-at a very moderate
cost.

SHIPTON Products are obtainable from all clearers,
when sending direct give dealer's name and address

E. SHIPTON & CO., LTD.
31, TOTHILL STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

Telephone --Victoria ;7. Telegrams-Kentfones
Also at 14, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

"BELLING -LEE"
INDICATING TERMINALS

Heads cannot
screw off.

Grips a spade
tag or flex.

Standard
4 B.A. Stein.

Patent No. Tops engraved
in White oi.

Hole to grip
phone tag at

solid wire.

Serrated botto:
prevents work

ing loose.

Complete wit
nut and washes:

Give just that expert finish to a set.

Brass 32,d. each ; N.P. 4,c1. each.
'Sole Manufacturers and Patentee:

BELLING & LEE,LTD.,
Queensway Works, Ponders End.

BareNus 396
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A FOUR -VALVE " EXPAND--
1NG SET.

(Continued from page 1200.)

terminals are identically the same in the
amplifying panels.

Dealing first with the high - frequency
amplifier, input and output terminals are

arranged on either side
of the panel at the top,
in line with the input
terminals of the detec-
tor. The H.F. amplifier
is primarily intended
for transference coup-
ling, a set of four valve
sockets being attached
equidistant from the
sides and 3} in. from
the top of the panel.
From there four valve
socket connections may
he made to incorporate
resistance capacity or
tuned anode coupling.
A front view of the
panel showing the posi-
tion of the H.F. trans-
former sockets is- illus-.
trated in Fig. 11. The
wiring is carried out in
the same way as the
wiring of the detector
panel, the hints on sol-
dering to avoid loosen-
ing the terminals and
valve sockets being
borne in mind. The
wiring diagram repre-
senting the back view
of the actual wiring of

the panel is given in Fig. 12.
A back view of
the wiring in
which the con-
nections to the
transformer
sockets are
clearly shown is
provided in Fig.
13. The correct
way of making
the connect ions
to the transfor-
mer socket
should be noted.
Viewed front the
back of the panel
the top socket,
which would he
the grid socket
of a valve holder,
connects to the

Fig. 5. The back of the timer, showing wiring completed.

In

/231.6. Detector lane/ I.4.y out
/4-7-017t View.

anode of the
valve. Similarly
the lowest anode
socket joins the
high-tension
positive termi-
nals with which it
is in line. Of the
two intermediate
or filament sock-
ets the one to the
left, viewed
from the hack of

This article will
be concluded next
week. The dia-
grams and photo-
graphs mentioned
in the text on
this page will be
given, together
with a resume of
the references
made.

the panel, joins high- and low-tension nega-
tive, and the lower of the input and output
terminals. The remaining socket is con-
nected to the upper output terminal.

To test the set", the tune; unit is removed
from its central
position so that
the H.F. amplifier
separates it from
the detector unit.
The connecting
wire from the
aerial terminal on
the right of the
tuner is coupled
to the upper of
the input termi-
nals of the H.F.
amplifier, by
means of a flexible
insulated wire
with Wander
plugs attached.
All the five termi-
nals on the right
side of the first
valve unit are
coupled to the
corresponding ter-
minals of the de-
te tor. Batten -
wires are connected as before to the ter-
minals on the right of the detector, the tele-
phones being attached to the output ter-
minals. The object of the flexible lead i,
to cut out the high -frequency valve if
desired.

(To be concluded next week.)

Fig. 7. Front view of the
detector panel.

Reaction

Aerial

Earth

/17+

HT -
LT -

LT+
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WIRELESS FOR.THE BEGINNER.
. By E. BLAKE, A.M.I.E.E.

PART 10. THE THERMIONIC VALVE.

CONDUCTORS of electricity harbour
within their inter -molecular spaces
electrons which are free to move

about, in addition to those which are more
or less fixedly associated with atoms. There
are reasons to warrant the assumption that
these free electrons behave in some ways like
the molecules of a gas. They are in constant
motion, continually colliding with the
metallic molecules and other free electrons ;

FILAMENT
FILAMENT

fp8 Ysla

IV(a) II _

7' 0' ..-,,

serrad- RHEOSTAT 5IPTC1/

I/6. i

to the number which re-enter it, and a
permanent cloud of electrons hovering in
space like the permanent cloud of vapour
which hangs over Niagara in summer.

If the rheostat now be varied so that some
resistance is removed from the path of the
current, the filament will become brighter,
more electrons will be shot out per second,
the cloud of electrons in space-known
technically as the " space charge "-will

become larger, and finally
equilibrium will again be

PLATE

Co)

(b)

the velocity of their motion increases with
increase of temperature, as also do their
mean free paths. If the temperature of
conductor reaches a certain value the
surface tension is overcome and electrons
leave the conductor. This effect may be
compared to evaporation and we may
regard the electrons as boiled out of the
conductor.

Origin of the Valve.
Fig. 1 (a) depicts an electric lamp

'
the

filament is, we will say, of tungsten, and the
lamp is connected to an electric battery, a
switch by means of which the current can
he switched on and off, and a variable
resistance (a rheostat) by means of which
the amount of current passing through the
filament can be varied.

Consider that the resistance is adjusted
so as to let as little current as possible flow.
The filament glows dull red. Now, electrons
are already escaping from the surface of the
filament, and the space around the glowing
wire is a cloud of negative charges, and we
may picture the electrons as a swarm of
flies hovering over a pot of jam. But as the
electrons repel each other-on the principle
that like repels like-a number of -them are
knoeked back into the filament, and as the
filament, when it loses electrons, thereby
becomes positive, as explained in a previous
article, it raises no objection to the re-
entrance of these electrons. Therefore there
is on, the one hand the glowing filament
flinging out electrons, and on the, other a
cloud of electrons trying to knock back all
new -comers. Eventually a sort of equilib-
rium or stale -mate is arrived at, the number
of electrons La.vins .!-.he filament being eaual

reached. The preceding state-
ment holds true for any
further increase in the fila-
ment current or, what is the
same thing, increase of fila-
ment temperature-unless the
temperature is raised so
high that the filament is
burnt, an experience which
most of us have suffered.

Now suppose that we place
within the glass bulb of our
lamp a metal plate (Fig. 1

(b)), and suppose also that
we charge this plate posi-
tively. Knowing what we
do about the habits of elec-
trons we shall not be sur-
prised to learn that the

electrons in the space charge " make a
bee -line for the positive plate in order to
remedy its deficiency of electrons. So that
we now have a stream of 'eleetrons from
filament to plate-and that, as you know,
is a current of electricity. The positive plate
is a kind of a store for the electron output
of the filament. But it is not of unlimited
capacity-it can only hold so many. If it
has no distributing agency to pass the elec-
trons out again it will simply end by be-
coming negative, and then it will not only
be unable to take more electrons but will
actually repel them. Fig. 2 shows how this
difficulty can be, and is, surmounted.

Overcoming the " Space Charge."
We make the plate positive by connecting

it to the positive terminal of a battery, and
we connect- the negative terminal of the
battery to the filament. The result is a
circular tour for the electrons; they reach
the plate, pass through the battery, re-enter
the filament from the outside, and line up,
as it were, ready to go into the front -line
and. be pushed out again into the No Man's
Land of the space inside the bulb, where
once more they make for the plate, which
being thus relieved of surplus electrons is
kept positive.

The battery which heats the filament is
the low-tension battery, and that which
is connected between plate and filament is
our old friend the high-tension battery.
The current, which flows through the
" plate circuit " (that is, from filament to
plate to high-tension battery to filament)
is called the plate current. It is limited by
several conditions ; for examples, the
material and size of the filament. The

maximum plate current which will flow
under a given set of conditions is called
" saturation " current, and this character-
istic of a valve is due to the inability of a
given area of the filament to shoot out more
than a certain number of electrons at a
certain temperature.

The " space charge " still plays an
important part in the scheme of things,
even after the introduction of the positive
plate. Consider the situation of any one
electron midway between the filament and
the plate. It is subjected to two influences.
Firstly, there is the attractive influence of
the positive plate ; it wants to get to that
plate, which is a sort of " spiritual home "
for any unattached electron. But secondly
there is the malign and repulsive action
of all the electrons between it and the plate

Action of the Grid.
Our electron's chance of reaching the

plate depends upon which is the stronger,
the repelling influence of the intervening
electrons or the attraction of the positive
plate. It is like the gang of bad boys trying
to keep the good boy from Sunday school.
If the delights of street -running prove in
the end more attractive than the peace of
a good conscience-and the possibility of
being included in the " school -treat "-the
boy does not reach Sunday school. Similarly
our electron must be more attracted by
than repelled from the plate, if there is to
be a plate current. We arrange matters
accordingly, and make the plate very
positive by making the high-tension battery
of sufficient voltage.

Continuing our useful-not. to say moral
-analogy, let us suppose that whilst the
good boy is hesitating between the blandish-
ments or threats of the gang and the
remembered injunctions of his mother,

116.111110M,>._

HIGHTENS/ON
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BATTERY.
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there happens along the school teacher.
What a changed state of affairs ! The
teacher is bound to control the situation.
He can gently lead the good boy to school,
or he can pass By with a look of pain on his
face. Upon his attitude depends the size
of the Sunday school class. Coming down
to more mundane affairs, namely, a valve
receiver, we find that there is in the valve
a similar controller. It is called the grid,
and upon the part it plays depends
the value of the plate current. It can
cause the plate current to increase, to
decrease or to stop altogether. And on the
changes in the plate current depend those
vital processes, rectification (or detection) and
amplificatifm of wireless signals.
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Filament Volts 4'8-5
Filament Amps. 0'4
Anode Volts 40-80

VALVES
Tip

I

G
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ILVEl' BLEAR

Advt. of the
Iir

" There let the pealing organ blow."
MILTON.

THE, organ is undoubtedly the most noble of all musical instruments, and, at
the same time, the most versatile.

In the hands of a true artist the instrument lends itself to an almost infinite variety
of expression and imitation.
The clear notes of the diapason, the shrill notes of the flute, the pure harmonies of
stringed instruments and even the liquid tones of the human voice can all be re-
produced with a faithfulness that is almost startling in its reality.
It seems unfortunate, therefore, that the organ should be the most difficult of all
musical instruments to transmit by wireless.
So if you hope to receive clearly the lovely music of the organ you must take all
precautions at your end. And the first precaution of all is to use Louden Valves.
Louden Valves are absolutely clear from distortion and all unwanted noises. It is
this outstanding quality of Silver -Clearness which is -mainly responsible for their
amazingly rapid popularity.
For the listener -in,- however interested he may occasionally be in distant stations,
is chiefly concerned with clear reproduction. And this is precisely what the Silver -
Clear Louden gives him, and will give you as well, without having to go to any large
expense.
For the Louden only costs D3/-. Try, one to -day.
The Plain Louden for Detecting and Low -Frequency Amplifying.
The Blue Louden for H.P. Amplification.
All Loudens are Silver Clear and free from mush. Their current consumption is very
low and their life long.

PRICE 1O,'-

ifou ben Datvo -Saber quear
Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd.. Park Royal, London, N.W.zo.

E.P.S W
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ACAREFUL study of broadcast music
reveals many interesting facts. One
amongst them is that the stranger or

more unlikely the
instrument, the
better it appears
to radio.

Few people
would have de-
liberately chosen
the bagpipes, the
ukalele or the
balalaika, to say
nothing of the
harp or the banjo,
yet one and all
when handled by
real artistes of
their craft have
become powerful
mediums. A re-
cent performance
extraordinarily

successful was the playing on the harpsi-
chord, the forerunner of the piano, by
Mrs. Gordon Woodhouse, who, incidentally
speaking, has made a life study of ancient
instruments, and also the solos on bells by
Miss Nellie Norway.

This artiste will be remembered by every
faithful adherent of Maskelyne and Cooke's
Hall of Mysteries, for Miss Norway has been
one of its chief artistes the're. Her table of
silver bells was always one of its great fea-
tures, and another recent performance
there but a few weeks huh only served to
reveal fresh nuances. When heard again
also at 2 L 0 recently, her bells radio'ciex-
ceedingly well, especially when towards the
end her table was moved nearer to the

icrophone.

The Musical Event of the Week.
Chief musical interest of last week has

been centred on the second of the Inter-
national Symphony Concerts at the Opera
House, Covent Garden. Mr. Ernest Anser-
met, the famous Swiss conductor, has been
intimately connected with M. Monteux,
who conducted the first last month, and
he was indeed leader Of the Kursaal Con-

certs d'Monteux,
in Paris. Mr.
Ansermet has
allied himself with
the interests of
the Russian Ballet
of Serge Diaghileff,
and toured the
United States and
South America
with it.

During these
tours he directed
a number of new
works of Stravin-
sky and Manuel
de Falla, so it

Mr. Bohn Huntingdon.

Claude Debussy.

have given you pleasure when

was only natural that the B.B.C. pro-
gramme should include such well-known
foreign composer's names as Debussy and
Stravinsky, the latter being represented
by" L'Oiseau de Feu," and the former by.
his popular " L'Apres Midi d'Un Faun."
This work, though in reality one of the
slightest of the composer's works, seems to
have impressed itself more on the public
mind than any other of his numerous com-
positions.

Famous Violinist.
It is a piece of sheer musical impressionism,

an attempt to depict the dreams of a faun
slumbering at midday. Of a far higher
standard is his opera " Pelleas and
Melisande," which took nearly thirteen
years to complete. His death in 1918
robbed the French world of one of its chief
musicians, and the inclusion of his work
again at the concert testifies to his popu-
larity in this country. The English element
was, however, admirably supplied by the
engagement of Mr. Albert Sammons for
Elgar's violin Concerto. For the third of
the series next
month,HerrBruno
Walter, the Ger-
man conductor,
will lead.

The B.B.C. has
striven nobly to
give all - round
satisfaction, and
few people realise
the magnitude of
the task, but I
think the main-
taining of two
different pro-
grammes at the
London and
Chelmsford sta-
tions is the solu-
tion of most problems. Their first ex-
periment when Prince Igor," the Rus-
sian opera, was broadcast from Brussels
Opera House through 5 X X; while from
2 L 0 a fine musical comedy programme
was givon, was sufficient proof that both
" high -brow " and " middle -brow "-if I
may use the term-can be satisfied at one
and the same time.

Miss Sybil Maden.

Some Clever Singers.
2 L 0 may he said to make a special

" bid " for good singers, 'and it would be
hard to find better voices than those heard
at some of the S.B. programmes. One of the
most popular . is Mr. John Huntingdon, a
singer who has figured prominently in most
of the provincial concerts of note as well
as in London. He has a baritone voice
which radios well by reason of its sweet-
ness of tone as well as virility, and his
songs are always well chosen.

Another singer heard not only in the

listening -in.

operatic but in:the solo recital programmes
is Miss Sybil Maden. She is one of the most
promising singers also in the Manchester
district, where she has established herself
very firmly in
popular favour.
Originally a mem-
ber of the Stock-
port Maia Choir,
she took a scholar-
ship at the Royal
College of Music,
subsequently
training in Paris
under Mme.
Jeanne Brola. Her
rich contralto
voice lends itself
particularly well
to operatic music,
and in the recent
studio performance of Humperdinek's
" Hansel and Gretel," she took the part of
the Sandman most daintily.

Mr. Roy Henderson.

Bournemouth.
Some of the best music of the month has

been heard from 6 B M, especially during
the recent Symphony Concert, the
seventeenth of the series. There is always
a tendency to give the more familiar and oft -
times hackneyed words of each composer,
and the idea therefore of hearing the more
rarely performed works lent a freshness to
the scheme highly acceptable.

As an instance was the overture, " Child-
ren of the King," of Humperdinek, instead
of the inevitable excerpts from " Hansel and
Gretel," and the " Don Juan's Serenade " of
Tchaikowsky. Another good point is the
breaking up of the lengthy symphonies,
thus obviating boredom, only natural when
a work takes nearly an hour to play.

Amongst the soloists announced we
Miss Marjorie Hayward, the soloist
leader of the Vituoso Quartet, and Mr. R
Henderson, a clever young baritone, whom.
recitals in Edinburgh last year and at
Wigmore Hall last month resulted in much
favourable notice.

Mr. Henderson has a baritone voice of
flexibility and power, and these qualities
lend themselves
well to the needs
of the microphone.
As some proof of
his abilities may
be mentioned his
interpretation of
difficult arias of
Bizet and the
"Song of theFlea"
by Moussorgsky.

I hope we shall
soon hear some
more from him
via one or other of
the stations. Miss N. Norway.
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3,800 MILES ON A LOUD SPEAKER. Almost as loud as 2 L 0.
A GENUINE LONG RANGE

LOUD SPEAKER- RECEIVER
TWO STAGES H.F. AMPLIFICATION. AUTOMATIC TUNING.

The DUODYNE III, (Instrument only) Panel Type £10 0 0
The DUODYNE V. (Instrument only) Panel Type £18 18 0
rhe DUODYNE CABINET.-The Duodyne V. is also supplied in
French Polished Oak Cabinet with folding doors, enclosed valves
and tuning coils. Self-contained batteries. Instrument only, £27

FL CHILD CALM TUNE

PETER CURTIS LTD
75  CAMDEN ROAD  N.W. I. g
Telograms:"PARACURTEX" - 'Phone: NORTH 3112. El

IN CONJUNCTION WITH

The PARAGON RUBBER MFG. CO. LTD.jHULL.
BIRMINGHAM : 78, Newhall Street. Central 723g.
MANCHESTER : 312, Deansgate. Central 5095.

" You a,iII be interested to know that I received TVG Y, Schenectady, on
lOud speaker almost as loud as 2 L 0 ott my Duodyne V. at Croydon .

J. A. Fowler, 1V1.I.Mech.E.,
Wellman Smith Owen Engineering Corporation, Ltd.,

Kingsway,

Guaranteed Range under Average Conditions
DUODYNP. III. Headphones .. - 3/4,000- miles. -

DUODYNE V. Headphones .. 4/5,000 miles. -
Loud gpeiker .; 1/1;200 miles.

THE DUODYNE Long Range Receivers will discriminate between
Radiola, Paris, and 5 X X Chehasford, or used in'conjunction with a
CRTIS EJECTOR will tune in any Broadcasting Station at will, while -

operating 1 miles from local Station or 200 yards from Relay Station.

Guaranteed uniform accuracy under
all conditions and at all temperatures

PAT APP., FOR
PARAGON CURTISr--.._

Cale ONE PIECE VPIP
MICA COND'?

MADE IN ONE PIECE; NO WAX

Extract from a recent Test
Report-"On test, the capacities
came out quite close enough to
the nominal for ordinary radio
purposes, the *001 pl.' nominal
samples being about '00103 and
-00091 respectively, and the
'0003 pF nominal being actually
around -00033 and '00026 re-
spectively. There was observel
but a negligible greater high -
frequency loss in this type than
in a standard air -dielectric con-

denser . . . An exceedingly strenuous test was applied to one of the samples,
which was actually placed in water nearly at the boiling point for the better part
of an hour. After this heroic treatment, the condenser showed a capacity which
did not differ materially from that shown before, and it was still possible to get a
valve to oscillate readily with this as the main tuning -capacity across the
grid -tuning inductance."
'0008 to '008 2;6 each. Grid Condenser with clips 2/9 each. Grid Leak 116 each -

Barclays 595

M E
NEW TYPE

'PHONE
The latest " M.E.L." Headphone has been produced to meet the
eery large and increasing demand for a CHEAP, LIGHT, and
COMFORTABLE Headphone of British make and design.
The chief features of the Head Phone are as follows :-
HEADBAND. A wide single Headband of spring Duralumin,
will not rust or tarnish, and there is no leather or cloth covering
to become insanitary. This Headband gives maximum comfort
owing' to its lightness, minimum pressure on the ears, and com-
plete absence of pressure on the wearer's head ; cannot possibly
entangle the hair, and the slider principle allows of immediate
adjustment. The slider bar and stirrup are made of Duralumin,
and the whole of the Headphone is absolutely rustproof.
EARPIECE. These Phones are fitted with special Magnets, and
each Magnet is individually tested so that a uniform standard of
efficiency is obtained. Each Earpiece is individually tested to a
standard, thereby giving a perfect balance to every pair of
" IVI,E.L." Phones. Stalloy Diaphragms are fitted, and the whole
Earpiece is entirely dust proof and rust proof.
Maximum lightness -91 ounces only-has been obtained without
impairing in any way the effriency of the Earpiece.

Price 15/6

d5947,:p. '

,,
R
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RUSSELL'S Hertzite
is rapidly becoming the standard crystal-
the first choice of experts and the final

selection of the novice.

Retail Price 11- per piece
The L. G. RUSSELL Laboratories,
1-7, Hill Street. Birmingham.

BRISTOL
Central Wireless Depot, 24, North St., Stokes Croft

GLASGOW:
Young's, Ltd., 40, Stockwell Street.

LANCASHIRE:
Andrew Jackson & Co., 10, South St., Manchester.

LIVERPOOL:
Ashcroft's Wireless Stores, 15-17. Smith Street.

LONDON:
Sun Electrical, 113, Charing Cross Road.
Shenton & Co., Lid., 68, Shoe Lane, E.C.4.
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'---adjustment, .which allows -156th coarse and
-"-vernier" control. It can reduced

- -to an almost negligible capacity, an
the component -is --se constructed that
adjustments oini be carried out withou
" hind capacity " 'causing- trouble. In
view of the- popularity and. undoubted
merits of the Neutrodyne stabilising system,
this latest " Success' component should
meet a ready market at the retail price
of 3s.. -6d.

The Technical Editor of " Popular Wireless " will be pleased to receive wireless sets and
component parts for test. Reports will be published under this heading.

THE first stage of L.F. amplification canI be more Or less satisfactorily carried
out with any type of L.F. transformer

of approximately the correct ratio, but the
second stage calls for something a little
better than the majority if distortionless
reproduction is to be obtained. Recently we
had sent us a Eureka Concert Grand, and
although this is recommended for first
stages and a special Eureka produced for
seconds, something :in the appearance of
its solidity determined us to try it out in
the last stage or a five -Valve set employing
power L.F. valves. Results were excellent,
and using an Ediswan Televox, the absence
of extraneous noises and the general
purity of reproduction was remarkable,
and far superior to any other we have
yet heard considering the extent of the
volume. This provides clear mod that it
pays to _ employ first-class components,_
and as a matter of fact, few transformers
would stand the heavy potential that the
Eureka has to deal with without com-
pletely breaking down.

From Mr. S. Lyons, of 119, Clerkenwell
Road, E.C.1, we have received sample

the " Lion " Crystal -valve combination,
which retail at 2s. 3d. per pair post free.
The combination consists of Tellurium and
Gillingham crystals, the latter being of a
bright yellow colour similar in general
characteristics to copper pyrites only more
sensitive. They provide an excellent
detector for both plain crystal and valve -
crystal work, are sensitive and yet suffi-
ciently stable for even " double duals."
Contact adjustment requires to be fairly firm,
and ot:ffe' set," sensitivity is retained over
quite a considerable period.

* *

Messrs. Beard & Fitch, Ltd.
Aylesbury Street,
Clerkenwell, E . C C. 1 ,
realising a consider-
able demand, have
produce& the " Suc-
cess" Neutrodyne vari-
able condenser. It is
a neat little instru-
ment designed for
" one hole ' panel
mounting, .and provid-
ed with a most
ingenious system of

of 34,

A neat
valve set,
the Revo-
phone II.

* *

The Ash_ lei Telephone Co., of
LiverpOol, has sent us samples of new plugs
and jacks. Of the latter, the two standard
types are being produced at 2s. 3d. and
2s. 6d. each, while the plug is jetailed at
3s. They are well -made and efficient in
operation, both in point of smoothness and
positiveness of contacts. They should not
be confused -with. the "ex -service " tele-
phone plitgA and jacks, as they were designed
and produced particularly for wireless.
purposes. Plugs and jacks -are more used
in the States than in this country, blit
nevertheless the general usefulness of such
items' is realised by a great number of
amateurs for quick telephone --and loud
speaker and circuit change,overs.

* *

An item that will -appeal very ,strongly to
the amateur- constructor has been brought
to our notice by Mr. F. L. Hart, of 28,
Mount- Park Avenne, South Croydon. It
is a small soldering stove and iron designed
for connecting by -means of a flexible rubber
tube to the gas supply. It is a well -made

--article, neat and solid in appearance, and
is to be supplied at the low price of 4s.
carriage paid, together with a most suit-
ably -sized soldering iron foiTvireless con -

(Continued On' ikaie 1112.)

STANDARD
120 ohms.

£4-13-0
2000 ohms.

£5
4000 ohms.
2 s

5-10

We
are
members
of the

A.T.
,

9ouTelselaegtEvveenniinnggss

wtth a °Ate

.11)N1OR
2000 ohms:

E2-15-0

L.F. TRANSFORMERS
Give a high degree of ampli-
cation over a wide bend of
frequencies, and make possible
the reproduction of speech
and music free
from distor-
tion .

TOM TIT
2000 ohms

:10/-

E it

The aim of the C.A.V. range is not
to obtain the maximum of noise
with a minimum of signal strength,
but to reproduce the original sounds
transmitted, without distortion due
to factors in design and construc-
tion. Connect one to your set and
you will obtain a purity of note
formerly associated only with crystal
and headphones. Folder on request,

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Di

ViliaiantlerTairell & 0
ACTON VALE. LONDON W. 3.

,,,,,, ,,,,, 0".1" ,,,,,, ,,,,,
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" GOLTONE " TWO -VALVE SET.

PANEL
SWITCH
Size it x r in. .

Highly finished. Neat
design and perfectly re-
liable. Price 2/- each.

7111.7E: a IMOTaiata
PENDLETON. 0:1016.....MANCHESTEIIED.

Address all communications to HEAD OFFICE &
WORKS PENDLETON, MANCHESTER

Stocks also held at GLASGOW DEPOT 95, PITT ST

"GOLTONE (Reg& )

WIRELESS RECEIVING SETS
(BRITISH MADE.)

Elegant appearance. Highly selective. Simplicity in Tuning. Designed for
receiving on any Wavelength. The Two -Valve Set clearly receives British
Broadcasting and Continental Stations, and for Loud Speaker reception the
Three- Four- and Five -Valve Sets have proved entirely satisfactory in all parts of
the Kingdom. Polished Cabinet, with removable back, Ebonite panel fitted
with Valve Holders, Filament Resistances, Condensers for Tuning Aerial and
Anode Circuits, Knife Switch for High and Low Tension Circuit, &c. Both

the Low Tension and the.d>Zigh Tension Batteries can be
fitted inside the cabinet, and the- only wires on view are the GOLTONE
Aerial and Earth. Provided with Plug-in Coils to receive ONE- VALVE
British Broadcasting Stations. Plug-in Coils to receive SET
Paris, Berlin, and other high -wave Stations are interchange-
able, and can be supplied.
ONE -VALVE PANEL - - £2

Marconi Pat. Royalties, 12,6 net.
IWO-VALVE CABINET .

Marconi Pat. Royalties, 25:'- net.
THREE -VALVE CABINET X, 1 0

Marconi Pat. Royalties, 37,6 net.
FOUR -VALVE CABINET .

Marconi Pat. Royalties, 50.'- net
FIVE -VALVE CABINET - £19 10 0

Marconi Pct. Royalties, 62 6 net.
[Ice Catalogue No. R,111 for full details.

LOUD SPEAKERS
Golton3 Concert Grand." 22 ins.

high, 04 ins. Bell Mouth. Represents
the best possible value. Unequalled
for volume of sound and purity of
tone. Adjustable diaphragm. 2,000
ohms. Complete with Cords, 44 0 0
" Goltone Junior." 16 ins. high, 9
ins. Bell Mouth. 2,000 ohms.

Complete with Cords, 10 0

Large 32 -pp. illustrated Radio Cata-;'
Logue post free on request.

Enclose Business Card for Trade Terms.'
. J

These lines are stocked by the lead-
ing Radio and Electrical Stores. Write

direct if unobtainable.

18 0
10 0
10 0
10 0

" GOLTONE"
WAVE TRAP
An extremely ef-
fective instrument,
when used in con-
junction with a
variable condenser,
0005 mfd., for
eliminating signal
interference up to
600 metres, easily
attached.

No. R5/75o. Price 12/6
Fitted in polished hard-
wood box with ebonite
panel and suitable Con-
denser ready wired.
No. R511057. Price 32/6

BONTONE PHONES
POPULAR

AS

BONZO

SENSITIVE, DURABLE,
COMFORTABLE &
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED.

BONTONE are made through-
out in our own works. Made of
the best materials procurable
and covered by a guarantee
Compare these BONTONE
advantages with the conditions
when purchasing Continental
Telephones. BONTONE are
sensitive-we make our own
magnets, wind the bobbins,
make them from beginning to
end-BONTONE are British
Made.

Manufactured up to
High -Efficiency down
to a Popular Price.

14/6
BONTONE ORIGINAL

15/6
BONTONE LIGHTWEIGHT

All phones are stamped B.E C.

Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers and Stores.

B. D. & Co. (Edward A. Boynton).
Works : GOSW ELL ROAD and CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1

Offices : 167-173, GOSW ELL ROAD, LONDON, E.0 1
Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.

CARPAX Tested Specialities for
RADIO Enthusiasts.

Rusonite Permanent
Detector, ideal for Re-
flex Circuits. No Cat's-
whisker worry .. 4/6

Carpax Valve Protector.
Connect to one terminalof"IrsolITY batteryprve,i,

valve
absolutely prevent

...2 /6

Electrad Certified Grid
Leaks. Every one
guaranteed, 2 megohms,
2/6

Carpax " Varimeg," the
ideal Variable Grid Leak
at last. Not compression
type. Smooth variation,
stable resistance .. 3/-.
Range, 1 to 5 megohms

Carpax " Varinode."
A variable anode re-
sistance on same princi-
pie as Varimeg. Range
20,000 to 250,000 ohms.
3/-

Grip Tite Connector
Clips, 1/- each, small
size, 4d. each. Indor-
arial, 7/6. Send for list
of complete receiving
sets, 30/- to £11 10s.

Radio experimenters should
send for our list of Tested
Radio Specialities. This
list is Free and Post Free.
It will sane you oney and
add to your enjoyment.

The above specialities are
on sale at most dealers or
direct front:

CARPAX COMPANY, Ltd.,
312, Deansgate, Manchester.

are not getting the best out of your Sets
Your Panel is acting as a Slow Leak"INSULEX 99

The Latest Discovery in Wireless
A scientific preparation for applying to the surface of wireless

panels. NOT A LIQUID VENEER or VARNISH.
The efficiency of a wireless set depends to a great extent on the dielectric value
of Ore ebonite used in the panel. When this becomes dirty, or coated with
moisture in damp weather, the dielectric value falls, the high -frequency currents
from the aerial taking the shortest path to earth-across the surface of the
panfficausing a pronounced loss in signal strength. This applies to both crystal
and valve sett.

On panels treated with !' INSULEX " this ran -never happen. Your set will
work better and look like new after one application.
" INSULEX ?I The result of two years' serious research. Is the only

preparation made specially for the treatment of ebonite.
"INSULEX'' Removes finger -marks, stains, etc. (No more green and

discoloured panels.)
Treated occasionally with " INSULEX " your panel will keep its colour for
all time.Start your wireless season by giving your panel a clean up with

" INSULEX " and eruoy improved reception.
"INSULEX" in bottles, i6 r Large Size. 2/6. Post 4d ex"ra

Direct from the
DANUM TRADING CO., Scientific Chemists, 2, French Gate, DONCASTER.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED
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/ APPARATUS TESTED. /
(Continued from page 12104 t

structional purposes. Its gas consumption is
very low, not being more than about 1/ c. ft.
per holm In our. opinion it is one of the best
value -for -money propositions brought for-
ward within the last year, and should prove
an indispensable item in the home for
numerous purposes besides wireless. On
test we found it to be perfectly satisfactory
in operation, a clean, hot iron being
available a few moments after lighting.

Quite unique is " junit," a self soldering
wire, samples of which have recently been
sent us. In appearance it is similar to
No. 18 gauge tinned copper wire, but it
really consists of metal that acts similarly
to ordinary solder. It retails at 4 yards for
6d., sufficient length to wire up at least a
two -valve set of ordinary design. Natur-
ally it is rather soft, and in making bridge "
connections one has to be careful lest the
main leads melt away. Nevertheless it is
an interesting little side line.

From Messrs. Radions, Ltd., of Bolling -
ton, we have received samples of their
Radion G. P. valve, which takes approxi-
mately .48 amps. at about 4 volts. It is,
as its designation implies, a general purpose
valve, although in our opinion it operates
more efficiently as a detector than amplifier.
It is, however, quite a good all round valve,
and, comparatively speaking, well made and

finished. It is necessary to run the fila-
ment rather brightly to get the most out of
it, and we should have thought that this
would tend to reduce its life. While we
are on the subject of valves, might we
respectfully draw the attention of valve
manufacturers in general to the fact that to
our knowledge there is no valve, at least on
the English market, designed especially for
dual amplification. If there is, then it has
not been very well brought forward. The
number of " reflex " receivers in use must
be enormous, there must be a few tens of
thousands of possessors of " P.W." Com-
bination sets alone, and yet no valve manu-
facturer has come forward and said :

Here we have type so-and-so, designed
particularly to perform the functions of
dual amplification."

Whatever are the arguments against this,
and we know some, the fact remains that
there are only one or two bright emitters

really suitable
for reflex cir-
cuits, - while
there are many
both specified
amplifiers and
general p u r -
pose valves
which are not.

* * *

From the
Radio Manu-
facturing Co.,
of 100, Dale
End, Birming-
ham, we have
received sam-
ples of R.M.C.

A special loading coil for
Paris, manufactured by Messrs.

B.T.-H. Ltd.

" S " and " C " type variometers. Both
of these are designed for one -hole panel
mounting and to cover the -normal band
of broadcasting wave -lengths. The " C "
type, which retails complete with knob
and pointer at 4s. is of conventional tube
and ball style, but more especially in
respect of connections embodies excep-
tional features. It is a well -made little
instrument, and sound value for money
at the price mentioned above.

The " S " type is of special spherical
design, having a ball rotor and a skele-
ton ' spherical- Stator. The latter consists
of a stiffly self -supported winding to reduce
self -capacity losses, and to enable a closer
separation of winding to be obtained, a
graduated scale is provided with this model.
It retails at 6s. 9d. complete.

We have tested both types and very
satisfactory results were obtained both in
crystal and valve circuits. Adjustments in
both cases were mechanically smooth but
not loose, and positive electrical connections
and contacts maintained throughout'.

We recently received a cabinet from
Messrs. Pickett's Cabinet Works, Bexley
Heath, S.E., which is to be used for a
special receiver we are constructing. It is
one of their Concert " types, finished in
light mahogany, and shows excellent work-
manship throughout.

This type, known more generally as
" American," is rapidly increasing in popu-
larity in this country ; it offers many
advantages besides being handsome in
appearance.

8/6
Postage
3d.extra
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The ," Radiovox " is a revolution in con-
denser design. It has an even scale of
capacity variation throughout the whole
of its range and, owing to the small size
of the electrodes the losses are reduced
to a minimum.
The " Radiovox " Variable Condenser is
a sound, engineer built component-is
entirely enclosed in a strong fibre case
and an ornament to any set.
There are no delicate vanes to get dam-
aged or dusty. The movement is firm
and smooth and the position of the
electrodes eliminates hand capacity effects.
Tuning is exceedingly fine and, although
there is only one knob to turn, vernier
adjustment is obtainable over the whole
scale. The tuning in of distant Stations
is simplified.
The " Radiovox " is Britis, made and is
guaranteed by the makers.

PATENT
APPoSii

Fort,.

001 '0005
6n d 0003 m Fd .

It serves further to demonstrate the superiority
of British components.
The price includes first-class knob and dial. All
orders will be taken in strict rotation and will be
dispatched immediately on receipt of remittance.

RADIOVOX CO.
(9. Dept) 57 CHANCERY LANE.

LONDON, W.C.

S.SS. 4,
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This illustration stews
covering removed and
one laver of the sec-
tional winding:

rriy

THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!
The efficiency of your valve set
depends upon getting the maximum
from each valve.
This is governed by the transformers
you use. The " Supra" low fre-
quency transformer has a ratio of
5 to 1, and is specially designed to
give the utmost amplification without
distortion.
The windings are in insulated layers,
each having six sections, reducing
self -capacity to a minimum.
Thirty-eight laminations of finest
soft iron compose the core.
Those who have marvelled at the
rich, full tone of our "Supratone"
Amplifier, which incorporates two
" Supra " transformers, will agree
that our claims are not exaggerated.
Acknowledged the best
all over the country ; everywhere
that sets are being constructed you
will find the " Microstat " being
installed. Why ? Because it is un-
questionably the finest form of
filament control, giving noiseless
micrometer adjustment from zero
to 100 ohms with any type of valve.
Fitted as standard on our "Supra -
tone " Amplifier. One -hole fixing.

The MICROSTAT - 2/9

126

12, 13, 14, Great Queen St., Kingsway, W.C.2.
Works : LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, and WESTCLIFF.

'Phone: Gerrard 575 and 576. 'Grams: Zywateseng, Westeent.

1111111111111111111O11111111111111111111111111111111111111110' 111111111111161111111111111

ery f
a peorfect Crystal

When you see the distinctive " Hand -and -Crystal " on the carton
(as shown below) your search for full sensitiveness ends.
Eye -straining, temper -ruffling " prodding " in the vain hope of
getting a " better spot " ; breaking into an interesting musical
item because the Crystal has gone dead " ; all this is ended
if you accept the invitation of the " Hand -and -Crystal " and fit
Sylverex Crystal to your Detector
Sylverex Crystal gives silver -toned, perfect rectification, and
is exceptionally efficient in long-distance reception. It is

sensitive all over and right through and carries a definite
money -back guarantee-each Sylverex being exhaustively tested
on actual Broadcast transmission before despatch.

A_RAD0 CRYSTALI

Sold by the Best Radio Dealers.
Produced by SYLVEX, Ltd., 25, Victoria

Street, London, S.W.1.
n-a,adi. 6003. Trade c;1.!,::,

2/-
in airtight
container; with
Special C at s -
whisker and fall
directions.

Ill

If you cannot obtain
Sylverex from your
Radio Dealer, send
P.O. 2'- direct, with
your Dealer's name
and address, and we
send the Crystal by
return post free.
Remember, whether
you buy Sylverex
from your Dealer or
direct you test it at
OUR expense ; if
you are not satisfied
in every way your
money is returned.
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All Editorial Communications to be
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House,

addressed The Editor, POPULAR
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., F.R.S.A.,

F.R.G.S.

Technical Editor:
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

Assistant Technical Editors :
K. D. ROGERS. P. R BIRD.

Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Stall Consultant:
Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Foreign Correspondents :
L. S. LEES, Paris; Dr. ALFRED GRADEN-
WITZ, Berlin ; R. YATES, New York ;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W. PEETERS, Holland.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects-4Pertaiiiinglo
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsi-
bility for manuscripts and photos. Every care will
be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
every article. All contributions to be addressed to
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
REVIEW, The Fleetwas, House,  Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4. All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc., to be addressed -to the Sole Agents, Messrs.,
John H. Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

Technical queries are answered by post at a charge
of 6d. a query, or ls. for three. All queries must be
addressed to the Technical Query Dept., POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
B.C. 4, and must be accompanied by a stamped and
addressed envelope. Copies of the queries sent should

be kept, as the original query cannot be produced in the
answer. Cash should be sent in the form of a postal
order.

The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio world, some of the arrangements and speciali-
ties described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur and trader would be well advised to obtain
permission of the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.
The Editor will be very plehed to recommend

readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who have any inventions
to patent, or who desire advice on patent questions, to
our patent agent. Letters dealing with patent questions,
if sent to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers.

most orI3
sand, Answer

NOVICE (Nottingham). -What is meant by
oscillation interference ?

This is due to the effect', bf excessive reaction In
a valve set in such a way as to cause the valve to
oscillate and energise the aerial. If reaction on the
aerial is used, or if H.F. valves oscillate, a small oscil-

lating current flows up and down the aerial and sends
off ether waves of a wave -length approximating to the
wave -length to which the oscillating set is tuned.
This wave " gets mixed up with " other transmissions

broadcasting transmissions) and upsets them,
producing a beat note as the two waves get in and
out of step, for they will not be of exactly the same
wave -length. This beat note is heard in other
listeners' sets in the form of a high-pitched whistle,
which will drown or interrupt anything else being
received.

S. J. E. (Redhill, Surrey). -My neighbour's
aerial is parallel to my own, and we share the
same mast. When my On -toe -valve set is tuned
to the local station his signals are greatly
increased, apparently by interaction, and he
is unable to tune -out and listen to other
stations. How can this effect be lessened ?

To reduce interaction, the aerials should run at
right angles instead of parallel, and reaction should
not be used on either aerial or secondary circuit.
Where aerials are separated only by a few feet it is
impossible to avoid a certain interaction between
them.

* *

hipoon. (Camden Town, London, N.W.).
-I am unable to erect an outdoor aerial, and
have bleu told that I can use the electric light
mains instead. Would this be an effective
substitute, and is there any danger from shock
in such circumstances ?

The results obtainable with an " aerial " of this
kind can only be ascertained by test.as they are some-
times remarkably good and sometimes very disap-
pointing. There is no danger, providing that one of
the specially constructed connectors of reliable snake
is used, and that the instructions are carefully fol-
lowed.

* *

R. A. E. T. (Witney, Oxon). -What type of
amplifier, L.F. or H.F., should be added to a
crystal set to increase very indistinct signals ?

Generally speaking an L.F. amplifier is added to
Increase the volume of signals being received, but to
add an L.F., signals must be clear and distinct in the
first instance. Thus it would be advisable to add an
H.F. in this case, to amplify the very weak impulses
before they are passed on to the crystal for rectifica-
tion.

(Continued ore page 1218.)

HULLO ! C.Q., WILL DAY CALLING
FOR

WHERE THERE'S A WILL THERE'S A DAY.
T'ANDCO BASKET COILS (100 to 4,500 metres.)

Duplex wound, 25 gauge D.C.C. wire, sewn supports unwaxed, very firm
and strong, recognised as the finest type Coils yet made. Enamelled.
Size 1. 2 in., approximately 150 to 300 metres 5d. each. No. 1. 4d. each

2. 21 in., SP 250 to 400 6d. 2. 5d.
3. 21 in., .,350 to 550 7d. 3. 6d.
4. 3 in., .. 450 to 650 iiid. 4. 7d.
5. 31 in., 600 to 750 10d. 5. 8d.
6. 4 in., ., 700 to 1,000 1/2 6. 9d.
7. 41 in., .. 950 to 1,350 ,, 1/41 7.10d.
8. 5 in., ,. 1,300 to 1,750 1/8 1.-
9. 51 in., 1,700 to 2,600 2/- 9. 1.2i.o . r4 

COIL HOLDERS. 1/6 each D. 1 6
12. 1/8 ,,

The new " Dayzite " Variable Condensers fitted with Aluminium End Plates,
and both sets of Vanes adjustable. '001, 7/9 each ; '0005, 5/8 each ;
*0003, 5;1 each; '0002, 4/7 each; Vernier 3/11 each. Postage 6d. each extra.

IF YOU WOULD SECURE IMMUNITY FROM LEAKAGE IN YOUR
SET HAVE YOUR PANELS CUT TO YOUR SIZE FROM OUR
FAMOUS EBONITE, ORDINARY FINISH, 4/6 PER LB. MATT FINISH,
5/- PER LB. AMERICA EASY ON ONE VALVE.

MAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION. Do not keep
wasting money on crystals of unknown repute.

GET A CRYSTAL THAT HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME.

DAYZITE REGD.
Sold only boxed with Silver Cat's -whisker, 2s. 6d. each, postage 3d.

extra. Makes excellent contact with Zincite for a Perikon Detector.

We had a call from a delighted customer recently who stated he received
2 L 0 at Brussels quite distinctly on a DAYZITE crystal.

Write at once for our new catalogue, post free by mentioning
"Popular Wireless."

WILL DAY, LTD.,
19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE LONDON.W.C.2
'Phone: Regent 4577. .Telegrams: "Titles, Westrand, London."

q
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ltse CLIX!
CUX PROVIDES AN IDEAL POINT FOR SOLDERING

Perfect contact -instantaneously
-everywhere.
The tapered design of CLIX
plugsocket ensures full surface
contact in every one of its count-
less applications.
That's why CLIX, the Electro-
Link with 159 Uses, supersedes all
forms of Plugs, Terminals and
Switches and has standardised
the wiring of all radio circuits.

Retail Prices
CLIX with Locknut 3d.
CLIX Insulators

(6 colours) ld. each
CLIX Bushes

(6 colours) ld. pair

Obtainable from all Wire-
less Dealers 'or direct from
the Patentees and anu-

- :

AUTOVEYORS, LTD
Radio Engineers and Contractors

o4 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1
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The one great essential to perfect
Crystal or Crystal -valve reception is a
really efficient Crystal. A good aerial,
heavy -gauge inductances, low capacity,
good phones-all these help, but the one
vital point is your Crystal. And the finest
Crystal in the world-Neutron--costs you
but ls. 6d.

An indoor Aerial with Neutron equals an
outdoor one with ordinary crystals. Neutron
will even compensate for poor phones or ineffi-
cient coils; but be sure you get Neutron, in the
black and yellow tin-the guaranteed and
concert -tested wonder crystal.

EQT1.13.1n
The World's Greatest Radio Crystal
-Concert Tested and Guaranteed

FIVE PAIRS OF 'PHONES.
I have tried this Crystal

and now I should like to
say I am quite satisfied with
it. It might interest you to
know it is at present in use

on an ordinary crystal set
and works with good strength
five pairs of phones:*

C.H.S., S.W. I.

Sole Distributors : V. Zeit in & Sons, 144, Theobalds
Road, London, W.C.I. 'Phones-Museum 3795 and 6841.

Long-distance Circuit Diagram FREE.
Ask your Dealer for Free Diagram (given on request to
every purchaser of a Neutron) of the circuit used by 5 B T
in receiving Brussels from Chiswick on a Neutron. We send
one direct with sample Neutron if you enclose stamped en-
velope and 116 with Dealer's name.

Stocked by the Best Radio Dealers.
Packed in tin
with silver cats -

whisker. I As ist

on Neutron, in

the Black and
Yellow Tin

s

NEUTRON, Ltd., Sicilian House, Southampton Row,
London, W.C.I 'Phone-Museum 2677

FINER TUNING
The Naylor " Fulstop" Condenser
enables tuning to be carried out with
a wider range of accuracy than has
hitherto been obtained. In addition
to being a square law condenser,
which avoids the overcrowding of
stations at any particular point, the
dial of the " Fulstop " Condenser is
graduated over the complete circum-
ference and geared at two to one in
relation to the moving plates, thereby
giving twice the rotary movement of
any other condenser and enabling
stations to be picked out with the
greatest of ease. Further still, the
abolition of all hand capacity effects
is guaranteed unconditionally by
the makers.

Protected throughout the World.

PRICES -

.001..13/6 '0003..10/3
"I '0005 . .11/3 .0002.. 9/6

Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but
if you have any difficulty write to :

J. H. NAYLOR, LTD., WIGAN.

VARIABLE
CONDENSER
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-HULLO EVERYBODY!!-
All these Goods sent by Post. Foreign Packing and /Post extra. Orders in Rotation.
POST FREE COLUMN

SORBO RUBBER EARCAPS .. pair 1/8
2 -WAY EBONITE COIL STANDS .. 3/6
2 -WAY EBONITE EX-HANDLFq . 4/3
2 -WAY CAM VERNIER COIL STAND .. 5/6
2 -WAY GEARED COIL STAND . 5,11
AERIAL, 7;22 100 is an,, v INSULATORS 3/6
BASKET COIL HOLDERS, EBONITE.. .. 1/6
MURRAY VALVE HOLDERS .. 1/6
EBONITE SOLID ROD HOLDERS 1/3
LEGLESS ANTI -CAP. HOLDERS .. 1/3
GOSWELL DITTO _ 1/9
TWIN SILK MINIATURE FLEX doz. yds. 2/ -
RED AND BLACK TWIN FLEX .. 12 yds. 2/8
EBONITE VARIOMETERS, BALL ROTOR 5/11
PATENT BATTERY LINKS .. .. doz. 1/4
" KENITE " RADIO PANEL 8 x 6 .. 1/6

9 x 6 1/9
10 x 8 .. .. 2/3
12 x 9 .. .. 2/8

(Above fine value. easily worked,)
D.C.C. COIL, 1,600 metres Chelmsford 2/3
72 in. 'PHONE CORDS, bes, qua. . 2/3
DIAMOND WEAVE (5) COILS, AIR SPACED 3/6

(equal 25. 35, 50, 75. 100 honeycomb.)
GOSWELL INSULATED VALVE LEGS, Set 1/3
BRUNET SHROUDED L.F. TRANSFORMER 13/6
MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS, 1. mfd. .. 3/6
DITTO, 2 mfd. .. 4,3 .25 mfd. 3/6
D.C.C. 16 gauge .. . . 1 lb.. 3/6
NEUTRON CRYSTAL AND WHISKER .. 1.6
RATIO MICRO .06 VALVE .. .. 13/11
SIMPLEX LEAD-IN - 1/9
REACTONE T.W. INDUC. COILS 5 for 4/6
DITTO. FOR CHELMSFORD .. .. 2/6
T.C.B. 6, 13, or 30 ohms .. 4/-
T.C.B. POTENTIOMETER, 300 ohms .. 5/-
MYERS UNIVERSAL VALVES .. .. 12/8
MYERS D.E. VALVES .. . 21/ -
PHONES, TELEFUNKEN TYPE (4,000) .. 10/11
N. & K. MODEL (4000) .. 9/11
RAYMOND FIXED CONDENSERS, '01 '02.. 1/9

.001 to 0005, 1/2 ; '002 to '006 1/3
EBONITE PANELS, 6 x 6 and 7 x 5, each .. 1/8

8 x 6 and 9 x 6 .. 2'6 10 x 8 3/6
12 x 9 .. 5/- 12 x 12.. .. 6/ -

(Stock Sizes.)
NEUTRON CRYSTAL SETS .. 10/6 15/ -
COPPER TAPE AERIAL 100 FT... .. .. 3/3
BURNDEPT CRYSTAL DETECTOR .. 5/6
SET OF 7 TWIST DRILLS .. 2/ -
TELEPHONE TERMINALS .. .. doz. 1/9
SLEEVING. 6 yds. .. .. 2/3
1/16 SQUARE BUS -BAR HANK FOR .. 1/-
2 VOLT 40 -AMP HART ACCUMULATOR .. 15/ -
ALLEN VARIABLE GRID LEAK .. 1/9
D.P.D.T. PANEL SWITCHES (nickel) .. 1/9
S.P.D.T. PANEL SWITCHES (nickel) 1/4
BEET WOOD VARIABLE GRID LEAK .. 3/-
BRETWOOD ANODE RESISTANCE 3/-
WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK .. 2/6
WATMEL ANODE RESISTANCE .. 3/ -
SUCCESS SUPER L.F. TRANSFORMER 21/ -
SUPER -STANDARD L.F. TRANSFORMER 16/-
NEUTRODYNE VERNIER (COLVERN) .. 3/6
INDEPENDENT VERNIER (COLVERN) .. 2/6
SHIPTON STRIP RHEOSTAT, 7 ohms .. 3/3
SHIPTON 30 ohms .. 3/3

.. 3/3

.. 4/9

.. 6/6

.. 2/9

.. 6d.

.. 1/4

SHIPTON 60 ohms ..
SHIPTON POTENTIOMETER, 600 ohms
MIC MET DETECTOR ..
MICROMETER ENCLOSED DETECTOR
VALVE TEMPLATES ..
VALVE WINDOWS, 2 for ..
McMICHAEL'S BARREL H.F. TRANS-

FORMERS-
10/ -

1,100,3,000 .. 10/ -
Other sizes stocked.

1V1cMICHAEL'S 100,000 ohms Resistance .. 2/6.

The Only Way to Save Money

CALL AT RAYMONDS.

RAYMOND VARIABLE CONDENSERS
HIGH QUALITY. NEW PRICES.

" DE LUXE" MODEL
AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,

KNOB AND BUSH.

' 001 - 6/11
;0005 - 5/6
' 0003 - 5/-
.8002 - 4%9

POST Od. SET.
UNSURPASSED FOR FINE TUNING.

NEW MODEL
With Knob and dial. to

WITH VERNIER,
' 001 - 8/9
' 0005 - 6/11
. 0003 - 6/9
With EBONITE DIAL and
Two Knobs. Post 6d. Set.

No. 3
CONDENSER

WITH KNOB.
POST 6d. SET.

 001 .. 6/11
' 0005 .. 4/11
'0003 .. 4/6

18, Gosford Road,
Beccles, Suffolk

17th October, 1924.
I received the "Square

Law " Condensers, and
I tried them in my
'reflex" (single valve),

and the results were so
remarkable that I have
given up all thoughts of
building a 3 valve which I
had ordered them for.

Thanking you for your
prompt attention, I shall
be pleased to recommend
you to nay friends.

(Signed) P. BOLTON.

NEW MODEL
SQUARE LAW

With Vernier.
With Knob and Dial.

Aluminium Ends. Ebonite Ends.
'0003 8/6 - - 10/ -
*0005 8/11 - 1.0/6

Post 6d. Set.

TWIN CONDENSER
SQUARE LAW

EBONITE ENDS
'00025 - 12/6
.0003 - 12/6
0005 - 18/11
TWIN (Ordinary)

Equal units of .00025 or .0003 9/ -
Complete with Knob and Dial.

Post 6d. Set.

LONDON'S LARGEST Stockist of

JACKSON BROS.'
"J. B. "

Variable Condensers, Complete
with Knob and Dial.

SQUARE LAW STANDARD I

i.01 .. 9/3 .001 .. .. 8/6
(005 0005 7/-
0003 .. .. 6/9 .0003 .. 5/9
0002 .. 5/6 0002.. .. .. 6/ -

sizes as advertised by " J.B. " Post 4d.

ACCUMULATORS
FOR CALLERS ONLY

at present.
See Callers' List.

Formo,
open 12/6

47
Bucks

Powquip "
12/6

Manchester
"Powquip," Ormond

15/8 14/6

Shrouded
Powquip,'

18/-

Standard
Powquip,'

14/6

GOSWELL
ENGINEERING

Patent Valve Holder 1/6
Goswell 2 -way Ver-

nier Coil Holder .. 0/-
3 -way Coil Holder .. 7;6
2 -way Panel Mounting 3/-
3 -way Panel .. 5/-
Goswell 3 -way Cam

Vernier .. .. 12/6

LISSEN
Variable Grid Leak.. 2/6
Anode Resistance .. 2/6
Lissen Minor .. .. 3/6
Lissenstat.. 7/6
Do. Universal .. 10/6
2 -way Switch .. 2/9
Series Parallel .. 3/9
T1 Transformers .. 30/-
T2, 25/- ;, T3, 16/6 ;
Coils : 25, 4!10, 30. 35,
40 4/10, 50 5/-. 60 5/4. 75
5/4, 100 6/9.
5 point switch .. 4/-
Lissen choke.. .. 101 -
Aux. Res. .. 113

DUBILIER
.001, 002, .003, .004,

005.006, Fixed .. 3/-
.0001, '0002, .0003,

0004,0005 .. 2/6
Type 577, .01 7/6
Grid Leaks, each .. 2/6
Anode Resistance
50,000, 70,000. 80,000
100,000, on stand

complete .. 5/6

ALL VALVES ONPOST SENT AT
PURCHASER'S RISK.

VALVES
THORPE K4 (5-1)1/1) 17/6
PHILLIPS 4 ELEC-

TRODE .. 12/6
(Both for UNIDYNE.)

BRIGHT EMITTER
12/6 each

B.T.H. .. R. Type
Ediswan A.R. ,.
Marconi-Osram

R. or R 5 V 
Mullard-Ora
Cossor P.1 
Cossor P.2 .

Mallard H.F. (Red Ring)
Mullard L.F. (Green Ring)

DULL EMITTER
21/- each Type

B.I.H. B.3
Ediswan A.R.D.E.
Marconi-Osram D.E.R.

25/- each Type

Ediswan A.R.0.6
Marconi-Osram D.E.3
Mallard .. D.F.Ora

DULL EMITTER POWER VALVES
For use with A.R.D.E and

D.E.R. Valves.
Marconi-Osram, Type

D.E.6,2-2.5 volt. .25
amps. 25/ -

DULL EMITTER POWER VALVES
For use with '06 Valves:

B.T.H. Type B.6 .. 35'-
Marconi-Osram

Type D.E.4 30/-
Multard,Type D.F.A.2 30/ -

POWER VALVES
For use with Bright Emitters
B.T.H., .. B.4 35/-
Marconi-

Osram D.E.5 35/ -
Mallard ..D.F.A.1 35/ -

Phillips' " R " 6/11
French " R " 6/11
'06 Valves 12i6 & 13/11
Dutch " R " 5/11
Metal *03 15/11

Post 6d. each,

HEADPHONES
We can recommend
these as being excel-
lent Headphones, with
a great reputation.
B.T.H. 4,000 ohm.) .. 25 -
G.R.C. 4,000 ohms.. 20/-
BRANDES 4,000 ohms
(Matched Tone) .. 25/ -
BROWN'S 4,000 ohms
(featherweight) .. 25/ -
STERLING 4,000
ohms .. W-

ALL POST FREE.

Genuine
DR. NESPER
HEADPHONES

Adjustable diaphragm,
detachable receivers,
double leather -covered
head -springs, long flexible
cords, nickel plated
parts. Very comfortable
fitting to the head.

LOOK FOR THE TRADE
MARK.

4,000 ohms, . .. 13/3
Post 6d. pair.

Genuine
Naria 1.-K / !ft

No.3, Latest Model A. /
New 3 -pole Laminated
Magnets, which ensure an
even magnetic mill and
still greater volum3. Wind-
ings well insutatel Large
size earpieces and leather
headbands of standard
" N & K " comfortable
design. Technically, "N
& K " Headphones repre-
sent the last wird in

Wireless Recep:ion.

IMPOSSIBLE TO EQUAL
FOR CRYSTAL SETS.

.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L

RIGHT OPPOSITE g.

DALY'Sg
GALLERY DOOR

-.4....ii1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111hT"

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepteu on post orders unless cheques ana posta, oraers
are crossed and made oayable to the firm. Moneys sent must be renistered

HOURS
E OF BUSINESS

DAILY - 9 to 7.45 5=--=
L=. SUNDAY - 10 to 1 :=-

;i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

'Phone: GERRARD 4637.
4111111ML
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HULLO EVERYBODY!
IMPORTANT NOTICE.

TRADE COUNTER OPEN
will oblige you with any
lines in stock, less 2O0
cn Proprietary articles.
NO POST ORDERS TRADE.

Schools allowed 3J- in the £
on proprietary articles only
NO POST 0 tDERS for these.

PANELS DRILLED FREE WITH
ORDERS OVER 2) -.

PANELS DRILLED and ENGRAVED
FREE WITH ORDERS OVER £5.

West End stockist of bdis.n
Bell, lgranic, Gosw Al (qua ity),
Polar, Jackson Bros. (J B.).
Marconi, Cossor, Dullard,
Ediswan Valves, Sterling, B.T.II.,
McMichael's, Lissen,

goods.

CRYSTAL SETS
Wonderful little set extra. Fitted
for Chelmsford. Complete with crystal.

Post free 101 -
RE -ECHO (genuine) SUPER SET.
Sloping cabinet, extra Chelmsford

fitting.
Post free 17,11

L.F. TRANSFORMERS
Eureka Concert Grand .. .. 33 -
tad Stage .. .. 22 6
Igranic New Model .. .. 21; -
General Radio 83 .. 15. -

Also see illustrations.

LOUD SPEAKERS
Postage 1/- net.

Dr. Nesper
Sterling " Baby "
C.A.V. Tomtit ..
Amplion " Junicr "
" Ultra "

21'-
55/-
30i-
27/6
276

B AUNET 'PHONES
Latest Model now Ready.

(Nat the one with green cords).
Blutifully made. Very Comfy.

Per pair 16/6.
Postage 65. per pair.

PARTS F iR
2 -VALVE UNIDYNE
2 Thorpe K 4 Valves, terminals, 2
microstats, 1 var. grid leak, S P D T
Switch, -0005 var. Condenser with
vernier. Cam vernier 2 -way stand,
2 5 -pin valve holders, 2 fixed Con-
densers, G R C Transformer, tinned
copper wire nuts, screws, etc. The
lot for £3:15:0

Carriage paid. All best quality.

POLAR
-001 var. Condenser .. .. 10 6
-005 .. 10'6
-0003 , - .. 10:6
Cam Vernier' 2-way Coil Bolder 11/ -

STERLING SQUARE L A W
with Vernier.

001
0005

00025
.. 25 6
.. 236

CALLERS ! NO
HOEPSOES

POST
COLUMNSFROM AYMO UE

Warning! Note name RAYMOND on shops. You will not be able to
buy these goods otherwise. Nearest Tube Leicester Square. This address
is at the back of Daly's Theatre. Open Weekdays 9 to 8, Saturdays

to 8.45, Sundays 10 to 1.
SUNDRIES

Lead-in tubes :62., 7d., 8d.
Valve Pins and Nuts 2a ld.
Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a ld.
Nickel Terminals 2d.
Nickel Contact Studs

2 for lid.
Nickel Switch Arm 1/ -

(one -bole fixing)
Voltmeter 4/6
Gamages Permanite 1/ -
Condenser Brushes 6d.

RAYMOND FIXED
CONDENSERS.

001.0001 to 0005 102.
002, 003. 001 1/-
006, 1/3 ; -011/9 :

ACCUMULATORS
No Post Order at present
2 v. 40 amps. .. 9/6
4 v. 40 amps. .. 16/6
4 v. 60 amps. .. 18/6
4 v. SO amps. .. 23/6
6 v. 60 amps. .. 27/6
6 v. 84) amps. .. 33,'-
8 v. 105 amps. .. 38/6
Hart's Stocked. All High

Quality.

Microstat 216
Switch Arms 8d. to I/ -
Flex (Red and

Black) per yd. 3d.
Shellac .. 5d.
Shorting Plug and

Socket .. 4(d.
Contact Studs 4 for lid.
Nickel ditto 2 for lid.
Nickel Switch arm 1/-
Sorbo Ear Caps pair 1/4
Tumbler Switches 1/4

'Phone Cords 6 ft. 1 /-. 1/3
Nugraving Sid
Empire Tape 2 yds. 12.
Allen Var. Grid Leak 1/3
Best Sleeving 3 yds. 102.
Rubber Lead-in 10 yds. 1/ -
Thick ditto., Id., 22_ & 3d.
Aerial, 7/22 100 ft. 11101
Ditto. Extra Heavy

100 ft. 2)3
Anti Cap. Handles 8d.
Tumbler Switches 1/ -

NOTE I
Our Wonderful Micro-
meter Adjustment Glass -
enclosed Detector 1/9Why pay [mare

5 Waxless Coils
200/2000 1/3

5 equal 25 to 100.. 1;8
5 ditto, Extra Air

Space . 2/-
6 waxed 20013600 1/8
7 waxed 150/3600 1/11
Chelmsford D.C.C.

1,-. 1/3. 2/8
Basket Holders 9d. 1/- 1/3
Switch Arm U.

Studs,12 Nuts,
i2 Washers.

Lot 1 Oid.

VERY SPECIAL OFFER,
Crystal Set fitted for
Chelmsford .. .. 7 11
RE ECHO set, worth 25,-,
for .. 15 -

SPECIAL. To callers
only. To eustomirs pur-
chasing 20'- worth of
our own roods we supply
a first-class pair of 4,000
ohm 'phones for 5/ -
as an advertisement only.
REACTONE COILS

STOCKED,
For Chelmsford .. 2'6 set

Broadcasting 4 6 set

HONEYCOMB COILS.
No dead ends.

High-class make.
25 .. 4 - 200 .. 7/-
35 .. 4 - 250 .. 7'3
50 .. 4'2 300 .. 7/4
75 .. 4'5 400 .. 8/3
100.. 5.8 500 .. 8,6
150 .. 6;4

Legless valve holders
ANTI CAP valve

holder .. .. 1/-
2 mfd. Mansbridge 3/9
1 mid. Mansbridge 8/3
'25 Mansbridge .. 2/11
Celvern Vernier .. 2;6
Neutrodyne ditto .. 3'6

Radio panels " KENITE "
(stand 5,000 volts), 6 x 6,
9d. ; 7 x 5, 9d. ; 8 a 6,
10d.; 9 x 6 11- ; 10 a 8,
1/-; 12 x 9 2/-' ; 12x12,
2/3. Above 3/16 in. thick.
1 -in. also stocked.
Legless Valve Holder 1/ -
Solid Rod Ditto. .. 1/ -
Under Panel Ditto. 1/6
Ebonite Dials .. 82.. 1/ -
Valve Templates 22. 9d.
Adhesive Tape Roll tid.
Copper Foil per foot 218.
1 in. Fibre Strip 3 ft. 2d.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d.
Ditto Staples 5 a Id.

Twin Flex 4 yds. 6[1.
Twin Silk Small 6 yds. 6d.
D.C.C. Bell Wire

10 yds. 5d.
Knobs, 2 B.A. 2d. 35. 4d.
Small Knobs 6 B.A. 3d.
Small Knobs 4 B.A. 3d.
Wander Plugs pair 3d.
Egg Insulators each Id.
Tape Aerial 100 ft. 2/ -
Valve Windows 42. to 9d.
Mica

RAYMOND
CRYSTAL SETS

7/11 9/11 12/11
2 B.A. rod per ft. 21d.
4 B.A. Rod per ft. 2d.
Basket Holders .. Sid.
Also at 10d., 1/-., 1/3, 116
2 -way Coil Stands 1/11
3 -way ditto .. 316
2 -way with es

handles 2/11

2 -WAY COIL STANDS 1/3,1/9
VARIOMETERS 1/-. 1/3
DUTCH VALVES .. 4/3
LARGE DETECTORa 11d.
5 WAXLESS COILS.. 1/3
Do. EXTRA AIR SPACE 1/8
'PHONES 4,000 OHMS 6111
N. & PATT. 4,000

OHMS .. 8/11
VARIABLE GRID LEAKS 1/7
VALVES FOR UNIDYNE 12/-
5 -PIN Ditto. .. 13/11
PORCELAIN D.P.D.T. 1/4
Ditto. S.P.D.T. 11d.
L.F. TRANSFORMERS 8:11
SPECIAL BASKET

HOLDERS Sid.
Ditto. for Chelmsford Coils 9d.
SINGLE COIL formers

with spokes .. Sid.
BRUNET 4,000 ohms,

NEWEST MODEL.. 15/6
ACCUMULATOR

CARRIERS .. 2;3
FLUSH PANEL sockets

complete.. .. 4 for 52.
EBONITE BUSHES 12.

dozen 102.
C.W. BATTERY LINKS

2 for lid.
" LEDION " sets of 5

COILS .. 1/8 and 2:6
GEARED 2 -WAY COIL

STAND ..
CAM VERNIER ditto..
CLIMAX U.P. VALVE

HOLDERS
RHEOSTAT for D.E. or

R. VALVES ..
2 -WAY COIL STAND,

ex handles ..
Ditto nickel fittings ..
Half opal and ebonite

enclosed DETECTOR,
worth 2, -. My price.. 1/ -
TAPPED COILS for

CHELMSFORD .. 1/6
Ditto for Broadcasting 1/ -
GRID LEAK CLIPS.. pr. id.
Valves : PHILLIPS "It'

type.. .. 6/11
Valves: FRENCH

METAL " R "
Valves : DUTCH .06

(good) .. .

Valves : DUTCI DE-
TECTORS .. 4 3 and 4/9

Valves : DUTCH " R "
TYPE .. _ 4/11

Valves: FRENCH
METAL .06 .. 12/11

Valves : RADIO
MICRO .06 12/11

VARIOMETERS.
Finest Value in London. 1/4,
1/6, 2/3. JUST TRY THEM.
WEDGE -SHAPE COIL PLUGS

Extra value 712. and 8(d.
EDISON BELL ditto lid.
Fine little RHEOSTAT,

1 H.F. . 1'-
H.F. TRANSFORMERS,

B.B.C. .. 2 6
Red and Black TWIN

FLEX .. .. 6 yds. 102,
This is fire shop for BARGAINS
See the name RAYMOND.

SUNDRIES
Terminals oompiete-
Brass Pillar Id. lid.
W.O. or 'Phone Id. lid.
Fancy Patterns Id. 11d.
Extra large . 2d. 31.
Valve Sockets 2 for lid.
Machine cut Screws
Stocked (Best).
Pulleys .. 4id.
4 Tans and Wrench 2/11
Screwdrivers .. 62.

D.C.C. Wire, per jib. -
13 g. .. 92. 20 g... 93.
22 g. 104. 24 g... 1/-
26 g. 1/1 28 g... 1[3
30 g. 1,43 Etc.. etc.

H.T. BATTERIES
60 v. 7/0
30 v. . 4/6
60 B.B.C. _ 8 11
36 B.B.C. .. 6/6
9v. B.B.C. 2/6
15 (D.E.) . 1/9
Ditto 2/- to 3/ -

D.P.D.T. SWITCHES.
Mut Panel .L.
On China Base .. 1, 4
On Ebonite Base 1.11 2/6

S.P.D.T. SWITCHES.
Miniature Panel .. 10.1d.
On China Base .. 11d.
On Ebonite 1/3 to 1/3
Murray Vales Holier 1/3
Spring Washers 4 a 12
Coil Plug on Bade 10d.

De Luxe Crystal Set 7/11
4 Whiskers, 1 -Gold 2d.
Coil Plugs (ebonite) 68.
Ditto 91.
Shaped .. 8)4. 1/-
5 ohm Rheostat .. 1/ -
Various 1/3, 1/6, 1/9, 1/11
With Dial 1/11
Ormond .. 119
'Phone Connector Id.
Nuts 2, 4, 6 B.A. doz. 2d.
Washers ..12 a Id.

CIOC.
7 x 5 9 x 4 12 x
8 x 6 10 x 8. 12 x12

u
RAYMOND GOODS

EBONITE

STOCK

SIZES

316 in.

fix 6 ., 1/4
7 x 5 1/4
8 x 6 .. 1/10
9x 6 2/-

10 x 8 3/-
12 X 6 3/-
12x9 4/3
12 x 12 5/6
14 x 10 5/6

Cut to size WE STOCKt..th.

12. el. in. EBONITE.

:9111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E:

RIGHT OPPOSITE P_

DALY'S--; 27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2GALLERY DOOR t:

K. RAYMOND
No responsibility accepteu on post orders untess cheques and costa. orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Voneys sent must be registere

5/3
416

1/3

2/2

1/11
219

6/6

11/ -

_iIIIIIIIilll Ill l 11111111 II 111111111111111111111:

HOURS
ET-- OF BUSINESS
L2 DAILY . 9 to 7.45

SUNDAY . 10 to 1
Fal11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

'Phone. GERRARD 4637
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THE BIG THREE
Make Wireless Worth While !
RADIO -PLAN No. 1. Two Shillings.

EVENINC TRIPS TO AMERICA
BY THE "P.P.V.2" ROUTE.

This Radio -Plan tells you how to build the most
simple, powerful and successful long range set in
the world A Two Valve Wonder. Works loud-
speaker or carries 20 pairs of headphones within
30 miles. Receives all B B.C., European and

Continental Stations and
AMERICA EVERY NIGHT.

RADIO -PLAN No. 2. Two Shillings.
YOUR OWN WIRELESS ORCHESTRA!

A Band in Your Home
This Radio -Plan explains the building of the

Big Super Set THE "P.P.V.4"
Gigantic Volume of Perfect Melody. No Distortion.

No Blare. No Rattle.
The ".P.P.V.4" is the " last word " in wireless.
Receives all European Stations on loud speaker and
at least one American programme at fair loud speaker
strength One, two, three or four valves can be used
at will. Just a few very simple parts. No com-
plicated wiring. Quite easy for any amateur to build.

No Crystal. No H.F. Nothing to Puzzle.
The " P.P.V.4" is the Queen of all Circuits.

RADIO -PLAN No.3. Two Shillings.
AMERICA ON ONE VALVE I

This Radio -Plan details the easy construction of
" P.P.V.1" the simple super circuit and the
"T.C.1" the most simple and powerful regenera-

tive circuit ever to have been designed.
With either you can tune in all European and one
American programme nearly every night. Both are
as powerful as most two valve circuits Both require
only a few parts costing a few shillings One
variable and a few fixed condensers, wired in a

certain way. Result-miracles.
Either or all of the above sent direct by return post

on receipt of remittance.

The Big Three-Make Wireless Worth While.

PRESS EXCLUSIVES (g;;;;?:::,)
2, Wine Office Court, Fleet St., London, E.C,4

INVENTIONS
PATENTED. Trade Marks and Designs Registered.

particulars and consultations free.BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,
9, Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Established 1840. Telephone: Chancery 7547.

ACCUMULATORS.
C.A.V., Fullers, etc. Guaranteed brand new and per
sect, out slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage

both ways if returned within 7 days.
.2v -40a ... ... 6/6 4v -100a ...
Pe -60a 11.6 6v -40S
4v -40a ... 17.1 -6v -60a
4v -60a 2119 6v -80a

14c -80a 27/6 6v -100aLine: -
2v -100a (Actual) C.A.V. 27/6

32/6
257-32/6
401-
46/.

MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2

-AERIAL' MASTS, TUBULAR,
In four sections, complete with pulley and straining
eyes, 30 ft., 17/6; 40 ft., 25/-; carr. forward.

STANLEY & CO.,
93, Railway Arches, Dalling Rd., Hammersmith, W.

ARE YOU STILL USING CRYSTALS ?
If so, discard them and useSHEEN

and notice the Improved reception.
Price 1/6. Special Whisker 6d.

Every piece Tested and Guaranteed.
If your dealer is usable to supply, aend P.O.
together -with his name and address and we will
send to you post free.
THE GROVEDALE Co., 1, Grovedale Road, Holloway,N.19

PHONE REPAIR SERVICE
ALL MARES of Ex -Army 'Phones rewound.4.000 ohms, 5/-, per pair; 8,000 ohms, 1/6
extra. Rentagnetisng and adjusting, 2/- postage,
6d. Transformers rewound any ratio, from 5/..
The H.R.P 46, St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10.

EBONITE
Sheet, rod, and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and
cut to any required size while you wait or sent by
post on receipt of cash.
We can turn anything in Ebonite.
BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, Ltd..
91/92, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1.

'Phone : Holborn 50.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 1214.)

D. C. (Glasgow), 0. L. A. (London, W.),
and several others ask us to reproduce the 
theoretical diagram which should have accom-
panied Mr. Marcus's article on a Unidyne
Neutrodyne Reflex circuit in "P.W.," No. 135.

The diagram is appended.' It will be noted that
no values are given for the aerial, anode; or Neutro-
dyne condensers. These should be of -0005, .0003,

0003

00
2

I

 000s

1,450

450

source of considerable interference to neighbourin,
sets when it is used on a frame aerial, so you must
use the utmost care in handling it.

* *

" NOVICE " (Chadwell Heath).-How can I
tell when my set (one -valve) is oscillating ?
I can get 2 L 0 very well but cannot tune in
other stations, or cut out whistling noises
when I turn the condenser knob.

You should first of all move your reaction coil as
far apart from the aerial coil as it will go, and tune
the condenser until signals are at a maximum. You
are now tuned in without reaction, and speech should
be perfectly clear but not very strong. To strengthen,

move reaction coil a little
towards aerial coil, and re -

0b ill C .0.

THEORE77CAL INAGRAM.

and '0000 mfd. respectively. Special condensers
f or' Neut odyne purposes are now being manu-
factured. The ordinary " vernier " is not suitable
unless its plates are very considerably reduced in
size.

J. H. RI(Sheerness),-In " Radiotorial " of
" P. W. " 134 (December 20th), the description
of the wiring of the three -valve reflex set-
in reply to Three -Valve -Reflex " (Twicken-
ham)-does not appear to agree with the
original description. When Captain Twelve -
trees described the connections in " P.W. "
94 (March 15th), he stated': " The Q.P.
terminals of both transformers are now joined
direct ; from H.T. terminal a lead is taken
direct to I.P. of No. 2 transformer," etc.
Was the first description right ? In my own
case the results obtained by  altering the
transformer connections as per '` P.W." 134
are well worth the trouble involved.

The apparent discrepancy Is due to the fact that
It is not possible to describe the correct connections
for I.P. and O.P.'(or for I.S. and 0.S.) to cover all
conditions Of working. Every constructor must
decide for himself which is the best way round
to connect the primary of his L.F. transformer.
This applies to every set employing this component,
but is especially noticeable in reflex sets.

If the I.P. and O.P. connections have never been
reversed it is always advisable to try them in both
ways. It often makes little or no difference to the
results, but occasionally signals are greatly strength-
ened, and there is often less distortion after reversal.

* * *

" SHORT WAVE " (Hertfordshire).-I am
building a Super Heterodyne receiver with
six valves, but wish to use this for both
ordinary wave -lengths -200-500 metres- and
for short waves of 50 upwards. Will this
mean that I have to alter all the components,
the intervalve transformers as well as the
aerial 'tuner ?

No, as long as the aerial tuner is arranged so that
the first detector picks up the required signals, and
the oscillator is tuned to heterodyne this incoming
energy so that the " beat " produced Is of the required
frequency-usually corresponding to wave -lengths
between 3,000 and 10,000 metres-nothing else need
be changed. The intervalve H.F. transformers
remain the same, all you have to alter are the aerial
tuning, reaction coil, and oscillator coils, so that the
correct heat frequency is produced. Once the inter -
valve H.F. transformers have been set they need, not
be touched unless something goes wrong with the
set or the adjustments are altered by mistake. These
transfOrmers have to be tuned fairly accurately, of
course, or the signal strength suffers considerably.
Needless to mention, perhaps, is the fact that the
super heterodyne is usually a very powerful oscillator,
and as such should not be used coupled to an outdoor
aerial on broadcast wave -lengths during broad-
casting. As a matter of fact, the receiver can be a

tune slightly if necessary.
All controls must be moved
slowly and carefully, and
the adjustments noted when
the signals begin to
strengthen.

If you move reaction too
near to aerial coil you will
oscillate, and interfere with
all listeners in your area, so
great care is necessary.

To tell when the sat is on
the edge of oscillation, and
to keep it so on the different
wave -lengths without actu-
ally slipping over into oscil-
lation, is the whole art of
tuning, and requires some
practice and great care. At
first, therefore, you should
not attempt this during
broadcasting hours. Tune
into the higher wave -lengths,
and listen to shipping, or to

-se G.N.F., on about 600 metres,
and notice the effect of re-

action upon signals from spark stations. Some
of these have high musical notes (like a flute),
and you will find this can be greatly strengthened
up to a point without altering its tone. As soon as
reaction is pushed too far the note becomes hoarse
and raucous, sounding, in fact, like a totally different
station, until reaction is loosened again. Notice
carefully how this change is accompanied by a soft,
rushing sound as the valve commences to oscillate,
or by a kind of click or plop in the 'phones.

Try the effect of tapping a moistened finger on the
aerial terminal of the set when it is nearing oscillation
point, and notice how loud and sharp the clicks grow
suddenly when too much reaction is used.

The whole operation must be carried out very
carefully, as every lime the set oscillates it becomes
a small transmitter, sending out a- carrier wave
which Can cause interference. ,-

You would do well to write to the B.B.C., 2, Savoy
111.11;.W.C.2, asking for their leaflet, " Anti -Oscilla-
tion," which will be forwarded free of charge. Copies
may also be obtained from the nearest Radio Society,
by joining which you could probably get practical
lessons inliandling sets; which are naturally of greater
value than a mere description.

You will 'find in general that too much reaction
invariably spoils your own reception (by distorting
speech, etc.), as well as causing interference to all
neighbours, so there is absolutely no advantage in
keeping the coils too closely coupled or the filament
and H.T. voltage too high.

Our Query Department.
Lt. In future a charge of Sixpence per Quer, will 7.
E be made for answering all technical questions
= submitted to the Technical Staff of 'POPULAR E
 WIRELESS. A group of three queries W.11 be
F- answered for One Shilling. Foga! Orders must E.--
= be enclosed with all queries and a stamped

addressed envelope in addition,
THIS NEW ARRANGEMENT IS :7 -

Fr: NOW IN FORCE,
E Since the inception of POPULAR W:RE-
F. LESS, readers have had all their problems
= settled for them free of charge, but with the --=-2

E great increase in the circulation and the corre-
 spending increase in the number of queries sent .5
S in, the task of dealing with the latter has be. Li
a: come gigantic. A large Technical Staff is now

employed answering queries, and it is with the -=-=

= object of relieving the pressure on them that E
 we have decided to make the small charges a-7
E4 mentioned.

Readers of POPULAR WIRELESS know that
 the Editor and Staff of this journal have always
 had, and always will have, their best interests a -
S. at heart.
T7i11101101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111110
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BLAND'S BIG BARGAINS
Please Send Ample
Sebphone 2 -Valve Portable Set (complete) -

Sebphone Super Crystal Set (for Chelmsford
or other stations)

Sebphone Double Headphones
(We want offers for 100 lots.)

Telefunken Adjustable 'Phones
Radio Micro Valve '06
F.T.H. Valve '06
Phillips' Valve

(No more to be had after this delivery.)
Dr. Nesper Loud Speaker
Ultra Loud Speaker
Cuckoo Loud Speaker
Electric Soldering Iron

All Voltages (guaranteed one year.)
F.A.R. Transformer (French)
Sebphone Variometer
Raestat Filament Resistance (for D. E. or Bright

Valve)
Chaseway Battery Charger (Direct Current) -

Job Line Wireless Pliers
2 -Coil Holder (Panel Mounting)
60 -Volt Battery Box
40 -ft. Steel Mast

Trade supp sect

Postage
15 15 0

1 515 0
1 1

12 6
18 6

8 6
1 5

71 17 6
1 0 0

15 0
2 0
2 6

1 5
1
3 3
6

1 12 0
Postage Extra

S. E. BLAND, A.C.G.I., B.Sc.,
Wireless and Electrical Engineer,

82a & 97, Queeh Street, LONDON, E.C.4.
Phone : Central 8 5 2 1.

FILAMENT 540115

1'5 to 2.

FILAMENT
GOIlEta

2.5 amps,

2o1'
of all principalt
dealers

or post
free direct,

LATEST RECEIVIN.C,
Radiax designs cover a series of most
up-to-date Sets, which, without undue
complication, include many refine-
ments rarely included in any one set.
Series, parallel condensers, valve
switches, filament switches, fine tuning
devices, etc., make Radiax suitable for
long or shoat waves. In fact, they are
Universal. You may BUILD YOUR-
SELF or BUY COMPLETE..
No. 61. 2 -VALVE REGENERATIVE.
A really wonderful Set, simple to
handle, but sharply tuned, it will give
good Lent Speaker results up to about
20/25 miles, and will also pick up most
British and Continental Stations.
Including pair of With: Valves, Bat -
Broadcast coils teries &Accessories,
£9, 15iA. including a first -

(Supplied as factory class make of Loud
completed set only.) Speaker gZ 10

THE UNIVERS

RADIAX

SETS

AL SERIES
These are real "distant " sets with
one High -Frequency Amplifier,
and whether you buy complete or
build up yourself from our con-
structors set, it is an outfit you
will be proud to possess.

Factory
Construe- Com-
tors Set pitted k

Tested
s. d. s. d.

No. 24. 2 -Valve 4 15 0 6 12
,, 26.3 7 5 0 10 17 6 28.4 9 15 0 15 00

30.4 9 7 6 15 0 0
*No. !28 has double circuit aerial
tuning with 3 coil holder. All
above sets subject 12/6 per Valve
Marconi Royalty.

LIMITED
10, RADIO HOUSE, PERCY STREET,
TOTTENHAM COURT RD., LONDON, W.I.

3 minutes Tottenham Court Road and Goodgc Street Tube
Stations.

WE SATISFY YOU
Barclays 598

THERE IS MORE IN IT
THAN MEETS THE EYE
If you could see the filament of the average
dull -emitter under a powerful microscope
you would perhaps be surprised to find that
the all-important thorium " coating " takes
the form of a deposit of globules. The
filament is not covered.
An examination of a "Six Sixty" filament
would, however, reveal to you a very different
state of atlairs. The filament is manufactured
from Molybdenum, a metal which takes a
complete thorium coat. That is one of the
secrets of the " Six Sixty."

It ensures a much greater electron
emission which gives volume approxi-
mately 50% venter than a standard
bright -emitter and, bear in mind, that
with the "Six Sixty" an accumulator
charge lasts over 10 times as long.

If you cannot get the" Sir Sixty"
at your dealers write dire -t to us.

E ElfRON
179,7zEHNOTuss,ET.

co .
cui. LONDON W.I.

7e/ephone RespeAt 5336

MICROMETER FILAMEN1 DIMMER
0-3 ohms 316 Jima 0-20o5o,
0-10 elm 319 0-30c1m 4,3

PATENTS X APPLIED FOR

~CENTRE
FIXING

SPARE CARTRIDGES
0.5.h., 1, 0.10,hr, 53 1 0 20ohtm It 0-3006,11

YOUR

BEST
,..;<----.....% YOUR

et,

e aphid

(11

LOOK!

YOU MUST

HAVE THESE
IF YOU
WANT THE

FROM

SET. BARRIER' LOW
VALVE HOLDER. 1!3 each

CAPACITY

" P.1V." says. 15/11 / 24: !' It is entirely
original, highly successful, and in all cases con-stant. Enterprise people hare introduced a
really good arid Leak. We hoer tested these
ingenious Enterprise products and can see -

Variable Grid Leak: 2-5 meg. tainly'recommend their use for Unidyne
5-10 4/-. Variable and ordinary circuits.-

-Anode Resistance: 25/50,000 If your Dealer cannot supply, mention his nameohms. 3/6; 50 / 100,000 ohms,
4/- 70/140,000 ohms 4 /6. and address, 'when roe mill send POST FREE
Variable. Loud Speaker Modulator : ENTERPRISE AIPG. CO., LTD.,
100/ 250.000 0 h m s 51.; 11, GRAPE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.100/500,000 ohms, 5/6.

eCRYSTAL
A high-grade crystal of Special
Selectivity contained in dust

tight metal box with
glass top. A well -made
non - corrosive spear -
point cat's -whisker is
included in each box. PRICE

It is so sensitive that a blind man can use it.
in Box Its

WVAIICHAEL111-Kr1-1_ 'ILTD
N CONJUNCTION W TH B .HESKETH LTO

RADIO CORNER, 179 STRAND,LONDON W.C.2.
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CIDINEismiekiscoNsTRRIORS

.zar7ravirar/
1)IcKETTSAWS

fromea694
.744 fcioc

CABINETS

:ware hst.nee -
WHITS' CABINET WORKS
BEXLEYMEATH.S.E.

-nli.21/2..1143R TOP CONIMNSFR

Send for Constructor's List (RM.) FREE.

HEADPHONE REPAIRS

1

Rewound, ' remagnetised and readjusted. Lowest
prices quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivery three
days.-THE VARLET MAGNET CO., London,
S.E.113. 'Phone 888-9 Woolwich. Est. 26 years.

GUARANTEED 'PHONES.
' A FEW OF " OUR " PRICES.

Genuine Telelunken (the World's best) - 17!-
P, Dr. Nesper's (adjustable) - - 12/6

Ericsson's (Continental No. so) - 11/ -
Post Free,

Price List of other brands on application.
We save you money on all 'Phones.

RUST & CO., Reavill's Yard, Foreman Street.
NOTTINGHAM.

Paris and other Stations-
.

Clearly heard on Loud Speaker near London using
the " MIRACLE " MASTER 2 -Valve Set. £3-12-6,
plus Royalties. 1, 2, 3, and 4 Valves. Trade,sup-plied. Send Stamp for particulars.

World's Wireless Stores, Wallington.

-AMERICA ON 12/6 '07's-
TESTIMONY Noon de plume, Salisbury.
" Using bright emitter valves I had been able to
receive America (WGY. %DEA, WHZ, and two or
three others) nightly, and was quite willing to pass
your Pliotron S.S. as satisfactory if it would only
pick up the carrier waves of these stations. I was
extremely pleased to find that if anything there
was an increase in signal strength front these
stations. I shall most certainly recommend this
valve to my friends as the best obtainable, nomatter what the price." Unsolicited testi-
monial, original may be inspected. -

Fil. volts 2.3, max. con.  07; anode 40-80, Concert
tested and sent with instructions for use, post free
on 24 HOURS' APPROVAL.
P.W. 1TNIDYNE D.E.'s.- Phillips 4 Electrode
Dull Emitter so creditably mentioned in the Nov.
22nd issue of " Popular Wireless," page 714.
Phillips 4 Electrode D.E. 1.8 volt, 16 amp. 25/-
Phillips 4 Electrode Bright Emitter 12/6
(See Correspondence Columns P.W., Dec. 13th, p. 954)
Thorpe K4 Bright Emitter (5 pin) -. 17/6
Concert tested, post free, 24 hours' approval.
N.11.-We now insure valves against all postal
damage at customers' request on extra remit-
tance of 9d. per 12 / 6 valve, 1/. per 17 / 6 or
25 / - valve, the only condition being notification of
damage within 24 hours.

ANELOY PRODUCTS (Dept. P.25),
Eton Works, U land Road, London, c.F.2'.

Be sure to mention POPULAR WIRELESS
. . when replying to Advertisements

A LION'S STRENGTH.
The "Lion" Crystal -Valve Combination.
Have you heard of the Wonderful YELLOW Precious
Stone Power Crystal GILLINGHAM used in conjunction
with TELLURIUM? The results it gives are truly
marvellous. No cat's -whisker, consequently no annoying
adjustments. Set in a second; Seeps set tor months.
Supreme for Crystal Sets. Increase volume on reflex
circuits. Sent post free. Obtainable only at 2/3 perpair from S. LYONS. 119, Clerkenwell Road,

London, E.C.1.
Powerful, Pure, Perfect Reception.

LONG RANGE -ONE VALVE RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS

Dear Sir,-I think the results obtained on receivers
built according to the enclosed diagrams will be of
interest to you. On an indoor aerial four yards long I
receive Aberdeen, Birmingham, and London. Other

English stations have been received but not identified.
Aberdeen, about 850 kilometres, is, strange to say,
as strong as 2 L 0.

Music is audible three feet from 'phones. I may
state that the valve is of German manufacture,

esigned somewhat like Myers valve (price 2s. 6d.).
Tuning is sharp, tone very pure. I intend to try the
sets in short with the aerial of the ribbon type
described in POPULAR WIRELESS.

I remain, yours sincerely,
G. TRYNELT.

33, Rue Longue,
Ostende.

ANOTHER GENEROUS READER.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have in my possession a good number
of " P.W.'s," ranging from Volume IV. to Volume VI,
the numbers being, 75, 81., 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 92 to 112
114, 115, 118 to 132. Having no use for them, and

THE SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON
Pat. No. 120,734.

5/- 5/-
Will enable you to Work a loud speaker off a crystal set. Magnify the sound of your
gramophone up to 200 times. Fit up an efficient house telephone. Transmit piano,
violin or gramophone music anywhere. Magnify sounds otherwise inaudible, etc. etc.

Everyone .7aterested in sound transmission should write to -day for
the "Marvels of the Microphone." Price 6.1c1. Post free from Mikro Ltd.

MIKRO Ltd., 32c, Craven St., Charing Cross, W.C.2

having seen letters in " P.W." from readers offer-
ing other " P.W." readers numbers of --this popular
paper, anyone desiring these numbers can have
same by applying to the address below, when all
books will be sent on free of charge.

Yours faithfully,
JOHN CARMICHAEL.

25, Wellgreen, Stirling.

RE SOME INTERESTING ONE -VALVE CIRCUITS.
(Issue of December 16th, 1924.)

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-A few facts concerning the Hopwood

Circuit mentioned in above article might be of interest
to you.

I made up this circuit from a diagram in an issue
of your paper of last February, and I
was astonished at the results given by
it. Have received every British broad-
casting station in England and Scot-
land (not relays), as well as Belfast.
Aerial is about 28 feet high (not
screened at all), and 80 feet long,
including lead in. Earth wire is 4
feet long, on to waste pipe.

In operating the set I find the re-
sults I get depend entirely on the
amount of L.T. and H.T. which I put
through the valve. After practice,
the correct relative value of these
two can be found, and on this every-
thing depends for the quiet working
of the s6t, I which carelessly handled
will howl badly.

Being seventeen miles from 2 L 0,
I am fortunate in being able to time
in the other stations while 2 L 0 is
" on," but without interference. Re-
cently on a Sunday I got the church
services from Glasgow and from New-

castle, both Ignite distinct and separate, though
only a matter of a twist of the condenser of 5".

Also a French station came through well with
instrumental music, and a few minutes afterwards
I got a German station with " speech." Am able to

get Madf d without any
trouble at all, and the
other night I enjoyed the
" Messiah" from Belfast
direct. It was so easily
followed that I was able to
detect in one instance where
the soloist's rendering was

--different from that in the
score I was using.

My observations on this
circuit are that for a one -
valve set it wants a lot of
beating. I cannot get loud-
speaker strength on it with
dull -emitter valve, but with
'phones I can get 2 L 0
without aerial or earth, as
clear as the -ordinary crystal
reception at that distance.
The set is made up into 'a
mahogany cabinet, and is
self-contained, the accumu-
lator (a 5/- Exide) and H.T.
battery (60 volts) being
accommodated at the side of
the panel, the valve being
behind but in sight, yet out
of harm's way.

Wishing your paper every
success.

I am, sir,
Yours faithfully,

Walton -on -Thames. " SATIS

- CURING " PUCROPHONIC " TROUB
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Perhaps the following hint may;;
of interest to those of your readers who are t
with vibration effects in their wireless sets,
those caused- by heavy traffic outside, or e
someone walking over the floor of the room in
the set is installed. I was much troubled in t
way myself, until I adopted the following expeclie

One evening, when the trouble seemed worse than
usual, and I was wondering what I could do to remedy
the nuisance, in a tit of desperation-and inspiration-
I rushed to the bathroom, got the rubber sponge, cut
it into four pieces, and placed them one under each
corner of the base of the cabinet. I was immediately
rewarded with perfect peace from annoyance for the
rest of the evening. Of course, I got into trouble
from " Blossom " for my act of vandalism, but it
was nothing compared with the other trouble I

I have since glued the him pieces of sponge on to
a piece of stiff cardboard, the same size as the base
of the cabinet. The device forms a perfect shock -
absorber or anti -vibration cushion, and is well worth
the small sacrifice entailed.

To those of your readers who are troubled as I
was, my advice is-TRY IT

Yours truly,
A. J. WOOD.

41, Nicolas Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.

A " ONE -VALVE REFLEX.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-You will be interested to know that I
made up your one -valve reflex receiver, as 'shown in

(Continued on page 1221.)
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 1220.)

No. 131, Vol. VI, which proves most satisfactory.
I receive Chelmsford, 18 miles distant, loud -speaker
strength. I also receive London and Paris, the latter
somewhat faint The set gives much better results on
higher wave -lengths.

Wishing you and your paper every success.
I remain,

Yours faithfully,
EDGAR PARFECT.

Sunny Bank, Sawbridgeworth.

INTERESTING " D IC " RESULTS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-It may interest you to know that on my
home -built two -valve set (straight D. and LE.), I
have received the following stations : 6 B M, 2 L 0,
SIT, 5N0, 2 ZY, 5 WA, 5SC, 2B0, 2 BE.
5 XX, 2 DE, 6L V, SPY, 550, 6FL, 6ST,
6 K H, Radio Paris (S F R), Ecoie Sup. (P T T),
" Le Petit Parisien," Leipzig, Frankfort -on -Maine,
Hamburg, Munich, Munster, Brussels (SE R), Amster-
dam. Madrid (R I), Zurich (Hongg). All the above
were " roped " in ou a standard P.M.G. aerial, only
16 feet high.

Wishing " P.W." all the hest.
Yours faithfully,

ERNEST W. SORES.
Westergate Street, .Aldingbourne, Sussex.

"ALL B.B.C. SMALL FRY' TO UNIDYNE."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Of late I have, and am still, having some
remarkable successes with the famous one -valve
Unidyne. The Thorpe K4 seems to have become
ultra sensitive with age and use. All B.B.C. stations
can be considered as " small fry." So can most
European stations. American transmissions, I get
nightly. W S M, when 550 miles away, came in at
good 'phone strength recently. The remarkable
Part of it is I can time in Madrid, SOO miles away,
on the earth wire alone (3 feet long). Music is quite
good, but speech a trifle blurred (due to earth currents,
I believe). But to get Madrid on one valve, with 3
feet of earth wire, calls for what Mr. Dowding calls
" Operation."

Wishing your valuable paper all success.
Yours faithfully,

D. J. JENKINS.
School House, Gellinudd, Pontardawe.
P.S.-The set is as per specification in " PM.,"

No. 112.

BROADCASTING FROM A LINER.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -I wish to report one -valve reception
between 01'00 G.M.T. and 02'44 G.M.T. this morning
(December 16th), of pianola music transmitted from
the grand ballroom of a liner 2,400 miles S.W. of
Land's End,on a wave -length cic-ss to that of shipping.
Jamming was experienced from untuned spark and a
harmonic of G.F.A., but at quiet periods the following
items were heard clearly : " Hungarian Rhapsody '
(Liszt), 01'00 G.M.T. ; " American Medley " (One
Step), 01'45 G.M.T. ; " Rigoletto " Selection, 02'30
G.M.T.

Before closing the annonneer, speaking to American
listeners, wished them a Happy New Year, and hoped
they had been received. Re also added that they
were due in Southampton on December 21st.

It would be interesting to know the name of the
liner hi the above transmission.

Yours faithfully,
H. G. NEVILLE.

Carden Road. Peckham, S.E.18.
Vhis was W S H, the, s.s. Leviathan. Ed.]

THE UNIDYNE NEUTRODYNE.
:Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Sir,-Just a line to tell you that I have made
two -valve Unidyne neutrodyne given in your

r of November 22nd, and am very pleased with
lilts.

previously made a D. and L.F. Unidyne set, but
the first mentioned is a great improvement, and the
best I have heard. I am sending a card to Mr. Marcus,
and I must thank you all for such a fine set. I was
pleased to see Marconi's apology. I thought of
writing to him myself.

Yours faithfully,
A. W. BUTLER.

3. Old Church Yard, Liverpool.

B.B.C. AND THE THEATRES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have read, with much consternation,
the views of Sir Oswald Stoll, in an article by " Ariel "
in your splendid paper.

Has Sir Oswald realised that the ether is the
ii.B.C.'s theatre ?

I wonder what Sir Oswald would say if it were
possible for another company to erect a stage in tle
Coliseum, and start a rival production at the other
end of the theatre ?

The B.B.C. must have the monopoly'of the ether,
as a company has of a theatre, so as to ensure a good
organisation.

Yours faithfully,
W. I. LONG.

Longlands, Carlton; Newmarket.

No. 3 of
a Seri's.

e Living Artistes
THERE is no greater test for a Transformer than

a Loud Speaker reproduction of a Symphony
Concert. Delicate arias arid impressive crescendos mean
a wide range in amplification values that will readily
discover any integral weakness of design.
For a Transformer to be capable
of amplifying all frequencies
equally-from the shrill notes
of the piccolo to the boom of the
double bass - necessitates the
application of scientific laws.
The Eureka Concert Grand,
owing to its exclusive design,

 does amplify all audible fre-
quencies equally; that is why
in reproduction of,a Symphony
Concert you will not hear the

violins stressed to the exclusion
of the flute or the oboe.
In fact, when the Concert Grand
is used in conjunction with -a good
Loud Speaker each instrument
can be readily picked out and
identified. How very few L.F.
Transformers will permit this
being done.
Music lovers throughout the
country have been quick to
recognise that the Eureka has set
an entirely new standard of tone
perfection.

Conner' 6 0 Portable Utilities Co., Ltd., Eureka 2216
Grand Fisher Street, London, W.C.1. (For Second Stage.)

Gilbert Ad. 2079
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Experientia
docet

HE very first Loud
1 Speaker everbuiltfor
wireless use in this country
was a creation of S. G.
Brown Ltd. Indeed the
very term" Loud Speaker"
was actually originated
by them to describe this
entirely new Instrument.
Its name on any Loud
S peaker is visible evidence
that it has been built by
master craftsmen-that it
definitely conforms to the
highest scientific stan-
dards of sound reproduc-
tion -and that irrespective
of purchase price its tone
is perfectly lifelike and
natural.
Seeit atyourdealer'sto-day--
examineitssuperiorworkman-
ship-but,above all,hear it on
actual demonstration.

Prices
Hl. 21 inches high.
120 ohms £5 : 5 : 0

2000 ohms 15 : 8: 0
4000 ohms 15 : 10 : 0
H2. 12 inches high.
120 ohms £2 : 5 : 0

2000 ohms £2 : 8 : 0
4000 ohms /2 : 10 : 0
Q. The de -luxe model

115 : 15 : 0 in all
resistance

S. G. BROWN LIMITED
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3

Showrooms:
19 MORTIMER STREET, W.1
15 MOORFIELDS, LIVERPOOL
67 HIGH ST., SOUTHAMPTON

Gilbert Ad. 2071.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1193.)

connected in parallel across the secondary
coil of the tuner. This will considerably
increase the selectivity of the circuit and will
thereby help to cut out local ship station%

Another Method.
" Another good method of eliminating

spark interference is to arrange an H.F.
amplifying valve in the circuit, and the
coupling between this valve and the detector
valve should preferably be of the tuned -
anode type.

" Spark interference can also be cured, to
a certain extent, by re -arranging the
earthing system of the receiving apparatus
and by trying other means of earthing the

 set.
" Residents in coast towns will often find

that it is only after a considerable amount
of experimenting with various circuits, on
the lines suggested above, that the trouble
may eventually be overcome."

The Heaviside Layer.
A. good deal of speculation surrounds the

" Heaviside layer," the conducting region,
which is supposed to exist in the atmosphere

NEXT WEEK.

Another Free Supplement
" NINETEEN PICTORIAL

CIRCUITS."
This useful inset will be given away
with every copy of " Popular Wireless,"
on sale next Thursday. These nineteen

_circuits will prove of value to every
amateur, and have been specially drawn

in pictorial form.

Order Your Copy sow.

at a height of a few miles above the surface
of the earth, and which is thought by some
to account for the bending of wireless waves
round the curvature of the earth. Experi-
ments have been conducted in France by
General Ferrie, using short waves -45
metres-and the results seep} to support the
belief in the Layer.

According to " Popular Radio " (N.Y.),
" it is found that observations of the
signal strength of the fundamental and
the first harmonic at different distances
from the transmitting station are most
easily interpreted on the hypothesis that
the waves have been reflected downwards
from the supposed conducting layer." In
reporting the results, Commander Mesny,
of Gen. Ferrie's staff, says : " The results
are well explained by the hypothesis of a
reflecting action in the high atmosphere.
This action, very intense at night, is not
negligible by day. But the existence of a
conducting layer is not yet absolutely
proved." Further tests are in progress.
Further information on this subject may be
found in " The Very Short Waves," Pt. 2,
by Rene Mesny.

(Continued on page 1123.)

Enclosed Type Cabinet
Fitted with fillets to
take ra x 12 in. panel
2 in. behind inside of
doors. Valves can be
fitted behind panel, the
Cabinet having a sliding
back for access to rear
of same. Ample accom-
modation for H.T.
batteries, etc.
Dimensions, inside size :

x 12 x t3 in.
In Oak: In Mahog. :
37/6 42/ -
each each

Write for Lists of Various Typ!z. Trade Inquiries Invited.
CARRINGfON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
18-20, Norman's Buildings. St. Luke's, E.C.f.

Telephone : Clerkenwell 6903.

CABINETS POLISHED. Sloping.
12 x12, 121- each. 12 a 9, 10/- each. Postage, 11 -
Other sizes to order. Trade Enquiries Invited.
W. JOHNSON, Elsilale Works, ElsdaleStreet, Hackney, London, E.9.

VILER/ONE RE-11/011NP_I
co 4,000 ohms. Guaranteed. All makes 5/.

filled, 10/- per pair. Ex -army converted to 1111
except Brown "A " 61-, and Sullivan, Wax

high resistance, 2/6 e.ach ear -piece Re -mag-
netising 9d per earpiece. Postage extra

6d. per pair.
W. JOHN MILLER, 68, Serena= St. S.94.

2nd and 3rd Soar. Phone: Central 1950.

PANELITE.
Will stand 5,000 volts, will not fracture. 9" x 6" x
1 /8; 10" x 9",212; 12 x 10, 2/9; 14 x 12,4/6 Post paid.
RADIO PANEL CO. (Dept.P), 143, Fetter Lane. E.0.4.

3 -VALVE SET in handsome polished
sloping cabinet, work

loud speaker, receive all B.B.C. Stations, Continent,
America, etc. All accessories included, Valves. Ac-
cumulator, H.T. Battery, Lead-in Wire, Aerial Wire,
Insulators, Headphones. This set is in perfectly new
condition and guaranteed to give absolute satis-
faction. A genuine bargain, $8 15s. Seen
and demonstrated any time.-BURROUGHS.
McDermott Road, Peckham, London, S E.15.

A REAL ECONOMY. Radio -Micro 06 DullEmitter VALVES. Perfect for H.P. Det., & L.F.,
Can be run off dry cells. Uses only 1 /10th current of
Bright Valves. OUR PRICE, 12/6 EACH. Packing
Postage, 6d. Trade Supplied. Yeo Bros., Paull & Co..
Ltd., 43, Caroline St., Cardiff. Also 134, Victoria
Street, Bristol; 200, Dock Street, Newport, Hon.

The Original House Specialising in
TRANSFORMER REPAIRS
We Repair Any Make of L.F. Transformer,

making it equal to new.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

5/- CASH WITH ORDER.
When despatching enclose Name, Address,

and Date.
TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
' P.." HAY STREET, PORTSMOUTH.

antes you patmcis
48 pages of Illustrations. Lowest

prices in London for highest grade
Radio Apparatus. Send 3d. at once.
Large illustrated Folders describing
Unit System, interchangeable Unet Las

and Pilot Receivers, sent tree.
PETO-SCOTT CO.. LTD.

Head Office: 77. City Rd., E.C.1.
Branches .

Liverpool -4, Manchester Street.
Cardiff -94, Queen Street.
Plymouth-Near Derry's Clock.
Walthamstow-230. Wood Street.
I ondon-62, High Holborn, W.C.I.

eto-Scotfs
Catalogue
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TECHNICAL NOTES;
(Continued from page 1222.)

Strength of Signals.
Some very interesting experiment6 on the

intensity of sounds, as interpreted by the
ear, are reported in the " Physical Review "
(Sept., 1924) by Dr. Harvey Fletcher. .One
point of importance in wireless, is that the
ear itself, contrary to popular impression, is
not a perfect acoustical instrument, and if
the amplitude of the sound waves exceeds a
certain limit, the ear actually begins to
introduce distortion. This should be re-
membered in connection with loud speaker
reproduction.

Another interesting point, although this
has been known for some time, is that the
apparent intensity of a sound depends, other
things being equal, upon its pitch. Thus, if
two sounds are of equal amplitude and
different pitch, the one higher in pitch will
seem the louder. This is to be expected
from ordinary energy considerations.

Loud Speakers.
In this connection it should be remem-

bered that., although at times we are inclined
to think that no loud speaker was ever near
perfection, the present-day developments in
loud speaker design and construction are
(at any rate, to my mind) very wonderful,
considering the enormous difficulties that
have had to be overcome. I myself have
been very closely associated with acoustical
research work for some years, both during
and since the War, and I venture to say
that no-one who has not had similar experi-
ence can fully appreciate the difficulties that
are encountered in making a really faithful
reproduction of the human voice. I men-
tion this, not in any way with a view to
apologising for present-day loud speakers
-which, as I have said, I think are very
good-but in order that we may perhaps
appreciate them a little more when we bear
in mind the immense amount of work which
has been necessary to bring them to their
present state.

Listening -in to Electrons.
To the many wonderful experiments

carried out by the physicists of the General
Electric Co. of America has now been

an investigation of the value of
electronic charge by a novel method
h has been popularly described as

ring -in to the electron." An arrange -
of valve amplifiers is used, by means
'ch it is estimated that a sound -
cation of close upon a million is
a.

'According to " Radio Digest," " the '
roar of iron atoms as they are attracted
by a magnet is plainly heard by the use
of a special device used in connection with
a vacuum -tube amplifier and a wireless
loud speaker. The special device carries
out the idea of a German scientist, Dr.
Barkhausen, of Dresden.

" A piece of soft -iron is inserted in a coil
of 17,000 turns of wire, which is connected
to the amplifying system. As the soft -iron
atoms turn about in accordance with the
polarity of a magnet close by, the roaring
sound is produced in the loud speaker or
headphones attached to the amplifying
system."

The preceding description, although ex-
pressed in rather more than " popular "

(Continued on page 1224.)

Dull Emitter
Valve Users
A dry battery gives a fluctu-
ating output and is a constant
expense. Use an Oldham
Pot table and non -spillable

Accumulator. 2 volts, 10

amp. hours (actual). 1.316
From all Dealers 14.

\ss.s.:v1

Type C.L. Accumulators
(illustrated above).

s. d.
2 v., 10 amp. hrs. continuous 8 0
4 10 17 6

1 6 3
2  20 11 1
4  20 P. 1 2 2

1 13 3
16 1

1 12 2
2 8 3

From all Dealers.

Oldham & Son, Ltd.,
Denton, Manchester

LONDON :
Gt. Chapel St., Oxford St., W.1.

Reliability
-the biggest factor
in any accumulator
IT is perfectly true that you cannot tell how much

your Accumulator has cost you until it is worn out.
And how long it lasts depends on how well it has

been made and how well it is treated.

If it is an Oldham you may know that it has been
made under the same conditions and from the identical
materials as the accumulator used in the famous -
Oldham Miner's Lamp. Obviously, reliability in an
Oldham is more than a catch phrase. An Oldham
Accumulator will outlast two ordinary accumulators
-and its initial cost will be little, if any, more.

It is a real economy, therefore, to choose an Oldham
and get an accumulator fitted with plates made under
the special activation process. Such a purchase is
a positive insurance against failure of filament current.

Your own Wireless Dealer stocks them, and will supply
one ready charged.

Special Activation Process

Gilbert Ad. 2093.
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. - . T. BAT 'X 70 XI X 30

LYE LOAKLiff BATTERY

London Depot

2ASHAFTESBI/RMITAWE

POR EVERY PURPOSE.

IsTonr, 1VIiks9rs.
Catalogue " B" on request.

HAMILTON MAY, Weybridge, Surrey.

INCREASE YOUR
SIGNAL STRENGTH

ON YOUR CRYSTAL SET
It doesn't matter how many 'phones you are
using, they will ALL be as strong as if they were
in use alone if they arc fitted

WITH "EXTRAPHONES."
Extraphones are wonder -attachments which

fit any phone without alteration. 'Phones of
any resistance may be used with the same effect
OBTAINABLE EVERYWHERE 2/9
Or direct from the patentee and manufacturer-
W. JOHN MILLER, 68, Farringdon St., E.C.4.

Telephone . Central1950

REDGATE Regd. 705178.
FLUSH -MOUNTING

Low Capacity
VALVE LEGS.
Beauty and Efficiency
1/- set of 4, Brass, 1/2 set,
Nickel Plated. With drilling

template. -

From all the best dealers.
REDGATE MFG. CO.,
32a. W eraser Gat , itiingham.

BEGINNERS WIRELESSGUIDE TO
If you wish to make wireless sets which are

UNBEATABLE IN PRICE, QUALITY, OR EFFICIENCY
this is the book you must have.

Everything is so clearly explained that any be
ginner, without previous experience, ran make the
most efficient receiving sets obtainable.
Full instructions are given for MAKING COMPLETE
CRYSTAL SETS, ONE AND TWO VALVE AMPLIFIERS,
DUAL AMPLIFICATION SETS, ALSO THE VERY
LATEST TWO, THREE, AND FOUR VALVE TUNED
ANODE RECEIVERS.
160 pages (28 diagrams) 1 /3 post tree.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Re -turned.
SAXON RADIO Co. (Dept 14) South Shore, Blackpool,

I
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1223.)

language, will give the reader an idea of
the general nature of the investigations,
and the principles upon which they are
based.

Electronic Charge.
It will be remembered that probably

the most accurate determination "ever
made of the value of the electronic charge
was that of Prof. Millikan, and it is inter-
esting to note that the determination
which has now been carried out by Dr. Hull
and Dr. Williams, who are the scientists
responsible for the experimental work
referred to at the General Electric Co.'s
research laboratory at Schenectady, gives
a value for " e " which agrees to within
one-half of 1 per cent. with that obtained
by Millikan.

A MANUAL OF SUCCESS.
HARMSWORTH'S BUSINESS ENCY-

CLOPEDIA (Part 1 Now on Sale,
Price Is. 3d.) is a new work of the

utmost importance to all engaged in com-
merce or contemplating a commercial career.
Nothing so comprehensive has ever before
been attempted. It will give the fullest
possible information, arranged alphabeti-
cally, on every business and commercial sub-
ject, with a complete guide to all commercial
careers. Cabinet Ministers, Treasury Offi-
cials, and leading magnates in every field of
industry have contributed the authoritative
articles. The student will find in it every-
thing necessary to his study and advance-
ment, and to those already established, it
will form an indispensable work of reference.
It is very richly illustrated, and it is to be
complete in about 36 fortnightly parts at
Is. 3d. per part-a price which, repre-
senting as it does, just over Id. per day,
puts it within the reach of all. Lord Birken-
head contributes a remarkable and inspiring
introductory article to Part 1. HARMS -
WORTH'S BUSINESS ENCYCLOPEDIA
is obtainable from all newsagents and book-
stalls.

REMEMBER! POPULAR WIRELESS HAS
THE LARGEST SALE OF ANY WEEKLY
WIRELESS JOURNAL IN GREAT BRITAIN !

A WIRELESS WONDER ! ! !

42O

rr

TKE JE:J/E L C rST

Attractive terms to the trade.
Can be obtained from all
dealers, or post free 1/6 from

FULL OF LIFE,
POWER AND ENERGY.

LISTRON
is remarkable in its efficiency,
power, clarity and purity of tone
over long distances.
Its energy is persistent and it's
life long.

F. S., Yorkshire, . writes :--
" Listron is the finest crystal
I have used. Its power of
reception is marvellous."

LISTRON, 88, 89, 90, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Also obtainable wholesale from V. Zeitlin & Sons, 144, Theobalds Rd., London, W.C.1.

THE VALVELESS AMPLIFIER
A NEW INVENTION. NOT A MICROPHONE BUTTON.

Amplifies your Crystal Recep-
tion to the extent of n two -
valve set. Loud Speaker can be
worked off your -Crystal Set if
Headphone signals can be heard

3 Ms. nom ears.

NO
VALVES.
H.T. BAT-
TERY AC-
CUMULA-
TORS re-
quired.Nothing
Pra,ile no
upkeep ex-

penses. No skill required for fitting same to Crystal
Se s. Full Directions with each Amplifier.

PRICE £2 10 0, ready for use.
THE VALVELESS AMPLIFIER CO. Dept. E.

1st. Fl.). 1, St. James' Walk, Clerkenwell Green, E.C.1

LAST PAYMENTS.
LOUD SPEAKERS. Any make. Your selection.

Amplion, Brown, Sparta, Sterling. Era niples-
DINEIE, 11/- deposit; 2 monthly payments 11 /
AMPLION JUNIOR -DE -LUXE, 14/ 6 deposit; 6

monthly payments 01 -.
PRIMAX, 36 / 6 deposit; 6 monthly payments 1916.
Carriage paid. Other models, Headphones, Parts,

etc., similar terms.
ACCUMULATORS. Beat quality. Guaranteed.

3 DE thly 3 Mthly
Cash Payments Cash Payments

4v-40 17/. 6/3 6v-40 25/. -91
4v-60 22/6 8/3 6v-60 32/- 11/6 .

4v-80 27/- 9/9 6v-80 38/6 14/-
4v-100 32/- 11/6 6v-I00 45/. 16/ -Carr. and Packing, 1 / 6 any size.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, Foley Street,
Great Portland Street, W.I. 'Phone: Museum. 1414.

D.E. VALVES
07 amp., 2.3 v., 40-80 anode .. 126
*2 amp., 2.3 v., 40-80 anode .. 9/6
Post Free. Perfect for, Del., H.F., and L.F.
"KILMAC," Dept. P.W., 175 9,01d St., E,0,1
:..:,..:.0:..:..:..:..:..:..:.:..:.:..:..:..:..1..;...:...:.

:0;7..
L:p EASE he sure- to °: °:

..:......

"
mention POPULAR :P:

.:4. WIRELESS when
::****; communicating with *??
re - Advertisers :.  re.........

..: THANKS! .:..:..:.
, .....

.:,...:.:...:....:..:...::<::.:...:,...:....:...:...:...:.:.:.....:.
Reswimommwsswesmomossmmmossesniwes.w.2
III INVALUABLE TO ALL WIRELESS CON-

STRUCTORS

ONE GROSS OF ASSORTED

B.A. YIESIVISI-YRTSS 21
J. H. BENNETT,

WILLESDEN
STATION ROAD,

JUNCT.E ej
nuwwwwrr

thing for W ess.ireliin e41
-Dull Emitters Repaired -

Guaranteed delivery by return of post Each
concert tested, 10/6. Bright valves, 6/6. Send
remittance with valve to W. G. EAMES, 15, Red
Lion St., London, W.C.1. 'Phone Chancery .

START RIGHT -
BY WRITING

"Get this list of components which are all
tested before despatch. Reliable parts
ensure successful sets. Every descrip-
tion of compsnent in stock as used and
recommended by foremost workers.
List Is tree. Send name and address
on 'Postcard to -night.

HOWYER-LOWE CO. LTD. LETCHWORTH

---------,---,-------------5---:---------,------- ---,

Charge 1(c.xxr.
ACCU1VIUMAILTOFtat Home smith the:,

TUNGAR BATTERY CHARGER.
Simple, Safe, and Economical.
No moving parts. Requires
no attention. No Garage,
Owner -Driver or Wireless En-
thusiast should be without
one. Will charge from 1 to
10, 6-12 volt batteries at a
time. Deliveries from stock.
Descriptive Booklet free on ap-
plication. The Tungar Battery
Charger is suitable for use on
AlternatingCurrentsupplyonly.

Obtainable from your Garage or Electrician.
THE BRITISH THOMSON- HOUSTON CO., LTD,

Mazda House 77, Upper Thames St., E.C.4.
_.---- ---....---.._.

T/R N/R RIR D/R
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E011111011 Ac1,57 1110(111Ced ALter'
The history of mankind and the records of the world's industry are enriched with the won-
derful achievements of supreme mastership, and in radio, despite its comparatively short
existence, there are many, many incidents and successes that mark the path of the MASTER.
THE VALVE IS THE VERY ESSENCE OF MASTERSHIP IN RADIO. Have
you given this the consideration it deserves ? Have you chosen the valves whose pro-
gressive master design has won for them outstanding records of successes ? Then turn

in at your dealer's to -day and ask for-
BRIGHT FILAMENT VALVES

Mullard H.F. Red Ring Valves, 12/6 each
L.F. Green Ring Valves, 12/6

LEAFLET M. 8

LOUD SPEAKER POWER VALVES
Mullard D.F.A.0 for 4 volt batteries, 30/- ea.
Mullard D.F.A.1 for 6 volt batteries, 35/-

LEAFLET V .4.4

" The Mullard Seal on
Double Ring Valves
guarantees you an

unused Valve."

cJ

ASK YOUR

DULL FILAMENT VALVES
Mullard H.F. Double Red Ring Valves,

D'3 for accumulators, 21/- each
D'Ob for dry cells - - 25/-

Mullard L.F. Double Green Ring Valves,
D'3 for accumulators, 21/- each.
D'06 for dry cells - - 25/-

LEAFLET V.R.20
DEALER

\-1

t/57 -7---a

Advt.: THE MULLARD RADIO VALVE CO., LTD. (PN)., NIGHTINGALE WORKS, B.ILHAM,
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LISSEN1UM
Tuning in two carrier waves\--

TLINING in the carriej wave of a long wavelength station is entirely
different to tuning in the carrier wave of a short wavelength
station, especially on long-distance work. In the latter case per-haps,_ ...,

a movement one -twentieth of a degree along the scale of an ordinary
condenser would tune out the station completely, whereas on the long
wavelength it would take a movement of perhaps ten degrees along
the scale of the same condenser to do the same thing. This implies an
advantage in using two alternative condensers in the same set, one for
short wave work and one for long wave work. But nobody wishes to
build up a set with such two alternative condensers, so amateurs have
gone along making the best of things and putting up with an inefficient
compromise-one condenser which leaves much to be desired.

THE new LISSEN Mark 2 MICA VARIABLE
CONDENSER, however, has changed all this.

IT COMBINES ALL TUNING RANGES
WITHIN ITS OWN COMPACT FORM2-its
scale is characteristically open on short wave stations
equally with the long wave stations-it removes the
need for all that painstaking care necessary for critical
tuning as with other condensers-it requires no vernier
adjustment.

BUY THIS LISSEN
CONDENSER NOW,
and YOU WILL NEVER
DESIRE ANOTHER.

The pointer makes

two revolutions-
when very small-.
changes of capacity
are desired one works

on the first revolution mostly, and when bigger changes
are needed one works on the second revolution-ONE
KNOB CONTROL.

Delivers all its stored up energy-
It is worth while fitting LISSEN FIXED CONDENSERS
too-made with scrupulous care-they are accurate to 6 per
cent.-they never vary-they never leak-THEY DELIVER
ALL THEIR STORED UP ENERGY ALL THE TIME.

TT has the biggest tuning range of any condenser-open
I scale-low loss-absolutely no i seless-perfect
capacity curve-tunes along a straightline wavelength
curve-combines all tuning capacitie's-ivanune from g
stray capacity effect-a station 500 miles away co
betuned in with the hand

could
and actually around the condenser 43

.

-dustproof, and absolutely noiseless-and economical.
A DELIGHTFUL CONDENSER TO - USE. ;
Negligible minimum, maximum

rated at .001. LISSEN ONE . ,E
-HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE.
Table or panel mounting without
alteration. - Worth its price of

With this LISSEN CONDENSER and LISSEN-
ACON (pronounced ' LISSEN-AGON) coils, Ft
you have " the best tuning combination it is g;
possible to have.

p.

19"a 
Capacities-
'0001 to '0009
'001 to '003
'004 to '006

.. 2/-
2/6

Parts that pull
together-
When you know that every vital part in your
receiver is- pulling strongly with each other, you
know' that you have a receiver which is the best
you can ever get.

to
Tzl

BUILD WITH ALL LISSEN PARTS-there is one for every vital place.

LISSEN LIMITED1
8-16, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road,

-- Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.
' Phones : 3380, 3381, 3382, 1072 Riverside. . ' Grams : " Lissenium London." r
PARTS WHICH AID the HIDDEN ACTIVITIES of YOUR VALVE 2

Printed and published every Thursday by the proprietors, The Amalgamated Press (1922), Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, B.C.4. =
Advertisement Offices : Messr,. J. R. Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus,, London, E.C.4. Registered as a newspaper and for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. <
SubsCription rates : Inland and Abroad, 17/4 per annum. 8/8 for six months. Sole agents for South Africa : Central News Agency Ltd. Sole agents for Australia
and New Zealand Messrs Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. ; and for Canada : The Imperial News Co (Canada) Ltd. Saturday, January 17th.' 192E
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SPECIAL GIFT TO ALL READERS.

PopularWireless
nd reless Review

SCIENTIFIC ADVISER : SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.; D.Sc.

PRICE 3d.

Another

Free Supplement
WITH. THIS ISSUE.

A' Four -Page Gift;

NINETEEN

PICTORIAL CIRCUITS.

These circuits have been specially
stlected and drawn in pictorial
form for the radio experimenter.

A Wireless Cross -Word

Puzzle.

PRIZE OFFERED.

EVERY THURSDAY. 

Capt. Ian Fraser, the blind
M.P. and an enthusiastic
wireless amateur, criticising
reception on a friend's set.

FEATURES IN THIS ISSUE.
"How to Make" Articles:

HOW TO CONSTRUCT A THREE -VALVE RECEIVER.
THE FOUR -VALVE "EXPANDING" SET. (PART 2)

America Calling.
All About the "Ultra" Coil.
"Doctor Radio."

A Simple Square Law: Condenser.
The New 110 -Volt Valve.
A Wireless Torpedo.

THE GRID AS TRAFFIC.REGULATOR.
Br SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

No. 139. Vol. VI. January 24th, 1925.
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You are taking a risk
in fitting components of doubtful manufacture to your set.

As with most risks, you may be fortunate and " get away with
it " until ninety -and -nine times. The hundredth time is your
undoing.

Thousands of amateurs have testified that they can feel complete
confidence in the working of their sets when-and only when-
the condensers and resistances are of Dubilier Manufacture.
They know that behind each Dubilier product is an honest
endeavour to put forth the best that science and craftsmanship
can command. They know that they will have to pay more,
but they also know that the outlay is an excellent insurance
against breakdown or poor results.

Some of them know this because they took their friends' advice.
Others took the risk.

All of them join in advising you Not to take risks but to specify
Dubilier.

DIMMER
CONDENSER CO LTD

Ducon Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.3. E.P.S. 123.
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An Aristocrat of
LOUD SPEAKERS

Illustration shows Swan
Neck Model, fitted with
highly -finished mahog-
any horn.
A.R. 15 4g6 : 5: 0
Also the same instru-
ment, but with oak
horn .. £6
Other models from 25/ -

ESTHETIC in appearance and ranking
highest in technical efficiency as a Loud
Speaker-the AMPLION may be especi-

ally recommended to discriminating purchasers.

The beautifully polished mahogany trumpet,
the rich black crystalline finish of the Sound
conduit and case, and the highly nickel -plated
base, all contribute to make this model eminently
suitable for the most tastefully furnished room.

Possession of an AMPLION adds to your
enjoyment of Radio, without being an " eyesore"
in your home. If your furniture is oak, there
is also a trumpet to match it.

Ask your local dealer to show you a sample.

The
World's
Standard

West End
Showrooms

25-6, Savile
Row, W.1.

AM PLIoN
Wireless

Loud
Speaker

Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers of Repute.

Illustrated folder post free from the Patentees and Manufacturers:

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO.
(E. A. GRAHAM)

ST. ANDREW'S WORKS, CROFTON PARK,
LONDON, S.E.4.

Suburban
Showrooms

82, High St.,
Clapham,

S.W.4.

7'4.441

4.4
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Maximum Results! Minimum Re -adjustment
CHESHIRE, 21-11-24.

" You will perhaps be interested to know that last
night, November zoth, at 9.47 p.m. on to about 9.56 p.m.,
I was listening on a crystal set to BRUSSELS. The Crystal

BRUSSELS (on aadheosmete-)

in use was your good ' Permanite,' and the set used was of
my own construction, using very thick S.W.G. wire. I
shall now recommend your Crystal as being the BEST
out of 15 other makes I have tried." T. WILLIAMS.

The Universal objection to the Crystal is the
need for continual Re -adjustment. With
Gamage's Genuine PERMANITE this
operation is reduced to the irreducible mini-
mum. It is this extreme sensitiveness, coupled

 with its stability, that has kept it right to
the front since 1908.

GAMAGES

No other Crystal is "Just as good "
If your dealer is out of stock of Gamage's Permanite firmly refuse to
he put off with any other make. If he does not stock "Permanite,"
let Gamages know. If you have any difficulty at any time in
getting PERMANITE locally-send P.O. for size required to

,

A. W. GAMAGE, LTD., HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1
Or at BENETFINK'S, Cheapside, E.C.2.

The Set You Can Be Proud Of "

The
°i No. 7 Set

RLCD.

4 -Valve Set Complete
No Extras Wha!ever

Carriage Paid
Also made in 2 & 3 Valve Models at equally keen prices.

£26 - 1 1 -9
ASK YOUR WIRELESS DEALER FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION

Full particulars free on request:-

"e EAGLE
ENGWARWICKINEERING CO., LTD.,

London Depot -
8, Great Russell Street, W.C.1. Museum 2848.

LOOK FOR ilk
CIRCULAR BOX

Normal Size with
Silver Catswhisker

Large Size
with Silver
Catswhisker

16
MECHANICS PLAYS

ITS PART
We doubt if any component receives a larger share of work than the variable
condenser. Imagine that you have built a multi -valve receiver, when after a
short period of use one of the condensers breaks down mechanically. We
only surmise your disgust. and sympathise with your misfortune. Variable
condensers easily break down-unless
their mechanical efficiency precludes it.
In the J.A. careful design eliminates any
possibility of wear on vital bearings
which cause an instrument to operate
anything but smoothly. The condenser
which, when used, moves by a series of
&sand starts, is neither a pleasure nor
does it approach accurate work.
Fit Condensers which are as accu-
rate as the delicate scientific in-
strument --buy these by name, J.D.

They are a pleasure to use.

SQUARE LAW.
.00t 9 6 .00025 69
.00075 9,- .0002 56
.0005 8 - .0001 5/3
.0003 6,9 Vernier 4,6
STANDARD.
.001 8.6 .00025 5.9
.00075 8,'- .0002 5/-
.0005 7/- .0001 4,9
.0003 5/9 Vernier 4,6

J.B. Condensers are obtainable throughout
the world. If any difficulty, send direct.
Post: One, 6d.; Two, 0d.; Three, 1/-.

A
8. POLAND ST -OXFORD ST

LONDON - W.I.
(First Floor)

Uefepfione:-
GERRARD 7414

Barclay's Ors
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0 are given showing very clearly the wiring and

the placing of components.

#4.0 Buy Your Copies NOW*
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0
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*0 from any Newsagent or Bookstall0
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A New and Important
Series of Books of Interest
to every Wireless Enthusiast

tilrig,i3OrtrQi,essa

P.strue

'
, e Gelick

/kg Wrel2 SS
ortstructor

NOW TO ts1Ps.k.

TWO NUMBERS
Now On Sale
The aim of the BEST WAY Wireless Series is to
put before the amateur Constructor details for the
building of wireless sets in such an explicit and
minute way that there can be no possible chance
for even a beginner to go wrong. Photographs and
diagrams have been used lavishly throughout.
Every set described has been made up and tested
to assure perfect reception with any of the receivers
if the constructional details are carefully followed.
All articles, diagrams and photographs are of the
highest possible standard, and the books represent the
biggest value ever offered in Wireless publications.

BEST WAY No. 161

CRYSTAL SETS
This book contains lucid and explicit instructions

for the building of a number of efficient receivers,
including a simple set costing under io1-, a Two -
Circuit Crystal Receiver such as was recommended
by Capt. P. P. Eckersley in a recent broadcast talk.
Details are given for making One and Two -
Valve Low -Frequency Amplifiers, which can be
connected to any crystal set. There is also a very
practical and informative article, " All About
Crystals," which will prove invaluable to every-
one possessing or about to make a crystal receiver.

BEST WAY No. 162

VALVE SETS
F The contents of this book include details of how
to make various receivers employing one or two
valves, including a One -Valve Set on the famous
" Unidyne " principle, which eliminates the need of
H.T. Batteries. A reliable Two - Valve Loud-
speaker Set, a One -Valve Reflex Receiver, and a
Two -Valve Reflex Set. This latter set is a most
efficient receiver, which will present no difficulty
to the careful constructor. Stage by stage instruc-
tions and diagrams together with a

PICTORIAL BLUE PRINT
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TUNGSTALITE S TRIUMPH
I "4 PHONES AT 120 MILE RANGE "

RECEPTION CLEAR, DISTINCT AND MOST WONDERFUL

REMARKABLE UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY
Messrs. Tungstalite, Ltd.,

47, Farringdon Road, E.C.1.
Spring Cottage,

Leigh, Westbury, WILTS.
December 16th, 1924.

Gentlemen, -1 should very much like to add my testimony to others who have used
your Tungstalite Blue Label. It is by far the best for use. Last Friday we had 4 pairs ofphones on a crystal set and we had Chelmsford (120 miles) clear and distinct, which
we consider most wonderful here. It is by far the best for long distance.

Wishing you every success, I am, Yours faithfully, CHARLES INGRAM.

DEMAND T UNSTALITE STOCKED BY ALL
,13.1g-t'ENILAM91/6-RADIO DEALERS

TUNCSTALITE, LTD.,
47a'clrer,imilobnornR

YORKSHIRE : 41, CALL LANE, LEEDS.
GIVE US A VISIT AT THE LEEDS WIRELESS EXHIBITION, 1, FENTON STREET, LEEDS, JAN. 20th to 31st.

41.11111011111 BEWARE OF FRAUDULENT IMITATIONS

\Will/
SOMETHING NEW !

1111111% A New Lightweight Adjust-
able Headphone, giving ex-
treme sensitivity. Weight
only 12 oz. (with cords).
Comfortable and do not catch
in hair.

PRICE :
Ille1 pair 10 9 post 6d.
2 pairs 2 I '-, . 9d.

4 3 pairs 31/- ., 9d.

NON - METALLIC
SPEAKER HORNS

Non -resonant, distortionless, and
unique in their faithful reproduc-
tion of voice and music. Improve
results from any speaker. Finished
a rough cobbled surface in any of
the following superb Bronze
finishes: Gold, Silver, Red,

ISS Green. Purple, or Natural
466 Bronze. Their exquisite appear-

ance harmonises perfectly with
any furnishing or colour schemes.

CURVED HORN (466) for Amplion Juniors
and similar bases: diameter of flare 12 ins. PRICE,

`';y( with ferrule, 11/9. Post. packing and crate, 2.'-.
LARGE STRAIGHT HORN
(397). Height 24 ins. ; diameter
of flare, 15 ins. PRICE, with
ferrule. 1 1/9. Post, packing and

crate, 2/-.

SMALL STRAIGHT HORN
Height 22 ins.; diameter of flare
12 ins. PRICE. with ferrule,
9,9. Post, packing and crate,

,119.

R C I IP: N '1" I IF IC SUP PLY STORES,
80, Newington Causeway, London, $.E.1.; 126, Newington Causeway,

S.E.1.; 7, St. tleorge's Circus, S.13.1.; 16, Manotte Street, Charing Cross Road,
W.I.; 207, Edgware Road, W.2.; 84, Church Road, Upper Norwood, S.E.23.

Phone. flop. 4177.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY !
Thousands of men have lost their One great opportunity in life through

leaving over until to -morrow that which should have been done immediately.
You have to move in the world, you cannot stand still,
so why not move in the right direction? Why not
move now?

We hare helped thousands of others to a successful
career, we may or may not be able to help you, but in
any case it costs nothing to enquire; our advice is Free,
and there is a Possibility that it may be worth thou-
sands of pounds to you, it may change your whole
career, it may help you up in the world, socially and
financially, it certainly cannot harm you; therefore you

kwe II to gsin nothing to lose by seeking our .,deice.
We have booklets setting out the possibility in con-

nection with each of the subjects shown in the lists;
send for the one in which you are interested, or askfor our Private Advice.

have You
ANY Ambition ?

We specialise in all Exams. in most o
the following subjects, and we guarantter
tuition a /1 0/ success) id. No extra fees.Most Moderate Charges. Payable
Monthly. All Text Books Free.Expert Tutors for every Depart-

ment.

WE TEACH

BY POST

COMMERCIAL
Accountancy

Advertising and Salesman-
ship

Auditing
Banking
Book-keeping
Commercial Arithmetic
Commercial Law
Company Law
Costing
Economics
English and French
Executorship Law
Foreign Exchange
Modern Business Methods
Secretaryship
Workshop Organisation

TECHNICAL
Architectural Drawing )
Building Construction
Clerk of Works' Duties)
Aviation
Boiler Engineering
Boiler Making
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Concrete and Steel
Draughtsmanship
Electricity
Engineering
Foundry Work
Internal Combustion

Engines
Marine Engineering

. ENGINEERING
DICTIONARY.
Part One Free.

To extend the name of The
Bennett College we are pub-
lishing an Illustrated En-
cyclopmdie Dictionary of
Engineering, Civil, Motor,
Elect.. Mech., etc. You may
have Part 1 FREE. Send
for Part 1 to -day' you are
under no obligation.

MY ADVICE

IS FREE

TECHNICAL (CON.)
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining
Mine Surveying
Motor Engineering
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Sanitation
Shipbuilding
Structural Engineering
Surveying and Levelling
Telegraphy and Telephony
Wireless Telegraphy
Works Manager's Course

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET.
to The Bennett College, Dept. /06, Sheffield,
naming the subject you are interested in. Parents
should seek our advice for their sons. Pleas()
s ate your age. Courses specially combined to
n eet all requirements. Why stay in the rut
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_RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Piogress in Germany.

THE new German station at Cassel com-
menced operations on January 10th,
and will work upon a wave -length of

292 metres, relaying the Frankfurt pro-
grammes. Since Hanover, Bremen, and
Nuremberg made their appearance (on 296,
330, and 340 metres respectively), the
main German stations have had to re-
arrange their wave-
lengths, but in most
instances the change
has been only 3 or
4 metres.

* * *

Wave -length Revision.
THE new wave-
-1- lengths of the

main German
stations have been
allotted as follows:
Hamburg, 395 metres ;
Munster, 410 ; Breslau,
418 ; Stuttgart, 443 ;
Leipzig, 454 ; Konigs-
berg, 463; Frankfort -
on - the - Main, 470 ;
Munich, 485; and
Berlin, 505 metres. In
addition Konigs.wuster-
hausen generally works
on 2,800 metres on
Sunday mornings at
1 p.m.

The Pope's Radio
Receiver.
CARDINAL

GASPARRI, on
behalf of His Holiness the Pope, has

expressed great appreciation of the gift of a
special broadcast receiver, presented by the
Marconi Co. The apparatus, which will
tune -in to the principal capitals of Europe,
has been placed in one of the drawing -rooms
of the Vatican, where it will be used during
diplomatic receptions.

* *

Radio Directory Additions.
SINCE the publication of our Free

Book, " The Amateurs' Radio Direc-
tory " one or two extra call signs

have been brought to our notice, as follows :
2 R L-R. Pecorini.
2 A B R.-A Smith, 48, High Street,

Yiewsley, Middlesex.
2 J B.-J. C. Bird, 72, Dyne Road,

Brondesbury,

2 A 0 X.-H. Hardy, 68, Langton Road,
Wavertree, Liverpool.

2 A N G.-R. W. Anderson, "Fair-
haven," West St.,Scarborough.

2 A M V.-A. G. Priestman, 27, Pearson
St., Carter's Green, W. Bromwich,
Staffs.

2 A S V.-A. H. Mallinson, 59, Talbot
Road, Highgate, N.6. 

opening of the station there in October, 1923,
it has been the practice at 6 B M to keep the
microphone in circuit during the whole of
the evening programme.

* *
The Inevitable Aerial.

ACORRESPONDENT who was at Ailsa
Craig last year, tells me that he was
surprised to see there along single -

wire aerial fastened to

Mr. Baird. a young inventor, whose experiments in connection with radio television
watching. Mr. Baird is seen abbve with some of his apparatus.

Correction-Hull Relay should read
6 K H instead of 2 H U. Wanted particu-
lars of 6 H C, 6 G H, 5 L N , and 2 T K.

5W R.
THE secretary of the Belvedere, Erith, and

District Radio Society has asked me
to make the following announcement:

" If all transmitters that have worked with
5 W R would please refrain from calling
up that station, or corresponding with the
late Mr. C. E. Morriss, his parents would be
grateful." *
The " Open " Microphone.
THE experiment of leaving the micro-

phone switch " open " during halts
in the programmes, which has recently

been tried at several stations, is nothing new
to Bournemouth listeners. Ever since the

*

the rocky f4ce of the
cliff, the other end
being fixed to the
chimney of a small
cottage. So if the
B.B.C. decide to broad-
cast the cries of wild
birds from there, they
will find that even on
that isolated rock the
inevitable aerial is to
be found.

Record Breaking
Audience.
ASTORM of criti-

cism has broken
out among actor -

managers, actors, and
theatrical producers as
a result of the free con-
certs recently given by
two famous -New York
singers to an audience
of 8,000,000 listeners.
Madame Lucrezia
Bori, prima donna at
the Metropolitan Opera
House, and Mr. John

McCormack, were the singers, and for the
first time in history the leading newspapers
featured notices by their critics of a radio
concert, and gave as much prominence to it
as though the microphone had been the foot-
lights. The performance may well herald the
beginning of a new era, when operatic singers
will sing to vast and invisible audiences, but
the question of how the singers will be paid
has yet to be solved, unless America follows
the British precedent of a tax on listeners.

* * *

Was it a " Short Circuit "

are worth

STEPNEY was a radio desert recently,
owing to the fact that four hundred
accumulators, belonging to listeners

there, were destroyed by a fire which broke
out in Carr Street. The outbreak was soon

(Continued on page 1230.)
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" contained " by the Fire Brigade, but there
were some very " acid " remarks by the
local valve set owners.

* *

Jo'burg Received in England.
AN Isleworth amateur-Mr. Jack H.

Ross--elaims to be the first British
amateur in England to receive read-

able telephony from the Johannesburg
broadcasting station. Listening in on a
two -valve set (0.-V.-1.) he first heard a band
and then the announcement that the
Johannesburg Municipal Orchestra had been
playing Elgar's " Land of Hope and Glory."
After expressing the hope that listeners had
enjoyed it, the announcer repeated his
statements in Dutch for the benefit of South
Africans who spoke that language. Mr.
Ross tells me that signals were of quit.)
good strength on 'phones-about R 7.

Correspondent Wanted.
r...k.PTAIN WEST has forwarded me a

letter which was addressed to him- at
the B.B.C. offices by a young Ameri-

can enthusiast who wants to correspond with
a British radio fan. He says he is 15 years
of age, in his freshman year in high school,
and would be glad to hear from someone of
Isis own " weight." The address is Ralph
Crosley, 521, N. McKinley St., Sand Springs,
Oklahoma, U.S.A.

5 X X's New Site.,
THE site of the new super -station which

the B.B.C. is erecting at Daventry
stands about 600 ft. above sea level,

and the actual ground where the station
buildings and masts will stand is three or
four hundred feet above the surrounding
land, in open country. A T-shaped
aerial will be employed, supported on two
masts 800 ft. apart, and 500 ft. high. The
natural wave length of the aerial will be
as near as possible to that of the station, i.e.
1,600 metres, which is the same wave -length
that 5 X X now employs.

Wonderful Earthing System.
AWONDERFULLY comprehensive

earthing system is being planned at
Daventry, consisting of a continuous

underground metal plate, having a radius
of 100 ft. and shaped like a flat ring. From
this ring wires will be taken (at regular in-
tervals) up to posts 10 ft. high, and all the
wires will converge at the station, which
will stand in the centre of the metal ring.
The earthing wires will all terminate on a
circular earthing ring at the top of the
station, through the centre of which the
lead-in will pass to the transmitting ap-
paratus.

* * *

The Irish Exhibition.
THE first Irish wireless exhibition is

to be held in Dublin in February.
The fact that a broadcasting service

in the Irish Free State is expected to
commence shortly has aroused a great
and growing interest in the subject. The
exhibition will be held in the Antient
Concert Rooms, Dublin, and will remain
open from February 23rd to February 28th,
inclusive.

A " VALVE " CROSS-
WORD PUZZLE.

By E. BLAKE, A.M.I.E.E.
tFor the first correct solution of this puzzle,
received by the Editor, a prize of two guineas wi'l

+ be awarded. Closing date for entries Jan. 29th.

CLUES.
ACROSS.

1 If you will me correctly fix,
I'll shut the door to number Six.

3 (Abbr.) Say elephant, and straightway
think of me.

Where the loud speaker is there I must
be.

4 One of three elements I be ;
Look at the puzzle and you look at me.
Or turn me backwards, add an E.
And then I am sad melody.

R Mil T A 21--

0

3L4.(, 1111181
L ill lal El

7 (Abbr.) A ratio.
Polyphemus, of the Cyclopes
Lacked what I have-the

thing.
8 I am the first three -eighths of the whole.

yet there
Can be no fractions of that whole.

10 Behold me, half of number Nine
Who will exist as long as time.
In spite of this-now guess me if you

can-
I exist only by the will of man.

12 (Abbr.) The B.B.C. shouts me,
The laggard flouts me,
The mariner needs me,
The horologer heeds me.

king,
self -same

DOWN.
1 Most people use us for their valve

receivers,
We sound like a slang word for

" deceivers."

2 Alike our pa's in naming us were willed,
The man who wrote " The Vicar of

Wakefield,"
man who forced the kingly Charles

to ield,
The who wished to have his bowl

refill
To Masons has my surname a familiar

sound,
In a " garden of cucumbers " it may be

found.
5 Call -letters of a station near the ice,

If D displace E they think that colour's
nice.

6 (Abbr.) Number one (down) cannot use
me,

And (across) doth sore abuse me.
Look at bottom of design,
Think what that means-and I am

thine.
9 In two forms only I exist for ever,

Mutable I am, but destroyed never.
11 By no means a " wireless " nonentity,

I do some great things now and then,
I'm a ruler at home,
I am world-wide known,
These initials reveal my identity.

* * *

Beam Stations.

PREPARATIONS are being made for
the new British " beam " stations
which will act as terminals for the

beam services with Australia, India, South
Africa, and Canada. I hear that a site
for the first one has been provisionally
fixed on in the neighbourhood of Dorchester.

6 P Q.
FOLLOWING on the successful Marconi

transmission of pictures by wireless,
I learn that Mr. Edwards, of Faif

Haven, Castle Glresley, Burton -on -Trent
(6 P Q), has been granted a licence for
experimental work in radio transmission
of photographs.

*

Directly Connected to 2 L 0.
PROVIDING all goes well, Daventry

should be working in the early
summer, and interest in the great

new station will to a large extent counteract
the comparative slackness ,of the summer
radio trade. I hear that overhead telephone
lines will connect the station with 2 L 0,
and that as a stand-by underground lines
will also be installed, for use in the event of
a breakdown.

Talks from Belfast.
TALKS upon Ulster affairs are now being

given upon Wednesday evenings at
the Belfast station. Some distin-

guished speakers have promised to appear
before the microphone, and they will treat
of historical, social, and economic subjects,
in a non-political and thoroughly popular
manner.

Progressive Glasgow,
GLASGOW has a fine record for 1924,

and I am told that the staff there
have even more ambitious schemes

afoot for the coming twelve months. First
to give a whole Greek play, first to give a
play by children, and first to give a com-
plete act of an opera, 5 S C can certainly
claim to have helped to make radio history
in Britain. Glasgow was the first station
to broadcast educational talks for school
children. ARIEL
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THE GRID AS A TRAFFIC REGULATOR
How Amateurs 'May Get Best Results.

By SIR OLIVER LODGE, D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.S.
This practical article for the amateur by our scientific adviser has been specially written for " Popular Wireless." Those

who desire maximum efficiency from their receivers will do well to study the advice given by Sir Oliver Lodge.

SUPPOSE you have acquired a new
three -valve set, consisting of No. 1
valve, a high -frequency magnifier ;

No. 2 valve, a rectifier ; No. 3 valve,
a low -frequency 'or power magnifier ; and
suppose, as sometimes happens, you find a
difficulty in obtaining any but a very
feeble result, or even perhaps no result at
all, notwithstanding that the connections
have all been properly made, all joints and
contacts good and firm, the plus anal minus
properly attended to, the whole high-tension
battery fully connected up, and all the
filaments glowing with adequate but not
excessive brightness.

You may then perhaps try whether you
cannot get a result by turning -the rheostat
or regulator of the No. 1 valve to zero, so
that its filament is dark and it is no longer
in action ; you will then be working with
only two valves and without a high -frequency
magnifier, and yet from neighbouring
stations you may now get a result. This
will not always happen, but with some
sets it does. Not that this is a right way of
working, but it shows what was the
matter. For now, having got the
other two valves to give a result, if
you switch on the No. 1 valve again,
you will probably find that -the loud
speaker again becomes faint, or is
silent.

A Cause of Distortion.
You ask yourself the reason of

this, and conclude that the high-
tension battery is too strong for that
valve. Two travelling plugs are pro-
bably provided, and by moving the
wander plug which feeds the No. 1
valve down a long way. to lower studs
on the, high-tension battery, so as to
apply a much lower potential to the No. 1
anode, you may be able to get it into help-
ful action ; and after that you can proceed
'as usual.

Some valves seem able to work in spite
of harsh treatment, but it cannot be well
to depend on that, or to overstrain their
capabilities. Everybody knows that the
filament current must be adjusted neither
too strong nor too weak, but regulation of
anode potential seems less attended to, and
too little facility for this is generally pro-
vided. And the result is distortion, if
nothing worse. Too much reaction is no
remedy, but is an additional defect. Good
and pure and clearly articulated reception
cannot thus be obtainable ; though mere
loudness can.

The fact is that the anode potential may
be too high or too low for the grid potential.
There is a best relation between anode and

- grid potential : if the anode is too high, it
overpowers the grid ; if the anode is too
low, it is overpowered by the grid.

Consider more closely what is happening :
Electrons are given off by the filament as

One of the latest
portraits of Sir
Oliver Lodge, taken

by Kr. Howie.

negatively charged particles, and are
attracted up by the positive anode. The
grid stands in their way as a controller of
current or regulator of traffic. The grid
connected to the aerial is subject to fluctua-
tions of potential : it may have a steady
bias, but its potential is bound to fluctuate
according to the received impulses ; the
whole reception depends on that.

Two Alternative Dangers,

When a grid is negative,
it drives the electrons down
or prevents their rising ;
when a grid is positive, it
helps them upwards, and
encourages them to shoot
through to the anode be-
yond. It is the anode cur-
rent which you ultimately
utilise, and on which You are
dependent.

But it is no use getting a
strong anode current unless
it is properly controlled and
modified by the grid ; and
the grid potential must be
strong enough to perform the

regulation ,effectively. The electrons,
which are the current conveyers,
must be disciplined and controlled
by the grid in accordance with the
received fluctuations of potential, that
is, in accordance with all the voice
peculiarities impressed on the ether
waves by the sending microphone and
the emitting valve apparatus.

The anode may be so strong as to
haul up all the electrons in spite of the
efforts of the grid to keep them down.
That is a common danger, especially
with No. 1 valve. On the other hand
the grid may be so strong as not only
to repel electrons when it is of nega-
tive sign, but to attract them so
strongly when it is of positive sign
that none or hardly any are able to
escape its clutches. There are thus
two opposite or alternative dangers,
and the potentials must be adjusted
so as to avoid them both.

Varying Grid Potentials.
It is manifest that the grids of the

series of valves are inevitably of differ-
ent strength ; accordingly the anodes

should be of different, strength too. No. 1
valve receives the aerial fluctuations un-
magnified, and from a distant station they
may be very weak. Grid No. 2 receives
magnified fluctuations, and -in No. 3 they
are still more magnified.

The grid potential in No. 3 or No. 4 valve
may be so strong as to monopolise all the
electrons to itself, not allowing a sufficient
number to go through to the anode ; in that
case magnification will cease ; the valve
will actually diminish the current which
otherwise might have been obtained. Such
a state of things is extremely unlikely in the
No. 1 valve ; the unmagnified oscillations
in the aerial are bound to be rather feeble ;
they are probably insufficient to excite the
grid too strongly anyhow.'

A very moderate potential in the anode is
sufficient to do the work ; indeed a moderate
potential is wisest, for it will then not

(Continued on page 1232.)
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overpower the grid. And this is the basis of
the plan known as Unidyne, which refrains
from applying a high potential to the anode,
even to the anode of the second valve.

Nevertheless, the second valve can stand
a greater amount of anode potential, since
the grid is already receiving a magnified
impulse ; and if we are to use the third
valve, a high potential to the anode be-
comes necessary. Without high potential
you cannot expect the third valve to
magnify.

So far we have mainly considered the case
of a grid too strong for the anode ; it not so
much regulates the traffic as stops it,
absorbing too much of it into itself. But
now take the converse case-the more usual
case when a high-tension battery is em-
ployed-that is when the anode potential
is too strong for the grid.

Unidyne Efficient " D X " Receiver.
The electrons given off from the filament

are now rushed up violently to the anode,
and the grid placed between them, in order
to regulate the traffic, now stands helpless
like a policeman standing in the middle of
the North-Western Railway trying to
regulate the Scotch and Irish mails. The
speeds to be dealt with are beyond the
grid's control. There is plenty of current ;
but the current is steady, paying no adequate
attention: to the fluctuations of the grid,
and therefore paying no adequate attention
to the received messages.

Everything is in working order ; but
the valve -property is out of action, the grid
is no longer a regulator or controller of
traffic. The remedy obviously is to weaken
the anode potential. And if you want to
receive from a feeble or a distant station,
which is only able to make the grid voltage
oscillate slightly, it will be well to reduce the
anode potential a good deal. Hence,
doubtless, it is that the Unidyne is efficient
in picking up distant stations.

The anode potential of the other valves,
to which grid alternations are supplied, may
be higher, but still not too high. It is
always important that the anode shall not
overpower the grid. When listening to a
strong near station that is unlikely to
happen ; but when listening to a far-off
station it is likely enough. One might
imagine that the feebler the impulses
received, the more anode potential ought
to be supplied ; whereas the fact is just
the reverse, and perhaps many amateurs
overdo their high-tension, especially with
the early valves of the series.

H.T. Control Necessary.
To sum up : The more distant or feeble

the station listenet to, the lower ought
to be the high-tension potential applied to
the anode of the first valve. It is possible
that constructors do not allow sufficient
reduction of the numbers of cells of the
high-tension battery put into action on the
anode, especially the anode of the first valve.

Too high a potential is detrimental. The
high-tension battery ought to have studs
all along, so as to be capable of ready

adjustment down to quite a low potential,
and thus be made to suit different circum-
stances. The function of the No. 1 valve
is clear reception. If it does not receive all
the fluctuations clearly, subsequent magni-
fication, so far from remedying the defct,
only increases it. Given clear reception,

it can be magnified by subsequent valves as
-much as desired.

We must not depend for magnification on
the receiving valve, and must not try to
force it, either by reaction or by high
potential or too bright a filament, or in any
other way.
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Simple Panel Supports.
THE system of using four legs to

support a receiver panel is becoming
very popular amongst experimenters,

and for the benefit of those readers who
may desire to adopt the method it is here
shown how a simple set of supports may be
made, up from a few odd pieces of material.

Each support consists of a small strip
of sheet brass, A, which has two holes
drilled in one end to take ordinary wood -
screws. To the other end is soldered a small
brass nut. The screw to be used is provided
with a small metal tongue, B, this being
soldered to the head to form a thumb-

screw. A square
section wooden
pillar, C, is re-
cessed to take
the lower end of
the brass strip,
which is then
screwed firmly
in position. A
suitable base is
then attached
to the lower end
of the pillar, this
consisting of a
small wooden
block or an old
ebonite -knob.

Care should
be taken to see
that all the
pillars are of
equal length,

since no adjusting device is provided.
During operations the panel is held firmly
in position by the small clamping screws.

A Simple Drill Stop.
THE usual method of preventing a

drill from cutting beyond any
. required depth is to use a small metal

collar which it clamped to the drill by means
of a small set -screw. In the writer's opinion
this is most unsatisfactory,  since it is

impossible for the small set -screw to grip
the hardened steel drill tightly enough
to prevent the collar from slipping if a
little undue pressure is applied to same.
The method outlined below will be found
far more reliable.

Obtain a length of round, soft wood
(curtain rod) and, with the drill which is to
be used for the job, drill a hole down
through the
centre. Then
place the drill
in the chuck
and carefully
measure t h e
distance b e -
tween A and B.
For example, if
this should be

in., and the
holes are to be

in. deep, then
cut off a 1 in.
length of the
drilled wooden
rod, C, and
force it over the
drill until the top portion touches the jaws
of the chuck. It is thus impossible for the
drill to cut deeper than the measured
distance.

'

C

HE  B t,bT WAY "
WIRELESS BOOKS

Have you secured your copies of those
a- latest and most up-to-date radio publications
 -the " Best Way " Wireless Books ?
E. Two numbers are now on sale, dealing
H clearly and comprehensively with the con-
 struction of radio receivers. Crystal Sets
= and Valve Sets are dealt with in great
 detail, and every stage of construction is
= clearly described.

Copious photographs and illustrations make
 the building of the various sets a pleasure,
E even to the veriest tyro.

Sedure your copies NOW.
"BEST WAY" CRYSTAL SETS

(No. 161 )

.7.. (Including a pictorial blue -print of a Two -
valve Reflex Set.)

Price 6d. each.
Obtainable from any Bookstall or Newsagent:

"BEST RAY" VALVE SETS
(No. 162.m
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ABOUT THE "ULTRA" COIL.
1-1How to Obtain High Efficiency.

By K. D. ROGERS (Assistant Technical Editor).
The popularity of the famous " P.W." 'Ultra Crystal Set has resulted in many inquiries about the design of the coil used.

Here is a practical article which every amateur will find valuable.

READERS who saw the articles on the
POPULAR WIRELESS Ultra crystal
set and made up the receiver dill no

doubt have been struck by the design of the
coil no less than by the wonderful degree of
efficiency that was obtained with the set.
This efficiency, as was explained before, is

due to the fact than an auto -transformer is
used so that the voltage across the detector
circuit is made as high as practicable without
cutting down the current flowing through
the crystal, for it must not be forgotten
that the crystal is a current operated device.
This type of coil, which we have named the
"Ultra" coil, is not only applicable to crystal
sets, but also to valve receivers, and in
various types and forms of circuits.

In order that all readers shall understand
the operation of the Ultra coils, I pro-,
pose to run through the theory of the coil

.0003- OR oey
SO -70 TURNS

Te. SERIES CONDENSER:
LARGER COIL USED AT _

POTENT/AL ACROSS A&
GREATER THAN /N ic76. 4 /y62.

briefly before discussing its application to
various circuits.

As is well known to most amateurs, valve
" detectors," or rather rectifiers, are poten-
tial -operated devices. By this is meant
that it is the difference of potential or
voltage across the grid and filament of the
valve that determines the efficiency of the
receiver and governs the signal strength
available. This is without discussing reac-
tion or other forms of amplification, as
these do not concern us at the moment.

While in the case of crystal sets the
greater the potential across the detector
circuit the greater the current through the
crystal and 'phones, and the, louder the
signals up to a certain point.

Realising that the greater the potential
across the detector circuit (let us deal with
crystal sets first) the greater the signals
strength obtained, within the limits of the
crystal to pass the current, the problem
arises as to how we shall arrange the re-
ceiving set so that -the incoming energy
shall cause large currents to pass through
the crystal and 'phones.

Operating the Detector.
As it is only practical to tap the detector

circuit across part of the aerial circuit, it
cannot be in series with the aerial, as this
latter must oscillate freely according to the
frequency of the incoming impulses ; the
only thing to do is to include in the aerial
some form of " resistance " that will cause
a drop of voltage,- or difference of potential

 across it, and to tap the detector circuit
across that.

As the impulses we are dealing with are
of high frequency, this resistance must take
the form of one that will allow the currents
to oscillate without
damping them out too
much. So an induct-
ance is used, which can
be employed both as
a " resistance " and as
a tuning unit to
govern the natural
frequency (i.e. wave-
length) of the aerial.

Thus we come to
Fig. 1, where a coil
of a well-known type
is shown, the induct-
ance being tuned by a
variable condenser.
The potential avail-
able for operating the
crystal is obviously
that across the coil, which for broadcast
reception has about 35 turns or so.

Now it is obvious that if we can increase
the size of the coil we shall increase the
potential difference across the detector
within the limits set up by the impedance
of the coil itself, for this must not become
too large compared with that of the aerial
and earth.

Increasing Signal Strength.
So we come to Fig. 2, where a large coil is

employed, and a series condenser to make
up for the increased wave -length. And this
is as far as we can go in the case of ordinary
coils, though by means of a secondary
circuit of suitable value the potential in
the aerial coil can be stepped -up, and
stronger signals be obtained. This type of
receiver is shown in Fig. 3.

Unfortunately, if best results are to be

obtained, both the primary and secondary
coils have to be tuned, and also there must
be a method of coupling variation provided,
BO that the maximum voltage step-up may
be obtained, and also a certain degree of
selectivity introduced. This necessitates
three controls, and therefore complicates
the receiver po that it becomes quite a feat
for the average listener to get the best out
of his set.

The Ultra coil, used as a plain tuner
(shown in Fig. 5), however, combines the
advantages of the loose coupler, its selec-
tivity and potential step-up, with that of
ease of control, besides giving greater
signal strength. This is due to the pecu-
liarities of auto -coupling, where the secon-
dary circuit is balanced on either side of the
primary.

The New Coil.
As can be seen in Fig. 4, the detecting

circuit, consisting of the crystal rectifier
and the telephone receivers, is tapped off
at the extreme ends of the inductance,
while the tuned aerial circuit is tapped off
from the centre. In this case the secondary
circuit is not in tune with the oscillations to
be received, as is the aerial, but is provided

STEP VP OF VOLTAGE FROMX7VY

with the maximum potential across its ends
that is possible with efficiency, so that the
circuit can be said' to be provided with
" forced " impulses.

In Fig. 5 the secondary is tuned to the
frequency of the incoming impulses, and so
the secondary is free to oscillate while the
aerial, approximately in tune with the
received oscillations, is tapped off as usual
from the centre of the coil. In this case,
less turns are used for the total coil, though
those used for the aerial section remain
the same.

The actual construction of the coil is
very simple, and it may be of any type,
though preferably either solenoid or basket.
The total number of turns is wound on
continuously, tappings for the aerial being
taken off at the required positions, namely

(Continued on page 1234.)
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BOOK REVIEWS.
Some New Publications for your Radio Library.

" Pitman's Radio Year Book, 1925,"
Price Is. 6d. net. Published by Sir Isaac
Pitman & Sons, Ltd., Kingsway, London,
W.C. 2.

This very welcome Year Book hardly
needs a review. Every amateur who is
interested in his hobby must surely possess
a copy, for it contains some of the most
useful information in connection with wire-
less ever compiled, and, at the exceedingly
moderate price of Is. 6d., it is a book which
most certainly should be in the possession
of every reader of this journal.

History of Wireless.

. The 1925 issue is an improvement on the
1924 issue, inasmuch as it contains a very
excellent Photographic Supplement entitled
" Radio History for 1924 in Pictures." The
contributors to the issue include Lord Gain -
ford, Mr. Reith, Captain Eckersley, and
many other notable figures in wireless.

Altogether this is a book which can be
heartily recommended to the attention of
every wireless amateur.

* *

" Wireless." By P. J. Risdon, F.R.S.A.,
with an introduction by Dr. J. A. Fleming,
F.R.S. Price 6s. net. Published by Ward,
Lock & Co., London.

Mr. Risdon is probably remembered by
many readers of POPULAR WIRELESS as a
contributor of distinction. His book con-
tains 384 pages, and is illustrated with
many excellent photographs and diagrams.

Dr. J. A. Fleming contributes a very
interesting Introduction, while the author
leads his readers from an outline for begin-
ners to the ether theory, ether waves and
vibrations, electricity and magnetism, elec-
tric current, primary cells and accumulators,
electro-magnetic waves, and methods of
generating them, and so on, right through
the history of wireless technique.

Altogether this book covers an exceed-
ingly wide scope, and shows evidence of
very careful authorship. At the price of 6s.
it is well worth an investment on the part
of the amateur.

The Broadcast Library.
We note that Mr. Risdon publishes a

chapter which originally appeared in the
" Wireless Review and Science Weekly " (a
journal which is affiliated with PoruLau
WIRELESS) on how Sir Joseph Thomson
discovered the electron. But it is to be
regretted that Mr. Risdon has not seen fit to
acknowledge, in the usual manner, the origi-
nal journal in which his article was first
published.

* *

Three more books of the Broadcast
Library edited by J. C. W. Reith have been
received for review. They are all published
by Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton at 3s. 6d.
net, under the following titles :

" From My Window," by Philemon.
" At Home with Nature," by Kaye

Robinson ; and
" All - About Motoring," by Captain

Twelvetrees.

The contents of these three books do not
come under the legitimate scope of the
review columns in POPULAR WIRELESS, but
there can be no doubt that if the Broadcast
Library continues to publish such attractive
volumes by such excellent and well-informed
authors, the public will have an opportunity
of collecting a very useful and entertaining
series of books.

Mr. Kay Robinson needs no introduction
to readers of POPULAR WIRELESS. His
nature talks from 2 L 0 are keenly appre-
ciated by thousands of listeners -in, and in
his book he again shows evidence of that
charm of style and a wide knowledge of the
mysteries of nature.

From My Window," by Philemon, is a

collection of essays, many of which are
perfect little gems in their own way. These
essays are very short, thoughtful and
delightfully written, and it is with great
pleasure that we welcome Mr. Reith's
decision to include them in a separate
volume.

Interesting New Volume.

" All About Motoring," by Captain
Twelvetrees, should have a very wide appeal
to those in possession of motor -cars of any
description. Captain Twelvetrees is a prac-
tical motorist, as every listener who has
heard his wireless talks must have realised
by now. He does not fog his readers with
long technical discourses on differential
gears, etc., which is lucky, because the
technical vocabulary of the motorist is even
worse than that of the wireless amateur, or
even the amateur golfer.

The next volume to be published under
the general editorship of Mr. J. C. W. Reith
is entitled " The Hidden Zoo," by L. G.
Mainland, the well-knovvn L. G. M. of the
" Daily Mail."

ABOUT THE " ULTRA "
COIL.

(Continued from page 1233.) 4,
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the centre of the coil, so that the portions
on either side balance one another.

Before dealing with further adaptations
of this type of coil (which, by the way, is
covered by letters patent) the following list
of coils may be of interest to those who wish
to go right ahead with their experiments on
this coil. In the case of valve detectors,
the secondary is, of course, connected to
grid and filament, the aerial remaining the
same. As the coil is most efficient on short
waves I do not intend to give details for
wave -lengths above 600 metres.

The following is a list of approximate
values for various wave -length ranges, both
the windings being tuned, the aerial with
either series or parallel condensers of .0005,
and the secondary with a .0003 or .0005
parallel condensers :

Wave -length. Aerial. Sec. -1.e. total
number of turns.

60-120 4 (series) 22
100-150 8 (series) 24-30
150-300 20 (series) 30-40
300 400 25 (parallel) 40-60
350-600 40 (parallel) 60-80
(approx.)

The values given in the preceding column
must not be taken as accurate for all sets or
aerials, and I advise those who take up this
type of coil to experiment with various
values, both of primary and secondary
portions of the coils. It will be remembered
that the original Ultra crystal set utilised
the coil wound in a solenoid fashion, with the
tuning carried out by tappings on both
primary and secondary. This is quite an
efficient method for crystal sets where tho
crystal always introduces flatness into the
tuning, but for valve sets it is advisable to
have a variable condenser across the se-.'ond-
ary in order to obtain finer tuning.

Plug-in Coils.

It has also been found by Mr. Dowding
and myself while experimenting with this
type of tuner that the basket coil or spider
winding is admirably suited for the Ultra
coil, so that it can be made very easily into
a plug-in coil for fitting to the -average set.
In this event the aerial and earth tappings
must be taken out to separate terminals on
the coil plug, the secondary being connected
to the plug and socket in the usual way.

Should readers not wish to make their
own coils they will be pleased to know that
the Igranic Electric Co. are carrying out
experiments on the Ultra coil with a view to
placing it on the market. They will, of
course, utilise their famous duolateral
method of winding.
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THE WIRELESS TORPEDO.
A Radio. Mystery of the War.

By AN EX -NAVAL OFFICER.

This interesting article deals with a part of naval warfare of which very few people are aware of.
indeed, sinister possibilities.

TOWARDS the latter part of the Great
War the Allies were greatly disturbed
by a mystery vessel which repeatedly

attacked our monitors operating off the
Belgian coast. The mystery ship, as it was
called, appeared to come from the German
naval base at Ostend, and as it was equipped
with elaborate wireless aerials and accom-
panied by seaplanes, which carried on
regular wireless transmission, by which the
movements of the mystery ship appeared to
be governed, it was naturally thought that
the ship was controlled by wireless from the
seaplanes, as no crew were visible.

Accordingly, special wireless transmitting
stations were set up for sending out signals
which would jam this ship and cause it to
run amok. For, as far as was known, no
wireless control apparatus existed which
could not be upset by jamming.

After this the mystery ship was never
seen again, and the Allies concluded that
their jamming remedy had had the desired
effect.

The point which it is desired to emphasise
is-that it has always been possible to
upset any wireless -controlled mechanism
by consistent jamming, and although some
devices have been perfected since the war
for rendering it more or less difficult to
jam a wireless -controlled vessel, a new
device makes it positively dangerous to
even attempt to jam any wireless -controlled
mechanism.

A Valuable Invention.
This new invention works on the principle

that if a wireless -controlled torpedo is fired
into the midst of an enemy fleet, and any
ship attempts to jam the torpedo by sending
out wireless signals, as hitherto, the torpedo,
instead of being put off by this procedure,
will automatically turn round and face the
interfering transmitter, follow the wireless
waves to their source, and finally destroy
the vessel from which they are radiated In
fact, a vessel which tries to jam one of these
wireless -controlled torpedoes is literally
asking for it.

It is well known that if a wireless receiving
set, employing a frame aerial, is tuned to,

.say, the London broadcasting station,
maximum signals will only be obtained
when one of the sides of the frame aerial is
pointing towards 2 L 0. When the frame is
rotated so that the sides of the frame are
at right -angles to 2 L 0-no signals will
be heard-and it is due to this directional
property of the frame aerial that this new
radio torpedo is able to follow up any
radiated wireless waves to their source.

In Fig. 1, two frame aerials, 1 and 2,
are erected on the same axis, but at right

 angles to each other. We will now presume
that the sides of No. 1 frame aerial, L 1 and
L 2, are pointing respectively north and

south, while the sides of No. 2 frame aerial
are pointing east and west. Both aerials are
fixed, and cannot be rotated. At the
moment the torpedo is travelling in a due
easterly direction.

About a mile or so away to the north
of this torpedo; an enemy battleship, A,
is attempting to jam the wireless -controlled
torpedo by radiating wireless waves.
(It will be understood that the torpedo is
not heading in the direction of the battle-
ship, but is travelling, as mentioned above,
in an easterly direction ; while the battle-
ship is to the northward).

As the sides of No. 2 frame aerial are
pointing east and west, they are at right
angles to the waves from the battleship,

The radio torpedo ha". y

of the chain H over to port. This causes the
torpedo to swing round from its easterly
course on to a northerly course, when it will
be proceeding in the direction of the battle-
ship radiating the wireless waves which are
affecting it.

Silencing the "Jammer."
As the torpedo swings round, however,

the energy picked by No. 1 frame aerial
now begins to get weaker, for the latter is
being turned away from the waves radiated
by the battleship ; while at the same time
No. 2 frame aerial is beginning to pick up
energy from the enemy battleship, as one of
the sides of this frame is now turning
towards the ship.

i
TRAMEAER/AL

WIRELESS CONTROLLED
TORPEDO.

"LIP
N./TILES/HP

4

and therefore do not pick up 'any of these
waves. On the other hand, No. 1 frame

 aerial is pointing north and south, and as
the battleship is to the northward, one of
the sides of No. 1 frame aerial is pointing
directly at the battleship. Therefore this
frame aerial will pick up a maximum
amount of current from the battleship's
transmitter.

Altering Course.
From No. 1 frame aerial this current

passes into the receiver B, and on being
amplified tfor clearness only a detecting
valve is shown in the diagram), energises
the relay C, which closes the switch E, thus
causing the battery F to excite the electro-
magnet G, which pulls the rudder by means

At a certain point, when the nose of the
torpedo is pointing directly at the wireless
transmitting cabin on the battleship, that
is, due north, an equal amount of wifeless
energy will be picked up by each frame aerial.
Thus the energy now picked up in No. 2
frame aerial will pass through the receiver
J and cause the pull of the electro-magnet K
to balance the pull of the electro- magnet 0.
Consequently the rudder will be placed and
maintained amidships and the torpedo will
proceed in the direction of the battleship.

Any deviation from this course by the
torpedo, owing to tide or current, will be
counterbalanced by the variations in received
energy from the battleship-so whatever
happens, the battleships radiating the wire:.
less waves will be struck by the torpedo.
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A SIMPLE SQUARE LAW
HOW TO MAKE

CONDENSER.
By W. SHERRIFF, B.Sc.
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WASH and dry eight old quarter -plate
negatives after removing the film.
Cut out four sheets of copper (or

the condenser. 'Bind the exposed glass with a
layer of insulating tape, but leave the end
open.

4.;4.

2'12'

CARDBOARD
51/A0e0

4 4.
Fig/ Showing sizes of G/dss, rod dad Cardboerd Sheets

tin) foil, 21- in. by 41 in. Fix one sheet
between two glass plates, using a little
shellac varnish, allowing !,3; in. of foil to
project at one end (Fig. 1) Make four sets
like this.

Cutting the Plates.
Cut out three metal plates to the dimen-

sions shown in Fig. 2. 'Carefully flatten each
sheet. Cut out three pieces of cardboard of
the shape and size shown in Fig. 1, using
cardboard slightly thicker than the metal
plates.

Now assemble the four pairs of glass
plates, with the cardboard separators be-
tween adjacent pairs, and the projecting
foils all at one end.

Assembling the Condenser.
Bend the projecting foils over the ends of

the glass plates, and clip on a bent strip of
brass (Fig. 3). Solder a wire to this end
piece for a connection to the fixed plates of

Mount the three
metal plates in a
hardwood end -
piece, fitting them
into three saw cuts,
which are spaced to

_them by driving two brass tacks through
wood and metal after drilling holes with a
metal drill slightly smaller in diameter
than the tacks.

Proportional Overlap Increase.
Connect all three plates by soldering a

wire vertically (Fig. 2), and solder to this a
flex wire for connections to the moving
plates. Add a knob to the end -piece.

The shape of the plates is such, that on
sliding the metal plates in between the foil
sheets the area of overlap increases in
proportion to the square of the distance the
plates are advanced. This gives " straight-
line " tuning. A scale may be scribed on the
top plate.

Advantages and Disadvantages.
Such a condenser costs very little, but is

little inferior in efficiency to the ordinary air
dielectric type, although it is harder to
mount in a set.

Moving Pktees Pods G/d5s, Brass End C/O

(etc/ Ssodrater

/50 .3. Sect/on along centre line of Condenser

allow the plates to
slide smoothly into
the spaces between
the glass plates. Fix

The maximum capacity will be about
0003 mfd. This can be doubled by using
rectangular plates, but in this case the
" straight-line " tuning is lost.

Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
Berlin " Eiffel Tower."

ACCORDING to reports from Berlin, work
has already commenced there on the
construction of an " Eiffel Tower "for

wireless transmission. It will be provided
with a restaurant 155 feet from the ground,
the tower itself being 430 feet high. Fifteen
feet from the top there will be an observation
platform, reached by means of an elevator.
Condenser Template.

A simple method of ensuring accuracy
in the marking of the drill-
ing positions for a variable
condenser, sent to me by a
reader, is as follows. A piece
of paper was cut to about
the same size as the con-
denser end, and. a hole mado
in it for the shaft of the rotor.
The ends of the pillars were
then inked by means of a
stamp pad, and the paper
was slipped into position on
the end of the rotes shaft
and pressed carefully against
the inked parts. This gave
an accurate template, the
paper afterwards being
pasted in position on the

I 0

L

ecme-cem9 Piees

f.7.9. 2. Shewin9 sire et Aloviv Phtes & End Piere.

panel until the drilling had been carried
out.

Reviving Dull -Emitters.
It is well-known that many a valve

which starts its career as a dull emitter
soon graduates-or is it degenerates ?-
into a bright emitter, and soon comes to
an untimely end. I have often been sur-
prised at the large number of people who,
whilst they are prepared to go to the
extra expense of buying dull -emitter valves,
being evidently fully conscious of the
advantage in the way of low current -
consumption, nevertheless seem unable to
convince themselves that when the filament
is at a very dull red heat it can possibly
be functioning efficiently. There is ap-
parently a great temptation to raise the
temperature " just a little."

Care of the Valve.
It is no doubt this instinct that " seeing

is believing" (which, in this case, is largely
the result of previous experience with bright -
emitter valves) that leads to the abuse of
dull -emitter valyes, and is responsible for
transforming them into short-lived bright

(Cnt!inucd on prigs 12S1.)
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every one of these
advertisements will show
an added advantage in
t h e construction o f
Brandes Headphones.

The lock -nut on the receiver
yoke is a clutch that tightens
and holds the receyers firmly
in place when satisfactory ad-
justment has been obtained.
This paint prevents the re-
ceivers from slipping, keeps
the headphones in correct
balance without possibility of
working askew and makes the
headband follow the natural
line of the head. The whole
family can wear the head-
phones with comfort.

British Manufacture
(B.B.C. Stamped.)

ACCEPTED

All Brandes products
carry our official money -
b a ck guarantee, en-
abling you to return
them within to days if
dissatisfied. This really
means a free trial.

Matched Tone means a technical improvement in telephone con-
struction which should at once grip your attention. If you are intent
on better broadcast reception, if you wish to gather the more distant
signals with increased strength and clarity, then Brandes Superior
Matched Tone Headphones are certainly what you want. Matched
by ear, the two receivers of ordinary headphones cannot gain an
exactly similar degree in tone and volume by a margin of eighty
degrees. Brandes, matched by special apparatus, obtain corre-
sponding sensitivity and volume in each receiver to within five
degrees and a consequent boosting of tone purity and increased
strength. For just home stations or trans -Atlantic and trans -
Continental telephony, get Brandes Matched Tone Headphones.
Ask your dealer for Brandes.

STANDARD

The Table -Talker is another Brandes quality product at
moderate price. Designed to meet the need for a simple
radio loud -speaking device to entertain a group of people
in an average size room, its full round tones are won-
derfully clear and pleasing. It is matched. to the
unit so that the air resistance produced will exactly
balance the mechanical power of the diaphragm. This
means beautiful sound -balance. Gracefully
simple of line, it is finished a shade of 42/-
neutral brown and is twenty-one inches high.

rand
Tte Arne to know in radio

Superior Matched Tone Headphones

FOR SIXTEEN YEARS
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Sole Moraufactorers

H. CLARKE & CO. (MANCHESTER), Ltd.,
Radio Engi eers,

ATLAS WORKS, OLD TRAFFORD.
MANCHESTER.

11111NMM---_-

has
a

IT depends largely upon yourself. One very site plc rule will
make all the difference between radio success and possible
failure.
Don't expect to build an Al set from C3 components. Say
"ATLAS" and be safe. Them isn't an " ordinary " component
in the whole of the range. Many of the devices are patented,
and in more than one instance the components aro complimented
by " the sincerest form of flattery."
Even if you don't as a rule believe in New Year resolutions
roll will lie glad you made this one : II always ask for

CLARKE'S `ATLAS' SPECIALITIES
For American Short -Wave Reception use Clarke' s ' Al r_ "
Short-Wava Coils (Set of 4) incorporating the latest Low -
Loss " principles.

VALVE RENEWALS
We repair, by our patent process (for which we
have the National Physical Laboratory's report of effi-
ciency), all standard types of valves at

616 carriage paid
(excepting Dull Emitters)

AND at least equal efficiency to
GUARANTEE 1 tone

ew
et

valves,
return in seven days,

or refund your money without quibble.
THE ECLAT ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

SPENCER HILL ROAD. WIMBLEDON.

Up 'o 3 valves cheap-
, est method is to send

by letter post.

Remittance must be
enclosed with

valves.

"!vat - LET?
'WEN° ROY AL COLLEGE

Dear Sirs. OF SCIENCE.
It may interest you to know

that I have recently scientifically tested your
"GIL-RAY " crystal Its performance was truly
extraordinary when tested both electrically and
on a Crystal Set. From its characteristic curses
it would appear to be particularly useful in
Reflex Circuits. L. C.- D.I.C., A.I.C.. etc.

at

I/

'Phones: 683 793
Trafiord Park.

" Pirtohl,
Manchester."

,HE
"AERMONIC )1(

VALVE TEMPLATE
is the best of all definite Templates, as the
four centre punches are riveted to a metal
plate in the correct position for the Valve
Legs and you cannot make a mistake. Pres-
sure of the hand or a light blow gives dis-
tinct drilling centres on the panel.

ONE SHILLING EACH.
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR ONE.

DISTRIBUTORS:
London and South:-Christie & Hodgson, Ltd., West

Street, Sheffield.
London Agents:-A. F. Bulgin & Co., 9-Ir, Cursitor

Street, London,
North of England and Seotiand:-V. R. Flersance,

6o, Fargate, Sheffield.
Export:-Jaines Christie and Sons, Ltd., 246, West

Street, Sheffield.

PRICE 1/6
of all dealers, or direct from

THE GILRAI' RADIO CO..
Sicilian House, ticilian Avenue, W.C.1.

Sole Distributors for U.K. and Ireland :
V. ZEITLIN & SONS, 144. Theobald's Road,

London, W.I.
Agents for Ireland : PETTIGREW &

MERRIMAN, 8, Corporation Street, Belfast.
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3,800 MIMES ON A LOUD

1I-Cr ne
SPEAKER. Almost as loud as 2 la 0.

"You will be interested to know that I received WGY, Schenectady, op a
Loud Speaker almost as loud as 2 L 0 on my Duodyne V. at Croydon . , "

J. A. Fowler, M.I.Mech.E.,
Wellman Smith Owen Engineering Corporation, Ltd.,

Kingsway,

A GENUINE LONG RANGE

The DUODYNE III. (Instrument only) Panel Type £10 0 0
The DUODYNE V. (Instrument only) Panel Type £18 18 0
The DUODYNE CABINET.-The Duodyne V. is also supplied in
French Polished Oak Cabinet with folding doors, enclosed valve,
and tuning coils. Self-contained batteries. Instrument only, £27

A CHILD CAN TUNE IT.

PETER CURTIS LT.D
75  CAMDEN ROAD  N.W. I.
Telograms:"PARACURTEX"- 'Phone: NORTH 3112.

IN CONJUNCTION WITH

The PARAGON RUBBER MFG. CO. LTDjeNUN"eOgO
BIRMINGHAM : 76, Newhall Street. Central 7236.
MANCHESTER : 312, Deansgate. Cs atral 5095.

111111111INI

LOUD SPEAKER RECEIVER
TWO STAGES H.F. AMPLIFICATION. AUTOMATIC TUNING

Guaranteed Range under Average Conditions
DUODYNE III. Headphones .. .. 3/4,000 miles.
DUODYNE V Headphones .. .. 4/5,000 miles

Loud Speaker ..
s.

.. 1/1,200 miles.
inf TIFF DUODYNE Long Range Receivers will discriminate between
'"di Radiola, Paris, and 5 X X Chelmsford, or used in conjunction with a

CURTIS EJECTOR will tune in any Broadcasting Station at will, while
operating.1I miles froln local Station or 200 yards from Relay Station.

SEE YOU BUP D WI1H
PARAGON EBONITE PANELS

Radio Quality.
TESTED
Uniform

Post Office Specification. "The Best Made:.
and RECOMMENDED by " POPULAR WIRELESS."
Fine Grain. Dead Matt Finish, Non -Metallic Surface.

STANDARD SIZES.8 x 6 x 4 .. 3/3 24 X 12 X .. 17/6 Is x 8 x 4 .. 6/ -
tot x 84 x 4 .. 5/3 8 x 54 x 1 .. 2/9 to x 8 X .. 6/912 X IO X 1 . 7/3
12 X 12 X l . 8/6
14 x za x 4 .. M-
t& X 12 X .. 11/8

to} X
I2 X
22 X
t6 X

7 x 4 ..
6 X 4 ..

II X I ..9 x

4/7
4/8

15/3
9/ -

7
so

9

X
x
X

5
9
5I

x
X
x

4 .. 
3 ..

2/3
5/8
3/5

IS x Is X 1 .. 13/- IS X II X 4.. 8/3 to x 5 x 4 .. 3/3
24 x to x .. 14/6 i8 x 6 x 6/9 124 x of x 4 .. 7/8
SPECIAL PANELS for Sets described in the current issue. Similar quality and
finish, Cut, Edges Ground and despatched same day id. per sq. in.

Postage 6d. extra.
PARAGON POLISHED MAHOGANY EBONITE is NOT a Composition, but
GUARANTEED POST OFFICE QUALITY EBONITE and is of similar

specification -to the now universally used PARAGON EBONITE.

"N\PANELS
CUT TO SIZE. Squared. Edge. Ground. ld. per sq. inch.

STOCKED BY ALL REPUTABLE STORES : But it must be in
PARAGON SEALED CARTONS.

Barclays 616

THE P.P.V.2.
PRESS EXCLUSIVES beg to thank the large number
who have constructed the P.P.V.2 from instructions
contained in Radio Plan No. 1, and who have sent us
congratulatory letters reporting the amazing success they
have achieved with this simple circuit. It has been
impossible to reply to all of these individually, but the

appreciation is esteemed none the less.
The P.P.V.2 is described in Radio Plan No. 1.
The P.P.V.3 and P.P.V.4 in Radio Plan No. 2.
The P.P.V.1 and the wonderful T.0.1 in Radio Plan No. 3.

Either of the above mailed post free for Two Shillings.

PRESS EXCLUSIVES,
2, Wine Office Court, Fleet St., London E.C.4.

The only Genuine American Crystal
on the British Market. It has been
used by the American public for
over 5 years.

Price per box - - 16

M RADIO CRYSTAL
Mined, tested and packed by the Dayton Radio Mfg.

Co., Dayton, Ohio.
Wholesale Agent for London & district : P. BERNEY,

35. Oxford Street, London.
Side European Distributors :LONDON RADIO STORES,
11, BATH STREET, GLASGOW.

ET AL

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL BROADCAST AREAS.

The
"Brownie" Wireless

and a
crystal of rare sensitzvity
Many people wonder how such clear
voluminous reception is achieved by
the "Brownie "-the crystal receiver
that costs but 7,'6. At a distance of
25.30 miles from a broadcasting
station or with loading coil attached
up to 120 miles from Chelmsford,
sweet -toned reception of the concerts
broadcast is assured. The secret lies
in the super -sensitivity of the crystal
-D.L.5.
Get a "Brownie " and enjoy 7/6broadcasting to -day ..

Loading coil for Chelmsford 1/6
Ebonite Base 1/6

Two large pieces
of crystal and the
essential " Pallma-
dium " Catwhisker
carefully packed
in dust -proof 9 -case . ,, . ../
From all good
dealers or send

direct.

The D.L.5 Crystal is now separately boxed. If
you already possess a receiver, get apiece of
D.L.5 Crystal and hear the difference it makes to
your reception. Use it for reflex circuits, too.
Its natural stability ensures increased volnme and

purer tone.

THE J. W. B. WIRELESS CO..
310A/312A, EUSTON ROAD. N.W.1.

(Facing Warren Street Tube StatuI)
Telephone Museum 3747.

1116(S.
CRYSTI.A.Z

and
Pallmadium"Catwiliskez
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GEODPHONE

THE SQUARE LAWVARIABLE
CON DENSER

n .0..itto

Sti

clfaTHONE
PRICES.

WITHOUT VERNIER

Cat. No. Capacity. Price each.

s. d.
B.C. 200 '0002 mfd. 9 6
B.C. 202 '00025 mfd. 10 3
B.C. 204 '0003 mfd. 10 3
B.C. 206 '0005 mfd. 10 6
B.C. 208 '00075 mfd. 12 0
B.C. 210 '001 mfd. 12 6

WITH VERNIER

Cat. No.
1 Capacity. Price each.

s. d.
B.C. 201 '0002 mfd. 14 6
B.C. 203 '00025 mfd. 15 3
B.C. 205 '0003 mfd. 15 3
B.C. 207 '0005 mfd. 15 6
B.C. 209 '00075 mfd. 17 0
B.C. 211 '001 mfd. 17 6

1

SOLD BY

Even tuning over en,
tire condenser scale.

Max-
imum capacity as

Minimum capacity
unusually low. Max -

specified.

Insulation resistance
high. Dielectric
losses and high fre-
quency resistance re-
duced to minimum.

Mechanical construc-
tion exceptionally
good, ensuring that
fixed and moving
vanes remain perman-
ently in correct rela-
tive positions. Mov-
ing plates supported
on ball -bearing.

(One -hole fixing.)

ALL GECoPHONE SERVICE DEPOTS, ELECTRICAL AND
WIRELESS DEALERS, STORES, ETC.

Who.'esole only:
THE GENER,IL ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Head Office: Magnet House, Eingsway,

London, W.C. 2.

N
Patent No. 5807, 24

.0.0.00, Tops engraved
in White on

Black.

"BELLING -LEE"

INDICATING TERMINALS

Heads cannot
screw off.

Grips a spade
tag or flex.

Standard
4 B.A. Stem.

Hole to grip a
phone tag or

solid wire.

Serrated bottom
prevents work-

ing loose.

Complete with
nut and washer.

Brass 3A., Nickel 41d. each.

"BELLING -LEE"

CRYSTAL RECEIVERS

Price

25/-
each.

Phones and
loading coil

extra.

These Receivers embody: (1) Our own Variometers, with SOLID
hardwood Rotors. (2) Our own ROTATING DETECTOR,
which enables the cats -whisker to engage practically every point
of the crystal (3) Our own patented SELF.SHORTING
PLUGS AND SOCKETS, which take the various standard
loading coils for reception from 5 X X The switch closed gives
reception from local stations without the inconvenience of removing
loading coil. (4) Our own Multiphone Terminals, accommodating
6 pairs of phones. (5) Our own INDICATING TER-
MINALS. (6) Our own INDICATING KNOBS. (7) Our
own highly polished and artistically finished Mahogany Cabinets.

Ask your usual dealer to let you listen -in on one of
our Receivers, or if you wish to build your own set,
ask for our components. In case of difficulty write to

BELLING & LEE, LTD.,
Queensway Works, Ponders End.

AMSiN1641117.
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HOW TO CONSTRUCT
A THREE -VALVE RECEIVER.
ONE H.F., DETECTOR, AND ONE L.F.

Built and Described by 3. LAURENCE PRITCHARD.
On test this receiver was found to be very selective and one which can be well recommended to amateurs who want

a reliable and efficient all-purpose receiver.
------ 10-4,

THE three -valve set illustrated in Fig. 1

has a stage of tuned anode high -fre-
quency amplification, a valve de-

tector, and a single stage of low -frequency
amplification. Although the open circuit

are taken out to two stud switches situated
to the right of the aerial and earth ter-
minals.

The coarse tuning switch is above the
fine tuning one. Between these switches.

Fig. 1. The tnree-valve set complete.

is employed for aerial tuning with its
advantages of ease in tuning, the set is
fairly selective, and is to be recommended
to those amateurs who desire a really good
all-purpose set.

Fig. 2. front view of the panel, sowing position of toe control knoos.

Under all conditions the set will be
found extremely stable, this desirable fea-
ture being secured to a large extent by the
use of a potentiometer. A duolateral coil
is used with a variable condenser for timing
the anode of the H.F. valve. In the aerial
circuit a G.R.C. tapped vario-eoupler is
employed, while extremely fine tuning is
accomplished with a small variable con-
denser of the tubular type.

The lay -out of the panel is seen in
Fig. 2. Aerial and earth terminals are re-
placed respectively near the top and bottom
left-hand corners of the panel. Between
these the aerial tuning condenser  is fixed.
The G.R.C. vario-coupler has two sets of
tappings, seven" for- coarse tuning and eight
tappings ,for fine tuning. The . tappings

and to the right of them, and in line with
the aerial tuning condenser, is the control
knob of the vario-coupler rotor, which is
employed to give a reaction coupling to the
aerial tuning circuit. Continuing to the

right of the panel is a
variable condenser of
.0005 mfd. capacity
for tuning the anode
of the H.F. valve.
Below this is the
potentiometer, which
has a maximum re-
sistance of 250 ohms.
A lower resistance than
this is not to be recom-
mended, owing to the
increased current re-

quired. The potentiometer is of the rotary
type, which is more easily mounted on a
wireless panel than the sliding pattern.
To the right of this component three fila-
ment resistances are placed, and immedi-
ately above them are peepholes for the
inspection of the valves. Two pairs of
telephone terminals are arranged in a ver-
tical line at the right edge of the panel.

A dimensioned panel lay -out for securing
these components in their exact position is

,9101111fifififififilifinfiumfinfinfififinififiloinfifinifififilMi

MATERIALS REQUIRED.
1 in. ebonite panel, 21 in. by 7 in.

 G.R.C. vario-coupler.
E Two stud switches.
1-- Variable condenser, 0005 mfd.,4 6 to 10,6.
 No. 50 or 75 duolateral coil, 5,6.

Two single coil holders, 1/3 each.
Potentiometer, 5,'6.

72 Three filament resistances, 1/9 each.
Tubular condenser,

 Grid leak and condenser, 3/6.
Two fixed condensers, 2/- each.
L.F. transformer, 20/-.

 Three valves, 12/6 to 30;- according to
T type.

Batteries, cost according to make.
 Telephones, cost according to make.
 Valve shelf, terminals, wire, screws, etc.
E Wood for case.
gifififinfifiunfifififilfififitilIMH11111111011111111111111101

illustrated in in Fig. 3. The dimensions of
spindle holes are intentionally omitted, so
that they may be chosen to suit the par-
ticular components to hand. At the present
time there is no standard size or method
of fixing the many different radio com-
ponents. The panel is of in. good qualit7,
matted ebonite. Difficulty may be found it;
drilling holes in ebonite of a in. diameter
and over, especially if the ebonite is brittle.
Drilling should always be carried out front
the outside of the panel, and the pressure

(Continued on page 1242.)

21"

34'4- -4E-- 33/4
(I)<

2'

DIMENSIONAL LAYOUT.
F/63.
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THE THREE -VALVE
RECEIVER.

(Continued from page 1241.)

of drilling reduced when the drill shows
through the other side.

A good plan in drilling a large hole is to
drill a small hole of about in. diameter

first of all. Before the drill goes right
through the other side the panel should
be turned over, and the hole drilled from
the back to meet the hole already drilled,
in the middle of the panel. This method
obviates the likelihood of chipping. It should
not be necessary to mention that pencil
should not be used for marking out the posi-
tion of the holes.
Making the Cabinet.

The valve peepholes are z in. diameter,
and if a drill of this size is not available. a
good plan is to drill a number of small
holes just inside the circumference of the
circle, so that the holes nearly meet. The
centre part may now be cut out and the
holes trued up with a small half -round or
rat-tail file. Three thin brass discs of
1 in. diameter are turned up to cover these
holes, and are screwed to the panel by
means of short countersunk screws spaced
at equal distances round the discs. Each
hole is filled in with a disc of red paper,
which gives a pleasing appearance when
lighted up by the valves. -

Two extra holes are shown on either side
of each switch for fitting stop -pegs for
limiting the movement of the switch arms.
Other details of the assembly of the com-

ponents will be given after the case has been
constructed.

Dimensions for the case are given in
Fig. 4. -The appearance of the case is im-
proved by tacking round the base four
strips of 2 in. by 4 in. wood to form a
plinth. These strips are bevelled at their
top edges and are secured with their top
edges flush with the top of the base. Fillets
of wood are tacked 4 in. in from the four
front edges of the case. The panel is
screwed to these fillets. The back of the

case is hinged to a
wooden strip 1 in.
wide, attached imme-
diately below the top
of the case.

The top of the case
overlaps the sides, and
is moulded at its top
edges. To prevent it
from curling up it is
securely nailed to the
sides. Fig. 5 shows
the case almost com-
pleted where the top
is being nailed into
position.

The valves are
mounted in three sets of valve sockets
attached to a valve
shelf, which is in turn
screwed to the panel
behind the filament
resistances. T h e
shelf measures 9 in.
by 24 in., and is cut
from 4 in. ebonite.
One set of valve soc-
kets is attached in
the centre of the shelf
and the other two
1 in. from each of the
sides. All three are
1 in. from the same
side of the shelf. At
this side and midway
between the valve
sockets two brackets
made of 4 in. by A. in.
strip brass are screw-
ed to the shelf so
that this edge is 1 in.
from the back of the
panel. At the oppo-
site edge three bat-
tery terminals of the
telephone type are

Fig. 5. The ease of the three -valve set, showing lid being nailed into position.

ing to this illustration again, a telephone
condenser of .001 mfd. capacity is attached
to the panel close to the telephone terminals.
The grid condenser of .0003 mfd, capacity
is placed below the vario-coupler. It will
be seen that the latter is arranged so
that its tapping side is on the same side
as the switches, in order to secure the
shortest leads. (Fig. 6.)

Grid Bias Provided.
A close-up view of the tubular variable

condenser is given in Fig. 6. This may
easily be constructed at home, but, if de-
sired, commercially made condensers of '
this type are procurable from the wireless
retailer. Another component which is at-
tached to the panel is a grid -biasing bat-
tery for giving the grid of the low -frequency
valve a greater negative potential. The
battery consists of .two cells taken from
-a 44 -volt pocket flash -lamp battery. The
pitch at the top of the battery is chipped
away by gently tapping, taking care to
avoid breaking the connecting wires which -
are concealed within it. The cardboard is
then slit down with a sharp knife and re-
moved. Either of the end cells is taken
away by cutting its connecting wire. Care
must be taken to see that the paraffin -

Fig. 6. Details of vernier

placed. The shelf is
screwed to the panel
on a level with the
spindles of the filament
resistances. Its posi-
tion is clearly shown in
Fig.% which shows the
back of the panel with
the main components
assembled.

The low -frequency
tranforxner is placed
between the first two
valves, while a fixed
condenser of -001 mid.
capacity, which is
shunted across the pri-
mary.of this transfor-
mer, is screwed to the
panel to the left of
the transformer, as
seen in Fig. 7. Referr-

condenser and position of vario-coupler with regard
to the switches.

waxed strip of cardboard is kept in posi-
tion.

A piece of very thin sheet ebonite is
wrapped round the two cells to be used,
and. the unit is then secured to the panel
by means of a strip of thin brass bent to the
shape of the battery. In order to bend the
ebonite without cracking, it should be
gently warmed and bent over the battery
while still limp. A close-up view of the grid -
biasing battery is given in Fig. 7, where it
is seen between the transformer and
telephone condensers. The grid leak
has a resistance of 2 megohms. It is fixed
at one side to its proper clip on the grid
condener, but is held at its other end by a
brass clip screwed to the panel. It is seen
in Fig. 8, which gives a back view of the set
completely wired. The circuit diagram is
given in Fig. 10.

Wiring is carried out by the anti -capacity
(Continued on page 1243.)
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RECEIVER.

(Continued from page 1242.)

method, which employs bare tinned wire of
in. square section. This wire is often

sold in hanks and requires straightening
before use. To do this, one end of a length

holder screwed to the inside of the case. For
general broadcast wave -lengths the loading -
coil is not required and is, therefore, shorted
by a plug and socket having a brass back -
plate. This coil holder and shorting -plug
and socket are illustrated in Fig. 9. The
tuned anode inductance is of the plug-in
variety, a coil holder for this coil being
screwed to the base of the case at right
angles to the loading -coil holder. Connec-
tion to both the coil holders is made with
insulated flexible wire, these leads being

Fig. 7. Close-up of grid bias connections and right half of the panel.

of wire is gripped tightly in a vice, and
pulled out with pliers until it is felt' to
yield under the pull. Several length are
prepared, in this way and laid -flat on the
'table;' sb that the may tec6t up as re-
quired. The bends are *aide' With a 'pair
,of square -nosed pliers. .As.far as possible

. !the wiring should be carried -out in the
manner shown,in -illustrations . of -.the corn-

Fig.-746iseful in giving a close-
, up view of the wiring of the right-hand
side of the set, while in Fig. 12 the completed
wiring of the left part of the panel is seen.

Handling the Set.

In order that the set may receive on any
wave -length, a loading -coil may be inserted
 in the aerial tuning circuit by means of a coil

connected to the coil
holders- after the
,.p.aiel,has been
:screwed into posi-
..tien,...

- - After the valves
have been fitted into
the valve holders the
high and low tension
batteries may be
connected up. If
dull -emitter valves
are used the low-
tension battery may
be of the dry type,
fitting inside the
case. The high-
tension battery is also

Fig. 8. Showing layout and wiring at the back of the panel

placed inside the set, connection to battery
terminals being with flexible insulated wires.
A back view of the receiver with the lid
opened, showing the positions of the high .

and low tension batteries, is illustrated in
Fig. 11.

For those who find it difficult to follow
a theoretical circuit the practical wiring
diagram of the panel is given.

In tuning the set the switches should be
turned until a signal of some sort is heard.
At the same time, the reaction couplinr,
controlled by the rotor -knob should be
varied, in order to suppress any tendency
to self -oscillation, and at the same time
bringing the signal to its maximum strength.
It will probably be found that any alteration
to the adjustment of the switcla.s will
require a further adjustment of the reac-
tion coupling.

GUIDES FOR WIRELESS
-CONSTRUCTORS.

The "Best Way" Wireless Series.
Have you secured your copies of the two new

guides for constructors just published ? No
real amateur can afford to miss Nos. 161 and
162 of the " Best Way " books-the most
reliable and authentic books for the constructor
ever published.

No. 161, " How to Make Crystal Sets," and
No. 162, " How to Make Valve Sets," represent
the high-water mark in wireless publications.
Both are now on sale, price 6d. each ; and the
book on Valve Sets contains a large pictorial
blue print which is alone worth three times the
price of the complete book.

Make sure of your copies now by placing an
order at your local bookstall. '

It will be found that the potentiometer
will give a delightfully easy and precise
control of the reaction for long range

C/RC11/7" DIAGRAM. F/0.10

reception, and while tuning the set in it
should be left with its knob about halfway
round. When best results are obtained the
potentiometer knob should be turned
gradually to increase the signal strength.

If the potentiometer is moved too far,
it will either cause the set to oscillate or
else reduce the signal strength, maximum
results being obtained at a point just before
the set commences to get woolly,"
previous to breaking into oscillation.
Should the control be moved beyond this
point, the signals will become distorted
and probably not so strong. Care should
always be taken, however, not to allow

(Continued on page 1244.)
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(Continued from page 1243.)

Fig. 9. The positions of the toned anode and aerial
loading coil can be clearly seen from the above.

Fig. 11. Back view of the set, showing positions of L.T. and H.T. batteries.

fi
Tuned .Aoode

Cod.

Pig. 12. A close-up view of the panel after wiring.

The illustrations to
this article have been
specially taken by the
author and indicate
various aspects of the
actual receiver de-
scribed. One set has
been specially con-
structed for the pur-
pose of describing it
in " P. W.," and it
has been very care-
fully tested. Every
set made by Mr. Prit-
chard bears the hall
mark of reliability,
and readers may build

P.W." sets without
fear of failure.

Goech;"
Call

-J
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o
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Ptacticcsf Wiring Dkgrclin of thehtack of the Receiver.
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the set to oscillate on B.B.C. wave -lengths
during broadcasting, as the set may cause
a considerable amount of interference.

There is one more point that should be
mentioned, and that concerns the grid
bias. It snay be found that, no matter
how the H.T. and filament are controlled,
the output from the set is choked or
distorted and irregular.

Remove Grid Bias.
This denotes the fact that there is too

much grid bias on the last valve, and so
the leads to the grid cells should he dis-
connected and connected together instead.
If this does not wholly cure matters, try
using one of the cells only, instead of both.

Some of the dull -emitter valves will
not take 3 volts grid bias on the first L.F.
stage, but as some really require that
amount it was considered desirable to
include the two grid cells and to discuss
this point in the article.

"P.W." CONSTRUCTIONAL

" SPECIALS."

Look out for a series of special Con-
structional Articles shortly to appear in

P.W."

Every constructor will be interested in
the " Multidyne," the " 1925 P.W.
Combination Set," and the " P.W.
Radio -Continental " Receiver.

Watch P.W." pages for the finest
and most reliable of Constructional articles.

Readers are also requested to note that,
with this issue, new regulations with
regard to the answering of technical
queries, come into force. 6d. a query is
now charged, and is. for supplying full
wiring diagrams and receivers.
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" DOCTOR RADIO."
THE ADVENT OF THE STETHOPHONE.

By SEXTON O'CONNOR.

Even doctors are feeling the effects of the rapid growth of the technique
of wireless, as this article clearly shows.

4 .... 0 4- O -0 I I -0 -0 4- I 0 0  -o- ...... -4-10 I-I-II-I*

MOST invalids. whether at home or in
the hospital ward, look forward to
the broadcasting hours as a welcome

relief to the tedious monotony of convales-'
cerise, so that wireless, although not yet in.
the pharmacopceia, is already regarded
as a useful " tonic " by those who should
know best.

The methods and technique of wireless
science are, however, making themselves felt
more directly in various interesting ways
in medical practice. The ordinary stetho-
scope has been the doctor's best friend for
more than a century. There are few of us
who have not at one time or other been
prodded about in various parts of our
anatomy by the little horn -shaped
" business " end of this instrument, whilst
anxiously awaiting the verdict of the
medico as he gravely " listens -in " to the
wheezy " broadcast " coining from inside.

Electrical Poultices.
The old-fashioned stethoscope has now

been harnessed up to a thermionic amplifier,
with astonishing results. The stethophone,
as the new combination is called, is capable
of .magnifying the faintly -pitched murmurs
and other mysterious sounds emanating
from the human body into something
approaching the intensity of the atmo-
spherics received by a multi -valve set on a
sultry night. - The skilled medical ear is
able to distinguish and classify these
manifestations with more accuracy than
when dealing with the relatively feeble and
sometimes almost inaudible sounds heard
through the ordinary stethoscope. Inciden-
tally in many cases where the older instru-
ment would prove inadequate, the stetho-
phone is able to elicit audible symptoms
capable of yielding valuable information to
the physician.

Some of the possibilities of the stetlio-
phone, as an aid to diagnosis, were recent Iv
demonstrated by the Western Electric Co.
at a Medical Congress in Chicago. By using
several stages of valve amplification, the
characteristic sounds associated with heart
and lung disease from individual patients
were heard simultaneously by no less than
five hundred delegates at a time. The
advantages of such a system for lecture
and public demonstration purposes at
hospitals and medical schools are obvious,
although for ordinary practice a single stage
of valve amplification is ample.

The application of heat for the alleviation
of pain is -even older than medical science.
The soothing effects of a hot-water bottle
or poultice are too well known to need any
scientific proof. - Unfortunately, it often

' happens that the seat of pain lies in some
internal organ where it is not possible by
ordinary means to apply sufficient heat to
give relief. -

By using high -frequency currents, gener-
ated by means of vacuum -tube oscillators,

it is now possible to apply what is, in effect,
a hot poultiCe to the afflicted organ itself,
no matter how deeply this is seated inside
the body. This branch of therapeutics is
called diathermy,.and is at the present time
rapidly growing in favour amongst medical
practitioners.
. It is not feasible to use ordinary direct
currents of sufficient strength to produce the
necessary, amount of internal heat, because
the resistance of the skin at the precise
point of contact with the electrodes is so high
that the patient would be severely burnt in
the process.

The peculiar merit of radio -frequency
currents, when passed through the human
body, is that the heating effect is practically

+ ordinary sewing -needle. One electrode
is firmly strapped to the patient's skin,
whilst the other electrode, or needle,
mounted in a well -insulated handle, is
manipulated by the operating surgeon.
The currents are generated by a thermionic
oscillator of the ordinary " power " type.

Relief for the Deaf.
. The advantage of the radio -knife lies in
the fact that the cut it makes is absolutely
ageptic, so that the wound heals very
rapidly and without leaving a scar. More-
over, by regulating the frequency of the
current it is possible to coagulate the blood
automatically as the cut is made. In this
way the living tissue can be severed without
loss of blood.

Apart from actual cutting operations, a
surgical high -frequency needle or " fulgura-
tion electrode " can be used for desiccating
'or destroying warts, moles, and similar
skin blemishes. Here it is not necessary to
bring the needle into actual contact with
the part of the skin under treatment. It is
sufficient if an air space of from one -eighth
to half an inch intervenes.

It is well known that many people who are
-to put it mildly-very hard of heaili
can listen to broadcast with comparati
ease.

(Photo by courtesy of the 'Western Electric Co.)
A demonstration of the Stethophone befcre medical students.

constant throughout the working circuit.
In other words, the heat generated midway
between the two electrodes (i.e. inside the
actual flesh and tissue) is the same as that
at the surface of the electrodes, so that the
degree of internal heating is only limited by
the temperature that the patient can bear
without pain on the naked skin.

An " R.F." Surgeon's.Knife.
Diathermy treatment has proved specially

beneficial in alleviating and miring painful
complaints such as lumbago; sciatica, and
certain forms of neuritis. It is also valuable
as a means of destroying those germ
organisms that attack internal organs and
give rise to pneumonia, peritonitis, etc.

By applying larger radio -frequency
currents, of the order of from 300 to 2,000
milli -amps., it is possible to sever not only
soft human tissue, but to cut through bone
as well. The currents are applied by means
of a thin steel electrode very similar to an

The usual explanation given is that the
headphones necessarily press to some
extent upon the bones of the skull, and
that these transmit the vibrations to the
" inner ear," which still remains sen-
sitive, in spite of defects in the drum of
outer passages.

Ordinary deafness is due to the fact that
direct access to the sensitive " middle ear "
by air -carried sound -waves is blocked by
some imperfection of the drum, or obstacle
in the intermediate air -passages. The
" Otophone " is an instrument which allows
people in this category of deafness to hear
ordinary speech or to listen in the lecture -hall
or theatre with ease. In extreme cases of
deafness, where the inner drum is destroyed
or atrophied, the Brown " Ossiphone "
enables sounds to be conveyed through the
teeth or bones of the head to the sensitive
auditory cells located in the innermost ear,
which are still able to interpret the received
vibrations as normal sounds.
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onstructionai
Notes--

Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Hand -Capacity Effects.
Nothing is morn annoying, when tuning

a receiving set, than to have the tuning go
off immediately you remove your hand
from the knob of the condenser. This
means incessant trial and error to get- it
adjusted so that it will be about right
by the time you have removed your hand.
:Thin simple device shown here, however,
overcomes this trouble entirely. It consists

CONDENSER
U/AL

METAL .SLEET

FOIL

a
,757/,:// ,..:(41,,xxxx:au:11:=1

Z' I

HAND CAAS4C1TY EFFECTS

nerely of a small circular disc or sheet of
thin metal (or tinfoil) somewhat larger
than the dial of the condenser, and either
secured upon the underside of the dial
(if a sheet of thin metal is used) or pasted
upon the top of the panel below the dial
(this method is applicable where a piece of
tinfoil is employed). A suitable hole will,
of course, need to be cut out for the shaft
of the condenser. This metal disc is then
connected to earth. With this arrangement
no further trouble from hand -capacity will
be experienced. If the shaft is electrically
connected to one set of vanes, the clearance
between the protecting disc and the shaft
will need to be ample to ensure that the
shaft does not make contact with the disc.

Variometer Shaft Bearing.
When making a variometer by means of

coils wound upon cardboard -tubes, it is
not easy to make neat and lasting bearings
through the stator tube for the shaft of
the rotor. The edges of the hole are very
liable to be frayed, and, however carefully

CARDBOARD
TOM'

SHAFT
BEAROVO

SCREWS/OLT WITH NUT

11/1/
BEAR1N6FOR.WAF7

siva"

.51/AFT BEAR/N6

the hole may be made, it is liable to become
enlarged in use, with the result that the
shaft eventually wobbles. The most satis-
factory method for providing permanent
bearings for the shaft is that indicated
in the drawing herewith. A small piece
of thin brass sheet is taken, which may be
of any desired shape, and through the
centre of this is drilled a hole of the ap-
propriate size for the shaft. Two other
holes are provided, by means of which the
brass plate is secured -to the cardboard tube
by small bolts and nuts, as shown. The
hole through the cardbOard, is of course,
made somewhat larger than the bearing
hole through the brass plate. When
drilling the hole through the brass, the
latter should be held firmly against a
backing of hard wood or- metal, otherwise
the thin brass sheet will be badly indented,
and a burr will be thrown up around the
holes.
Avoiding Leakage.

When it is necessary to use taps in a
tuned circuit, losses can be reduced by
cutting slots between switch points, as
shown in the attached sketch. These slots

go right through the panel, and may be
made quite large without seriously weaken-
ing the panel-they are cut when the
panel is being drilled. In this way, accu-
mulation of dirt or fine metallic particles,
scraped off from the selector arm, which
might cause leakage, is avoided. This
little idea is taken frogs " Q S T," the journal
of the American Radio Relay League.

Switch Stop.
If you wish to add a stop to a contact -

stud, without soldering, the method illus-
trated herewith will be found useful. The
stud in question is removed from the panel,
and a soldering lug is slipped under the
stud, the latter being then replaced in
position and the lug bent upwards at right -
angles to the panel. In the absence of a
soldering lug, a spade -terminal may be
used, the cylindrical part being opened out
to conform to the curvature of the stud.

Owing to the insertion of this stop beneath
the stud, it may be necessary to file the
latter a little, to lower its top surface to the
original level

An Interesting Single -Valve Circuit.
The circuit illustrated in the accompany.

ing circuit diagram is an interesting 'one to
try and is very easily wired up. It is stated
by a correspondent of " Radio Digest " to
have given very good results. If the
00025 condenser is removed from the aerial
circuit, the set does not work. The author
states that he has had good success with
DX on this set, and has in many cases
obtained good loud -speaker volume. The
circuit is also stated to be fairly selective.

Basket Coil Winding.
Enamelled wire should not be used in

winding spider -web coils. The construc-
tion of these coils imposes a comparatively
high mechanical stress upon the insulation,

which often causes the enamel on touching
parts of adjacent turns to be scraped.
Double -silk -covered, or double -cotton -cov-
ered is recommended for spider -web coils.
If you have_ trouble with a set employing
spider -web coils and cannot trace the
trouble elsewhere, it is worth while trying
out the coils and, if necessary, rewinding
them.

Terminal Tabs.
Liability to mistakes in making con-

nections, which often result -in the burning
out of valves, is a failing common to most
beginners in wireless. A good idea, and
one that will prove a reminder in making
connections, is to have the leads from the
low-tension and high-tension batteries
provided with small tabs, marked with the
voltage and polarity of each lead.
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Nature's Wonderful Triumph Over Illness
200,000 Cases Cured Entirely Without Medicine

IT gives me the greatest pleasure to invite all
readers of Popular Wireless, whether living at
home or abroad, who are suffering ill -health, to

learn without cost or obligation to themselves about
the Natural Curative Physical Culture method of
obtaining Perfect Health.

I shall advise them confidentially by letter how
they can, by small cost in time or money, follow out
the'system which originally built me up from a puny,
delicate boy into a manhood of such health and
strength as to win for me the name of being the

The Entrance to the most wonderful Curative
Establishment in the world-THE SANDOW IN-
S.T1TUTE. Within its portals has been achieved the
most notable advance of Curative Science. During
the last 25 years more than 200,000 ailing people have
been rendered healthy, strong and capable of enjoying
life. work and play to the full-all without any
operation, medicine, drastic dietary or other un-
pleasant experience.

Sironges' Man in the World." How that health
and strength has been maintained by my system
may be judged' from two portraits of myself which
appear on this page; the one was taken 25 years
ago. and the other recently.

For those who cannot call, owing to distance of
residence, I have prepared a series of illustrated
treatises, written in popular language, explaining how
the Sawlow Method overcomes and eradicates many
of the most prevalent complaints.

Special Arrangements for

CONSULTATION
WITHOUT FEE OR OBLIGATION

To readers of " Popular Wireless " where -
ever they live,

By EUGEN SANDOW
(The Great Exponent of the Nature Cure).

Mr. Eugen Sandow is celebrating the Silver Jubilee of
his World -Famous Institute at 32, St. James' Street,
London, S.W., for the Cure of Illness without Medicine
by granting Free Consultations Daily between 11
and 1.30 and 3.30 and 5.30 (Saturday 11 to 1), at
which he personally interviews and advises sufferers
from any of the complaints mentioned on this page
how they can, at quite small cost in time or money,
regain perfect health by natural means without
medicine. To those who cannot call, Mr. Sandow
will post Free a treatise specially dealing with the
sufferer's complaint upon receiving the Popular
Wireless Coupon printed below.

The treatment which I recommend involves only a
few minutes a day of simple, light, bodily movements,
which can be undertaken by the most delicate invalid
lady, as well as by the strongest man who may have
fallen out of condition, for my treatment is such that
it is adapted in each case to the exact needs and
strength or weakness of the sufferer.

My advice to readers of Popular Wireless if
suffering from any of the troubles mentioned below
is to come and see me at 32, St. James' Street, London,
S.W., or write to me without delay.

AT 30 YEARS OF AGE. AT 55 YEARS OF AGE.

No more remarkable testimony to the efileaay of the
Sandow System of Health Creation and Health
Maintenance could possibly be found than its effects
as displayed in the person of its distinguished author,
Eugen Sandow. Think of it -25 years had elapsed
between the taking of these two photographs ! The
same method which has done this for him is now at
the disposal of every Out -of -Health reader of

Popular Wireless.

It will be the first step for you towards that perfect
health by means of which alone you can enjoy both
the duties and plea-
sures of life to the
full extent to which
every Man, Woman,
and Child is entitled.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
AND FIGURE CULTURE.
Case No. 11,478. SIr. R. G. C.,

aged 18.
I am more than satisfied. I

have increased 61 in. round the
chest, and my height has gone
up 3A in.

THE VOICE OF THE
MEDICAL PROFESSION.
More than 700 Doctors re-
commend patients to consult
and follow Mr. Sandow's

advice.

.1 dist in gni shed Specialist
say s :- 1 have watched
with keen delight the develop-
ment of the science of
physical training."
Extracts from a few of the
hundreds of letters received

from doctors
"The subjects with which

you deal are most important
to the coming generation."

" I can see that you have
got to the bottom of the
Riddle of Disease, and its
consequences. The future, I
feel sure, will be full of
changes. not only for the
medical profession but for
the entire people in their
relationship towards those
who seek to instruct them."

"I Volt arc very right and
I like your teaching."

" I quite agree that your
methods will go a long way
to improve the conditions of
health, and have for some
years bark instructed my
patients to go in for your
line of treatment."

If Your Trouble is Mentioned Here
Write To -day for a FREE COPY of whichever of SANDOW'S GUIDES TO PERFECT HEALTH
deals with your complaint. These are the Treatises in SANDOW'S HEALTH LIBRARY, one of

which will be sent you FREE ON REQUEST.

INDIGESTION AND DYSPEPSIA.
CaseNo.A23,360. Mr.D.H.,aged 21.

My liver is now in proper order.
My appetite is quite good; so also
is my digestion, and everything is
satisfactory. The Treatment has
cured me.
Case No. A37,558. Mr. J. E. M.,

aged 38.
I have had no digestive trouble

of any kind. I consider this
nothing less than remarkable. There
has been a marked improvement
in my general health, and alto-
gether I feel most grateful to you
for what you have done for me.

NEURASTHENIA.
Case No. A32,647. Miss M. W. P.,

Aberdeen, aged 36.
I am very grateful to you for

the careful way in which my
lessons were compiled, for instead
of the wreck I felt at the begin-
ning of the course, I now feel in
splendid condition.
Case No. C20,455. Rev. F., aged 81.

I am now in splendid health. Feel
strong and vigorous, walk miles
daily. My heartfelt gratitude to
" Sandow " that it is so. The
exercises seem a part of my daily
life, and I delight in them. People
keep telling me how smartly I
walk. I say : " Yes, it is Sandow
who gives me strength to do so."

LIVER TROUBLES.
Case No. A32,672. Mrs. M. C.,

Mickleover, aged 47.
The liver is also much more

active, and I am able to get
through my work without feeling
real exhaustion. and now I am be-
coming ambitious.

HEART AFFECTIONS.
Case No. .133,042. Mr. D. E.,

Brynamman, aged 49.
The doctor was here. last Satur-

day with one of my little children,
and I asked him to examine me.
and he said that my heart is better
than tic ever knew it
LUNG and CHEST COMPLAINTS.
Case No. AD22,995.

Your exercises seem to be work
ing wonders with my lungs and
chest, and are no doubt fortifying
me .against the rigours of an
English winter.
Case No. A38,063. Miss G. 3IcC.,

aged 21.
Mrs. MeCross writes: My

daughter has kept free from
AstIonatical seizures since she com-
menced your exercises, and at no
time during the period has she
taken any drugs. Our Family
Doctor approves and admits there
is an improvement in her.

RHEUMATISM AND GOUT.
Case No. A29,340.

It is with much gratitude that I Case No. 31,861. S. S.; aged 31.
can really say you have cured me Before your treatment I was
of my complaint. I walk quite always taking aperients to keep my
straight, no 'Limping, and I have bowels in order. During the past
enjoyed myself this year more than six months my bowels have been
I have done for the past 20 years. regular and easy.

FILL IN AND FORWARD TO -DAY
THIS " POPULAR WIRELESS" ENTITLING COUPON
for Free Copy of the Sandow Guide to Health and PERSONAL
LETTER of ADVICE on your case by Mr. SANDOW.
Please send me your book on
My occupation is t. My age is , ..

Name

INSOMNIA.
Case No. A32,946. Mrs. L. T., New

Kent Road, aged 30.
I sleep well and enjoy my food,

and have a good appetite, whereas
before taking your advice I was
told I did not eat enough to keep
a canary alive. Sleep for 7i hour.,
and when you consider that for
years, and years I have not
managed two hours' sleep (per
night) you will see that the im-
provement is really excellent.

ANAEMIA.
Case No. A23,465. Miss V. F.,

aged 23.
General health much improved.

Appetite much better. Have more
energy and strength. Altogether I
feel better in every way titan I
have done for years, and all my
friends remark how much better I
am looking.

CONSTIPATION.

(Please say Mr., Mrs., or Miss or Title)
Add VCR'

Jan. 24. T.i ErGEN SANDOW, 32, St. James' Si., S.W.1.

PHYSICAL DEFORMITIES
IN MEN. PHYSICAL DE-
FORMITIES IN WOMEN.

Case No. BB053. Lady, aged 26.
Improvement still maintained

the curvature at bottom of the
bark is gone, shoulders are now
level, and general health splen-
did.

THE VOICE OF TRUTH.
An Historic Certificate.
" We find that the Sandow

Treatment has completely
achieved the object for which
it was undertaken in nofewer than 94 per cent. of
cases, and satisfactory im-
provement was produced in
over 99 per cent. of cases."
Over 200,000 Successfully

Treated Cases !
40,000 Cases of Neurasthenia.
40,000 Cases of Indigestion.
30,000 Cases of Constipa-

tion.
20.000 Cases of Liver

Trouble.
12,000 Cases of Obesity.
7,000 Cases of Heart

Trouble.
5,000 Cases of Lang and

Chest Complaints.
5,000 Cases of Rheumatism

and Gout.
4,000 Cases of Anaemia.
7,000 Cases of Lack of

Vigour.
6,000 Cases of Insomnia.
4,000 Cases of Spinal Cur-

vature and other Physical
Defects.

Physical Development
and General Fitness.

Tens of Thousands of Men
and Women made Physically
Fit and Strong to carry on
their occupations, as well as
many thousands of Delicate
and Ill -developed Boys and
Girls made perfectly Healthy
and Strong.
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RECEPTION

AMPUFI CATION

DISTORTION

Wolume
free from
Distortion

THE care taken in the
design and manu-

facture of the Supra
L.F. Transformer has
been well justified by
results.

Defint iely spaced wind-
ings - double insula-
tion-a care with no
less than 38 soft iron
laminations explains
the astounding ampli-
fication that the Supra
L.F. transformer de-
livers free from distor-
tion. Test a Supra
against transformers at
much higher prices.

Only results count-
You get them with a
Supra.

Send for our latest Catalogue
(just published) which includes
many new & interesting features.

Ratio 5 to 1.

Head Office :

12, 13, 14, Great Queen St., Kingsway, W.C.2
'P/was: Gerrard 575-576. 'Grains : " 7;juc.ateseng, Irestccni."

Works LONDON. BIRMINGHAM, AND WESTCLIFF.
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Good night
Everyboc19

" Good night, everybody,"
says my Volutone Loud
Speaker, and I find myself

saying " Good night, thank
you, good night." And, after
all, why shouldn't I ? I

know that my Volutone has
been a very real friend to me. All

through the summer he was with me,
indoors and out of doors, and now that
shorter days and long, dark evenings are
here, I value his friendship more than
ever. Ready to talk if I want to listen,
to play to me or to sing to me. And if
I join in his song (as indeed I do) is he
annoyed ? What a friend of friends !

On a boisterous evening when we are all
laughing and fooling, the Volutone plays
with the loud pedal down and fills the
room with music. On such a night as
this, when I sit quietly by the fire, he
sings softly and sweetly for me alone.

Yes, I will say good night to my Volutone.
" Good night, old friend, until to -morrow.
Good night, Everybody."

AteAvedei.a4

FEL
WiiLRELESs

Fellows
Volittone

E4:10 :0
Fellows
.1unior

El  10 : 0
Boil fitted with

adjustabig
diaphragms.

Yeates, Ltd., 20,
Store Street, Totten-
ham Court Road,
London, W.C.I.
Well equipped de-
monstration and sales
offices of Fellows
Wireless Products ;
wholesale and retail.

ALVT, OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD., PART ROYAL. toxrioN, N.W.1O.

L.P.S. lit
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HOW TO CONSTRUCT A i

FOUR -VALVE " EXPANDING " SET.
Built and Designed by J. LAURENCE PRITCHARD.

PART II.
The conclusion of Mr. Pritchard's article, the first portion of which was published
in last week's " Popular Wireless," is given below, together with the photographs
and diagrams, some of which were referred to in the first article. A reference to
last week's issue will enable amateurs building the set to compare the figure

references with the photos and diagrams given below.

44-41-411-4 4. 4-40-4-44- 4- 4. 444-4 4 4-4- 41-.0*

TO accomplish this the top connecting
strip is removed and the end of the

flexible lead at present in the upper
input terminal of the amplifier is securely
clamped in the corresponding terminal of
the detector panel. This is the only wire
that requires to be moved. The reaction
reverse switch will be called into play. The
H.F. transformer used must be designed
to suit the wave -length on which it is desired
to receive. Tuned anode or resistance
capacity units may be made up to fit the
transformer sockets. If this is done, how-
ever, the present position of the grid leak
will not be suitable for these methods of
coupling. The grid leak instead of con-
necting across, the grid condenser must
connect the grid side of the condenser to
the low-tension positive.

The construction of the two low fre-
quency amplifiers follows very closely that
of the previous units. A front view of
one of the amplifiers is shown. It will be
seen that the input and output terminals
are arranged below the battery terminals

which occupy the
same relative
position as the
previous unit s.
The output ter-
minals of the
units under con-
struction are
placed in the
same relative
position as the
output terminals
of the detector
unit.

The input ter-
minals are corre-
spondingly
placed on the left
side of the L.F.
panels. The valve
shelf peephole
and filament re-
sistance occupy
the same posi-
tions as these given in Fig. 6 (Part 1 of

Panel for the L.F. units.

Fig. P. Pack view of detector unit. Reaction terminals are shorted if reaction not requi7ed.

Fig. 10. the taner and detector assembled as a single valve set.

this article), which
shows the lay -out
of the detector
panel. The
method of mount-
ing the L.F. trans-
former should be
noted. It is placed
in each unit be-
hind the filament
resistance. To
ensure free move-
ment of the con-,
tact arm the trans-
former is mounted
away from the
panel by means
of short pieces of
ebonite tube
through which
screws also pas-
sing through the
panel and the feet
of the transformer
bolt it in position.
A fixed condenser
of .001 mfd. capacity is shunted across the
primary of each transformer.

The L.F. panels should be wired accord-
ing to the wiring diagram given in Fig. 16.
The diagram gives a back view of the
panels as the wiring is actually carried out.

H.F AMPLIFIER

Ov-7,q,T

Fig. 11. Front view of H.F
amplifier, showing transfor-
mer sockets and top terminals.

Connecting Up the Units.

The completed low -frequency amplifiers
arc attached to the right hand side of the
detector panels and connected up to it by
strips of stoub wire. A back view of the
completed set with the full number of units
is shown in Fig. 14. A Marconi Osram
valve is shown in the first L.F. unit, from
which it is seen that as the niche inspection

(Continued ore page 1250.)
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(Continued from page 1249.)
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hole is on the same level as the centre of the
valve, the filament is readily visible. The
front of the set is illustrated in Fig. 13,
where it is connected up ready for opera-
tion.

In tuning to a station it will be found
easier to start on the open circuit using a
series arrangement of the .001 mfd. variable
condenser where possible, and to change
over to the closed circuit if greater selectivity

0

HT+

NT -
47-

.47+

Output

HT-fr

HT-
LT-

4 7+

kput

F,9..16

is required. if the set has a natural ten-
dency to self oscillate, it, may be found an
advantage to earth the battery side of the
inductance coil. A theoretical circuit dia-
gram of the complete receiver is
given in Fig. 15.

Fig. 13. The completed set ready for use.

With the assistance of the pictorial
indications which are given, little
difficulty will be encountered by even the
less expert constructor in following the
circuit.

Additional Refinements.
In order to increase the purity of repro-

duction when both L.F. units are in use,
the addition of a 2 mfd. fixed condenser

onnected to LS. and their positives to the
" E " lead. More especially if a power
valve, such as a B.4, is used, this is to be

-advised.
It will be noticed that reference was made

in the first part of this article, which
appeared in last week's issue, to Fig. 13
as a back view of air H.F. unit. It has been
found necessary, owing to lack of space,
to withhold the photograph referred

Fig. 14. A rear view of the set.

across the H.T. battery and one of -004
mfd. capacity across the telephone ter-
minals is to lie.recommended.

Grid bias, too, can be added quite easily
to the last unit by breaking the connection
between LS. of the L.F. transformer and
the " E " lead, and inserting one or two
small dry batteries with their minus poles

Fig. 15. Theoretical diagram or tne rour-vaive - zxpanding Set.

and this has occasioned a slight rearrange -
merit of Fig. numbers. This does not,
however, affect any other reference, and
it will be found that Fig. 12, together
with the fully explanatory text, clearly
illustrates the advised method of making
the connections to the H.F. transformer
sockets.

1311111,4
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SPRINGFIELDum

CHIPPENHAM

Springfield, Mass.

On a NeutronCrystal
with 2 stages of Low Frequency

Chippenham, Wife.,
December 14th, 1924.

Neutron, Ltd.,
DEAR SIRS,

NEUTRON CRYSTALS.
As an enthusiastic owner of a 5 -Valve set, I write

to tell poa of my surprising results with a small
Crystal set. Owning the above -mentioned set and
having been connected with Wireless Theory for the
last 10 years and actual practice with a set for the
past 5 years, I was, as I always have been, very
seeptical about results when I bought one of your
crystals a weeic ago. The results, however, have
simply astounded me.

The first night, not having the ebonite ready, I
just twisted some bare wire round the end of the
detector and across the end of a plug-in (Standard
size) Coil block, the other end I connected with a
pair of 'phone tags and condenser, a 0003 mfd.
variable condenser for tuning completed my very
crude " out fi t.' '

Coupling up Aerial and Earth I was astounded by
easily tuning 5 WA (40 miles), 6 EN (62 or 4
miles). I listened to the latter till close -down, and
then picked up Madrid quite easily.

Of course, my mind was Immediately filled with
theories of re -radiation and such things as that. 1
will, however, admit that I made frantic haste to
have everything properly mounted and soldered the
next evening. when I again repeated the same
performance. Subsequent tests have proved that 5 XX
(100 miles, approx.) is absolutely comfortable
strength, and 2 EY (Manchester) is also audible.

Coupling a 2 -valve LOW FREQUENCY
amplifier to the above -mentioned set at 1.50 a.m. this
minting, I tricked up Music and Solos (Soprano and
Baritone) from WBZ (Springfield, Mass.), and was
in good touch for about 10-12 minutes, when the
signals faded away.

A continued watch was kept for It hours, during
which time I was in tenets for about 60 per cent. of
the time. Not so bad for the much -despised Crystal.
Needless to say, I am note very much converted.

It is my hope now to be able to receive America
direct with Crystal only, and with the strength that
different stations have been coming in at this address
I am feeling quite confident that it can be done.
Needless to say, the Crystal will be Neutron.

My aerial is 100 ft. long, 34 ft. high leading -In end.
23 ft. high tar end. Please particularly note that all
urrent, was switched off from the valve set during

these tests, and every precaution taken to give the
crystal a " fair chance."

Very sincerely yours,
(Signed) R. A. H.

reception of Springfield, Mass., I dis-
tinctly heard the announcer give the call letters of
the station twice, so that there is no doubt as to tire
accuracy of the reception.-B. A. H. '

Ci#4461 6244.et.
Stocked by the best Radio Dealers. Packed in
tin with silver cat's -whisker. Insist oa Neutron,
is the Black and Yellow Tin-o: send 1/6
and Dealer's name, and this wonderful
Crystal will be mailed by return. 1/6

THIS is, we believe, the record for long-:

distance broadcasting reception on land.
Note that the only amplifier used was a

low -frequency one ; interpreted to the non-
technical, this means that the signals were actually

received and rectified by the NEUTRON CRYSTAL,
the two valves serving merely as note -magnifiers, and

not as " range -increasers."

The original letter, a copy of which is given here,
may be inspected at the NEUTRON Offices.

Here is sufficient proof of the super -sensitiveness of

NEUTRON CRYSTAL to justify you in sele:ting

this as your Crystal. Sooner or later you will come to
it, in any case, and in deciding NOW for NEUTRON,
you will easily save the price of another pair of
phones, by saving the expense of
further tests.

efA"-d-ag.'

TRADE

`111111111111

114\MARK

Concert Tested and Guaranteed.
Sole Distributors:-V. Zeldin and Sons, 144, Theobald's Ri., London.
W.C.I. Phones: Museum 3795 and 6841. Produced by:-Neutron. Ltd.,
Sicilian House, Southamp:on Row London, W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 2677.
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EFESCA
FIXED CONDENSERS
Rigidly built to obviate leak-
age and ensure unvarying
capacity. Every condenser
is guaranteed accurate within
close limits.
Price: *000r to moo5 mfd.,
1 4 each; 'ow to 'oo5, 1/4

2/- each.

EFESCA VERNISTAT
(Patent). Of unique con-
struction, the Vernistat gives
extremely delicate control,
and is specially suited to
High Frequency and Detector
Valve filament control.
Resistance 5 ohms, 6/- each.

EFESCA HEADPHONES
A popular priced headphone
maintaining the usual Efesca
standard of quality. 4,000
ohms, with 6 ft. flexible
cord, 21/-.
A Retailer writes :
"Capt. --, M.C., of this

town, said that he had tried
different sorts of high-class

Headphones; and that the
Efesca were a complete revela-
tion to him."

Accuracy and its
Importance to Amateurs

The efficient working of your set depends upon the
accuracy of your components ; and this depends on the
standard of precision in the workshop where those com-
ponents are made. Consider these Efesca components :

The VERNISTAT, the most delicate instru-
ment yet produced for filament control.
The EFESCA FIXED CONDENSER. The
extra care and thought in the making of
these enables us to guarantee their capacity
accurate within very close limits.

Ask your Wireless Dealer to shcw you

sT6sea )
ONE -HOLE -FIXING COMPONENTS
Send us a Postcard to -day for Catalogue 522.9 -

It is FREE and full of interest.
Wholesale only:

FALK, STADELMANN & Co., Ltd.,
Efesca Electrical Works.

83-85-87, Farringdon Road, LONDON, L.C.I.
And ai Glasgow, Manchester, and Birmingham.

of

BON TONE PHONES
POPULAR

AS

BONZO

SENSITIVE, DURABLE,
COMFORTABLE &
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED.

BONTONE are made through-
out in our own works. Made of
the best materials procurable
and covered by n guarantee.
Compare these BONTONE
advantages with the conditions
when purchasing Continental
Telephones. BONTONE are
sensitive-we make our own
magnets, wind the bobbins,
make them from beginning to
end-BONTONE are British
Made.

Manufactured up to
High -Efficiency down
to a Popular Price.

14/6
BONTONE ORIGINAL

15/6
BONTONE LIGHTWEIGHT

All pl.oncs arc stamped e C.

Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers and Stores.

B. D. & Co. (Edward A. Boynton).
Works : GOSWELL ROAD and CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I

Offices: 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.0 1
Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.

411PJ,-.2,,.irJL

THE "CROWN" AERIAL

Perfect Recep-
tion for Crystal
or Valve Sets.

Does not dis-
figure your
house as there
are no un-
sightly poles.

Garden Space
Nil.

Cab be fixed
by any ama-
teur to chim-
ney or gable
to suit the
room where
you would
most appre-
ciate your set.

No injury to
flying birds.

Current inter-
ference o b
viated

THIS AERIAL HAS BEEN FULLY TESTED ON ALL
KINDS OF SETS AND HAS NEVER FAILED TO

GIVE THE BEST POSSIBLE RECEPTION ::

Price complete with Staples, Clips, Aerial Wire and
full directions for fixing, in Case, free on rail for

THIRTY SHILLINGS
CASH WITH ORDER

BEEBEE & BEEBEE
Telephone: 107 WALSALL
Telegrams: "FOLNDATIONI

CROWN WORKS, WEDNESBURY RD., WALSALL
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HOW TO CHOOSE
THE RIGHT COILS AND CONDENSERS.

USEFUL ADVICE FOR CONSTRUCTORS.
FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

The information given in this short article has been condensed so that the prospective constructor has
advice on the suitability, etc., of coils and condensers complete in one article.

ADIFFICULTY often met by an amateur
is that of choosing the size of coil
or variable condenser to suit his set

or his particular requirements as to wave-
length, in order to tune in a near or some
more distant station. The present article
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's intended to show in diagrammatic form,
as simply as possible, the effect of his choice
n selecting such coils or variable condensers
as may be available, and the results obtained
by placing the variable condensers either in
parallel or series.

Choosing Condenser Valves.

It. i generally known that the wave-
length (x) of a tuning circuit (including
aerial and coil) is deduced from the formula

1885 `/L x C, where L and C represent
the inductance in microhenrys and capacity
in microfarads respectively. It will also be
accepted that the total capacity of several
separate condensers in parallel is the sum
of their individual capacities, while the
reciprocal of their total capacity in series
is the sum of the reciprocals of their in-
dividual capacities. By adapting these laws
we are enabled to plot curves shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, from which much useful
information may be obtained.

Let us suppose the experimenter has four
variable condensers of values .001, .0005,
'00025, and '0001 ; also two cylindrical coils
of 1 inch and 2 inches diameter, 3 inches
long, and wound with 24 gauge D.C.C. wire:
He desires to tune in, say, 2 L 0, but does

not know whether to use the larger size coil
and variable condenser of larger value, the
smaller coil with variable condenser of lesser
value, or any variation of these.

To begin with, he should draw a base line
XOY (Fig. 1), and set up verticals at each

point on which he will
presently mark the
maximum, normal and
minimum wave -length
values obtained from
the above formula.
To a convenient scale
he will draw a line
parallel to the base to
represent 365 m., the
wave -length of 2 L 0.
At P and Q he will
draw parallels to
represent the normal
wave -length of each of
his coils, 0 P being the
wave - length of the
one -inch coil, and 0 Q
of the two-inch coil.
The maximum and
minimum values of his
two - inch coil, using
the .001 variable
condenser, are then
plotted at E and E',
and each point joined
to Q. This is repeated
for each condenser,
"and again
for the
one - inch

coil, when it will be found that
the lines C and D drawn for
the two-inch coil and A' and
B' for the one -inch coil each
intersect the parallel repre-
senting 2 L 0. From this it
will be obvious that for
economy, and as giving greater
range of tuning, it will be
better to use a 0001 variable
condenser in series on the
two-inch diameter coil, rather
than a .001 or .0005 in parallel
on the one -inch diameter coil.

This process may be con-
tinued for larger and lunger
coils covering the longer wave-
lengths.

It will be clear from Fig. 1
that the practice often adopted
of placing a .0001 fixed con-
denser in series on the aerial
is often useful for short-wave
reception, as it reduces the
wave -length to a low value,
which can easily be raised by adding
another variable condenser, also in series
or parallel, smaller coils being used if still
lower wave -lengths are. required. The

essmtial

-4- 4.- ....
results obtained by using Fig. I may be
plotted in another and more convenient
form, as Fig. 2, where the maximum
and minimum wave -lengths obtained by
each condenser for coils of vary i n
lengths are joined, forming curves h.\
which at a glance it will be seen if the
coil and condenser chosen will do the work
required.

Effect of Reaction.
Thus AB shows that if a .0001 variable

condenser is used on a two-inch coil, it will
tune from 260 to 580 metres, thus con-
veniently including 365, the wave -length of
2 L 0, while if the same condenser were used
with the one -inch coil, the wave -length
obtained would vary between 130 and 310
metres as at CD, thus necessitating a larger
condenser, say .0005, which would alter Elie
range from a minimum of 210 to a
maximum of 430 metres.

It must be remembered that the values
found by using a cylindrical coil as above
would not be correct for basket or duolateral
coils, which, unlike cylindrical coils, have
very small self -capacity, and which has not
been taken hato account in the above calcu-
lations. It must also be noted that values
alter when reaction is used, the set having
to be slightly retuned when reaction is
brought into use. The principle, however,
remains the same, and it is hoped that
-the illustrations given will serve to clear
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the air" a little for the non -technical
experimenter, and give him. .some guidance
in the selection of his units for successful
reception.
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1THE NEW 110 -VOLT 7ALVE.
4

f " Direct from the Mains. -

4

By L. W. CORBETT
staff mat noir 010' rerrEAp011(Thtt is ( Y

Amateurs will he interested in these details from America of a new
type of valve which our correspondent recently investigated.

NOWADAYS we read of so many
epoch-making (so described) inven-
tions that it is unusual to give them

more than cursory consideration, but the
development of the valve described in this
article is without question the most far-
reaching in importance of any invention
since the advent of the three -electrode
valve.

This new invention is in the form of a
valve that works direct from the mains.
Just think what this means-no more
heavy- accumulators -to he carried perhaps
miles to have them charged, and then often
at an exorbitant price, and that constant
fear that the battery will run down when a
much -favoured programme is to be broad-
cast will he at an end when these new valves
make their appearance on the British
market, as they no doubt will in the near
future.

This valve, by the way, is of American
origin, but that is no reason why it should
not make its -appearance over here, as some
British manufacturer will no doubt obtain,
or may already have obtained, as far as I
-can tell, the British rights for making
them in this country, as is the case of some
of the appkratus now being sold here.

" Extremely Long -Lived."
The internal construction of this valve

is entirely new. It is fitted with the
standard Edison lamp base, so that it will
tit into any electric light socket.

The British socket is, of course, of
different design. As I have stated before,
this new valve has been brought out to
work directly front the 110 -volt house -
lighting circuit, without the usual supple-
mentary device-whether this supply is
alternating or direct will make not .the
slh,htest difference.

The grid and anode leads are kept
separale, which, of course, is of distinct
advantage, especially in the case of short-
wave work, which is now becomint, so
popular. One of the first questions that is
likely to he asked is, " Is there any hum

The reply is, " Absolutely none." No
hunt " or ripple from the high -voltage

supply is apparent.
Preliminary tests of this new valve show

that its filament is extremely long-lived,
and will last for as much as ten times the
life of the present valves, and when ulti-
nlately it does burn out it will probably
cost less to renew titan is the case with the
ordinary six -volt type.

Now, referring to the construction, the
ekments are housed in the usual glass bulb,
but this latter possesses different featureS.
There are three indentations in the surface
of the glass, which serve as passages for
the connections to the _various enclosed

4

elements. The exhaustion tip is at the
lower side.

Fastened to the lower end of the glass
tube, and extending right into the bulb,
is a thin quartz tube, which is sealed at the
upper end and left open at the lower end
in order to 'receive the heating element.

This latter element is made of flat
" nichrome " resistance wire wound over
an " alundum " rod, and the complete
element fits into a quartz tube. By simply
removing the screw at the base of the tube,
the heating element may be completely
replaced.

Fitting closely over the quartz tube and
inside the evacuated tube is an " alundum "
sleeve. This is one of the essential elements
of the new valve, and corresponds to the
filament of the ordinary valve in action.

The Heating Element.
In action the " alundum " sleeve is

brought to red heat, and it is for this reason
that quartz is employed to house the heating
element, as it will stand the high tem-
perature.

The " alundum " sleeve, which is called
the cathode, is -encircled by a cylindrical
grid of fine -mesh wire, which is suspended
inside the valve by being sealed to a ter-
minal at the top of the glass bulb.

Outside the grid is a metal cylinder
forming the anode, which is also connected
to the glass bulb. As'in the case of an elec-
tric heater, the heating element in the

An example o

110 -volt valve requires a short interval
after switching on before it is red hot.
When the " nichrome " resistance wire
concealed within the close -lilting quartz
tubes becomes red hot, the heat is conducted
to the quartz tube, which also becomes
red hot. Then the tight -fitting alundum''
sleeve will start to get hot also.

Result of Actual Tests.
Thus, it will be seen, the cathode receives

its heat in this type of valve through con-
duction rather than directly, as is the ease
of a current being passed through a filament.
When the cathode gets heated to a dull red,
as in the case of the .06 -amp. valve, it
becomes a source of electron emission, and,
on account 'of its large surface, is able to
supply .an abundance of electrons for any
desired function.

The action of the valve, with the excep-
tion of the cathode heating, is the same

' as in any three -electrode valve, so it may
be used in any circuit in which standard
valves are employed.

Drastic rewiring of any existing circuit,
so that these valves may be employed,
will not be necessary, only a few changes
to the "filament circuit being required.

The leads, which in existing circuits
connect from the grid circuit, to the accu-
mulator, will go to the cathode terminal
of the new valve, while the ordinary grid
and plate leads connect to the grid and plate
terminals on the bulb as usual.

A high-tension supply is still, of course,
necessary, but this may also be obtained
from the house supply with a little extra
apparatus.

There is no reason, however, why the
" Unidyne " principle should not be adapted
to a circuit employing this tube, in which
ease no batteries whatever would be
necessary.

From the standpoint of economy and
convenience there is nothing to complain
of, while range and volume with the tube
are excellent.

In actual tests, the current consumption
of the new valve averages about 50 watts,
which works out at about id. an hour.

neat, well -spaced wiring. A " P.W." Reflex set made by Mr. Cyril Taylor. of
61, Diana Street. Roath Park. Cardiff.
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THANKS to the initiati \ c and enterprise
of Mr. Donald Calthrop, the well:
known theatrical manager, responsible

at the moment for the successful pro-
duction Yoicks," the senseless opposition
of many theatrical managers to the broad-
casting of excerpts from musical comedies,
plays, revues, etc., is likely' o be nipped in
the bud.

_ A few days ago it looked as though the
opposition party would have it all their own
way. The threat of the provincial managers
to refuse to book any play for the chief
provincial centres that had been broadcast-
even in part-was something in the nature
of a coup, and several managers who had
Made up their minds to give broadcasting
a trial-especially after the astounding
effects broadcasting had on the box-office
receipts of His Majesty's Theatre, where
" Patricia " is now being played-found
their schemes nipped severely in the bud.

In fact, it looked as though the opposition
was to have it all their own way, but at the
eleventh hour along came Mr. Calthrop,
courageously flying the. flag of defiance, and
declaring that he has the right to broadcast
excerpts from " Yoicks " if he wants to.
- Now it wants a lot of courage to risk a
boycott such as'Mr. Calthrop has laid him -
se -If open to, but the threat to ban Yoicks "
at some of the chief provincial theatres has
not intimidated this go-ahead manager.
If the ban is carried into effect, Mr. Calthrop

-does not intend to abandon the idea of a
provincial tour; he will carry on, and give
his show in tents and such halls, etc., that
he can hire. He will tour " Yoicks " like
a circus, and I'm sure he will do it success-
fully.

Public sympathy is with him, for there
is nothing the public hates more than
obstinate prejudice. The opposition party
have absolutely no evidence that the broad-
casting of excerpts from plays has a detri-
mental effect on box-office receipts. On the
contrary, it has been proved time after
time, that where the promoters of a good
show have agreed to have parts of it broad-
cast, the effect on the box-office receipts
have been all to the good. Witness the
effect after parts of " Patricia " had been
broadcast.

Mr. Calthrop does not believe that to
broadcast " Yoicks " before it goes on tour
will have an adverse effect on its reception
in the provinces. No keen business man
would believe such a fantastic theory. The
fat that other theatrical managers do is to
be regretted, no doubt, hut that is their own
funeral. Mr. Calthrop is right, and it is to
be hoped he will win out and that the sooner
the opposition' realise it, and that broad-
casting offers them enormous possibilitir
instead of arguing illogically about its
harmful effects, the sooner a stupid con-
troversy will fizzle out, and the theatrical
world enjoy the benefits broadcasting can
offer to those who are progressive enough to
accept them.

* .

Just before going to press with this page
I learn that Mr. Andre Charlet, the well-

known London manager, has decided to
allow part of his revue, now playing at the
Prince of Wales Theatre, to' be broadcast,
and it is likely that by the time this issue of

P.W." is on sale listeners will have heard
extracts of Mr. Chariot's sparkling revue.

= THE "P.W." TECHNICAL
QUERIES DEPARTMENT.

= Owing to the extraordinary growth
a- of the Technical Queries Department,
= it has been found necessary to revise

the regulations governing the conduct
of this department.

Readers are requested to note the
new rules, which are published in full

= in the Radiotorial columns of this issue. =

Mr. Archibald de Beere-part founder of
the famous Co -Optimists," has also made
arrangements for broadcasting part of a
new revue he is interested in.

The progressive '-action of these two
London managers will be a blow to the
" die-hards "-and I think it sounds the
death knell of the opposition which has
tried so hard to restrain theatres from
having anything to do with broadcasting.

* _ *

On page two readers will find a short
cross -word puzzle, composed by Mr. E.
Blake, A.M.LE.E. I have called it a

Valve " Cross - Word Puzzle, and Mr.
Blake has put his riddle in verse," just by
way of novelty. The prize of two guineas

is offered on the understanding that my
decision is final. It will be awarded to the
reader who sends in the correct solution.
If more than one correct solution is received
the prize will go to the reader whose letter
containing the correct solution is first
'opened. The closing .date for entries is
January 29th. And now get busy-and
solve it if vou can

The B.B.C. have been at some pains to
explain their policy in connection with the
broadcasting of alternative programmes,
supplied from " outside " sources.

A London newspaper recently " supplied
a concert " en bloc, which was broadcast
from 5 X X.

The merits of the concert, as a concert,
need not be discussed here. That is a
matter for the critics and the public taste ;
but the policy of the B.B.C.'s decision to
allow " outsiders " to arrange an occasional
concert is quite praiseworthy.

There is no logical reason why big con-
cerns which can afford the outlay should
not be allowed, at reasonable intervals, to
" supply the talent." Harrods were the
first, and no harm was done. Providing this
" sub -letting " idea is kept within reason-
able bounds, it should prove beneficial, not
only to the B.B.C., but to listeners -in, who
will doubtless appreciate the variety in the
programmes, etc., made possible by this
procedura.

I would suggest, however, that the B.B.C.
_ would be doing a gracious thing if they
invited the Wireless Publications to organise
a concert.

This apparatus was used recently to " wireless " a portrait of Queen Alexandra to America.
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Some of those who have

WITH Christmas well behind us, we
now have time to look forward to
what is, after all, the most import-

ant part of broadcasting-the programmes.
Judging from the preliminary announce-

ments, still much
precious time and
current is to be
wasted on many
quite. unwanted
"talks," but
there is a marked
rise in the baro-
meter as concerns
first-class artistes,
and amongst
those who have
been heard recent-
ly are Miss Carrie
Tubb, the great
Wagnerian singer,
Miss Dorothy

Silk, Miss Astra Desmond, Miss Winifred
Small, Miss Adelina Leon, and the
" stars " of the B.N.O.C. including
Frederick Collier, May Blythe, Eda Bennie,
and Miss Elsie Treweek.

A capital idea it was to broadcast Hum-
perdinck's fairy opera " Hansel and Gretel "
in the Children's Hour at 2 L 0 as well as
previously in the ordinary programme, for
it is essentially a work that children can
listen to as well as see, and all the artistes
were at their best. Miss Treweek, as the
Witch, was indeed most realistic, and when
one considers that herbest-famed part is
that of Venus in "Tannhiiuser," to the Witch
of Humperdinck is a wide step.

Apart from her operatic work, she is well
known on the concert platform and she has
been heard in all the principal halls of
London and the provinces.

Mi:s Elsie Treweek.

Humorous Items.
This, a most important section of all pro-

grammes, has been in good hands this last
month. John Henry and Helena Millais
are, of course, ever welcome, and it is good to
note that they do not rely on stale material,
even though they adopt the same characters.
The same may be said of Louis Hertel
and Vivian Foster, Vicar of Mirth (" Yes,

I think so ! "), also
of R. Stephenson,
Charles Wreford,
teller of Devon-
shire stories, and
Miss Stella Hack-
man, who was an-
nounced to broad-
cast again on the
6th. inst. Miss
Hackman is one
of the earliest of
all' our " artistes of
the aether," for
her resonant tones
and clear articu-Miss Stella Hackman.

dtheAethe
given you pleasure when listening -in.

lation were first utilised in the old days
at Marconi House.

Popular Nights.
These actually are quite as difficult to

frame as high -brow symphony, and. in
this respect 2 L 0 has scored well. Two
artistes recently heard were Philip Middle -
miss and George Pizzey.

Mr. Middlemiss is an entertainer who
relies mainly on sheer literary merit for
his success. Widely known on the concert
platform, the War carried him into the
trenches, where even then he was often told
off for " relief " duty in the way of song and
story. Subsequently he returned to his
own profession and under the aegis of the
B.B.C. is one of those who " stop at all
stations."

In the way of vocalists, Mr. Pizzey is
assured of success. Well known to listeners -
in, broadcasting first in 1922, Mr. Pizzey is
essentially an English singer. Of London
birth, he commenced his musical career at
the age of nine as choir bby of a west -end
church, then
under the direc
tion of H. L.
Balfour, the con-
ductor of the
Royal Choral
Society, the
carol recital of
which was broad-
cast during the
holidays.

During the War
Mr. Pizzey fought
i n France a n d
Belgium, subse-
quently taking up
singing as a pro-
fession, studying
at. the R:A.M., and finally with Eugene
Goossens, senior, of the Carl Rosa Opera
Company. Apart from his choral and
oratorio work, Mr. Pizzey does a great
deal of concert singing, and in addition 'he
is bass soloist of the church in which he
started as choir -boy, thus, as he says, ful-
filling his boyish ambition to occupy that
post, also once held by Robert Radford,
the famous bass of the B.N.O.C. Much of
his success is due to his clarity of diction.

The " Super " Broadcast.
This particular " super " is not the

ubiquitous individual of the Christmas
pantomime, but a really most realistic pro
duction by the Cardiff station. Termed a
Radio Pageant in three episodes, with the
attractive title " The Pied Piper of
Hamelin," the outstanding feature lies in
the fact that the scenes are actually enacted
out-of-doors, in order to obtain the last
word in realism ; real horses, galloping,
real crowds with real clogs, and fountains
with real water, broadcast from the open air

Mr. Philip Middlendss.

while the play proceeds in the studio. It i,
to be hoped that the B.B.C. do not go a stci 
farther, and insist upon a real fire or a ship-
wreck in order to add, as Gilbert would
have put it, " verisimilitude to an otherwise
bald and un-
varnished tale."

Newcastle.
The British

public might be
in danger of for-
getting that we
possess our own
real "home-
made" early
operas, apart
from " The Beg-
gars' Opera,"
were it not occa-
sionally for the
great provincial centres. A word of praise
is due to Newcastle for literally un-
earthing " some of the most melodious of
rarely heard works. Amongst them figured
Wallace's " Lurline," as well as the more
familiar " Maritana," and Purcell's " Don
Quixote," the title and story of which was
also used by Isidore de Lara quite recently.

Military Bands.
Of all types of music, the military band

broadcasts less favourably than any other
(lass of music. The brass takes on a

hurdy-gurdy " tone that detracts from
the beauty of the actual music. No one who
has heard, say, the Royal Artillery band or
H.M. Royal Air Force band in the actual
hall, such as the Palladium, will but admit
that when broadcast, the difference is
astounding, and to waste a whole evening of
the high -power station on a military band,
excellent though that of the Grenadier
Guards is, generally speaking, was not to
be commended.

Miss Edith Kelly -Lange.

Belfast.
The Irish programmes continue- main-

tain a very high standard, and in one or two
cases we have had some Irish artistes
here who have proved their mettle. Heard
recently at 2 L 0 was a brilliant young
violinist, Miss Edith Kelly -Lange. She is
a true daughter of
Erin, studying at
the Royal Irish
Academy of Music,
Dublin,' from the
age of six years.
At an early age
she took part in
the Feis Cecil, the
Irish Annual
Musical Festival,
and which corre-
sponds to t h e
famous W e l s h
Eisteddfod. Mr. George Pizzey.
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HERE is another feature of the World's Transformer that emphasises

THE CONSTRUCTION THAT COUNTS
Note the heavy walls of insulation that separate the sections of both primary
and secondary windings. Each compartment is electrically fortified against
breakdown or leakage, and the ratio of insulation to wire in this construction
is greater than that of any other transformer on the market, giving as a result
the remarkably low SELF CAPACITY of only 18 micro-microfarads. In
addition, the sectionalising of the winding results in a distribution of the
voltage which greatly reduces the possibility of breakdown.

We can afford to guarantee R.I. productions. Their design and workmanship
is so splendidly strong in construction and results that the possibility of
failure is reduced to a minimum. Thousands have found the claims of the
R.I. to be genuine. You must make sure of

MAXIMUM VOLUME-MINIMUM DISTORTION
by demanding an R.I.

PRICE 25/ -
Ask for the new R.I. Brochure.

Radio IRS trtAIMINIS UT
12 Hyde Street,Oxford Street

Telephone: RECENT 6214(3&eAki. C.I.Teiegrams"Instradio Loridon"
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Cossor
13riyht Emitter

Thomas Edison

\Vuncoll.
Dull Emitter

Edison's Bamboo Filaments.
AMONG all Edison's marvellous con-

tributions to mankind-from the
phonograph to the carbon microphone

-none has been more spectacular than his
invention of the first' electric lamp.

This wizard of electricity saw that, although.
the arc lamp was an established success,
electric lighting could not progress until it
was brought into the people's homes. It is
said that Edison's experiments to discover
the electric lamp cost him £10,000, and cer-
tainly he was many years on the problem
before he attained success. Although the
first filaments were of carbonised cotton, he
discovered that bamboo, of all substances,
gave him the best results !

It is indeed a far cry from carbonised bamboo
to the wonderful filaments inside the new

Ad cr11.seme a of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Croce. N.5.

Cossor Wuncell Dull Emitter. About as
far as the latest De Havilland is from the
flimsy contraption flown by Wilbur Wright
at Dayton one -and -twenty years ago.

The Wuncell filament glows at a temperature
of only 800 degrees-certainly the nearest
approach to the cold valve yet reached. In
addition to low current consumption this also
means an extraordinary long life. Before
buying any more Valves be sure to read our
Wuncell Folder-full of interesting facts you
ought to know about dull emitters. Get one
free from our Dealer, or send a postcard for
one to us.

Wuncell Valves cost 21/- each, from all

Dealers (23/6 if supplied with inbuilt re-
sistance for use with 2, 4, or 6 accumulator,
without alteration to wiring of Set).

No. 2 of a reriea.

Gilbert Ad. 2121
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all the B.B.C. programmes at will with an easily
manipulated Tameside Two -Valve Set (H.F. and
Detector Tuned Anode circuit with variable reaction).
SOckets are provided for the addition of Loading
Coils when you wish to receive the Continental
Stations of longer wave -length.
Size of Panel, Is in. x fol. in., fitted into Solid Oak
Case. Jacobean finish. The mark 7^
provides a guarantee of material and TAME SIDE
construction.

PRICES (including Royalties):
SET ONLY, £ 8.

Complete with the following Accessories:-
Aerial Wire, Insulators, Ebonite Lead-in, 11.T. and
1..T. Batteries, Reliable Valves by leading British
makers, pair of well-known Headphones.

12 17 6.

TAME TDE

Type "B" Variable Condensers
Mechanically correct, uniform in construction, these Condensers are
popular owing to the absence of those irritant faults for effective
tuning, leakage and loss.

For Security and Value
Insist on TAME SIEPE

Type " B " Condenser is fitte
with Aluminium Endplates,
Ebonite Insulating , Bushes,
Bush with lock nut for one
hole fixing. Adjustable bush
at bottom. Terminal connec-
tion o72 Spacers used. Com-
plete with knob and dial.

PRICES (Assembled)
Capacity. No.
mot inf. .. R563 8'-
'00075 mf. R564.  7 -
.0005 mf. R566  6 -
'0003 Elf. R567 . 5 -
000- mf. R565 . 4 6
000i mf.  R569 . 4. -

Type " C "
Square Law Condensers
Fitted with Ebonite Endpieces.
Adjustable bush at bottom,
one hole fixing, '072 in. spacers.
Terminal connections, complete
with knob and dial. Packed
in cardboard boxes.
-oot ml.., R853 . 10 6
.00075 mf. R854.
*0005 mf. R855 .. 7 3
m003 mf. R .. 66
'0002 mf. . 5 9
moot mf. RS58 5 3

SEND FOR COPY OF ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST.

HIRST Bros. & Co. Ltd., Roscoe St., OLDHAM.

il:/friffidllo

FEATURES:
Reliability of
Capacity, Fin-
est grade Mica
Di -e lectric.
Highest possible
quality Copper
Foil. Adapted
for Terminal or
soldered con-

nections.

11111111-} are symbolic of Stone-
henge because of the
everlasting qualities

which serve to make them immune from trouble
in the most exacting and protracted use. They
stand the test of time.
Guaranteed within 5 % of stated capacity. This
accuracy has never before been obtainable by the
public. Buy one. Test one. It will prove our
statements and thoroughly satisfy you.

CAPACITIES :
'001 to '0005, Price 1 3 each.
'002 to '006, Price 2 - each.

SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS
A handsome unit of the Finston series. Alu-
minium top and bottom plates, high-grade
ebonite composition knob and dial, cleanly
engraved o -i80. Vanes 98% pure aluminium.
PRICES : mot 91-

'00075 8/6
'0005 8/-

'0003 7 6
moot 6 6
-00005 6 -

I, sow loco,' dealer cannot supply Finston
contivonents, send your order to us together with
It.- name cud addrss.

FIXED
CONDENSERS

LIGHTING
SUPPLIES 'CO.

2, Finsbury Avenue,
London, E.C.1,

R.EA0 ABOUT THE LATEfT
IMPROVEMENT

The latest addition to the many distinctive features which
characterise every Watmel Variable Grid Leak and Anode
Resistance and make them suitable for any circuit, is the
new contact. By means of an ingenious bronze spring (shown
in the enlarged illustration) any slackness, between the bush
and adjusting screw, is automatically rectified and perfect elec-
trical contact maintained at all times. Other features worthy of
special mention are :-Continuously variable, silent in operation,
dust and damp-proof, and constant in any temperature. '

GRID LEAK, -5 to 5 megohms, 2/6
ANODE RESISTANCE, 50,000 to 100,000

ohms 3 6
Seed P.C. for Descriptive Folder

The WATMEL WIRELESS Co.,
332A, Goswell Road, London, E.C.1.

Tele: 7990 Clerkenteell.

crie Ultra Sensitive
CRYITAL,

Front
your dealer

The Best Ye
LANITE, the super-
sensitive laboratory crystal,
has made a sensational hit.
Its sensitiveness is amazing;
it is thoroughly sensitive
all over too. Not a single
"dud" spot. Immediately
you will notice wonderfully
increased volume.

Order to -day. If dealer can't
8upply,order direct. Diagrams
and vial 'whisker free
with every crystal.

LANITE
Laboratories
6 Borth Bt. East
C -on- M
MANCHESTER
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WIRELESS FOR THE BEGINNER.
By E. BLAKE, A.M.I.E.E.

PART 11. THE VALVE AS A RECTIFIER.

Tx the last article we arrived at an under-
standing as to how the " plate current "
is set up. The plate current, let me

remind you, is that which flows from the
glowing filament to the positive plate,
through the high-tension battery, and from
thence to the filament again. We must
now consider the action of 'the " grid,"
which is a coil of wire, or mesh of wire,
interposed between filament and plate.
Fig. la is a drawing of a valve, and Fig. lb

conductor, thus converting the oscillations
into pulses of direct current which can work
the telephones. This is clone as follows :

When you connect the aerial to the aerial
terminal of your set you really connect it
to the grid of the valve, because the aerial
terminal is so connected inside the set.
Fig. 2 shows how this is done. How the
electrical energy jumps across the space
between the coils Ll and L2 will be ex-
plained another time ; let it suffice for the

moment that it does, and
that an alternating E.M.F.
is applied. to the condenser
(1, which is to say that
each side is positive at one
moment and negative the
next. and so on alternative-
ly, as many times a second
as the frequency of the
waves striking the aerial.

(Ignore the presence of
the condenser C2 and the
squiggly line R round it for
the moment, please.)

With an alternating
E.M.F. applied to the con-
denser Cl, it is plain that the

same alternating E.M.F. will be applied to
the grid and the filament. This means,
of course, that the grid will be first made
positive and then negative many times per
second. Now look at the diagram and see
what has been done to the path of the plate
cm -rent. A pair of telephones has been
joined up in it.

H.F. Impulses.
Now, if you have followed previous in-

structions you will know that what makes
telephones respond and give forth sounds
are changes of currents passing through them.
It will also be understood that each complete
wave influencing the aerial produces therein
one complete oscillation, one surge being
positive and the other negative. We will
refer, therefore, to the
positive and negative
halves of a Wave. Fig.
2a is a diagrammatic
drawing of one oscilla-
tion. Considering the
distance of the curve
(at any point on it)
from the horizontal
line as a measure of
the E.M.F., induced in
the circuit by the pass-
ing wave, it is easy
to see that at A the
E.M.F. is zero, that it
rises to a positive maximum at B, begins to
decrease and reaches zero at C, changes
direction for the second half of the
oscillation, rises to a negative maximum
at D, decreases in value again until it
becomes once more zero at E. That is a
complete " cycle " of events which occur
with unimaginable rapidity ; if you are
receiving a 300 -metre wave, for instance,

VALVE

SPIRAL

P/LAMENT
ROUND lirGR/D

PLATE ON PLATE'
ANODE

,r7LANEN7
PASS/NO
THROUGH
SP/RAL
GR./0

P/L ARENT

6R10

5 YMBCY /CAL DRAW/NG
OF 3 ELECTRODE

VALVE 1/6//6).

shows how a three -electrode valve is repre-
sented in electrician's diagrams.

Let us suppose that we have connected
up the valve to the low-tension battery.
You know that a stream of electrons are
flowing from the filament en route to the
positive plate. But there is this grid in
between them and the plate. What hap-
pens is that whilst some of the electrons
manage to find their way through the grid,
others are less successful and are caught
by it. Presently the grid accumulates so
many electrons that its repelling influence,
as a negatively charged body, is sufficient
to prevent any More electrons reaching the
plate and the plate current stops. So much
for a negative gild.

Controlling the Grid.
Next, suppose we charge the grid posi-

tively by some outside means, and maintain
it positive. The situation inside the valve
changes, for the electrons escaping from the
filament are not only attracted by the posi-
tive plate, but are encouraged to get to it
by the positive grid. In fact (to parody the
old song), " everything in the garden is
positive," except the electrons. Under
these circumstances the plate current
increases. So much for a positive grid.

We have now to tackle the application
of the valve to wireless reception. As has
been explained in earlier articles, we have
in our aerial an oscillating current, and
therefore an alternating electro-motive
force (E.M.F.) of very high frequency. In
the case of the crystal detector the H.F.
urrent is rectified and the pulses of current

are caused to actuate the head telephones.
In a valve receiver the valve also acts as
a rectifier; this means that it is caused to
act for all practical purposes as a one-way

tl

the complete cycle takes place a million
times every second during the time that
the transmitting aerial is radiating. The
mind is liable to become confused if it dwells
upon such frequencies, which are best
accepted as facts while we are trying to
analyse the action of the valve detector.
Let us rather view the oscillations mentally
through a slow-motion camera.

The Grid Condenser.
Looking once more at Fig. 2, it will readil3

be realised that if we were not to place the
condenser C2 where it is, any -electrons
desiring to leave the grid could easily escape
by passing through the coil L2 and thence
to the positive terminal of the filament
battery. They cannot, however, jump the
gap made by condenser C2.

Suppose the first half -wave be positive.
This applies a positive E.M.F. to the grid,
to which a number of electrons are quickly
attracted. Result: a slightly negative
grid, and a negative grid means a drop in
the current in the plate circuit.

The second half -wave applies a negative
E.M.F. to the grid. This, already negative,
becomes more so, and there is a big drop
in the plate current. The positive half of
the next wave arrives immediately, but
cannot quite compensate for the now very
negative grid, and when the next negative
half -wave arrives it makes the grid more
negative than ever ; and if this process
were to continue obviously the plate current..
would be completely stopped and the valve
would not work.
Use of Leak.

To get rid of the surplus of electrons,
which by the means just described pile up.
on the grid and the grid side of the condenser
C2, we connect across the condenser C2 a
very high resistance. (See R in Fig. 2.)
This is a conductor, which, while it will not
let the electrons pour helter-skelter through
it to the coil L2, and so back to the filament

battery, will at least allow them to limp or
" leak " painfully away. By this simple
method the valve is enabled automatically,
to bring itself into a condition whereby it.
can change the value of the plate current'
as much as possible each time it is required
to do so, without becoming choked.

(continued on page 1262.)
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SOME USEFUL IDEAS.

A Useful Coil.
THE accompanying photograph depicts

a very simple form of tapped coil
which can be used in many different

ways. It is easy to make and can be
adopted to any desired purpose with the
minimum of trouble. Ins.,ead of connecting
the tappings to the orthod )x multiple switch

which, of
course, must be
mounted on an
ebonite panel
and supported
by a cabinet or
other similar
device, each
tapping is
arranged to
terminate o n
the coil itself,
under the
shoulder of a
small telephone
terminal which
is clamped to

Making the tappingsthe cardboard former.
is simplicity itself.

At- the desired point a hole is pierced
through the side of the former, and into
this is fitted the shank of the terminal,
which is provided with a brass washer. The
wire is bared at this point, and then looped
round the terminal shank, between the
shoulder and the washer. Another washer
is placed over the projecting end of the
shank inside the former, the nut then being
screwed up very tightly. ' The beginning
and end of the winding is also connected to
terminals in the same way.

If the tappings are arranged in the fol-
lowing order, as shown in the photograph,
the coil will be found most useful. From
top of coil (first terminal) to second terminal,
35 turns ; between second and third ter-
minals, 15 turns ; between third and fourth
terminals, 25 turns, and another 25 turns
between the fourth and fifth terminals.
Thus one is able to tap off 15, 25, 35, 40,
50, 65, 75, 85, or 100 turns by using two
connecting wires and a little mental arith-
metic. For example, if 35 turns are
required, we connect up our leads to the
first and second terminals ; for 15 turns,
second and third terminals ; for 25 turns,
third and fourth or fourth and fifth ter-
minals ; for 50 turns, third and fifth or
first and third terminals ; for 75 turns, first
and fourth terminals, and so on. For
loading existing coils to higher wave -lengths
such an arrangement will be found almost
indispensable.

* *

Cutting Slots with Saws.
IT is often a very difficult matter to cut

a number of slots of equal depth with-
out the use of a guide or stop, and

unless the slots in frame aerial spreaders
are all of equal depth the appearance of
the winding is anything but pleasing. The
accompanying sketch depicts a simple and
effective means of attaching a stop to the
ordinary hacksaw. A piece of wood, Y, is

carefully slotted with the saw to be used
for the job and then push over the saw
blade in the manner shown. The distance
between the point of the teeth and the
under side of the wooden block, or in other,
words the depth of the slot in the block,
will depend on the desired depth of the
slots to be cut. The*underside of Y should
be accurately flat and perfectly smooth.
Another wooden block, Z, is wedged firmly
between the saw frame and the lower.block
in order to keep the latter in position
during operations.

A slot cut with a single hacksaw blade is
usually wide enough to accommodate the
wire employed for winding frame aerials,
but if, for other purposes, a wider slot is
required then two or three blades should
be fitted to the saw frame. which will usually
accommodate three blades.

Simple Depth Gauge.
THE depth gauge is a very useful tool in

the radio mechanic's workshop and
this can easily be made from a small

block of fibre or ebonite and an accurately

straight length of steel wire in the manner
shown at the left in the sketch. The hole
in the block is drilled slightly smaller than
the diameter of the steel rod, one side of
the block then being' split by means of a
fairly coarse hacksaw so that the rod is
made a tight sliding fit into the hole. The
rod may be about 2i in. long by h in. or
*in. in diameter, this size being most useful.

An alternative, method of constructing
the device is shown on the right where a
strip of I in. sheet brass, about 11 in. long

by .1 in. wide, is drilled to clear the steel
rod and also to take the shank of an ordinary
telephone terminal. This is then- bent and
attached to the terminal as shown, the rod
being passed through the hole in the terminal
and the clearance hole in the angle rest, and
clamped in position by means of the small
knurled screw.

*

Separate H.T. Leads.
THE use of separate H.T. tappings for each

valve in a multi -valve set is growing in
popularity, and rightly so, for the best

cannot be obtained from a set unless the
valves are working under the most favour-
able conditions.

There is no difficulty in altering sets to
take this refinement, for all that is necessary
is to break the H.T. positive connection from
the anode coil, reaction coil, transformer
primary, or anode resistance of each valve
where it joins the common H.T. lead, and
take the various broken connections to termi-
nals. These terminals later have wander plugs
attached for insertion in an H.T. battery.
The H.T. negative is left alone, and the
positive wander plugs are moved about on
the battery until best results are obtained.

+-0-4.--------41.-1-4.....-..-4.- 4-+
+

WIRELESS FOR THE
. BEGINNER.

(Continued front page 1261.)

The " grid leak " and grid condenser are
generally marketed as one piece of appar-
atus. The condenser is not " variable,"
though you may choose what " capacity "
of condenser you please, there being several

values suitable for the piirpose. The grid
leak is, more often than not, a pencil line ;
it is the graphite deposited by the pencil
that forms the high -resistance conductor
required. It is possible to buy variable
" leaks," so that the user can find the
precise resistance best suited to the valve
and circuit in operation. Whether you
would be better advised to use a variable
leak or to invest. in a small selection of leaks
of different valves I must leave to the
teacher Experience to decide.

Rectification takes place by virtue of the
fact that the current allowed to flow in the
plate circuit - is unidirectional. The tele-
phones are inserted in the plate circuit and
respond to the changes of current flowing
through them, these changes occurring at
" audio -frequency " in contra -distinction
to the frequency of the received oscillations,
which is far beyond the highest frequency
detectable by telephone or ear.

What happens to the detected .signals, so
that they are increased in strength and
become strong enough to Work a loud
speaker, will be explained in the next
article.
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IGRANIC
Honeycomb
Duolateral
COIL

Write for
List

Z 375

suit all circuits
Whatever circuit you intend to build you
should investigate the claims of Igranic
components to form part of its make-up.
For instance, if you investigate the qualities
of the famous Igranic Honeycomb Duolateral
Coil you will find an inductance conforming
as near as is possible to the ideal --a coil
which is used by expert and amateur alike,
and is built into the finest receivers sold.
As with the Igranic Inductance, so it is with

. all Igranic components, for they are designed
by radio experts and built by electrical
craftsmen whose knowledge dates long before -
the infancy of radio.

OBTAINABLE OF ALL REPUTABLE DEALERS,
Write for List Z 375.

149, Queen Victoria Street, London
Works : BEDFORD

IHRMIVIHAM
LEEDS

CARDIFF GLASGOW
MANCHESTER NEWCASTLE

IGRANIC Radio Devices include :
F IXhD CONDENSERS, FILAMENT RHEOSTATS,
IN TERRC ALVE TRANSFORMERS, VA RtOMETERS,
VA RIO -COUPLERS, BI PLUG COIL HOLDERS,
'RI -PLUG COIL HOLDERS, BATTERY
P ENTIOME TERS, VERNIER FRICTION

PENCILS, etc., etc.
carry a six monThs' .gfarante:.

("tlekkir jo 04/00444410egirS,tio 0P00-1-ar""

FIT Wecovalves to your
existing set and know

the real meaning of con-
tentment. Wecovalves give
wonderful results and oper-
ate from a single dry cell. No
accumulators are necessary
and you can be certain of
absolute satisfaction.
Manufactured in three
forms :-

Red Spot-Sigh Frequency
Green Spot-Detector

Orange Spot --Low Frequency

We recommend the use of
Radio A Cells.

VV, A ,

-0//
77 74

4

Advt. ur Wester: Electric Ca. Ltd Connaught. House, Aldwych, W.C.2.
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Excelling in 'finish'
and 'design'

The popularity which Woodhall Components have achieved is due to
their careful workmanship and scientific design: it is a popularity. that

arises from "satisfaction " rather than from " cheapness.'

No. 1 L.F. Transformer.The IWOODHALL

Oi massive construction produced for high efficiency-
It is one of the highest priced, because its production
cost is heavy. It is wound with 42 gauge wire wound
simultaneously with fine SILK. It shows most marked
superiority'on 2nd or 3rd stage of amplification, even on
200 or 300 volts pressure giving no trace of distortion
and its amplification factor is decidedly above the
average of other good -class transformers. Insulation
is perfect between P and S, and between windings
and frame, and the transformer is one specially recom-
mended for S.T.100 and other circuits 2 316of the " reflex " type ..

The I WOODHALL
Vernier Rheostat

Combined plunger and rotary movement.
The exceedingly fine adjustments it
gives enable you to get the most out of your valves
Push-pull movement for coarse setting; rotary for
vernier. Wonderfully smooth movement! best ebonite
former; one -hole fixing. (Pat. No. 213,030).

6 ohms 10 or 12
ohms

CO ohms

216 3'- 316

IWOODHALL
Guaranteed Components

Sole Distributors:

FresCand Electric Supplies, Ltd., HAMPTON -ON -THAMES.
'Phone: 11Iolesey 22.

111111

The
L. G. RUSSELL
Laboratories,
1 -7, Hill Street,
111 RMINGHA M.

(Opposite Enipio, Theatre).

25-
CASH
PRIZE

COMPETITION
Open to all

Belling & Lee, Ltd., one of the foremost houses
in the Kingdom, for the manufacture and distri-
bution of Wireless Equipment, have devised an
interesting and novel cash prize competition
which everyone may enter. The outstanding
feature of the competition is its intriguing sim-
plicity. Everyone, whether they possess a
wireless set or not, or whether they are interested

in wireless or not may enter.
Write now for full partiem'ars

BELLING & LEE Ltd.
QUEENSWAY WORKS, PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX.

Retail 11
Price
Per Piece

" A rose by any
other name . . .

may smell as sweet," but Hertzite
sold under any other name but Rus-
sell's will not give you the best results.
Don't try substitutes-get 100
reception with Russell's Hertzite.

'The GREATEST SENSATION and SUCCESS -N
OF THE SEASON "Her Daddy's Voie:."

The " World's Champion," the marvel "A.B." Head-
phone which has dealt the Knock Out Blow to all

others and overshadowed them all.
UNQUALIFIED GUARANTEE. MONEY RETURNED

IN FULL IF UNSATISFACTORY.

PRICES :
" A.B." adjustable

17/6
'A.B."non-adjustable

15'6
Ask your dealer, or send

(...
remittance to us for
samples to cover post-

age as well.
Even this child can recog-

j AMBATIELO BROS. LTD., nise her celebrated daddy's
1 " Ambatielo House," voice from across the At-

Farringdon Road, lantic with " A.B " Head -
London, E.C.1. phones
7 elephohe: Clerkenwell 7440 & 71.41.

Supplied in sets
of 5 (Nos. 25, 35,
50, 75 and for
Be sure to
name "Ri

on I

4/6
Chchne:ford
(No. 15() 2

Highest
are

Efficiency Coils
Tension -Wound

Each Reactone Coil, besides having a special formation
to yield maximum air -space, is wound by special process
under a constant tension,
A Coil is thus formed that is
absolutely standard and true
to calibration. Also extreme
rigidity is attained without the
use of shellac or wax. You
therefore get an inductance

that is practically free from
" self -capacity," and thus
gives louder signals, sharper
tuning, and readier reaction,
besides being rigid and un-
varying.

O

TENSION -WOUND

Inductance Coils
Ask your wireless Deoter. In ease of difficulty seed
P.O. for q'9 (or 2:'9 for Chelmsford Coil) and your

Dealer's name and address to
S,'e Distributors for U.K. and Ireland,

V. ZEITLIN & SONS,
144, Thoobald's Road, LONDON, W.C.1. 'Phone: Museum 3795, 684z

:Manufactured by Lewis Ifarforth & Co., London.
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AMERICA CALLING.
By L. W. CORBETT.

A Radio News Letter from New York.
-4-4-0- 4- -.0-0- -4,----.4-0-0

T HAVE just been having rather an inter -
1 esting chat -With the chief' engineer of

- station W F B H, Hotel Majestic, New
-York. The theme, absorption of wireless
waves by large structures, was made all the
more interesting as We were standing at a
point on the roof of the hotel, from which
many of New York's mighty skyscrapers
could be seen. This subject of absorption
is of extreme importance in large American

- cities, and while in London and other
B.B.C. centres it is somewhat unusual to
find '`send " districts right within a
radius of two. or three Miles of the broad,_
casting stations, it is not uncommon in
ach -cities as New York.

" It is only quite recently that we have
been heard down in Washington Square,"
said the engineer, pointing to a spot about -
two miles south of us. We are only using
200 watts, but have had reports from -
amateurs telling of good reception nearly
2,000 miles away, so it shows what a very
important factor this absorption of signals
may be. Although Washington Square is
-only two miles or so from here geographic-
ally, I have calculated it to represent a
distance of about a hundred miles electric-
ally-taking into consideration the absorp-
tion factor."

The " Yank " Who Heard " L 0."
Quite recently a large skyscraper was

started on, next door to a broadcasting
station-note that American buildingS are
thrown up anyhow, at an alarroinu' speed, and
are not necessarily built to last but to give
immediate service-and it was found that
as the skyscraper got taller it affected the
tuning of the aerial, and every now and
again it was necessary to retune.

You saw the photograph of station
W NYC in POPULAR WIRELESS a few weeks
ago. Well, imagine several buildings twice
as tall as that scattered about London.
Say one or two around 2 L 0, a few at
various points along the Strand, etc. Then
imagine Captain Eckersley trying to get
as much out of 11 kw. as he does now.

Talking about getting " as much out of
14 kw. as "-let me give my own impres-
sions of what the Americans get out of their
rated power. I would imagine that they
get as much out of 1 kw. as we do out of 14
kw.-and I have been doing a lot of
listening lately-but there is not that

finish," that modulation that is so char-
acteristic of the B.B.C.'s efforts. If you
tell that to the average American " fan,"
he will discredit you, but he has not heard
2 L 0 yet. In fact I. have only met one
American who has " heard "- 2 L 0 from
New York.

" Ever got any of the British stations ? "
I asked him.

" Gee, yep ! On one toob, too."
Who did you get ?."

" M U U sendin' code."
Broadcasting ,station I mean:"

" Oh, yep. I guess I got-L 0 once."
" What sort of a receiver ?

" On'y a 14 toob Super Het, on the
speaker,' too." -

" I would like to have a look at it-may
I ? "

" 'Fraid not ; it belongs to a friend of
mine."

Finally I got -out of him that he had never
heard any of the B.B.C. stations with a
receiver of his own ; but one point in -his
favour he did once hear-L 0 on a friend's
14-toob Super Het. It is not- due to in-
effective apparatus that the B.B.C. stations
are not heard over here. There are two very
excellent reasons. Firstly, all the B.B.C.
wave -lengths are also covered by U.S.
broadcasting stations, and as there are,
always several American stations on the

-00-0-11-0-4. 04- 4- *
other hand they need not be considered
as potential inviters of lightning strokes,
being in a class where other metal objects
normally found about buildings, such as
metal gutters, down spouts, and wire clothes-
lines. Aerials if earthed or provided with
a lightning arrester may effect gradual
drainage of electricity as well as a lightning
rod, but a direct stroke is likely to fuse them
or tear them from their fastenings on

account of their
small diameter."

I hope that
nobody will mis-
interpret t h e
above, and forth-
with proceed to

A beautifully made Neutrodyne receiver entered for a recent American Wireless competition.

air on exactly the same wave -length as each
British station, it seems a pretty hop less
case. Secondly, it is known that the signal
strength increases as much as 50 per cent.
during the dark hours, and just as it
is beginning to get dark in New York,
owing to the difference in the' time the
B,B.C. stations are now closing down. As
regards 5 X X, I may state that hardly
any American set is designed for high
wave -length reception.

Plug-in coils are rarely employed, and
indeed I quite recently experienced con-
siderable difficulty in obtaining a two-way
coil -holder, such as are in general use in
British designed receivers. So nobody in
America ever gets up to 1,600 metres. I will
try to do so one day.

Investigating Lightning Effects.
The following statement is made on the

authority of the United States Bureau of
Standards, the U.S. Government's scientific
research labOratory, and should . set the
minds at rest of those who are continually
worrying about lightning striking their
aerial.

This is perhaps a little late in the
season, but remember it next summer,
and put thy fears at rest. " Radio
aerials cannot be regarded as an effective
protection against lightning, but on the

erect an " antenna " of some few inches
or even feet in calibre. The worst that
can happen then is that your pet aerial
may come to an untimely end.

Radio Stamp Collecting.
According to the " New York Herald

Tribune," radio has made more liars than
fishing, and no conversation is complete
without the ravings of the D X fan who
hears the coast on one valve every night.
From now on the fan who lays claim to
having received a distant station will be
forced to support his claim by presenting
a " verification stamp," which will be suffi-
cient proof to remove all doubt from the
sceptic's mind.

The principal broadcasting stations in
U.S. have launched a plan that promises
to furnish a new hobby to the radio public
and the D X fan. Each station has a
supply of beautiful steel engraved stamps,
printed in various colours. To receive one of
these stamps you must write to the station
giving the time you heard it broadcast, and
full particulars of the items you received.

If your report is correct, they will post
you back one of these stamps with the
station's call letters printed on it.

A small charge of about sixpence is made
by all the stations, which covers cost of
engraving the stamps and clerical expenses,



JUNIOR.
Black

Crystalline
or Black

Satin
Enamel.

2,000 01111$

55/-

C.A.V. BRTTERIES
are the result of 32 years
manufacturing experience
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The Technical Editor of " Popular Wireless " will be pleased to receive wireless sets and
component parts from manufacturers and traders for test. Reports will be published

under this heading.

IN a recent advertisement concerning
H. and H. Tubular Galvanised Steel
Telescopic Wireless Masts, which

Messrs: Hildick R Hildick, Pleok Road,
Walsall, offer complete and -carriage paid for
£4 17s. Od., the height of thesoi viz4' 2.$ ft.,
was omitted. -- -

This Was un-
fortunate as,
Without this,
the correct- idea
Of the article
could not be
conveyed. We
trust the above
firm did not
lose any orders
owing to this
regrettable
omission.

* * *

The Danum Trading Co., of. 2, French
Gate, Doncaster, have sent us a sample of
" basulex," a most interesting preparation
scientifically produced for the purpose of

An interesting Igranic produc-
tion. A variometer involving
entirely new methods of design.

polishing and increas-
ing the surface resist-
ance- of ebonite. It is
a thickish fluid, dull
amber in colour. We
were unable, to test its
efficiency with ebonite
suffering from surface
leakage, but in itself
it possesses a very high
resistance value, so
that there is no reason
to doubt but that it
does what is claimed
for it. It certainly pro-
vides a very fine polish;
and if the directions
are carefully followed
it is possible to impart
a fine lasting lustre
to the surface of an
ebonite or cpngposi-
tion panel.

E

An ideal four -valve circuit, extracted from a Pamphlet published by
Messrs. Ferranti's, of L.F. transformer fame.

/E Aerial. C3 .. Fixed Condenser (.0003 infd.)
E Earth. G L ..grid Leak (2 inegolims).
Cl Variable Condenser (.0005 mfd.). C4 .. ...Fixed Condenser(.002 mfd.).
Ll Aerial Tuning Coil. A F T 1 _Ferranti Intervalve
L2 Tuned Anode Coil. AFT 2 _Transformer Type A.F.2.
L3 Reaction Coil to couple with L S .. Loud Speaker or Telephone

Tuning Coil. (2,000 ohms).

Outstanding " D.X." feats of reception
invariably depend upon a combination of
favourable circumstances for their success,
but nevertheless credit must be paid to all
the components employed in the receiver
used, as the old proverb, " The strength of
a chain is that of its weakest link" is very
applicable.

For this reason we were very pleased when
the opportunity arose for us to test the
" C. and S." dull emitter which was used
by an amateur during successful reception
of New Zealand, 4 A K, on a single -valve
set. This valve, which retails at the low

(Continued on page 126S.)

D .. Detector Valve or Crystal.
L F 1 }Low. Frequency Valves.
L F 2
A .. Low Tension Battery, 2 v. to G v.

B .. High Tension Battery,
150 v.

C .. Negative Bias Battery,
3 v. to 9 v.

STANDARD.
Black Crystalline or
BI::ck Satin Enamel.

2,000 ohms;,,,£5 0 0
4.000 ohms :£5 10 0
120 ohms:£4 15 0

L.F. TRANSFORMERS
For the first and secondstages of am- n7/6
plification .a&

TOMTIT.
Bright Stove or
Black Crystalline

Enamel.

000 ohms :

30/-

No matter whether you choose Standard,
Junior or Tomtit, each model will give
satisfaction. The initials C.A.V. are a positive
guarantee that the design, workmanship and
finish are of the highest character, whilst the
results obtained have to be heard to be believed.

Write for Illustrated Folder. Immediate Delivery.

,A,tranctervell &OMB;
ACTON VALE. LONDON .W. 3.

Members of the N.A.R.M.A.T.
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Mullard
!I Eq.-1AS,, VANE

Willard

TYPE
D.F.A. 1.

FORS POWER
AMPLIFICATION

4 -

ik

4.

Here are the world's best Radio Valves.
Each of these strong and well -designed boxes contains a Mullard Master Valve.
You will find in the Mullard Comprehensive range the valves that will produce the finest wireless

reception from your set.

BRIGHT FILAMENT VALVES (for 4 -volt batteries.)
Mullard H.F. Red Ring Valves for H.F. AMPLIFICATION AND DETECTION, 12/6 each.
Mullard L.F. Green Ring Valves for L.F. AMPLIFICATION, 12/6 each.
(Recommended for reflex and dual circuits.) Leaflet M. 8 gives full information.

DULL FILAMENT VALVES.
Mullard H.F. Double Red Ring Valves for H.F. AMPLIFICATION.

Type D.3 for accumulators, 21,'- each.
Type D.06 for dry cells, 25/- each.

Mullard L.F. Double Green Ring Valves for L.F. AMPLIFICATION.
Type D.3 for accumulators, 21/- each.
Type D.06 for dry cells, 25/- each. Leaflet V.R. 20 gives full information.

LOUD SPEAKER VALVES.
Mullard D.F.A.O. for 4 -volt batteries, 30,r- each.
Mullard D.F.A.1 for 6 -volt batteries, 35/- each. Leaflet V.A. 4 gives full information.

MAKE YOUR CHOICE

Mallard.
THE MASTER. -VALVE

Advt.: !MR MULLARD RADIO VALVE CO.. LTD. (P.IV)., NIGHTINGALE- WORKS BALHAJI.
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4+ APPARATUS TESTED.
(Continited from page 1266.)

price of 12/-, takes .2 amps. at 2 volts. It
is of rather unusual design, being short and
rather " squat " in shape.

We tested it in all three positions-i.e.
H.F., detecting, and L.F.,
and it proved a very
good all - purpose valve
indeed, although in our
opinion it is more efficient
when used as a detector.
It is not microphonie
and appears to be quite
"hard," standing eonsider-
able H.T. voltages with-
out ill effect.... Tokifif,'.
everything into eitinsitiera-
tion, the " C. and S."
would appear to be a
very good proposition at
t h e comparatively ' low
price mentioned above.

In the ordinary course of events, the
use of microphone amplifiers is not very
satisfactory and, in general, we are very
strongly prejudiced against them for
broadcast reception purposes. There is,
however, one exception to the rule, if
we can call it such, and this is that very
interesting instrument, the Brown " dryst-
avox." We recently had one sent us to
test, and even although it is the product of
such a well-known firm, we cannot but
admit that when it arrived we viewed it with

The C. & S. dull
emitter valve.

just the slightest disfavour. We changed
our opinion when we tested the instrument,
for at five miles from 2 L 0 it operated
very efficiently indeed when connected to
a P.W." Ultra crystal set.

The " drystavox ' is a combined micro-
phone amplifier and loud speaker. It is
compact and quite handsome in appearance.
The loud speaker portion of the instrument
is built on the same principles as the
famous Brown " H," and employs the
same tuned reed adjustable element as
the almost more famous Brown " A " type
headphones. This adjustment, by the way,
and that of the microphone amplifier,
are the only two "controls " involved. A
6 -volt dry battery is necessary, but current
consumption is almost negligible.

It is, a curious and very commendable
fact that the " Crystavox ". is less " micro -
phonic " than some valve amplifiers. This,
we expect, is due to its unique design. It
may be hard to believe, but the table on
which the instrument was standing was
knocked quite hard and no interference
with its functioning occasioned. So far we
have not mentioned anythi g about its
reproduction efficiency in respect of volume
or tone, and it must not be thought that
we have purposely avoided this subject.
The " Crystavox " is capable of filling
a medium-sized room with music asifaith!
fully and purely reproduced as the best of
valve amplifiers and ordinary small loud-
speakers ; in fact it would take a very
excellent combination of these indeed to
beat it. The signals on the crystal set used
must be loud, however ; sufficiently loud
for them to be heard twelve inches or so
from the telephone receivers, but where this

condition obtains the " Crystavox " is to
be fully recommended as probably the
most trouble -free loud -speaking system
that could be employed. -

In styling it the " Crystavox " and
always talking about it in connection with
crystal sets, Messrs. Brown have, in our
opinion, conveyed the impression that it
is limited in its uses. It is our impression
that the "-Crystavox " has even greater
scope among valve users. There must be
thousands of owners of " stunt" one -valve
sets which, although admirable for " D X "
work, cannot have stages of L.F. added
to render the use of a loud speaker possible
unless separate L. and H.T. batteries are
used. In such circumstances the " Crysta-
vox " rises to the occasion admirably.
We have tested it
in conjunct ion
with various one -
valve " supers,"
and it functions
in this capacity
as well or even
better than with
purely crystal cir-
cuits. On a future
occasion we shall
have something
more to say about
this very inter-
esting instrument
in connection with
valve circuits.

The price of the
" Crystavox " is
£6 15s. Only
one model is The " Cryslavcx " combined
produced. amplifier and lout speaker.

-Keep up-to-date in Wireless Doings!-
PITMAN'S

RADIO YEAR BOOK 1925
(60th thousand)

GIVES FULL INFORMATION ON ALL THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
practical instructions aid advice for amateurs, special illustrated articles by experts, list of wireless
societies, and a large number of most interesting photographs and historical and technical information

OVER 100 PHOTOGRAPHS
of artistes, " uncles " and announcers

RADIO HISTORY of 1924
IN PICTURES
The Manchester City News says :-" There is a feast of good things in
Pitman's well -produced and decidedly inexpensive annual to satisfy
every class of wireless fan' whether he be professional, amateur or
merely a listener -in who does not know a coil from a buttercup."

Contents include the
How Big Ben is Broadcast.
Broadcasting tale Nightingale.
B.B.C. Stunts.
Notable Radio Events in 1924.
How to get the Best Results.
Ridio and the Gramaphone.

following articles:
Hew to Make a Crystal

Loud Speaker.
The Inside of the B.B.C.
The "Death Ray."
Seeing by Wireless.
Wireless without Tears.

FIRST EDITION SOLD OUT IN FOUR DAYS
SECOND EDITION NOW ON SALE 1/6 NET

At Newsagents and Bookstalls, or Pitman's, Parker Street, Kingsway, W.C.2.
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YOU CAN DO THIS !
vrxmammorms..7.,

-FLUX11.
OR.STRENGTH

AND SIMPLIFYING
SOLDERING

00

3

00

and a tin of Fluxite. And, apart from the resultant
qualities of your set are considerably improved.
Soldering is delightfully easy when Fluxite is at hand to help you.

Ask your Ironmonger or Hardware Dealer to show you the neat little

When you pause for
a moment before a
wireless dealer's win-
dow to admire the
array of wonders
don't you often wish
your own little home-
made set at home
had such neat and
efficient wiring as
those super -sets in
the window.
If you examine the
wiring of these super-
sets, you will see
each join neatly
soldered. You can
do this!
Just with some solder

neatness, the receptive

FLUXITE SOLDERING

It is perfectly simple to use, aml
will last for years in constant use.
It contains a special "small space"
Soldering Iron with non -heating
metal handle, a Pocket Blow -lamp,
FLUXITE, solder, etc., and full in-
structions. Price 7/6. Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell
FLUXITE in tins, price 8d. 1/4. & 218

Buy a Tin To -day.
FLUXITE, LTD., 324, Bevington St..

London. S.E.16.
ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE.
Hardening Tools &Case Hardening

ASK FOR LEAFLET on improved methods

FOR ZEI,ric
COMPONENTS

To endeavour to save
money on components
is fatal. You cannot
expect to get good
results from shoddy
parts. Without being
obviously damaged so-

called " clearance line " parts may often be perished
and otherwise faulty. IT IS FAR CHEAPER IN
THE LONG RUN to make sure ofWHAT you buy,
and WHERE you buy. Our Wireless Department
sells nothing shoddy or unreliable, and all our prices
are the lowest possible compatible with quality.

SPECIMEN LIST OF
PARTS RECOMMENDED
FOR TRANSATLANTIC V

Bowyer Lowe Variable Condensers '0005
'0003 Dual

Dubilier fixed condensers '0003
Mansbridge fixed condensers '25

I. U. F,
2. U F

Burndept Dual Rheostats
Igranic Potentiometers
Dubilier 2 -grid leaks
Bowyer Lowe valve socket .et I
Burne Jones Magnum 2 coil holders - 9
Utility switches 4 pole D T.  . 6
Dubilier 80,000 Anode resistances  5
Connecticut on and off switch .. 2
McMichael H.F. transformers 300-600 .. 7

80-150 .. 8
Igranic coils from 5

P ..

VALVES, Marconi. Cossor, and Mullard 12
Ever -ready 100v. Batteries
Hellesens 99v .

 -
 -
. 

17
1 9

2
2
3

7
7
2

1
1 3

WIRELESS FOR CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

THE SERVICE CO. LTD
273-274, HIGH HOLBORN,

(Dept. P.W.)
LONDON, W.C.1. Telephone: Holborn 666. (3 lines).

LET

HELP YOU TO GET

STATIOAIS
111THERTO

BEYGIVD=YOUR RANGE

"POWQUIP" L.F. TRANSFORMERS

Tested on Aerial and
fully Guaranteed.
Standard Model. Price 14/6

Shrouded Model. Price 18/-
Of All Dealers, or

YZe

POWER EAU
II
PMENT

COMPANY LMITED 
KINGSBURY WORKS, THE HYDE,
HENDON, LONDON, N.W.9.

Telephone: Kingsbury 196-197.
Telegrams : "Powquip, Hyde, London."

Code : Bentleys.
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All Editorial Communications to be
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House,

addressed The Editor, POPULAR
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Editor
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.inst.R.E., F.R.S.A.,

F.R.G.S.

Technical Editor .
G. V. DOWDING. Grad.I.E.E.

Assistant Technica. Editors :
K, I., ROGERS. P. R. BIRD.

Scientific Adviser .
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Staff Consultant .
Dr. J. H. T ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Foreign Correspondents:
L. S. LEES, Paris ; Dr. ALFRED GRADEN-
WITZ, Berlin ; R. YATES, New York ;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W. PEETERS, Holland.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work The Editor cannot. accept responsi-
bility for manuscripts and photos, Every care will
be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
every article. Ail,. contributions to bd addressed to
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
REVIEW, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4. All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John Et Lile, Ltd., 4,.Ludgretacircus, London.

Technical queries are answered by post at a charge
of Od. a query and 11- per full wiring diautam.
All queries must be addressed to the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon- Street, B.C. 4, and must be accompanied
by a stamped and addressed envelope. Copies of the

queries sent should be kept, as the original questions
cannot be reproduced in the renewer. Cash should be
sent in the form of postal orders.

The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio world, some of the arrangements and speciali-
ties described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur and trader would be well advised to obtain
permission of the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.
The Editor will be very pleased to recommend

readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who have any inventions
to patent, or who desire advice on patent questions, to
oar patent agent. Letters dealing with patent questions,
if sent to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers.

ups t ony
ndAwswery

------
N. F. S. (Elstree).-I have recently built a

five -valve set -(2-V-2), and have been suc-
cessful in tuning in W G Y on 380 metres

several times. Generally, however, even at
3 a.m., he is badly mixed up with " mush "
of a peculiar description. How can I elfin -
Mate this ?

You will find it practically impossible to eliminate
the " mush " which originates in your case probably
from Northolt, only a few miles away. This station
carries out a tremendous amount of traffic at all hours
of the night, and has a -most annoying amount of
" backwash." Within a radius of 10 miles or more
we have found it practically impossible to  tune in
American stations between 300 and 500 metres
with any degree of purity and satisfaction, while
Northolt is on, though as soon as the local
station shuts down. even for only a minute, the
distant telephony comes in with surprising clarity
and strength. You may find that cutting out the,
two stages of L.F. will assist, though it will not cut
out the interference. Reception of W G Y on
the loud speaker, an easy thing to do without such
interference, will, of course, be practically impossible
while Northolt is on. Other than using a really
selective aerial system, and no L.F. stages, just
2 H.F. and detector, we can offer very little advice
as to the solution of your problem. Wave -traps have
been found to be useless in such cases as a rule, and,
of course, a frame aerial needs more amplification
to ensure results, while even then you will still have
the backgroand of ripple from Northolt. Leafield
may trouble you slightly on 400 metres or thereabouts,
but as a rule the interference from that station is
confined to a narrow band of wave -lengths, at any
rate in your district, while the former mentioned
station, which is very close, usually disturbs the
ether over a band of wave -lengths, of at least 200
metres.

S. C. A. (Caterham).-After Brussels had
closed down the other day, I was searching
round on a two -valve set when I heard a
station, apparently foreign, on a wave -length
only a few metres above Brussels. Somewhere
about 290 I should say it was. Can you tell
me what station this was ?

In all probability the station was the new Geriaan
station at Hanover, which has recently commenced
broadcasting on approximately 295 metres. This
station comes in very well on two valves in the London
district, quite as well as Brussels, in fact.

(Continued on page 1272.)

New Cross Word Puzzle !
Find the Hidden Sentence and
win £2 : 2 : 0

ACROSS. DOWN.
1. To content. 1. To place.
4. To notice. 2. Famous garden.
7. Pronoun. 3. Boy's name.

10. Circle. 4. Term used in algebra.
12. Royal Artillery. 5. Plaything.
13. Definite article. 6. Hesitation.
15. Great. 8. A peace.
18. Smallest particle. 9. Thanks,
21. Upon. 11. Expression of contempt.
22. Christian name of famous man. 14. Worn by almost everyone.
23. Exists. 16. Part of fishing tackle.
24. Possessive case of a Great 17. Prefix meaning three.
28.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Country.Nothing better.
Famous Eastern pilgrimage.
Possessive pronoun.
Towards.Transparent stone.Slang for money.

19.
20.
23.
24
25.
26.

Labels.
Mineral.
Little devil.
Before Christ.
Breed.
Too.

35. Arrived. 27 Part of windows.
38.
39.
40.

To oppose hold1,7.
To form.
Negative.

29.
34.
35.

Note.
Exacted.
A weight.

41. Error. 36. Related.
44 Sovereign. 37. Repairs.
45. To spoil. 38. Distant.
46. Anger. 39. Member of Parliament.
48.
49.

' 50.
Conjunction.To attempt.
Single.

40.
Ct.
42.

Used by fishermen.
Mother.
Mineral.

 52.
54.
55.
56,
57.

Iminediately,That thing.Distress signals.Part of a face.Personal pronoun.

43.
45.
47.
51.
53.

Binds.Possessive pronoun.
Female sheep.
Negative.Exclamation.
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A Prize of Two Guineas
will be awarded to the sender of the first
letter opened which contains the correct
Solution and the hidden sentence, by
the first post on the 3oth January, 1925.
All solutions must be addressed to :-

" COMPETITION,"

BRITAIN'S BEST CRYSTAL LTD.,
234/5, Salisbury House, London Wall, London, E.C.2.

Sole Proprietors of the famous "MIGHTY ATOM."
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CAUTION
Before completing AVOID CAPACITYyour New Valve Set

Patent applied for
No. 25898 24.

across your Valve
pins by using

TRIX kru;I;.N Ec 'tTN GRIPS
APPLICABLE TO VALVES, TRANSFORMERS, Etc,

YOUR ACTUAL PANEL WITH TRIX GRIPS
FORM THE MOST EFFICIENT AND LOWEST
CAPACITY VALVE HOLDER.

THE TEMPLATE IS SPECIALLY DESIGNED
TO PROVIDE AIR SPACE BETWEEN LEGS.

You cannot BURN OUT THE FILAMENT whilst
inserting the valve, which, when in position, is
FIRMLY GRIPPED.

CONTAINING Gummed Template,
4 Grips, 4 Screws,
8 Nuts, 4 Soldering Tags
AND INSTRUCTIONS.

Obtainable from all Dealers. Manufactured by ERIC J. LEVER, 33, aerkenwell Green, London, E.C.I. Factors, Trade and Shippers only supplied.

The " HERALD " L.F. TRANSFORMER
This new ltadiax Com-
ponent is built to the proved
most efficient design. It is
manufactured with the ut-
most precision and care, and
it is subjected to all reason-
able and practical tests.
It will give a high ampli-
fication without distortion,
and if in these respects it
does not equal any first-
class transformer against
which it is compared we will
refund cash if .returned
within 10 days.

Fit Radiax Square Law Condensers
Of splendid quality and
finish, very strong construc-
tion and highest possible
electrical efficiency, this new
Radiax producticn will
Revolutionize Your Tuning
The use of a good square
law condenser facilitates the
tuning on that portion of the
scale hitherto difficult or im-
possible, and gives uniform
results over the whole range.
A RADIAX CHART FREE

With Each
enables you to identify by

wave length each station you tune in. It includes
valuable hints on logging all stations heard.

Without Vernier. With Vernier.
.001

-0006
.0005
0003

86

Complete illus-
trated Catalogue
of all Compo-
nents, Receiving
Sets, Amplifiers,
Constructors'
Sets, etc. 3d.
stamps. Receiving
sets only, yetis.

RADIAX DUPLEX
BASKET COILS

Far more efficient than
honeycomb or any other
type of coil. Exceeding-
ly strong and rigid,
mounted on standard
ebonite plugs. Drown
finish, no wax or shellac
used. MOUNTED.
No. Price. No. Price.
25 1/6 125 3/-
35 1/9 150 3/-

' 50 2/- 200 3/9
75 2/3 250 4/6

100 2/9 300 816

RADIAX LTD., 10,T ttRadioenh aHmo jte Eat. ,

W.I. 3Iuseum 400.
3 mins. Tottenham Court Road, and Goodge Street

Tube Statio:is,
RADIAX

411111111111.
WE SATISFY You

Make your set SELECTIVE
plug-in with

"Tangent" Tuning Coils
tThe Unshrouded Coil)

Their extraordinary
Low Self -Capacity ensures

EXTREME SELECTIVITY
See National Physical Laboratory ( igned)
Report below and you will reali-e this.

Coil
No.

Self -Capacity in
Micro-Microfsrads Price

25 8 4!3
35 9 41
50 25 4,3
75 31 4,'6

100 22 5/-
150 1 6 6/-
200 22 7/-
250 22 76

Unshroaded
Efficiency.

Ask your dealer for Tangent "
Coils and add 30°, volume to
your present reception, also cut
out your local station.

COMPLETE SETS-
' 4 Concert Coils (W/ L250 to 1180) UP- the set.

I I Concert Coils (W, L250 to 9500) 871- the set.

& CO.,
LTD.,

Est. 1s72.
Faraday Works,

LEICESTER
LONDON 25, Victoria Street, S. W.1.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE; Tangent House, Blackett St.

GENT
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 1270.)

R. A. J. H. (Banbury, Oxon).-What is
the simplest form of crystal circuit using a
variometer for tuning ? Do I need a variable
condenser ?

The diagram given herewith shows the connections
for a very simple crystal set, employing a variometer
for tuning. The latter consists of two short lengths
of cardboard tubes, measuring 3 inches and 4 inches
respectively (external diameter). Upon each tube
there is a total winding of about 30 turns, but the
best size depends upon the aerial in use, and fre-
quently 25 turns upon each tube gives rather better
results.

Across the variometer the crystal detector and
'phones are joined in series. The 'phones are generally
of 2,000 or 4,000 ohms, but with some crystals 8,000
ohms are better, whilst low -resistance 'phones

CONNECTIONS FOR A
CRYSTAL SET

mis

4' V 4.

(several hundred ohins only) will be found to give
good results with certain other crystals. In general,
either 2,000 or 4,000 ohms are perfectly satisfactory
for any crystal set.

If the variometer is a well -made one, there Is no
advantage in adding a variable condenser. to the
circuit, as all the tuning necessary is effectively
introduced by the variometer. If a variable condenser
Is on hand (say, -0005 mfd.) it may be connected

across any small tuning coil, and the combined
arrangement will then replace.the variometer very
effectively, the tuning being done upon the variable
condenser.

The"P.W."Technical
Queries Department.

REVISION OF RULES.
E Owing to the extraordinary growth of the E

POPULAR WIRELESS Queries Department, E
-E the Editor is compelled to revise the regulations E

governing the answering of readers' queries, and E
= the following new arrangement now comes into E
= force :-

(1) A charge of 6d. is made for every query E
sent to the POPULAR WIRELESS Queries E
Department. The " three for a shilling "
regulation is cancelled.

(2) A charge of 1,- is made for supplying full E
wiring diagrams.

(3) All queries, together with postal orders
and stamped and addressed envelope, to =
be addressed to-

TECHNICAL QUERIES EDITOR
POPULAR WIRELESS,

The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E
London, E.C.1.

(4) Technical queries will not be answered by i=
- telephone.

_

51Illfill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

If a small fixed condenser (-001 mfd. or so) Is
fixed across 'phones, it will sometimes improve the
tone of results quite noticeably.

* *

R. P. S. (North London).-I have a three -
valve set employing a detector and two L.F.
valves, the last L.F. being coupled by means
of a choke made .by using one winding of an
4L.F. transformer. My trouble is distortion

taking place on loud signals. The valves
used are A.R. -06, B 5 and DE3 - all O8
at 3 volts, and I have grid bias on the last
valve. Variable H.T. on all.

Probably distortion is as much due to the last
valve being unable to carry the energy as to any-
thing else. The remedy In that case is of course
obvious-use a power valve. 'Without doing this
the next best thing is to turn your attention to the
choke and see if this can be improved. Probably it
does not really suit the circuit, but you should be able
to reduce the distortion without purchasing another
choke. A -001 mfd. condenser across the choke may
help. If the.other winding of the transformer is O.K.
try the two windings in series and also alternately
separately, Also vary the coupling condenser,
which should have a value of about .02 mfd. Loading
the unused winding by means of a .001 or .002 fixed
condenser might help, though any loading will tend
to reduce the signal strength slightly. This reduc-
tion will not, of course, be serious, as you are so close
to 2 L 0, and it should always be the aim of the
amateur to obtain clarity and pureness of repro-
duction rather than sheer noise and volume. A
loud speaker not only delivers what is put into It,
but also has an unhappy knack of magnifying any
distortion that is present. A great deal of the dis-
tortion hefftd from loud speakers is due to a distorted
input, and not to the loud speaker itself, provided
this latter is not being " pushed " and forced to
carry too much.

" UNIDYNE " (Liverpool) asks why his one -
valve Unidyne receiver does not oscillate,
and as several other readers appear to be in
difficulties with regard to this set, we are
again publishing the answer given in a recent
number of " P.W."

There are several possible reasons why the set does
not oscillate, even supposing that the circuit is con-
nected up correctly. In the first place, it is advisable
to have the aerial condenser in series with the A.T.I.
Secondly, the grid leak must be a variable leak,
and must really be a leak. This variable grid re-
sistance is far more important than many people
imagine, for it controls the potential of the main grid
of the valve, and thus controls the oscillating pro-
perties of the valve. Make sure also that the valve
is quite O.K. Some of the valves now on the market
are too soft to be of any real value. With the con-
denser in series, either basket or Lissenagon coils

(Continued on page 1270.)

OTYN BASKET COIL HOLDERS
Basket Coils are undoubtedly the most efficient form of
compact inductance for short waves.

If you make your own, or buy them ready made, you
need good holders for the best results. The
BASKET COIL ,H ...LDERS are efficient 6ll
in design, manufactured from the best British RADIO
materials and finished in an unsurpassed style. Made
from the best British ebonite (not fibre), brass parts polished
and lacquered, and polished knob.

No illustration can do them justice. The price is so
reasonable -

1/3 EACH
Postage 2d.

that you can fit one to every coil.
This is the original BASKET COIL HOLDER of its
type, all good dealers stock them, but insist on seeing the

0 it trade mark stamped on each one. All ethers
are inferior copies. Each packed

_RADi0 4Is in transparent envelope.
If your dealer has not got the w send post free if you
mention his name and address LIST POST FREE.

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

LIBERAL TRADE TERMS. 'Phone: North 305 I .

te.Slo I KS -N re.Slo tr; r.44.-Nt
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" ELEGANT EFFICIENCY."

CAT. I.O.
203 B.C.

PRICE

116

Quality

RHEOSTAT
which occupies very little panel space, owing

to its unique design.

THE BOBBIN is turned from best
ebonite and machine polished.

THE TERMINALS are good and solid.
THE KNOB is hard and well finished,

and will not melt or break away
from the bush.

One Hole Fixing. Supplied Boxed.

COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE

CRAIK & SMITH,
'Phone: Cierken. 7348. ALLEN ST., LONDON, E.C.I.
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BEFORE you build your Set make sure
that your panel is free from leakage.
Safety First should be your watchword.

A low-grade panel will nullify all your efforts
and cause you endless trouble. Red Triangle
Ebonite is fully guaranteed to be entirely
free from leakage and to conform to the
highest electrical standards. Its beautiful
surface of velvet smoothness needs no tedious
sandpapering before use.
Every Red Triangle Panel is supplied in a sealed
wrapper bearing its distinctive label. Be sure
you get Red Triangle Ebonite and "accept no sub-
stitute. All ebonite appears alike to the eye and
the only way you can tell the good from the bad is
to look for the Red Triangle on every package.
If your Dealer cannot supply order direct from us.

12 Stock Sizes :
x 8, 3/-

6 x 18, 8/-
7 x 5, 2,'3
7x10,4,3

S x 6, 3'-
8 x 10, 5/-
8 x 12, 6/-

10 x 12, 7,6
All 1 -in. Thick

10 x 24, 15/-
12 x 14, 10/6
12 x 16, 12/-
12 x 18, 13/6

Special Sizes :
All Concert -de -Luxe, 15 x 8 x }.. 8'- Res:16(011ex, 12 x 8 x 1 .. 6
Transatlantic V., 22 x 11 x 1 .. 15,- Anglo-American, 36 x 9 x I .. 20 -
Al! Britain, 16 x 9 x 9/- Neutrodyne Tuner, 12 x 10 x i 76
8.T. 100, 121 x 91 x 7/- Nrutrodyne Receiver, 12 x 10 x 1 7/6
Purittex, 14 x 101 x 9/2 :1 -Valve Dual, 24 x 10 x 1 . 15/ -
Transatlantic IV.. 16 x,8 x 1 8/- Harris Crystal Set, 9 x 51,x 1 4/4

Any Special Size Cut per return at 1(1. per Square inch
TO THE TRADE : Red Triangle Ebonite is being extensively

advertised and in spite of its superior quality
can be sold to you at prices no higher than
that which you are paying for ordinary un-
branded ebonite. Write to us to -day for
details of our selling plan.

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.,
Registered Offices, Mail Order & Showroom,

77. CITY ROAD, LONDON. E.C. I.
BRANCHES: LONDON -62, High Holborn, W.C. 1.

PLYMOUTH - 4. Bank of England Place.
LIVERPOOL -4, Manchester Street. CARDIFF
- -94, Q,:cen Strect, WALTHAMSTOW-23
W.,od Street.

Rod Triangle Ebonite
virorvirvirvywirvrvirvvvr

41#4;
TWO, THREE and FOUR -VALVE

WIRELESS RECEIVERS
PANELS ONLY COMPLETE SETS

Two Valve £12 0 0 Two Valve £17 10 0
Three Valve £15 17 6 Three Valve £22 5 0
Four Valve £20 5 0 Four Valve £27 5 0

For purity of tone coupled with volume
they are a revelation, and must be

seen and heard to be fully appreciated.
A PAYMENT DOWN OF ONLY £2 10 0
will secure the finest 2 -Valve Receiver, com-
pletely equipped, regardless of cost, balance
payable in convenient monthly instalments.
4 -Valve Cabinets, as illustrated, from 33 Cat.,
De luxe model, 50 Gns.

Demonstratiqns daily and particulars from the London Dislriblitors:
H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.. 49,53, Sussex Place, South Kensington, S.W.7.

'Phones: Kensington 8558'9 and 5510.

FILAMENT*
VOLTS

l'S to 2.

FILAMENT
CURRENT

25 atoPs

201-
Of all principal
dealers or past

free direct.

THE ONLY VALVE WITH THE
PATENTED MOLYBDENUM FILAMENT
-which means that the "Six Sixty" is the
only dull emitter -valve which will give

volume approximately 50?;, greater
than a staneatd bright emitter.

The secret lies in its Molybdenum filament
whiCh carries a complete Thorium coating
and not an inefficient globule deposit as is
the case in valves with tungsten filaments.
The " Six Sixty" is a truly wonderful
scientific discovery. There is no other
valve obtainable that will compare with it

for volume, clarity and economy, for
when a "Six Sixty" is used in place
of a bright emitter

one accumulator charge lasts
over ten times as long.

Let your next Valve be a " Six Sixty."
If you cannot get the "Six Sixty"
at -your dealers write direct to us.

co

NG EMOUSE,

To LONDON W.I.
..7e/e,okonf Reg.! 5336

ACCUMULATORS
RE -CHARGED FREE!

STANDARD MODEL.

ONLY

25 -
DON'T PAY MORE.

IN YOUR OWN HOME with the
"CHASEWAY" CHARGER
The Ghascway is a thoroughly practical electrical appara-
tus, designed specially to remove the re -charging bugbear.
It can be connected by the merest amateur in any household
having DIRECT (CONTINUOUS) CURRENT, and if
used whilst current is in use for lights, irons, kettles, radiators.
vie.. costs nothing for the re -charging. Once fitted, it is there
for life, requires no attention, and is a wonderful boon for all
accumulator users. -

It is so effective that many traders derivinf revenue
from battery charging will not sell the CHASE -
WAY," whilst others are themselves using our
No. 3 model.
No. I For any installation of 103 to 250 volts. Siz,
-Model. 9in. x 3iin. 25,'- complete.
No. 2 For lower voltages and special circumstances, 35' -
Model. complete with special resistance lamp (2 amps), or

40 '- with special adiustalje resistance (2 to 5 amps)
No. 3 For Shopkeepers, Garages and others who can
Model. ',charge batteries for revenue-will charge several

accumulators at once.
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR ONE
or send remittance direct if any

difficulty.
Illustrated Catalogue of other
" Chaseway Specialities FREE
on receipt of stamped envelope.
Contains many novel necessities.

" CHASEWAY "
ADJUSTABLE GRID LEAK

Infinitely variable 001 to 20 megohms. A scientific instrument-
the nerves " of the receiving set. One -hole fixing and not a
conglomeration of cardboard pellets and black lead to get pulped
into uselessness.

CHASE ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., Ltd., 4/
184P, Fleet Street, LONDON, E C.4.
Central 1539. 7RADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.
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HULLO EVERYBODY!!
ALL GOODS ON THIS PAGE SENT BY POST,

U.K. POST FREE, EXCEPT WHERE MARKED. FOREIGN PACKING AND POST EXTRA.
ORDERS DESPATCHED IN STRICT ROTATION AT EARLIEST POSSIBLE MOMENT.

CALLERS PRICES ELSEWHERE.
Aerial 7;22,100 feet (including

6 insulators).. 8/6
Aerial, Copper Tape, 100 feet .. 3/3
Allen Variable Grid Leak .. 1/9

Burndept Crystal Detector .. 6/6
runt Shrouded Transformer .. 13/6

Basket Coil Uolders 1/6
Battery Links (C.W. Patent) doz. 1/8
Basket Coil Stands. 2 -way . 5/6
Bretwood Variable Grid Leak. 3/-
Bretwood Anode Resistance .. 3/-
Coil Plugs, Edison Bell wedge .. 1/3

on Plugs, ordinary .. 2 for 1/6
Coil Stands. 2 -way vernier .. 5/6
Coil Stands, 2 -way geared .. 5/11
Coil Stands. 2 -way, basket .. 5/6
Coil Stands. 2 -way. de luxe .. 3/11
Coil Stands. 2 -way. ex. handles .. 3/11
Coil Stands, 3 -way. de luxe .. 4/9
Coil Stands, 3 -way, ex. handles .. 516
Crystal, Shaw's Hertzite 1/ -
Crystals, Neutron and Whisker .. 1/6
Crystals, Gilray and Whisker .. 1/6
Crystals, Gamages' Permanite 1/ -
Crystal Detector, " Nile Met " 6/8
Crystal Detector Micrometer .. 2/9
Crystal Detector, enclosed . 2/ -
Crystal Set, Neutron Crystal .. 10/8
Crystal Set, " Re-echo " 17/8
Crystal Set " Brownie " 7/6

Ebonite Panels, stock sizes, 3 -16th in. :

6 x 6 .. 1/8 10 x 8 .. 8/6
7 x 5 .. 1/8 12 x 9 .. 5/-
8 x 6 .. 2/8 12 x 12 .. 5/9
9 x 6 .. 2/9 14 x 10 .. 5'9

Ebonite Dials for Condensers .. 1/3
Flex, twin, lighting .. 12 yds. 1/11

lex, twin, 2 -colour .. 12 yds. 2/6
Flex, twin, silk (miniature) 12 yds. 2/-
Formo Open L.F. 12/6
Formo Shrouded L.F. 18/-
Goswell Valve Legs set 1/8
uroswell Valve Holder.. .. 1/9
Goswell 2 -way cam vernier.. 9/-
Goswell 3 -way cam vernier.. .. 12/6
Goswell 2 -way panel 3/-
Goswell 3 -way panel .. 5I--

u.F. Transformers-
', 1 McMichael's 3000'0/6030000 ..

10/
10/-11-

Energo, 250/700 3/11
450/1200 .. 4/3
900/2000 .. 4/8

Raymond B.B.C. or 5 X K. each 2/9

Igranic Rheostat
30 ohms .. 7/-
Potentiometer .. 7/-
Variometer.. .. 10/6
Coils, all numbers.

25, 5/- ; 35. 5/- ; 50, 5/2
75, 5/6 ; 100. 7/- ; 150, 7/10

200, 8/8 ; 250, 91- ; 300, 9/5
400. 10/3 ; 500. 10'6.

Lissen Variable Grid Leak..
issen Anode Resistance ..

Lissen Minor ..
Lissenstat
Lissen Universal ..
Lissen 2 -way switch : :
Lissen series parallel  .
Lissen T 1 L.F.
Lissen T 2 L.F.
Lissen T 3 L.F.
Lissen 5 -point switch
Lissen Choke.. ..
Lissen Aux. Res...

.. 2/8

7/6
3/8

..
.. 10/6
..  2/9
.. 8/9

30/-
25/-

.. 16/6

10/-
.. 1/3

T issen Coils -
25,, 410 ; 30, 35, 40, 410 ; 50, 5/- ;
60, 5/4 ; 75, 5,'4 ; 100, 69.

Meutrodyne Vernier 3/6
II Independent Vernier (Colvern) 2/6

Powquip L.F. Standard .. 14/11
owquip Bucks L.F. 1216

Powquip Manchester L.F. 14111
Powquip Shrouded L.F. 18/ -
Polar Condensers, .001 10/8
Polar Condenser, .0005 10/6
Polar Condenser, .0003 10/6
Polar Condenser, 00025 10/6
Polar Micrometer Condenser
Polar 2 -way junior ..
Polar 2 -way cam vernier ..
Rheostats, one -bole fixing.. .. 1/6
Ilheostats, with dial .. .. 2/6
Rheostat, Ormond .. .. 2/3
Rheostat, Burndept .. 4/6
Rheostat, Raymond Special.. 2/ -
Rheostat for D.E. or R. Valves .. 2/6

Switches, D.P.D.T. Panel, nickel 1/6Switches,
S.P.D.T., Panel, nickel 1/4

Sleeving 6 yds. 2/3
Simplex lead-in 1/9
Square, 1-16 Busbar hank 1/ -
Switch arms, brass 1/6
(Complete with studs, nuts, and washers)
Terminals, Telephone .. doz. 1/9

erminals, W.O. pattern . doz. 1/9
Terminals, Pillar .. .. doz. 1/9

Terminals have nuts and washers.
Tapped Coil for Chelmsford .. 216
Transformers, L.F.-

Ferranti .. . ,

Igranie

Ormond
Eureka Concert Grand
2nd stage ..
G.R.C. 83 ..
Super Success
Standard Success.. ..
Brunet Shrouded.. ..

.. 17/6
21/-

.. 251-

.. 141-

.. 30,-
2216
15/-
21/-

.. 16/-

.. 13/6
Voltmeter, 0 to 12 .. 5/6

ariometers, Edison -Bell 10/6
Ebonite Ball Rotor .. 5/11
Strawboard, D.C.C. 2/6
Ebonite, with dial ..
Very special value .. 1/11

Valve Holders, Murray . 1/3
Solid rod ebonite .. 1/3
Bretwood Anticap 1/9
Goswell, A. cap .. 1/9

Valves, purchasers' risk on post.
Valves, Myers universal
Valves. Myers D.E.
Valves, " Metal " .06 . ,

Valves" Metal " " R" type BE..
Valves " Radio Micro " .06 ..
Watmel Variable Grid Leak ..

atmel Anode Res...
Wales Microstat

12/6
21/-
13/11
7/6

13,11
26
3/16
2/9

N and K
GENUINE (OLD MODEL)

(No. 2)
Few dozen pairs, 12,'11

Post, etc.. 6d. pair.
No. 3 NEW MODEL
3 POLE MAGNETS

1 7,6 per pair.
N and K Model

Lightweight 9;'11. Post Cd. pair.
All 4,000 Ohms.

FIXED
CONDENSERS

RAYMOND
are with Ebonite Base.
Raymond .001 to

.0005 1/2
Raymond .002 to .006 1/3
Raymond 02 and .01,

each 1/9
Mansbridge 2 mfd. 4/3
Mansbridge 1 mid. 3/9
Mansbridge .25 mfd. 3/6
Edison Bell .001 to

0005 .. ..each 1/3
Edison Bell .002 to

.006 .. _each 2/ -
Edison Bell 2 meg.

Leak Clips .. 1/6
McMichael's 2 meg.

Leak Clips .. .. 216
McMichael's 100000

Resistance Clips .. 2/6
Dubilier .0001 to

0005 .. 2/6
Dubilier .001 to .006 3/-
Dubilier .01 (for loud

speakers) .. 7/6
Dubilier 2 meg. Grid

Leak .. 2/6
Dubilier Anode Re-

sistance .. .. 5/6
(50,000, 70,000, 80,000,
100,000 ohms on Stand

complete.)

BRUNET PHONES.
New Model. Black Cords.
4000 ohms . 16,6

Post 6d. pair.

FRENCH
THOMSON-H ASTON
4000 ohm Phones, 15111.

THORPE K.4.
For Unidyne.

5 pin with holder .. 17/6
Phillips " R " 7/11
French " R " 7111

POST FREE PRICES.

PARTS FOR
2-VALVt. UNIDINE
2 Thorpe K.4 Valves,
terminals, 2 inicrostats,
1 var. grid leak, SPDT
Switch, .0005 var. Con-
denser with vernier. Cam
vernier 2 -way stand 2
5 -pin valve holders, 2 fixed
Condensers, G R C Trans-
former, tinned copper
wire nuts, screws, etc.
The lot for .. £3 15 0

Carriage paid.
All best quality.

TELEFUNKEN.
(adjustable)

4000 ohms .. 17111
(Lighter than a feather)

TRADE COUNTER
OPEN

will oblige you with any
lines in stock, less 20%
on Proprietary articles.
NO POST ORDERS

TRADE.

Schools allowed 3!- in the
£ on proprietary articles

only.

HEADPHONES
We can recommend
these as being excel-
lent Headphones, with
a great reputation.
B.T.H., 4,000 ohms 25'-
G.R.C. 4,000 ohms 20'-
BRANDES 4,000

ohms (matched
tone) .. 25: -

BROWN'S 4,000 ohms
(featherweight).. 25/ -

STERLING 4,000
ohms .. 25' -
ALL POST FREE.

ACCUMULATORS
FOR CALLERS ONLY

at present.
(See Cellars' List.)

Formo,
open 12/6

47
Bucks

"Powquip
12'6

Manchester
" Powquip," Ormond

15,-6 14,'6

Shrouded Standard
"Powquip." "Powquip,"

18,- 14'6

IMPORTANT NOTICE PANELS DRILLED
FREE WITH ORDERS

OVER 20
PANELS DRILLED

and ENGRAVED FREE
WITH ORDERS OVER

£5.
West End Stockist of
Edison Bell, Igranic,
Goswell (quality), Polar,
Jackson Bros. (J.B.),
Marconi, Cossor, Mullard,
Ediswan Valves, Sterling,
B.T.H., McMichael's,
Lissen, Dubilier goods.

DR. NESPER
HEADPHONES

Adjustable diaphragm,
detachable receivers,
double leather - covered
head -springs long flexible
cords, nickel plated
Parts. Very comfortable
fitting to the head.
LOOK FOR THE TRADE

MARK.
4,000 obms .. 13/3

Post 6d. pair.

BRIGHT12/6EMertIeThTER

B.T.H. R Type
Ediswan.. A.R. 
Marconi-Osram

R.orR5 V 
Mullard-Ora
Cossor P.1 
Cossor - .. P.2 
Mallard H.F. (Red Ring)
Mullard L.F. (Green Ring)

DULL EMITTER
211- each Type

Ediswan.. A.R.D.E.
Marconi-Osram D.E.R.

25/- each Type
B.T.H. B.5
Ediswan.. A.R.0.6
Marconi-Osram D.E.3
Mallard .. D.F.Ora

DULL EMITTER POWER VALVES
For use with A.R.D.E. and

D.E.R. Valves.

Marconi-Osram Type
D.E.6, 2-2.5 volt.

.25 amps, 25' -

DULL EMITTER POWER VALVES
For use with D6 Valves.

B.T.H. Type B.6 .. 351-
Marconi-Osram

Type D.E.4 301-
Mullard,Type D.F.A.2 30 -

POWER VALVES
For use with Bright Emitters
B.T.H., B.4 351-
Marconi-Osrani,

D.E.5 35/ -
Mallard, D.F.A.1 35,' -

RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'SE-:
GALLERY DOOR :4

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered 'Phone : GERRARD 4637.

DI11111111111111111111111111111111111111111114

= HOURS _
E-= OF BUSINESS :
= =

DAILY - 9 to 7.45
StilVDAY - 10 to 1

7.-
51111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111W.
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UNSURPASSED

-HULLO EVERYBODY!!
RAYMOND'S

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

HIGH QUALITY
SENT BY POST 6d. SET EXTRA.

"DE LUXE" MODEL
AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,

KNOB AND BUSH.
0/1

'0005 - 5/61
'0003 - 5/-
'0002 - 4 9

POST 6d. SET,
FOR FINE TUNING.

NEW 114013/EL,
With Knob and Dial.

WITH VERNIER.
* 001 8/9
* 0005 6/1.1
0003 6/9

With EBONITE DIAL and
Two Knobs. Post 6d, Set.

NEW MoDEL
SQUARE LAW

With Vernier.
With Knob and Dial.

Aluminium Ends. Ebonite Ends.
'0003 - - 8/6 - - 10/-
1005 - - 8/11 - - 10/6

Post 6d. Set.

TWIN CONDENSER
SQUARE LAW

EBONITE ENDS.

'00025 - - 12/6
'00 - - 12/6
'0005 - - 18/11

TWIN (Ordinary)
Equal units of .00025 or 0003. J_
Complete with Knob and Dial. "I

Post 6d.

No. 3 CONDENSER
WITH KNOB. POST 6d. SET.

'001 - 6/11 '0005 .. 4/11
'0003 .. 4/6

LONDON'S LARGEST Stockist of

JACKSON BROS.'
"J.B "

Variable Condensers, Complete
.

wNtioiran4i

'SQUARE LAW' I STANDARD

001 .. 9,6 -001 86
0005 .. .0005 .. 7/-0003 .. 6.'9 0003 _ 5/9
0002 .. 5,6 .0002 _ 3/_

Other sizes as advertised by" LB." Post 4d.

CALLERS ! TNOHEPSOEST4 OCRODLEURMSNSFROFOMRSAYMOUE

Warning! Note name RAYMOND on shops. You will not be able
to buy these goods otherwise. Nearest Tube Leicester Square. This
address is at the back of Daly's Theatre. Open Weekdays 9 to 8,

Saturdays 9 to 8.45, Sundays 10 to 1.

SUNDRIES
Lead-in tubes, 6d., 73., 8d.
Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a Id
Stop Pins and Nuts, 2 a 13.
Nickel Terminals 2d.
Nickel Contact Studs.

2 for lid.
Nickel Switch Arm 1/ -

(one -hole fixing)
Voltmeter 4/8
Gamages Permanite 1/ -
Condenser Brushes 6d.

RAYMOND FIXED
CONDENSERS.

001, 0001 to 0005 103.
002, 003, 004 .. 1'-
006,1,3 ; '01,1;9; 021,9

ACC 1MULATORS
2 v. 40 amps. .. 9, 6
4 v. 40 amps. .. 16,6
4 v. 60 amps. .. 16,6
4 v. 80 amps. .. 23'6
6 v. 60 amps. .. 27/6
6 v 80 amps. .. 33/-
6 v. 105 amps. .. 38'6
Hart's Stocked. All High

Quality.

Mierostat .. 2,6
Switch Arms 8d. to 1,' -
Leatherette Boxes with

Lid .. 2;'3 & 2,11
Shellac
Shorting Plug and

Socket .. 44d.
Contact Studs 4 for lid.
Nickel ditto 2 for lid.
Nickel Switch Arm If-
Sorbo Ear Caps pair 1'4
Tumbler Switches 1/4

'Phone Cords 6 ft. 1/-, 1,3
Nugraving . . . . .

Empire Tape 2yds. 1d.
Allen Var. Grid Leak 1/3
Best Sleeving 3yds. 103.
Rubber Lead-in 10 yds. 11 -
Thick ditto., ld.,2d.,& 3d.
Aerial, 7/22 100 ft. 1:11
Ditto, Extra Heavy

100 ft 2/3
Anti Cap. Handles 8d.
Tumbler Switches 1/ -

NOTE I
Our Wonderful Micro-
meter Adjustment Glass -
enclosed Detector. 1 /9
Why pay more?

5 Waxless Coils
200;2000 1/3

5 equal 25 to 100.. 1'8
5 ditto, Extra Air

Space .. 2/-
6 waxed 200,3600 .. 1/8
7 waxed 150/3600 . 1/11
Chelmsford D.C.C.

1/-, 1/3, 2/6
Basket Holders 9d. 1,'- 1/3

Switch Arm 12
Studs, 12 Nuts,
12 Washers.

Lot 104d.

VERY SPECIAL OFFER.,
Crystal Set fitted for
Chelmsford .. 7/11
RE ECHO set, worth 23/-,

15/ -

SPECIAL. To callers
only. To customers pur-
chasing 20,'- worth of
our own goods at full
prices, we supply a first-
class pair of 4,000 ohm
'phones for 5/. as an
advertisement only.

SPECIAL BARGAIN.

'0005
SQUARE LAW

with Knob
Callers only

6.6
Legless valve holders 1/ -
ANTI CAP valve
holder .. 1/-

2 infd. Mansbridge 3;9
1 mid. Mansbridge 3/3
.25 Mansbridge .. 2'11
Colvern Vernier .. 2/8
Neutrodyne ditto .. 3/6

Radio panels " KENITE "
(stand 5,000 volts), 6 x 6,
9d. ; 7 x 5, 9d. ; 8 x 6,
103. ; 9 x 6, 1/- ; 10 x 8,
1/- ; 12 x 9, 2/- ; 12 x 12,
2/3. Above 3/16 in. thick.
4 -in. also stocked.

Legless valve holder 1/ -
Solid Rod Ditto .. 1/ -
Under Panel Ditto 1,6
Ebonite Dials.. 8d., 1' -
Valve Templates 2d. 9d.
Adhesive Tape Roll 24d.
Copper Foil per foot 2.M.
1 in. Fibre Strip 3 ft. 2d.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d.
Ditto Staples .. 5 a Id.
Twin Flex 4 yds. 6d.
Twin Silk Small 6 yds. 63.
D.C.C. Bell Wire

10 yds. 5d.
Knobs, 2 B.A. 2d., 33., 4d.
Small Knobs 6 B.A. 3d,
Small Knobs 4 B.A. 3d.
Wander Plugs, pair 3d.
Egg Insulators each 13.
Tape Aeria1100 ft. 2/ -
Valve Windows 4d. to 93.
Mica .. 2d.

RAYMOND
CRYSTAL SETS

7/11 9/11 12/11
2 B.A. Rod per ft. 243.
4 B.A. Rod per ft. 2d.
Basket Holders .. Sid.
Also at 103.. 1/-, 143, 1/6
2 -way Coil Stands 1/11
3 -way ditto .. 3/6
2 -way with ex -

handles .. 2/11

2 -WAY COIL STANDS 1/3,1/9
VARIOMETERS 1/-, 1/3
DUTCH VALVES .. 4/3
LARGE DETECTORS 11d.
5 WAXLESS COILS.. 1/3
Do. EXTRA AIR SPACE 1/8
'PHONES 4,000 OHMS 6/11
N. & K. PATT. 4,000

OHMS .. 8/11
VARIABLE GRID LEAKS 1/2
VALVES FOR UNIDYNE 12/-
5 -PIN Ditto .. 13/11
PORCELAIN D.P.D.T, 1/4
Ditto, S.P.D.T. 11d.
L.F. TRANSFORMERS 8/11
SPECIAL BASKET

HOLDERS .. 813
Ditto, for Chelmsford Coils 93.
SINGLE COIL formers

with spokes .. 843.
BRUNET 4,000 ohms,

NEWEST MODEL.. 16/6
ACCUMULATOR

CARRIER ..
FLUSH PANEL sockets

2/3

complete .. 4 for 5d.
EBONITE BUSHES 13.

dozen 103.
C.W. BATTERY LINKS

2 for lid.
" LEDION " sets of 5

COILS .. 1/8 and 2/3
GEARED 2 -WAY COIL

STAND 5/3
CAM VERNIER ditto 4/6
CLIMAX U.P. VALVE

HOLDERS .. .. 1/3
RHEOSTAT for D.E. or

R. VALVES .. .. 2/2
2 -WAY COIL STAND,

ex handles 1111
Ditto nickel fittings .. 2/9
Half opal and ebonite

enclosed DETECTOR,
worth 2I-. My Price

TAPPED COILS for
CHELMSFORD .. 1/6

Ditto for Broadcasting 1/ -
GRID LEAK CLIPS.. pr. 13.
Valves : PHILLIPS "R"

type .. 8/11
Valves : FRENCH

METAL " R " 8/8
Valves DUTCH .06

(good) .. 11/ -
Valves : DUTCH DE-

TECTORS 4/3 and 9/9
Valves : DUTCH " R "

TYPE .. 4/11
Valves: FRENCH

METAL .06 12/11
Valves . RADIO

MICRO .06 .. 12/11
VARIOMETERS.

Finest Value in London. 1/4
It, 2/3. JUST TRY THEM.
WEDGE -SHAPE COIL PLUGS

Extra value. 74d. and Sid.
EDISON BELL ditto 11d.
Fine little RHEOSTAT,

1 H.F. . 1/-
H.F. TRANSFORMERS,

B.B.C. 2
Red and Black TWIN

/6

FLEX .. yds. 103.
This is the shop for BARGAINS
See the name RAYMOND.

1, -

SUNDRIES
Terminals complete-
Brass Pillar .. ld. 1411.
W.O. or 'Phone ld. 143.
Fancy Patterns ld lid.
Extra Large .. 2d. 3d.
Valve Sockets 2 for lid.
Machine Cut Screws

Stocked (Best).
Pulleys 413,
4 Taps and Wrench 2111
Screwdrivers .. .. 6d.

D.C.C. Wire, per ilb.-
13 .. 9d. 20 g. .. 9d.
22 g. 103. 24 g. .. 1/-
26 1/1 28 g. 1/3
30 g. .. 1/6 Etc., etc.

H.T. BATTERIES
60 v. 7/6
30 v. ..
60 B.B.C. 8,11
30 B.B.C.
9 v. B.B.C. .. 2,6
1.5 (D.E.) .. 1/9
Ditto .. 2/- to 3/.

D.P.D. T. SWITCHES.
MM Panel 11 -
On China Base .. 1/4
On Ebonite Base 1/11, 2,'6

S.F.D.T. SWITCHES.
Miniature Panel ..
On China Base .. 11d.
On Ebonite 1/3 to 1/9
Murray Valve Holder 1/3
Spring Washers 4 a 13.
Coil Plug on Base 10d.

De Luxe Crystal Set 7/11
4 Whiskers, 1 Gold 2d.
Coil Plugs (ebonite) 63.
Ditto .. 9d.
Shaped .. 843., 1/-
5 ohm Rheostat .. 1/ -
Various 1/3, 1/8, 119, 1/11
With Dial .. 1/11
Ormond .. 1/9
'Phone Connector 13.
Nuts 2, 4, 6 B.A. doz. 2d.
Washers.. 12/- 13.

BOX E S
7 x 5 9 x 4 12 x 9
8 x 6 10 x 8 12 x 12

BUN'
RAYMOND GOODS

EBONITE 6 x11  1/47x 5 .. 1/4
8 x 6 .. 1/10

STOCK 9x6., 2/-
10x8..3/ -

SIZES x 6 .. 3/-
12 x 9 .. 4/3

3/16 in.
10

12 x 12 5/6
14 X 5/6

Cut to size WE STOCK

id, sq. in. EBONITE.

RIGHT OPPOSITE P- K. RAYMOND.,,,,z
DALy9sp_ 27, LISLE STREET,
GALLERY DOOR = LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

d 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders

E.--.HOURS
OF BUSINESS :

P- DAILY - 9 to 7.45 Ei

SUNDAY - 10 to 1

are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered 'Phone: GERRARD 4637.
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Amplification
without
valves

THE BROWN Micro-
phoneI Amplifier is

available in two types :
Type C. For attachment
to any Crystal Set as an
amplifier to operate a
large number of pairs
of Headphones. For
Hospitals, Institutes and
Clubs there is no more
economical method than
to use a BROWN
Microphone Amplifier
and a simple little 6 -volt
dry battery. No Valves to
buy, no accumulators to
recharge-costs practi-
cally nothing to run.
Type V. To take the place
of a 2 -Valve amplifier.
Can be used with any
one -Valve Receiver to
work a Loud Speaker.
Gives very powerful and
undistorted signals with-
out the expense of
Valves or accumulators.
Supplied by any Dealer
Or direct.

Type C.
4000 ohms input
2000 ohms output 16:0:0

Type V.
120 ohms input
120 ohms output

2000 ob.ms input
120 ohms output

2000 ohms input f3:13:6
2000 ohms output

S. G. BROWN LIMITED
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3

Showrooms:
19 MORTIMER STREET. W,1
15 MOORFIELDS, LIVERPOOL
67 HIGH ST.. SOUTHAMPTON

15 : 5 :0

£5:8:6

Wireless Apparatus

Gi?bsrt Ad. 2125

A ONE -VALVE "SUPER,"
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Please find enclosed herewith diagram
of a new super circuit which, after many attempts
and failures, I have at last evolved. You will notice
froth the diagram that there is a 006 fixed condenser
between the earth and minus low tension, just as
there is in a Flewelling circuit ; but, again, you will
notice that the rest of the circuit is totally different.
The 'phones are connected between the minus L.T.

' and the minus H.T.' and that there is -a coil between
the grid leak and the grid of the valve. I have
tried many supers, many of which I have obtained

from your excellent journal, but not one gives such
volume or so clear a tone as the above circuit.

The results obtained are as follows : On a 24 ft.
aerial, 60 ft. long, the set will bring in all the B.B.C.
stations, two French, and two German, and speech
can be heard plainly from all these. I am 50 miles
from London, yet 2 L 0 can be heard well with the
'phones on the table, and 5 X X heard all over the
room.

The circuit is fairly stable and simple to operate,
and, with slight readjustments of the values of
components, should prove a boon to every ex-
perimenter.

Thanking you for the very helpful information I
have gleaned from your excellent publication, of
which I am a constant reader

I remain, Yours truly,A. J. FOWLES,
Daisy Croft, Rayleigh Road, Thundersley, Essex.

ONE -VALVE REFLEX RESULTS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I do not remember seeing in your corre-
spondence eoltunns any results with the circuit given
by Mr. M. C. Pickard in the issue of September 27th,
under the title of " An Efficient Single -Valve Reflex
Set."

I connected up this -circuit on my unit set; and the
results are remarkable. My aerial is 20 ft. above
ground at its highest point, and runs parallel for
about 30 ft. to a metal gutter : it would be called
poor. With this set loud speaker results from 5 I T
(31 miles away) are all that can be desired ; the tone
being wonderfully pure, and loud enough to be audible
in the next room, with reaction coil at about 45° to
aerial coil. I have listened to Ecole Superieure,
Hamburg, Petit Parisienne, Madrid, Vox Haus, Radio -
Paris, and of course the other British stations at
comfortable 'phone strength, and against the most
silent background I have ever experienced with a
valve set. I can tune in Hamburg, for instance,
without even a hiss ; the voice becomes audible as the
condensers are turned to the reading.

I should like to know if Mr. Pickard has ever tried
a further stage of low frequency amplification. This,
if working efficiently, ought to bring in other stations
on the loud speaker. Personally, I tried another
transformer -coupled stage, but the results were
disappointing, noise increased, but signal strength
didn't.

For the interest of other readers I use a Cossor
P 1 valve, lit from a 4 -volt accumulator. Several
other valves have been tried, but this valve suited the
circuit better than the others. H.T. about 70 volts.
Choke coil consists of.. a 2,000-3,000 metres H.F.
transformer with primary and secondary in series,
and works quite well up to 1,780 metres. Aerial
and anode condensers have verniers attached ;
tuning is quite sharp for a reflex crystal set, but apart
from this, few people seem to realise the importance
of accurate tuning for securing loudest and clearest
results on distant stations. A 2 mfd. fixed condenser
is connected across the H.T. battery, and the loud
speaker is a Baby Sterling.

Friends who have tried the circuit are delighted.
One of them gets satisfactory loud speaker results at
10 miles from 5 I T. Mr. Pickard deserves credit for
the most efficient reflex of; its size that I have ever
tried. - Yours truly, F. S.

53, Dovey Road, Moseley, Birmingham.
(Continued on page 1278.)

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 1272.)

should be used, the aerial coil having 75 turns and the
reaction 100 turns for ordinary broadcasting. For
reception of 5 X X, 200 in the aerial will be required,
while 150 reaction may be necessary. We have found
that honeycomb and duolateral coils are not nearly so
satisfaetory in the Unidyne sets as basket or the
other types now on the market.

The need for having the aerial condenser in series
with the aerial is not so great as the wave -length
increases, and to save the number of coils necessary
it is a good plan to arrange a method whereby the
condenser can be changed from series to parallel,
and vice versa. A series -parallel switch is easily
fitted, and is an extremely useful addition to the
set. A six -volt accumulator and good filament
rheostat should be used, though with one valve
quite satisfactory results have been obtained with a
four -volt battery. The rheostat should be in the
positive lead of the L.T. battery, and the grid
resistance should be connected between the grid and
ate L.T. -I-. Make sure, also, that the grifficondenser
is O.K. A different value may be advisable, say .0003
or even .0004, though this latter is not often necessary.
Needless to say, the reaction coil connections should
be tested and reversed to see that the coil is acting
properly and is the correct way round for coupling
to the A.T.I.

(In response to a large number of queries from
readers who have the same trouble as is discussed
above, we have reproduced the answer from a
previous issue.)

*

E. W. L. (Marple).-I have been endeavour-
ing to trace the various Unidyne articles in
" P.W.," but can only find a few of them.
Not having all the issues of " P.W." from last
May, I cannot look through all the issues up
to date, but as I wish to make a collection of
the various articles on the famous H.T.-less
circuits I should be glad it you would let me
have a list of all the Unidyne articles and the
numbers of " P.W." in which they appeared.

The full list of Unidyne articles is as follows, and
the numbers can be obtained from the Amalgamated
Press (1922), Ltd. (Back No. Dept.), Bear Alley,
Farringdon Street, E.C.4. 4d. each, post free.

No. OF " P.W." SUBJECT.

101 and 102 .. The Unidyne Principle.
How to Make a One -Valve Unidyne

(See also No. 112)
104 .. .. . ' How to Make a Unidyne L.F.

Amplifier.
105 and 106 .. How to Make a Unidyne Two -Valve

Set (Detector and L.F.).
107 and 108 .. How to Make a Unidyne Two -Valve

Set (H.F. and Detector).
109 ..  . : How to Make a Two -Valve Unidyne

L.F. Amplifier.
110 .. .. How to Convert Your Set to the

Unidyne Principle.
111 .. .. HowutnoitsConvert H.F. and L.F

112 .. .. A Simplified One -Valve Unidyne
Receiver.

113.. .. How to Make a Three -Valve
Unidyne Set (H.F., Detector,
and L.F.).

114 .. .. How to Make a One -Valve Port-
able Unidyne Set.

.. America and the Unidyne.

.. Developing the Unidyne.

.. How to Make a Two -Valve Reflex
Unidyne.

.... How to Operate Your Unidyne Set.

.. , Experiments with the Unidyne.

.. Construction of Two -Valve UM-
' dyne (Het. and L.F.).

120 .. Further details of " The Two-
nit7 Reflex Unidyne Cir-

121 .. .. .. Possibilities of the Unidyne.
124 .. .. .. How to Build a Two -Valve Unidyne

(Het. and L.F.).
124 .. .. -. Some Unidyne Troubles.
130 .. .. -. Further Improvements on the Uni-

d yne Reflex Set. A " Unidyne
Neutrodyne."

132 .. Unidyne Developments in America.
134 .. : : How to Make a Two -Valve and

Crystal Unidyne Reflex Re-
ceiver, (Corrections to dia-
grams in this article appear
in the present issue.)

135 .. More about the Neutrodyne (Uni-
dyne) Reflex Receiver.

115
116
117.-
117 ..
118 ..
119 ..
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Our new Showrooms are now open, and have aptly been described by
(ea dients as above. They are without doubt the finest in London.

PAY US A VISIT
ALL THE VERY LATEST COMPONENTS FOR YOU TO INSPECT

- - - -
I SUPPLIERS OF

CABINETS TO
I

B.B.C.

0
"t:.'

isis

z 6

OCR NOTED Valve Win- TunedAnode
doors. SUPPLIED COMP Adapter. FOR
PLETE AS ILLUSTRATION. CONVERTING
LOOK EXCEPTIONALLY H.F. TRANS -
NEAT. POLISHED brass, FORMER TO
3d.; nickel plate, 4d.; TUNED ANODE

black nickel, 5,1. 2 -. POST 2d.
 HAVE WE YOUR NAME ON OUR LIST FOR NEW CATALOGUE
 SHORTLY TO BE ISSUED, LARGER THAN EVER? 3d. POST FREE.

AS RECOMMENDED BY TECHNICAL PRESS AND
By MR. HARRIS FOR all concert de luxe (16 in.
by 8 in. stflO. THESE CABINETS ARE OF
THE highest finish, AND ARE accurately made.
THE LID IS mADE TO LIFT AS SHOWN. rAFII

IS polished by hand.
To take Best
Ebonite '-'ePP"' Mahogany. Oak. EboniteC"abinet.anel.
12 x 8 8 in.

Panel.

18 x 8 8 in.
211- 19/8 311
2W- 23/8  7/6

20 x 8 8 in. 28/6 al 8: -
SPECIAL POST, 2i- EACH.

.

L........ LONDON, W.C.1. mamimi
54,Grafton Street, Tottenham Court Rd.

Valve Template Stamp. HARD-
ENED POINTS, ACCURATE. MOST
USEFUL. ACCESSORY. . POST 211.

Box Spanners. FITS ALL NUTS.
2-8 B.A. SHApFD IN CENTRE TO
FACILITATE HANDLING. 8(1. PER

SET OF 2. POST 2d.

work.. SLOUCH.

G RAFTO N

1277

This is the way to
increase your salary

"You will be pleased to hear
that my salary has been doubled
and that this goes with an appoint-
ment on the Architectural Staff
of perhaps the most important
public body in London. I can
only attribute my success to your
admirable tuition."

Many thousands of such messages from grateful students
have been received by the International Correspondence
Schools, the originators of

SPARE -TIME STUDY BY POST
The I.C.S Diploma is known, valued, respected in every country. It is

an insurance against unemployment and wins prosperity and happiness for
its owners.

Sir Harold Bowden, Managing Director of the Raleigh
Cycle Co., Ltd., Nottingham, says :

" The Diploma of the I.C.S. in the hands of an ambitious man
can carry him far, as it has carried thousands. To possess this
qualification is proof of a sound, thorough, and specialised
education in the subject representing that man's vocation."

The originated spare -time technical training by post 33 years ago,
and is by far the largest institution of its kind in the world. It has teaching
centres in e:eoen countries, and students in titty.

Write to -day for full information as to how the I.C.S. can help you in your
chosen vocation. There are 300 I.C.S. Courses. of which the following are
the more important groups :

Wireless Telegraphy (Elementary and Advanced)
Draughtsmanship Salesmanship
Engineering (all branches) Showcard Writing
French and Spanish
RfengEd Education

Textiles
Window Dressing

Commercial Training Professional Exams. Woodworking

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
161, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.0.2.

Advertising
Architecture
Building
Commercial Art

LOTUS CUT GEAREDPat..
Vernier Coil Holders

The Vernier movement comprises 3 sets of
Precision Cut Gears and reduces the speed
by 8 times. Essential to all Receiving Sets.

Two -Way

Three -Way

Manufactured by

Price 7/-
10/6

GARNETT, WHITELEY & Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, LIVERPOOL.

THE NEW
INDOOR-
AERIAL

(Paten' applied for.)

ONE USER AT
HASTINGS WRITES :

" I find with the
'O.V.' Aerial results
are equal to outdoor
aerial, and I have ac-
tually received the
Montreal Station
and signals, which
were quite strong."

The Original can be seen.

NO INSULATORS

Can be used
outside if desired.

INSIST
ON "O.V."

PRICE 2/6 EACH.
No further expense.
SAVE MONEY.
Ask your Dealer
for particulars.
TRADE ONLY.

CABLE AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
Cable House,

234, Pentonville Road, LONDON, N.1.
Telephone: North 3109
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GENUINE "BRUNET"
SUPERIOR COMPONENTS AT REASONABLE PRICES.

Stocked by
all leading

Wireless
ckalers.

PRICE

13/

1
1
0

0

I

Fully
guaranteed.

Replaced with-
out question

if faulty.

PRICE

I 5,000 Primary turns. 13/6 ,'6 5,000 Primary turns
Ratios 1/3 1 15,000 Secondary turns.

,

Ratios 1/5 1 25,000 Secondary turns.
EACH EACH

,

go

0

SHROUDED TYPE

" BRUNET "L.F.TRANSFORMERS
enjoy as high a reputation as the famous " BRUNET " Head-
phones, and many leading manufacturers of wireless sets in
Great Britain and Europe have always used this L.F. Trans-
former owing to its magnificent amplification without dis-
tortion, freedom from breakdown, and high insulation resistance.

OVER 1,000,000 in use.

"BRUNET" HEADPHONES
have been adopted by the majority of European Governments
and Radio Companies as their standard type, and in Great
Britain alone there are over 50,000 in use out of a total of
1,000,000 manufactured since 1914.
In the new model considerable improvements have been made
in the head -band to ensure greater comfort ; and the cord,
of the same first-class quality, has been changed from green to
black, striped with white. Ask your dealer.

0

I

PETTIGREW & MERRIMAN, Ltd.,
122-124, Tooley Street, London, S.E.1

(WHOLESALE ONLY)

Sole Distributors Terminals

The Trade are requested to write direct for particulars
regarding these highly appreciated lines.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 1276.)

W G Y ON A LOUD SPEAKER.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -1 have the pleasure of informing you
that I have carried out a protracted number of
experiments on your circuit, A One -valve Reflex
Receiver," pUblished April 26th, 1924.

Using this circuit I have been able to pick up all
the B.B.C. stations-Birmingham and Bournemouth
easily heard on the loud speaker ; Hamburg, Berlin,
Brussels, these also on the loud speaker ; Petit
Parisienne, Radio Paris, also on the loud speaker ;
and Madrid (Radio Thence).

I have also added one H.F. valve and one L.F.
valve to this circuit. Using the former, I was
successful in picking up W G Y, New York, and the
latter provides sufficient volume to fill the garden
with music. Although I have tried many circuits and
listened to many other sets, yet I have found none
'which combine, as this one does, greater flexibility,
volume, clarity of tone-whether for near or distant
stations-and cheapness with reliability in running.

May I congratulate the staff and the paper for the
number of reliable circuits published together with
the mine of information which goes with every issue
of POPULAR WIRELESS. may the paper continue to
flourish in 1925 as it has done in the years before.

Yours faithfully,
0. SAVILLE.

38, Hemstal Road, West End Lane, London, N.W. 6

THE " CLUTOS " CIRCUIT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I wish to agree with the large number of
your correspondents who have praised the " Novel
Circuit." Using this circuit I receive regularly all the
main B.B.C. stations, several relays and a large num-
ber of foreign stations, some of the latter coming in
with sufficient strength to he audible with 'phones.
off the head. Last week I tried to receive American
broadcasting, and was successful every evening, and
early on Dec. 26th I received four stations on the one
valve alone. The stations were W B Z, W G Y,
K D K A, and one whose call sign seemed to be
W D B, but I have not got this one since, although the
others can be got any evening. I got W G Y at 11.20
on the 29th, only to hear him say he was closing down
until 6.30 (American Standard). American reception
at such an early hour on one valve reflects great credit
on Mr. Chitos, and whether it is a modification of
" Colpitt's Oscillator " or not it is well worth trying;
and I am eagerly waiting to see any improvements
Mr. Chitos may have made on this circuit.

In operation the circuit is quiet and surprisingly
easy to tune, although capacity effects are present,
as other correspondents have stated. But a little
practice soon shows the best way to overcome this
trouble.

I must also mention that I have obtained much
pleasure from the circuits published in your corre-
spondence columns, and feel very greatful to your
readers who have contributed them.

Yours faithfully,
C. L. BURTON.

17, Carlton Terrace, Cross Keys, Mon.

AN OFFER OF ASSISTANCE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-If I have ever entertained any doubts
as to the popularity of your paper I have none now.
for since my letter to you, published in the number
dated November 29th, re the Twelvetrees Reflex
Circuit, I have been simply swamped with requests
for a diagram of the circuit, and information regarding
the component parts and the building and working
of same.

I have replied to as many as possible, and I trust
that my experience and advice or help may be of
use to my correspondents ; but there are a number
who have neglected to send stamps or envelopes for
replies to their letters, and the majority of these I
have been compelled to shelve, simply because 1.

cannot see my way clear to spend the thne and money
in replying to them.

As so many of your readers have informed me that
the back numbers of POPULAR WIRELESS containing
the circuit is unobtainable, I have taken the liberty of
having a large number of copies made, and have sent
one to all who have asked for same.

I trust I have not been infringing any rights by
so doing :lily only wish being to help others, who, like
myself, desire to possess a set which will give results
that make listening -in a pleasure and not a night-
mare.

I shall be very pleased to assist anyone who is
anxious to try out this circuit, and hope that those
who have not received replies to their requests will
write again, not forgetting the stamped addressed
envelopes, when they may rely on my assistance as
far as lies in my power.

Again wishing your paper every success.
I remain,

Yours sincerely,
J. W. ROBERTS.

300, High Street, Sheerness.
(Continued on page 1279.)
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued front page 1278.)

A 1114IDYNE DETECTOR -2 L.F.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir.-I think it may interest some of your
readers to know what splendid results I am getting
with the Unidyne receiver. When the first test was
made public in " P.W." I started right away and
built a one -valve detector set. This gave me great
satisfaction, but as soon as the diagrams were pub-
lished I made a one -valve amplifier. This also worked
beautifully, that I decided to turn the one -valve into
a two -valve ditto. Now I. have an original one -
valve detector with two -valve amplifier, with switch
one or two valves. I only use the third valve when
I want the reception extra loud on the speaker, as
I get excellent results on the two valves. This set
has been working every evening from 5.30 to closing
down time, Sundays included, for nearly seven
months with the same K 4 valves all the time. I
should say this is a jolly good test for the Unidyne,
and I also consider it a real gem. I should like to
thank Mr. Rogers and Mr. Dowding for what I think
is a great invention.

Yours truly,
EDWARD GORDON'.

Sunnyside, Princes Street,
Slough, Bucks.

RECEPTION OF AMERICA.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Although we hear of the success of
many amateurs attempting to get Australia, this is
not yet quite the general thing, and the reception of
America is still looked upon by most of the average
amateurs as a good test for one's set and abilities.
Of the many U.S.A. stations the most popular one is,
I think, K D K A, of E. Pittsburg. For the average
amateur who has not much time to spend on the
subject the dinner -hour programme transmitted
from K D K A affords him the double pleasure of
real DX. work and the enjoyment of a good pro-
gramme between 11.15 to 12.15 p.m. every night
except Sunday. For the reception of this station,
working on about 65 metres, the writer has unfor-
tunately to have a somewhat poor indoor aerial, and,
in addition, the house is practically surrounded by a
wood. The set is a two -valve one, with tuned anode
coupling and reaction on the anode, Marconi D.E.R.
valves, rheostat to each valve, West. Electric 'phones.
Tuning is effected by basket coils. Details of
depend on aerial anode, 10 to 12 turns tuned by
.0005 condenser in parallel with vernier, reaction
anything from 20 to 30 turns. The writer, having a
long earth, generally disconnects aerial without any
appreciable difference to strength of signals which
come in at R.3. A frame aerial can be used with
IS turns on it and -0005 condenser across it. Turns
of wire should be added once station is received until
zero of condensers are reached. A curious fact about
writer's set is that grid leak is required to be con-
nected across condenser to give maximum results,
as they should be just below oscillation point. Low
capacity in set is essential, especially in coil holders,
with which the Usual holder is dispensed with in
writer's case. Diagram overleaf of -movable fixed
one just as ordinary terminal. Hoping information
will be of some use to readers, and wishing your
valuable and helpful paper every success in the
New Year.

I remain,
Yours truly,

J. A. CHAMBER,.
Omhersley Court, Worcester.

ETHER AND REALITY.
A Summary of the First of Seven
Fortnightly Broadcast talks by

Sir Oliver Lodge.

ON Tuesday, January 6th, Sir Oliver
gave the first of his series of talks
on " The Ether of Space and Its

Functions," under the auspices of the
B.B.C. at 2 L 0, which was relayed to
many stations in the British Isles, and also
to the longer -wave high -power station
5 X X at Chelmsford. The first talk was
entitled " First Notions About the Ether.
How Matter is Held Together, and How We
See It."

He prefaced the series by the following
prelude :

" We enter on seven explanatory talks
about the Ether of Space, describing its
various functions or uses, emphasising its
importance in the understanding of the
Universe, and showing how essential it is to
all Reality.

(Continued on page 1280.)

A.J.S. PATENT
VARIABLE LOW LOSS
CONDENSERS

Fitted with vanes so
shaped as to give a negli-
gible minimum capacity and
a greater maximum than
can be obtained with
other types. There is no
rubbing contact. Fitted
with Ebonite End Plates,
adjustable brass bushes,
knobbed dial, complete
with 22 -gauge aluminium
vanes, .08 spacers.

s. d,
'0002. mfd. capacity 10 6
'0003 11 6
.0005 12 6
In Polished Walnut Case

and Electro-Plated
Terminals -

0002 mfd. capacity
0003
13005

s. d.
1 5 0
1 6 0
1 7 6

THE UNITOP
CABINET RECEIVER

forms top section of " Unit
System" Cabinet, and con-
tains A.J.S. 4 -valve Re-
ceiver. Complete in itself, it
may be converted into a
beautiful pedestal cabinet
by subsequent purchase of
first a centre section to con-
tain both batteries, and
then base section containing
special A.J.S. Loud Speaker.
Used alone, the " Unitop "
is a compact and attractive
piece of furniture and a
highly efficient Receiver,
easily portable for outdoor
functions. In Mahogany, or
Light, Dark, or Wax -pol-
ished Oak. Complete with
all accessories, ready for use,
30 Guineas (Without acces-
sories, £24 10S. ed.)

J
RADIO PERFECTION

THE ASTUTE purchaser will be
quick to appreciate the signifi-

cance of the famous name "A.J.S."
on a Wireless Instrument. From
his own experience or that of friends
he knows he can trust any wireless
product bearing the mark of this
world -famed House.

But there is more in A.J.S. Wireless
products than the name. Every A.J.S.
Instrument possesses some point of definite
superiority, some exclusive feature that
makes it " just a little better."

Note the instruments illustrated and
send for free Illustrated List describing
the full range of A.J.S. Wireless In-
struments, including the 2, 3 and 4 -
Valve "Desk Type" Receivers, the
A.J.S. 4 -Valve " Unit System" Cabinet
and the A.J.S. 4 -valve Pedestal
Cabinet. Better still, ask the aearest
A.J.S. dealer for a demonstration.

A. J. STEVENS & CO. .191-,4E)

WIRELESS BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON
'Phone: 1,0. Wa05555 Call Bien 5 R.I. Orams: .1555.55,00, Wolverh5nnall..,

THE A.J.S.
LOUD SPEAKER

The A.J.S. Loud Speaker is the
outcome of lengthy research and ex-
periment, and justly claims to be the
last wordin Loud Speaker design.
The accurate proportions and
smoothly blending curves of its non -
resonant born give to the A.J.S.
those correct acoustic properties
which ensure the true reproduction
of the sound waves, while its extreme
sensitiveness enables the utmost
volume of sound to be produced with
complete absence of distortion.

PRICE:
With Metal Horn and
Electro-Plated Fit-
tings (as illustrated).

14 15 0
With Oak or Maho-
gany Horn and Elec.
tro- Plated Fittings.

£5 10 0

4
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S WE STAND BY
S Confidence inspired by incomparable qualities,

and a complete knowledge of the perfect work.
manship of REVO RADIO GOODS' enables us
to do what no other radio manufacturer has
done, that is to

Sfrom date of purchase (fair wear and tear and
misuse excepted.)

i REVO HEADPHONES

GUARANTEE FOR 12 MONTHS

211- each.

SkREVO LOUD SPEAKERS
JUNIOR a- SENIOR 801-

sWHY PAY MORE. MONEY CANNOT
BUY BETTER.

ik Ask for particulars of Crystal Sets
from 6 - each.

S

Valve-Crystal Sets, Two Valve Sets,
Amplifiers, etc., etc.

BRITISH MADE. BRITISH

OUR GOODS

BRITISH CAPITAL.

IF UNOBTAINABLE LOCALLY PLEASE APPLY DIRECT TO -

DEPARTMENT THE CABLE ACCESSORIES C? LT°. TIPTON,STAFFS.
LONDON DEPOT! 28, S HOE. LANE, E.. G.

! ! ! A WIRELESS WONDER ! ! !

uF)
TI-EJEW RYEL CSTAL,

,/
Attractive terms to the trade.
Can be obtained front all
dealers, or post free 1/6 from

FULL OF LIFE,
POWER AND ENERGY.

LISTRON
is remarkable in its efficiency,
power, clarity and purity of tone
over long distances.
Its energy is persistent and it's
life long.

F. S., Yorkshire, writes :-
" Listron is the finest crystal
I have used. Its power of
reception is marvellous."

LISTRON, 88, 89, 90, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Also obtainable wholesale from V. Zeitlin & Sons, 144, Theobalds Rd., London, W.C.1.

S

THE SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON
Pat, No. 120,73-I.

5/- 5/-
Will enable you to Work a loud speaker off a crystal set. Magnify the sound of your
gramophone up to 200 times. Fit up an efficient house telephone. Transmit piano,
violin or gramophone music anywhere. Magnify sounds otherwise inaudible, etc. etc.

Everyone interested in sound transmission should write to -day for
the "Marvels of the Microphone." Price 6Id. Post free from Mikro Ltd.

MIKRO Ltd., 32c, Craven St., Charing Cross,W.C.2

ETHER & REALITY.
(Continued from page 1279.)

"We employ the ether every day and every
minute of our lives ; it is the very breath of
our material existence ; but it escapes what
are called our five senses, and so we usually
know little about it. Some few even deny its
existence. This is ungrateful, and should be
remedied. The remedy I attempt."

Sir Oliver then went on to explain that
matter was discontinuous, consisting of
isolated particles not in contact, and was
only held together by cohesive forces exist-
ing in the ether. He supposed that if we
could magnify a piece of matter to an
impossible extent it would have an appear-
ance something like the midnight sky, where
the separated pieces of matter are similarly
held together or united into systems by the
force of gravitation-which also is a function
of the ether. So that the ether is a great
unifying entity, without which there would
be no cosmos but chaos.

The ether seems to be an absolute con-
tinuum. The particles of matter are not
separate from it, but so connected with it
that they cannot vibrate without exciting
waves or ripples-which ripples we primarily
know as " light." In the same way a
tuning -fork cannot vibrate in air without
exciting waves in that which we primarily
know as " sound."

The third function of the ether is there
fore the conveyance of light and radiation
of all iiinds, which travel out from their
source at a tremendous and fundamental
speed, sufficient to carry them to the
Antipodes (if like wireless waves, they
are able to go there) in the A. part of a
second.

And he concluded his first talk thus :
" If ripples are travelling from distant

objects, there must be something which is
rippling. You cannot imagine empty space
being thrown into vibration ; there must be
something in space which vibrates, and that
" something." extends to the furthest visible
object, and constitutes a unifying and con-
necting mechanism, through which all our
information is obtained. . . .

" We have as yet very little acquaintance
with the Universe ; sometimes we seem to
know a great deal, at other times we
realise that we hardly know anything. The
mystery of it all escapes us, and the possi-
bilities of it are beyond our conception ;
ma.siy of them we could not apprehend if
they were explained to us, we have not the
terms or ideas to understand them. Mean-
while, we grope along as best we can, and do
our daily work with a keen expectation of the
future ; and he is wisest who denies least of
the mystery which surrounds us and the
possibilities ahead.

" To assert, requires knowledge
'

to deny,
requires much more knowledge. Let us be
satisfied with positive knowledge so far as
it has been vouchsafed to us, and leave
negations to the self -sufficing and the
omniscient. We can deny the self-contra-
dictory and the absurd, but in the unknown
and the mysterious, denials have no legiti-
mate place ; our business is carefully and
cautiously to ascertain what is. We are
surrounded by infinity, infinities of various
kinds ; and the wealth of existence is such
as to justify a faith in our highest con-
ceptions, a hope in the possibilities which
lie before us, and a charity which enables
us to do our daily work and to love our fellow
men "
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1236.)

emitters. It is a very good plan to have
either a voltmeter or an ammeter at hand
with which the voltage applied across the
filament terminals or, alternatively, the
current passing through the filament may
be observed. When the conditions are
in aecordance with the rated conditions
for the valve, the brightness (or dullness)
of the filament Should be very carefully

. observed ; and on other occasions, when
the voltmeter or ammeter is not used, care
should be taken, having memorised the
proper appearance of the filament when
in operation, that the conditions are
correctly reproduced.

Restoring Emission.
When a dull -emitter filament has, from

any cause, lost its characteristic emission,
it can be restored-at any rate, to some
extent-by a number of artifices which
have from time to time been reported in
these Notes. Another dodge, recently
communicated to me, is to switch on the
filament and leave it so for about an hour,
but with the high-tension battery entirely
disconnected.

Adjusting Loudness.
If you are using two stages of L.F.,

and find that in some cases the first stage
is . not sufficient and the second stage is
too much, the simplest way to adjust the
loudness is to leave the jack in the second
stage and slightly to de -tune. Another
method is to place a high -resistance
variable shunt across the terminals of the
loud speaker.

Experimental Panel.
Experimenters who do a good deal of

testing out of different circuit arrangements
will find that ebonite becomes rather
an expensive item, and the alternative of
using the same panel repeatedly is incon-
venient, partly owing to the fact that the
new drilling positions often foul the old
ones, and also because it is often desired
to retain a particular lay -out undisturbed.

In this case, and in spite of much that
is often said to the contrary, it will be
found that a wood panel can be used quite
satisfactorily, in which case, of course,
the cost becomes practically negligible. For
this purpose a good hard wood should he
chosen, and it should be thoroughly
seasoned and dry ; in fact, no mritter how
well -seasoned it may have been beforehand,
it will be as well to keep it for a few days
in a very warm place before finally planing
and smoothing it ready for use. As an
additional safeguard, the wood may then
be well -varnished with shellac varnish on
both sides, and again left to dry for some
days. If, after all this, the components
are mounted up in ebonite or other insulat-
ing bushes, the panel will be found to

 practically equal ebonite so far as insulation
is concerned. It is always desirable to
mount a wood panel or baseboard upon
insulators.

Coil Tappings.
For making a series of tappings from an

inductance coil, the most effective method
is to provide two switches, one for the units

(Continued on page 1282.)

UNTIL you use a Eureka Concert Grand you will
never realise how perfectly music can be broadcast.
The Eureka is an exceptional Transformer-

unique in appearance and without parallel in performance.
Its immense windings-more than 21 miles of wire are
used-its non -laminated core-its handsome coppered
steel case and hermetically sealed interior-these are
features which combine to make it the aristocrat of
Transformers.
But hear the results from a Eureka and you will know
why within 12 months it has so completely revolutionised
the standards of Loud Speaker reproduction. Gone are
the bad old days of Loud Speaker reproduction when
cynics compared it to the cheap Gramophone.
Thanks to the Eureka we can now re-create the spirit of
the artiste himself. .

Concert -An_ Portable Utilities Co Ltd., El4tor.et-.a
-2. 22/6

Grand ."`"'i Fisher Street, London, W.C.1. (For Second

Gilbert Ad. 2130
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Enclosed Type Cabinet
Fitted with fillets to
take 12 x 12 in. panel
2 in. behind inside of
doors. Valves can be
fitted behind panel, the
Cabinet having a sliding
back for access to rear
of same. Ample accom-
modation for H.T.
batteries, etc.
Dimensions, inside size:

15 x 12 x.81 in.
Its Oak: In Mahog.:

- 37/6
each each

Write for Lists of Various Typ's. Trade Inquiries Invited.
CARRINGTON MANUFACTUKL.6 CO., LTD.
18-20, Norman's Buildin St. Luke's. E.C.1.,

Telephone: Clerkenwell 6903,
............ ...r.".

...... .....
.... ....

INVENTIONS
PATENTED. Trade Marks and Designs Registered.

Particulars and consultations free.
BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,

9, Warwick Court. Holborn, London, W.C.1,
Established 1840. Telephone, Chan,ro 7547.

GUARANTEED 'PHONES.
A FEW OF " OUR " PRICES.

Genuine Telefunken (the World's best) 17/ -
Dr. Nesper'S (adjustable) - 12/6
Ericsson's (Continental No. to) 111 -

Post Free
Price Last of other brands on application.

We save you money on all 'Phones.
RUST & CO., Reavill's Yard, Foreman Street.

NOTTINGHAM.

In NMI. 11.1 I t
THE MASTER CRYSTAL.

WIRELESS MASTS
5 0 ft. ,fai. 5 0 /-
3 7 ft. ITeutse3.32f!i84,517r,f.1.717:4.`; 3716

The Original House Specialising. in
TRANSFORMER REPAIRS
We Repair Any Make of L.F.Transformer,

making it equal to new
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

5/- CASH WITH ORDER.
POSTAGE PAID

When despatching enclose Name. Address.
and Date.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
" P.," HAY STREET PORTSMOUTH.

VELEPHONES REWOUND
to 4,000 ohms. Guaranteed. All makes fi/i
except Brown " A "6/-, and Sullivan, Wax
filled, 10/- per pair. Ex -army converted to
high resistance, 2/6 each ear -piece Re.mag
iletisintr 94 per earpiece. Postage extra

6d. per pair.
w. JOAN MILLER,

6k7,trellnr Rrrsat-ifg.' 1111

7
tVATIA.TV

PIcKETTS'W11 CABINETS1 - i
1 I /;" 1'6 eee4 ,A** . .74,-tefocu/Pad,

sv
10011

ilwr .1,:mik- const,ii-tors hsinee -
I

PICKETTS. CABINET WORKS .1.` ..TP

BE XLEY HEATH .5.E.

....riallf./Lbait rap cavaeNss, £10010

Send for Constructor's List (P.W PREF..
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1281.)

and the other for the tens, For the first
ten turns, tappings should be taken from
every turn of wire. The first set of studs are
connected to the turns of the first set of ten,
whilst being between successive studs of
-the second set are ten turns of the coil.
The two sets are connected together in
series, and by means of the tens arm, two
studs are found, one of which gives too
high a value, and the other too low. The
arm being on the stud of the lower value,
the units arm is then used for final adjust-
ment.

In 'this connection it should be remem-
bered that the best results are usually
obtained when the smallest possible -capacity
is introduced into the circuit, so that in
tuning -in for a given wave -length it is
desirable, as far as possible, to use the
maximum amount of inductance and the
minimum amount of capacity ; these
remarks, of course, apply more particularly
to single -coil circuits.

The Helieold Aerial.
Amongst my correspondence last week

was a letter from Mr. A. E. Johnson, of
Bristol, who sent me some pictures, together
with an interesting account of tests, of his
new " helicoid " aerial. This appears to be
a spiral form of aerial, which is extensible
and can readily be fixed either outdoors or
indoors, and according to Mr. Johnson's
letter, has great advantages and is very
adaptable. According to one report, with
the aerial fitted indoors inside a second -
floor room at a distance of four miles from
Bournemouth, the latter station was re-
ceived on a crystal set with loud -speaker
reproduction, clearly audible at a distance
of 3 or 4 feet from the loud speaker.

Crystals.
In spite of frequent advice to the con-

trary, crystal users may often be observed
to handle crystals carelessly with the
fingers, after which they are no doubt sur-
prised that the crystals do not function
satisfactorily. It is important to remember
that the fingers are naturally greasy, quite
sufficiently so to cause a deposit of con-
tamination on the delicate surface of a
crystal and interfere with its efficiency.

If you place your fingers very close to a
cold glass window, without actually touch-
ing, you will usually observe a cloudiness on
the glass in the vicinity of the finger-tips,
which indicates the evolution of water -
vapour from the fingers in the same way
'that greasy matter is exuded from the pores.

In case anyone is apt to be sceptical on
this point, and to think that the precautions
referred to are exaggerated, it may be
interesting to note that in certain factories
where various delicate metal articles are
assembled, it is a well-known practice to
single out particular operators as being
specially suitable for the work, owing to
the dryness of their fingers.

The majority of the operators are found
to be unsuitable for the handling of very
delicate parts, whilst in the case of a
minority of the workers it is found to be
ruinous to certain kinds of pieces to allow
these operators to handle them at all.
Whilst all this has nothing directly to do
with wireless crystals, it emphasises the

(Continued on page 1283.)

-----,.....--
Ckamcknke YourACCUMULATORat Home with Atha

TUNGAR BATTERS CHARGER.
Simple, Safe, and Economical.
No moving parts. Requires
no attention. No Garage,
Owner -Driver or Wireless En-
thusiast should be without
one. Will charge from 1 to
10, 6-12 volt batteries at a
time. Deliveries from stock.
Descriptive Booklet free on ap-
plication. The Tungar Battery
Charger is suitable for Use on
AlternatingCurrent supply only.

Obtainable from flour Garage or Electrician.
THE BRITISH THOMSON- HOUSTON CO., LTD,

Mazda House. 77. Upper Thames St., E.C.4.
- -------=z-.-_..

H. Maddison, WOOD HORN Wife., 20, RemadeRoad, Holloway Road, near Highbury,,M.5
How to improve your Junior Amplion. Parties. free
WOOD Hells, 18", and 194", complete with goose
necks. Castings and Wood Bells for Gramophone Attach
melts. Any speaker fitted with Wood Bell. Improve

went guaranteed. Trade supplied.

'.....ANIERICA ON 12/6
TESTIMONY Nom de plume, Salisbury.
" Using bright emitter valves I had been able to
receive America (WGY, KDKA, WBZ, and two of
three others) nightly, and was quite willing to pass
your Pliotron S.S. as satisfactory if it would only
pick up the carrier waves of these stations. I was
extremely pleased to find that if anything there
seas an increase in signal strength from these
stations. I shall most certainly recommend this
valve to my friends as the best obtainable, nomatter what the price." Unsolicited testi-
monial, original may be inspected.
Fit. volts 2.3, max. con. .07, anode 40-80. Concert
tested and sent with instructions for use, post tree
on 24 HOURS' APPROVAL.
English " B " Valves, Ill. volts 4.5, anode 45-100,
7 / 9. Concert tested. Post free. 24 hours'
approval. P.W. UNIDYNE D E.'a.
Phillips 4 Electrode D.E. 1.8 volt, 16 amp. 25 / -
Phillips 4 Electrode Bright Emitter ... 1216
Thorpe K4 Bright Emitter (5 pin) ... 1716
Concert tested, post free, 24 hours' approval.Insurance against all postal damage.
Valve must be returned within 24 hours of receipt.
9d. per 7/6 or 12/6 valve: 1/- per 17/6 or 251
valve. ANELOY PRODUCTS, (Dept. P. 25),

Eton Works, Upland Road, London, S.E. 22.

'I' IL WI ERICA
REGULARLY. " NO CAP " PLUG-IN

EXTRA SHORT WAVE COILS.
5/- SET, POST FREE.

VINES. MUNTZ ST.. BIRMINGHAM.

PANELITE.
Will stand 5,000 volts, will not fracture. 9 x 6" x "
1/6; 10" x 9",2/2; 12 x 10, 2/9;14 x 12, 416 Post paid.
RADIO PANEL CO. (Dept.P), 143, Fetter Lane. E.C.4.

TRANSFORMER COILS.
CONSISTING OF PRIMA RY AND SECONDARY
WINDINGS. 21.000 TURNS. 5 TO I RATIO.

GUARANTEED BEST MATERIAL AND
WORKMANSHIP THROUGHOUT.
PRICE 6/6 EACH. 2 FOR 12 -.

BUNDLES OF SOFT IRON WIRE SUITABLE
FOR ABOVE. 9d. PER BUNDLE.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.
H. HARRISON. 289, WESTON ST., LONDON, S.E.1.

"WIRELESS IN EVERY ROOM ">-Fr...-From one Crystal or Valve Set fit an Extendaphone
and switch over to bedroom, sitting -room, etc.,
Without removing set. Clear tone guaranteed. 5/-

post free.
WILLIAMS, 6, Templeton Av., London, E.4.

BEGINNERS WIRELESS'GUIDE TO
If you wish to make wireless sets which are

UNBEATABLE IN PRICE, QUALITY, OR EFFICIENCY
this is the book you must have.

Everything is so clearly explained that any be.
ginner, without previous experience. can make the
most efficient receiving sets obtainable.
Full instructions are given for MAKING COMPLETE
CRYSTAL SETS, ONE AND TWO VALVE AMPLIFIERS,
DUAL AMPLIFICATION SETS, ALSO TEE VERY
LATEST TWO, THREE, AND FOUR VALVE TUNED
ANODE RECEIVERS.
160 pages (28 diagrams) 1 /3 post tree.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Returned.
SAXON RADIO Co. (Dept 14) South Shore, Blackpool.

Wrate now for Brochure telling you
how you can make your set selectiveand

increase tts range 505 by limn
Bowyer Lowc Square law Conden..rs
which have a capacty ratio of 150 to

1 and evenly distributed wavelength
scale Send a postcard at once.

TESTED SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS
BOWYER-LOWE CO. LTD. LETCHWORTH
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1282.)

fact that crystals should never be handled
with the fingers, but only with clean metal
tweezers, and it shows that the precautions
advised are not exaggerated.

Keeping Crystals.
It is a good plan whenever crystal& are

not in use to keep them immersed in pure
benzene, or the very best petroleum spirit
or ether, so as to keep the surfaces free from
grease. Ordinary petrol should not be used
for this purpose, as it almost invariably
contains an appreciable percentage of
heavier oils, which are left behind when the
shit evaporates.

Vitamins.,
At first sight there would appear to be

very little connection between wireless and
vitamins. An interesting point, however, is
raised by " Popular Radio which, although
it certainly seems rather " far fetched," may
conceivably have bases of fact. It is known
that for the development of most living
creatures sunlight is essential, and in par-
ticular the ultra -violet rays. On the other
hand, many foods are said to contain
obscure substances called " vitamins," and
feeding on vitamin -containing foods makes
up to some extent for an insufficiency of
sunlight. In other words, the sunlight and
the vitamins seem to be complementary in
their influence.

According to latest experiments it would
seem that the vitamin is not a material in-
gredient in a so-called vitamin -containing
food, but is rather a property of the food
substance itself. The interesting specula-
tion, according to " Popular Radio," is as
to whether vitamin foods may not really
have some subtle property of producing
invisible rays which serve the same purpose
as the sunlight. Although, as I have said,
the underlying idea of the foregoing seems
revolutionary, there is nothing inherently
impossible in it, and if it should be sub-
stantiated it would certainly represent one
of the most important discoveries of the
century.

Interchanging Valves.
 After completing the wiring of a valve

set the usual thing is to insert the valves,
and then proceed to a feverish manipulation
of condensers, tuning -coils and reaction,
without further regard to the valves, whose
positions, initially accidental, become fixed
and unaltering. It is well to bear in mind,
however, that much better results can often
be obtained by changing the valves around
until you find the most advantageous posi-
tions for them. Although a number of
valves may be rated for the same charac-
teristics, they vary quite sufficiently to
make a material difference when they are
changed about in the manner indicated
above.

Wireless Advertising.
The recently -expressed views of the U.S.

Radio Controller, Herbert Hoover, on the
subject of using the broadcast for adver-
tising purposes, are interesting and impor-
tant. Here they are :

" I believe the quickest way to kill broad-
casting would be to use it for direct adver-

(Continued on page 1284.)

,kr.er,17.1.,:drffie(4," ,0":47 441"

TMC
CHI VA LENTE VA SANO.

" Who goes slowly goes safely," say the Italians; and even Casanova
saw something In that.

The idea suggests the keynote of T.M.C. production-that '' infinite
capacity for taking pains that is exemplified in the three T.M.C.
products here illustrated.

The non -resonating horn of the TrueMusiC Concert Grand is of
clectrolyticaliy-deposited copper. This loud speaker gives the purest
tone combined with large volume, and you cannot get a better for
drawing -room and dancing purposes.

The T.M.C. Clear as Crystal Headphones actually give signal reception
that is Clear as Crystal." The T.M.C. No. 3 Lightweight Head-
phones weigh only 61 ounces. The earpiece attachments do not catch
in feminine hair, nor the V -connections on the masculine pipe

T.M.C. No. 24 Headphones are just as good, but slightly heavier-and
3,/- cheaper. As headphones for listening -in, both are just as good as
they can be !

TrueMusiC Concert
Grand, Nigger - brown
finish, inside horn pol-
ished and lacquered, 4,000

ohms, 30 inches high.
£6 10 0

T.M.C, No. 2A. Head-
phones. 4,000 ohms.

1916

T M.C. No. 3. Light-
weight Headphones.

4 000 ohms.
22, 6

The Telephone Manufacturing Co Ltd Hollingsworth Works, West Dulwich, S.E.21,
E.P.S.2.08
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aims yau perwacts
48 pages of illustrations Lowest

prices in London for -highest grade
Radio Apparatus. Send 3d. at once.
Large illustrated Folders drmribing
Unit System, interchangeable Unettes

and Pilot Receivers, sent free.
PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.

Head Office: 77. City Rd., E.C.1.
Branches.

Liverpool -4, Manchester Street.
Cardiff -94, Queen Street.
Plymouth-Near Derry's Clock.
Walthainstow-230, Wood Street.
London-62,11ighllolborn,W.C.1.

eto-Scotts
Catalogue°,

-- WIRELESS INVENTORS
PATENTS-TRADE MARKS. Advice, Handbook
and Cons. free.-B. T. King, C.I.M.E., Regd. Patent
Agent (G.B., U.S.A. & Canada), 146a, Queen Vic-
toria St.. E.C.4. 'Phone Central 682. 38 yrs. refs.

INVALUABLE TO ALL WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTORS

ONE GROSS OF ASSORTED

B. A. aS iSk,S1-111j1g 2
J. H. BENNETT STATION ROAD,
Everything for Wireless! WILLESDEN JUNCT

tio

THE NATURAL CRYSTAL.
II. MOM NMI

ISO II IIIe I
TRADE MARK

IS SECOND TO NONE & UNBEATABLE AT ANY PRICE.
5 sizes, but one quality. 6d. td 1/6. Props.: The
Bright Co., London, N.8. Sole Wholesale Agent for
London & Home Counties : A. S. Conway, 86, Green-
wood Road. London, E.8.

PHONE REPAIR SERVICE-
ALL MAKES OF 'PHONES REWOUND..4,000 ohms, 5/- per pair; 8,000 ohms, 1/6
extra. Ronagnetising and adjusting, 2/-; postage,
6d. Transformers rewound any ratio, from 5/,
The H.R.P., 46, St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10.
LIGHT STEEL WIRELESS MASTS,

omplete with all accessories, at 1/6 per foot; car
riage paid. 30 ft., 42/-: 35 ft., 501-; 40 ft., 60/-;
45 ft., 70/-; 50 ft_ 85/-. Any stock size sent on

approval against cash. Catalogue B sent on request.
HAMILTON MAY, WEYRRIDGE, SURREY.

REDGATE Regd. ryos r 78.
FLUSH -MOUNTING

Low Capacity
VALVE LEGS.
Beauty and Efficiency
1/- set of 4, Brass, 1/2 set,
Nickel Plated. With drilling

template.
From all the best dealers.
REDGATE MFG. CO.,
32a, Wheeler Gate, Nottingham.

CABINETS POLISdED. Sloping.
12 x 12, 12/. each. 12 x 9, 10/- each. Postage, 1 / -
Other sizes to order. Trade Enquiries Invited.
W. JOHNSON, Elsdale Works, ElsdaleStreet, Hackney, London, E.9.

-Paris and other Stations-
Clearly heard on Loud Speaker near London using
the " MIRACLE " MASTER 2 -Valve Sot. (83-12-6.
plus Royalties. 1, 2, 3, and 4 Valves. Trade sup-

plied. Send Stamp for particulars.
World's Wireless Stores, Wallington.

INCREASE YOUR
SIGNAL STRENGTH

ON YOUR CRYSTAL SET
It doesn't matter how many 'phones you are
using, they will ALL be as strong as if they were
in use alone if they are fitted
WITH " EXTRAPHONES."
" Extrap,henes - are wonder -attachments which
fit any phone without alteration. 'Phones of
any resistance may be used with the same effect.
OBTAINABLE EVERYWHERE 29
Or direct from the patentee and manufacturer-
W. JOHN MILLER, 68, Farringdon St., E.C.4.

Telephone: Centra11550.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from pa ye 1283.)

tising. The reader of a newspaper has an
option whether he will read an advertise-
ment or not, but if a speech by the President
is to be the meat in a sandwich of two patent
medicine advertisements, there will be no
radio left. To what extent it may be em-
ployed for what we now call indirect
advertising I do not know, and only ex-
perience with the reactions of listeners can
tell."

The word " reaction " used by Hoover is
interesting. I wondered, when I read it,
whether he merely meant the " response,"
or whether this was a sly indication that he
anticipated that reaction might be used as
a new weapon of self-defence by listeners.
But then I recollected that  they call the
latter kind of reaction " regeneration " in
America. So he couldn't have meant that-
but I give the idea for what it is worth.

Transmitting Microphones.
All transmitting experimenters know the

difficulties of transmitting clearly speech
and music by the aid of an ordinary micro-
phone, such as the G.P.O. type, with flat
diaphragm. A microphone of this kind is
liable to produce all kinds of " blasts " and
other undesirable results of irregular vibra-
tions.

Many attempts have been made, from
time to time, to produce an " aperiodic "
microphone, that is, one which would not
respond any more vigorously to one
frequency than to another, and one of the
most successful attempts appears to be that
of H. J. Round, the well-known engineer
of the Marconi Co. The microphone is
supported in a somewhat elaborate way
upon pads of felt or cotton -wool.

Loud -Speaker Diaphragms.
The same considerations apply to the

diaphragms of a loud -speaker reproducer,
and it is hoped that the experience gained
in connection with the microphone will later
be applied to the design of loud speakers.
For further information, see patent 19117/23.

SALE
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
JAN. 28 & 29, at 12 noon, each day.

Important 2 days' Sale.
31, Camden St., Camden Town, N.W.

(Close to Camden Town Tube Station.)
VERYARD & YATES, F.A./., will sell by auction,
on the Premises as above, Large Quantities of Valuable
EX -GOVT. WIRELESS, ELECTRICAL, TELEPHONE
& GENERAL SURPLUS STORES, including approx.
15,000 500- & 1,000 -ohm Resistance Choko Coils, 500
Gross Brass Terminals & Screws, 200 Telephone Plugs
& Jacks, 50 Voltmeters, 30 cwt. Sheet & Rod Ebonite,
4,000 Ebonite Earcaps, 2,000 M.F. Condensers, 24
Sh'ip's Jar Condensers, 2,000 Microphones, 50 Galvono-
sorters, 5,000 Terminal Blocks, 150 Dewar Switches,
10 Miles New Copper Cable, 3,000 Crystals in Cups,
50 Large Expensive Distribution Boards, 4,000 VaGo-
fates, 23 1-11.W. Transformers, 30 Transmitting Sets.
10 3 -Valve Amplifiers, 12 Wheatstone Bridges, Large
Quantity Valve & Crystal Sets, Inductances, Tuners.
Headphones, 500 Single 'Phones, 150 Hand Sets, Marconi
Sets, Vernier Condensers, Accumulators, Useful Wire-
less Spares of every description (in quantities to suit
large and small buyers), also 800 Army Side Drums,
Milk Buckets, Camp Kettles, 70 Copper & Iron Tea
Urns, Enamelled Fish Kettles, Acetylene Flare Lamps,
Periscopes, 2 Platform Weighing Machines, Rubber
Tyrcd Trolley Wheels, 20 H.P. 8 -Cylinder Petrol
Engine, Hammer Handles, Tools Various, Scrap Ebonite,
Scrap Metal, 2 Portable Forges, 6 -Wheel Trolleys, Road
Measures, Sheet Glass, Typewriters, Deed Boxes, and
a Multiplicity of Useful Stores.
On View Monday and Tuesday next. Catalogues on the
Premises, or from the Auctioneers, 365, Norwood Road.
S.E.27. (Phone: 346 Streatham.)

REMEMBER! POPULAR WIRELESS HAS
THE LARGEST SALE OF ANY WEEKLY
WIRELESS JOURNAL IN GREAT BRITAIN:

CABINETS
(Wireless Cabinets supplied from
stock or specially designed to meet
individual requirements.
Usual discount to the trade.
Send for illustrated catalogue and
price list.

PURFIT CABINET CONSTRUCTION CO.,
Athena House, Waterloo St., Hammersmith, W.6.

'Phone: EucrsIde 3171.

A TYPE FOR EVERY VALVE.

219-229 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE.W.C.2

LOWEST PRICES
For single Wireless Sets and Parts. Write at once for
our Latest Radio List. All Goods sent Post Free.

- ASTOUNDING PRICES.
W. CLAYTON, 163, East India Dock Rd., London, E.14

--HEADPHONE REPAIRS
Rewound, re -magnetised and readjusted. Lowest
prices quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivery three
days.-THE MAGNET CO., London,
S.E.18. 'Phone 888-9 Woolwich. Est. 26 years.

.--P.W. UNIDYNE
Use the Valves which have been proved

to be efficient.
Philip's Tested 4 -Electrode Dull

Emitter Valves, 1.6-1.8 volts,
15 amp. each 25/.

Philip's Tested 4 -Electrode Bright.
Emitter Valves, 3.5 volts,
.5 amp. each 12/6

ALL POST FREE AND CAREFULLY PACKED,
E. GEORGE, 70, Hailsham Avenue,

Streatham Hill, London, S.W.2

ACCUMULATORS.-
C.A.V., Pullers, etc. Guaranteed brand new and per
zest, but. slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage

both ways if returned within 7 days.
2v -40a 8/6 4v -100a ... 3216
2v -60a ... ... 11 6 6v -40a .. ... 25 /
4v -40a ... ... 17 / 6v --60a 3216
4v -60a ... 21 / 9 6v --80a ... 40/ -
4v -80a 27 / 6 6v -100a ... 46/.Special Line :-

2v -100a (Actual) C.A.V. .. 27 /6
MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2

EASY PAYMENTS.
LOUD SPEAKERS. Any make. Your selection.

Amplion, Brown, Sparta, Sterling. E,:ramples-
DISKIE, 11 / - deposit; 2 monthly payments 11
AMPLION JUNIOR -DE -LUXE, 1416 deposit; 6

monthly payments 9/-.
PRIMAX, 36 / 6 deposit; 6 monthly payments 19 / 6.
Carriage paid. Other models, Headphones. Parts,

etc., similar terms.
ACCUMULATORS. Best quality. Guaranteed,

3 M'thly 3 M'thly
Cash Payments Casts Payments

4v-40 17/. 6/3 6v-40 261- 61-
4c-60 22/6 8/3 6v-60 32/- 11 /6
4v-80 27/- 9/9 6v-80 38/6 14/-
4v-100 32/ 11/6 6c-100 45/- 16/

Carr. and Packing, 1/6 any size.
H. W. HOLMES, -29, Foley Street,

Great Portland Street, W.1. 'Phone: Museum 1414.

WHENreplying to advertisements
please mention "Popular

Wireless and Wireless Review " to ensure
prompt attention.
TjR N/R R/R D/11
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JUST take out your last L.F. stage valve and insert a
Mullard D.F.A. MASTER VALVE. You will be delighted
with the immediate increase in volume and clarity from

your loud speaker. The special construction of these Master
Valves gives powerful and pure amplification and yet requires

LESS current than your present valves.

If you use a 4 -volt battery,
ASK FOR A MULLARD D.F.A.O, Price 30/ -

If you use a 6 -volt battery,
ASK FOR A MULLARD D.F.A.1, Price 35/ -

Leaflet V .A .4 gives full technical information. Obtainable from all

wireless stores, electricians, ironmongers, etc. Avoid accidents to your

valves by using the Mullard Safety Disc, free on request from your
dealer. Send us his name and address if you cannot get what you want

and we will supply his requirements.

77.1

2._c 2 A,

Advt.-The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. (P.W.), Nightingale 'Forks, Nightingale Lane, Balham, S.W.12.
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LISSEN1UM
Have your receiver ready to search for distant stations

Make it so by fitting LISSENST AT
control. This splendid device gives
greatly improved control of fine detec-
tion, so absolutely essential in tuning in
on long distance telephony-LISSENSTAT
control is smooth, finely graduated, noise-
less all the time-so perfectly can you
control the electron emission of your
valve that you are able to get right on to
the very spot you want. And after find-
ing it, you can leave the LISSENSTAT,
and the current flow will be constant and
unfluctuating.
WITH LISSENSTAT CONTROL YOU
CAN FEEL FOR THE POINT OF
CRITICAL DETECTION-AND UN-
ERRINGLY FIND -IT.
LISSENSTAT MINOR (patents pending)
is replacing many thousands of inefficient rheostats,
provides LISSENSTAT control 3 /6at a popular price .

LISSENSTAT MAJOR (patents pending)
gives the most acute tuning
possible ... .7. ...
LISSENSTAT UNIVERSAL (patents
pending)-with its protective 0/6device for dull emitters ...

The distinction between a
good leak and a poor one.
With an indifferent variable grid leak the charge left on
grid will leak away too quickly;and poor detection will result.
You can be sure of getting every shade of sensitivity by fitting
the LISSEN Variable Grid Leak-the charge which accumulates
on the grid can be closely regulated SD that the free negative
grid potential is always at the correct value for the best opera-
tion of the detector.

Every value required of a leak is
minutely covered. .LISSEN ONE-

--HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE
LISSEN,VARIABLE ANODE RE-
SISTANCE 20 000 to 250 000 ohms

Advertisement of LISSEN 8-16' Troodger Road, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush, London, 11-.12- - -

the

2/6
2/6

Smooth out your loud speaker
distortion by putting a Lissen
Variable Grid Leak across the
secondary of the last trans-
former, or across the loud
speaker itself-first position
is better.

111b,

Don't Mix your
there is a LISSEN
every vital place.

Parts-
Part for

Printed and published every Thursd1Ty by the proprietors,' The Anillgamated Press (1022), Ltd., 'rho Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4
Advertisement Codices : Messr:. J. H. Lile, Ltd., 1, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4 Registered as a newspaper and for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post
Subseription rates : Inland and Abroad, 17/1 per annum, 8/S for six months. Sole agentsfor South Africa: Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole agents for Australia
Laid New Zealand : MesSrs. Gordon & Goteli, Ltd. ; and for Canada: The Imperial News Co. (Canada) Ltd. Saturday. January 24th, 1925.

N/I1
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HOW TO MAKE A THREE -VALVE REFLEX SET.

PopularVireless
PRICE 3d. ondWireless Review

SCIENTIFIC ADVISER : SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S., D.Sc.

Mr. E. J. Simmonds, of Gerrard's
Cross, in his wireless room. Mr.
Simmonds recently established
two-way communication with an

Australian amateur.

EVERY THURSDAY.

FEATURES IN
A Fortune in Your Receiver.
Two Ideas for Amateurs.
Controlling the Ultra-Audion.
Testing L.F. Transformers.

"DIE DEUTSCH FUNK": HOW
No. 140. Vol. VI.

THIS ISSUE.
Notes on Short -Wave Reception.
Making a Useful Switch.
Past and Present Crystal Sets.
Constructional Notes.

THEY DO IT IN GERMANY.
January 31st, 1925.
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A contrast-and a comparison.
HERE a "Type 600" is being shown in contrast with one of

ten high power condensers recently built at our works.
These are the biggest mica condensers in the world.

The contrast is one of size and load capacity only.
In quality of materials employed, skill in design and workman-
ship, rigorous testing before dispatch, and guarantee as to
performance, the " Type 600" will stand the -closest comparison
point for point, not only with the big condenser shown, but with
any other Dubilier Product, large or small. Be advised-

Specify Dubilier.
Advt. of the Dubilier Condenser Co., lid., Dixon Works, Victoria Rd., North Acton,

London, W.3.

January 312t, 1.925.

E.P 126
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TUNGSTALITE
(Regd. No. 447,149)

BLUE LABEL CRYSTAL
ANNOUNCEMENT AND WARNING

In the interests of the whole of the Wireless Trade and the Public,
the manufacturers of the famous Tungstalite Crystal Rectifier find it

their duty to make the following announcement:

z.

TUNGSTALITE CRYSTAL is an artificially manufactured product made in London. It
derives its unique quality from peculiar chemical and physical properties by virtue of which
the manufacturers can easily identify it as being different from any other crystal on the

market. ALL GENUINE TUNGSTALITE CRYSTAL is manufactured by one source only, namely,
Tungstalite, Limited, 47, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.i, and 41, Call Lane, Leeds. Any other
person or firm purporting to be the manufacturer of Tungstalite Crystal is liable for prosecution for
misrepresentation.

2. THE name TUNGSTALITE is a registered trade mark, the property of the manufacturers,
and any person or firm making illegal use of this trade mark is liable to criminal
proceedings.

3.

GENUINE TUNGSTALITE CRYSTAL, BLUE LABEL, Registered Number 447,149, is
supplied to the trade in familiar display boxes containing three dozen specimens. Any
wireless factor, trader, or dealer purchasing Tungstalite Crystal should insist on same being

supplied in these display boxes.

4.

ALL wireless traders arc requested in their own interest to purchase their supplies only from
reputable and established sources of supply. In case of doubt, please' communicate
immediately with the manufacturers at 47, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.i, enclosing

specimens, and a report will be immediately forwarded.

THE
manufacturers have positive proof that a FRAUDULENT IMITATION of

their product has been offered and has been sold to a number of wireless
dealers and factors. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS have already been instituted against those
who have knowingly assisted in the distribution of this fraudulent material, and the
names of the offenders will be made public. Any wireless dealer who suspects that
he has become an innocent victim of such fraud should, in his own interest, immediately
communicate with the manufacturers, who will investigate the matter.

G.

WHEN you purchase a specimen of Tungstalite you should receive in return
for your money "the finest crystal in existence." We, the manufacturers,

will adopt drastic measures to ensure that you get honest value, in which attitude we
are confident of the support of our numerous valued customers and of the public at large.

TUNGSTALITELTD.

47LFOANRDROINNGDOE.NciRD.,

Phone: Holborn 2537. 'Grams.: Tungslamp, Smithfield. 41, Call Lane, LEEDS.
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A New and Important
Series of Books of Interest
to every Wireless Enthusiast

BEST \\* (74 Guide for th,,Wire10,,Gictrudc,r

WOW TO Mt\I4E-

awituroz
TWO NUMBERS
Now On Sale
The aim of the BEST WAY Wireless Series is to
put before the amateur Constructor details for the
building of wireless sets in such an explicit and
minute way that there can be no possible chance
for even a beginner to go wrong. Photographs and
diagrams have been used lavishly throughout.
Every set described has been made up and tested
to assure perfect reception if the constructional
details are carefully followed.
All articles, diagrams and photographs are of the
highest possible standard, and the books represent the
biggest value ever offered in Wireless publications.

BEST WAY No. 161

CRYSTAL SETS
This book contains lucid and explicit instructions

for the building of a number of efficient receivers,
including a simple set costing under lc*, a Two -
Circuit Crystal Receiver such as was recommended
by Capt. P. P. Eckersley in a recent broadcast talk.
Details are given for making One and Two -
Valve Low -Frequency Amplifiers, which can be
connected to any crystal set. There is also a very
practical and informative article, " All About
Crystals," which will prove invaluable to every-
one possessing or about to make a crystal receiver.

BEST WAY No. 162

VALVE SETS
The contents of this book include details of how

to make various receivers employing one or two
valves, including a One -Valve Set on the famous
" Unidyne " principle, which eliminates the need of
H.T. Batteries. A reliable Two - Valve Loud-
speaker Set, a One -Valve Reflex Receiver, and a
Two -Valve Reflex Set. This latter set is a most
efficient receiver, which will present no difficulty
to the careful constructor. Stage by Stage instruc-
tions and diagrams together with a

PICTORIAL BLUE PRINT
are given showing very clearly the wiring and
the placing of components.

Buy Your Copies NOW
from any Newsagent or Bookstall
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Filament Volts 4.8-5
Filament Amps. IN
Anode Volts 40-80

VAL ES

" Like the sweet sound that breathes upon a bank of violets."
TWELFTH NICHT.

By many the 'cello is regarded as possessing the most beautiful tones of all instruments.
From the sonorous bass notes of the C string to:the soaring melodies of the D and A we cover
a range of notes which, both in compass and in quality, resemble most closely those of the
human voice.

Some of the most beautiful of our programmes have been those in which the 'cello has figured
either as a solo instrument or in concerted works.

To enjoy the 'cello by wireless, however, and to appreciate to the full the subtle inflexions
of the artist's playing, we need a good receiving set ,a good loud speaker, and FIRST-CLASS
VALVES.

The Valves which your set requires arc those which will give you a first-class concert from
your own Broadcasting Station rather than those whose chiet claim is that they will receive
concerts over stupendous distances.

That is why we recommend you to equip your set with Louden Valves-their supremacy in
the matter of Silver Clear reception is literally Unchallenged, and within a few months of their
introduction they are being asked for at the rate of many thousands per week !

The beautiful pure notes of the Louden Valve are due to special features found in no other
valve ; be sure, therefore, to ask for Silver Clear Louden Valves by name.

The Plain Louden for Detecting and Low -Frequency Amplifying.
The Blue Louden for H.F. Amplification.
All.Loudens are Silver Clear and free from mush. Their current consumption is very low and
their life long.

PRICE 1 0:-

I V toubett nedoe,6 -Sitiier dearL

Advt. of the Fe lows Magneto Co., Ltd., Park Royal, London, N.W.Io.
E. P.S.9
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The Little "Sparta"
Volume phis tone that

is clear and mellow

THAT is just how the Little Sparta
brings the Radio programmes

to you. Its exquisite fidelity of
reproduction recreates the singer's voice,
the majestic power of the organ or the
gay rhythm of the dance band exactly
as it takes place before the microphone.
The adjustable diaphragm permits of
the most delicate contra' resulting
in a marked degree of tonal purity.
Nothing has been omitted which can
possibly add to its efficiency-it's all
there.

Then-for after all appearances do
count-it is attractively finished in dull
black and oxidised silver. In every
way, a delightful instrument, selling at
a moderate price.

Supplied in Three Types:-
Type J. - - - 120 ohms
Type H. J. - -2,000 ohms
Type H. H. J. -4,000 ohms

55/-
All "Sparta" LoudSpeakers are fully
guaranteed, and de-
spatched securely packed
in cartons with full
instructions for use.

May we send you List No. 325 ?
It tells your all about it.

Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd.,
Woodland Works, ChadWell Heath, Essex.

'Phone: 'Grams:
Ilford 1200 (6 lines). " Fuller. Chadwell Heath."

LONDON DEPOT: 58, High Street, W.C.1.
Telephone : Gerrard 5070.

Popular Wireless and Wireless Review, January 31st, 1925.

As different as
Cheese is from Chalk

Immediately any wireless set is equipped with
Bowyer -Lowe Square Law Condensers that set
becomes more selective and yields purer, richer
signals than would otherwise be possible. Why ?

Because the Bowyer -Lowe design gives the square
law effect with a lower minimum capacity than any
other condenser has attained, and is built by experts
in a scientific way whereby all other losses are
reduced to the lowest limit.

You can install these condensers without in any
way altering the design of your set. They are NO
larger than ordinary condensers of the same
maximum capacity.

Buy a Bowyer -Lowe Condenser and test it. One
experimenter who did so says : " I obtained an
increase of power practically equal to another
valve." Your experience will be the same.

Your set will be easy to tune and calibrate, its
wavelength range will be greater ; it will be more
selective, and you will obtain signals which in
purity and volume will exceed your expectations,

Equip all your sets with Bowyer -Lowe Condensers,
for maximum range, signal strength and purity of
reception.

Bowyer -Lowe Tested
SQUARE LAW
CONDENSERS
For best results use Bowyer -Lowe Condensers in conjunction
with Bowyer -Lowe MATCHED H.F. Transformers. Every
one is guaranteed to match perfectly every other in the same
range. All ranges and Neutrodync model at uniform price of

7/ -
WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE, containing 36 pages of
information about all the Bowyer -Lowe Tested Components with
blanks for your notes. Send 1 Id. stamp to cover postage

owyer-Lowe Tested
RZIC i0 Components

BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD., LETCHWORTH.

lip
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The Recent Eclipse.

WHAT has been discovered about the
effect of sunlight upon wireless, as
a result of the recent eclipse of the

sun ? Reports upon the transmissions in
this country are still coming in at the time
of writing, and in America listeners co-
operated in the tests upon a grand scale.
The eclipse was a total one there, and
automatic recorders provided a valuable
check upon results. Whatever conclusions
are arrived at, British listeners will be called
upon to check them in two years' time, for
in June, 1927, there will be a total eclipse
in this country-the first for 200 years.

G F A To Move.
SOME months ago it was persistently

rumoured that 2 L 0 would have to
move from Marconi House

because of interference with G F A,
the powerful station belonging to
the Air Ministry. It seems now
that - G F A will be the one to
move, for I hear that the Govern-
ment contemplate transferring the
Air Ministry headquarters from its
present site in Kingsway to
Whitehall. That district already
boasts of the Admiralty station
(B Y A), and there are' also
rumours of a very powerful police
station to be erected at New
Scotland Yard,

Wireless at the Yard.
SCOTLAND YARD is taking

wireless very seriously nowa-
days. There are at least

seven wireless -equipped motor vans

in code -265 metres, for ordinary reception.
Messages are also sent upon 730 metres, and
if by any chance the code fell into the
wrong hands, the wave -length, code, and,
in fact, the whole system, could be changed
at a moment's notice.

The Worst Ordeal !
I WAS talking to two of the " Co -

Optimists " the other day-no names,
no packdrill !-and asked them whether

they would like to broadcast again, or was
the last experience enough ? Both shud-
dered, and confessed that " Mike " was the
worst ordeal they had ever faced. But
they both want to broadcast again-from
a theatre this time !

* *

Vienna's Station.
A VIENNA correspondent has been good

enough to send me a complete and
up-to-date statement of the times of

transmission of the Vienna station (Radio -
Wien), which I pass on for the benefit of
readers interested in that station. 8 a.m.,
Market Prices ; 10-11.50, Concert 12.05,

Time Signal ; 12.30, Weather
Forecast ; 2.30 p.m., Stock
Exchange Prices ; 3.0, First
News Bulletin ; 3.10-5 p.m.,
Concert ; 6.50, Second News
Bulletin ; 7-9, Concert, followed
by Time Signal ; 9-10.30 (Wed.
and Sat.), Dance Music.

The wave -length is 530 metres,
and all times are given in G.M.T.

now in use, and the Commis-
sioner himself, as well as the " Big Four "
area superintendents, employs the radio -
van to keep in touch with headquarters
whilst travelling. The four flying -squad
vans have no visible aerial outside, in order
to conceal their identity from wrongdoers,
but the latest type now being tested has a
collapsible aerial, which can be put up or
taken down from the inside of the van
whilst it is travelling at full speed.

* * *

Radio Vans.
EACH of the police vans has. a 200 -watt

transmitter, capable of telephoning
over a 30 -mile radius, and of tele-

graphing in Morse -code up to 200 miles or
so. The wave -length usectis-well, I may as
well tell you, because the -messages are all

The D. F. Frame Aerial on the liner"Leviathan."

3 L 0 Calling !
HAVE you heard of 3 L 0 ? This is the

call -sign of the new Melbourne
station which has recently started

broadcasting upon 1,720 metres. Neither
this station, nor Perth, 6 W F on 1,250
metres, has yet been received in this
country.

Wireless to Australia.
IT is announced from Sydney that the

charges for the transmission of messages
over the " beam " wireless system have

-now been fixed. Full rate messages will be
2s. per word ; deferred, Is. ; week -end, 6c1. ;
Press full rate, 5d. ; Press deferred, 3d.
The service will be operating before the end
of the year.

* *

A Novelty.
AFIRST NIGHT " by radio
is  the latest development

in the theatrical situation,
and we are promised parts of

Love's Prisoner " on 'Feb. 3rd.
Whatever the managers think of
broadcasting there is no doubt
of its popularity behind the
scenes. Spot -limelight men and
scene -shifters have 'phones on

most of the time they are not moving
about-in fact, cne of them told me he
listened -in to " Yoicks " whilst seeing it
from the wings of the Kingsway.

Broadcasting in Sweden.

FOLLOWING
the renewal of broad-

casting activities in Norway there has
been a spurt in Swedish interest in

wireless, and near that several new stations
will be in operation there soon. Next month
Sundsvall is due to open, and the station
at Boden will also be in commission before
March. It is possible that a system of relays
will supplement the main stations, now that
Britain and Germany have both proved the
success of a relay scheme. -

(Continued on page 1290.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from page 1289.)

Additional Call Signs.
THE following amateurs' call -signs

should be added to the list which was
given in the Booklet presented with

" P.W." on Jan. 7th :
2 A Y Q-Mr. H. Stephens, 169 Murchison

Road, Leyton ;
2 A Y D-Mr. N. Swain, 60 Marten Road,

Walthamstow. (Experimental aerial.)
The particulars against 2 W B should be

read, " W. Bannister, 62, Knoll
itulale," and those against 5 X C

,onn H. Gash, Oak House, 431, Mean-
., ood Roads, Leeds."
111111111111111111111911111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111P.

SHORT WAVES
" Heave a deep sigh

For all of the boobs
a Who cross up their batteries- And burn out five tubes."

-" Radio Digest."

" A man who had been deaf for thirty years E
H recently heard a jazz band on the wireless. =

Perhaps this will be a warning to him not to =
E touch it again."-" Sunday Pictorial."

=- " . In these days, when conductors
seem afiaid to refuse encores, the B.B.C. are -a

= giving a great benefit to music -lovers by =
E allowing them the privilege of an uninternint. E

ed, presentation of oratories, etc. It Is 'a new
H sensation to be thus able to hear a work from =
E end to end without interruption, and it is a =
E privilege enjoyed by many."-The Rev. H. G. =
= Peile in the " Times."

. . The sooner theatrical managers =
realise the obvious value and enormous possi- =
bilities of wireless, instead of disputing on =

E weak ground about its competitive disadvan-.
tages, the better."-" Daily News." =

E-
. The developments in wireless =

are as wonderful as the dullness in Marconis,
a but all the scientific miracles of the year under =
E liquidation are powerless to extinguish the cruel L-
E lie that it's never gonna rain no mo'."- =
E " Autolycus," writing in the " Financial =
E Times."

E f` On listening -in to the jazz music recently
E broadcast from Pittsburg, several emihent
E critics found themselves in full agreement with
a all that the atmospherics had to say about it."

-" Weekly Westminster."

" It is difficult to over -estimate the immense
E service which broadcasting has rendered in
a teaching many of us the correct way to pro-
= nounce the names of musical composers, and
= so freeing us from the necessity of trying to ,=
H make the other man say it first."-Dudley =

Clark writing in the " Passing Show."=
H The Week's Query : "My set went fine until

I reversed the crystal connections and put a =
a .001 across the primary. Now signals are
H rotten-only about half strength. What shall
Es I d ? "

511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

A Unique Feat
AUSTRALIAN amateurs are still being

received well in this country, but the
feat reported by Mr. J. F. Cullen

68, Queen's Drive, W. Derby, Liverpool,
must be unique, I think. At his station
(5 0 L) he received Australian 3 B Q on
one valve. The Australian amateur was
replying to British 2 0 0 and 2 N M, " F.B.
0.M. '

* *

S.A. Broadcasting.
IN a cheery letter from Roodepoort, Trans-

vaal, a correspondent tells me that he
has received a complete programme

from K D K A, at a distance of just on
8,000 miles. He says that advertising
spoils the South African broadcasting, and
just as "you are sitting down and enjoying
a nice selection they put over ' Where to get
your pants pressed while you wait,' " etc.

The Reward of Merit.
THE good work of the American

amateurs on short wave -lengths has
been recognised by the U.S. Govern-

ment, when revising the wave -length bands
upon which amateurs are allowed to trans-
mit. They have been assigned the follow-
ing ranges : 200 to 150 metres, 85.6 to 75
metres, 37.5 to 32.8 metres, and 21.2 to
18.7 metres. In addition they will be
allowed to experiment between 5.3 and 4.6
metres.

Come On, Someone I
WHICH is the best place in Britain

for wireless reception ? Hetton-le-
Hole, Co. Durham, claims the most

amazing results as regards distance, and a
correspondent there tells me he can get
Bournemouth or Aberdeen any night when
5 N 0 is silent. He gives some uncommonly
good one -valve results also, and says " all
my friends with efficient sets seem to get
similar results." Can any other neighbour-
hood make a claim to better reception ?

(California), and Porto Rico, Havana,
Florida and Honolulu, as well as 2 L 0 and
Aberdeen. His set is mostly made from
British parts-of which he speaks very highly
-and consists of 2 H.F., Det., and 3 L.F.

Interesting Radio Exhibits.
HAVE you seen the wireless exhibits

in the Western Hall of the Science
Museum, South Kensington (Imperial

Institute Road) ?
Some of the wireless pictures and appara-

tus used at Radio House and wirelessed to,
New York are on view there, including a
photograph of the Prince of Wales, a copy
of the portrait as it was received in New
York, and one of the American papers in
which it was reproduced.

Some members of the Wireless Experimental Association with portable apparatus used recently to track
down " howlers."

The New Craze.
LISTENING -IN to electrons (not

elections) is the latest scientific
marvel, described by Dr. A .W. Hull,

of the Research Laboratory of the General
Electric Company, in a paper read before
the American Physical Society. Recent
experiments made by Dr. Hull, in con-
junction with Dr. Williams of the Univer-
sity of Michigan, shows it is possible to
receive by radio the noise made by electrons
in motion. Flying from a lighted filament
in a vacuum tube, the electrons bombard a
plate, in the way that is taken advantage of
in an ordinary wireless receiving valve.

"A Mighty Reason." -

BY means of enormous amplification the
rain of electron -blows on the plate
can be heard, and with further ampli-

fication they may become a mighty roar.
According to Dr. Hull, noise is an inevitable
property of electron emission-a puzzling
statement in view of the fact that such
emission generally takes place in a vacuum.
One effect of the discovery is to provide an
independent check upon the researches into
the size of electrons.

Australia Again:
I HAVE received a very interesting letter

from Cornerbrook, Newfoundland, writ-
ten by an Australian who believes in

having a radio set wherever he goes. He
has tuned in nearly all the principal Ameri-
can stations_ as far down as Los Angeles

*

Mr. Mason's Circuit:
MR. PHILIP MASON-of Simple Super -

Circuit fame-calls my attention to
an error in the wiring diagram given

in " P.W," No. 131 (page 798). The
connections to the anode coil (the top
coil in the photograph)" should be reversed.
This, of course, will only affect those who
use plug-in coils of the non -reversible type.

* *

Still Growing.
THE figures in connection with the Third

Annual Chicago Radio Show have
just been published, and they go to

show that even yet America has not reached
saturation point as regards its interest in
radio. The average attendance was nearly
thirty thousand people per day, and the
value of the orders booked by the exhibitors
during the six days the show was open
totalled no less than E1,030,000.

8 E 1.
I AM indebted to a correspondent in

Neuilly-sur-Seine-how POPULAR WIRE-
LESS travels, doesn't it ?-for particu-

lars of the interesting French station 8 E
referred to by Mr. Atterton in our Corre-
spondence columns of November 29th
issue. He tells me that 8 E 1 usually trans-
mits from Neuilly, but is occasionally
moved to Paris, and sometimes to Deau-
ville. The latter resort is on the Normandy
coast, and it was probably from here that
the loud reception on 500 metres referred
to was obtained. ARIEL
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HOW TO TO CONSTRUCT

A THREE -VALVE REFLEX SET
The Circuit with a PopularAppeal.

Built and Designed by Captain RICHARD TWELVETREES, A.M.I.M.E., etc.

PART I.
This receiver has been specially built by Captain Twelvetrees in order to place before " P.W." readers full and
comprehensive constructional details about a type of receiver which for economy and efficiency has proved itself an ideal

set for the experimenter.

WHILST the ordinary form of straight
circuit, used in receiving sets, finds
many adherents among amateur

constructors, the type of instrument em-
ploying dual amplification is of such interest
as to merit the attention of all wireless
experimenters, and the set described in the
following notes may be regarded as a good
example of this particular principle.

In the constructional features of the set

Front view of the panel of the three -valve reflex set,

no undue complication will be found. The
cost of the instrument brings it well within
the scope of the average home constructor,
and the lay -out has been so simplified as to
render the assembly and the subsequent
operation extremely simple.

Before commencing the work of con-

structing any unusual form of receiving
instrument, the amateur naturally desires
to know something of the principles involved
and details of any advantages claimed for
it ; so it may be well to preface the article
with a few remarks on the principle of
operation and advantages of reflex amplifi-
cation which form the outstanding feature
of this instrument.

It will be assumed that the reader has
some theoretical know-
ledge of the principles
embodied in the opera-
tion of the ordinary
valve, as well as the
usual form of inter -
valve coupling, and
therefore he should ex-
perience little difficulty
in following the ex-
planation of the reflex
principle.

In a feW words, the
reflex circuit owes its
origin to the discovery
that a single valve can

fulfil two duties, instead of the single
duty usually required of it. That is to say,
it can act as an amplifier of high -frequency
oscillations, and can, by the adoption of a
special form of circuit, be made to amplify
low -frequency impulses at the same time.

Thus, with the use of a crystal detector and

MATERIALS REQUIRED.

No. Description. Type. Price.

£ s. d.
2 Two -pole anti -cap-

acity switches Utility .. 8 0
1 Two -coil holder A & B

Standard 5 6
3 Coils S2, S4, S4 Burndept 13 3
1 Condenser, vari-

able, 0003 .. Listolien 5 6
1 Ditto 0003 .. Ditto .. 5 6
1 Ditto  00075 .. Ditto .. 7 0
2 Transformers .. Eureka

No. 2.. 2 5 0
Ebonite as per

drawings
British
Ebonite
Co., Ltd. 15 0

1 Fixed condenser
.00025 .. .. Dubilier 2 6

1 Ditto, .005 .. Ditto 3 0
1 Ditto .001 .. Ditto .. 3 0
1 Ditto 25 .. .. T.C.C. .. 3 0
1 Crystal Detector Burndept 5 0
3 Filament Resis-

tances, 30 ohms T.C.B. 12 0
12 Valve legs.. .. 1 0
12 Terminals .. .. 2 0
12 yds. " Systoflex " .. 5 0
6 ft. Brass rod, 2 B.A. 1 3

36 Brass nuts, 2 B.A. 9
1 Bush, a B.A. .. 2
1 lb. Wire 18 S.W.G.

tinned copper 2 4
3 Valves .. .. B.T.H. B5 3 15 0
2 Brackets (Brass) 2 8
1 Wood panel as

per drawing .. 1 6
2 Sets ' Neugraving' 1 3
1 Coil plug .. .. 1 6
1 Cabinet as per

drawings .. 1 10 0-----
£12 17 8

(Coa aced as page 1292.)

A C.
0-007s

S.P.O

Fla /.

F.R.

/.R

O.R

 0002.5
G.C.

D.2

 0003
TA.C2

V2

CD

O.

LS.

_H/_
425

5W/7C 1
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HOW TO CONSTRUCT I
A THREE -VALVE

REFLEX SET.
(Continued- front page 1291.)

* -4-01--40- ----41.--db--4. *

three valves, the set possesses all the
characteristics of one employing a similar
detector and four valves. At the same time,
the use of a dual circuit reduces working
costs, gives a purer tone than wheir other
designs are used; and permits of a volume

The 'CO075 Md. variable condenser.

unattainable by the -use of standard straight
circuits.

The circuit can be followed out by
reference to the diagram reproduced as
Fig. 1, from which it will be seen that the
oscillations in the aerial, A, pass to a series -
parallel switch, S.P., the latter fulfilling two
duties : (a) Connects the aerial tuning
condenser, A.T.C., in series with the aerial

tuning inductance, A.T.I.,
for receiving short wave-
lengths ; and alternatively
(b)- connects the aerial
tuning condenser, A.T.C.,
in parallel with the aerial
tuning inductance, A.T.I.,
for receiving long wave-
lengths.

The coils for the two-way
coil holder are selected in
sizes to suit the varying
wave -lengths used by dif-
ferent stations.

As the aerial tuning coil,
A.T.C., is tuned to the
required wave -length, the
oscillations cannot pass
the coil and thus continue
direct to the grid of the
valve Vl. This has the
effect of causing fluctua-
tions in the circuit from
the high-tension battery,
which pass from the plate
of the first valve VI, thus
high -frequency oscillations.

Between the high-tension

Showing method of mounting
the valves,

54' 1.44

1

64
1

44y4+1 14

-CO
AERIAL

SW/TEN 6:46"

TERMINAL
2B A-

.,

4-2%k A.T. CONDENSER

416" \44,

(1)EARTH
TERM/NAL
r2 BA.

2540

COIL HOLDER

4"

V'

I Et-tsc-Rews

& BRACKET
FOR eAse

to the filament
amplifying the

battery and the
plate or anode
of the first
valve Vl, is a
coil T.A.I.1,

The anti -capacity main switch,

tuned by a variable condenser .0003 T.A.C.1,
comprising what is known as a tuned
anode. Its action causes a variation in the
potential across the grid condenser G.C.,
shown between the valves VI and V2, pro-
ducing further amplification at high fre-
quency.

(Continued on page 1293.)

The two -coil bolder with anti -capacity handle.
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TA. CONDENSER
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20"
FRONT PANEL DIMENSIONS & OR/LL/NO SIZES.
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(Continued from page 1292.)
4.

The current in the plate circuit, pass-
ing through the tuned anode T.A.I.2 to
the plate of the second, or dual, valve V2,
as already described, creates a difference in
potential across the tuned anode T.A.I.2,
which forces a current through the crystal
detector, C.D., where it is- rectified and
continues through the I.P. terminal of the
transformer Ti. The O.P. terminal of the

One of the screened L.F. transformers.

The type of &lament resistance employed.

BRACKET

VALVE BASE
O= 3

transformer Ti is con-
nected to the high-
tension battery via the
transformer T2, thus
completing the part of
the circuit comprising
the reflex feed.

The current passing
through the primary
winding of the trans-
former Ti induces a
stepped -up potential in
the secondary winding,
the latter potential
affecting the grid of the
valve V2, which am-
plifies the signals at
low frequency.

This completes the dual
function of the valve V2.

The necessary negative
voltage on the grid of the
valve V2 is derived from the
grid bias battery, C.B.. which

Applying transfers to the panel.

On tracing out .the wiring of the trans-
former T2 from the high-tension battery,
it will be seen that on passing from the
battery to the plate of the second valve V2,
the circuit includes the primary winding
I.P.-O.P. of this transformer and the tuned

View of rear of panel, showing valves in position.

is connected, as shown, to the
I.S. terminal of the trans-
former T1. From the above
remarks it will be observed
that the valve V2 amplifies
both high and low frequency
impulses simultane ously.

CO/L HOLDER

2 N.® TRANSFORMER

VALVE RASE
0

anode coil T.A.I.2, and this induces a step-
up potential in the secondary winding
I.S.-O.S. of the transformer T2, the
potential thus created affecting the grid of
the valve V3, or low -frequency amplifying
valVe, the necessary grid voltage being

(Continued on page 1337.)
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onstructiong
Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.inst.P.

Indoor Aerial Support.
MANY people who use indoor aerials

prefer to remove them when they are
not in use, and if special hooks have

been fitted, these are sometimes conspicuous
when standing idle. The special type of hook

shown in the illus-
tration, however,
appears when idle
to be merely an
ornamentation of
the ordinary pic-
ture hook.. This
ingenious support
is the subject
of British Patent
220459/23. The
weight of the pic-
ture hanging from
the lower point of
the hook keeps
the hook rigidly

upon the picture rail, the aerial being secured
to the lug projecting from the upper part of
the hook. The lug is formed during the
manufacture of the hook, but presumably
such a lug could be added afterwards to an
existing hook by soldering.
Double -Reaction Circuit.

Here is a little circuit, from " Radio
Digest," which is interesting to try, and
for which it is claimed that it is of low
cost, high selectivity, large volume, and a
great distance -getter. The primary Ll
is a 60 -turn spider -web coil, whilst the
reaction coil, L2, has 40 turns, with
variable coupling between LI and L2.
L3 and IA are spider -web coils with 40
and 10 turns respectively and fixed coupling.
They are spaced about 2 in. apart. All
these coils are wound with 22 D.C.C. wire.
A vario-coupler may be used in place of
coils LI and L2. The rotor plates of the
tuning condenser are to earth, and the
plate circuit variable condenser should be
provided with vernier. The fixed con-
denser in the aerial circuit is a mica
condenser, the rheostat a vernier one, and
all leads are kept as short as possible. It

LUG TOAER/ALWIREAtt
ilf'lir _

11111

INGWORAERIALSI/PPORr

is stated that using dull -emitter valve and
221 -volt H.T., local stations were received
as loud as with an ordinary circuit using
detector and one L.F., with reaction.

Connecting Extra 'Phones,
The drawing herewith shows a very

simple arrangement for terminals for con-
necting extra pairs of headphones to a
receiving set. To each of the 'phone
terminals of the set is connected a spiral
spring, which may be straight or arranged
in circular formation as shown in the figure.
The spring is secured to the baseboard by
means of staples applied at the necessary
points, and the extra 'phones are put in
circuit by slipping one 'phone tip between
turns of one of the spirals, and the other
'phone tip in the other spring in the same

SPOZ41.
SPR/N6

SECURED TO
BASEBoARA

CONNECT/N6 EXTRA PEONES

way. .The springs themselves may be
made by winding fairly stout brass wire
around any suitable cylindrical object, of
a diameter of one -quarter to one-half of
an inch.

Soldering Small Work.
In order to solder small work, it is neces-

sary to use a fine tip to the
soldering iron, and this is
most easily obtained by using
for the " iron " a short piece
of copper rod. This has the
disadvantage, however, that
the iron loses its heat very
rapidly. This drawback may
be overcome by making the
soldering iron entirely of a
length of copper rod, as shown
in the figure, and slipping
thereon a copper block, which
may be either cylindrical or
square -section, and which is
preferably secured by means
of a screw. This has the effect
of giving the iron a much
greater heat capacity, without
interfering with its use for fine

TIP FOR
SMALL

WORK

COPPER
BLOC/(

COPPER WIRE
OR ROD

SO4DER/NG SMALL WORK

work. In the absence of a suitable copper
block, several layers of heavy -gauge bare
copper wire (No. 18 or heavier) may be
wound upon the copper rod near the tip,
to and fro, for several layers. Owing to
oxidation between the layers, however,
this is not so satisfactory as the copper
block.

Handy Soldering Iron.
Here is a useful soldering iron for small

work. Instead of securing a copper head
to an iron shaft, in the usual way, a whole
rod of copper is used, and for a handle, a
number of ordinary corks are used, holes
being bored through them, wide enough to

permit of their being slipped into position
on the rod, as shown. The corks make a
very good handle, and the tip of the rod
should be filed to a suitable shape for the
work for which it is intended.

Binding Flexible Wire.
When twin flex in a braided cover is to

be bared with two tips for connectors, it
is not always easy to make a permanent
and neat job of the insulating covering,
where the wires are separated out, and also
there is in time a likelihood of the separate
wires becoming broken at the end of the
braid covering. A satisfactory method of
overcoming the trouble is shown in the
accompanying drawing. The two leads
are first knotted in the manner indicated,
and are then bound with insulating tape

as shown in Fig. 4, the end of the tape
being then slit longitudinally and used to
bind up the separate leads as shown in
Fig. 5. This makes a satisfactory and
permanent job.
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"DIE DEUTSCH FUNK."
How They Do It In Germany.

" By W. S. SHOLL, A.M.I.E.E.
Mr. Sholl has just returned from an investigation of wireless conditions in Germany. This short article is, therefore,

of especial interest to all British wireless enthusiasts.

BEFORE my recent trip to Berlin I
was not at all sure whether we had
won the war or not.

After a dose of German wireless I am
positively certain that we have, and I am
equally sure that we may whistle for our

The Berlin Radio Hall-specially built for Gerinany'S Wireless Exhibition

reparations while the gentle Teuton
suffering from " Funk."

" Funk " is their mellifluous term for
radio broadcasting, and the word sounds
ever so much nicer than it really is. Such
a blessed word-like the dear old lady's
Mesopotamia - covers something really
awful-a Teutonic frightfulness which is
all the more so because it is unconsciously
frightful. -

As a nation possessing littte or no sense
of humour, as does the German, we do not
find that unconscious humour which is the
joy of we poor beings who shuffle on this
mortal inductance-I mean this mortal
coil.

Donner and Blitzen !
We are rather badly jammed here, aren't

we ? What I. am getting at is that this
uncommon frightfulness keeps getting up
on its hind legs and prevents me getting on
with my job.

Well, suppose we are in the Vaterland
and we want some Drahtlose, Radiofunk,
or just Funk," what do we do about it ?
We tremblingly remove our hat-if we
have one-and approach a fierce -looking
official for our licence and, having given a
detailed description of our " horrible past,"
get a form in which such nice kind words
as " Verboten," " Ruckkopflung," and
" Hochfrequenzverstarken " struggle for
supremacy and our hard-earned marks-
real " gold marks," of the paper variety.

We take this home and put it in the ice
chest to prevent it suffering from spon-
taneous combustion, and then we find we

is

are at the end-that is the end where the
trouble starts, like balls of string, or an
aerial coil that has come unstuck.

If we are lucky we shall get a wooden
slide inductance, " ohne krystall," for
about 10 marks, and then we come to the
'phones business.

We have to be careful here as all the
best people use " Doppelkopfhorers," and
care should be taken to avoid any reference
to " Dumkopf," as this is Teutonic for
blockhead, and might cause the gentle-
man behind the counter to burst into

oscillation or tears-
or both.

The Doppelkopf
horrors-I mean
horers-may be had
in all colours, and I
am told that while
for the present season
both ear -pieces are to
be of the same colour
we are promised great
things in this line in
future if we are good.

After we have really
found ourselves again, we set up the
apparatus which we find is a " Funk
Empfanger," really.

The man in the shop might have told us
all about it at the time if he had been
" quite nice," but there we are, we have
had our " Funk Empftinger " all this time
-about an hour-without knowing it !

Now, being really nice sociable people, we
provide ourselves with a huge china ash
tray set in a circular base, which bristle;
with insulated sockets.

This gadget stands in the middle of the
table and we connect the output leads
from our set to two of the sockets, send the
children to bed, and plug in our Doppel-
kopfhorers.

We find there are not enough 'phones
for the ladies, so we keep them busy
bringing up the beer while we light our
pipes, or cigars.

Aehtung !
If the ladies are very good we tell them

odd bits of what is coming over, which
amazes them to the- point of ejaculating
" Wonderschon " or " Kunstler." But
we are in too much of a hurry, we have not
got our " Funk Konzert " yet. At zero
hour our ears are split by two shrill notes
from a gong and we adjust the Doppelkopf-
horers, and tune in. Next we receive a
raucous bellow which warns us " Achtung ! "
" Achtung ! " and we send the ladies for
the beer and batty while we learn that the
mark has beaten English sterling in a
walk over.

Then we have a dreary lecture in which
we are bullied, blustered, and talked down
to by Die Herr Professor Doktor Von
Achtundzwanzic, in the style of a Pots-
dammer sergeant who has got on to the
wrong 'phone number. And thus we
enjoy our Deutsch Funk

The inside of the hall in course of construction
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A TORTUNE IN YOUR 1

RECEIVER. 1

By A. J. BOYINGTON.

THERE is an aspect of radio research
which is of remarkable and fascinating
interest because of the almost illimit-

able possibilities which it involves. The
practical application of wireless to commer-
cial and industrial developments is already
an accomplished fact, but as yet it is
apparent that only the smallest fraction of
its potential usefulness has been exploited.

The fuller employment of wireless is
dependent upon a combination of circum-
stances and of difficulties which have already
received the attention of some of the world's
most brilliant scientists, and into which
further research and investigation are being
daily prosecuted. To this research, however,
radio has attracted independent investi-
gators by the thousand, rather than by the
few, as has been the case with other
sciences.

An Army of Experts.
In two decades it has 'passed from the

rudimentary stage of a little indefinite
knowledge complicated by vague con-
jectures and misunderstandings, to a phase
of stupendous and world-wide interest such
as has never before been accorded to any
other science. It has brought into being
an army of hundreds of thousands of experts,
professionals and amateurs, nationally and
internationally organised and equipped
with the apparatus and inclinations to
attack the most profound problems which
it may present for solution.

That these problems are being solved
we have every day new evidence, and since,
coincidently, the basic problems which
stand in the way of further progress in
wireless transmission and reception corn -
prise the same fundamental mysteries
underlying all the other uses of electricity
and magnetism, the value of scientific
research in this direction cannot be over-
estimated.

What the future of radio may be is a
matter so immense as to pass our com-
prehension. Its application to every branch
of human endeavour is being eagerly
awaited by the whole world, and as soon as
means can be devised for the proper control
of wireless waves so that a million or more
messages can be transmitted and received
simultaneously from as many stations,
without mutual interference ; and as soon
as natural electric, magnetic, and atmo-
spheric disturbances can be controlled and
eliminated ; so soon will the world adapt
radio more fully to its everyday needs, and
the greatest possibilities of the science be
realised.

Wireless in Commerce.
Some of the developments to be expected

when that Radio millenium arrives may be
visualised when one considers its possible
applications to the hundred or so gigantic
industries carried on by this and other
countries. The shipping industry ; the
mining and engineering industries ; railways

and all manner of transport ; the telegraph
telephone, and cable services ; the trans-
mission of news, photographs, and actual
scenes ; the medical, legal, and other
professions ; every branch of conunerce ;
buying, selling, negotiations of contracts
and concessions ; in exploration and re-
search ; and down to the humblest domestic
processes-all these are capable of exten-
sion, expedition, progression, or simplifica-
tion by the helpful co-operation of radio.

Such institutions as the letter post and
telegraph services may be entirely super-
seded or abolished when the better control
of wireless makes it possible for millions
of firms or individuals to inter -communicate
by means of radio messages; received on
typing machines as fast as they are typed
out at the transmitting end. The trans-
mission and reception of messages by this
means is more than a practical possibility,
for it has already been successfully demon-
strated. But this development-like many
others-is dependent upon better control
of both transmission and reception, and

A "Popular Wireless " combination set constructed
by one of our readers,

upon the neutralising of local magnetic and
other natural or artificial phenomena
created by atmospherical disturbances,
electrical systems, steel buildings, and other
local conditions.

When these pressing problems have
received solution the task of supplying
motive power by wireless waves from central
generating stations will be much simplified,
and the Utopian dream of numerous scien-
tists will become reality. Cities of cleanli-
ness will become the rule rather than the
exception ; light, heat, and power will be
furnished by invisible waves of energy-
generated at a central station or stations
for the whole country and broa,dcast through
the ether-and every factory, office, shop,
and house will draw their supplies, as it
were, out of nothingness.

Through the same medium, the progress
of the Test Matches in Australia will be
made visible, as well as audible, to the
humblest householder in England, and an
opera performed in New York .will be pro-

jected on to the screen of a theatre or of a
private house simultaneously with the
incidental music. A doctor's patient
taking a journey overseas will have this
benefit : that the medical man can keep
in constant touch with his charge, prescrib-
ing and advising even though a thousand
miles divide. A large commercial under-
taking may necessitate holding a hurried
conference of the firm's directors-and only
the chairman will be present in the board-
room ; business is done via the microphone,
and completed more expeditiously and
satisfactorily.

Problems to Solve.
All these are more than possibilities :

they are probabilities, dependent only
upon the solution of certain problems of
electrical and physical science now engaging
the attention of scientists, and amateurs,
too, the world over. It may be that the
answers to them will be found by direct
experiment ; it is possible that the solution
will be discovered by accident. The
amateur, experimenting with various factors
of inductance, capacity, and resistance in
his set in order to improve the quality of
his reception, may discover some new
principle or some new method of application
of old principles, some utilisation of forces
or elements now ignored, which may prove
the key to yet another secret of the science.

Before the greater utilisation of radio
can come about we must know, for instance,
why wireless waves can pass through brick
walls, through fathoms of water, or through
the earth. We must know a great deal more
about atmospherics and static disturbances
-why they are directional, and come
mainly from areas located at the magnetic
equators, these areas being also the par-
ticular areas in which thunderstorms attain
their maximum frequency.

We must investigate the nature and
effects of the Aurora Borealis and satisfy
ourselves how it is that, while causing
disturbance to radio, telephone, and tele-
graph systems in some regions, these polar
phenomena have the adverse effect in other
regions. We must solve the mystery of the
" dead spots " which occur at intervals
on land and on sea. We must determine
for ourselves what forces resulting from, or
due to, the motion of the earth help or
retard radio transmission. We must learn
more about transmission of very short
wave -lengths and the super -imposition of
various wave -lengths upon one another.

Opportunities for All Amateurs.
In the not far distant future the greater

part of wireless transmission will undoubt-
edly be of a directional nature. Marconi's
" beam " system, or some other system
partaking of its advantages and capable
of directing radio signals -in a given path at
maximum intensity for a minimum power
output, will be largely favoured. It will
therefore be necessary to perfect such a
system-a system which will work equally
well in daylight or darkness-before the
radio revolution can come about. -

Progress towards this end must be rapid-far more
rapid than progress in the other sciences has been-
for, as mentioned before, radio has commanded the
attention of hundreds of thousands of enthusiastic
and independent investigators. The humblest of a

these, in his quest for knowledge, may surprise some
great secret, and in the smallest and most trivial
experiment may, consciously or unconsciously, make
some remarkable discovery which will cause the world
to acclaim him as the new Edison. To every radio
experimenter is vouchsafed the opportunity, and the
world of science will see to it that if successful he does
not go unrewarded.
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every one of these adver-
tisements will show an added
advantage in the construction
of Brandes Headphones.

Look at the illustration above.
See how snugly the 'phones
fit the head. A gentle pres-
sure on the crown, a firm'
clasp to the ears, and the
rest of the headband is held
well away from the hair.
This means long -wearing
comfort and the shutting
out of extraneous sounds.
Strength and firm beauty of
line typifies their finished
construction.

British Manufacture
(B.B.C. Stamped.)

PRIMARILY DESIGNED

All Brandes products
carry our official money -
back guarantee, e n -
abling you to return
them within lc) days if
dissatisfied. .This really
means a free trial.

Brander Superior Matched Tone Headphones are admirably
versatile. It's hard to imagine them fitting snugly to the tenderest
curly head and yet fulfilling their duty on the head of the expert
who sits down to long hours of serious experiment. So comfortable
and with a rugged strength of construction to protect their delicate
adjustment, they are excellent for family use. Primarily designed
from expert technical knowledge for long-range telephony, their
Matched Tone feature brings in the most distant signals with
purity and strength. The experimenter finds that they bring the
best results in trans -Atlantic and trans -Continental reception. One
gentleman writes from Walton -on -Thames : " I received Australia
on ,Brandes, and consider they are the most sensitive 'phones I
have used. I am much .pleased with their general performance."
Ask your Dealer for Brandes.

The Table -Talker is another Brandes quality product at
moderate price. Designed to meet the need for a simple
radio loud -speaking device to entertain a group of people
in an average size room, its full round tones are won-
derfully clear and pleasing. It is matched to the
unit so that the air resistance produced will exactly
balance the mechanical power of the diaphragm. This
means beautiful sound -balance. Gracefully
simple of line, it is finished a shade of 42/-
neutral brown and is twenty-one inches high.

FOR

ran
Tze,Aame to know in Radio 1! 5

Superior Matched Tone Headphones

LONG RANGE TELEPHONY
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You will appreciate perfect
tuning when you have fitted a

LOTUS CUT PEAR ED

Vernier Coil Holder

A Vernier Movement o
t 1.

Price, Two -Way 7/ -

Price, Three -Way 10/

Actuated by three
Sets of Precision

Cut Gears.

Manufactured hp

GARNETT, WHITELEY & Co Ltd.,
,..__Lotus 'Works, Broadgreen Road, LIVERPOOL.

ALL POST FREE AT CALLERS' PRICES
Ebonite Panels

Matt 1" 3116
9" x 6° 22 1/10

12. x 9° 4.6 3:9
12"x12" 59 5,
15" x 9" 5 6 4 9
15"x12. 7 6 5 8
4" x 4. fid 64.
7. x 5. 16 12
6"x 6. x 104.

Any Size Cut.
Sq. in. 1' Id. i"

COMPLETE
P

L

S
T

FREE

NARK OF

Terminals
3111I-Po1.Drass 24.
4 B.A.Standard ld.
Lacquered 2d.
Spade type,doz. 3d.
Telephonetypelid.
Multiphone4w 9d

6 -way 1 -
Rutty spring 3d
Contact Studs d
2 13,A. Small

Spring Washers 6.
Aerial Wire 7:22
Enamelled., Bright.
100' ... 3 /6. 2/6
do. Electron 1 / 8
Lead-in 4d. a yard.

Insulators
Shell, 2/'.x 21" 4d.
Reel 1/1. Egg Id.
Cry stor typo 9d

& 6° do 9
Lead.in 4 /

d.
9" 1/.. 12 & 15 1 3
Valve Holders

TypeA7d.Polarl /3
Screwed 8 outs 3d
Ebonite 10.1
Do. Open Type ad.

Coil Plugs
Ebonite .. 10d.
Superior... . 1 3
Narrow ... . 7d
Basket . 1
Moulded type 66.
Coil Formers 254.
Basket type lqd.
Coil Mounts 4d.
'Athol' Ebonite 1.3
Do. Porcelain 1/
Basket Coil Sets6-119. 4-1/,

Condensers
MullarcLEdisonBell.
Dubiliermsualprices
Mansbridge 1 mi.,
1/612 m.f. 1/6;
1136 mi. 96.
[ronCoreChokes
1.000 Mons 94

aendphones
4,000 ohms
Drown' 'F' ls t el
Siemens. Brandes
Sterling. all 25
General Radio 20
Fellows 18 8
Airweight . 10 / 6
do. Adjustable 12, 6
H.T. Batteries

With Wander Plugs
60v. 8/ 36v 4 / 10
30v 4/- I5v 2,

4v F.L Btry 5/1.
66v Ever-Rdy 13.6
36v 8/ 16v 3'6
Siemens same price.
British Wires

SWII.ucr,, cse,
18 1/11 2/11 3/5
20 2'2 3/4 412
22 2'6 3/9 4/7
24 2/11 3/10 5,
26 314 4/2 5/9
28 3/9 4/9 6'6
30 4/10 5/4 76
36
32

81. 8/6
6/

6 128'9
40 17/ 14/8 20 -
Variable Leaks
Filtron0.7rmw 3,
Watrnel 0-5 2-6
Lissen type 2,6

Resistances 2/6
Ebonite Dials

Engraved 3" 7(1.
Knobbed type 1
21' Fil. Type 5(1

Mica. 002 Dos
30 x 2° 1
2' x 15° 46.

B

1

T
V

TRADE

N
O

S

E

INVITED

Transformers
L.PSilverTown21,-
ltailiolnst (new/25
Igranic 211 201
Burndeptinew124/.
Reliability101 12.6
Ferranti . 17 , 6
litraordinary 8 /
Tangent 12/6 14:6
Royal .. .. 20
R.A.F Modulation
'Telephone. & 10 Ir.

Unidyne " 8/ -
H.F. Tangent 5/6
hichiichael's 101.
Oojah 900 m. 5 / 6
600 & 300 in. 4 /6
Formers only 1 /

Switches, Ebonite
Tumbler 1 ,1'6

S.C.O. ... 9d.
Dewar O.C.O. 3 / 3

D.P.S.T. 2/ 9
Utility 2 -way 4 / 
3w5 4w6/.6w£1,

Lever Type Stocked
MiniatureTurn 6d.
1,issen 2 -way 2 / 9

Series part. 3 / 9
Double -arm do 2
N.P. Panel 96

New Lines
Eureka Transform-
ers, No. 2 22/6
Concert Grand 30'
R.I. Chokes 10 /
Shaw'sliertzite 1 /-
Tunestalite 1 / 6
MieMet.Detee'r

Orders 5/6 value, carriage paid
Under 516, 2d. pe 1 1. packing, etc.

J. H. TAYLOR & CO..
4, Radio House, Telephone
Macaulay St., Huddersfield. 341
Irlrararnv " Thorough," Huddersfield

Var Condensers
-001 Panel TYPc6.8
.000764gneb &, 519
 0005 ' Dial 15 / -
-0003 I In- 4/6
-0002 cluded.13 ,6
Stock 'Square Law'
'Ili.,' Ormond'
Utility usual price,.
Vernier,no dial 2.6
5 vane 3/3; 7 3/6
"Polar" types10 6

Jacks 4 -Contact
Bank ... ... 1 / -
Bank of 2 .. 116
Standard Plugs 1/3
Potentiometer 300
ohms ex -Govt . 5'/ -
Hydrometers 316
Microphones 2/
Tapping keys 2/
li'dphone Cords 11-
Altitn.11'bands 2/6

All' laconic." Lis-sem" Burndept:
'EtlisonBell"A nue'

'Sterlina' Goods
Coil Holders

Ashley fixed 216
moving 3 / 6

!grant° 3 Set 8/6
Ebonite 3 coil 3/6

2 coil 2/6
Single Moving 1 / 7

Fixed 8d.
Recessed do.. 3d.
Fil. Resistances
Good quality 116
Igraine ... 4 6
Vernier Type 7 /-
Ormond 2!.. Ajax4/.
Burndept .. 5/-
T.C.B., 4/ "& 51-Microstat2/9
Spirals .. 4d.
Formers .. 7d.
Peerless Jnr. 2 /6

Accessories
Gal. pulley 4d.
Alum. 11.
Valve Sockets 14.
Valve Windows 4d.
Crystal Cups 24.
P. Wax block' 6d
Resin Solder.oz.3d.
Insulating tube
All sizes, yd. 3d.

Tape, yd. 14.
Valve Template 4d.
Nu -Graving 7Id.
N.P.Switoh Sets
D.C.0 1 / S.0.0.

91-1

VALVE RENEWALS
We repair. by our patent process, all

standard types of valves
(excepting Gull Emitters) at

6,6 carriage paid
Up to 3 valets cheap-
est method is to send

by letter post.

Remittance must be
enclosed with

valves.

AND
I

at least equal efficiency to
GUARANTEEi to retnew valves,

urn in seven days,
or refund your money without quibble.

THE ECLAT ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
SPENCER RILL ROAD. WIMBLEDON.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

2 3

Continuous reception in any position at all times,
owing to the special design of both crystal and cat's.
whisker, is the keynote of this excellent detector.

SOME NOVEL FEATURES : -

1. Nickeliplated detachable dust proof cover.
2. Special " Harlie " super sensitive crystal.
3. Ebonite wheel for rotating crystal.
4. Catswhisker on slide for covering whole surface

of crystal.
5. Nickel plated sockets for panel mounting.

Obtainable from all dealers or direct
f rant Patentees and Manufacturers.

Generous Trade Terms. Telephone: Clissold 293.

HARLIE BROS., 183, Dalston Lane,
HACKNEY, London. E.8. : :

Pr,n'isionai Patent -20791,24
Price complete 5/6

I*" cla s 653.

IMPROVED RECEPTION INSTANTLY
OBTAINED

BY USE OF THE KINGSWAY EARTHING TUBE
Whether crystal or valve receiver, this Tube
will greatly improve reception. It is simple
to use, and has a much higher efficiency than
water or gas pipes, or other buried
earths.
24 in. long by i in..
in diameter.

Water Holes.

Solid Copper
Seamless tube.

Machined turned cap,
pressed in tube to with-

stand drivine.

PR ICE

I
POST FREE, 5/6

CAUTION : Use only PURE Copper Tubes. LIBERAL TRADE TERMS.

KINGSWAY RADIO, Station Approach, Cannon Street, London
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Names famous
in combination
No. 3.

Dante and Beatrice
DANTE and BEATRICE have an '

honoured place in the illustrious
gallery of associated personages.

To -day the two great organizations, MARCONI
and OSRAM, have combined to produce a range
of wireless valves unexcelled in design and
performance. . . . If the faithful reproduction
of speech and music is to be enjoyed to the
full, get " The Valve in the Purple Box."

Read the 40 -page wireless book, The Book of M 0 V. Free from
yOur dealer or The M.O. Valve Co., Ltd., Hammersmith, London, 1V.6.

1299

4111frJ

CVs

lkt',;(77

HOW TO ORDER
YOUR VALVES.
For 2 -volt Accumulators.

Purpose. Type. Price.
G.P. D.E.R. 21/.

D.E.G.tL.S. 25/ -

For 4 -volt Accumulators.
G.P. R. 12/G
G.P. *D.E.3. 25/.
L.S. D.E.4. 30/----

For 6 -volt Accumulators.
G.P. R.S.V. 12/6
L.S. D.E.5. 35/.
L.S. ..D.E.5b. 35/-
L.S. L.S.5. 55/.

t General Purpose.
tL.S. =Specially suitable for low

frequency amplification
for Loud Speakers.

*Can be used with Dry Batteries.
..For  Resistance - capacity

Amplification.

M R
,,

ACONI VALV---
("MADE AT THE OSRAM

o
LAMP WORKS

.4.

Sold 'by Wireless & Electrical Dealers, Stores, etc.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE M.O.VALVE CO. LTD..

...

Gmr 'MIES VALVE ft
UN ME PURPLE IVEM
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"Its ore than. a Loud Speaker
-it's a Reproducer."

THE more one listens to the average loud
speaker (accent on the loud) the more
one realises how folk are choked off

wireless. They've never really listened -in,
they've never heard a good rendering of good
music through a really class reproducer like
the Ericsson Super -Tone Loud Speaker.
Gone is the usual distortion, tin and
blasting and in their place come through full,
mellow notes at practically crystal purity.
Many months of weary testing, selection and
rejection have ensured this.

'Thus we have a de luxe loud speaker at a fair
price -75/-. In dull finish on a polished
wood base and standing 18 in. high. Write
to -day (or apply to nearest agent or dealer).

Ericsson (British)
Telephones need no
praise - they speak

for themselves.
Adopted as standard
by the Navy and

R.A.F.
120 ohms .. 24/6

2000 .. 25/6
4000 , .. 26/6
Look for " Ericsson "
on each earpiece to

avoid imitations.

Setting Agents:
MANCHESTER Palatine

Wireless EqUipment Co.,
3, King St. W., Deansgat

NOTTINGHAM : W. J.
Furse & Co.. Traffic St.

COLCHESTER : 121, High
Street.

SCOTLAND MalcolmBrein-
gan , 57, Robertson St.,
Glasgow.

BIRMINGHAM : 14-15.
Snow Hill.

N.E. ENGLAND: Milburn
Ho., Newcastle -on -Tyne.

LEEDS: North British En-
gineering Equipment Co.,
Excelsior Buildings, Lands
Lane.

IRISH FREE STATE :
Stocks carried by A. W.
Doyle, Kelly and Co.,
174, Pearse St., Dublin.

BELFAST: J. Robertson,
Ltd., 46, May Street.

WALES E. Thompson &
Son, Western Mail Cham-
bers. Cardiff.

The British L. M.
Ericsson Mfg. Co. Ltd.,
67/73, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2.

SUPERT ONE
LOUD SPEAKER

for
distance

Neutron
The consistent high sensitivity of
Neutron Crystal is proved by the dp
rapidly accumulating records of

long-distance reception - and you can
obtain the same results, with care in your
choice and arrangement of apparatus ; par-
ticularly in your choice of Crystal - at the
same time the most important item and the
least expensive. Be sure it is Neutron.
Manchester from Bakewell
" A. C.," Bakewell, receives Manchester on a
Neutron plain Crystal circuit.

Birmingham from London 125" L. V. C.," of Chiswick, receives Birmingham
regularly on a Neutron without amplifiers.

Chelmsford from York 1 60" E. C. D.," York, receives the high:power
station on a single slider set, with Neutron.

Brussels from Chiswick
"L. V. C.," of Chiswick, receives Brussels on
a Neutron, without amplifiers. milcs

Madrid from Chippenham 800" R. A. H.," Chippenham. regularly receives
Madrid on a plain. Crystal circuit, with Neutron. miles

And with 2 stages of L.F. only,
W B Z from Chippenham 9000
" R. A. H.,- of Chippenham, also reports miles
reception of W B Z (Springfield, Mass.) on a Crystal set,
using Neutron, with 2 low -frequency valves acting as note
magnifiers only,

E

38
Hiles

miles

200

L3 RCil')4
'MADE MARK

Concert Tested & Guaranteed Radio Crystal
Stocked by the Best Radio Dealers. Packed in tin with
silver catswhisker. Insist on Neutron in the
Black and Yellow Tin- /6
Produced by NEUTRON, LTD., Sicilian House,
London, W.C. I . Phone: Museum 2677. Sole distributors

for United Kingdom :V. Zeitlin & Sons,
144, Theobald's Road, London, W.C. I .

Phones : Museum 3795 & 6841.

0®EVIS
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HOW TO MAKE

A USEFUL SWITCH.
In multi -valve sets and in experimental

By J. LAURENCE PRITCHARD.
sets this ingenious switch

advantages.
can be used by

+ ....... ..... 6 .......... O 4 -4- -4 4 -4- 4 4 4- 4- 4 -4- -4- 4

DURING the construction of a multi -
valve set, it was found desirable to
arrange a special switch to reduce

the number of controlS. The following
-witching operations were required.

Five Distinct' Uses.
1. Aerial and earth short circuits to form

a lightning conductor. All batteries dis-
connected.

1. The completed 'switch.

2. Aerial and earth still shorted, but high
tension battery connected to set.

3. Aerial and earth not shorted, high
tension battery connected, low tension
battery connected through -a resistance so
that valves' glciw dimly.

4. Low tension resistance shorted So that
valves are at their correct' brilliance, high
tension battery connected, and set con-
nected to permanently fixed aerial tuning
induCtanCe and condenser. This tuning
arrangement being set to the wave -length of
the'nearby broadcasting station, reception
from this station being automatic.

5. As No. 4, but fixed tuning arrange.
ments acting as a wave -trap against the

the amateur with many practical

Fig. 3. One of the moving contacts !Dyeing its way through the fixed

Rica! station. A separate
tuning system is introduced
by which any desired station
can be tuned in the Ordintiry
way.

Constructional Details.
All these combinations of

movements are obtainable ltY
the simple operation .of turn-
ing a dial and knob in an
anti-clookwise direction in five
distinct movements. T Ii
switch was designed to keel,
the ,capacity losses to a
minimum. By the special
design of contacts, tinev( 11
wear to the. switch parts i

eliminated, as a fresh point
contact is made every time 111(-
switeh knob. is rotated. - A
poettive lock is provided at
the back of the switch so that
it springs from one position to
the next when the control
knob is operated.

Fig. 2. Showing the fixed rollers positions.

The
switch
covered in a strip of
thin transparent cellu-
loid to keep out dust
is illustrated in Fig. 1.
There are two moving
contacts consisting of
flat pieces of On. brass,
cut on the outsides to
a certain arc. These
contacts, of which one
ielonger than the other,
are bolted securely to
the edges of two
ebonite discs, in turn
firmly secured to a brass

rollers.

Fig. 4. Showing the method of locking the adjustments.

spindle. An insulated flexible wire joins
each of the moving contacts on different
sides of the ebonite discs. Fig. 2 shows
the construction, where it will be seen
that the contacts are on opposite sides
Of the disc and spindle. .

The moving parts are mounted on two
larger ebonite discs haVing brass bearings

- for the spindles.  The fixed contacts are
arranged round the circumference, as shown
in Fig. 2.  Each fixed contact consists' of
two brass rollers having large flames on
their adjacent faces. On the straight
portion of each roller is a wire spring which

(Continued on page 1302.)
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TWO IDEAS FOR AMATEURS.

Charging Accumulators.
IF there is one enthusiast to be envied

more than another, then it is the one
who is fortunate enough to reside in a

district where direct current is used for
house lighting ; for the problem of charging
up the accumulator is then a pleasure,
rather than a perpetual source of trouble.

Most articles
on the subject
of charging
accumulator s
at home are
of a purely
theoretical
nature, with
the result that
the reader,
knowing little
or nothing
about elec-
tricity, is
frightened off
the subject,

Now, from
a practical
standpoint,
the only "ap-
paratus " re-
quired is two
lengths of in-
sulated wire

and a little commonsense ; no elaborate
measuring instruments being required, pro-
viding the accumulator is of robust design,,
that the voltage of the mains is 100 to
150, and that the lamp in the circuit to
be used C0/1311111eS an average amount of
current.

---- ----- -

Method of Connecting.
From the house -circuit shown dotted it

will be seen that the switch is in series
with the lamp in the usual way. All we
have to do is to first find which lead to the
switch is positive or negative, and then
arrange our accumulator to act as the
switch by connecting the accumulator
leads to the two upper switch contacts
(that is, to the contacts to which are
joined the two down leads from the house
circuit) and setting the switch in the
" off " position.

The best way to determine the polarity
of the leads is to place a large teaspoonful
of ordinary salt in a tumbler of water
and then make this function as a temporary
switch by plunging in the two attached
leads from the switch contacts, keeping
their ends well apart and at the same time
carefully observing round which lead the
small gas bubbles collect. This lead will
be the negative, and this, of course, ' is
connected to the negative,- terminal of the
accumulator.

A small pocket voltmeter will be useful
for reading the voltage before and after
a charge. A new accumulator. will require
a continuous charge of 40 hours. It should
then be discharged through an old 4 -volt
lamp, and then immediately charged up
again before being actually used on the
receiver. Eight to ten hours will be suffi-
cient for every subsequent charge.

*
Wire Separators.

WHEN flexible wire is used for making
internal connections considerable
trouble is often encountered by

capacity and induction effects caused by
the sagging leads being in very close
proximity to each other.

This difficulty may easily be overcome,
however, by providing simple separators or
bridges which may consist of small links
of 11- in. sheet ebonite, arranged as shown
at A, in the accompanying sketch. Alter-
natively, a perforated disc, or a piece of
sheet ebonite of any other shape, may be
secured in a slot at the end of a supporting
pillar which is attached to the inside of the
cabinet, as indicated at B.

By this means three separate leads can be carried,
but even with good spacing, running leads parallel for
any distance is not to be recommended.

*
t A USEFUL SWITCH. ft

4
(Continued from page 1301.)

forces the rollers together. A length of brass rod
passes through the centre of each fixed contact, the
rod being threaded at the ends to which it is bolted

to the discs by means of a nut at either end. The
moving contacts are arranged to force their way
between the rollers of the fixed contact, as shown
Fig. 3, where the moving contact has opened one pai 
of rollers. Contact is thus made between the curved
flat strip of brass mounted on the smaller discs, called
the moving contact, and each pair of rollers which are
electrically connected by the common spindle.

75 Fdamerfes

reoiste/Ne
In.

res/Sednce
Shafted.

76 Aerig1/.

Ecire1/2

/47...5: The LAyout ofti7e Switch fbsiefons.
,

The positions of the fixes
rollers are shown in"Fig 2
In one set of fixed contacts
the latter are placed close
together, and the moving
contact on this side is Fl
times longer than the dis-
tance between the outer
studs. The other moving
contact is just able to span
two of the fixed contacts on
the opposite side. The third
contact is spaced some
distance apart in order to
make contact when the
other moving contact is not
connected.

The back view showing
the positive lock is given in
Fig. 4. The lock consists of a
piece of brass rod rigidly
fixed to the spindle and
having a ball capable of
being rotated at the other
end. The ball runs into a
series of depressions drilled
in the arc of the movement
of the ball. The depressions
coincide with the switch
positions. The positions of
the switch contacts are given
in Fig. 5. This should be
studied in conjunction with
the wiring diagram, Fig. 6,
in which the switch is used.
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NOTES ON SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION.
By K. D. ROGERS.

(Assistant Technical Editor.)

Readers who are experimenting with short-wave reception from distant stations will find sound practical advice in the
following article.

SINCE writing the few notes upon the
New Zealand receiver at Mill Hill
School I have had a large number of

letters from readers giving their experiences
-most of them successful-with the set de-
scribed, and asking for further details of
apparatus capable of picking up long-range
telephony and C.W. on wave -lengths of
between 60 and 120 metres. Many have
expressed their surprise upon the ease with
which K D K A on 65 metres can be picked
up night after night upon only one or two
valves, and with more or less inefficient
aerials. Indeed, one reader had received the
famous Pittsburg station on one valve
(built as Mr. Goyder had built his set)
without an aerial at all-only an earth being
used, but taken to the aerial terminal of
the set in a similar way to that employed by
the writer last winter.

Undesirabillly of Capacity.
Readers who have not yet tried their 111(.1,

on short-wave reception and who possess
one or more valves should certainly build a
set or adapt their present receiver to enable
them to tune down to 60 metres, for there is
a peculiar fascination in listening on such
wave -lengths that is net felt upon the
lower frequencies, and there are innumer-
able amateur stations, both European and
American, to pick up on the 70-120 metre
band. It is indeed quite easy to log up-
wards of 20 American and Canadian C.W.
stations in an hour or two, while there seems
to be no end of French, Dutch, Italian, and
Scandinavian stations available between
8 and 11 p.m. After that hour K D K A,
P 0 Z (73 metres) and American amateurs
claim the listener's attention.

In order to assist those who have not yet

ventured to the lower wave -lengths I
intend to describe briefly a number of
circuits and tuners capable of giving good
results on ultra short waves, and all well
worth trying, and also to describe one such
receiver in detail.

Before discussing the various circuits and
tuners available for this type of reception I
must emphasise the fact that all unwanted
capacity in the receiver must be eliminated.

24

7- 7- 000

American stations and amateurs down to
about 90 metres, but the owner cannot get
K D K A, no matter how he tries, and
solely because of the lay -out of the set.

Readers who intend to convert their
present sets for short-wave reception will
do well to look to the wiring and lay -out, and
to see that no unwanted capacity exists.
Grid and plate leads should be short and
never parallel or close to one another.

Furthermore, any
H F. stage now in

/

Not only is iutcrwiring capacity likely to
cause losses, but it will prevent the amateur
from getting down low enough whatever
type of coil he uses.

A very enthusiastic amateur known to
the writer has been trying to get below
80 metres for a long time, but in vain, no
matter what type of coils and condensers he
uses, and no matter how he has to decrease
his aerial capacity, and all because his set is
such a jumble of wire that it never will have
a chance of picking up such high frequencies.
True, the set is perfectly efficient on broad-
cast wave -lengths, and has picked up

American Radio engineers experimenting with a very short wave receiver in conjunction with a frame aerial

use must be cut out
2 / for short-wave work,

as the capacity of
the valve itself and
its anode circuit will
probably prohibit
any chance of II F.
amplification on
ordinary circuits be-
low 100 metres, if as
low as that even.
So the first thing
to do is to make
arrangements to

allow the detector grid to go straight to
the aerial or secondary coil.

Simple but Suitable.
A word about the aerial and earth system

will probably be useful at this point, though
it is possible to pick up K D K A on prac-
tically any kind of aerial and with no earth.
This, however, is not reception in the best
sense of the word, and should be looked upon
as just an interesting experiment, the real
aim of wireless reception being purity and
clarity of signals rather than ultra D X work
on the minimum of apparatus.

Any good aerial will be capable of receiv-
ing short-wave signals, but it is usually
worth while -experimenting with various
types and sizes in order to minimise the
" fading " which so often characterises re-
ception on the higher frequencies. A very
great deal of this fading can be traced to the
swaying of the aerial, or of a tree near the
aerial, especially if this latter has a long
horizontal portion, or if the down -lead is
slack and passes fairly near the gutter of the
roof or even the wall of the house.

The first step, then, is to make the aerial
taut ; it can be slackened off a little in case of
storm afterwards if desired, but for short-
wave work you cannot have it too taut. The
next step is to try a shorter aerial. Fifty
feet in length is ample, and the horizontal
portion should be as small as possible. The
writer has found that an aerial tending
towards the vertical for the whole of its
length is best.

In other words, the aerial consists of one
long lead-in and no horizontal portion at all.
This has been found to cut down fading due to
aerial sway to a minimum, and even in a fierce
storm and with a moderately slack aerial

(Continued on page 1304.)
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the fading is not troublesome-not sufficient
to throw the set 'in and out of oscillation
when near the oscillation point, as.is.so often
done when a horizontal aerial commences to
swing a little:

The earth requires attention also, and the
stability and ease of .control of the set will
depend largely on the earth connection. Gas
pipe and similar " earths " should .be
avoided, and the reader is advised to get
right down to the buried earth 3 ft. or so
deep if possible. One of those earth pins now
on the market will be very useful. Failing
the direct earth, a main water pipe should
be used, but hot water pipes and those that
go round the house before reaching earth
will probably only lead to trouble.

Worth a Special Set.
Those readers who build a special set for

short-wave reception-and it is well worth
a special receiver-will find it best. to build it
on the American system, both from the
point of view of accessibility and from that
of appearance. Further details of a par-
ticular type of receiver, will be given in a
future issue, but those who wish to try the

set out before the full lay -out and wiring is
given will be able to do so from Fig. 1,
which gives the theoretical circuit and
details of the coils, condensers, etc.

The Coils Used.
The coil in the aerial circuit (which, as

will be seen, is untuned) consists of 6 turns
of 22 gauge D.C.C. wound on a celluloid
former of about I in. centre with 11 slots.
Coupled to this on one coil holder, and
touching the aerial coil, is a similar one of
20 turns of 24 gauge D.C.C. on a former of
1 in. centre with 11 slots. To these two coils
is coupled in a two -coil holder capable of
fine variation a similar basket coil of 24
turns of 24. The secondary coil is tuned by a
.0003 condenser (this capacity was used in
order that a large range of wave -lengths
should be covered), with a .0001 condenser
in parallel for fine tuning. With the 40003
at zero and tuning carried out by the .0001
condenser only, a range of 50 metres to 100
metres or so can be obtained, while with the
.0003 brought in, fine tuning, of course,
being done with the -0001 mid.,- the range
is increased up to 200 metres approximately
before the set ceases to oscillate, due to too
small a reaction coil and too large a ratio of
capacity. It must be remembered that the
set under consideration is one actually. in
use and not a " theoretically " perfect one,
and as such it probably can be improved.
As the set is also used for wave -lengths
above 100 metres a .0003 mfd. condenser was

found useful-hence its inclusion. Those
who desire the set to cover wave -lengths
up to 100 metres only should use the .0001
condenser by itself.

Wiring should be carried out with 18 or 16
gauge square wire, and the valves should
be arranged so as to allow of very short grid
and plate leads, and the components should
be very well spaced.

For general reception (telephones) the
first two valves only are used, and the last,
a B4 power valve, is used only for loud-
speaker work. The actual valves used are
two B5 and one B4, and results on two
valves on K D K A and American amateurs
are quite as much as desired, the former
usually coming in at R 5. The power valve
with 3 volts grid bias increases this, and
incidentally X's, to about R 8, and it is for
this latter reason that it is left out for
general work. It is essential that quiet L.F.
amplification be obtained, so good L.F.
transformers should be used. Those em-
ployed in the original set were one 1 R.I. and
one Marconi Ideal (2.7 to 1), though a
Eureka No. 2 or a 2-1 or other second
stage transformer give good results at
this stage also. -

In conclusions I shall be glad to hear
from readers who make this set, and to
learn of their experiences ; while further
details will be given concerning the lay-
out of the receiver in a future issue of
POPULAR WIRELESS.

echnic
No

Conducted by Dr. J. R. T. ROBERTS, F.Iust.P.
International Wireless.
IT is interesting to have the different

views on the success and the value of
the experiments conducted during In-

ternational Radio Week. According to
" Radio Digest," (U.S.A.), here are the
lessons to be learnt from the tests :

1. More power, both in European and
American stations, will mean more regular
international reception.

2. Improperly operated regenerative sets
are an abomination and must be ruled out
if international reception is to be a regular
programme.

3. Receiving sets used in Europe are not
up to the standard in America, and they
must be unproved if listeners in Europe are
to receive American stations as efficiently
as Americans receive European stations.

4. An international division of certain
broadcast wavebands is desirable to pro-
mote international exchange of programmes.

5. All broadcasting stations should be
.invited to participate. Owing to certain
Canadian and other stations not having
been so invited, these stations were trans-
mitting during the silent hours set apart for
European reception in America.

Reaction Coil Adjustment.
When using a regenerative set with fixed

coils, it is sometimes difficult to get the
circuit to oscillate properly, and although
the adjustment of the -effective value of the
reaction coil by means of a condenser
would seem to be a simple and well-known

artifice, 1 have several times noticed
amateurs struggling -to make a set escillate,
with coils which *ere not of the correct
value. If the set tunes in very faintly, and
there is no evidence of reaction when the
reaction coil- is adjusted, try the effect of a
variable condenser across the reaction coil.
Of course, if you have a large- selection of
coils on hand, this procedure may not be
necessary, but it is simple and effective.

Reaction Control.
In this connection it may be worth men-

tioning that reaction is sometimes consider-
ably influenced by the presence of a metal
conducting plate in the vicinity of the
detector valve. If an earthed metal plate
be brought gradually up to the detector, it
will be found that the reaction will usually
be noticeably affected.

This effect mad in fact be made the basis
of a simple device for controlling reaction.
A small metal sheet, which may be of thin
brass or of fairly stout lead- or tin -foil, is
attached to a control shaft with insulating
knob in the usual way, this shaft being
mounted between bearings, or in a ball joint,
after the manner of the cat's -whisker holder
of a crystal detector. By means of the
ebonite knob, the position of the metal
Sheet (which should be connected to earth)
in relation to the detector valve is adjusted.

Broadcast Organ.
One of the world's largest pipe organs is

to be erected shortly at Station W 0 C,

Davenport, Iowa (U.S.A.). The station
itself will be one of the ten " super -power "
stations of the country. The cost of the
organ will be about £50,000, and many new
features will be incorporated in its design.
It will be housed in the Kindt Concertorium
theatre, one of the largest buildings east of
the Rockies. When in full blast the power
of the organ is said to be so great as to set
the entire building into sympathetic vibra-
tion. The organ is being built by the
Aolian Co. of New York, and according to
present specifications will be the most
tremendous feat of organ construction ever
attempted. When finished, it will require
twelve large freight cars to convey it frora
the factory to its future home at Station
W 0 C.

Easily -Made Grid Leak.
A variable grid -leak often adds consider-

ably to the efficiency of the set, and such a
leak may readily be made-quite suitable
for test purposes-by means of a strip of
wood soaked in Indian ink. It is some-
times stated that the stick of graphite taken
from a lead pencil is suitable for the purpose
of an experimental grid -leak, but, generally
speaking, the resistance of such a graphite
stick will be found to be much too low.

A pencil, however, may be soaked in
Indian ink, provided the ink is not allowed
to make contact with the graphite at the
ends of the penciL If this happens, the
wood at each end may be cut away a little,
so as to break the connection between the
Indian ink on the outer surface and the
graphite stick within.

The Indian ink on the outer surface of the
strip of wood or pencil forms the resistance
element for the grid -leak, and two wires are
taken from the grid -leak connections of the
circuit, to which two spring clips are
attached. These spring clips are secured

(Continued on page 1338.)
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PAST AND PRESENT CRYSTAL RECEIVERS.I
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An Historical Outline of Interest to All.
Crystal users will find much to in

THE crystal receiver illustrated was
constructed twelve years ago when
broadcasting was a dream of the

future, and the precautions adopted to
obtain maximum efficiency make useful
reading for present day constructors.

Signals in those days were, of course,
practically limited to the spark variety
and, compared with the modern broadcast
signal, very faint at all times. In Govern-
ment stations, such as the Post Office coast -
to -ship installations, the receivers were
always housed in silence cabinets.

An Early Receiver.
This particular receiver was designed to

work from 300 metres, used by the amateurs,
to the 7,500 metres of the first trans-
atlantic spark station at Glace Bay,
Canada. The latter station was success-
fully received in London on many occasions.
It is also interesting now to recall that just
before the outbreak of war the writer was
engaged on an article, illustrated by a map,
showing how amateurs " spoke " from
London to Yorkshire by relayed trans-
missions, using, of course, spark trans-
mission, crystal reception, and the Morse
code. TIM war practically put a finish to
amateur spark transmission.

The receiver is built throughout of
ebonite. The box on the left contains the
closed secondary circuit consisting of 1,400
turns of 36 -gauge double silk covered copper
wire tapped at points suitable to the various
wave -lengths. An air spaced copper plate
variable condenser, built on the. side, is
only used on wave -lengths above 1,600
metres, as the presence of added capacity
across an, inductance will always decrease
the voltage available to operate the crystal,
especially on short waves. Fine .tuning of
the secondary on short, waves is obtained
by adjustment of th,e coupling coil which
slides inside.

Dead End Effects.
The coupling coil is wound with 22 -gauge

double silk covered wire also tapped in
sections. The thicker wire is an advantage
in' this coil, there being little impedance
across it. With the secondary coil, the
damping of crystal detectors being very
considerable, there- is no advantage gained
by using a thick wire.

It may be asked if there is any detri-
mental effect from the large dead end on
the secondary-over 1,000 turns-when
used for short waves. The answer is,
none whatever, providing the inductance is
correctly connected. The dead end must
be at the low potential end of the coil, and
thecoupling coil, which is also the usual
primary on short wave -lengths, must be
correctly connected with respect to it.
The dead end should be nearest to the
primary coil and the aerial connection to

the primary should be made to that end
nearest the secondary. The high potential
end of the secondary is found by the follow-
ing simple test.

Importance of Insulation.
When signals are being received touch

with a finger first one end and then the other
of the secondary. It will be found that at
one end it has no effect, but at the other
signals either weaken or disappear. This
latter is the high p-otential end. The mere
touching of an insulated wire at this end of
the coil is usually sufficient to weaken signals
and graphically illustrates that one cannot
be too careful in the arrangement and in-
sulation of even a crystal receiver.

By B. S. T. WALLACE.

crest them in this informative article, which outlines the great improvements na?Ae in tall types of crystal detectors.

 4 4  
suitable carborundum and a rooted objec-
tion to a simple battery and potentiometer.

The box, on the right contains the aerial
inductance for the longer waves. It may
sometimes be observed that a large aeria
inductance is shown coupled direct to the
secondary coil. This is bad practice both
from the point of view of selectivity and
signal strength. Only a portion of the aerial
inductance should be coupled to the
secondary coil. This practice is carried to
its extreme at the present clay in the
Cockaday circuit that is all the rage in
America. In this, one turn only of the
aerial inductance is coupled to the secondary
and ensures a selectivity that enables a
powerful station to be tuned out at a distance

of a quarter of a
mile. .

The loose -coupled crystal receiver mentioned in the article.

Should signals weaken when either end of
the coil is touched, it is an indication that
the circuit is not properly tuned.

There are two double -pole two-way
switches on the top of the case; one to
bring the variable condenser in or out of
circuit, the other to isolate and short-circuit
the detectors: a very necessary precaution
when spark transmission was in use, other-
wise the detectors were certain to be put out
of adjustment.

Crystal Combinations.
There are three detectors all of the double

crystal type with a selector switch. A
potentiometer, with the requisite small
battery inside, is seen below the secondary
switch. The crystal combinations are
carborundum steel and . tellurium zincite
and a few other oxides. Nothing better
has ever been devised. The ordinary cat's -
whisker type is waste of time compared
with them. Once the crystjis are placed in
contact the potentiometer does the rest.
The main drawback to the general use of
the double crystal detectors appears to be
the difficulty in obtaining good zincite and

1 nductive coup-
ling was of greater
importanoe in pre-
war crystal working
than with present
requirements. The
B.B.C. signals are
so loud and their
tuning very flat
where crystal re-
ceivers are co n-
cerned; that there is
little practical ad-
vantage with induct-
ive coupling except
when it is necessary
to eliminate the local
broadcasting trans-
mission itself.

For instance, as-
sume that 5 X X be

transmitting a different programme to the
usual London relay. At a position five miles
front 2 L 0 it is practically impossible with
a single circuit crystal receiver to tune in
5 X X without overhearing 2 L 0. In-
ductive coupling will remedy this. It is a
point not generally known at the moment
because, transmitting identical programmes
simultaneously, they do not often clash.

Telephone Condenser.
The one other component in the receiver is

a telephone condenser, a frequent bone of
contention ! It is found in all the old
standard circuits, but the amateur with
local broadcast usually fails to detect any
advantage from its use. There are two
points to be considered. With a strong
signal the increase given with a telephone
condenser is so small that it cannot be
detected by the ear. Actually on recording
instruments it measures 2 to 3 per cent.
On the other hand, the increase on very
faint signals is unmistakable, and folly 100
per cent. There is a correct value for this
condenser. The higher the resistance of

(Continued on page 1306.)
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COMBINED VARIABLE
AND FIXED CONDENSERS. 1

*
AGOOD many experimenters are familiar

with the method of employing a
fixed condenser in conjunction with a

variable one, so as to be able to obtain a
wide range of capacities.

The advantages of using two, instead of
one large variable one, are :

PONT/ON OF DEVICE BENEATH ohqz.
F/G./.

(1) No more capacity than is really
necessary need be used at any time, thus
minimising losses.

(2) Larger capacity is available when
required.

(3) Fine tuning is obtainable.
(4) A low minimum capacity is obtained.
The main disadvantage of this method is

that two controls are usually necessitated.
The knob of the condenser, and the extra
switch for switching the fixed condenser in
and out. The writer has recently made use
of the following simple device, however,
which does away with the extra switch, the
actual turning of the knob automatically
switching the extra condenser in and out.

The action in tuning is one turn of the
knob forwards from 00 to 180', and another
back to 00, the whole range being covered
by these two motions.

na.ea O:PP F76 2A MP,
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Fig. 1 represents the device, which is

situated under the condenser dial itself,
seen from above as if through the dial.

It will be seen that a brass strip A is
pivoted at B- so that it can swing either
so as to make contact with the contact C, or
in the opposite direction until it is checked
by the stop D. A contact stud E screwed
into the dial from below will press upon the
brass strip when the knob is turned either

to 180' or 0°, so as to make or break con-
tact between C and A.

Fig. 2 represents a sectional view of the.
device from which the general arrangement
is clear. Fig. 2 (A) shows the method of
making the contact piece. It will be seen
that a small piece of brass strip is bent
round a small piece of square brass or other
material, and the ends shaped to receive the
swivel strip. A hole is drilled clean through
to accommodate the countersunk bolt, which
secures the whole to the ebonite panel.

Novel Device.
One of the contacts used for knife switches

could easily be adapted as in Fig. 2 (B).
Fig. 3 is the circuit diagram of connections.

When the switch is closed the two condensers
are connected in parallel, and the full value
is attained, and when open, only the variable
condenser is in circuit.

When the dial is at 00, the contact
stud E rests against the strip A,
which we will suppose is in contact with C.
A slight turn of the knob past 0° in a counter
clockwise direction will cause E to press
upon the strip, and the switch will be
opened.

The variable condenser only is now in
circuit. Suppose it has a maximum value
of .0005 mfd. This value may gradually
be obtained in the ordinary way, when
the contact stud will now come up against
the other end of the strip. A further turn

will close the strip, and will switch in the
fixed condenser in parallel.

If the fixed condenser has a value of -0005
mfd. the total capacity will now be .001. A
180° turn back again of the knob will now
cover all the ground backwards from .001
to -0005. Any values of condenser may be
used, as suitable. Suggestions are :
Variable Fixed Maximum

.0093 .0002 -0005
-0004 .0003 .0007
.0005 .0005 -001
The dimensions of the actual parts may

best be decided by the constructor himself,
but a convenient size for the moving strip
is 2 in. long by is in. wide.

The dial should be recessed at the back,
but sufficient clearance for the switch of
about in. may be partially obtained by
raising the dial if the latter is a little recessed.

An alternative method is shown in Fig. 4,
where a large circular hole is cut of radius
just larger than the radius from tile contact
stud to the condenser spindle, while another
piece of ebonite is bolted on below.

O

FIG .3

if NM
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PAST AND PRESENT
CRYSTAL RECEIVERS.

(Continuel from pare 1305.)

the telephones the lower the value of the
fixed condenser ranging from .002 for 8,000
ohm headgear to .005 for 1,000 ohms
which is the value used in the famous war-
time Mark III. crystal receivers.

Tests for efficiency used to be carried out
by ear on faint signals and the use of
multiple change switches for quick com-
parison. The following points were found
advantageous : short compact leads, good
insulation at all points of high potential,
windings of silk -covered wire shellacked.
Good insulation is of greater importance
than the theoretical and sometimes imagin-
ary advantages of cotton covering and no
shellac. (Damp cotton makes an excellent
grid leak, and I am sure it would be an
extremely diffictlit task to give an ex-
perimental demonstration of the disad-
vantages of using shellac !) It is a note-
worthy fact that the make of tuning coil
showing greatest efficiency on N.P.L.
tests is wound with silk -covered wire.

It must, however, be borne in mind that
the advantage of these various points of
ultra -efficiency is not so apparent with

strong as against weak signals. The ex-
planation of this is interesting. There is a
definite minimum voltage which an in-
coming signal must attain before it can
be rectified by the crystal. Imagine a
signal just too weak to be audible. We
improve our apparatus five per cent and that
signal can now be heard-i.e. the improve-
ment is evident. Now take the hefty local
station, almost as loud as the ear can bear.
We increase this 5 per cent and the practical
result is nil, it being difficult to detect such
an improvement under the circumstances.

Despite the seemingly conffictins, and
apparently inconsistent behaviour of wire-
less under varying circumstances, it is all
subject to strict law and order, and there
is an explanation for everything.

The Brown A type receivers will be noted
in the photo. In appearance they have not
changed during the past twelve years, and
are still foremost for efficiency. One wonders
what the present day 10s. broadcatcher
will say when it is recalled that in 1912 these
'phones cost over five guineas a pair -

H.R. 'Phones.
Telephones of 8,000 ohms were always

used for critical work. The effectizvoperat-
ing resistance of most crystal detectors lies
between 10,000 and 15,000 ohms by direct
measurement on the received signal. So
that theoretically a telephone approaching
this value is best.
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T may be that you are
one of the people
who are content with

a " crystal." You get
entertainment direct
from your local station.
It is " good enough."
But is it? Only the man
with the valve realises
the fascination of explo-
ring. Out in the ether
are wandering music
and voices-they are
coming from every cor-
ner of the broadcasting
world. Your aerial is
picking them up, but
you cannot hear them.

cThe
First N7alVe

ever made,velas
produced ir\
the Edis\x)at\

lab orator

That valve would lend
a new meaning to your
" listening in. It gives to a
wireless set all the romance
of a big adventure.
Ediswan Valves give uniform
and excellent results in con-
junction with an "all stations -
set. They are noiseless in
use and combine a high
degree of sensitivity with a
length of life which makes
them very economical in
service.
Ediswan Valves will bring the best
out of your wireless set-get some
on the way home and enjoy a better
programme from to -night onwards.
All dealers sell them.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
QUEEN VICTORIA ST., LONDON, E.C.4

DISW
VALVES

An interesting study of early 'wireless history may be made at
the Science Museum, South Kensington, London, where the complete

' series of Dr. Fleming's experimental valves _cart be inspected.
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-components that
make successful sets

111111011!plihAIONS,

The I WOODHALL I No. 1 Variometer.

The spindles of the Rotor are moulded in, in
perfectly true alignment. They cannot come loose.
The coupling between Rotor and internally
wound Stator is closer than in any other Vario-
meter The spindle has a metal bearing. All

connections internal ; two ter-
minals; one -hole fixing. Wave
length 250 to 750
metres on 100 ft. 12/6
aerial.

The IWOODHALL Vernier
Rheostat (Pat, No. 213,030.)
Combined plunger and rotary
movement. Push-pull movement 6 ohms
for coarse setting ; rotary for 10 or 12
vernier. Wonderfully smooth ohms
movement ; best ebonite former;
cne-hole fixing. 30 ohms

IWOODHALLI
Guaranteed Components

:Cole Distributors:

Pressland Electric Supplies,
' Phone Molesey 22.

2/6
No. I L.F.

Transformer.

3/- Wound with 42 gauge wire
simultaneously with fine SILK.

3/6 Even on 200 or 300 volts pres-
sure gives no trace of distortion,

and its amplification factor is decidedly
above the average of other good -class
transformers. Specially recommended
for circuits of the 23/6" reflex type.

Ltd., HAMPTON -ON -THAMES.

THE P.P.V. 2.
The P.P.V. 2 is a straight circuit, employing one

detector and one stage of L.F. only. The components
used are : Two-way Coil Holder, .0005 variable con-
denser, one transformer, two fixed condensers, a grid
leak, two valve holders and two filament resistances.
The P.P.V. 2 is operated in a certain way, on a certain
type of aerial, with coils easy to wind in a few minutes
at a cost of sixpence each. Since the circuit was intro-
duced as adapted in May, 1924, over 8,000 testimonials
have been received. We have had two complaints both
from non -constructors. P.P.V-ites are. to be found
all over the world. Never before has a wireless pro-
position made so many .friends. In Radio -Plan No. 1

we describe the construction of this simple circuit in
such a fashion that all can understand. No one, to our
knowledge, has ever failed to construct. Our help and
adviceD. is free till EVERY PURCHASER IS SATIS-

We invite you to become a P.P.V.-ite, and
join the happiest and most contented wireless family in the
World.

The P.P.V, 2-Described in Radio -Plan No. 1.
The P.P.V. 3 and 4. Detailed in Radio Plan No. 2.
The T.C.I. lucidly explained in Radio Plan No. 3.
Each Radio -Plan costs Two Shillings, and can be

obtained, Post Free, from

PRESS EXCLUSIVES,
2, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 4.

Fifteen headphones
on a Crystal Set !

T,11T actually happened with a
Russell's Hertzite user-and he
could still hear clearly with

plenty of volume. Marvellous ?-yes,
but those who know Russell's Hertzite
expect marvels, because they've proved
it supreme amongst crystals. Ask your
dealer for the ioo jo pure crystal in
the little sealed box-but make sure
you see the name RUSSELL'S:

Price 1,1- per box

The L. G. RUSSELL Laboratories
1-7 Hill Street, BIRMINGHAM

(Opposite Empire Theatre.)

THE SEASON'S NOVELTY.
THE FORMO PORTABLE' AERIAL.

This wonderful aerial can be used in or out of doors, on a car or punt, in fact
in almost any desired position. It can be erected or taken down in a few moments

7/6
Postage Extra

7/6
Postage Extra.

We guarantee this aerial to receive up to so miles from a broadcasting
station on a valve set, although many users are getting 'all the British Stations,
and many Continental stations: It is sold complete with insulators, hooks, and
lead-in terminal.

A customer writes: " Reception perfect on crystal set with your aerial, indoors,
at 81 miles."

THE FORMO COMPANY
(ARTHUR PREEN & CO., LTD.)

Crown Works, Cricklewood Lane, London, N.W.2.

SEND
mil am min a Mil MN - =IN Miff Marl - -

Send 20/- to -day, together with your order for the
" Tonyphone," and this wonderful set, which receive,
all B.B.C. stations, will be delivered complete, including
all accessories. You pay a further Cl each month after -
wards. The total cost is only £15. 915., or, if you
prefer, E14 5s. cash.
"Tonyphone" Super Two -Valves
Complete with Accumulator,
H.T. Battery. Aerial, 1
pair 4,000 ohms Head-
phones, and two Vateen-
one High Frequency and one
Detector. AU loyalties

Send to -day and enjoy broadcasting NOW.
BRITISH ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO. 1(Valve Dept.), Windsor House, Victoria St., London, S.WiLo am= omom Ism mom mow 5 sim t S  S  A.
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THE "CROWN" AERIAL

Perfect Recep-
tion for Crystal
or Valve Sets.

Does not dis-
figure you r
house as there
are - no un-
sightly poles.

Garden Space
Nil.

Can be fixed
by any ama-
teur to chim-
ney or gable
to suit the
room where
you would
most appre-
ciate your set.

No injury to
flying birds.

Current inter-
ference o b -
viated

THIS AERIAL HAS BEEN FULLY TESTED ON
RINDS OF SETS AND HAS NEVER FAILED
:: GIVE THE BEST POSSIBLE RECEPTION

Price complete with Staples, Clips, Aerial Wire and
full directions for fixing, in Case, free on rail for

ALL
TO

THIRTY SHILLINGS
CASH WITH ORDER

BEEBEE & BEEBEE, Telegrams:
.1.0F7OMAIION

CROWN WORKS, WEDNESBURY RD., WALSALL

Oma Better COMPONENTS that
RADIO 5 give exceptional results.

STANDARD

COIL HOLDERS
of superior quality made
from the best British ebonite,
lacquered brass parts and

adjustable tension :
2 -way 5 5, base 6d. Post 3d.
3 -way 7 6, base Post 4d.

N.P. and 1,6 each extra.

LEGLESS VALVE
HOLDER Anti -

capacity
is fixed by a single screw in
centre, the holder itself acts as
a jig for drilling the holes for
.panel wiring. For surface wir-
ing clamp the wires under the
,beads of screws. Has safety
insWated plate socket. (Prov.

Protd.)
PRICE 1,5 each, postage 2d.

FOR PANEL foe SUL:CAM
YIIRINP

If amr .1,.,aler cannot so,oph; las send post free if pou mention his name and address.

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

Liberal Trade Terms. LIST FREE. 'Phone: North 3051

FALLON
SQUARE LAW

CONDENSER

Features include :
One hole fixing,
tag connections,
heavy alumin-
ium top and bot-
tom plates. Metal
to metal adjust-
able bearings,
stout, well -cut
aluminium vanes.
Complete as illus-

trated

The New Fallon Square Law Condenser is absolutely the last ,cord in
perfeel condenser construction.
Extremely handsome 'appearance, all parts being heavily plated ; -068
spacing (the closest possible). Iii the new model the overall length of the
oor condenser is only 4.tia as against 5} in. in the old model, and by a new
idea in spacing washers, rigidity of construction, never before achiev&I in
any make of condenser, has been obtained.

SQUARE LAW TYPE
(As illustrated.)
Price. Price.

oor ..9/6 .00025 .. 6/9
0005 . 8/6 0002 .. 6/-

.0003 7/- Vernier, 3 -or 5 4/6

FALLON
FIXED
CONDENSERS

-improve re-
sults in all Sets
Made of the high-
est quality Mica.
and copper foil ;

each one tested and guaranteed.
FALLON Fixed Condensers are. right
up to FALLON standard. Fitted with
soldering tags and nut's for making clean
connections. British Ruepritation. -= Your
Condensers are not FALLON'S unless
the name FALLON appears on same.

STANDARD TYPE
With Ordinary Vanes.

Prig. Price.
oor .. 8:9 .00025 .. 0'-
0005 .. 7 - 00O2 .. 5'6
0003 .. 6, 6 Vernier, 3 or 5 4'-

oidgelatiliatiattlIttnitAwAss.0*

Fixed Condenser and Gri
Leak COMBINED.

(As Illustrated.)
a or 3 megohms,

2/6 each.

FALLON Fixed Condensers
Capacities up to -ooi,

1/3 each.
Capacities up to 00.1.

2/- each.

FALLON'S
-The Premier
VARIOMETER
I ns i de w ind rig, suitable for
broadcast reception on any
P.M.G. Aerial, extraordinary
close coupling ensuring large
tuning range. Inductance,
the highest possible -9.5 to C.
Metal feet can be adjusted to
four different positions. As
used in the Single Valve
receiver for all wave -lengths,
described and illustrated in
" Modern Wireless, " July
issue. PRICE

Postage Pd.
Al' Post Orders, Correspond-
ence and Applications for
Trade Terms to :

FALLON
CONDENSER Co., Ltd.,

WHITE RIBBON WORKS, BROAD LANE, TOTTENHAM, N.15.
BRANCHES: 3, King's Street West, Deansgatellancliester ; 120,
ton Street, Glasgow.

Da re 1 a s 640.
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You
can Enjoy

all the B.B.C. programmes at will with an easily
manipulated Tameside Two -Valve Set (H.F. and
Detector Tuned Anode circuit with variable reaction).
Sockets arc provided for the addition of Loading
Coils when you wish to receive the Continental
Stations of longer wave -length.
Size of Panel, x2 in. x to} in., fitted into Solid Oak.
Case. Jacobean finish. The mark 1.
provides a guarantee of material and lATIESTETE.
construction.

PRICES (including Royalties):
SET ONLY, £8.

Complete with the following Accessories:-
Aerial Wire, Insulators, Ebonite Lead-in, II.T. and
L.T. Batteries, Reliable Valves by leading British
makers, pair of well-known Headphones.

£12 17 " 6.

EmminmmalMENIV

TAME IDE

Type "B" Variable Condensers
Mechanically correct, uniform in construction, these Condensers are
popular owing to the absence of those irritant faults for effective
tuning, leakage and loss.
For Security and Value

Insist on TAME 51Di
Type " B " Condenser is fitted
with Aluminium Endplates,
Ebonite Insulating Bushes,
Bush with lock nut for one
hole fixing. Adjustable bush
at bottom. Terminal connec-
tion .072 Spacers used. Com-
plete with knob and dial.

PRICES (Assembled)
Capacity. No.
*nor mf. R563 8/-
00075 mf. R564 .. 7/-
m005 mf. R566 6/-
m0o3 mf. R567 5/-
'0002 mf. R568 .. 4/6
moor mf. R569 4/ -

Type " C"
Square Law Condensers
Fitted with Ebonite Endpieces,
Adjustable bush at bottom,
one hole fixing, .072 in. spacers.
Terminal connections, complete
with knob and dial. Packed
in cardboard boxes.
oor mf. .. R853 .. 10/6
'00075 mf. R854
'0005 mf. R855 7 3
.0003 mf. 8856 .. 6 6
'0002 mf. R857 .. 5 9
'coos mf. .. R858 5 3

IF UNABLE TO OBTAIN LOCALLY, SEND DIRECT.
ASK FOR COPY OF ILLUSTRATED 'PRICE LIST.

HIRST Bros. & Co. Ltd., Roscoe St., OLDHAM.

STEECLAKER MASTS

25 ft. 35/-
30 ft. 45/-
35 ft. 52/6
40 ft. 63/-
45 ft. 75/-
50 ft. 95/-

10 ft. Chim-
ney Mast 20/ -
All accessories

included

LAKER " STEEL MASTS are a standard
equipment for Wireless Installations.

Many thousands are erected throughout the Country.
Any dealer will procure for you or we will send direct to you, immediately,
from stock. Send postcard for illustrated catalogue giving fullest details of

" LAKER " Steel Masts and Mast Fittings.
Masts are of best Steel Tubing, 2 ins. dia., in to ft. sections. Quickly

assembled. Easily erected.

J. & J. LAKER CO., Engineers, 457, Romford Road, E.7.

1111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111

DOUBLE FILAMENT RHEOSTAT
A distinctive type for use with either Dull
Emitter or Bright Emitter valves alternatively.
The spool is a separate unit and solidly con-
structed, holding the resistance unit on its
circumference. An off position is provided for.
The dial is engraved RED on the Bright
Emitter segment and WHITE on the Dull
Emitter segment. Price '71'6.

411111111111111
1111'lull h

ampangs

111111
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If efficiency's the aim-
M.H. products you must

name.

IL WMiICHAE
LTD (Manufacturersof

Wirelessacien-
_ tific Apparatus).

RADIO CORNER, 179, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

THE
COMPLETE

SET
Contents

8 Terminal studs,
6 Multi -Connectors,
4 Coloured Connec-tors, 6 Discs

(Black, Red and
Blue).

Phones +
Phones -
High Tension +
High Tension
Low Tension +
Low Tension -
Earth. Aerial.
Complete with

instructions
PRICE 2/-

EXPERIMENTERS ! How long does it
usually take to wire -up an experi-
mental circuit, using a soldering -

iron ? And the possibility of several
alterations being undertaken to ensure the
best results ? Perhaps your enthusiasm is
on the wane because of the time and
trouble it -costs you. Before you lose that
enthusiasm build a circuit with Newey
Snap Terminals. They take the worry
out of wireless. Just the slightest pressure
of a finger and there is perfect vibration -
less contact wherever they are placed.
For head -phone connections, high-tension,
low-tension, aerial, earth and all other
terminals, Newey Snap Terrhinals ensure
perfect reception.
Ask your local dealer to supply

FOR WIRELESS /4,0 HAI EERY
Print - (0IIIIEE T10,1

TES IINAL
Barclays 665 MASS UNCIREZ:=31 (3.44.m.
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HOW TO TEST
LOW -FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS.

By " RADIOGRAPH."

This is the first article of a useful series for the assistance and general help of the amateur constructor.
will be published from time to time.

44444- I-441-1,

DURING the course of his experience
the average amateur constructor
will have probably found that there

are a sufficient number of minor difficulties
tending to hinder his eventual" success,
without. these being added to by faults
which may exist in the component parts
used in construction.

At the present time there is so keen a
eompetition amongst wireless dealers that

0.P 1.5.

1.P

Fla/ TES T/N6 RES/STANC,E of TRANSFORMER.

0.5

0100

0.5
O

F162. TEST FOR LEAK FROM PR/MARY
TO SECONDARY Pr/ND/NG-S.

the amateur has to exercise due discretion
in selecting components that may be relied
upon to give effective results. Whilst every
precaution against placing defective com-
ponents in the hands of their customers
is taken by dealers, there is always a chance,
however remote, of the constructor being
confused and harassed by incorporating
faulty components in sets they are building.

Causes of Failure.
Perhaps it is not going too far to state

that many a promising effort which might
lead to an interesting development .has
been nipped in the bud simply because sonic
component part has failed to fulfil -its duties
and, disappointed with the non-success of
his attempts, the amateur has abandoned
his efforts, without knowing that he was
on the point of effecting what he desired.

The object of the present series is to aid
the amateur in testing the most commonly
used components, before they are incor-
porated in a set, so that, so far as their
action is concerned, there may be no
possible shadow of a doubt.

In dealing with the various tests, the
writer has divided the methods adopted
into two classes : (1) By making use of
certain forms of testing apparatus, some
of a more or less elaborate description ; and
(2) By the aid of such simple appliances
as are included in the progressive amateur's
outfit.

Low-FaEotwr TRANSFORMER.-In time
case of building up low -frequency ampli-

Others

4

4

fiers, failure to produce satisfactory results
is often attributable to the inefficient opera-
tion of the transformer, or transformers used
in the circuit. This particular instance
offers a good example of the value of the
" pre -assembly test," for one is apt to
imagine failure to be caused by a mistake
in the wiring, or an incorrect circuit, when
the whole trouble may be due to a " dud "
transformer.

In some of his early experiments, the
writer experienced a great deal of difficulty
owing to the employment of a pattern of
transformer which would be immediately
rejected on sight by the well-informed
amateur of to -day. This particular type of
transformer never could have worked, for
the simple reason that it was wound with
an insufficient number of turns to make an
effective magnetic coupling. Readers should
always be wary of transformers, and,
indeed, all other wireless components, that
are offered for sale at prices very much below
those of instruments produced by reliable
manufacturers.

Methods of Testing.

For the purpose of this article we may
leave out particulars of the laboratory test
for transformers, which includes the use
of an apparatus invented by the Post Office
engineers some years ago, which consists
of a direct reading resistance bridge, which
is used in conjunction with a mirror gal-
. vanometer. The whole of the apparatus is
too costly for amateur use, but passing
mention may be of interest.

A practical method of transformer
testing includes the use of :

(1)- An accurate milli -ampere meter,
giving readings from 0.1 milli -amps to
10 milli -amps; As small instruments cannot
be relied upon to give accurate measure.-
ments, the size selected for these tests
should have a scale over a 6 -in. dial.

(12) An extremely accurate voltmeter,
of about the same clirriensions, reading from
zero to 7 volts.

(3) A reliable accumulator of from 4 to
6 volts capacity.

The chief point to ascertain in connection
with the transformer test is that the resist-
ance of the winding is intact, and that it
possesses the definite value for which it is
designed.

Assuming a transformer to be purchased
with a stipulated resistance of 12,000 ohms
on the secondary circuit, we have something
definite upon which to base our test.

Fig. 1 illustrate s the method of connect-
ing up the necessary instruments for testing
the resistance of the secondary circuit of
the transformer. The positive termiral of
the accumulator is connected to or final
of the Milli -ampere meter, of which the
opposite terminal is connected with the
I. S. terminal of the transfcrmer to be
tested. The negative of the accumulator

is joined with the 0. S. transformer terminal,
and the voltmeter is shunted across the
accumnlator leads.

Ascertaining Resistances.
Now, by applying Ohm's law of resist-

ance, the resistance of the secondary winding
of the transformer can be accurately
determined. As the resistance of the
winding should equal the voltage of the
accumulator divided 'by the current passing
through the milli -ampere meter (the latter
being divided by 1,000), we get the following
forint:la :

V
R -f- 1,000

When R = Resistance ; M:= Current: in
milli -amps; V=Voltage of accumulator.

By the assumed readings in the case of
our example we find : Voltmeter, 6 ; milli-
ampere meter, 0.5. Thus, by transposing
figures for symbols, we obtain the equation :
R = 0.5 1,000 ; or R = 12,000.

This example proves that the winding
of the transformer secondary is in accord-
ance with the initial requirenient.

In working out this formula, the reader
must not always expect to arrive at the
exact equivalent of resistance, and in
practice a margin of error up to about
8 per cent. is permissible.

Os

II,,
EP I P

F/65. PRONE TEST FOR TRANSFORMER

IP I S

OR 05

F/6 PNONE TEST FOR 4616NET7C-00141.06

In the event of any wide differences
being found, the transformer should be
rejected or returned to the suppliers in
exchange for another.

A similar course of procedure is adopted
for testing the primary winding of the
transformer, the resistance value being
ascertained from the supplier at the time
of purchase. This particular form of test
will be mentioned later in its application'
to various other forms of component parts.

TRANSFORMER LEAKS FROM PRIMARY TO
SECONDARY. --In addition to defects liable

(Continued on page 1312.)
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A HANDY
LOUD -SPEAKER ATTACHMENT..........
ACONDENSER across the output

terminals of the set often improves
 the quality of the loud -speaker

reproduction. It is desirable also to be able
to vary the capacity in use to suit the type
of transmission. This can be done con-
veniently by the attachment described
below, the use of which enables changes to
he made without altering the adjustments

- of the set.
The first task is to construct a series of

three fixed condensers. These need not be
of specially good quality, and can be quickly
and cheaply made by the constructor. The
materials required are sheets of _waxed
paper and tinfoil, both of which can he
obtained from dealers in electrical supplies. 
The amount to purchase can be calculated
easily from the particulars given beloW.

Making the Condensers.
The sizes the writer has found useful als

- quoted here, but the constructor is advised
.to experiment with his own set and loud
speaker before deciding which three to
incorporate in the instrument.

;f7; Loud Sistod er

ooe 004 .002

-715 .5etr-

To suit the switching arrangement
described later in the article it is necessary
to choose capacities in the proportions of
1, 2, and 4 ; thus, .002, .004, and .008 mfd.
would be suitable.

The condensers should be made up in the
usual way. When the sheets of tinfoil and
paper have been assembled, with the tinfoil
overlapping 4 sq. in. between each pair of
plates, fold the projecting 1 -in, of foil over
a bared copper wire for connections at each
end of the condenser ; wrap the whole in a
piece of waxed paper and press with a
warm iron. Allow to cool, taking care that
there is no slipping while the wax is melted.

Suitable sizes and numbers of plates are -
002 mfd.: 9 sheets waxed paper 3 by 21- in.,

-004 in. thick ; 8 tinfoil sheets 2 by 3 in.
(2 by 2 in. overlap). 004 mfd : 17 sheets

The " P.W." Combination Set mounted on a stand.
Who made it P The reader who sent the photo

did not send us hie name !

waxed paper 3 by 21; in., .004 in. thick; 16
tinfoil sheets 2 by 3 in. (2 by 2 in. overlap).
'008 mfd : 33 sheets waxed paper 3 by 21 in.,
004 in. thick ; 32 tinfoil sheets 2 by "3 in.
(2 by 2 in. overlap),
 When finished, try them on the set during

a transmission by attaching them in turn
across the loud -speaker terminals and
noting the effects. Try them on various
types of item, varying from ordinary speech
to the Savoy bands in full blast.

The Contact Studs.
If the results are worth the trouble,

mount the condensers in a small box ;
31 by 4 by 11 in. should be large enough.
The top of the box should be an ebonite
panel with two input terminals from which
flex leads connect to the output terminals
of the set. In the centre construct a four -
point switch so that the contact arm will
make contact with either each stud separate-
ly. or with any adjacent pair.

The output may conveniently be a plug
switch made of valve sockets and valve
legs. This is then connected to the loud
speaker.

The wiring is. as shown in the diagram.
It will be noticed that you have six different
arrangements.

Contact arm on stud 1, no capacity across
the speaker; contact arm on stud 2, .002
mfd. ; stud 3, -004 mfd.: studs 2 and 3,
-006 mfd. ; stud 4, .008 mfd. ; studs 3 and,
4, .012 mfd.

The series may be extended by fitting
another condenser with 64 tinfoil sheets and
.016. mfd. capacity, and an extra contact
stud ; in which case you get : Contact
arm: on stud 5, 016 mfd. ; studs 4 and 5,
.024 rad..

HOW TO TEST L.F.
TRANSFORMERS.
(Continued from page 1311.)

to oxur- in the primary and secondary
windings, there is a possibility of leakages
existing between the two circuits, which
will not be apparent as the result of the
previous test. Fig. 2 shows the method of
connecting up the transformer with the
same instruments as were used previously.
In this case, the -need for calculations
disappears, for should there be any leak
between the two windings, the defect will
be shown by the final deflection of the milli-
ampere meter needle. If there is no leak,
the needle of the instrument will remain at
zero.

No Apparatus Required.
When using the instruments for accurate

electrical measurements, care must be taken
not to confuse induced currents created
momentarily for those which it is desired
to measure.

TESTING TRANSFORMERS WITHOUT AF-
FARATES.--There are two simple tests for
transformers which can be applied without
the use of apparatus, and, although useful
the results obtained cannot be considered
in any way as comparative. The first of
these two is shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 3, and has for its object the testing
for leaks between the primary and second-
ary circuits.

One of the secondary terminals of the
transformer to be tested is connected with
one terminal of a 41 -volt dry battery, the
other terminal of which is connected through
a pair of headphones to a terminal on the
primary winding of the transformer.
convenient break is arranged in the circuit,
so that when the operator puts on the
headphones and makes and breaks the
circuit, the sounds produced by the dia-
phragms will indicate the condition of the
transformer.

Not Easily Confused.
On breaking the circuit as stated, a

slight " click will be heard in the 'phones,
which is caused by the induced current
created by the magnetic coupling of the
two windings.

This is not easily confuSed with the
increased volume of sound heard in the
'phones, when any leakage exists between
the two windings.

TEST FOR INTER -MAGNETIC COUPLING.-
This test, which may also be described as
a test for inductance, is shown diagrammati-
cally in Fig. 4, the same battery and head-
phones being used as in the previous case.
The battery is connected with the terminals
of the primary winding, with a convenient -

means of breaking the circuit. The second-
ary terminals are connected direct with
the telephone leads.

When the current for the primary circuit
is alternately made and broken, the effect
of the induced current in the secondary
winding will be to cause a series of very
loud noises in the headphones, thus showing
that the magnetic coupling of the trans-
former is operating efficiently.
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SCHOOLBOY readers of POPULAR WIRE-
LESS may be interested to hear that a
schoolmaster stated a few days ago

that, in his opinion, wireless was having a
harmful effect on scholars !

It appears that in the opinion of this
schoolmaster, listening -in for distant
stations after 2 L 0 and the other B.B.C.
stations have closed down, is a vice too
freely indulged in by young gentlemen who,
having completed their home work, should
get to bed early, in order to come to school
nice and fresh and ready to absorb the words
of wisdom which fall from the lips of their
scholastic mentors !

This particular schoolmaster seems to
think (at least, he does in regard to his own
scholars) that there is too much listening -in
among boys in this country in the early
hours of the morning, with the consequence
that they come to school with their heads
full of excitement at having heard Vienna
on one valve and W C Y on a similar out-
fit, and that they are sleepy-eyed and very
inattentive to lessons.

I am rather inclined to think that the
schoolmaster has some justification for his
statement, and I think a friendly word of
warning to young readers of this paper and
to young wireless enthusiasts would not be
out of place. Do not overdo it. There is
nothing that palls so quickly as a hobby
over -indulged in.

If you sit up night after night trying to
tune -in distant stations-note that I say
" trying "-the first flush of enthusiasm
for D X work will soon pass. Over indul-
gence in wireless, like over indulgence in
anything else, .is bound to produce a
reaction which will probably make you
heartily fed up with the subject before very
long.

There is no harm in sitting up late on a
Friday or Saturday night trying to tune -in
distant stations, because the majority of
people can stop in bed the next morning,
and a " radio debauch " once a week is not
likely to produce very harmful results, or
to lessen one's interest in a fascinating sub-
ject.

Anyway, it looks as though schoolboys
will have to be careful if their schoolmasters
are going to start an anti -listening -in cam-
Paign

Talking of wireless and schools I hear
that Mr. J. C. Stobart, the B.B.C.'s
Director of Education, has circularised a note
to all educational authorities on the subject
of broadcasting to schools. He claims that
there is a definite place in the curriculum
for the wireless lecture for pupils over 11
years of age.

He states that essays written by
children on wireless lectures, and from
evidence collected from teachers, indicate
that wireless educational talks are absorbed
by the children with more readiness than
lectures delivered verbally to a class. Mr.
Stobart hopes that before next summer it
will be possible to transmit wireless lessons
from the B.B.C.'s new high power station,
shortly to be erected in North Hants.

On the other hand, certain educational
authorities are not too pleased with the
results of the B.B.C.'s wireless educational
lectures, chiefly because the apparatus
fitted up ' in many schools is not giving
satisfactory results. It will be a pity if
wireless lectures are to be discouraged be-
cause of the failure of the apparatus fitted
up in various schools, and I should like to
point out to any schoolmaster who happens
to read these words that POPULAR WIRELESS
will only be too pleased at all times to
advise and assist any school which is fitted
up with a wireless set not giving satis-
factory results.

Since I wrote in last week's POPULAR
WIRELESS about Mr. Donald Calthrop's

Follies to be broadcast. Mr. Duprez was in
rather a quandary. He was told by Sir
Francis Towle, of the Metropole Hotel,
that his contract with the Midnight Follies
must be adhered to, and Moss's Empires, by
virtue of another contract, told him that he
was not to !

I understand that in the end Mr. Duprez
did not take part in the performance when
the show was broadcast the other evening.

But all this unpleasant contro sersy
business about the theatres and the B. B.C.
looks like being finally cleared up very
shortly, for negotiations have now been
opened up between the B.B.C. and a special
theatrical and concert managers committee,
and a B.B.C. official stated recently that a
meeting would shortly be held in order to

The world's largest loud speaker -the Hewlett induction L.S.--which has a range of five miles !

action in resigning from the Theatrical
Managers' Association because he had made
up his mind to broadcast " Yoicks," many
surprising developments have occurred in
connection with the broadcasting and the
theatres controversy.

For instance, listeners -in ale shortly to
hear the first night performance of a West
End play called Love's Prisoner," to be
produced at the Adelphi Theatre. Mr.
Harry Welchman, who is presenting the
play, stated to a pressman : " Whatever
the managers and wireless authorities may
decide between them, I have asked and
arranged with the B.B.C. to broadcast the
end of Act II and the end of Act III, for I am
a firm believer in the power of -wireless.
Moreover, I have such a faith in the play
that I am prepared to risk the whole world
hearing its first recept'on by the Adelphi
audience."

A rather amusing situation arose out of
the theatre broadcasting qnestion the other
day, when Mr. Fred Duprez, who has a
contract with the Midnight Follies, was in-
formed by Moss's Empires, with whom he
also has a contract, that he was not to
allow his performance in the Midnight

effect a working compromise betas- .1 the
iB.B.C. and the theatres.

The broadcasting of excerpts from
Chariot's Revue and the obvious intention of
many other managers controlling West End
theatres to give radio a chance has, I think,
broken the back of the opposition party,
and it will not be long before all this stupid
prejudice against 1:7roadcasting excerpt ;
from plays will be finally disposed of.

* * *

I have had many letters from readers
regarding the Super - Selective Circuit,
recently described in P.W." by our
American correspondent, Mr. L. W. Corbett.
Mr. Dowding and myself recently tested this
circuit very thoroughly and there is no
doubt that the claim that it is super -
selective is more than justified. It is the
most completely selective set I have ever
handled. But our American correspondent
must be corrected ; the set is not particu-
larly easy to handle, although I do not
doubt that with patience and care the
amateur who constructs the set will be
exceedingly pleased with it as an experi-
mental selective receiver of undoubted
merits.
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nNE has only to look back through his-
tory to see that every new step in
civilisation has been literally fought

tooth and nail by the very people to whom
it brings benefits. The whole country was

to be spoiled by the 
railway ; All the
crime of the nation
was due to the
cinema, and wire-

less was to ruin
the stage and the
musical profession.

That it has not
had this effect on
the latter is proved
by the fact that
so many of our
greatest artiste s
have braved the
terrors of the micro-
phone, and though

the theatrical and variety managers arc still
playing the part of the " coo " before
Stephenson's Rocket," they will not long
" block the line." A fresh step towards
this was made by the first lecture -recital
organisethby the British Drama League, the
subject, though perhaps a little dry, being
"Greek Drama," but in the capable hands
of Miss Elsie Fogerty and Mr. Lewis Casson.

Orchestral Music.
Some well -contrasted events may be noted

here. At the Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden, we had the second of the Inter-
national Symphony Concerts, conducted by
M. Ernest Ansermet ; the Scottish Orchestra,
at Glasgow, conducted by Vaclav Talich,
and relayed to the studio ; - and at 2 L 0
the Symphony Concert, conducted by Mr.
Eugene Goossens almost his first appear-
ance in public since hiS sUccessful tour in
America.

Here again the marked feature of the
programme was its diversity of style. The
true classics were represented by works of

Mozart, Haydn,
and Schubert, the
mo derns by
Borodin, Manuel de
Falla, and Frank
Bridge, while per-
haps to most music
lovers the out-
standing item was
Mendelssohn's
pianoforte concerto
with Miss Marie
Novello as soloist.
One of our best-
known pianists,
Miss Novella hails

from the country which has given, us
some of our most distinguished Musicians,
and was born in Maesteg. A student first
under Mme. Clara Novello-Davies, the singer
and conductor of the Ladies' Welsh Choir,
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Some of those who have given you pleasure when listening -in.

Miss Marie Novell°,

Mr. Tohn Turner.

and later under Letchetitsky, in Vienna,
Miss Novello made her first appearance in
Cardiff as a child prodigy, and from that
time onward has appeared in every great
London hall and festival in the kingdom.

Burns' Night.
There is one date in the whole year when

perhaps the Scottish and English nation
are more firmly united than by any legal
Act of Union, and that is on `'Burns'
Nicht " at the concert given annually at the
Royal Albert Hall, London, under the aegis
of the Scottish Association. January 24th
attracted not only every Scotsman within
reach but a vast number of English music -
lovers who appreciate the homely and
melodic quality of the old songs. To broad-
cast this event, therefore, to the still larger
audience who cannot possibly reach the
hall was a happy thought on the part of the
B.B.C. The artistes included Mme. Lily
Payling and Miss Flora Woodman amongst
others, and had the co-operation of the
Scottish Clans Association Pipers, the band
of H.M. Scots Guards, and the Pipers and
Drummers of the London Scottish,

Miss Cecilia Farrar,

Choral Singing.
There is a great

liking shown for
this form of singing,
though it has to be
confessed that it is
not best suited to
broadcasting pur-
poses. Naturally
much depends on
the vocalists them-
selves, and it is only
right to say that a
finer rendering of

Handel's " Messiah " than was given at
2 L 0, at Christmas, would be hard to find.
The Frome Choral Society, with Mr. Sydney
Coltham as tenor, and the Wireless Or-
chestra, were at 6 B M.

Another popular singer both at London
and Bournemouth is Mr. John Turner. He,
too, has made himself distinguished for his
oratorio work, and his repertoire includes
roles in the " Messiah, " St. Paul,"

Elijah," " Creation," as well as in " Tale
of Old Japan," and " In a Persian Garden."
That he is equally at home in operatic and
ballad singing has been made very apparent._

A Successful Pianist.
At the same concert at Bournemouth

appeared the well-known Bournemouth
pianist and composer, Miss Nora Bradbury,
who has broadcast from' this station on
several occasions. A pupil of the famous
pianist, Howard Jones; winner of- the
AsSociate Diplema and a Licentiate of the
Royal College and Royal Academy of Music
respectively, both distinctions being earned
within a few months of each other in her

seventeenth year, it was safe to predict a
musical future, and one which has been fully
realised.

Popular Concerts.
For the most part, tins type of entertain-

ment is most sue
cessful, whether in
the hands of indi-
vidual singers, or
with a concert party,
such as " The Lon-
doners," or " The
Pack of Cards."
For many listeners -
in " The Roosters
have too military a
flavour, the soldier
concert party being
really a relic of the
late war, but on
Military Band Night
at 2 L 0 some very attractive soloists
were to be found. One recently comprised the
performances of three good entertainers in
Jack Duneanson, Alba Rizzi, a speciality
Pianist, and. Mabel Fitzgerald, while the
vocal items found able representatives from
the two well-known Yorkshire vocalists,
Miss Cecilia Farrar and Mr. Robert Naylor.

Miss Farrar first studied as a violinist,
but she admits that she always found it
" so much more interesting to sing the solos
rather than to play them," and she was early
tempted to take up the study of singing
seriously, which she did, subsequently
making -a special study of oratorio work.

Mr. Robert Naylor is a prize-winner of '

the Plymouth Musical Festival of 1918, and
a pupil of the international baritone, M.
Dingh Ghilly, whO is greatly interested in
the young tenor.

Mr. Naylor is a popular singer with wire-
less audiences, and, with his usual concert
work, has just returned from a tour of the
North, singing at some twenty concerts, his
reception at the City Hall, Glasgow, being
unequalled during
the last twenty
years.

Cardiff.
The much dis-

cussed super -radio
pageant, "The Pied
Piper of Hamelin,"
at Cardiff, had the
assistance of no
less than William
Anderson, the great

'bass singer of the'
B.N.O.C. Having
the assistance of the
5 W A Radio Players, the 4th Cardiff
Andrew's) Troop of Boy Scouts, and Cardiff
Girl Guides, the Valve Set Quartet, and
an augmented chorus of " super rodents,"
nothing need be said as to the results.

Miss Nora Bradbury.

Mr, Robert Naylor.
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E couldn't improve the technical qualities
of B.T.H. Headphones. They were and
are perfect in tone, clarity and volume.

We have, however, embodied a great many
constructional improvements in the latest
pattern, which make it the most comfortable
and convenient instrument of its kind. Here
are some of the more important features of the
new B.T.H. Headphones :-

Weight, with cord, only 9-1 ozs.
No hair -catching projections.
No " scissors " movement of headbands.
Adjustable to any head by a single move-
ment, without the manipulation of screws
or nuts.
No screws or nuts employed in construction,
and therefore nothing to work loose.
Minimum number of separate parts.
Body of ear -piece made of non -resonating
material.
Diaphragm rigidly clamped around periphery
between surfaces of non -resonating material.
Permanent magnets are really permanent
and are not affected by lapse of time or
external changes of polarity.

B.T.H. Headphones are unequalled
for sensitiveness, volume, comfort

and appearance.

Price 25/ per pair
(4000 ohms.)

Obtainable from all
Electricians & Radio Dealers
Advertisement of The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd.

Clown House. Aldwycli, London, W.0 2
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Build
THE Pilot System has solved the

problem of the home built Set for
thousands of Home Constructors.

It has provided the only satisfactory
method of getting an excellent Re-
ceiver which possesses the ar p nrance
of a ready -built Set costing five times
the price at the cost of only the com-
ponents. And anyone can build one
of these Pilot Sets without previous
experience. All parts are so carefully
made that they fit together with the
greatest of ease. The only tools re-
quired are a screwdriver and a pair
of pliers.
No one has ever been known to fail.
Even boys of fourteen have built up
some of these well-known multi -valve
Sets and have got perfect results.
With each complete set of parts is

17

yourself a
supplied a blue print containing all
wiring instructions. Every step is
carefully shown and failure is quite
impossible. Even if you should go
wrong the Set can be returned to our
Service Dept., to be put into working
order for a nominal charge.

Remember any set of parts includes
every possible item (except coils and
valves) and is complete down to the
last screw.

Send 3d. at once for our 32 page
Pilot Chart, showing full details of
every Receiver available.

Catalogue of Components (48 pages
fully illustrated), 3d. post free. Peto-
Scott's Wireless Book, giving over 80
circuit diagrams, ls. 5d. post free.

real Set!
Name of
Receiver

No of
Valvesdrilled

Price °I Paneland
engraved

Kit of Com-
ponents

Oak
Cabinet Baseboard

Popular Wireless ,. (i. ,. (I. £ s. d. s. d.
1 -Valve Reflex 1 10 6 3 17 6 0 7 6 1 6

Popular Wireless
Ultra Crystal Set - 5 0 1 1 6 0 7 6 -

All Coll( ert-fle-Luxe 3 13 6 4 17 6 0 15 6 i 6
S.T. 100 .. .. 2 7 0 4 16 0 1 10 0 -
Puriflex .. .. 3 12 6 4 5 0 0 15 6 1 6
All -Britain .. .. 3 13 0 4 9 0 0 15 6 1 6
4 -Valve Family .. 4 19 6 5 15 6 0 15 6 1 6
Transatlantic V... 5 13 6 5 4 6 0 15 6 1 6

JWhen all components and pane are purchased together
a Marconi Royalty of 126 per v Ire holder must be paid.

PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd.,

Registered Offices, Mail Order
aid Showroom.

77, City Road, London, E.C.1.

Pilot Receivers Illustrated :
Left Right
Above : The All -Britain. Above : Transatlantic V
Below : The Puriflex. Below : All Concert

de Luxe.

VALVE REPAIRS
By the NEW METHOD. Valve is entirely rebuilt and
Fitted with new bulb. Watch for our name on every
repaired valve. Every valve we repair is GUARANTEED to
function perfectly at the original voltage and consumption.
Standard Valves, 616. Dllll Emitters. 10/6.

THE VALVE RENEWAL COMPANY,
4-5, MASON'S AVENUE, COLEMAN ST., LONDON, E.C.2.

Telepkonc LonAlt Wall 515.1.

TRY V ®C CRYSTAL,
Has proved most sensitive for crystal circuits and most
stable for valve -crystal circuits. Obtainable from wireless
dealers at 1 - per tube, or direct from the above address.

77,,,M1..1.11.111101111.

WIRELESS CLEARANCE BARGAINS ±-
Please send posing: on all orders under £2.

200 Sebphone Double Headphones, Reduced from 15/. to 919
Dr. Nesper Adjustable Phones, 12 -
120 Telefuukeu Lightweight Phones. Reduced front 21,'- to 1513
Large Stock Radio Micro -06 Dull Emitter Valves, 12,'- each ;

Six for Es
Phillips Valve, Reduced from P. '6 to 7/6
42 Crystal Sets, suitable for high and low wave -length. Guaranteed

100 miles range from Chelmsford. Reduced front 25,- to18,10
100 Polar Veunier Condenser, 5/6
220 Glass Covered Crystal Detectors, 1/3 each (usual price; 2,16)
Quantity of Panel Mounting 2 -Coil Holders, 3,3
Long -Nosed Wireless Pliers, 1-
Cases of Brand New 60v. H.T. Batteries, 6,'6. By Post 8/-

S. E. BLAND, B.Sc.,
82a C: 97 Queen Street, LONDON, E.C.4.

IF YOU
WANT THE

1.3 0 20Anit 11 BEST FROM
SPARE JCARTRIDGES

P.`,. 2163

YOUR SET. BARRIES' LOW CAPACITY
CP- VALVE HOLDER. 1 ; 3 each

ev4

MICROMETER FILAMENT DIMMER
05ollos 3'5 '7 020ohs, 4,-
0100hres 3'9 .1-" 0-30An, 4'3

PATENT 5 APPLIED FOR

Branches:
LONDON -F2, High Holborn. W.C.1.
PLYMOUTH -4, Bank of England

Place.
LIVERPOOL -4, Manchester Street.
CARDIFF -94, Queen Street.
WALTHAMSTOW -230, Wood St.

LOOK!

YOU MUST

HAVE THESE

.-CeriTRE rose

RM.!' says, 15/11/ 24 : "It is entirely
orininat, highly sucressful, and in all cases con-
stant. Enterprise people hare introduced o
really good Grid Leak. We hare tested these
ingenious Enterprise products and can per -

Variable Grid Lcak : 2-5 meg. tainly recommend their use for Uri/ay.,
3/6; 5-10 meg, 4 / Variable and ordinary circuits.
Anode Resistance 25 / 50.000ohms. 3/6; 50, ibo,000 ohms, If your Dealer cannot supply, mention his n,,,ce
4/-; 70 /140,000 ohms 4/6, and address, when we will send POST FREE
Variable Loud Speaker Modular or : ENTERPRISE MFG. CO., LTD..
100/ 250,00G ohms. 5 ,

- 11 GRAPE STREET, LONDON, 1/17.C.2.100/500,000 ohms, 5/6.

GREENE'S SIMPLEX
SINGLE HOLE
TUD SWITCH
AVES TIME

5 stud. 4'- each
10 crud, 4:6 each.
Complete with Knob.
Pointer, Scale, and

Tinned Tags.

rq,
, s--.7

1 I
KUT OUTS SAVE VALVE

AND BATTERY COSTS.
For H.T. or L,T., 1.'- each,

with label and tags

0
Y. 0 id t.

_ _

RYSTOLLOY for betterONNECTION OF
O HOLES TO BORE.
0 TROUBLE TO FIX.
TWO BRADS ONLY. 1 '6 Will melt with a match, or in hot

RYSTAL In glass tube,
with Tweezers, 6c1. each.

The Oat lead-in ' S, 1'Simplex. EACH water. Test it against any other
To he eddeined of your local dealer, or, if itneOle, post free:

SIMPLEX, 6, TRENMAR CONS., COLLECE PARK, LONDON. N.W.10
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1
SOME HINTS ON

CONTROLLING THE " ULTRA-AUDION."
The Importance of Reaction Adjustment.

By Lieut.-Commander H. W. SHOVE, D.S.O., R.N.
The De Forest " Ultra-audion " has many modifications, but the most popular circuit is that which employs an inductance
in the aerial to which the anode is connected, and a series condenser on the earth side, the voltages across which
are applied to the grid -filament circuit. It is the control of the reaction in this arrangement which our contributor deals

with in the following interesting article.-The Editor.
----------4.- -4-

TAKING
the circuit in its simplest form

(Fig. 1), where the A.T.I. consists of a
plug -hi coil and no special stabilising

device is, fitted, it is evident that with a
given coil and constant strength of the in-
coming impulses in the aerial, the voltages
applied to the grid will depend simply on
the impedance of the condenser C to the

these, that connected to the A.T.I., is
designed to carry the H.F. feedback; the
other, through 'phones and H.T. battery,
the L.F. 'phone current. In order that they
may perform these respective functions
efficiently and without undue wastage
through the impulses taking the wrong path,
attention should be paid to their relative

impedances
to H.F. and

Si/77*e Ottld(10//0/7 CV -C -0/e

particular frequency of the received wave.
And, since the setting of this condenser is
fixed by tuning considerations (it being the
only tuning control), these voltages cannot
be regulated by the operator. Similarly the
" feedback " from anode through A.T.I.
to grid and filament is an uncontrollable
factor. The result is that nothing can be
done, so far as the tuning circuit is con-
cerned, to prevent instability if the reaction
should happen to prove excessive.

Regulating Reaction.
Nevertheless, the Fig. 1 circuit is capable

of giving very fair results if a proper value
of A.T.I. coil is chosen for the wave -band
to be covered. The set can be adjusted to
work just off the oscillating point over quite
a wide range of frequencies by skilful hand-
ling of the two factors which are variable-
viz. the filament temperature and the H.T.
voltage. If this simple circuit is employed
great attention should therefore 'be paid
to the provision of a really good, finely
adjustable, filament rheostat and an H.T.
battery' allowing of variation of anode
voltage in small steps. These controls can
always be used as auxiliaries, even with the
special devices to be discussed later.

In Fig. 1 it will be noticed that there are
two branches of the anode circuit. One of

L.F. cur-
rents.

If the
'phones
happen to
be of suit-
able impe-
dance, and
the capa-
city of their
leads, etc.,
is sufficient-
ly small to
prevent
serious
leakage of
H.F., the
circuit may
work well
without
any addi-
tional device for splitting
the impulses. But very

often this is not the case. It will then be
found that the feedback is insufficient to
bring the circuit up to the oscillating point.
The usual remedy for this is the provision
of a - " Radio -Frequency Choke " in the
'phone circuit. The inductive impedance of

such a coil to high -frequencies is large, but
the low audio -frequencies pass through it
comparatively easily.

The H.F. Choke.
The introduction of this choke, as shown

in Fig. 2, at once provides us with another
variable factor, which we can use to control

4 R. F." Choke.

Circuit with R.F. Choke.

the degree of reaction. The larger the choke
the more effectively does it prevent the
passage of H.F. through the 'phone branch
of the anode circuit, and consequently the
more effective the feedback to the A.T.I.
But it is not generally very convenient to em-
ploy the large variable inductances covering

(Continued on page 1318.)
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ON CONTROLLING THE
ULTRA-AUDION.
(Continued front page 1317.)

*
a large band of frequencies if a smaller
coil will do moderately well.

A single coil of moderate size (about 350
turns for the " Broadcast Band ") may,

i=1011,
!EMIR

rectification. Improper
values of either of them
very quickly give rise to
more distortion than that
which is inherently insep-
arable from the leaky con-
denser method (of which in
itself the writer is not par-
ticularly fond for telephony
reception).

Even when the grid con-
denser is
fixed, a vari-

/--?9. 4. Circuit with Varkible Grid Condenser

however, he made to function as a variable
choke without much complication by using
" eddy current " plates of aluminium or
brass arranged as in Fig. 3. The adjust-
ment of these plates to cover more or less
of the coil proportionately decreases its
inductance and, therefore, its choking value.
This method is well worth trying out.

Resistance Control.
Fig. 4 shows a method of control some-

times advocated and often giving quite
good results, though the writer does not care
for it. This consists in the use of a variable
grid condenser. The grid leak may be
either fixed as shown, or also variable.: It
may also, of course, be either in parallel
with the condenser or taken directly to the
filament (generally the positive side),
according to the arrangement best suited
to the valve in use. The writer dis-
approves of this system, because the grid
condenser and leak ought, in his opinion,
to be kept to their legitimate function of

able grid
leak is often
u s ed. Pro-
vided it is of
a reliable
type, this
fitting has its
uses. But
they should
be concerned
with obtain-
ing proper
rectification
with "the
valve and filament rheostat
adjustment in use. In pass-
ing, it may bs remarked that
it is not always realised that,
the values of the filament
rheostat resistance and grid
leak interact in a very im-

portant manner. This
cannot be discussed here,
but the fact should be
borne in mind in trying to
get the best, out of any
" leaky condenser " valve
detector.

Direct variation of the
aerial resistance may be
introduced by means of a
variable resistance, either
in the earth lead, as shown
in Fig. 5, or the aerial,
Fig. 6. A carbon com-
pression rheostat of fairly
high maximum, such as
are sold for use as filament
resistances for *06 valves,
can be employed for this
purpose. There is the
theoretical objection to

by experiment. Theory and the writer's
experience favour the arrangement of Fig.
6. In Fig. 5 the effect of the resistance
is to place the whole set at an H.F. potential
to earth. But the ariAngement appears
to work well in some cases.

Finally, we have to consider one of the

F97 Control by use of Vdriorneter
this method that it is a
frank reduction in the efficiency of the whole
set. But the writer has used it with rood

results, and does not consider
that the argument has much
weight ; for, in any case, we
cannot make use of the

resista n e e "

/Q" F. Choke

Controlling ResistanceResistance

/79: 5. Controlling Res/stance
in Earth Lead.

introduced
b y reaction
to the full
extent. It is
for this very
reason that
we have to
make use of
these artifi-
cial clamping
devices.
Whether

the resist-
ance should
be in the
aerial or the
earth lead is
best settled

earliest methods of control, and one which,
in the writer's opinion, remains perhaps the
best. This consists in the use of a variable
A.T.I., generally a variometer. The pro-
vision of. a good variometer is, of . course,

(Continued on page 1321.)

Aig 8. Control by Use of Tapped Coll
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THE WORK OF A SPECIALIST
You feel the pride of being a real specialist in
radio when you complete the last connection of
your set built with R.I. components. You can
show a neat, compact and skilfully -built set that
WORKS. A set whose construction throughout
holds the secret of 25 years of radio science.

R.I. components mark the peak of progress in
radio science. Years of experience lie behind
them-successful years, in which inventive genius
and the finest laboratory resources were supported
to an extreme by public appreciation.

Just try the combination-Two of the New R.I.
Transformers coupled with the R.I. Detector, and
the results will proclaim the finest amplifying.
unit possible.
The New R.I. Transformer - 25/ -

Write for New R.I. catalogue.

Radio Instrainarkis Lid?
12 Hyde Sire aEDxford aro8t.

Telephone: RECENT 62 14(siifle.9\k/.. C .1 .Te I eg rams'Ins trad io London

tspoommononsmonomminioninosinionnomenainrinimoi
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I Remember :
! eeen experts admit that I

it is impossible to judge
she electrical qualities
of ebonite by its appear- I

ante. Be wise, there- I

I fore, and insist on seeing I
I the Red Triangle label I

on the package before I
I you buy. There is I

I none " just as good."

EVERY wise man insures against loss,
whether it be by fire or burglary -whether
it be at his home or his place of

business.

And so it.should be in Radio. You can suffer
severe losses in signal strength through a low
grade leaky panel. Currents which should only
travel along the wires in the circuit arranged
for them, can make short cuts across the
panel and spoil the results.

The only certain remedy is to make sure that
Your panel is of the finest possible quality.
That is why it will pay you to use panels
of Red Triangle Ebonite - for we can
positively guarantee them leakproof and able
to withstand all the most vigorous tests possible
to apply. Sold only in sealed envelopes in a
smooth velvet finish ready for immediate use
without tedious sandpapering.

If your dealer is out of stock, send your order
direct, we can despatch by return of post.

12 Stoc11 Sizes :
6 x 8, 3/- 8 x 6, 3's 10 x 24, 15/-
6 x 18, 8/- 8 x 10, 5/- 12 x 14, 10/6
7 x 5, 2/3 S x 12, 6/- 12 x 16, 12'-
7 x 10, 4!3 10 x 12, 7/6 12 x 18, 13,'6

All f -in. Thick. Sold in Sealed Envelopes.

Special Sizes :
All Concert -de -Luxe, 16 x 8 x 8/- Itesistoflex, 12 x 8 x 4 .. 6/-
Transatlantic V., 22 x 11 x I .. 15,'- Anglo-American, 36 x 9 a
All Britain, 16 x 9 x Neutrodyite Tuner, 12 a 10 x 7/6
F.T. 100. 121, x 91 x f 7/- Nentrodsite Receiver, 12 x 10 x 1 7/6
Puriflex. 14 x 10} x I .. 9/2 3 -Valve Dual, 24 x 10 x 15'-
Tratisstlantic IV.. 16 x 8 x n .. 8/- Harris Crystal Set, 9 a 51 a 1.. 4,'4

Any Special Size Cut per return at Id. per Square inch

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.,
Registered Offices, Mail Order & Showroom,

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 1.
BRANCHES : LONDON -6g, High Holborn, W.C. 1.

PLYMOUTH -- 4, Bank of England Place.
LIVERPOOL -4, Manchester Street. CARDIFF
-94, Q .een Street. WALTHAMSTOW-233,
Wood Street.

Red Triangle Ebonite
vqr-v4irvIrvvvvvvP.S. 7

H E

"AERMONIC
VALVE TEMPLATE
is the best of all definite Templates, as the
four centre punches are riveted to a metal
plate in the correct position for the Valve
Legs and you cannot make a mistake. Pres-
sure of the hand or a light blow gives dis-
tinct drilling centres on the panel.

ONE SHILLING EACH.
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR ONE.

DISTRIBUTORS:.
London and South: -Christie & Hodgson, Ltd., West

Street, Sheffield.
London Agents: -A. F. Bulgin & Co., g-i 1, Cursitor

Street, London, E.C.4.
Noith of England and Soottand:- R PleisaMe,

6o, Fargate, Sheffiekl.--
Export:-James Christie and Son-, Ltd., 246, IVer,-.

Street, Sheffield.- -

WHY? Because these featherweight
'phones represent the finest value for
money. Extremely light, and with
adjustable headbands and earpieces,
the longest programme can be enjoyed
without the slightest discomfort.

Wround to a resistance of 4,000 ohms,
only the highest quality material is
employed, resulting in the reproduction
of speech 'and music with a rich, full
tone that places the " Supratone" in a
class alone.

K SQUARE -LAW
SUPRATONE

' VARIABLE CONDENSERFEATHERWEIGHT
'PHONES of 18/6 The plates of this "K " condenser are -

made of 19 gauge aluminium sheA-
nearly double usual thickness. Their
distinctive shape constitutes a true
square law, having -an absolute mini-
mum capacity. Ebonite end pieces,
and the beautifully moulded 3 -in.

graduated dial are other standard
features.

 001 mf. .
0005
 0003
 0002
'0001

If

WITH
 001 mf. .

0005
 0003

-
8/3
7,'9

7'3
- 6,6

VERNIER
- - 136
- 126

11,6

t7IN E71-465malammioN
BROS., LTD.,

12, 13, 14, Great Queen St., Kingsway, W.C.2.
'Phone: Gerrard 37i 'Grants '' ZI.z.ateseng, Trestcent.-

Works : L OND ON, BIRMINGHAM and WE ST C L IF F.
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ON CONTROLLING THE

3 " ULTRALAUDION."
s (Continued from page 1318.)

+

expensive, and there are objections to it on
several grounds, notably the limitation of
the tuning range and, in most cases, the
introduction of additional rubbing contacts.
The first may be got over by fitting a plug-
in loading coil in series 'with the variometer
(as at X, Fig. 7). The second is a matter

R.F. choi,

figu.9. Use of Coil with Slider

of design. The writer agrees that the
fewer rubbing contacts there are in a set the
more likely is it to be efficient. But if a
really good instrument is purchased there
is comparatively little fear of trouble. Two
swinging coils can, of course, be used to
form a variometer. But this method never
seems to give the same fine control as the

GUIDES. FOR WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTORS.

The " Best Way " Wireless Series.
Have you secured your copies of the two new

guides for constructors just published P No
real amateur can afford to miss Nos. 161 and
162 of the " Best Way " books-the most
reliable and authentic books for the constructor
ever published.

No. 161, " How to Make Crystal Sets," and
No. 162, " How to Make Valve Sets," represent
the high-water mark in wireless publications.
Both are now on sale, price 6d. each ; and the
book .on Valve Sets contains a large pictorial
blue print which is alone worth three times the
price of the complete book.

Buy your copies now.

rotary type,' and there is usually difficulty
in noting the exact angle of the coils for
future reference.

Variable A.T.I.
The " eddy current " plates- referred to

in discussing the B.F. choke can be applied
to the A.T.I. This is a promising method
which, however, the writer has not yet
tried out and cannot, therefore, speak of with
the authority of experience.

Other ways of varying the A.T.I. more or
less continuously are the tapped coil,
Fig. 8, and the slider, Fig. 9. These are
open to the same objection as the vario-

meter on the score of restriction of tuning
range (which can be remedied. in a similar
manner), and also to the more serious one
of the introduction of " dead-end " effects.
But those possessing such inductances can
usefully employ them in the "Ultra-audion "
as in other circuits.

It must be remembered that the adjust-
ment of the variometer, as well as that of the
series A.T.C., alters not only the reaction
but the tuning. " Tuning in " is thus a
" two-handed job " with this arrangement.
There are an indefinite number of settings
of the A.T.I. and A.T.C. which will bring
in the desired station, but the one

which gives the best results
can only be found by trial.
The A.T.I. and A.T.C., of
course, work " against one
inother"-i.e. if the A.T.I.
is increased, the A.T.C. must
be reduced to pick up the
same station again. With a
little practice a station can
be " followed up " with
ease up and down the scales
until the best signals (just
off the oscillating point) aro
obtained.

INOTES ON
DRY CELLS.

DRY cells in addition, of course, to their
use in high-tension batteries, have
come into much greater use" for

filament heating since the advent of the
really dull dull -emitter valve. A good deal
is said about the problem of dispensing with
the low-tension battery, but personally
I must say that I can think of hardly
anything less troublesome than dull -
emitter low -consumption valves operated
from dry cells. It seems to me that this
combination is a near approximation to
the zero of trouble, and provided
really satisfactory dry cells are used
it leaves little to be desired. But,
of course, there seems invariably
some reason to qualify one's ap-
preciation, and in this case it
lies in the unsatisfactory per-
formance of many of the
filament dry batteries which
are offered for sale. The
extraordinary -variations
in the output and
general perforthance of
different dry cells can-
not have escaped the
n o tic e of those
experimenters who
employ this type
of unit for fila-
ment heating,
and I should
say that,
the"dry
cell " type
of valve
h a ving
now
been.

brought to a state of considerable perfection,
the next step is to effect a;corresponding
improvement in the dry battery itself.

It seems that the dry cell has undergone
little or no development since the days when
it Was first produced for pocket flashlight
batteries, at a time when the demand was
so` insignificant as to give little incentive
to manufacturers to devote any considerable
amount of research to the subject. I may
be wrong, but I fail to see (and I have
frequently heard observations to the same
effect) any notable difference between the
flashlight battery of fifteen years ago and
the flashlight battery of to -day which
constitutes the unit of the wireless high-
tension battery.

I suppose there is no experimenter of
more than six months' standing who has
not a museum of discarded high-tension
batteries in some corner of his wireless
room, representing, of course, considerable
outlay. And, unfortunately, the real tragedy
of it is that many, if not most, of the units
in a discarded battery are capable of further
service if they could be separated from the
defunct units ; in other words, the good are
necessarily thrown away with the bad.
This has to a large extent been got over
lately by the introduction of the high-tension
battery boxes, in which flashlight 41 -volt
units are assembled. In these boxes the
individual units are accessible, and defective'
ones can at any time be rejected and
replaced by good ones. These boxes effect

a considerable saving in the
matter of high-tension battery'
maintenance, and I recommend
them to all experimenters who
may not yet have thought of
trying them.

Before leaving this subject,
I may mention that dry bat-
teries, whether of the high-
tension or low - tervoion
variety, usually go " dead "

from one- or both of two
causes: (1) the drying of
the moisture in the elec-
trolyte ,paste; (2) the

formation at the sur-
face of the zinc of non-

conducting a n d
insoluble concre-
tions of 'zinc
compounds.

One of the giant wireless towers, erected for South Africa's super high power station.
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WHAT THEY THINK.
I GEORGE ROBEY LESLIE HENSON

BROADCASTING.
By " ARIEL."

ON

.

/THE other evening, while walking down
1 the passage behind the stage of the

London Hippodrome, I met Mr.
George Robey, " made up " for his part in
that successful show " Leap Year."

" Ah ! if it isn't my old friend Rudolph
Valentino ! " he exclaimed, proffering his
hand to me.

Mr. George Robey.

" I am not Rudolph-"
" Of course not ; am indeed sorry ; you

are-er-er-Douglas Fairbanks ? "
" No, Mr. Robey, I am not. I am "
" Yes, yes, of course ; on looking closer

I can see you are Mr. A.'-I mean Mr.
' Ariel.' Well, come along to my room. I
have just three minutes to spare before the
curtain 'goes up."

G. R. of 2 L 0.
So Ate walked to his room and sat down,

while his dresser added more grease to his
face.

" Now tell me what you want," he in-
quired.

" Well, I should like to have your opinion
of broadcasting," I replied rather inanely,
for G. R. always takes my breath away.

"You will no doubt remember that it
is now well over a year ago since you visited
2 L 0 at Marconi House."

" Yes, I remember quite well. I was
unable to broadcast because. my " silly -
sisters " (solicitors) reminded me of my con-
tract with the managers."

" I thought you were averse to broad-
casting, even though your contract forbade
you to broadcast," I said in surprise.

" No, not at all," he said. In fact.
like it ; I consider it the most wonderful
discovery made since the introduction of
marriage. And believe- me, if wireless

'" broadcasting had been invented thirty-five

years ago, I should be George Robey of
2 L 0 and should broadcast every night
I were allowed to, and tell the managers of
the theatres to go to-"

" MISTERROBEYPLEASE," was the
sudden interruption of a small boy with a
big voice. Mr. Robey immediately jumped
up, and with a parting remark to the effect
that I was to wait, he made his way to the
stage.

Stale Jokes.
I glanced round the room, looking at the

photos of well-known artistes of the foot-
lights, and- after a passing remark' to the'
dresser, I made myself ccimfortable in an
armchair, and commenced to read an illus-
trated paper. But not for long, as I was
frequently interrupted_by the dresser, who
seemed to be keen on talking.

" That there bo-y who .called just now
saved the boss."

"- Saved the boss ? Do you mean Mr.
Robey ? " I asked, always seeking news.

" Yes, sir."
"Tell me what happened," I said, feeling

very interested to hear what this man had
to say about Mr. Robey and his life being
saved by a call -boy.

".Well, sir, he called Mr. Robey just as
he was about to say something to you
which, I guess, could not be published. I
am a member of the Society of -"

We were at this juncture interrupted by
the entry of Mr. Robey looking extremely
happy, and with perspiration rolling down
his greasy face.

" Here we are again," he. ejaculated
somewhat jovially. *" Now tell me what I
said when that boy called me."

I reminded Mr. Robey what he had
said, and added : " don't you think that,
after a few weeks' broadcasting your jokes
and funny sayings would become ex-
hausted ? "

" No, I don't think so. 'If you are a
comedian you must think out fresh jokes
and sayings as opportunities arise. Come-
dians are born, not made."

A Fine Advertisement.
" MISTERROBEYPLEASE ! "
Here Mr. Robey was called away again ;

this time, unfortunately, until the end of
the show.

" Cheerio, Ariel," he said as he left, to
which I reciprocated " Good -night," and
made my way to Mr. Leslie Henson's
theatre, where I found him dressing for the

finale."
Conic right in if you are good-loOking,"-

was the cheerful answer to my knock.
Well. I went in.
Mr. Henson made a wry face, but I was

permitted to stay. And I put the same
old question to him.

" Fine, the 'finest advertisement the
world has ever seen. I love it, and as my

wife says, ' I adore it.' But she has never
said that to me."
Broadcasting Beneficial,,.-

" Did you reap any benefit from t he
broadcasting of Patricia ' at His Majesty's
Theatre ?

" Oh, yes, I think we did remarkably
well," Mr. Henson said emphatically, con-
sidering the opposition of the Press, who,
as you know, condemned the show ; but
thanks to broadcasting, this opposition has
been overcome."

" Then you approve of broadcasting
plays ? " I said.

Not complete shows ; only sketches
from a show."

" Do you think there is any harm in
comedians broadcasting ? " was my next
question.

" Yes, unless they broadcast jokes or
sayings years old, which are out of date for
the footlights, but then I suppose the
Broadcasting Company would not like that,
and I don't blame them."

. " Do you still take a keen interest in
wireless ? " I further asked Mr. Henson.

" Oh, yes, I have started to reconstruct
my " P.W." set for the first time, and I
guess before it's finished I shall have to get
somebody to put it right ! "

On my way home I thought over my
interviews with these two famous come-
dians, and remembered the early days
when I called on them to ascertain their
views on broadcasting, when a war was
raging between -the B.B.C. and the tUatre
managers. Opinions have changed, views

Mr. Leslie Benson.

have altered, and little can 15 C wonder,
when experience has taught us that broad-
casting is not an enemy of the theatre, pro-
viding, of course, discretion is shown. The
broadcasting of "Polly," "The Beggar'..
Opera,"- " Patricia," and other productions
has certainly made many people sit up and
take notice in theatre -land.
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"BRITEZITE BRINGS IN BROADCAST BEST

Used by many
Leading Makers

in their
Wireless Sets

exPta icadedoveh
Stocked by PER

Satisfaction

the principal i m.
BOX

Guaranteed or

Wireless Dealers. Money Returned.

99

Read what
'Popular Wireless' says:
" . . Briterite is
one of the mostefficient we have
yet had brought to
our notice."

Sep'. 13th, 1924.
momummerim

jor. If any difficl.!Zty in obtaining from your local dealer, please write to

BRITISH CENTRAL ELECTRICAL CO,, Ltd., 6 & 8, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.
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DOWNLEAD.-That part of the aerial
which comes through the wall and the
housemaid trips over it.

DrNAmo:-These are found in all elec-
trical things. They go -round rapidly, and
have swishboards.

EARTH. --This is when you bury something
metal in the garden for a wireless. When we
buried ours, father broke a big earthenware
pipe and had a *miner for days.

EBONITE.-Black stuff, much better
than cardboard for Wireless. It seems very
brittle. You have to be very careful to
scrub it, or it will conduck.

ELECTRICITY.-See Current. They used to
do it by rubbing amber with silk, and then it
was called elektron,whick is Creak forEdison.

FILAMENT.-What you burn out in a
valve and have to buy another. They have
a lot of resistance; though I think this
is a misteak. They get too hot.

FREQUENCY.-The number of times a
lid. A wave -length has bags of it.
:ALENA.----Hurtsight. Shilling each.

(..;BID.-SOMeIhillo' in a valve. Does not
burn out, but is otherwise useful if it leaks.
Grid teaks are easy. You lick a pencil and
draw a thick line.

Nearing the End.
HENRY.-Cristian name of the man who

invented tuning
H.T.-What you don't want, in a Yuni-

dyne. If you keep it a long time it swells
up, goes white, and won't Work.

INDUCTANCE.-Wire that goes round
and round in a wireless set. If you want
to hear Chelmsford it, costs you more,
because you have to buy another bit.

Low TENSION.-About five volts. What
burns -filaments out. If you have a Dull
Emetic the LT. lasts longer.

;MAC NETISM.-000les
out of a magnet and
picks up nibs, but can
be used in wireless to.
make the telephones
gee.

_MORSE.-Dots and
dashes once made in
America. Now used
by the Post Office and
other places of that
kind, if any, and by
.1Iarconi operators at
sea.

EGATI V E.--NOt.
Meaning " not posi-
tive." ..If you join it
to negative, it is nega-
tive,- but more so and
no good.-

Oum's LAW.-Alge-
bra. It means that if
you have more of
something, you get less

of something else. If you don't pay attention
to this you burn out a valve. Men who
sell valves want this law abbolished.

PLATE.-A thing in a valve to join the
high-tension battery to. Also used in base-
ball, churches, and false teeth.

REACTION.-What Captain Ekkersley
goes on about. You turn a handle and the
thing whistles at you, thus making the music
much louder-specially drums and such.

VALVE.-What makes wireless so dear.
A glass sort of thing full of eggzorsted- air
with a filament. It lights up and uses up
the battery. When

(Look here, Higham ! Thif5 is a technical
magazine !-ED.)

1+; WAVES AND STRAYS.
OLAF'S MAGNUM OPUS.

By 'IMAM

WHAT Olaf-that's my nephew-doesn't
know about cat's -whiskers isn't
worth worrying about. I do not

really know why he is called Olaf, though I
suspect it is some nonsense of his mother's
about " Hardy Norsemen " and the Heroes
of Asgard. As a matter of fact, Olaf is
just a snub-nosed, freckled schoolboy. too
short about the trousers, T"always
and too long about the baek
An Apology.

When wireless " came in," as he says
(bless .bis innocence !), he threw up stamps
and motor -bikes without so much as a
backwarq --glance, such is the eallous
ingratitude of the young. And now he is
profound when speaking of wireless, though
I fear Ile has'neyer realised that the science
of wireless---2which he fondly imagineS he
has conquered-Lis a gem winch has alt
insignificant facet called " transmission,"
to mention only one other. However !

It chanced that some time ago one of
these Edifors fastened. on to me with a
" rush " job. I was to produce a complete
glossary of wireless terms in some dis-
gustingly short time. I was suffering from
writer's cramp and water on the valve,
too. So whilst I turned my rapier -like
intellect upon terms - like " logarithmic
decreinent, I asked . Olaf to _ knock lip a
few notes on milky ones like " plate,"
" valve," and so, forth. _Olaf toed the line
like a Briton and dyed- hithSelf: with ink
almost up to his elbows, but the results
of his agony never went into my Glossary.
You've got to have them; because if Olaf
does not see them:in print somewhere;
he'll never acknOidedge Me again.
The Great Effort Begins.-

AsAt.-A back is a football player: He
stands in the third row _froth -the front,'
and gets more mud than thei others.- -

ACCUMULATOR.-This cests anything f rem
12s. fid. to £3, and has two terminals, .one
red and the other ; negative, though mine
are both green.1 These things ,have to be
charged, and they. charge 'half-a-crown
to charge them. The faster they run down,
the bigger bill you run up.- This is called
the Law of Compensation.

ANODE.-An Ode is sometimes, a piece
of poetry and sometimes not. All the Odes
I have met were not. They were done in
Latin by a man called Horace. Horace
is now dead. What rot !

BOOSTER.-This is a man who puts in
advertisements for you. They smoak

* cigars and have much money, but are not
essthetic-so my father says.

BATTERY.-The thing you ring bells
with, but useful for flash -lamps. Some are
wet and some are dry.

BAR MAGNET.-See Barmaid.
BEAT REcErTioN.-We generally ex-

perience this on Mondays. Strange how
week -ends spoil masters' tempers.

CHARGE.-HOW much for something.
Also what the copper says you're done.

CONDENSER.-You tune with a condenser.
It is made of alternate plates of metal and

..... -4.- 4- 4- 4-+

nothing. The less nothing you have, the
more you pay. The metal is thrown in.

CONDUCTOR. --A wire. Hence bus -bar,
a live wire, and a 'bus conductor the same,
if inspector aboard.

CONTINUOUS WAVES.-Used by most
post -office stations to jam those ghastly
edukational talks and chess moves.

CRYSTAL DETECTOR.-Yen can get them
cheap, but mostly kids have them. It has
a slider and a cat's -whisker, and you put the

a Ilisker on the crystal and hear things.

A portable on: -valve set built by Mr. R. T. Cox.
14, Ruthin Gardens, Cardiff.

Sometimes you have a varyornmitter, which
is two balls of wire inside each other.

(Ha ! This is Olaf at the top of his form.-
H. B.)

CURRENT.-Electricity. It is made of
volts and sparks. You can get it out of
the wall to light lamps, or from batteries
and cetera. A man called Benjimen Franklin
used to fly kites with it at a place called
Leyden.

D.F.-We are not supposed to sware
at our school.

DIEELECTRIC.-The inside of a condenser.
The rnicrofarads depend upon this. It has
one hole fixing, and costs more if you get
it in a box.
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Cossor
Bright Emitter

, Benjamin Franklin

Wu ncell
Dull Emitter

Benjamin Franklin's gift to Radio
T0 all wireless enthusiasts Benjamin

Franklin should be remembered as
the first man ever to attempt the

extraction of electricity from the atmosphere.
His early kite -flying experiments effectively
demonstra.ed that in very damp weather
when -the atmosphere was heavily charged
with electricity that a strong electrical cur-
rent ran down the wet string.

To -day; in this country, there are more than
a million Benjamin Franklins busily engaged
night after night in extracting electrical energy
from the ether and converting it into enjoy-
ment. Some do it by means of simple Crystal
Sets and others by means of more efficient
Valve Sets. Of all the Valve enthusiasts, by
far the greater proportion are Cossor users-

for there is no Valve more popular in Great
Britain.

With their arched filaments and their elec-
tron -retaining hood -shaped Anodes the PI
and the red -topped P2 are a familiar sight
in every Wireless shop. And now comes
the Cossor Wuncell-an entirely new type of
Dull Emitter-which bids fair to attain an
even greater measure of popularity.

In this short space we cannot tell you its
many advantages-how its filament, when
glowing, is all but invisible ; how volume
for volume it is fully the equal of our own
Bright Emitters ; how in current consump-
tion and long life it is unexcelled-all these
points are fully covered in a large interest-
ing Folder which your own dealer can give
you free, or which we will send you on
receipt of a postcard.

Ko. 3 of a series.

Advertisement of A. C. Cossor, Lid Highburg Grove, N.5 Gifted Ad. 215
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PARATUS
TESTED

The Technical Editor of " Popular Wireless " will be pleased to receive wireless sets and
component parts from manufacturers and traders for test. Reports will be published

under this heading.

FROM Messrs. the Melville Production
Co., Ltd., of 59, New Oxford Street,
London, W.C.1, we have received a

very interesting model of a new type of
loud speaker. In appearance it is similar
to none of its numerous predecessors, being
absolutely unorthodox in design. It consists
of an elegantly shaped, polished upright
wooden case. fiver the front of which
ornamental silk material is stretched. A
small adjusting screw at the -back, and the
connecting leads, are the only clues to the
instrument's identity.

Its tone of reproduction is very pleasing,
and strings come through with all their
original " timbre." This loud speaker can
handle very considerable volume, sufficient
to make its frame mechanically vibrate,
without serious distortion arising, but in our
opinion it is not as sensitive as the majority
of loud speakers, but where ample volume
is obtainable it is sure to prove popular.

Experimenters desirous of obtainina, really
first-class yet moderately priced fixed con-

densers cannot do better than give Lissen
fixed condensers their consideration. We
have been testing a range of samples re-
cently submitted to us and discover them
to be efficient, both in respect of insulation
and closeness to specified values whilst being
stout in construction and neat in'appearance.

By the way,
we have had
a "Lissenceptor "
Mark 2 on test for
some few weeks,
and find it to be
a most efficient

wave trap." Of
coinse, there are
cases when the
Lissenceptor fads
to completely cut
out a jamming
station, and this
is hardly to be
-wondered at in
view of the flat-
ness, of tuning An R.M.C. "skeleton" type

spherical variometer.

Popular Wireless and Wireless Review, January 31st, 1925.

common_ to so many " spark " inter-
rupters, but even the worst of these can be
considerably subdued with the assistance of
the above -mentioned instrument.

Messrs. the Fallon Condenser Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd., have sent us samples of
their new Phone Tip Jacks. Thcs3 little
devices, which are retailed at 9d. per pair,
are excellent substitutes for terminals and,
in our opinion tend to enhance the appear-
ance of a panel.

The features claimed for these jacks are
positive contacts, quick operation, and no
nuts to lose.

* *

A neat and very convenient soldering
outfit has been placed on the market, known
as the " Rozinal " set. It consists of a
soldering -iron with a blow -lamp attached,
so that it can be kept hot the whole time it
is in use. The blow -lamp is operated on
benzol or petrol, and a small spirit -lamp is
provided to start the blow -lamp. It is
extremely convenient where any consider-
able amount of soldering is to be done and
avoids the waste of time involved in re-
heating the iron as in the ordinary method.

* * a

It would appear that there is more in
" Junit," the self -soldering wire " which
we recently commented upon, than our
first investigation led us to believe. In
fact, it is- a very ingenious invention. It
consists of copper wire which is grooved on
both sides to hold the solder. We were
hopelessly inaccurate when we stated that
there was a possibility of " Junit " melting
through by the careless handling of the

. (Continued on page 1328.)

LOOK TO YOUR
TUNERS for

dielectric losses
Whether your present condensers are
Metal or Ebonite End Plates and your
receiver unaccountably lacking power
-be sure your trouble lies in the bad
insulating properties of the insulation
between the two sets of plates. High
dielectric losses cause leakages, absorp-
tions, inability to oscillate on the
lower degrees of the scale. These signal
weakening losses follow the use of poor
quality End Plates or insulating
bushes. Your only safeguard against
condensers in this category is simplicity
itself. Always purchase Condensers
bearing our monogram-it is the
insignia of low dielectric loss-actually
J.B. are recorded (N.P.L.) 0'05 ohms
-a negligible quantity.
Incorporation of J.B. Condensers gives
you the highest tuner efficiency. Fit
them-preferably the J.B. Square law.

001 9/8
.00075 - 9/-
.0005 - 8/-
.0003 8/9

00025 - 619
0002 5'6
000r 5 3
Vernier - 4'6

As Condenser Manufacturers we have long
realised the vital electrical duty -of variably
condensers. J.B. Condensers represent both
high mechanical and electrical design.

J.B. Instmments are obtainable from all dealers or direct
from the manufacturers : Post, one, 6d. ; two, gd. ; three, to

8. POLAND ST-OXFORD ST
LONDON - W.I.

(First Floor)
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A C & S DULL EMITTER OF COURSE!
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A SAMPLE WILL CONVINCE YOU OF
THE IMMENSE SUPERIORITY OF
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Complete Illustrated Catalogue Free.
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xibe
THE LONG -LIFE BATTERY
To interest and amuse our friends we offer the following, prizes
for the correct solution of the cross -word puzzle below.
1st. One Exide L.T. Wireless Battery -6 volt. 60 amp. hrs.

capacity Value £ 3/3/0
2nd. One Exide Hand Lamp Complete Value £1/12/0
3rd. One Exide H.T. Wireless Battery -24 volts Value £1/4/0
Also 20 Consolation Prizes, each comprising one " Chloride"
folding steel foot rule, in case.
No envelope will be opened before February 10th, when the
prizes will be awarded to the first 23 correct solutions opened.
Our decision must be accepted as final.
Envelopes to be marked " Competition " in top left-hand
corner, and addressed to :-The Chloride Electrical Storage Co.
Ltd., Clifton junction, near Manchester..
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HORIZONTALS
1 Seven Hundred
2 A rare fruit tree.
3 Hard workers
4 A mineral found in Norway
5 Hero of a Roman epic
6 Your interest is
7 Useful for slotmeters
8 Probably dumped
9 A quality lacking in celluloid

10 A scriptural beast of burden
11 A great poem
12 Useful at Bridge
13 Goes with a dash
14 Demonstrative adjective
15 A royal title
16 Thus
17 Dismal
18 A woman's secret
19 Another scriptural beast
20 Yours or mine
21 Dig again

Showrooms and Depots:
LONDON:
219, 229, Shaftesbury Avenue,
W.C.2
BIRMINGHAM:
58, Dale End

The "words" in this puzzle include several generally accepted abbreviations
or initials similar to the following:-

" R.H.A."-Royal Horse Artillery.
The " Clues " are not put forward as exact definitions but as affording an
indication to the reauired word.

HORIZONTALS-con tinned
22 Indefinite article
23 Prefix signifying facility
24 A smaller scnptural beast
25 Upper crust
26 Comfortless
27 The song of the lost sheep
28 Ad emollient
29 Crippling
30 Demonstrative adjective
31 A monkey's tail
32 Found in cheese
33 A crime of violence

VERTICALS
4 Surpass

34 Electro-Technics
1 A note of a scale (musical)
9 That's it

17 The family friend
35 Abbreviated bobs
36 Keeper of the Rolls

THE

VERTICALS-continued VERTICALS-continued
37 Not hall -marked silver 54 The nest of a bird of prey
38 A British Regiment 55 A clerical area
39 Anglo-Saxon 56 England's glory
40 101 16 Worth listening for
41 Often quoted 57 Half a rubber
42 Having feet made to specification 58 Bottled bullock
43 A physical unit 29 One better than a harbeirre
44 Often before day 59 Long ages
45 Unmarried artist 60 In or near
25 Little Nigger Boys 61 Has no meaning
7 A darling 62 Perfection

46 End of the fight 6.3 and 64 Thou and I
47 A type of pie 65 Steamer
48 Lead 10 Date indication
49 To put in possession 20 Quite right
15 The Heavies 66 A negative prefix
50 A light metal 67 Postal address sign
51 Beginning 68 West Indies
52 A respected profession 69 Over there
28 Preposition 70 Grand at horse shows
53 A gold coin

0,01nribr EcIdENCpTARNyICALLSIMTOIRATEGDE

Showrooms and Depots:
BRISTOL :
22, Victoria Street

MANCHESTER :
CLIFTON JUNCTION, NEAR MANCHESTER 1, Bridge Street

LARGEST BATTERY WORKS IN THE BRITISH EMPIRE.
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t APPARATUS TESTED.
+ (Continued from page 1326.)

iron ; we had failed to detect that copper
foundation, which naturally gives " Junk "
all the tensile properties of ordinary copper
wire. For easy working. " Junit " is to be
thoroughly recommended ; it simplifies
soldering to a very considerable extent.

A useful accessory. Aermonic bending pliers with
which true right bends, even in No. 16 gauge

square section wire, can be obtained.

Messrs. The Rexo Engineering Co., of 2,
Ravenscourt Square, London, W.6, are
the patentees and manufacturers of " Junit."

* * *

Messrs. The H.R.P. Co., of 46, St. Mary's
Road, Leyton, E.10, wish us to point out
that they undertake the rewinding, adjust-
ment, and general overhauling of all makes
and types of telephone receivers, and not
only ex -Army " 'phones, as their adver-
tisements might tend to imply. We can
also point out for the benefit of our readers
that the H.R.P. people are perfectly trust-
worthy, and we have received quite a
number of letters praising their low prices
and general good- service.

Messrs. The Dubilier Condenser Co.
(1921), Ltd., inform us that their works,
offices, and administration have been
moved to larger and more commodious
premises. Their new address, readers
should note, is now the Ducon Works,
Victoria Rowl., North Acton, London, W.3.

An interesting attempt to produce a
" low loss " plug-in coil has been commend-
ably carried out by Messrs. Faulkner & Co.,
of Manchester. It takes the form of the
R.G. Strip Coil, several samples of which
have been sent us for test. The R.G.
Strip Coil, although outwardly very similar
to any other plug-in coil, is not wound with
wire, but with thin strip copper some
* in. wide. This copper strip is well
spaced and insulated by means of a patent
winding method which, in addition, makes
the coil most rigid. Contrary to expectations,
the R.G. coils do not prove to be possessed
of disadvantageous values of self -capacity.
On test they functioned admirably, and
" coupled " in a most gratifyingly " lively "
fashion. We would not like to say that
they are better than any others we have
tested, but they are well up to first-clais
standard. Mechanically, they are sound
and well -finished, and are provided with
a distinctive violet -coloured band upon
which the name appears in gold letters ;
and this, together with the usual brass
and ebonite fittings, combines to give them
a rather pleasing and out -of -ordinary ap-
pearance. We wonder whether amateurs
will appreciate the introduction of colour
into their accessories ? Personally, we
like it. Mahogonite led the artistic way ;
perhaps some day it will be possible to

choose, say, violet -coloured valves to
match grey -coloured condenser dials,
heliotrope terminals, and blue filament
resistances !

* * *

Messrs. Wates Bros. have sent us a
further supply of their Microstat filament
resistances. The Microstat which is being
sold to -day is a great improvement on the
original Microstat as we remember it, good
though it was. They are now provided with
smaller milled adjustment knobs and screw -
fixing terminals, while the resistance element
has been considerably imprOved and a
smooth control from zero to about 100 ohms
is obtainable. We have used Microstats
with 1.1 volt dull emitters working from
a six - volt accumulator, and while this
practice is by no means to be recommended,
it offers proof of the efficiency of the little
Microstat which we consider excellent
value for money at 2/9.

A "Lotus" cut geared vernier -coil holder as
manufactured by Messrs. Garnett, Whiteley & Co.,

Ltd., of Liverpool.

Profit by the

PROOF

Experience of Others
KDKA

WGY
WHAM

TAUNTON.
" With your Crystal and a
One - Valve home - made
Amplifier I got these
American stations direct.
They were quite loud on
Phones."

The Crystal with the.
SIGNED Guarantee in

every Box

CRYSTAL Ltd

THE
MIGHTY
ATO M

WOR
WBZ

BEST PROOF

TRY IT ON
YOUR SET.

MORE PROOF

LYME REGIS.
" / must write to say your
claims are quite justified.
The Mighty Atom ' is all --

sensitive."

The 'Mighty Atom" is
all it claims to be
Britain's Best Crystal

Special Cat's -whisker in Tube, Tweezers, Directions and signed tester's Slip. See that the Seal is
unbroken. Obtainable of all Dealers, 1,16; if any difficulty write direct to

BRITAIN'S BEST CRYSTAL LIMITED,
23415, SALISBURY HOUSE, LONDON WALL, E.C.2

-_-,-
,Result of Cross Word Puzzle Competition will be published on February 7th. == =

_
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This remarkable
reception of the
U.S. station at
Cambridge (Mass.)
in Coventry is
further proof of

super -efficiency.
Mr. S. Edward Bacon, Stewart' of the
Coventry and County Club, received word
by cable that his brother., a vocalist, would
broadcast from the. American Station
W. B. Z. (Cambridge, Mass.) on December'
20th. Mr. Bacon, using a 4 -valve. A.J.S.
Receiver, promptly got in touch from
Coventry, and " heard both songs perfectly
at loud -speaker strength ".

RADIO SECRET

REVEALED.

'Story of an Impromptu,
Concert 'From X38.

VOCALIST'S
DE51R

To Sing to Brother at
Coventry.

From a eszegagorresaendEnt.
 COVES:INA",

ThUrtdni.

'To hear his b=other's 'coice,

coiling:to
him hi song across the

wide 'space of the AtWutic Ira,

kbeen the aniline experience
of lar,

; Edward Bacon,
steward 'of the.

":Coventry
and- County Clab,

.
Lihtener,-in Mll0 Weil) iiIACCESSt1/1

i ul

Coventry.

getting PAU'
touch on 1.41,1day

night

with the)" American
i').1-eLs %station

lk".Z., atCninlyeidge
(Maas.), neve In-

terested to Rear the enuonuceinent
that

td....41ttt Aostat:tt
.1°1.31 tel lineytetve5n.,ti.)artitIvo

he livoe'int?oventt'y, )1*.ndldl.
C5

THE EXPLANATION.

'Yhe esplenetion
i.t tlie one of the

.'gefi'. 07-st311!'.3f1...7..,Nufk.t.,..Biri.;te
' Technology,

'1311(1.-11
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Tit URSDA
VOICE ACROSS THE SEA.

Coyentry Man in
America

REES TO RELATIVES.

'Shestetement by correspondent iu ;veer.,isaye'of the
'hiidland Daily Teleraph"at he heard-

a CotIro4 brovalearit
from themerioin sitdioo
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in Cerepti.7./and," was read With intwes
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Bacon, steward at the
refry nod County- ChM,
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A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914) LTD.,
WIRELESS BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON.
'Phone : 1550; Wireless Call Sign : 5 It I; 'Grams " Reception,

Wolverhampton."

love Ira .4 minute.
and that hay ono-Isar.

ntereetile evitylv
11,ronnh do a heekoy

ambit villielt nes to he Inated a% eight

, &elect.; between
the' Ifeediton lesend

t ant eenvetril ire" the Canadian

Nei enttlioGda. Law
f. ilclied itt., en,

ino. end 'beard -Ow

Although conditions
were not good"-
Fleheard"perfectly
at loud -speaker
strength" on his
A.J.S. 4 -VALVE RECEIVER

THE A.J.S. " UNITOP c:ABINET RECEIVER
forms top section of "-Unit System" Cabinet and contains A.J.S.
4 -valve Receiver. Complete in itself, it may be converted into a
beautiful pedestal cabinet .by subsequent purchase of first a centre
section to contain both batteries and then base section containing
special A.J.S. Loud Speaker. Used alone, the" Unitop " is a compact
and attractive piece of furniture and a highly efficient Receiver, easily
portable for outdoor functions. In Mahogany, or Light, Dark, or Wax -
polished Oak. Complete with all accessories, ready for use, 30
guineas. (Without accessories, £24 10 01

A.J.S. LOUD SPEAKERS.
Accurately proportioned non -resonant horn, giving correct acoustic
properqe. True reproduction and extreme sensitivity without

, £4 15 0. With
Oak or Mahogany horn and plated fittings, Cs TO 0.
distortion. With Metal horn and plated fittings

..Ish the nearest A.J.S. dealer to show yore these and other A.J.S. Wireless
Instruments, including the " Unit System" 4 -valve Cabinet, She 2, 3,
and 4 -valve " Desk type " Receivers, and: the AV .S. Pedestal Cabinet
Receiva% Illustrated List Free on request.

Representatives for Australasia : R. V.
Bristol, Pty., Ltd., 'Melbourne and
Sydney, Australia; and Wellington, N.Z.

Representatives for India, Burma, and
Ceylon W. and H. Bates (India) Ltd..
Calcutta, Bombay, Rangoon and Madras.

=IMIMMOMM.
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-HULLO EVERYBODY!!
ALL GOODS ON THIS PAGE SENT BY POST.

U.K. POST FREE, EXCEPT WHERE MARKED. FOREIGN PACKING AND POST EXTRA
ORDERS DESPATCHED IN STRICT ROTATION AT EARLIEST POSSIBLE MOMENT.

CALLERS PRICES ELSEWHERE.
Aerial 7 22, 100 feet 3'-

 Copper Strip, do. 2, 9
Allen Variable Grid

Leak .. 1:9

Burndept Detector.. 5;6
asket Coil Holders

1,3, 16
Battery Links .. doz. 1,3
Bretwood

Var. Grid Leak .. 3) -
Anode Resistance 3 -

Bushes, Ebonite, doz. 1.4

Crystals---Neutron or Gilray 1,6
Hertzite or Per-

manite 11 --

Coil Stands -
2 -way Baby .. 3 6
2 -way De Luxe .. 3 11
2 -way Vernier
2 -way Geared .. 5,11
2 -way Polar .. 6/3
2 -way with ex.

hdles. . . . 3, 11
2 -way Shipton

Vernier .. .. 4 6
3 -way Baby .. 4 6
3 -way De Luxe .. 4i9
3 -way ex. handles 5/6
3 -way Shipton

Vernier .. 8: -
Crystal Sets-

For B.B.C. and
5XX .. 9,'11

Neutron Long Dis-
tance .. 32.6

Re -Echo, Sloping 17,6
Brownie .. 8, 6

Coils D.C.C.
1,600 metres .. 2/ -
With Adapter .. 2/9
No. 50, 75, 100 set 2/3

Coil Plugs .. 2 for 1/6
 Wedge .. 2 for 2,'0
Edison Bell do.,

2 for 2:6

Detectors Enclosed -
Micrometer .. 2 9

Nickel Large .. 2 3
Micmet 6 3
Burndept .. 5;6

",fixed Condensers-Raymond", 001 to
.0005 1/2

Raymond .002 to
.006 1/3

Raymond 02 or 01 1:9
(Above Ebonite Base)
Mansbridge 2 mid. 4/3
Mansbridge 1 mfd. 3/9
Mansbridge' 25 mfd. 3/6
Edison Bell 001 to

.0005.. each 1/3
Edison Bell .002 to

.006 .. each 2' -
Edison Bell 2 meg.

Grid Leak .. 1 6
McMichael's 2 meg.

Grid Leak .. 2,6
McMichael's 100000

Ohm Resistance 2/6
Dubilier 0001 to

-0005 2/6
Dubilier .001 to -006 3/-
Dubilier .01 (for

loud speakers).. 7/6
Dubilier 2 meg.

Grid Leak .. 2,6

Fixed Condensers (contd.)
Dubilier Anode Re-

sistance .. 5/6
(50,000, 70,000, 80,000,
100,000 ohms on Stand

complete.)
Flex -

2 -Colour Twin
12 yds. 2/6

Lighting 12 yds. 2/ -
MM. Silk Twin

lryds. 2/-

Goswell-Valve Legs, Set 4 1/3
Valve Holder .. 1/9
2 -way Cam Ver-

nier 9/-
3 -way Cam Ver-

nier .. .. 12'6
3 -way Ordinary .. 7i6
2 -way Panel .. 31-
3 -way Panel .. 5/ -
Basket Holders .. 114

f..T.F. Transformers-
" McMichael's

300'600
"

. 10/-
1100/3000 10/-

Energo, 250/700 3/11
4501200 4/3
900/2000 4/6

Raymond B.B.0 2/9
5XX 2/9

Tgranie Rheostat .. 4/6
30 ohms .. 7/-

Potentiometer 7/-
Variometer .. 10/6
Coils (all numbers)

25 .. 5/- 35 .. 5/-
50 .. 5/2 75 .. 5/6

100 .. 7/- 150 .. 7/10
200 .. 8/8 250 .. 9/-
300 .. 9;5 400 .. 10/3

500 .. 10/6

Lissen -Minor, 3;6 ; Stat 7/6
Universal .. .. 10/6
Switch 2 -way .. 219
Series Parallel .. 3/9
Anode Res. .. 2/6
Var. Grid Leak .. 2/6
Choke 10/6
L.F. T.1 30/-

L.F. T.3 16/6
Coils --
25..4 10 35, 40, 4/10
50..5- 60 .. 5/4
75.. 5 4 100 .. 6/9
150..7;- 200 .. 8;5

polar Condensers
A 001,0005 or .0003 10 6

Micrometer .. 5 6
2 -way Junior .. 6 -

RheostatsOne hole fixing .. 1'6
C. & S. fixing .. 1i5
De Luxe and Dial 2.6
Burndept 4;6
McMichael -Dual 7i6
Shipton Strip -
7 ohm (with fuse) 3/6
30 or 60 ohm .. 3/6
Potentiometer 600

ohms .. 46
Crown for DE or R 2'6
L.E.S. Micro Control 3 6

SwitchesPanel DPDT 1 6
Panel SPDT 1 4
Ebonite DPDT .. 2 6
Ebonite SPDT 1 9

Simplex Lead in .. 1 9
Sq. '. Bus Bar .. 1 --
Switch Arms .. 1 6

(Inc. studs and nuts.)

TerminalsPhone or W.O. doz. 1'9
Pillar large .. doz. 1 9
Pillar medium doz. 1 3
Nickel 6d. doz. extra.

(All with nuts)

Transformers, L.F.
Ferranti ..
Igranic

Ormond ..
G.A.C. 83 ..
Super Success ..
Standard Success
Brunet Shrouded
Formo Shrouded
Formo open ..
French ..

17,6
21'-
25'-
14 -
15 -
21 -
16 -
13 6
18 -
12 6
93

Valve Windows 2 for 1, -

Valve Holders
Murray Anticap 1'3
Legless Anticap.. 1 3
Bretwood 19
Climax UN panel 1 6
(Similar to H.T.C.)

Solid Rod Standard 1 3
Goswell 1.6

Valves
Myers Universal 12 6
French  R " 7 6
Dutch Detector 5 6
Dutch " R " .. 511
Metal .03 .. 13 11
Radio Micro .06 13.11

Bright Emitter
B.T.H. "R," Edi-
swan A.R., Mar-
coni Osram " R "
or " R5," Mullard
ORA, Cossor L.F.
Pl, Cossor H.F.
P2, Milliard B.F.,
Mullard L.F. 12'6

Dull Emitter
B.T.H. B3, Ediswan
A.R.D.E.. Marconi
D.E.R., Myers,each 21' -

Dull Emitters
B.T.H. B5, Edi-
swan A.R. "06,"
Mullard D.F. ORA 25,'-

D.E. Power Valves
Marconi D.E. 6 25: -
Power Valves (for -06)
B.T.H., B6 .. 35: -
Marconi D.E. 4 30'-
Mullard D.F.A. 30, -
Power Valves, for
B.E., B.T.H. B4,
Marconi, Mullard 35, -
(Valves posted

buyer's risk.)
W atmelW

Var. gd. Leak .. 2'6
Anode Res. .. 3'6

Wates Microstat .. 2 9

HEADPHONES
We can recommend
these as being excel-
lent Headphones, with
a great reputation.
B.T.H., 4,000 ohms 25'-
G.R.C. 4,000 ohms 20:-
BRANDES 4,000

ohms (matched
tone) .. 25/ -

BROWN'S 4,000 ohms
(featherweight).. 25/ -

STERLING 4,000
ohms .. 25: -

(Above post free).

DR. NESPER
HEADPHONES

Adjustable diaphragm,
detachable receivers,
double leather - covered
head -springs, long flexible
cords, nickel plated
parts. Very comfortable
fitting to the head.
LOOK FOR THE TRADE

MARK.
4,000 ohms .. 13 3

Post 6d. pair.

BRUNET PHONES.
New Model. Black Cords.
4000 ohms ....16, 6

Post 6d. pair.

FRENCH

THOMSON-HOUSTON
4000 ohm Phones, 15'11.

TELEFUNKEN.
(adjustable

4000 ohms .. 17'11
(Lighter than a feather)

N and K
GENUINE (OLD MODEL)

(No. 2)
Few dozen pairs, 12 11

Post, etc., ed. pair.
No. 3 NEW MODEL
3 POLE MAGNETS

17 6 per pair.
N and K MODEL

Lightweight .. 9,11
Post ed. pair.

All 4,000 ohms.

Genuine BRUNET
L.F. TRANSFORMER

(Shrouded)
5-1 : 5,000 Primary

turns, 25,000 Secon-
dary turns. Post
free . .. 13 6

LOUD SPEAKERS.
C.A.V. Tom Tit .. 30 -
C.A V. Junior .. 55 -
Sterling Baby .. 55 -
Sterling Dinkie 33'-
Amplion Junior .. 27r"6

Amnlion Dragonfly 25 -
All models stocked of

leading makers.

-ESPER
Junior Loudspeaker 21' -
De Luxe.. .. .. 75 -

(Wonderful model)

LEDION COILS.
Set of 5. ', in. wide.

EXTRA AIR SPACE.
Faraday House Calibration

25, 35, 50, 75, 100
Post free 2 6 set.

All wave -lengths marked.
Ledion 1,600 metres 1/6

PANELS DRILLED
FREE WITH ORDERS

OVER 20 -
PANELS DRILLED

and ENGRAVED FREE
WITH ORDERS OVER

£5.

West End Stockist of
Edison Bell, Igranic,
Goswell (quality), Polar,
Jackson Bros. (J.B.),
Marconi, Cossor,
Ediswan Valves, Sterling,
B.T.H., McMichael's,
Lissen, Dubilier goods.

THORPE K.4 VALVE
(For Unidyne)

5 pin (holder free).. 17 6

EBONITE PANELS
3 -16th in.

6x 6..1/8 lOx 8..3 6
7x 5..1 8 12 X 9..5'-
8 x 6..2/6 12 x 12..51
9x 6..2,9 14x16..519

T.C.B.
NEW TYPE RHEOSTATS.
6, 13. 30 ohms .. 4/-
600 ohms .. 5/ -

(Potentiometer)

NEUTRODYNE
MICRO -CONDENSER.
A useful adjustable con-
denser of small capacity
and dimensions, soundly
constructed, essentially
designed for providing
feed back and oscillation
neutralising potentials.

ONE HOLE FIXING.
Fitted with Tcrminals and

Soldering Tags.
Price 2 3 each, post free.

ACCUMULATORS
FOR CALLERS ONLY

at present.
(See Callers' i,1.)

Rheostat Bretwood
with Dial, Valve -holder.
extra value, 1/9

2, 6

Manchester
" Powquip, Ormond

15 6 14,'6

Shrouded Standard
"Powquip," "Powquip,"

18,'- 14'6

"R.I."
NEW

MODEL
IN SEALED

BOX

Don't Buy Otherwise.
Post 25/- Free

FERRANTI L.F.

BETTER
THAN
THE
BEST
1 7 6

IMPORTANT NOTICE

TRADE COUNTER
OPEN

will oblige you with any
lines in stock, less 20"
on Proprietary articles.

NO POST ORDERS
TRADE.

RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'S:
GALLERY DOOR E:

7.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r7

K. RAYMOND - HOURS 5:*_27, LISLE STREET, F. OF BUSINESS : -
= DAILY - 9 to 7.45 .f.LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2 .
.'. SUNDAY - I 0 to 1 E

=

51111111111111111111111111111111111111111117:

are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered 'Phone : GERRARD 4637.
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
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Ej GALLERY DOOR
lullllliulluuwwmmwlunlinll

-HULLO EVERYBODY!!-
RAYMOND'S

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

HIGH QUALITY
SENT BY POST 6d. SET EXTRA.

"DE LUXE" MODEL
AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,

KNOB AND BUSH.

'001 . .1411
' 0005 - 5/6
' 0003 - 5/-
' 0002 - 4 9

POST 6d. SET.
UNSURPASSED FOR FINE TUNING.

NEW MODEL.
With Knob end Dial.

WITH VERNIER.
 001 8/9
' 0005 - 6/ 11
*0003 - 6/9
With EBONITE DIAL and
Two Knobs. Post 6d. Set.

NEW MtDEL
SQUARE LAW

With Vernier.
With Knob and Dial.

Aluminium Ends. Ebonite Ends.

'0003 - - 8/6 - - 10/-
'0005 - - 8/11 - - 10/6

Post 6d. Set.

TWIN CONDENSER
SQUARE LAW

EBONITE ENDS.

'00025 - - 12/6
'0003 - - 12/6
'0005 - - 143/11

TWIN (Ordinary)
Equal units of -00025 or 0003. j_
Complete with Knob and Dial.

Post 63.
To meet the wants of amateurs requiring a
good Square Law  0005 at a low price, ask for

No. 7
.0005 SQU4RE LAW

Complete with Knob and Dial.
Post free 5/ 1 1

LONDON'S LARGEST Stockist of

JACKSON BROS.'
661 D." Variable Condensers, Complete

with Knob and Dial.

(SQUARE LAW( I STANDARD I

001 .. 9/6 -001 8/6
0005 .. 8/- 0005 7/-
0003 6/9 .0003 5/9
0002 .. .. 5/6 .0002
Other sizes as advertised by " J.B. " Post 4d.

CALLERS! THESE 4 COLUMNS FOR YOU
NO POST ORDERS FROM SAME

Warning ! Note name RAYMOND on shops. You will not be able
to buy these goods otherwise. Nearest Tube Leicester Square. This
address is at the back of Daly's Theatre. Open Weekdays 9 to 8,

Saturdays 9 to 8.45, Sundays 10 to 1.

SUNDRIES
Lead-in tubes, 6d., 7d.. 83.
Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a ld
Stop Pins and Nuts, 2 a 13.
Nickel Terminals 2d.
Nickel Contact Studs.

2 for 11d.
Nickel Switch Arm 1/ -

()me -hole xing)
Voltmeter 4/8
Gamages Permanite 1/ -
Condenser Brushes 6d.

RAYMOND FIXED
CONDENSERS.

001,-0031 to .0005 10d.
002, -003, -004 .. 1/-

-006, 1 3 ; -01, 1 '9; 021;9.

ACCUMULATORS
2 v. 43 amps. .. 9/6
4 v. 40 amps. .. 16/6
4 v. 6C amps. .. 18/6
4 v. 80 amps. .. 23/6
6 v. 60 amps. .. 27/6
6 v 80 amps. .. 33/-
6 v. 105 amps. .. 38/6
Hart's Stocked. All High

Quality.

Microstat 2/6
Switch
Leatherette Boxes with

Lid .. 2,'3 & 21.1
Shellac
Shorting Plug and

Socket . . 4,d.
Contact Studs 4 for ltd.
Nickel ditto 2 for 113.
Nickel Switch Arm 1/-
Sorbo Ear Caps pair 1/4
Tumbler Switches 1/4

'Phone Cords 6 ft. 1/-, 1/3
Nugraving 61d.
Empire Taps 2yds. 13.
Allen Var. Grid Leak 1/3
Best Sleeving 3yds. 103.
Rubber Lead-in 10 yds. 1/ -
Thick ditto., ld.,2d.,& 3d.
Aerial, 7'22 100 ft. 1/11
Ditto, Extra Heavy

100 ft 2/3
Anti Cap. Handles 8d.
Tumbler Switches 1/ -

NOTE !
Our Wonderful Micro-
meter Adjustment Glass -
enclosed Detector. 1/9
Why pay more 1'

5 Waxless Coils
200,2000 . 1/3

5 equal 25 to 3.00 .. 1/8
5 ditto, Extra Air

Space .. 2'-
6 waxed 200/3600 .. 1/8
7 waxed 150 3600 . 1/11
Chelmsford D.C.C.

11-, 1/3, 2/6
Basket Holders 9d. 1/- 1/3
Switch Arm 12

Studs, 12 Nuts,
12 Washers.

Lot 101d.

VERY SPECIAL OFFER.,
Crystal Set fitted for
Chelmsford .. 7,11
RE ECHO set, worth 25',

SPECIAL. To callers
only. To customers pur-
chasing 20;- worth of
our own goods at full
prices, we supply a first-
class pair of 4,000 ohm
'phones for 5/. as an
advertisement only.

SPECIAL BARGAIN.

'0005
Variable Condensers

SQUARE LAW
with Knob

Caller's Price

Splendidly Finished.
Legless valve holders 1/ -
ANTI CAP valve
holder 1'-

2 mfd. Mansbridge 3 9
1 mfd. Mansbridge 33
.25 Mansbridge .. 2.11
Colvern Vernier .. 2,6
Neutrodyne ditto .. 3'6
Radio panels " KENITE "
(stand 5,000 volts), 6 x 6,
9d. ; 7 x 5, 9d. ; 8 x 6,
10d. ; 9 x 6, 1 ; 10 x 8,
1/- ; 12 x 9, 2,'- ; 12 x 12,
2/3. Above 3/16 in. thick.

also stocked.
Legless valve holder 1 -
Solid Rod Ditto .. 1 -
Under Panel Ditto 1;6
Ebonite Dials.. 83., 1/ -
Valve Templates 23. 4d.
Adhesive Tape Roll 213.
Copper Foil per foot 21d.
1 in. Fibre Strip 3 ft. 2d.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d.
Ditto Staples .. 5 a 13.
Twin Flex 4 yds. 6d.
Twin Silk Small 6 yds, 6d.
D.C.C. Bell Wire

10 yds. 5d.
Knobs, 2 B.A. 2d., 31, 9d.
Small Knobs 6 B.A. 3d.
Small Knobs 4 B.A. 3d.
Wander Plugs, pair 3d.
Egg Insulators each 13.
Tape Aerial 100 ft. 2, -
Valve Windows 4d. to 9d.
Mica .. .. 2d.

RAYMOND
CRYSTAL SETS

7/11 9 11 12,11
2 B.A. Rod per ft. 2,)3.
4 B.A. Rod per ft. 21
Basket Holders .. 8141.
Also at 10d.. 1'-,1 3, 1/6
2 -way Coil Stands 1,11
3 -way ditto .. 3,6
2 -way with ex -

handles .. 2;11 ,

2 -WAY COIL STANDS 1 /3, 1/9
VARIOMETERS 1/-, 1/3
DUTCH VALVES .. 4/3
LARGE DETECTORS 114.
5 WAXLESS COILS.. 1/3
Do. EXTRA AIR. SPACE 1/8
'PHONES 4,000 OHMS 6/11
N. & K. PATT. 4,000

OHMS .. 8/11
VARIABLE GRID LEAKS 1/2
VALVES FOR UNIDYNE 12/-
5 -PIN Ditto .. 13/11
PORCELAIN D.P.D.T. 1/4
Ditto, S.P.D.T. 113.
L.F. TRANSFORMERS 8/11
SPECIAL BASKET

HOLDERS 81d
Ditto, for Chelmsford Coils 93.

SINGLE COIL formers
with spokes .. 813.

BRUNET 4,000 ohms,
NEWEST MODEL.. 16/6

ACCUMULATOR
CARRIER .. .. 2;3

FLUSH PANEL sockets
complete .. 4 for 5d.

EBONITE BUSHES 13.
dozen 103.

C.W. BATTERY LINKS
2 for 1)3.

" LEDION " sets of 5
COILS .. 1/8 and 2/3

GEARED 2 -WAY COIL
STAND .. 5;3

CAM VERNIER ditto 4/6
CLIMAX U.P. VALVE

HOLDERS .. .. 1/3
RHEOSTAT for D.E, or

R. VALVES .. 2/2
2 -WAY COIL STAND,

ex handles .. 1/11
Ditto nickel fittings .. 2/9
Half opal and ebonite

enclosed DETECTOR,
worth 2:-. My price 1, -

TAPPED COILS for
CHELMSFORD .. 1/6

Ditto for Broadcasting 1/ -
GRID LEAK CLIPS.. pr. 13.
Valves : PHILLIPS "R"

type .. 6/11
Valves: FRENCH

METAL " R " 6/6
Valves : DUTCH .06

(good) 11/ -
Valves : DUTCH DE-

TECTORS 4/3 and 4/9
Valves : DUTCH " R "

TYPE . .. 4/11
Valves: FRENCH

METAL -06 12/11
Valves : RADIO

MICRO .06 .. 12/11
VARIOMETERS.

Finest Value in London. 1/4
1 6, 2,3. JUST TRY THEM.
WEDGE -SHAPE COIL PLU GS

Extra value. 7)3. and 8)3.
EDISON BELL ditto 11d.
Fine little RHEOSTAT,

H.F. TRANSFORMERS,
B.B.C. .: 2/8

Red and Black TWIN
FLEX .. yds. 103.

This is the shop for BARdAINS
See the name RAYMOND.

411.1111111111111111111MIMM

SUNDRIES
Terminals complete -
Brass Pillar .. 1d. 11d.
W.O. or 'Phone ld. 11d.
Fancy Patterns 13 11d.
Extra Large .. 2d. 3d.
Valve Sockets 2 for 11d.
Machine Cut Screws

Stocked (Best).
Pulleys 4)3.
4 Taps and Wrench 2;11
Screwdrivers 6d.

D.C.C. Wire, per 11b.-
13 g. . . 9d. 20 g. .. 9d.
22 g. .. 103. 24 g. 1 -
26 g. .. 1 1 28 g. 1 3
30 g. .. 1 6 Etc., etc.

H.T. BATTERIES
60 v. 7 6
30 v. .. .. 4 6
60 B.B.C. 8,11
33 B.B.C. .. 5 6
9 v. B.B.C.
1.5 (D.E.) 1,9
Ditto .. 2, - to 3 -

D.P.D.T. SWITCHES.
Min Panel 1' -
On China Base .. 1 4
On Ebonite Base 1 11, 2, 6

S.P.D.T. SWITCHES.
Miniature Panel .. 1013.
On China Base .. 11d.
On Ebonite 1:3 to 1 9
Murray Valve Holder 1 3
spring Washers 4 a H.
Coil Plug on Base 103.

De Luxe Crystal Set 7111
4 Whiskers, 1 Gold 2d.
Coil Plugs (ebonite) 63.
Ditto .. 9d.
Shaped .. 811, 1/-
5 ohm Rheostat .. 1/ -
Various 1,'3, 16, 1,9, 1/11
With Dial .. 1/11
Ormond .. 1,9
'Phone Connector 13,
Nuts 2, 4, 6 B.A. doz. 2d.
Washers.. 12,'- 13.

BOXES
7 x 5 9x4 12:< 9
8 x 6 10 x 8 12:<12

BUY
RAYMOND COODS

EBONITE 6/6-1/47X5 .. 1/4
8 x 6 .. 1/10
9x8 2/-

10/8 s/ -
12x8.. 3/-
12 x 9 .. 4/3

3/16 in. 12 x 12 5/6
14 x 10 5,'6

WE STOCKCut to size 1 -in.
1d. sq. in. EBONITE .

STOCK

SIZES

RIGHT OPPOSITE g K. RAYMOND,,1,i,iu
DALY'Si 27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

iiiiiintilintiimilminnimtlituliu

HOURS= =
If OF BUSINESS : =
F.' DAILY - 9 to 7.45

SUNDAY - 10 to I ff-:

No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders t11111,1111111111111111111111111111111111111 -ii

are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered 'Phone: GERRARD 4637.
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All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetwav House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, A.M.I.R.E., F.R.S.A.,

F.R.G.S.

Technical Editor :
0. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors :

K. D. ROGERS. P. R. BIRD.

Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Staff Consultant :
Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Foreign Correspondents :
L. S. LEES, Paris ; Dr. ALFRED GRADEN-
WITZ, Berlin ; R. YATES, New York ;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W. PEETERS, Holland.

The Editor will be pleased to consoler articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work The Editor cannot accept responsi-
bility for manuscripts and photos. Every care will
be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped and addressed envelope must -be sent with
every article. All contributions to be addressed to
The Editor POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
REVIEW, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.0.4. All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc. to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John H. Lite, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus. London. E.C.4.

Technical queries are answered by I.. a charge
of exl. a query and 1/- per full wiring diagram.
All queries must be addressed to the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway House,

be accompanied
by a stamped and addressed envelope Copies of the

queries sent should be kept, as the original questions
cannot be reproduced in the answer. Cash should be
sent in the form of postal orders.

The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio worht, some of the arrangements and speciali-
ties described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur and trade' would be well advised to obtain
permission of the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.
The Editor will be very pleased to recommend

readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who have any inventions
to patent, or who desire advice on patent questions, to
our patent agent. Letters dealing with patent questions,
if sent to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers.

( uestiony
andAns-wery
J. H. T. (Westminster). -In the description

of " A Reflex Circuit with Switching," whidh
appeared in Correspondence of "P.W.," No. 137

' -

(January 10th), the coil which is coupled to
the aerial has a '0002 variable condenser beside
it. The two are connected at the top, but
not at the bottom, although apparently they
should have been joined there also. Is it right
to connect both top and bottoin so that the
coil is connected across the condenser, and then
both connections are taken out to the switch ?

Yes. The towels, connection of the '0002 variable
condenser should be " wires joining " instead of wires
crossing, as shown by the diagram.

" NEXT -DOOR'S AERIAL " (Staffordshire). -
During the recent bad weather, my neigh
hour's aerial blew down several' times, and
it has broken my aerial in three or four
places. He refuses to pay for the damage
done, although I only asked him- to replace
the broken aerial wire by a stew length.
Can I compel him to compensate me for the
damage

It V not possible to express an opinion on the
merits of this dispute unless one is advised as to the
fixing of the aerial. It may be said, howei-er, that
if your neighbour's aerial is so fixed that if it does
come down it must necessarily damage your aerial.
then the neighbour is responsible for the damage
done. In any case, the amount involved is so small
that you would be strongly advised not to consider
legal proceedings. The trouble and expense incurred
would be greater than the trouble and expense at
present suffered.

" TWO -VALVE UNIDYNE " (Preston). -As I
am quite a novice at wiring up, I find great
difficulty in following the connections for
the detector and L.F. Unidyne circuit. The
diagrams and photographs in " P.W." Nos.
105 and 106 show the connections for 4 -pin
valves, with an extra terminal for the extra
grid ; but I have purchased the set of parts
advertised in " P.W.", and I wish to use
5 -pin valves. Can you publish a diagram
showing the wiring from point to point ?

(Continued an page 1334.)

AVOID
DISTORTION -

insist on having

"TANGENT"
FITMENTS -

Selectivity and sharp
tuning depends on your
tuning coils ; efficiency
and clearness on your

components

"TANGENT" TUNING COILS
Covering wave -lengths from 250 to 9,500

" TANGENT " LOUD SPEAKERS
"Concert' ModerTangent" Tall Boy, and Baby "Tangent-

" TANGENT " L.F. TRANSFORMERS
Large and Small

"TANGENT" "DISCOL" H.F. TRANSFORMERS
All wave -lengths from 80 to 4,000

Obtainable front all good dealers,
but in case of difficulty -write us.

GENT & CO., Ltd.
(Established 1872.)

"FARADAY WORKS." LEICESTER.
LONDON : 25, Victoria street, w.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE : Tangent House, Blackett St. O O

HULLO ! C.Q., WILL DAY CALLINC
FOR

WHERE THERE'S A WILL THERE'S A DAY.
T'ANDCO BASKET COILS (100 to 4,500 metres.)

Duplex wound, 25 gauge D.C.C. wire, sewn supports unwaxed, very firm
and strong, recognised as the finest type Coils yet made. Enamelled.
Size 1. 2 in., approximately 150 to 300 metres 5d. each. No. 1. 4d. each

2. 2l in., " 250 to 400 6d. 2. 5d.
3. 21 in., 350 to 550 7d. 3. 6d.
4. 3 in., 450 to 650 Sid. 4. 7d. ,

5. 8d.5. 3+ -in., . 600 to 750 10d. 
6. 4 in., ., 700 to 1,000 1/2 ,, 6. 9d.
7. 4+ in., . 950 to 1,350 1/41 7.1,0d. . 
8. 5 in., ,, 1,300 to 1,750 ,, 1/8 ,, 8. 1/- .,
9. 5+ in., 1,700 to 2.600 2/- 9. 1i2

10. 1/4
COIL HOLDERS. 1/6 each 11. 1,6

12,1/8 
The new " Dayzite " Variable Condensers fitted with Aluminium End Plates,
and both sets of Vanes adjustable. '001, 7/9 each ; '0005, 518 each ;
'0003, 5,1 each: '0002, 4/7 each; Vernier 3/11 each. Postage 61. each extra.

IF YOU WOULD SECURE IMMUNITY FROM LEAKA IN YOUR
SET HAVE YOUR PANELS CUT TO YOUR SIZE FROM OUR
FAMOUS EBONITE, ORDINARY FINISH, 4'6 PER LB. MATT FINISH,
5/- PER LB. AMERICA EASY ON ONE VALVE,

MAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION. Do not keep
wasting money do crystals of unknown repute.

GET A CRYSTAL THAT HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME.

DAYZITE - REGD.
Sold only boxed with Silver Cat's -whisker, 2s. 6d. each, postage 3d.

extra, .Makes excelltat contact with Zincite for a Perikon Detector.

We had a call from a delighted customer recently who stated he received
2 L 0 at Brussels quite distinctly on a DAYZITE crystal.

Write at once for our new catalogue, post free by mentioning
"Popular Wireless."

WILL DAY, LTD.,
19, LISLE STREET. LEICES ; ER SQUARE LONDON.W.C.2
'Phone: Regent 4577. Telegrams: " Titles, Westrand, London."
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London, E -C4'
I had vi°11."

(tett ul results,
using the valve

as detector only,

ContInental

Stations.
ksgd.) 1"1P'

THERE IS ONLY ONE
There is only one dull emitter
valve that embodies the new
Molybdenum filament with its
super -efficient Thorium coating,
which enables it to deliver
volume 'approximately 50 per
cent. greater than a standard
bright emitter.
It is the " Six -Sixty." No other
valve will give you the same
results and one accumulator

charge will last you ten times
as long.

If your local dealer cannot
supply, send direct to us.

Filament Volts 15 to 2.
Filament Current '25 amps. 201-

CLIX PROVIDES AN IDEAL POINT FOR SOLDERING

Retail Prices
CLIX with Locknut Id.
CLIX Insulators

(6 colours) ld. each
CLIX Bushes

(6 colours) 1d. pair

Obtainable from all Wire-
less Dealers or direct from
the Patentees and Manu
faanrers :

Perfect contact-instantaneously
-everywhere.
The tapered design of CLIX
plugsocket ensures full surface
contact in every one of its count-
less applications.
That's why CLIX, the Electro-
Link with 159 Uses, supersedes all
forms of Plugs, Terminals and
Switches and has standardised
the wiring of all radio circuits.

AUTOVEYORS, LTD
Radio Engineers end Contractors

84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1

A LOUD SPEAKER
ON 1 VALVE
THROUGH THE AMAZING

OPEN
PATTERN

11'6
Postage 4d.

URRA
Surely a wonderful achieve-
ment. Results strong enough
to be comfortably heard all
over a large room, on a one -
valve crystal reflex set. Due
entirely to the wonderful
" MURRAY " Transformer.
It's just the something" differ-
ent"which makes the
" Murray " so successful. Its
perfect freedom from distor-
tion, high amplification factor

and purity of tone, are due as much to the scientific investigation
of the Inventor as to its complete insulation and simplicity.

Go where you will, you could not obtain a better Transformer,
no matter what you paid. Don't be put off with any other
if it is perfection you are looking for. No other L.P. Trans-
former could do better.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.
From all dealers or, in case of difficulty, write to :

SHROUDED
PATTERN

1816
Poslegc G t

MURRAY, SON & CO  9
387a, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N,17.

'Phone: TOTTENHAM 178.

"Lightnin
Polish"

to finish.

Use Save half the cost of a cabinet by making
your own. Beautiful mahogany in any
thickness, planed ready for use, can be
bought quite reasonably and built up
quite simply. Get a list now and see what
you save.

Call and select your own
or send for list to Dept. 69

HOBBIES, Ltd., Dereham, NORFOLK.
London, 65, New Oxford St.; 147, Bishopsgatc,

E.C.; 79, Walworth Rd.,S.E. Glasgow,
326, Argyle St. Manchester, 10a, Picca-dilly. Birmingham, 9a, High St. Sheffield,214, West St. Leeds, 15 County Arcade,
Southampton, 11, Bridge St. Brighton, 68.London Rd.

111111111111111111111111111

THE only Genuine American
Crystal on the British Market.

It has been used by the American
public for over 5 years. 1/6Price per box - -

M RADIO CRYSTAL
Mined, tested and packed by the Dayton Radio Mfg.

Co., Dayton, Ohio.
Wholesale Agent for London & didrict : P. BERNEY,

35. Oxford Street. London.
Sole European DistributorsLONDON RADIO STORES,
11, BATH STREET, GLASGOW.

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL BROADCAST AREAS.

ETAL
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Unique in
tonal purity

HE hollow and un-
natural reproduction

which characterises so
many Loud Speakers is
entirely absent in the
BROWN.
Instead, there is an ex-
ceptionai volume and
roundness of tone which
is a revelation to all who
think that Loud Speaker
reproduction is mechani-
cal and untrue -to -life.

If you are still sceptical
it must be beeduse you
have never heard the
BROWN - the first
Loud Speaker ever in-
vented for Wireless.

e i Prices 5.7
H1. 21 inches high.
120 ohms £5 : 5 0

2000 ohms £5 : 8 : 0
4000 ohms 15 :10 : 0
H2. 12 inches high.
120 ohms £2 : 5 : 0

2000 ohms £2 : 8 : 0
4000 ohms 12 : 10 : 0
Q. The de -luxe model

£15 : 15 : 0 in all
resistances

S. G. BROWN LIMITED
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3

Showrooms:
19 MORTIMER STREET, W.1
15 MOORFIELDS, LIVERPOOL,
67 HIGH ST., SOUTHAMPTON

"\v u,
Wireless Apparatus

Guide Ad. 255

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

(Continued front page 1332.)

The accompanying sketch, which is partly pictorial,
shows bow the different components should be
connected. The upper portion of the diagram (with
shaded edges) represents the -back of the panel,
and needs no explanation except that the grid leak

above a road, and I am now informed by the
local authorities that I must either take the
aerial down, or undertake to pay 10/- a year,
and 10/- for a stamp for the agreement. Now
the houses on both sides of the road belong
to me, and when they were built I paid for
the road to be made up.

Am I bound to take down my aerial in such
circumstances, or failing this pay the money
demanded ?

7222a3":1332==ms32=3=9,
PHONES

0
IN G.

L r1

DJ 6.

A
0

E

.0002

a

is shown symbolically below the centre stud of the
the variable condenser on its right.

Below the dotted line are the, two valve positions,
with the sockets marked as seen when looking down
at the baseboard. The transformer connections
are marked, but on both sides the leads should be
tried in the reverse position until the best results
are Obtained. The leak across the 001 should be
varied *carefully, as explained in "P.W." No. 117,
and for close coupling between the coils it is essential
to use the types recommended, and not any plug-in
coil that happens to be on hand.

NOTE.-This query has been reproduced from a
previous issue at the request of a untidier of our
readers.

* * *

" LICENSED LISTENER."-FOr. the past
twelve months my aerial has been erected

The"P.W."Technical
E.- Queries Department.

REVISION OF RULES.
= Owing to the extraordinary growth of the
E POPULAR WIRELESS Queries Department, E
E the Editor is compelled to revise the regulations E
= governing the answering of readers' queries, and E
E the following new arrangement now comes into E
F.- force:-

(1) A charge of 6d. is made for every query E
sent to the POPULAR WIRELESS Queries E
Department. The "three for a shilling "
regulation is cancelled.

(2) A charge of 1'- is made for supplying full E
wiring diagrams.

(3) All queries, together with postal orders E
and stamped and addressed envelope, to E
be addressed to-

TECHNICAL QUERIES EDITOR,
POPULAR WIRELESS,

E The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, f.
London, E.C.I.

If (4) Technical queries will not be answered by E
- telephone.

Tifill1111111111!11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111fillififfilffill

The authorities can compel you to
pay a nominal charge for the aerial.
The roadway does not belong to you --
if you have paid the local authorities.
for making up the road, that fact
indicates that the road has been
taken over.

J. W. (no address given).-
Would you please publish. in .

next week's " P.W." directions
for making a low -frequency
transformer, and list of the
articles needed ?

As.a general rule we do not advise
home constructors to attempt to
make an L.F. transformer. The
purchased article is no dearer, and
is generally far more efficient when
constructed under workshop con.
ditions than it can ever be when
home-made.

We have, however, occasionally
published details of transformers
made by contributors to " P.W."
for use with a specific set.

These are not generally suitable
for all-round use, and as you do not
say what ratio, etc., is required we
cannot recommend any such instru-
ment'for your purpose.

* * *

C. C. L. (Hartlepool).-On
page 1183 of " P.W. -of Jan.
17th, a, wiring diagram of the
" Four Circuit " two -valve set
is given, but it is not very clear
to me. I should be glad if you

will explain the use -of the terminals, etc.
Looking at the diagram referrel. to (Fig. 7), the

terminals correspond with the layout in Fig. 5, page
1182. Commencing at the top left-huld corner and
going downwards the terminals are as follows :
2 for primary coil, 2 for secondary, 2 for reaction,
the lower of which goes to centre of S.P.D.T. switch.
At the bottom we have the one end of switch, phones,
H.T. + and -, and L.T. + and -. The two on the
right-hand side are for- the amplifier .coil plug and
the two on the top are aseria1and earth, the latter on
the left. The grtff -condenser is willingly placed,
however, and should be across the two grid leak
points shown connected to top terminal'of sccorahry
and to grid of valve. The condenser is snmvn being
removed of course. There is also one point we should
mention, and that is that the left-hand side of
the S.P.D.T. switch on the extreme right of Fig. ii
should be connected to the top of phones, and not
left imeonnected as shown._

B. S. G. (Weyniouth).-Being a new reader,
I have not seen the early copies of "P.W."
giving details of the " Unidyne " two -valve set
and should be obliged if you Will let me have
a list of coMponents;

The actual oomponents used in the. set described
in "P.W." Were" as follows, but there is no reason
why other makes than those stated. should not be
used if the apparatuS is really efficient :

Ebonite panel about Br x x 1".
2 Microstat rheostats (any, good resistance giving

fairly fine control will do).
2 Variable grid leaks -
2 valve holders to fit the type of valves used.
2 valves of the four -electrode type (Thorpe K4 are

O.K.).
I. Vernier control to coil holder.
1 L.F. transformer (R.I.) or other good 5-1 ratio

type.
1 cabinet to fit panel.
6 terminals.
1 S.P.D.T. switch.
1 .0005 variable condenser, with vernier for

preference.
1 fixed .001 mfd. condenser.
1 fixed 0002 mfd. condenser.
About 16 ft. tinned copper wire (18 -gauge square

section is best).
Sundry screws, etc.

WHENreplying to advertisements
please mention "Popular

Wireless and Wireless Review " to ensure
prompt attention.
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BONTONE PHONES
POPULAR

AS

BONZO

S E N SI TI V E, DURABLE,
COMFORTABLE &
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED.

BONTONE are made through-
out in our own works. Made of
the best materials procurable
and covered by a guarantee
Compare these BON TONE
advantages with the conditions
when purchasing Continental
Telephones. BONTONE are
sensitive-we make our own
magnets, wind the bobbins,
make them from beginning to
end-BONTONE are British
Made.

Manufactured up to
High -Efficiency down
to a Popular Price.

14/6
BONTONE ORIGINAL

15/6
BONTONE LIGHTWEIGHT

All p. ones are stamped B B C.

Cbtainabte from all .WireleEs Dealers and Stores.

B. D. & Co. (Edward A. Boynton).
Works : GOSWELL ROAD and CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C,1

Offices: 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD. LONDON, E.0 1
Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.

THE R.M.C. VARIOMETER
- SKELETON

CONSTRUCTION ;

SPHERICAL WINDINGS;

EBONITE INSULATION ;

AIR DIELECTRIC ;

THEREFORE

MAXIMUM
EFFICIENCY.

11IIMM-

PRICE 6/9
WAVE -LENGTH RANGE, 280-640 METRES

NOW ONE -HOLE FIXING.

If unobtainable from your dealer,
send P.O. for 6/9 direct to

THE RADIO MANUFACTURING CO.,
100, DALE END, BIRMINGHAM.

Reduction
in

Valve Prices
OWING to an increased demand

and !greatly extended manufac-
turing facilities we have decided to
reduce the price of the

COSMOS D.E.11
DULL EMITTER VALVE

from 25:- to
22/6

This valve, as is now well known, works off a
single Dry Battery. It takes 0:25 amps. at I:t
volt, and is the best Dull Emitter Valve for
Loud Speaker work.

The new

COSMOS A.45
BRIGHT FILAMENT VALVE

WILL BE SOLD AT

This is a highly efficient valve for all reception
purposes, being equally suitable for detection,
H.F., and L.F. amplification. It takes 0.7 amps.
at 4-5 volts.

The new

COSMOS S.P.18
SHORT PATH

DULL EMITTER VALVE
WILL BE SOLD AT

18/-
This is an entirely new departure in valve
design. The unique construction of the elec-
trodes enables the distance between them to be
greatly reduced, so that Electrons only traverse

a very SHORT PATH. This gives :-
Greater Amplification. Exceptionally good rectifi-

cation. Greater output without distortion.
EXCELLENT FOR' LAST STAGE' AMPLIFICATION

For " Crystal Clear " Reception use

VALVES
Advt. of Metro -Vick Supplies Ltd.
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Enclosed Type Cabinet
Fitted with fillets to
take 12 x 12 in. panel
2 in. behind inside of
doors. Valves can be
fitted behind panel, the
Cabinet having a sliding
back for access to rear
of same. Ample accom-
modation for H.T.
batteries, etc.
Dimensions, inside size:

15 x r2 x 81 in.
In Oak: In Mahog.:
37/6 421 -
each each

IVrite for Lists of Various T 0.3, Trade Inquiries Invited.
(-ARRINGTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
18-20, Norman's Buildings, St. Luke's, E.C.1.,

Telephone: Clerkenwell 69o3,

INVENTIONS
PATENTED. Trade Marks and Designs Registered.

Particulars and consultations tree.
BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,

9, Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.C.1.
EstahNsheel 1840. Telephone: Chourery 7547.

STEEL. MASTS.
Catalogue " B " on request.

HAMILTON MAY, Weybridge, Surrey.

BEGINNERSWIRELESSGUIDE TO
It you wish to make wireless sets which are

UNBEATABLE IN PRICE, QUALITY, OR EFFICIENCY
this Is the book you must have.

Everything is so clearly explained that any be-
ginner, without previous experience, can make the
most efficient receiving sets obtainable.
Full Instructions are given for MAKING COMPLETE
CRYSTAL SETS, ONE AND TWO VALVE AMPLIFIERS,
DUAL AMPLIFICATION SETS, ALSO THE VERY
LATEST TWO, THREE, AND FOUR VALVE TUNED
ANODE RECEIVERS.
160 pages (28 diagrams) 1/3 post free.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Returned.
SAXON RADIO Co. (Dept. 14) South Shore, Blackpool,

RESULTS WITH THE ULTRA-AUDION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Having been a reader of your valuable
paper front its first number, I feel compelled to write
you on the success that 1 have gained from advice
given.

First, 'constructed a crystal set. variometer tuned,
with which I logged all B.B.C. stations, the nearest
main station being Manchester, 80 miles, not a bad
record, you'll agree. Now, I have an ultra-audion one -
valve set, using a soft Dutch valve, with this I have
logged in all 29 stations, B.B.C. and continental, below
600 metres; over this length 5 X X and a few more
come hi well.

Hoping this will be of some use to readers who
have not constructed sets, and are doubtful of results
got from simple supers described in your journal.

Wishing you all the success you deserve,
Yours faithfully,

CYRIL OWEN.
, Tower Buildings, Bangor Road, Conway, N. Wales.

INVITATION TO AMATEUR TRANSMITTERS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir.-I have, received a letter from a French
amateur at Caen, who is anxious to exchange tele-
phony with an amateur here.

If any reader is anxious to do this. I shall be only
too pleased to give details of wave -length and pro-
posed workings.

Yours faithfully,
H. W. SNOw,

135, Gleneldon Road, Streatham, S.W. 16.

ANOTHER OVERWHELMED CORRESPONDENT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Allow me to., thank you for inserting
my letter re wireless ,'"-iatticals for disposal in
" P.W." - I have been overwhelmed with replies
from all parts, including applications from Belgium
and France, and having received upwards Of 170
replies the task of attending to same has been con-
siderable. In fact, not having found it possible to
acknowledge each one individually in cases where
postcards or no postage was sent might I beg a little
more of your valuable space to thank all who have
written and to inform them that I have endeavoured
to divide the papers as fairly as possible, taking appli-
cations hi rotation.

! ! A WIRELESS WONDER ! ! !

1"/ T\ iii
THEJEWEL CRYSTAL

Attractive Mims to the trade.
Can be obtained from all
dealers, or post free 1/6 from

LISTRON, 88, 89, 90, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C.2.

FULL OF LIFE,
POWER AND ENERGY.

6 LISTRON i 6
is remarkable ill its efficiency,
power, clarity and purity 'of tone
over long distances.
Its energy is persistent and it's
life long.

F. S., Yorkshire, writes :-
" Listron is the finest crystal
I have used. Its power of
reception is marvellous."

Also obtainable wholesale from V. Zeitlin & Sons, 144, Theobalds Rd., London, W.C.1.
Vc A 8,

THE SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON
Pat. NO. 120,734.

5/- 5/-
Will enable you to Work a loud speaker off a crystal set. Magnify the sound of your
gramophone up to 200 times. Fit up an efficient house telephone. Transmit piano,
violin or gramophone music anywhere. Magnify sounds otherwise inaudible, etc. etc.

Everyone interested in sound transmission should write to -day for the "Marvels
of the Microphone." Price 6!d. Post free. (Send postal order-not stamps.)

MIKRO Ltd., 32c, Craven St., Charing Cross, W.C.2

I consider that the replies received from so many
centres are a striking testimonial to the remarkable
circulation of POPULAR WIRELESS.

Again thanking you.

Of, Richmond Wood Road,
Bournemouth.

Yours faithfully,
J. L. FULFORD.

THE " PICKARD " REFLEX SET.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,7-I'lease allow me, through the medium
of your columns, to congratulate Mr. 81. C. Pickard
for devising the fine reflex circuit published in your
issue of September 27th last. I have constructed a
set from his specification, with the exception of the
AE. tun. condenser, which I wired series instead
of parallel. I may say at once that it is all he claims
it to be, and I consider is a big improvement on the
orthodox reflex circuit.

Here, in Leicester, the nearest B.B.C. station is
at Nottingham, and that is a relay -26 miles. Then
comes Birmingham with 38 miles. These two stations
I receive at medium strength on a loud speaker wilts
my aerial under the roof.

Several other stations, including 2 L 0, 2
and 6 B M, come in with great strength in telephones.
On one occasion I tuned in a German station which
was quite audible in a moderate -sized room on the
loud speaker, and as a tribute to its range I may
say that at 4 a.m. orn Sunday last I succeeded in
picking up W G Y, which was transmitting dance
music, very enjoyable on the 'phones.

This is the first transatlantic station I have ever
heard direct, and consider it speaks very well indeed
for a circuit which is economical, stable, and easy to
handle.

In case any other enthusiast should find them useful
I append the following details :

Valve-Ediswan A.R.D.E.
Crystal-Tungstalite (old type red label, intend

experimenting).
Transformer-Nameless, cost 13/6.
'Phones-Foth.
Coils-Basket (home made).
R.F. choke-Basket (home made).
Fil. volts -1.8-2.0.
Anode volts -100 (twice makers' specification).
Re latter detail. The American was received with

only 50 volts H.T., but for loud speaker the increase
works wonders.

Other stations which come in well on 'phones are
Radio Paris, School of Posts, and Brussels.

My lowest wave -length received to date is 2 T N,
of Polesworth, on a wave of 118 m.

Possibly with a bright emitter valve this circuit
would be still more efficient.

In conclusion, may I thank you and Mr. Pickard by: -
the many enjoyable kours I have spent since erecting
this receiver, especially during Christmas -time.

I am, sir,
Yours faithfully,

LIONEL P. MORLEY.
10, Sherrard.Road, Leicester.

THE " CHITOS " CIRCUIT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I should like to add yet another tribute
to Mr. Chitos for the novel circuit he devised. and
which

.

was published in POPULAR WIRELESS, Atittst

London at 4 Rides comes in at splendid strength.
it sometimes being necessary to detune in order to
hear comfortably. The tunes of the Savoy Band
can be followed when someone else is wearing the

great drawback is hand capacity, just
rleihfohnveei.ng

one
the hand from the condenser after tuning

is sufficient to send the set into oscillation. As yet
I have been unable to tune in any other station
(except Croydon), so if Mr. Chitos has received any
other stations I would.be greatly obliged it he would
state the coils used through the columns of this paper.

I am sure other amateurs would welcome the
knowledge. Wishing " P.W." every success. ,

Yours faithfully,
A. GIBBENS, Regular Rosier.

10, Southolm Street, Battersea, S.W.I I.

CRYSTAL " D X " RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Being interested in this subject, I have
recently carried out tests with my crystal set, and
have been astonished at the results obtained.

I can tune in (at about R 2 or R 3 sigs.) 6 B MI and
5 I T at almost any time when 2 L 0 is not working,
and have also on occasion logged 5 N 0 and 2 Z Y.
Chelmsford I can receive quite clearly, even when
2 L 0 is transmitting, and sometimes am able to
tune out 2 L 0 entirely in favour of 5 X X.

I am situated at three miles from 2 L 0, and my
set is condenser tuned, with A.T.I. and Nario-coup-
ling. I use a really good " Mars " aerial, Valpo
crystal, and double earth system (one direct to ground
and one to water -pipe).

Wishing your paper every success,
Yours faithfully,

CHARLES P. PARSONS.
P.S.-Incidentally, I may mention that I have

tried many of the proprietary crystals on the market.
A few were utterly hopeless, and- several gave in-
different results. The three best (for my set, at any
rate) are undoubtedly Valpo. Britezite, and Gecosite.

23, Queen's Gardens, W.2.
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THREE -VALVE REFLEX
RECEIVER.

(Continued from page 1293.)

obtained from the grid bias battery, of which
the negative terminal is connected with the
I.S. terminal of the transformer T2.

The variation of the grid potential of
valve V3 causes a fluctuation in the high-
tension current which passes through the_
'phones, causing are production of the signals,
on its way to the plate of the valve V3,
where it flows via the electron stream to the
filament, thus completing the circuit to the
negative terminal of the high - tension
battery.

Testing Components. ,

Reaction effects are obtained by coupling
the tuned anode coil T.A.I.2 to the aerial
tuning inductance A.T.I., by the use of the
two -coil holder carrying the respective coils.

For the convenience of the operator, a
main switch is provided, this being shown
diagrammatically as breaking the low-ten-
sion positive lead, thus switching off all the
valves.

Though every. care is taken by the manu-
facturers of first-class components, the
amateur constructor is well advised to
apply a few simple tests to the parts he buys
before building them into a set, otherwise
great confusion may result.

For example, though the vanes of a
variable condenser may appear to clear each
other, it is possible that annoying short
circuits may exist. A simple rough and
ready test for determining the efficiency of
the condenser consists in connecting a wire
from one side of a 100 -volt battery to one of
the condenser terminals and flashing the
wire from the opposite pole of the battery
to the other terminal of the condenser, the
vanes being rotated at the same time.
Should any spark occur during the test, the
condenser will be at fault and should be
changed for another immediately.

Perfect contact between the moving con-
tact and the winding of the filament resist-
ances is most essential, as well as the me-
chanical perfection of these components.

Transformers must be taken on trust to a
large extent, but provided high-class com-
ponents are purchased there need be little
anxiety on this leore.

Faulty Coil Holders.
To test the fixed condensers, a current of

20 volts is used to charge up the plates, by
connecting the battery momentarily with
the terminals. Then the plates are allowed
to discharge through a pair of 'phones, and
if all is in order a click will be heard at the
moment of discharge.

In selecting coil holders care is needed
to see that the coils will fit without straining
the legs and that perfect contact exists
between the moving member and the
terminals of the two-way coil holder.

Another useful hint is that of ensuring
that the knobs and dials of all control com-
ponents rotate truly when mounted on their
respective spindles, for nothing so mars the
appearance of a well-built set as " wobbly "
knobs and dials.

Fig. 2 gives full dimensions of the front
panel, which is preferably of matt finish,
the ebonite manufactured by The British

(Continued on page 1338.)
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The Secret of the Tone
of the RADIOSUN

PRICE :

E5-0-0

-Voiced like
an Organ

The Secret of the
Tone ofan Organ

The whole basis of music is one of vibrations
and harmonics, but the feature that makes.
or mars perfect music is the way in which
the harmonics are produced from the vibra-
tions. Given a solid magnet structure and a
correctly proportioned diaphragm you can take
it that your vibrations will be really good,
but the resulting harmonics depend entirely
upon the way you use those vibrations.
The great art of the organ craftsmen lay in
their master knowledge of harmonics, and the
secret of their, greatest achievement was the
voicing of the pipes.

THE RADIOSUN LOUD SPEAKER
is the only loud speaker with the mouth of
the sound chamber voiced like an, organ.
You can guess the immense difference this
makes. Every intonation is reproduced from
the. vibrations of the diaphragm in perfect
form, giving real music throughout the range
of wireless broadcasting.
The. Radiosun Loud Speaker was designed
by an organist and engineer, that is why it
can give you the purest music. Remember,
it is voiced like an organ, and it is the only
loud speaker with this supreme feature of
design. The entire magnet system is unique.
Look out for further particulars of this
wonderful loud speaker in our advertising.

Write for booklet explaining tke won-
derful difference free on application,

UTO SUNDRIES
10, LOWER GROSVENOR PLACE, LONDON, S.W.1.
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INCREASE YOUR
SIGNAL STRENGTH

ON YOUR CRYSTAL SET
It doesn't matter how many 'phones you are
using, they will ALL be as strong as if they were
in use alone if they are fitted

WITH "EXTRAPRONES."
" Extraphones " are wonder -attachments which
fit any 'phone without alteration. 'Phones of
any resistance may be used with the same effect.
OBTAINABLE EVERYWHERE 2.9
Or direct from the patentee and manufacturer-
W. JOHN MILLER, 68, Farringdon St., E.C.4.

Telephone: Centra11950

PANELITE.
Will stand 5,000 volts, will not fracture. 9" x x
1,6; 10" x 9",2/2; l2 x 10, 210; 11 x 12, 416 Post paid.
RADIO PANEL CO. (Iltipt.P), 143, Fetter Lane. E.C.4.

ARE YOU STILL USING CRYSTALS?
If so, discard them and useSHEET

and notice the improved reception.
Price 1/6. Special Whisker 6d.

Every piece Tested and Guaranteed.
If ?tour dealer is unable to supply, send P.O.
together with his name nod addre.4 and we trill
spoil to poll post free.
THE GROVEDALE Co., 1, Grovedale Road, Holloway,N.19

- Cull Emitters Repaired ......--
Citatanteed delivery by return of post. Each
concert tested, 10/6. Bright valves, 6/6. Send
remittance with valve to W. G. EAMES, 15, Red
Lion St., London, W.O.1. 'Phone Chancery 8220.

-SPAIN ON 1216 .07'
TESTIMONY." I spent Christmas at. Portsmouth with a

relative to whom I made a present of a 1 -ValveSet with one of your Pliotron S.S. Valves,
and we had splendid results with it. We tuned in
London, Bournemouth, Birmingham, Aberdeen,
Eiffel Tower, and then heard someone speaking
quite clearly from Barcelona (Snafu)."
-Unsolicited testimonial; original may be inspected.
Max. con. 07, fil. volts 2.3, anode 40-80. Concert
tested and sent with instrlictions for use, post free on

24 HOURS' APPROVAL.
English "R" Valves, fil. volts 4.5, anode 45-100, 7,9.
Concert tested. Post free. 24 hours' approval.

P.W. UNIDYNE D.E.'s.
Phillips 4 Electrode D.E., 1.8 volt 16 amp. 25/ -
Phillips 4 Electrode Bright Emitter ... 12/6
Thorpe K4 Bright Emitter (5 pin) ... 17/6Concert tested. Post free. 24 hours' approval.Insurance against all postal damage. Valve
must be returned within 24 hours of receipt. 9d.
per 7t6 or 12/0 valve; 1:- per 17 / 6 ,or 251- valve.

ANELOY PRODUCTS (Dept. P.25',
Eton Works, Upland Road, London, S.E.22.

-AMPLIFIERS:
Make the " Varea" (Pro. Pat.) Amplifier for your
crystal (or Valve) Set. It equals one stage of
L.P. at least, but has no valves, accumulators,
buttons, etc. No alteration to set necessary.
CHEAP and simple to construct from our full
size instructional blue prints of amplifier, cir-
cuits, etc., 2/6, including microphone, insets
and steel reed.
L. Debenham & Co., 6, Loampit Vale, S.E.13

LOW ST PRICES
For single Wireless Sets and Parts. Write at once for
our Latest Radio List. All Goods sent Post Free.

ASTOUNDING PRICES.
W. CLAYTON, 163, East India Dock Rd., London, E.14

-J. ALEXANDE.1K-
WEST HAMPSTEAD (Met. Bridge)

WIRELESS STORES.
'Phone Hampstead 3083. Open till it p.m.
4, BLACKBURN ROAD, OR 118, WEST

END LANE, N.W.6.

OPENS TO DAY
TO CALLERS ONLY.

Genuine French o6 Valves .. 10/6
Genuitie N. & K. Phones 12/6
Guaranteed 44 Volt Batteries .. 31d.

We Stock Everything and AU Goods
Are, Post FREE.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1304.)

upon the element at various distances apart
until the proper value for the leak is ob-
tained. Should this grid -leak be required
frequently for general experimental pur-
poses, it may be mounted up by securing
the resistance element between two
small wooden supports on a baseboard, and
arranging a slider (after the fashion of a
slider -coil) so as to make the necessary
adjustment of resistance valve.

Filament Control.
Although the filament rheostat is a

comparatively simply affair in its theory, it
offers a good deal of scope for more efficient
design. This was impressed upon me
recently during some tests with a five -valve
set, where the rheostats were designed (and
made) by the owner of the set.

At first they struck me as being very
clever, inasmuch as they permitted of a
rapid adjustment to approximately the
correct value, followed by a vernier adjust-
ment for the final setting. I forgot to say
that the valves were mixed, some of them
being rated for about 1'S volts, whilst a
6 -volt accumulator was used throughout.

(Continued on page 1339.)

THREE -VALVE REFLEX
RECEIVER.

(Continued from page 1337.)

account of its excellent finish and high
insulating qualities. The use of inferior
material, especially with circuits of this
description, is liable to lead to disappointing
results.

The most convenient method of locating
the various holes for drilling the panel is
that of making a full-sized drawing on a
piece of stiff paper, marking the position of
all the holes, then laying the paper on the
panel and pricking off the centres of the
holes with a sharp -pointed scriber. In Fig. 2
the actual sizes of the holes are determined
by the dimensions of the component
spindles and are shown on the diagram.
In drilling all holes through 'the ebonite,
clean results will be secured by moistening
the drill with turpentine, using high speed
and light pressure on the drill.

Baseboard Layout.
The ebonite panel carries the components

used for controlling-i.e. the variable con-
densers, rheostats, switches, coil control
knob, aerial, 'phone, and earth terminals.

Fig. 3 shows the general lay -out of the
instrument base, which is made of a piece of
hard wood about 18 in. in thickness, planed
smooth on both surfaces. The first stage of
assembling the components on this board
consists in making the bases for the three
valves, details of which can be seen in one
of the photographs. The bases are attached
to the board by four 2 B.A. studs, so that
the platform is 21 in. above the board, thus
rendering the valves extremely accessible as
well as ensuring adequate insulation.

The terminal strip, measuring 9 in. by
2 in. by I in., is provided with nine equally
spaced terminals, and before this is screwed
to the base a length of 18 in. of 18 S.W.G.
tinned copper wire is attached to each ter-
minal.

(To be co»eladed next week.)
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4criming,e YourACCUMULATOR
7131.1b Home 'smith. the
TUNGAR BATTERY CHARGER.
Simple, Safe, and Economical.
No moving parts. Requires
no attention. No Garage,
Owner -Driver or Wireless En-
thusiast should be without
one. Will charge from 1 to
10, 6-12 volt batteries at a
time. Deliveries from stock.
Descriptive Booklet free on ap-
plication. The Tungar Battery
Charger is suitable for use on
AlternatingCurrentsupplyonly.

Obtainable from your Garage or Electrician.
THE BRITISH THOMSON. HOUSTON CO., LTD,

Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames St., E.C.4.

-'PHONE REPAIR SERVICE-
ALL MAKES OP 'PHONES REWOUND.
4,000 ohms, 5/- per pair; 8,000 ohms, 1/6
extra. Remagnetising and adjusting, 2 / -; postage,
6d. Transformers rewound any ratio, from 5/-,
The H.R.P., 40, St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10.

EBONITE BUSHES
For mounting on Wood Panel.

Perfect insulation.
Price 1/- for 12 (post free).

Easily fixed by drilling a r hole.
DAREX RADIO Co.,
STANDARD WORKS,Waldram Rd., ,

Forest Hill, London, S.E.23. Trade Supplied

HEADPHONES
Marked D.S.365. Comfortably fitted to the Head.
Leather covered headspring. Nickel plated parts,
very light. 4,000 Ohms. Retail selling price,
10'11. Ask at your local Dealer.

Wholesale only :
D. SCHILDBERG, Mitre Chambers, Mitre
Street, London, E.C.3. Telephone : Avenue 87,10...- _

CRYSTAL
Guaranteed Exceptionally Loud.
Sample ounce 4'- post free.

SIRAM RADIO SUPPLIES,
133a, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.0.1.

REDGATE Regd. ;o5r78.# FLUSH -MOUNTING
Lose Capacity 

VALVE LEGS.
Beauty and Efficiency
1/- set of 4, Brass, 1/2 set.
Nickel Plated. With, drilling

template.
From all the best dealers.
REDGATE MFG. CO.,
32a, Whesler Gate, Nottingham.

EBONITE
Sheet, rod, and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and
cut to any required size while you wait or sent by
post on receipt of cash.
We can turn anything in Ebonite.

BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, Ltd.,
91/92, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1.

'Phone : Holborn 50.

MOVir
Write a post card to -day fin, our Radio
Accessory List. It is post free to you.

DO IT NOW !
L. S. de -Save, 67, Hammersmith, Rd., W.14.

PliMMEMME

4 ,0 0 0 / ADJUSTABLE
DIAPHRAGMOHMS HEADPHONES

POSTAGE
FREE

Weight
only 8', oz.

Earcaps
specially
designed

for comfort

OUR MOTTO
Perfect and True

Reproduction.
Satisfaction or

money refunded.
Trade supplied

J. W. RUSSELL,
8, Oueen's Road, WATFORD

'Phone 428
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I found that when these rheostats were
adjusted for the proper brightness of the
filaments, the slightest shake of the set was
liable to cause a considerable change in the
resistance, and in the circumstances de-
scribed, it will be seen that the danger of
burning out a filament was pretty serious.

With care, it was possible to avoid any
damage, but in the hands of a beginner I
feel sure that burn -outs would have resulted
with these rheostats. It is therefore very
desirable to give the same attention to the
'choice of good rheostats-ifikrticularly with
'low -voltage dull -emitter valves-as to the
,choice of other components of the set. A
good rheostat only costs two or three
shillings whereas a dull -emitter valve may
cost anything from twenty to thirty
shillings.

Valve Sockets.
I do not know whether everybody's

experience is the same as mine, but I
frequently find that the standardisation of
valve pins and valve sockets is anything
but satisfactory. In some cases very
considerable force has to be applied to get
a valve properly inserted into a valve -
holder and afterwards the valve -pins will
13e found to be considerably mutilated.

This state of affairs should not be so. It
ought to be a comparatively simple matter
to standardise the positions of pins and
sockets particularly having regard to the
tact, that considerable tolerance is available
in the springy prongs of the pins. In some
valve -holders this difficulty is partly over-
come by making the sockets either flexible
Or slightly loose, so that they are able to
adjust themselves to the pins when a valve
is; inserted.

As regards the flexible socket -tubes, a
friend of mine informed me the other day
that he had made application for a patent
for a valve -holder in which the metal
socket -tubes were embedded in fairly soft
rubber instead of in vulcanite or other
unyielding composition.

Aerial Wire.
It is surprising what a difference there is

' different types of aerial wire. I have at
ifferent times tried most of the usual types

aerial wire, including of course the
nventional 7/22's, and all kinds of single

wires. Under some circumstances, as, for
*cample, when using a multivalve set,
*here the energy of the incoming oscillations
is not of great importance, one is apt to
think that more or less any aerial wire will
serve the purpose. But in the absence of
any H.F. amplification, where the efficiency
of the aerial becomes more important,
surprising differences will be noticed when
using different wires. Although I make it
a rule to avoid as far as possible naming
particular proprietary components, I must
say that I have found the Mars " aerial
wire really most efficient. During some
preliminary tests with a valve set having
no H.F. amplification, quite loud signals'
were obtained with an indoor aerial of this
wire, about 6 ft. long. That the aerial was
,really serving a definite purpose in this
experiment was proved by substituting a

(Continued on page 1340.)

JUST as the balance wheel
is to the watch so is the
L.F. Transformer to

the Receiving Set.
Without the proper func-
tioning of the one, even the
finest gold watch is utterly
useless. And without a
Transformer capable of an
equal amplification over all
the usual frequencies, even
a super -Receiver and the
most expensive Loud
Speaker are little more than
ornaments.
There's about as much
difference between the
ordinary cheap type of
Transformer and the superb
Eureka Concert Grand as
there is between a cheap

German watch and an
English lever.
The Eureka Concert Grand
is a laboratory production.
Its 21 miles of wire are
wound with scientific pre-
cision and its turn ratio is
calculated to a nicety. Its
design is not based on
academic theory but on the
results of many hundreds
of pounds' worth of actual
research work.
A non -laminated core-a
coppered steel case-an ex-
tremely generous primary
winding-these are some of
the factors that have caused
the Eureka to be considered
Britain's Transformer -de -
Luxe.

Transformer which enables the Loud Speaker to re-create the living Artiste.

a shat 30/- Portable Utilities Co., Ltd., fir ek2a 22/6
Fisher Street. London W.C.1. (For Second Stage)

Gilbert Ad. 2159
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THE BRIDGEOVER
2 -CIRCUIT
DETECTOR

PRICE
3/- each PostageWithout Crystal 6d:

Manufacturer:

F. G. DUNN, Wendover Road Works,
Willesden Junction, London, N M. 10.a ig!wirParis and other Stations-

Clearly heard on Loud Speaker near London using
the " MIRACLE " MASTER 2 -Valve Set. £3-12-6.
plus Royalties. 1, 2, 3, and 4 Valves. Trade sup-

plied. Send Stamp for particulars.
World's Wireless Stores, Wallington.

AP

Specialities
TESTED I

Variable Anode Resistances and Grid
Leaks of new design -many other striking-
ly new lines. List quite free on request.
CARPAX COMPANY, LTD.,
312, Deansaate, Manchester.

The Renowned H.T. Battery for Wireless.The "ELHA."
Guaranteed full 6o volts. Tested before despatch.
Price 8/6, post paid. Pocket Lamp Batteries.

5/- per doz, post paid.
W. FIELDER, 27, Linden Rd., Littlehampton, Sussex.

ACCUMULATORS.
C. A .V., Fullers, etc. Guaranteed brand new and per.
fect, but slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage

both ways if returned within 7 days.
2v -40a ... .. 8/6 4v -100a . .-32 16
by -60a ... L. 11,6 6v -40a , _ 25/-
4v -40a ... ... 17/. 6v -60a ... ... 32/8
4v -60a ... ... 21/9 6v -80a ... - 40 / 
4v -80a ... ... 27/6 6v -100a ... ... 46/Special Line: -

2v -100a (Actual) C.A.U. .. .. 27/8
MAUDE RUBBER CO., SS, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2

-.3IEADPRONE REPAIRS '

Rewound, re -magnetised and readjusted. Lowest
prices quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivery three
days. -THE VARLET -MAGNET CO'., London,
S.E.18. 'Phone 888-9 Woolwich. Est. 26 years.

Jo will

:INVALUABLE TO ALL WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTORS

ONE CROSS. OF ASSORTED
SCREWS, NUTS 4),

: B.A. and WASHERS, Li '
J. H. BENNETT, STATION ROAD,
Free/thing lor Wireless. WILLESDEN JIINCT..

u s Aim 

Tel
Willesden

42Sl

3 -VALVE SET in handsome polished
sloping cabinet, work

loud speaker, receive all B.B.C. Stations, Continent,
America, etc. All accessories included, Valves. Ac-
cumulator, H.T. Battery, Lead-in Wire. Aerial Wire,
insulators, Headphones. This set is in perfectly new
condition and guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction.
A genuine bargain, £8 158. Seen and demon-
strated any time.-BURROUGHEi & GODFREY,
17, McDermott Road, Peckham, London, S.E.15.

COINETeNSTRICRi

Air4!/izsroprew.

K.E TT glisolmil
1 I CABINETS
, 7- re eae4

lilt%
--.tyli re /

.74 lo food Pal., ma
constructors /at lire Ipir_-----

4 PKICETTS. CABINET WORKS
4.

BERLEYHEATHSE illitimo

'---,,aflASSIIIPP CONA715. (jam
Sem, fur C011siructor'S List (P.TV.) FREE.

Piiptair WireleiVand Wireless Review, January 31st, 1925.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1339.)

piece of 7/22 aerial wire of the same length
in its place, when the signals became barely
audible.

Molybdenite as a Detector.
Probably the most commonly used

crystals, apart from the many proprietary
varieties, are galena and the perikon
combination. Galena is a natural sulphide
of lead, whilst the perikon couple is generally
understood to refer to zincite (zinc oxide)
and bornite or copper pyrites (sulphides of
copper and iron). Another crystal which,
however, is very useful, but which is not
employed to anything like the extent it
deserves, is molybdenite, which is a sulphide
of molybdenum. This is a very soft,
cleavable mineral, the efficiency of which as
a detector is not impaired by splitting.
Most pieces of molybdenite will give very
good results and it has the further advantage
that it is sensitive practically all over its
surface. As a cat -whisker for molybdenite,
a strip of silver or aluminium may be used
and it will be found that such a contact is
not easily displaced. In other words, a
molybdenite detector is one which has
much to recommend it in the way of
stability and reliability.

Lightning Arresters.
In spite of the fact that perhaps fifty per

cent. of. articles describing the making of
different wireless sets emphasise the import-
ance of the earth switch or lightning
arrester, and that the same advice is given
in the literature accompanying most bought
sets, many owners to instal
this important component. It is commonly
considered that lightning is more likely to
occur in summer than in winter, but in view
of the extremely uncertain character of
the weather in this country, and also of the
fact that an outdoor aerial is an' excellent
collector of atmospheric electricity, it is
desirable to have a switch by means of which
the aerial may be connected to earth.

Quite Easily Made.
Moreover, lightning arresters are very

cheap and easily fitted, and, in the absence
of a bought component, one can very
readily be made by the most inexperienced
amateur. It is preferable to mount the
arrester indoors, so as to protect it from
milisture, otherwise it may develop a certain
amount of electrical leakage, and detract
from the efficiency of the aerial.

CUTTING'S (Hedges' Patent)
WIRELESS 'TUBULAR EARTH
removes all lightning risks, inconveniences;
and disturbances, and improves your re-
ception. No bolts or clamps to break
continuity. Absolutely permanent con-
ductivity.
Note the copper point (with 113' of earth
wire attached) ; special carbon filling; -
sealed cap; self -watering device and
ease of fitting -merely driven in ground.
Certified by " Popular Wireless" as of
solid construction, ingenious in design and
technically sound.
Obtainable direct from the Licensed Manu-
facturers:

. R. C. CUTTING & CO.,
(Lightning Conductor & Earthing Specialists

of 40' years' standing),Vulcan House, 56, Ludgate Hill,
London, E.C.4. (4th. Floor, by lift.)

Price (as illustrated), 8/6 each.
De -Luxe Model ( with special water trap

and gauze), 10/6. Postage 9d. extra.

I ICAO +

H. Maddison, WOOD HORN Mfrs., 2a, RonaldsRoad, Holloway Road, near Highbury, N.5
How to improve your Junior Amplion. Parties. free.
WOOD Bells, 14", 18", and 191", complete with goose
necks. Castings and Wood Bells for Gramophone Attach
merits. Any speaker fitted with Wood Bell. Improve

ment guaranteed. Trade supplied.

The Original House Specialising in
TRANSFORMER REPAIRS

We Repair, Rewind, or Reconstruct
to any Ratio, noisy, or broken down
L.F. TRANSFORMERS of Any
Make. Efficiency equal to new.

SAT1SP4CTION GUARANTEED.
5/- CASH WITH ORDER.

POSTAGE PAID, EARLY DELIVERIES.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO..
HAY STREET. PORTSMOUTH.

VELMIONESRENXIld
1111

to 4,000 ohms.. Guaranteed. All makes 6/.
except Brown " A " 51-, and Sullivan, Wax
filled, 10/- per pair. Ex -army converted to
high resistance, 2/Bleach earpiece Re-mag.
netising 9.1. per earpiece. Postage extra

6d. per pair.
W. JOKE MILLER, 68, Parringdon St. E.C.4.

2nd and 3rd floor. Phone : Central 1950.

FRENCH METAL '06 VALVE
Guaranteed general purpose. Work off dry cells,
13/6, post free. HOVIMO Screw Battery Clips,
1/8 doz. Neutrodyne Condensers, 7/6. MARCO
Variable Grid Leaks, 7/-.
W. G. EAMES. 15. Rod Lion St., London. W.I.

EASY PAYMENTS.
Burndept Ethophone Duplex Set, complete
with 2 A .R .1). E. Valves, H.T. Battery, Coils.
Accumulator, Headphones. Amplion 50/- Loud
Speaker. Deposit, 65/- and 6 monthly payments of

34/2. Pay while you listen.
LOUD SPEAKERS. Any make. Your selection.
Amplion, Brown, Sparta, Sterling, etc. Quarter
deposit. Balance six monthly payments.
ACCUMULATORS. Best quality. Guaranteed.

3 Mthly 3 Mthly
Cash Payments Cash Payments

4v-40 17/- 6/3 6v-40 25)- 9/-
4v-60 22/6 8/3 6v-60 32/- 11/6
4v-80 27/- 9/9 6Y-80 38/6 14/-
4v-100 32/- 11/6 6Y-100 45/- 16 / 

Carr. and Packing, 1 6 any size.
N. W. HOLMES, 29, Foley Street,

Great Portland Street, W.I. 'Phone: Museum 1414.

Advertisements
" for these col-
umns are ac-
cepted up to five
p.m. Wednesdays
for the following
week's issue.
Rate - 30 - per
inch ; minimum
space accepted
half -inch at 15 -.Cash must
accompany in-
structions and
be sent to the
Sole Advertising
Agents-
John H. Lile, Ltd.,
4, Ludgate Circus,

London, E.C.4.
Tel: 1080 Central

1 -VALVE
For the price of a
transformer you
may make your
crystal set into
a loud -speaker
set. Made of the
finest parts pro-
curable. Sold
under a definite
Toney back
GUARANTEE.

AMPLIFIER
POST 27/6 FREE

INCLUDING VALVE
Marconi Royalty 12 6

Complete with all a,
cessories, royalty paid

POST 62 /6 FREE

Write 10,- List
giving details of

FREE
CABINETS

175, PRINCESS ST.,"E CYLVEX MANCHESTER
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Here are three of the very best.
Real Master Valves for perfect
long distance and pure tone recep-
tion. Make your own choice, and
be assured of valve satisfaction.

BRIGHT FILA-
MENT VALVES
(for 4 volt batteries.)

Mullard H.F. Red
Ring Valves for
HF. AMPLIFICA-
TION AND DE-
TECTION,
1216 each.

Mallard L.F. Green Ring Valves
;.;for L.F. AMPLIFICATION,

12/6 each.
(Recommended for reflex a n d
dual circuits.)
Leaflet M.8. gives full information.

DULL FILAMENT VALVES.

Valves for H.F. AMPLIFICA-
Mullard H.F. Double Red Ring

TION.
Type D.3 for accumulators,

21/- each.
Type D.06 for dry cells,

25/- each.
Mullard H.F. Double Green Ring Valves for L.F. AMPLIFICATION.

Type D.3 for accumulators, 21 /- each.
Type D.06 for dry cells, 25/- each.

Leaflet V.R.2o gives full information.

LOUD SPEAKER VALVES.
Mullard 4 volt batteries, 30/- each.
Mullard D.F.A.i. for 6 volt batteries, 35/- each.

Leaflet V.A.4. gives full information.

AU These Valves

(7
' /z (c7 (7.7-:'

bear the Hall Mark of

_I -1 C'..t.:111,

Advt.: THE MULLARD RADIO VALVE CO., LTD. (P.W.), NIGHTINGAL E 14-CEKS, PALHAM,
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LISSENIUM
Give the valve a
fair chance
Your valve will detect with extraordinary
power with .LISSENSTAT control. Only
by accurate control of critical electron
emission .can success in distant telephony
be achieved-and with no other rheostat
can tlie 'perforinanee of the LISSENSTAT
be duplicated. A 'separate LISSENSTAT
for the detector valve, One for each H.F.
valve, and (desirable, biit not quite so
impOrtant) One' for each L.F. valve, too,
and you will -get'sharper tuning than ever
you have known before.'/ By its structure
and its composition, LISSENSTAT control
giver the iialve, a capacity to detect as no
other rheostat can.

MADE IN THREE TYPES.

LISSENSTAT MINOR (patents pending}-is replacing
thousands of discarded and inefficient rheostats. Provides
LISSENSTAT control at a popular price. LISSEN
ONE -HOLE FIXING, OF. COURSE . .

LISSENSTAT MAJOR (patents pending)-gives the
most acute- tuning possible. LISSEN ONE -HOLE

ara

be

LISSENSTAT UNIVERSAL . (patents pending) -I -
with its.. protective 'cleviee for, (hip efnitters. LISSEN
ONE -HOLE' FIXING, OF COURSE .. 10/6

Receivers fitted with Lissenstat Control are
equipped for the finest detection possible.

The appropriate leak value
Every ail ferent condition .of reception may
call for a different leak value -1 -you can get
it with the LISSEN Variable Grid Leak
(patents pending). -1D.astant -

near -by transmissions-strong signals or
weak-reaction, or,not-hard,valves or soft:"
straight circuit or reflex-if you are using
the LISSEN Variable Grid Leak you are
certain of getting the utmost sensitivity out
of your tuning. Every range of resistance
value required of a leak is covered, with
minute variation throUghout. LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING,
OF COURSE - .. ..

SMOOTH 'OUT YOUR LOUD -SPEAKER DISTORTION BY PUTTING A
LISSEN VARIABLE GRID LEAK ACROSS THE SECONDARY of the last
transformer or across the loud - speaker itself. First position is better, last may
be easier. The cifference will be very noticeable.

Parts that pull together
When you know that every vital part in your
receiver is pulling strongly with each other, you
know that you have a receiver which is the best
you can ever get.

LISSEN VARIABLE
ANODE RESISTANCE
20,000 to 250,000 ohms, same W

. _

outward appearance as the .T4

LISSEN Variable Grid 2/6 .
Leak .. o

a.

LISSEN LIMITED
8-16, WOODGER ROAD, GOLDHAWK ROAD,
SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.12. P.

Telephones-7-Riverside 3380, 3381, 3382, 1072.
Telegrams-" Lissenium London." 4C'

BUILD WITH ALL LISSEN PARTS-THERE IS ONE FOR EVERY VITAL PLACE
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